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FOREWORD

In 1982, the ICtIi ESLAB symposium-was" held in Toledo, Spain.- Entitled 'Galactic and Extragalartic
Infrared Spectroscopy' its purpose was to review the scientific questions which must be addressed by IR
spcctroscopy, by examining the relevant physical processes and summarising the then-current status of observations. Since that time, infrared spcctroscopy has matured into a highly productive branch of astronomy,
with infrared spectrometers of ever-increasing sensitivity and resolution becoming standard equipment on
all major telescopes. Preparations are needed now to take full advantage of facilities such as ISO, which will
soon be providing the next advance in spectroscopic (and polarimetric, photometric and imaging) capabilities. Thus, in December 1988, the 3-day 22nd ESLAB Symposiiuiuwas organised in Salamanca to provide
a new review of the field.
The emphasis of the meeting was on an interlocking set of 22 invited review papers which addressed both
theoretical topics and also observations ranging from solar system objects to external galaxies. Use was
made of both 'topic-orientated' talks (e.g. dust, spectropolarimctry) and also 'object-orientated' talks, so
as to provide overlap between the individual reviews and improve the completeness of the overall picture.
The review presentations were organised into six sessions, covering main areas of astronomy; each session
also included some short contributed talks. In addition, there were about 60 posters, divided into the same
six areas plus instrumentation. This volume contains 21 of the reviews (plus an abstract of the review of
late-type stars) and the majority of the contributed papers and posters.
The symposium would not have been so successful without the dedicated efforts of many people: the
Scientific Advisory Committee for their time and ideas in setting up the programme, the review speakers
for producing papers which fit together to make this such a comprehensive and readable volume, and the
session chairmen for maintaining the pace of the proceedings.
We would particularly like to thank Charo Gonzalez Riestra for her superb organisation of the local
arrangements.
The conference secretaries, Anne Cijsouw and Carmen Ramirez-Palacios, should be thanked for keeping
everything running smoothly before, during and after the meeting in a city so remote from their home offices,
along with Anneke van den Eijkel who looked after all the finances.
Lastly, but by no means least, we are extremely grateful to the University of Salamanca for permitting
us to use the magnificent, historical set of rooms in which the symposium was held.

Martin Kessler

Alistair Classe

OPENINGREMARKS
M C E Huber
Head of Space Science Department

Ladies and Gentlemen,
dear Colleagues,
It is a traditional" and pleasant task
of the Head of ESA1s Space Science
Department to address the
participants at _the start of an
.ESLAB Symposium.
So, first I should like to welcome you
to this 22nd ESLAB Symposium.
To those of you who attend an ESLAB
Symposium for the first time, the
name ESLAB may be unknown. In the
early days of European Space Research,
when ESA (the European Space Agency)
was called ESRO (the European Space
Research Organisation), there was a
separate laboratory called ESLAB
(European Space Research Laboratory),
whose Director in those days was Dr.
Trendlenburg. Later ESLAB was
integrated into ESTEC (the European
Space Research and Technology Centre)
and was named Space Science Department,
(SSD).
The Space Science Department is the home
base of the Project Scientists, and more
generally, it is ESA1s interlocutor with
the scientific commuaity. Indeed, most
ESA staff members, whom scientists
normally deal with, are members_of SSD:
If you go observing with the International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) - and later
with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO)
- you are also dealing with a part of SSD.
This is the third ESLAB Symposium
dedicated to Infrared Astronomy.
The first, on "Infrared Detector
Techniques for Space Research",
held in 1971, was looking at the
instrumentation possibilities, the
2nd one, on "Galactic and
Extragalactic Infrared Spectroscopy",
held in Toledo 1982, was looking
at the future scientific perspectives
in astronomical infrared spectroscopy,
and the current one, on "IR
spectroscopy in Astronomy" is taking
stock of the progress seen over the
last six years. (For the sake of
completeness, we should mention
that observations at infrared
wavelengths formed a
significant part of an ESLAB Symposium
on "HII Regions and the Galactic Centre"
that was held in 1974, Frascati.)

In the past six years we have _seen
Infrared Astronomy developing from a
rather restricted field - accessible
only to the few physicists and
astronomers who had their own
instruments:- to a field accessible
to:all observing:astronomers.
Since the ESLAB Symposium in Toledo
we have seen
- the introduction of common-user
spectroscopic instruments on groundbased telescopes, as, for example,
IRSPEC on the 3.6-m telescope of the
European Southern Observatory (ESO),
or the CGS instruments on the United
Kingdom's Infrared Telescope, (UKIRT).
- the establishment of new sub-mm
telescopes of IRAM, the SEST and the
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope,
- the selection of ISO as a project of
ESA's Scientific Programme,
- the publication of the IRAS catalogue,
a four-colour equivalent of the
two-colour Palomar and ESO/SERC Sky
Surveys, and
- the several further initiatives, e.g
the FRG/US project SOPHIA for an
airborne 3-m class infrared telescope.
In view of these developments
it seems amply justified to have a
new review of the field.
With you I am thus looking forward
to the reviews and reports of this
conference.
I wish you a fruitful and enjoyable
time in this historic University and
town.

Session 1
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Chairman: G Schwehm

IR SPECTROSCOPY OF PLANETS AND SATELLITES;
VENUS, MARS, GIANT PLANETS AND TITAN

Th Encrenaz
Observatoire de Paris, France

ABSTRACT
Infrared spectroscopy is an essential tool
for
studying planetary atmospheres and
surfaces, both in the reflected sunlight
component ( A < 4pm) and in the thermal
emission spectrum ( A >
In
the
case
of
Venus,
infrared
spectroscopy en the night side can provide
valuable information upon the deep layers
probed in the 2— 3pm region. High spectral
resolution could also make possible the
detection of HDD lines, in view of the
determination of * he D/H ratio.
Mars is going to be the major objective of
planetary space exploration within the end
of this century. Many questions are still
open about its aeronomy, the stability of
its
atmosphere
and the
interactions
atmosphere/surface;
answers
to
these
questions are necessary to understand the
planet's history. Recently, deuterium has
been detected
at 3.7pm with the CFHT
Fourier Transform spectrometer, leading to
a D/H ratio significantly higher than the
terrestrial value. For future studies of
the surface mineralogy, infrared cameras
with moderate spectral resolution will be
of great interest, both for ground— based
observations
and for space experiments
( Phobos , Mars-94 . . . )
In the case of the giant planets, most of
our
knowledge
of their
atmospheric
composition comes from IR spec troscopy .
From the IRIS experiment, the H/He ratio
has been determined on Jupiter, Saturn and
Uranus;
these results have
important
implications upon the evolutionary stage
of these planets. The D/H ratio has been
derived using both the IRIS data and
ground-based observations. An important
result is that the D/H ratio is enriched
on Uranus and Neptune with respect to
Jupiter
end
Saturn.
This
deuterium
enrichment seems to be typical of objects
where the isotopic hydrogen comes from
volatiles
trapped in cold and
solid
material ;in
contrast,
the D/H
ratio
measured on Jupiter and Saturn seems to be
more
representative
of the
deuterium

abundance in the Primordial Solar Nebula,
because, in this case, the contribution
from the core is diluted in the massive
atmosphere. Infrared spectroscopy has also
been
useful for determining elemental
ratios such as C/H, N/H, P/H, etc... which
provide
important
constraints
upon
formation models of the giant planets. In
the future, the ISD satellite w i l l be a
major tool for improving these studies.
Also, the problem of the aeronomy and the
general circulation of these objects, in
the perspective of the Galileo and Cassini
missions,
w i l l take advantage of groundbased imaging spectroscopy, in particular
with the VLT.
Finally, the Voyager IRIS experiment has
been
essential
for
determining
the
atmospheric
composition of Titan
and
detecting
a large variety of complex
molecules. Ground-based FT spectroscopy
has also given a measurement of the D/H
ratio. Infrared spectrometers aboard the
Cassini mission will be of prime interest
for
improving
the analysis
of
the
atmospheric composition and the nature of
the surface.
Keywords:
planetary atmospheres, infrared
spectroscopy

!.INTRODUCTION
Infrared spectroscopy is an excellent tool
for investigating planetary atmospheres.
Indeed,
planets and satellites,
with
effective temperatures ranging from 50 to
about 30OK, radiate most of their energy
in the infrared range; moreover, most of
the molecules which can be found in their
atmospheres exhibit strong rotation and/or
vibration—rotation
bands
at
infrared
wavelengths.
As for all Solar System
objects, the
infrared spectrum of a planet is composed
of two components:
(1) a solar component,
reflected by the planet or scattered by
its atmosphere, below about 3pm, and (2) a
thermal component with a maximum ranging
from 70pm (in the case of Neptune) to 15pm
(in the case of Mars).
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In
the reflected sunlight
component,
atmospheric and/or surface constituents
show absorption signatures. For gaseous
molecules, this absorption can provide the
column density of the absorber; from the
width of individual lines, an effective
pressure can be derived and, if one has
access to several lines of a given band, a
rotational temperature can be obtained. As
the
near
infrared range is
largely
observable from the ground, high quality
data can be obtained from large groundbased telescopes, using high-resolution
spectrometers with the most
sensitive
detectors.
The thermal radiation of a planet comes
either from its surface, in the case of a
tenuous atmosphere (Mars), or from an
atmospheric level where the optical depth
approximates unity. In the giant planets,
this level ranges typically between O.I
and 5 bars. This level varies, as a
function of wavelength, depending upon the
nature of the various absorbers. In other
words, it is passible to probe a wide
range
of
atmospheric levels
by
an
appropriate choice of wavelengths. fit the
pressure levels mentioned above, local
thermodynamic equilibrium can be assumed
for
the
radiative
transfer.
As
a
consequence, the outgoing flux can be
simply expressed as a function of the
thermal
profile
and
the
vertical
distribution of the absorber. In some
cases,
when the infrared spectrum is
dominated
by
the
major
atmospheric
constituent, it is possible to retrieve
the temperature profile. In most of the
cases, the thermal profile is supposed to
be known and the infrared spectra are used
to obtain the vertical distribution of
minor atmospheric species. Due to the
opacity of the Earth atmosphere, groundbased infrared spectroscopy in the thermal
range is only possible in some atmospheric
windows, i.e. at 4-5(jm and 7-13(Im. In the
case of Mars, the giant planets and Titan,
a very important information has come from
Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy
experiments aboard Mariner 9 and Voyager 1
and 2.

carbon dioxide (95'/.). Nitrogen is also
present (3.5'/.) with some traces of H=O,
CO, SO=
and other gases ( Hunten et al,
19B3j Krasnopolsky, 1986).
2.1 Ground—based IR

spectroscopy

Ground-based
infrared spectroscopy
of
Venus was first performed some fifty years
age and led to the detection of carbon
dicxide !Kuiper,1952).
High resolution
Fourier
Transform spectroscopy
was
performed by Cormes et al U9é>9) between 1
and 2.5um.
More recently,
a Fourier
Transform spectrum of Venus was recorded
in
the lOum region and led to
the
determination of the l=C/1=;C ratio and the
i*Qy.LOQ ratio, both in agreement with the
terrestrial value (Bézard et al,19B7a;
Fig.l). Another interesting result is the
discovery of CD infrared emission lines at
5(im, from Fourier Transform spectroscopy.
These emission lines could be excited by
fluorescence or, alternatively, CO could
be vibraiionally excited from the C0=
photodissociation (de Bergh et al,19BBa).

Many
exciting
discoveries have
been
recently obtained from infrared planetary
spectroscopy,
and
Lhe development of
infrared instrumentation, from the ground
and in space, should open or contribute to
a large variety of areas. This paper will
concentrate on a few specific topics of
peculiar interest - in view of recent
important
results or expected
future
developments - or. Venus, Mars, the giant
planets and Titan.
2.VENUS
Venus has been a favored target for space
planetary exploration over the past 20
years, with the Mariner 2, 5 and 10
missions,
and
the Vénéra
and
Vega
programs.
Venus is known to have an
extremely
dense
atmosphere,
with
a
pressure of 92 bars and a temperature of
74OK at the surface, mostly composed of

936.0

936.5

WAVENUMBER ,cirH
1. The spectrum of Venus in the 10pm
region,
recorded
at
Haute-Provence
Observatory
with
a
Fourier-Transform
spectrometer.After Bézard et al,19B7.
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An unexpected spectrum was recorded on the
dark side of Venus by A l l e n and Crawford
(19BA)
who observed
thermal
emission
around 1.7 and 2.3pm. Subsequent images
taken
at these wavelengths show
the
presence of dark and light patterns
over
the dark side of the disk (Allen, 19B7).
This emission is apparently coming from
very deep atmospheric
layers,
located
below the thick cloud deck at about 24OK;
they
seem
to be consistent with
a
significant depletion of CO and H=D (Kamp
et al, 19BB;
Fig.2).
These infrared
observations are thus a unique way for
probing these regions, unaccessible to all
wavelengths shorter than the m i l l i m e t e r
waves.

2. The spectrum
of Venus in the l-5|jm
region, calculated by Kamp et al (19BB).
The data are from Allen and Crawford
(19B4) and Allen (19B7).

3. MARS
Mars has been intensively explored in the
past by a large number of space vehicles,
including the Mariner 6,7 and 9, and the
Viking mission. In particular, from in
situ
measurements recorded
during the
Viking
mission,
the
atmospheric
composition
of
the planet has
been
derived (Krasnopolsky,1986). The martian
atmosphere is mostly composed of carbon
d i o x i d e (95X), with nitrogen
(3%) and
argon (1.67.) and traces of CD, D= and H=D.
In spite of these results, many questions
are still unresolved about the planet
Mars. The stability of the atmosphere is
not understood:
C0=, being continuously
dissociated,
should
disappear and CD
should accumulate, which is not the case.
Where does C0= come from, is it recycled
or outgassed from the surface? What is the
nature of the surface, does it contain
some carbon dioxide reservoir?
Where is
presently the water which must have flown
on the surface in the past, as attested
by the Viking images of the canyons? All
these questions are related to the whole
history of the planet, which would explain
how Mars, starting from initial conditions
which were not so different from those of
Venus and the Earth, evolved toward the
present
state.
Another very important
question concerning the martian atmosphere
is its climatology. Due to the large
inclination of the polar axis over the
ecliptic plane, seasons! effects are very
strong on Mars. Polar caps of CO= and H=D
frost condense
periodically at the two
poles; large amounts of gas and dust are
transported with very strong
winds. For
all
these reasons,
Mars is still
a
fascinating object, which w i l l be a major
objective for planetary space exploration
within the end of this century.

2.2 Future studies
Probing the lower atmosphere of Venus by
infrared mapping of the dark side will be
an exciting program which w i l l take full
advantage of the recent developments of
infrared
cameras.
The
long-term
perspective of this program is the use of
the
VLT
at the
diffraction
limit.
Moreover, new data are expected
to be
obtained with the NIMS (Near
Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer) aboard the Galileo
mission which should encounter Venus in
February 199O, in its way to Jupiter.
High
resolution infrared
spectroscopy
could also be performed from the ground in
the l-5|im range to observe atmospheric
minor constituents, such as CD, H=O or
HDD, as was done by Owen et al (198B) on
Mars to derive the D/H ratio (de Bergh et
al,19BBb).
Venus,
unfortunately,
will
not
observable by the ISO satellite, due
the solar elongation angle constraint.

be
to

inn
lloo
WtTl number (em*1)

3. The infrared spectrum of two region of
Mars, recorded in the central region (I=IB*) and at the south polar cap. From
Hanel et al, 1972.
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3.1 Atmosphere
It can be mentioned that ground-based
spectroscopy in the neai—infrared provided
the first evidence for the presence of
carbon dioxide on Mars (Kuiper,1952). More
recently,
a
high resolution
Fourier
Transform spectrum was recorded between 1
and 2.5pm (Connes et al, 1969)
and the
abundance of carbon monoxide was measured
(Kaplan et al,1969). Another impartant
step was the infrared experiment aboard
Mariner 9: Fourier Transform spectra were
recorded over the martian disk between 5
and SOpm (Hanel et al,1972). These spectra
were characterized by the strong CO= band
at 15pm, observed either in absorption, or
in emission over the cold surface of the
polar caps (Fig.3).
fin important result has been obtained
recently with the detection of .0DO lines
in the near infrared, around 3,7(Jm, and
tne first determination of the D/H ratio
(Owen et al,19BB). The derived value, D/H=
9 10~A, is significantly enriched with
respect to the terrestrial value, by a
factor about 6. This result suggests that
the hydrogen escaped more rapidly from
Mars in the past than it does now, which
is consistent with a dense and
warm
ancient atmosphere on the planet (Owen et
al,19BB; de Bergh et al,19BB).
High resolution infrared spectroscopy has
also been used recently, coupled with
millimeter observations, for monitoring
the CO abundance on Mars.
The (l-O)
vibrational band of CD has baen observed
at 1.7pm and several lines of CO and its
isotopes
have been analyzed;
in the
millimeter range, CD and 13CD have been
observed
in the J=I-O and 2-1 lines
(Lellouch
et al,
19B9;
Encrenaz et
al,19BB).
There
is
evidence
for
significant temporal variations of the CO
abundance; moreover, the isotopic lines
seem to be enhanced with respect to the
expected terrestrial isotopic ratios; the
origin of this effect is not presently
understood.

3.2 Surface
The l-5pm spectral region is of special
interest
for
studying
the
surface
mineralogy of Mars. Indeed, many species
are expected to exhibit signatures in this
range, such as silicates (olivine and
pyroxene),
hydrated silicates such as
montmorillonite,
carbonates
and other
salts, and CO= or H=O ices. These features
are
expected to be broad and
their
detection does not require high spectral
resolution.
Ground-based
spectroscopic data
were
recorded during the 197B opposition by Mc
Cord et al (19B2);
they led to the
identification of H=O ice (Huguenin,19B7),
but were later interpreted as bound water
in
the surface rocks
(Esposito
and

Jones,19BB).
Airborne
observations by
Houck
et
al
(1973)
led
to
the
identification
of a strong and broad
absorption
band in the
3pm
region,
attributed
to surface hydrates.
This
strong
feature
had
been
previously
observed by Herr and Pimentel
(1969)
using the Mariner 7 IR spectrometer, who
also detected narrow ice features at 3.O
and 3.3|jm in the southern polar cap.
An intense observing program has developed
for the 19BB opposition, motivated by the
favourable
configuration and
by
the
perspective of future space exploration.
The spectrum of Mars was recorded with
moderate or high spatial and spectral
resolutions between 1 and Sum (Hell et
al,1988; Lucey,19BB; Singer et al,19BB;
Blaney and McCord,19BB; Clark et al,198B;
Encrenaz and Bouchet,19B8). Some spectra
seem to show specific absorption features
which might be characteristic of
the
surface
mineralogy
(Encrenaz
and
Bouchet,19SB) ;
however, no unambiguous
identification can be made presently.
Bidimensionâl infrared arrays
equipped
with gratings or circular variable filters
are ideal tools for investigating solid
features. This kind of instrumentation
will operate from the Phobos spacecraft in
19B9,
and will probably be part of the
pay loads of future space missions devoted
to Mars ( Mars-94,...).
3.3 Future observations
As mentioned above, an important groundbased
observing campaign of Mars has
already
started,
in preparation
and
support of the Phobos
mission»
This
campaign will continue in the future, with
high spectral resolution observations of
HDD and CO, especially at the time of the
Phobos
monitoring.
The
improving
capabilities of infrared cameras will be
fully used from the ground during the 1990
and following oppositions.
In a long-term perspective, observations
with ISO, probably at the time of the Mars
1994
mission,
will provide
valuable
information
upon
the
atmospheric
monitoring (CO=, CO and H=), and upon
possible surface features
unobservable
from the Earth.
Finally, the use of
imaging spectroscopy at the VLT, at the
diffraction limit, will allow a study of
the martian mineralogy with a spatial
resolution
of about lOOkm,
and will
provide a precious complement to the space
data.

4. GIANT PLANETS
Ground-based
infrared spectroscopy
has
been the essential tool for determining
the atmospheric composition of the giant
planets. Indeed, apart from deuterium, all
the
molecular species found in these
atmospheres have been detected, or at
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least
observed in the infrared
range
(references can be found in Encrenaz,
19B4); this list of about twenty molecules
includes the two most abundant gases,
hydrogen and helium, which dominate the
far IR . spectrum through the pressureinduced spectrum of Ha. Among the other
constituents are CHa, its isotopes and its
dissociation
products,
NH3,
and its
isotope,
PHs
and some
other
minor
constituents.
In addition to the basic contribution of
ground-based spectroscopy, informations of
prime interest have come from the space
missions Pioneer 10 and 11, and Voyager 1
and 2. In particular, the IRIS infrared
spectroscopy experiment, between 5 and
SOpm, has given fundamental results upon
the atmospheric thermal structure and upon
the hydrogen to helium ratio (Hanel et
al,1979,1981,1986).
Giant planets present a large variety of
interesting astrophysical
questions. In
the present paper,
we consider
some
peculiar problems of specific
interest
which should benefit from the use of
infrared spectroscopy.
The first question is the study of the
early stages of the Solar System, which
can be addressed by the study of the
abundance ratios. In particular, the D/H
ratio can provide information upon the
deuterium
abundance in the primordial
nebula, or upon the formation scenario of
the planet; the helium measurement seems
to be representative of the evolutionary
stage of the planet; the C/H and N/H can
be uspd as tests for models of planet's
formation. This field of research has seen
a very rapid development over the past ten
years.
Another key question concerns the general
circulation of the giant planets. This
field is still at its early beginning, and
_most of the fascinating features observed
by the Voyage- images are still mostly
ununderstood.Its seems now possible to
study vertical motions by monitoring the
abundance of non-equilibrium species, used
as dynamical tracers.
A third field of research concerns the
phenomena of aurorae and
dissociation
processes
which
occur
in
specific
localized areas and can produce enhanced
abundances
of
complex
dissociation
products. Infrared spectroscopy is also
the best tool for detecting these species.
4.1 Abundance ratios in the giant planets
4.1.1 H=/He
The helium abundance has been derived on
Jupiter,
Saturn and Uranus from
the
inversion of the pressure-induced spectrum
of hydrogen,
due to HZ-H= and H=-He
collisions,
together with the thermal
profile T(P). The most accurate results
were obtained with the Voyager IRIS data,
coupled with the results of the radio-
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4. Determination of the helium abundance
on Uranus from the inversion of
the
pressure-induced
spectrum of
hydrogen
(Conrath et al, 1987).

occultation
measurements
(Gautier
et
al,1981; Conrath et al,1984;1987). Results
are summarized in Table 1. The striking
results is the strong depletion of helium
on Saturn, with respect to the expected
primordial value,
obtained from solar
evolutionary models.
The Uranus value
appears to be primordial
(Fig.4), while
the Jupiter value is intermediate.
The present interpretation of these data
is that Saturn, in its cooling process,
has started a différenciation phase in
which
helium separates from
metallic
hydrogen by condensation and sinks toward
the center of the planet,
creating an
apparent
depletion
the
outer
in
atmospheric levels probed in the IR range.
This interpretation is supported by the
observed energy excess which is created by
^15U proce55- !" th* case af Jupiter,
which started its evolution at a larger
temperature
than
Saturn,
the
différenciation
process
has
probably
occured more recently, which explains the
intermediate value. In the case of Uranus
(as
well as Neptune),
the
hydrogen
1 the
nrnH5^ not
"\ ^sufficient
" *«** °to
"^ the
iprobably
observe
metallic
transition,
so
that
the
différenciation process is not expected
(Stevenson,1982; Gautier,19BB). If this
interpretation is correct a primordial
value of helium is expected for Neptune,
an
he an5Wer should be
în
^' /
in. Î9B9
1989 h
by the
Voyager 2 encounter. 9iven
Future
improvements of the Uranus and Neptune
rtai"eVa!7 expected to "me from the ISO
data which should provide a better signalto-noise ratio over an extended spectral
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TABLE 1
The helium abundance on the giant
(mass fraction)
(Gautier,19BB)
JUPITER

O.IB t

SATURN

0.06

URANUS

O.2B ± O.OS

PROTO-SUN

0.275 £O.Ol

planets

Improved determinations of the D/H ratio
w i l l be a major objective for ISO, using
the infrared HD lines, and for the VLT,
using in particular the 1.6pm CH3D lines
on Neptune.

0.04

± O.O5

4.1.3

TABLE 2
Deuterium abundance in the giant planets
JUPITER

2 - 5 (-5)

SATURN

1 - 4 <-5)

URANUS

4 -20

PRIMORDIAL
NEBULA
(from 3He in
the solar Mind)

2

etc...).
In
the case of Uranus and
Neptune, the relative size of the nucleus
is expected to be significantly larger
than for Jupiter and Saturn, which would
i m p l y a larger value of the deuterium
abundance (Hubbard and
McFarlane,19BO;
Owen et a 1,1986).

(-5)
(-5)

4.1.2 The D/H ratio
Three basic method have been used to
determine the deuterium abundance on giant
planets: (1) the HD lines in the visible
range; (2) the CHt5D lines at 1.6pm and (3)
the CH3D lines at B.6pm. The results
obtained in the near—infrared range are
discussed in detail in Owen et al (1986)
and de Bergh et al (19B8). A recent
measurement of CH3D at 1.6pm seems to
indicate a deuterium abundance on Neptune
comparable to the Uranus value (de Bergh
et al,19B7). In the thermal range, IRIS
data were used in the case of Jupiter and
Saturn (Gautier and Owen, 19BB). Results
are given in Table 2. In spite of large
uncertainties for Saturn,
Uranus
and
Neptune, there is some indication for a
deuterium
enhancement in the case of
Uranus and Neptune, w h i l e the Jupiter and
Saturn values could be compatible with the
primordial value. This result could be
explained
if a nucleation scenario is
adopted for the giant planets. In this
model
(Mizuno,19BO;
Bodenheimer
and
Pollack,19B6) ,
a core is formed from
silicates
and
ices which
grows
by
accretion up to a critical mass, above
which the gas of the primordial nebula is
gravitational Iy bound to the nucleus. In
the ices of the core , deuterium is
expected to be enriched, as indicated by
low
temperature equilibrium
chemistry
calculations. Due to the heating coming
from the accretion, ices are likely to
vaporize and provide the outer atmosphere
with deuterium enriched hydrogen as well
as other elements
(carbon,
nitrogen,

The C/H, N/H and D/H ratios

As mentioned above,
these ratios are
believed to be powerful tests of the
nucleation model, as the CH«, NH3, H=O
elements trapped in ices are expected to
enrich the outer atmosphere in C, N, O
elements as they are outgassed from the
nucleus.
Methane is a major absorber in the visible
and near—IR spectra of the giant planets;
it has also a strong band at 7.7pm which
has been used in the IRIS data (Fig.5). At
the pressure levels probed in the visible
and IR ranges, methane is expected to be
uniformely mixed with hydrogen. Ammonia
has also several spectral signatures from
the visible to the fai—infrared range. Its
mixing ratio is more difficult to derive
as ammonia is not uniformely mixed over
the altitude range, due to condensation
and photodi'; sociation; various wavelengths
are used to retrieve the ammonia abundance
at several different altitudes. Finally,
several
other minor constituents
are
detected on Jupiter and Saturn in the 5pm
region, where deep regions can be probed,
thanks to the lack of methane and ammonia
absorptions at this wavelength.

r
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5. Determination of the C/H ratio on
Jupiter, from the study of the 7.7pm band
of methane observed with
IRIS-Voyager
(Gautier et al, 1981).
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Many different results have been published
in the literature for C/H and N/H ratios,
and large deviations can be observed,
depending
upon
the method
and
the
wavelength used."--_ Table 3 summarizes the
main results; the N/H ratio refers to deep
levels (P larger than 2 bars); the 0/H
ratio
(1 1O-* to 4 10~5; Lellouch--et
al,19BB) refers to the 5 bars level. In
the case of Uranus and Neptune,- the
determinations are very uncertain.
It can
be seen from the results shown in Table 3
that, apart from H=O, the ratios-seem to
be
enriched in the giant planets, by a
factor ranging from 2 (for" Jupiter and
Saturn) to 25 (for Uranus and Neptune, in
the case of C/H). The ammonia depletion on
Uranus and Neptune is puzzling, and could
mean that nitrogen is trapped at lower
unobservable levels.
The very
strong
depletion of water vapor in Jupiter is
still ununderstood.
In summary, the D/H ratio and the C/H and
N/H ratios seem altogether to favor the
nucleation model of planet's formation,
rather
than
the
homogeneous-collapse
model. However, many questions are still
not solved, as the water vapor depletion
on Jupiter, and require further studies.
The Galileo NlMS experiment should provide
further
information
upon
the
H=O
distribution in the Jovian atmosphere; ISO
should provide an accurate measurement of
C/K on Uranus and Neptune from the 7.7pm
band of methane.

TABLE 3
The C/H and N/H ratios
on Jupiter and Saturn
C/H
SUN

5

(-4)

N/H

1

(-4)

JUPITER/SUN

^2

-sj 2

SATURN/SUN

~ 2

•xj 2

URANUS/SUN

m 25

< 1 (?)

NEPTUNE/SUN

•V 25

< 1 (?)

species, which should not be observable in
the outer atmospheres on the basis of
chemical equilibrium models, but are still
detected in the IR spectra; their presence
is explained by vertical transports able
to - carry the molecules -on time scales
shorter than their destruction lifetime
(Drossart et al,19BB).
'- ~
The most abundant desequi1ibrium species
used as a-tracer is phosphine, observed some fifteen years ago at 5pm and 10pm in
the spectra of Jupiter and Saturn. In the
deep
levels (pressures higher than 2
bars), the P/H ratio, has the solar value
for Jupiter, and is enriched by a factor
about 3 or even more in the case of Saturn
(Bézard et al,19B7b; Gautier,1980). In the
5pm
region,
CO and GeHa have been
detected in the past oh Jupiter, and more
recently on Saturn (Bézard et al,19B7b;
Noll et al,1987; Noll et al, 19BBa,b);
another recent result is the detection of
arsine AsH, (Fig.6) on Saturn (Bézard et
al,198B; Noll et al,19BBc).
Spatio-temporal variations of condensable
compounds -2ucH as water vapor and ammonia
can also be used for deriving information
upon vertical atmospheric motions. As an
example, the recent reanalysis of the IRIS
data at 5pm has shown a
correlation
between the amount of NHs and HaD, and the
opacity of the cloud deck at 2 bars; this
result is consistent with a circulation
model in which the belts are regions of
subsidence (Lellouch et al,19BB; Fig.7).
The problem of the general circulation of
the giant planets is expected to make a
significant progress in the forthcoming
years. It is a major objective of the
Galileo mission for Jupiter, arid later the
Cassini mission for Saturn. In the case of
Uranus and Neptune, the 5pm region will
become accessible with the ISO mission.
Also, the use of the VLT will allow a
significant progress for mapping the disks
of Jupiter and Saturn at 5pm at the
diffraction limit.
4.3 Photochemistry and aurorae

4.2 General

circulation

In
in spite
sp
of the high quality data recorded
ten years ago on Jupiter by the Voyager
imaging experiment, the problem of the
general circulation of the giant planets
is still at its early beginning.
In
particular, no coherent model is presently
able to account for all the phenomena
observed and all the data recorded, such
as
the the variation of winds
with
latitude. In order to obtain information
upon
the vertical dimension,
a
new
approach has recently developed, which
consists
in
spatial
and
temporal
monitoring of some molecular
species.
These molecules, chosen as tracers of
vertical
motions,
are
desequi1ibrium

Infrared spectroscopy of Jupiter in the
10pm region has shown evidence for hot
spots at high latitudes (Caldwell
et
al,1980,1983) apparently correlated with
UV aurorae (Drossart et a 1,1988). These
hot spots were observed in the wing of the
7.7pm methane band, observed in emission
at high altitude (Caldwell et al,1988),
and in the acetylene emission band at
13pm (Drossart et al,19B6). This enhanced
emission might be due to an increased flux
of
charged
particles,
implying
an
increased dissociation rate and possibly
also an increase in the temperature of the
upper atmosphere (Drossart et al,1988).
Complex molecules,
resulting from the
methane photochemistry, have been detected
in these hot spots (Kim et al,1985);
Fig.B).
Recently,
high
resolution
spectroscopy of the Jovian auroral zone in
the region of the H3 quadrupole line (2.0-
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t.. First detection of arsine (AsH3) in the
spectrum of Saturn at Sum. Data were
recorded at the CFH telescope Jn Hawaii
with the Fouriei—Transform spectrometer.
From Bézard et al,19BB.

2.5pm) has shown several emission lines in
addition to the hydrogen emission (Kim et
al,19BB). These lines (Fig.9) are not yet
definitely assigned, but are also present
in a discharge emission spectrum of H2;
the
best
candidate seems to be H3*
(Maillard and Drossart,19BB).
The ISD mission, in spite of its poor
angular resolution, will be able to search
for other complex dissociation products
on Jupiter and Saturn. In the case of
Saturn, an infrared spectrometer aboard
Cassini will be very well adapted for this
study. From the ground, mapping Jupiter
and Saturn in the 7-13pm with the VLT at
the
d. ffraction limit will provide a
signifiant
progress to
the
present
studies.

5.TlTAN

Even before the Titan encounter by Voyager
1
in
19Bl,
ground-based
infrared
spectroscopy had given information upon
its atmospheric structure, in particular
upon
the
methane abundance and
its
dissociation products (C2H3, C2H4, C=H4,!
Gillett, 1975; Hunten et al,19B4). However
little
was
known about
the
global
composition of the atmosphere and the
surface pressure and temperature.
ft major step has been achieved with the
Voyager 1 exploration (Hunten et al,1984).
The atmospheric structure =nd composition
have been determined, in particular the
nature of the main absorber (nitrogen) and
the surface conditions (P=I.5 bar, T=92K).
Another remarkable result has been the

7. Analysis of the IRIS data on Jupiter at
5pm, showing bands of ammonia, water vapor
and phosphine. Variations of abundancesover the disk are indicators of vertical
motions. From Lellouch et al,19BB.
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B. Complex molecules such as benzene and
aliène are found in infrared "hot spots"
on Jupiter, where intense photochemistry
and dissociation take place (from Kim et
al,1985).

detection,
from
infrared spectroscopy
(Hanel et al,19Bl; Fig.10) of complex
molecules,
products
of
the
methane
photodissociation
and
the
nitrogen
dissociation by energetic particles ( HCN,
C3H4, C3HQ, C..H=, HC3N, C=N=). The CO=
molecule
was also
detected.
Further
ground-based observations have led to the
detection of CO (Lutz et al,19B3) and to
the determination of the D/H abundance
(Owen et al,19B6).
The value of the
deuterium abundance (1.6 1O~») has also
been confirmed by a reanalysis of the CH3D
data recorded by IRIS-Voyager (Coustenis
et al,19B9).
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S South Auroral Region

9. Unexpected emission lines are found in
the south auroral region of Jupiter, in
the vicinity of the hydrogen quadrupole
line at 2.1pm. They might be due to the H-S
molecule or to the H3* ion (Kim et
al,198B; Maillard and Drossart,198B).

In spite of all these discoveries, many
astrophysical
problems remain. Titan is
believed to have a "secondary" atmosphere,
i.e. outgassed from the globe, and/or
eventually enriched by cometary impacts.
What is the nature of the surface? If an
ocean exists, as suggested by the physical
conditions at the surface, what is its
composition? What can we learn about its
interior?
Could Titan be a favorable
medium for early developments of prebiotic
chemistry?
"
""
Several future observations should provide
new inputs to i these questions. First,
ground-based m i l l i m e t e r observations are a
powerful
.technique for- searching
new
complex molecules; this study w i l l be
performed also, in an extended spectral
range, with ISO. As an example, Table 4
gives a list of organic molecules which
could be present in Titan's atmosphere on
the
basis
of
laboratory
simulation
experiments. The VLt w i l l make possible
high spectral resolution observations in
the
5pm
and 10pm windows,
at
the

TABLE
Organic molecules eventually detectable in
the infrared spectrum of Titan,
in addition to those previously detected
(after Cassini report on Phase A study,
ESA-BCI(BB)S)
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1O. The spectrum of Titan recorded by the
IRIS-Voyager experiment, showing evidence
for several hydrocarbons and nitriles in
the Titan atmosphere.
From Hanel
et
al, 19B1, and Cmistenis et al, 19BB.
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TABLE 5
Future infrared spectroscopic
observations of planets and Titan

VENUS

(1)
Am, B.B.
Dark
Imaging
side
spectr.
obs.
4m, B.B.
High res.
spectr.

HDD»
D/H

mill./
submill.
obs.

CO

JUPITER/
SATURN

MARB

TITAN

Hot
spots

Surface
•features

Minor
constituents

HCN, PH3

CD

Minor
constituents

SOFIA

Surface
features
+atm.mon.

ISO

URANUS/
NEPTUNE

Minor
constituents
+HD -* D/H

VLT

Dark side
(high res.)

Surface
Mapping of
features
minor
(high res.) constituent=

SPACE
MISSION

GALILEO/
VENUS
(Feb.199O)

PHDBOS (89)
MARB OBSERV.
(1992-93)
MARS 94-95
MARS 96-97

GALILEO
(1996)
CASSINI
(2002)

PH3
CH3D

CH.,* C/H
HD -> D/H

Organic
molee.
Organic
molec.

Search for
minor
const. (5(jm)

Search
'for min.
const.

VOYAGER 2
(Neptune,
Aug.1989)

CASSlNI
(2002)

(1) B.B.: ground-based

diffraction limit. Finally, the infrared
spectrometer
of the Cassini
mission,
planned for the end of the century, will
be best suited for the detection of new
complex molecules;
moreover,
a neai—
infrared imaging spectrometer aboard the
Titan descent probe should be of valuable
interest for the study of the surface
composition.

6.CONCLUSION
It
has
been
seen
that
infrared
spectroscopy
is
the major tool
for
investigating
the
composition
and
structure of planetary atmospheres, and
can
address
a
large
variety
of
astrophysical
problems.
Further
improvements are expected on the basis of

future
developments of bidimensional
infrared
arrays,
cooled
grating
spectrometers associated to larger groundbased telescopes or space vehicles.
Table 5 summarizes a list of specific
observations which should benefit from
this new means in the future. From the
ground,
observations will be oriented
towards imaging spectroscopy and
high
resolution spectroscopy in small fields of
view. ISO will be used mostly at very high
spectral resolution, and in the spectral
windows
unobservable from the ground.
Finally, it can be noticed that infrared
spectroscopy experiments are now planned
on all future space vehicles of planetary
exploration.
In this context, we can
hopefully
expect
many new exciting
discoveries within the end of the century.
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INFRARED COMETARY SPECTROSCOPY

J Crovisier
Observatoire de Paris-Maudon
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ABSTRACT
Infrared spectroscopy. with microwave and submillimetre
spectroscopy.
Is practically the only
remote-sensing technique able to study
stable
molecules sublimed from the nucleus or formed by
gas-phase chemistry in the inner coma. We review
here recent observations and theoretical works
concerning cometary molecules, relevant to infrared
spectroscopy. As could be expected, the recent
observations of comet Halley revealed the infrared
signatures of parent molecules such as H2O. COz.
CO. HzCO. More unexpected was the observation of a
strong and broad emission of CH-bearlng molecules
around 3.3 ion, which may be related to the
interstellar material presenting a similar emission.
The fundamental
emission
mechanism
for gas
molecules in the infrared is fluorescence of their
vibratlonal bands, following Infrared excitation by the
Sun.
Detailed
models.
however,
must include
collisional excitation, radiative transfer effects, chemical pumping. The comparison of observed and
modelled spectra provides a powerful diagnostic of the
physical conditions inside cometary atmospheres.
Future infrared cometary observations will allow us to
precise our knowledge of the chemical composition
and physical state of these objects. High spectroscopic resolution is necessary in order to discriminate
between the many chemical constituents that may be
expected. A monitoring at medium resolution of the
infrared features in many objects, however, is highly
desirable for statistical studies of the cometary
population and of its long-term evolution.
Keywords: Comets. Solar System. Molecules. Molecular processes. Spectroscopy. Infrared observations.
Astrochemistry

1.

INTRODUCTION

Like planets and asteroids, cornets formed by
accretion from a piece of interstellar cloud that
constituted the Solar Nebula. Unlike the other solar
system bodies, comets presumably remained cool
during :ind after their accretion phase. Thus, they
were abls to retain most of the original content of the
pristine Solar Nebula in the form of ices and trapped
dust particlos. When a comet nucleus enters the inner
Solar Systam. heating by the Sun causes the
sublimation of ice. the release of dust and the
formation of an atmosphere. The composition of this

atmosphere, which can be studied by.standard remote
sensing techniques, reflects the composition of the
cornet nucleus.
A sketch of the physical and molecular processes
occuring in cometary atmospheres is drawn in Figure
1 (a detailed review of these processes may be found
in Mendis et al. 1985 and Gombosi et al. 1986).
Some of them are similar to agronomic processes in
the upper planetary atmospheres, but they are also
similar to those occuring in other low-density deepsky objects. This Is illustrated in Table I, which
presents a comparison of the physical conditions
pertaining to dense interstellar clouds (like TMC-I).
circumstellar enveloppes (like IROl0216) and cometary atmospheres.
Despite orders of magnitude
differences in total masses and column densities,
these objects have, at least in some places, similar
temperatures and densities.
Cometary dust particles and grains have temperatures
of a few hundred Kelvins, Therefore, their thermal
emission peaks in the medium infrared, and infrared
spectroscopy is adequate to study their chemical
composition. It has been known for a long time that
cometary gas-phase molecules are emitting through
out-of-eqTJilibrium~mechânisrrïs~sûch as fluorescence.
However, the spectral signatures that have been
identified in the visible (and more recently in the UV)
cometary spectra are (with a few exceptions) those of
radicals, ions or atoms that are not liable to exist in a
stable form in cometary nuclei. The small polyatomic
(or more complex) stable molecules that sublimate
from the nucleus (designated as parent molecules)
are photodissociated or photoionlzed by solar UV,
after a life-time of a few hours to a few days, into
radicals, atoms and Ions (daughter molecules or
species). Ultimately, the resulting atomic ions are
taken away by the solar wind.
The daughter prodi/sts identified in the visible and UV
spectral ranges (e.g. OH. CN. CH, NH. C 2 . . . see
WycKoff 1982. A'Hearn 1982 and Feldman 1982 for a
review) give an indirect evidence of the initial
composition of the nucleus volatiles, which is not
devoid of ambiguities. Direct observations of parent
molecules are obviously needed. A definitive answer
could be obtained in the future from a sample return
mission to a designated comet. Important informations
were obtained from in situ mass spectroscopy during
the P/Halley fly-bys (but mass spectroscopy is also
ambiguous: for instance, it cannot distinguish CO
from Nz or CzKU). However, a detailed investigation
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Figure 1: A synopsis of physical and molecular procassas initiated by solar radiation in cometary atmospheres.

«able I: Comparison of physical parameters for interstellar molecular clouds (IHC),
circumstellar enveloppes (CSE) and cometary atmospheres.

IMC
(MC-I)

CSE
(IRC4-10216;

comet
(P/Balley)

Mass

10-102 M.

-IM.

„!0-16 H, (nucleus)

Geometry

unknown

spherical

-spherical

16

Dimension

-1018 cm

-10 cm

-IQ10 cm

Velocity field

turbulence
-1 km s"1

expansion
1O-20 km s"1

expansion
~1 tan a-1

Density

1O3-10S cm"3

1011 to O cm"3
(r-2 law)

loiz to o cm"3

Total column dens.

1022 on-2

Gas composition

B2 -I- H 4- Be
+ trace molec.

idem

H2O(80%) + CO 4- CO2
+ ?? + trace molec.

Gas/duat ratio

-ID*

-103

-1

Gas temperature

~10 K

2000 to 10 K

200 to 1 K

External radiât,
field

diluted DV
on cloud borders

diluted DV

Sun:
black-body at 570OK

Internal radiât,
field

dust at -10 K

central star
+ hot dust

dust at -400 K

xtiotodiss . rates
(H2O)

10-9 s-1

10-5 s-1

IR excit. rates

very small

10-* B-I

Collisions

with B2
cross-sect . from
ab initio calcul.

(r-2 law)
10« cm-*

importance
of shocks

with B2O
ill-known
cross-sections
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of tne composition of many comets requires remotesensing techniques. Since small stable molecules do
not have strong electronic bands (other than
dissociative) in the visible or UV. they have to be
searched for through their rotational lines in the radio
or far-infrared range, or their vibrational bands in the
medium-infrared.

B V R I

J

KOHOUTEK \
POST PERIHELION

The goal of the present paper is to review the present
status of comotary infrared spectroscopy. ana to
evaluate its possible contribution to cometary science
in the near future. We will first review recent results,
which are in a large part dominated by the extensive
observation campaign of comet Halley (Section 2)
Then we will discuss the theoretical bases and models
for the Interpretation of cometary molecular emissions
in the infrared (Section 3). In Section 4. we will
enumerate the most promising topics of cometary
science that can be addressed by infrared spectroscopy. In the last Section, we will propose a strategy
to optimize the scientific.return of infrared cometary
observations.
Whereas solid-phase molecules (In. dust-particle
mantles or icy grains) can be studied at low ,or
moderate resolution in the whole infrared range, the
study of molecules in the gas phase will greatly
benefit from the highest possible spectra) resolution.
They can be observed either from their vibrational
bands in the medium infrared, or from their rotational
transitions in the far-infrared, sub-millimetre or
microwave ranges. Besides technological specificities,
there is no clear-cut limit between these three last
spectral ranges, the rotational line emission mechanisms being the same whatever are their wavelengths.
Therefore, previous reviews concerning radio and
sub-millimetre cometary spectroscopy (Snyder 1982:
Crovisier 1985.
1986) may be considered as
complements (or preliminaries) to the present review.
The perspective of high-resolution cometary spectroscopy was also discussed by Larson et al. (1986). A
thorough review of cometary dust properties deduced
from Infrared observations of P/Halley and comet
Wilson 19861 was recently the subject of a workshop
at Cornell University (Manner 1988).

/

JAN'352*< 1.15
23.04 i" .83

i in \

VAN 342'(1.19)

0.6 0.8 I

2

3 4

6 7 8 IO

20

WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)

Figure 2: Broad-band spectrophotometric observations
of comet Kohoutek 1973 XII at various distances r from
the Sun (Ney 1974). Note the silicate emission
feature at 10 jim and the variation of the dust thermal
emission in the medium infrared.
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2.

A REVIEW OF COMETARY INFRARED
OBSERVATIONS

After a few previous attempts (e.g. by Oishi et al.
1978 and Johnson et al. 1983 on comet West
1976 Vl). infrared spectroscopy of comets made its
real start during the Halley observing campaign, with
medium- and high-resolution ground-based or airborne observations, and with in situ observations
aboard the VEQA space probes. Besides the signature
of minerals and the unsurprising prolongation of the
radical visible spectra, it revealed the presence of
long-time expected parent molecules such as water,
but also less suspected species and even yet
unasslgned spectral features (Grewing et al. 198B;
Manner 1988).
2. ï

16
14
1 2
1O
08
6

8

10

12

14

Wavelength (urn)

The signatures of dust minerals and ices

The continuum spectrum of comets is dominated by
reflected sun radiation in the near infrared, and dust
thermal emission in the medium infrared (Fig. 2).
This latter component allows one to probe the dust
production rate and properties. Its black body
temperature strongly depends on the heliocentric
distance.
Broad spectral features may be expected from dust
minerals, from frost mantles around dust particles, or

Figura 3: The 5-13 nm spectrum of comet Halley
(Bregman et al. 1987) measured from the KAO on
December 12. 1985 with a cooled grating spectrometer (spectral resolution: A/A\ = 50). ratloed to a
320 K blackbody. The spectrum shows the structure
of the 10 («n silicate band, and an unidentified
feature at 6.8 ion.
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COMET HALLEY

U

S

Figura 4: The 6-30 |im spectrum of comet P/Halley
(Herter et al. 1987) measured on December 14,
1985
from the KAO using a cooled array system
(spectral resolution: 0.2 iun. The spectrum shows a
relatively narrow strong feature at 28.4 ion and two
weaker features at 23.8 and 26.7 jirn. tentatively
assigned to olivine.

Figure 5: up: The near-Infrared
spectrum of cornet West 1976 Vl
(Johnson et al. 1983) measured
with the 1.5-m Catalina telescope
using a FTS (spectral resolution:
4.6 crrf^).
down:
The nearinfrared
spectrum
of
P/Halley
(Maillard et al. 1987) observed with
the CFHT at Mauna Kea using a
FTS
(spectral
resolution:
10
cm"1). For both spectra, the major
cometary
molecular
emissions
(radicals and an unidentified feature
tentatively attributed to water) are
marked. The absorptions are due to
incomplete corrections for telluric
absorptions.

Figure
6:
The
near-infrared
spectrum of comet P/Halley 1986 III
(Krasnopofsky et al. 1986). observed by the TKS instrument aboard
the VEGA spacecraft with a CVF
spectrometer (resolving power
= 70).
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from Icy grains. The presence of silicates Is revealed
by a strong emission feature around 10 urn (FIg. 3)
due to SI-O stretching and another one around 18 Mm
(revealed by broad-band spectrophotometry) due to
O-SI-O bending. Observations of comet Halley have
revealed spectral structure In the 10 |im feature (FIg.
3 and Bregman et al. 1087: see also the VEQA IKS
data of Combes et al. !988). suggesting that the
silicates are in a crystalline (olivine. pyroxenes)
rather than amorphous state. The 16-30 jim spectrum
of P/Halley (Fig. 4 and Herter et al. 1987) possibly
shows narrow features at 28.4. 26.7 and 23.8 jim.
which might be due to ollvlne. A feature at 12.2 jim.
yet unassigned but probably due to minerals, was
found In comet Wilson 19868 (Lynch et al. 1989).
There is a controversy about the existence of icy
grains in the coma which. If present, should show a
spectral signature around 3.0 jim. This feature might
have been observed in absorption in comets Bowell
1982 I (Campins et al. 1983), Garnis 1983 XII
(Manner 1984) and P/Halley (Combes et al. 1988:
Bregman et al. 1988). but the evidences of detection
are not yet fully convincing. The problem is that this
feature falls In a spectral region difficult to observe
from the ground, between the wings of the 2.7 jim
water band and of the 3.2-3.5 urn emission band
(see Section 2.4). and superimposed upon a
complex continuum baseline. Another difficulty is that
Icy grains are expected to have small life-times at
small heliocentric distances.
2.2

Signatures of radicals: a complement to visible
spectroscopy

Near-infrared cometary spectra (Johnson et al. 1983:
Krasnopolaky et al. 1986: Maillard et al. 1987) show
several signatures of radicals (Figs 5 and 6): the
A2CTpX2Eg re" system of CN. the Phillips and BaIIiKRamsey systems of Cz. the Meinel bands of OH. The
pure-rotation lines of OH have also been observed in
the far Infrared at 119 jim (Stacey et al. 1987).
These species are already well studied through much
easier observations in the visible spectral range.

~ . 2.70

Their observations in the infrared, however, provide
an unvaluable complement of information to test their
excitation mechanisms and to check the models used
for the evaluation of their abundances from visible
observations. This is especially the case for the CN
radical (Festou and Zucconi. 1985) and the Cz
molecule (Qredel et al. . 1989) which are radiatively
excited through several systems of bands, some of
them in the infrared range having poorly known
strengths.
2.3

Parent molecules: expected discoveries

2.3.1

Water molecule

From the study of the onset of cometary activity, and
the observations of HzO+ ions, OH radicals. O and H
atoms in cometary atmospheres, It had been
suspected for a long time that cometary nuclei are
mainly composed of water ice. The standard cometary
model was the 'dirty snowball" proposed by Fred
Whipple. However, water has never been directly
observed in comets before the Halley campaign, if
one excepts unconfirmed detections of the 22 GHz
radio line (Jackson et al, 1976: Crovisler et al.
1981: Altenhoff et al. 1983).
Water was first unambiguously detected in comet
Halley from high resolution observations of Its 1/3 band
at 2.7 /un In December 1985 (Mumma et al.. 1986:
FIg. 7). The observations were made at stratospheric
altitudes aboard the Kulper Airborne Observatory,
taking advantage of a reduced absorption due to the
Doppler shift between cometary and telluric water
lines. Theses observations were successfully repeated
on comet Halley post-perihelion (Weaver et al, 1986)
and on comet Wilson 19861 (Larson et al. 1989).
Water was also observed at moderate resolution from
the VEGA probes through Its 2.7 /mt band with the
IKS instrument (Combes et al.. 1986. 1988; Fig. 8)
and Its ui+i/3 band at 1,38 jim with the TKS
instrument (Krasnopolsky et al. 19B6: Fig. 6). These
observations confirm the standard model of a waterdominated cometary nucleus. They are also in
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Figure 7:
The
high-resolution
spectrum of ccmet P/Halley 79B6 HI
measured In the 2.7 urn water band
region on March 26. 1986 from the
KAO (Weaver et al. 1986) with a
FTS (resolution: 1.5 cm~^). a)
represents the Moon spectrum,
showing the terrestrial water lines,
and b) is the comet spectrum
( unconnected for telluric absorption) .
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agreement with current water excitation models (see
next Section).
It should also be noted that some combination bands
(vi+vi and i/z+vj: Knacke et al. . 1986) and a hot
band ivi+vt-2vx: Maillard et al. 1987) of water were
tentatively identified in infrared spectra of comet
Halley obtained from ground-based observations.
2.3.2

Other molecules

The infrared spectrometer IKS of the VEGA spacecraft
(FIg. 8 and Combes et al. 1988) also revealed the
signature of several CO-bearing species (FIg. 8):
carbon dioxide through its very strong v» band with an
abundance of about 3%: carbon monoxide also, but
with an abundance (SSd or less) smaller than that
deduced from UV observations (10 to 2OK: Woods et
al. 1987). The IKS instrument being sensitive only to
molecules corning from the clrcumnuclear region, this
may indicate that a large fraction of the CO molecules
observed in the UV are dissociative products, or are
coming from grains).

Formaldehyde seems to be present (with an
abundance of the order of 4%) through Its \>i and V 5
bands at 3.56 Mm in the IKS spectra (Combes et al
1988: see also the discussion of Mumma and Beuter
1989).
This identification Is confirmed by the
detection of the rotational transition of HzCO at 6 cm
by Snyder et al. . 1989: formaldehyde may also be
present In the ground-based spectra of Baas et al.
1986 and Danks et al. 1987. From the results of the
heavy-ion mass spectrometer aboard Giotto. It was
also speculated that formaldehyde might exist in its
polymerized form (POM: polyoxymethylene) in the
coma (Huebner 1987).
Methane is a key molecule In the chemical evolution
of the pro-solar nebula.
Several searches for the
Individual ro-vlbrallonal lines of Its i/» band at 3.3 Mm
have been undertaken in comets P/Halley (Drapatz et
al. 1987: Kawara et al. 1988) and Wilson 19868
(Larson et al. 1988). Tentative detections have been
reported (Kawara el al. 1988: Larson et al. 1988). A
conservative upper limit to the methane .abundance Is
1%.

15 -

Figure 8:
The medium-infrared
spectrum of comet P/Halley 1986 III
measured by the IKS instrument
aboard
the
VEGA
spacecraft
(Combes
et
al.
1958).
The
spectrum corresponds to a field of
view of 1° diameter at 40 000 km
from the nucleus and was observed
by a CVF spectrometer (resolution
= 50).
Wavelength

Mb!» II: "Unidentified" features in the IK spectra of comets.
Wavelength

2.44
2.8

3.2-3.5
6.8

12.2

23.8, 26.7,

Comet
MBSt 1976 VT, P/Halley
P/Halley, Wilson 19861
Bradfield 1987s
P/Halley, Wilson 19861,
Bradfield 1987s
P/Halley
Wilson 19861
28.4 P/Halley

Possible origin

References

HzO 7
H2O, OR 7

12
34Se

CH-bearing molec.
PAH, grains 7
carbonates 7

36789
IO 11

ï

12
13

olivine 7

14

References: (1) Johnson et al. 1984; (2) Halliard et al. 1987) (3) Danks et
al. 1986; (4) Tokunaga et al. 1987; (S) weaver et al. 198Bi (6) Brooke et
al. 1988, 1989; (7) Cofflbes et al. 1986; (B) Baas et al. 1986; (9) Knacke et
al. 1986; (10) Wickramasinghe and Allen 1986; (il) Allen and Wickramasinghe
1987; (12) Bregnan et al. 1987; (13) Lynch et al. 1989; (14) Herter et al.
1987.
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2.4

•Unidentified" (satures and unexpected
discoverias

Table Il lists Infrared cometary features for which the
Identification is yet unknown, tentative or controversial. Great attention should be payed to these
features, since they may reveal unkown cometary
species, or peculiar emission mechanisms.
The feature at 2.44 jim. present in the spectra of
West 1976 Vl and P/Halley (Fig. 5). has been
tentatively attributed to the v,.+v,-2vz hot band of
water. It is not sure, however, that this band, never
observed in the laboratory' is strong enough to
account for the observed signal. One could remark
that this feature coincides in wavelength with the Q
branch of the v(l-O) band of H2. but H2 vibrational
emission is quadrupolar and should have very small
intensity.
The emission at 2.8-2.9 ion was first noticed in
comet P/Halley (Tokunaga et al. 1987: Danks et al.
1987) and subsequently observed in comets Wilson
19861 (Brooke et al. 1989: Mumma et al. 1988) and
Bradfiald 1987s (Fig. 9: Brooke et al. 19BB). As
shown by Bockelée-Morvan and Crovlsier (1989). the
2,8 tan emission Is probably an extension of the
2.7 p.m water bands and is therefore not mysterious.
The broad and Intense emission feature at 3.2-3.5
pm was unexpected. It was first revealed in the IR
spectrum of P/Halley taken from the VEGA probe
(Fig. 8: Combes et al. 1986. 1988) where it was the
second most Intense feature of the spectrum after
water emission at 2.7 urn. This feature was
subsequently confirmed by ground-based observations
(Danks et al. 1986. 1987; Baas et al. 1986: Knacke
et al. 1986: Wickramasinghe and Allen 1986) and
observed in comets Wilson 1986« (Allen and
Wickramasinghe 1967: Brooke et al. 1989: Fig. 9)
and Bradfield 1987s (Brooke et al. 1988). This
feature was apparently not present in pre-parihelion
spectra of P/Halley (Oanks et al. 1987: Tokunaga et
al. 1987). nor in comet West 1976 Vl (Oishi et al.
1978).

Emission at 3.2-3. 5 /urn is characteristic of the C-H
bound. The observed feature, however, is too broad
to be the signature of a single simple molecule in the
gas phase. It could be due to a mixture of various
hydrocarbons, both saturated and unsaturated (Grigoriev 1987: Combes et al. 1988: Encrenaz et al.
1988). the emission mechanism being resonant
fluorescence of the C-H stretching vibrational modes
(see next Section). But in this case, the observed
signal would correspond to a very large production
rate of hydrocarbons, comparable to the water
production rate. This would lead also to a very large
carbon abundance In cometary volatiles (0.8 relative
to water, according to Combes et al. 1988).
As soon as the 3.2-3.5 jim feature was detected in
P/Halley. it was noticed 'hat it might be related to the
"unidentified" infrared emission band observed at the
same wavelength in the interstellar medium (Sellgren
1984: Willner 1984). Some differences in structure,
however, are existing: the cometary feature does not
peak at 3.3 um like the interstellar feature, but
extends to longer wavelengths. It is not known
whether the other unidentified infrared bands present
In Interstellar matter (at * = 6.2. 7.7, 8.6 and
11.3 ,urn) are also present In comets, because IR
cometary spectra secured at these wavelengths are
not so sensitive, and these bands may be hidden by
the strong dust continuum. It is thus tempting to Infer
that the material responsible for the Interstellar
•unidentified* infrared bands condensated in cometary
nuclei. This material might be large refractory organic
molecules like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH). quenched carbonaceous composites (QCC).
hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC). vltrinite,..
(see the review of Puget 1989 and contributed papers
to this symposium). These molecules have a very
efficient emission mechanism due to transient heating
by UV photons (Léger and Puget 1984: Léger and
d'Hendecourt 1987; Allamandola et al. 1987). Thus,
their emission may be explained without invoking
excessive carbon abundances. An alternative explanation to the 3. 2-3. 5 tun feature Is thermal emission
from a CH-rich organic mantle around small grains
(Knacke et al. 1987: Encrenaz et al. 1988).
2.5
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The nature of comets

Our present knowledge of the composition of the
volatile fraction of cometary nuclei Is summarized in
Table III. We can note that most parent molecules
have been detected through infrared spectroscopy.
Some species such as N2 and rare gases cannot be
observed by spectroscopic techniques (but upper
limits were derived from in situ mass spectroscopy).
The "dirty snowball" model of Whlpple is not much
modified by the recent results: the main constituent is
water, trapping less abundant spenies as clathrate
hydrates or adsorbed molecules.
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28

21
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Figura 9: The spectrum of comet Wilson 19861 in the
3 jim region (Brooke et al. 1989). observed with the
NASA IRTF on Mauna Kea using a grating array
spectrometer (resolution A/OX = 200). The spectrum
shows the 3. 3-3. S fim emission attributed to CHbearlng molecules, and the emission at 2.8 irni
attributed to O-H stretching, which could well be the
red wing of the water bands.

The exploration of cornet Halley, especially with the
help of the cameras aboard the space probes
(Growing et al.. 1987). has shown that a small
fraction only (5 to 10%) of the nucleus surface Is
exposed ice. These active regions are responsible for
the gaseous output of the comet: they remain at a
relatively cool temperature (~ 200 K). due to lea
sublimation. The rest of the surface is dark refractory
material, heated to a fairly high temperature by the
Sun. (~ 400 K). as revealed by Infrared radlometry
of the nucleus by the VEGA IKS Instrument (Emerich
et al. 1987).
Another Important discovery, obtained by in situ mass
spectroscopy from VEGA and Giotto (Jessberger et al.
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Table III:

Identified parent molecules in comets.

Mean of observation

Molecule

Abundance

HjO
CO
CO2
HiCO
Sz
HCN

a.

IR

O. OS-O. 20
O. O3
O. O4
O. Ol
0. 001

UV, IR, mass spect.
IR, mass spect.
IR, radio
UV

radio

upper limits;

CH1
NH3
OCS

NZ

tO.Ol
<0.10
<O.01
<O.1O

IR
mass spectrogcopy
IR
mass apectroacopy

(Abundances ace relative to water. All values

pertain to P/Halley, except that of S,.. )

1988). is that a large fraction of dust particles are
composed of "CHON" elements, and therefore are
possible depositories for organic molecules. A
probably related discovery is that part of comotary
radicals (especially CN) are distributed in jets and
presumably come from grains (A'Hearn et al. 19B6:
Cosmovlci et al. 1988). We thus obtain a modified
scheme of cometary atmospheres, where gaseous
molecules do not all come directly from the nucleus,
but partly from a distributed source related to icy
grains and dust particles.
3.

MODELS FOR INFRARED MOLECULAR EMISSIONS
IN COMETS

Infrared emission of molecules in comets is dominated
by resonant fluorescence of fundamental vibrational
bands (Encrenaz et al. 1932: Mumma 1982:
Yamamoto 1982: Crovisier and Encrenaz 1983:
Weaver and Mumma 1984). This mechanism can
explain in first order the emission of cometary
molecular bands. But other processes must be taken
into account to model the detailed band structure and
rotational emission. We will firs; review the various
excitation mechanisms and then show how realistic
emission patterns can be modelled.
3.1

electronic bands in the visible. They do have bands in
the UV. but these bands are pre-dissociatlve. and
their excitation lead to destruction of the molecule
rather than fluorescence. So. their main radiative
excitation process Is through excitation of their
fundamental bands of vibration (g - 10~4 to 10~3
s"1 : Table IV).
This argument Is valid for many stable molecules such
as HzO. CO2, NHa. HCN. hydrocarbons.. . There
are exceptions: CO has non-dissociative bands (the
fourth positive system) in the UV: these bands have
been observed In comets (Feldman 1978. 1982;
Woods 1987); their excitation rates (- ItT6 s"1),
however, are smaller than the excitation rate of CO
v(l-O) at 4.5 Mm (~ ICT4 s"1: Crovisier and Le
Bourlot. 1983). The Sz molecule also has observable
electronic fluorescence in the near UV (A'Hearn et
al. 1983).
The cometary Internal radiation field, due to dust
thermal emission, also contributes to vibrational
excitation. This contribution, however, is only
important In the Inner coma (r < a few 100 km for
large comets), which is of limited Importance for
ground-based observations, Radiative excitation of
rotational transitions, both by the Sun and by
cometary dust. Is negligible.
3.2

Colllsional excitation

The collision rate Inducing transitions u-f Is C115 =
n K u j <v>. where n is the density, <v> the mean
relative velocity of the molecules and K uj the
collisional cross-section for the relevant transition.
Cross-sections are generally Ill-known, especially
their dépendance with u and i. One can reasonably
assume, however, that they tend to Impose LTE. Ab
initio calculations, such as those made for collisions
with Hz in tho Interstellar medium, have not been
performed. Here the main collision partner Is the HzO
molecule, and relatively high cross-sections are
expected for collisions with other polar molecules.

Radiative excitation

The radiative excitation rate of a transition u-S Is:

(1)
where uu and at ara statistical weights. aul the
transition wavenumber. Aul its Einstein coefficient for
spontaneous emission and J(<ru(> the radiation field
energy density. Fig. 10 shows excitation rates by the
Sun at 1 AU as a function of wavelength for typical
rotational, vibrational and electronic transitions. One
can see that the strongest rates are achieved for
electronic transitions at visible wavelengths. The rates
decrease rapidly In the UV. due to the solar spectrum
shape.
Cometary radicals have stron; electronic bands at
visible wavelengths with high excitation
rates
(g - 10~z to 10"1 s"1). In contrast, small stable
molecules, such as the parent molecules expected to
compose cometary nuclei, generally do not have such

104 o-Icm- 1 )
Figura 10: Typical radiative excitation rates of
electronic, vibrational and rotational molecular transitions by the Sun at 1 AU. Electronic excitation in the
visible, when existing, has the strongest rate.
Electronic excitation In tha UV leads to dissociation
rather than fluorescence. When no electronic band in
the visible exists (which is the case for most small
stable molecules). the dominant process is vibrational
excitation in the medium infrared.
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Table IV: Small molecules In cometary conditions: their life-times, main vlbratlonal bands,
spontaneous emission probabilities, resonant fluorescence rates and energy fluxes.

Molecule life-time band* ^
[a]
H2O

8.3 104

CO

5
4.8 10

1595

L

3756

3

G

CO

H2CO

1.5 10

3

3.6 10

CH4

5
1.3 10

CH

4
3.1 IO

HCN

4
6.7 10

enm. rate ' energy fluxCi
wavenumber AiJ
1
[W Bf2I
Con" ]
[a'1]

W2 f
V

W2 1 2
V3 S

1-0 ^

667
2349

2143

21
80

2.4 10~~4
2.8 10

2.0 IQ-15
5.4 1015

1.5
433

-5
9.O 10 ^
2.9 10~"

3.3 10
3.7 10

16

34

2.6 10—4

—15
3.1 il)

4

16

1743
2782
2843

22
49
61

2.2 10"
8.1 10~
2.6 104 1
3.4 ID'15
3.2 10'4 ]

W 3 E2 3
W4 tz 3

3019
1306

24
2.6

-4
3.4 10 *
1.1 10~

—15
5.4 IO
7.6 10

W, ^
W5 1 2

3295
729

93
8

—4
4.0 10 *
4.2 10—4

—IS
6.1 IO
1.4 10

12

712
3311

1.7
85

-5
—16
8.6 10 . 3.1 10
•~4
3.4 10
5.7 IO

W,

V3 ^
HC3H

4

3.6 10

WA ^

3327

206

8.8 10~4

1.4 10-14

C H

3.2 104

W, ^f

2158

5

3.5 10~5

3.5 ID'16

3337
950
1627

7
16
5

2.8 10
3.3 10—4
1.1 10~

2 G 10
8*8 IO
5.0 10~16

2062

373

3.O 10~3

6.4 10-15

42

—5
7.2 10

ZZ

NH,
3

3
5.9 IO

OCS

1.5 103

OH

5
- 10

C

3

f)

g)
h)

0

w.
f
i 6

W4

H2

d)

e)

V1 ^

v£ #

vibrational

WA f

l-O ^
6

9.1 10
?

i2

1-0

3570
4498
2O40

—5

7

810514

12

—IS

i)
J)

2.0 10-

k)

3

1)

4.1 10~

a) band designation, type and degeneracy (when » 2):
b) resonant fluorescence rate for solar excitation at 1 AU only:
O band energy flux for resonant fluorescence, for an observer at A = 1 AU. for a field of "lew diameter of
14 arcsec. and a production rate of TO 28 s"1 for the given molecule:
d) detected In P/Halley and Wilson 19861 (Sect. 2.3.1):
e) detected in P/Halley (Sect. 2.3.2):
O tentatively detected in P/Halley (Sect. 2.3.2);
g) detected in P/Halley (Sect. 2.3.2);
h) tentatively detected In P/Halley and Wilson 19861 (Sect. 2.3.2):
i) tentatively detected in P/Halley (Fig. 8) :
j) secondary product: significant emission also comes from UV excitation and chemical pumping: it may
contribute to the 2.8 fim "unidentified" feature (Sect. 2.4):
k) secondary product: important chemical pumping may be expected from chemical pumping following water
photodissociation: the emission should be very low. however, because the transition is quadrupolar: an
'unidentified' feature has been observed at that wavelength in West 1976 Vl and P/Halley (Table II):
I) secondary product: the UV excitation rate in the visible Is large and should contribute to the infrared excitation
rate.
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Collisions are only important in the high-density
region of the inner coma Cr < a few 1000 km for a
comet with Q ~ 10a8 s"1). An Important parameter
governing collislonal excitation is the kinetic temperature of the coma. This parameter is unfortunately illknown, because direct measurements are lacking (the
only available direct measurement was performed in
situ by the neutral mass spectrometer of the Giotto
probe: Lâmmerzahl et al. 1987). Extensive modelling of the coma hydro- and thermodynamics,
however, has been undertaken. In order to predict
this temperature, as well as the coma expansion
velocity (see e.g. Mendls et al. 1985; Qombosl et
al. 1986: Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier 1987b: Crifo
1988). Most of these models predict a rapid
drecreass of the temperature from 180-200 K at the
surface to a few 10 K or even less at about 100 km
from the nucleus, due to nearly adiabatic expansion.
Then, the temperature increases due to photolytic
heating by water photodissociation. But this heating Is
efficient only if collisions are frequent enough to
thermalize the photodissociation products (fast hydrogen) . The kinetic temperature is "frozzen" outside the
collisional region. Typical predicted temperature
profiles are shown in Fig. 11. These profiles are In
reasonable agreement with the direct measurement of
Lâmmerzahl et al. (1987) and Indirect determinations from the water infrared lines (Bockelée-Morvan
and Crovisier 1987a. and Section 3.7).
In the inner coma, collisions will impose LTE and
molecules will have Boltzmann rotational distributions.
The coma temperature (Fig. 11) is too small to
produce significant viDrational excitation. Collisions.

o
log r
EOO

however, may significantly quench vibrational emission
In the inner coma.
3.3

Chemical pumping

Chemical pumping occurs when, after a chemical
reaction, a given species is produced in an excited
energy state. In comets where the dominant chemical
process is photodissociation, the excess energy of the
absorbed photon may be transferred to electronic,
vibrational. rotational or translational energy of the
photodissociation products. Chemical pumping is not
vary efficient, because ft only permits the emission of
one photon during the life-time of the molecule, but it
may be Important compared to other mechanlms for
short life-time species or for observations of the inner
coma.
This process explains the oxygen lines observed in the
visible spectrum of comets, Chemical pumping of OH
and Its inferrence on the vibrational bands of OH has
been discussed by Crovisier (1989). It does not seem
sufficient to explain the Av = 2 bands of OH observed
in the near infrared (Krasnopolsky et al. 1986).
3.4

Overall emission of vlbratlonal bands

In first approximation, molecules in their lower
vibrational
levels act as harmonic oscillators:
excitation from the ground vibrational state Is much
stronger In the fundamental vibrational bands than in
the harmonic or combination bands; deexcitation of
high vibrational states occurs preferentially by AV = 1
steps. Therefore, vibrational emission is principally
resonant fluorescence of the fundamental vibrational
bands. In the mid-infrared. Table IV lists the
emission rates of the vibrational bands of several
molecules of interest, together with their life-times In
cometary conditions.
Excitation of harmonic and combination bands Is not
completely negligible (it occurs in the near-infrared
where solar radiation is stronger) and should be
considered in second approximation. As an example.
Fig. 12 shows the fluorescence cascades of water
following excitation from the vibrational ground state.
The corresponding panoramic infrared spectrum of
water fluorescence Is shown In FIg. 13. The vi
(6 urn) and v s (8.7 MHI) fundamentals are Indeed
the strongest. But the v± and several hot bands
contribute to the emission around 2. 7 tan. The Intermode bands V3-Vz and Vr-V2. which have rates of a
few percent that of V3. may also be Interesting to
observe around 4. $-5 ^m.
When the vibrational lines are optically thin (which Is
apparently the case for all molecules except HzO and
CO2) the observed energy flux Fuj is related to the
molecular column density <N> through:

ui
log r [km)

Figure 11: Typical profiles of the expansion velocity
(top) and kinetic temperature (bottom) of cometary
atmopheres. from the thermodynsmical model of
Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier ( 19676). The curves
of increasing intensities correspond to water production rates of 1027. W&. 1fl29 and 105° S"1
respectively. The curves change from full fines to
dotted lines when the fluid motion becomes free
molecular.

*

<H>,

(2)

where * Is the field of view angular diameter. The
relation between the column density <N> and the
molecular production rate Q depends on the density
distribution of the relevant molecule. For parent
molecules of life-time r expanding isotropically from
the nucleus with a uniform expansion velocity vexo.
the density at a distance r from nucleus is:

exp(-

n(r)

exp

(3)

exp
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In the opposite case where the molecular scalelength
Is larger than the field of view radius (T vexp »
« A) . photodissociation may be neglected:

The mean column density in trie field of view is:

where r is the fraction of the total number of
molecules Q r which are within the Instrumental field
of view. When the molecular coma Is not resolved.
r vex
exp « » A. r ~ 1 and the observed energy flux Is:
a

(S)

u«

4 T V-

exp

and:
(6)

ut

exp

More complex expressions may be obtained for
intermediate cases and for daughter products. When
the parent molecule distribution is resolved by the
instrument (I.e. T vexp » * A; this Is the case for
most of the species listed In Table IV for * =
14 arcsec). the daughter products have a much
smaller column density than their parents, and are
thus more difficult to observe.
Table IV lists the energy fluxes of typical vibrational
bands, observed at r h = A = n AU. for molecular
production rates fixed to Id28 s"1 (which is the water
production rate of a medium comet) and a field of
view of 14 arcsec (which is comparable to the field of
the short-wavelength spectrometer of ISO).
3.5

Figure 12: The first vlbrational levels of water, and
the excitation and fluorescence rates (in cm""1) of
water vibrational bands, for solar excitation at 1 AU.
All bands are assumed to be optically thin. The thick
arrows represent the bands contributing to emission in
the 2.6-2.9 j«n region (adapted from BockeléeMorvan and Crovlsier 1989).

2000

3000

Rotational distribution

In the inner coma, due to collisions, the rotational
population distribution is thermal. In the outer coma
where collisions are rare, the population distribution
Is determined by the balance between radiative
excitation and spontaneous emission. With time, the
distribution evolves towards a steady state: 'fluorescence equilibrium'. The infrared excitation rates are
typically of the order of ICT4 s~1 If the rotational
AJJ's are large, the molecules have time to decay to
the lower rotational states between two infrared
fluorescence cycles: the rotational distribution is
subthermal: this is the case, for instance, for the OH
and H2O molecules. If the rotational AIJ'S are small,
infrared fluorescence may populate a significant

4000
5000
imvenumbar [cm~ ]

6000

7000

BODO

Figure 13: A panoramic synthetic spectrum of water fluorescence emission in the infrared (Bockelee-Morvan.
private communication). The resolution is 20 cm"1. The intensity corresponds to a comet with QCH Z 03
1.4 10Z9 s"1 at r = 1.3 AU. observed at A= 1.1 AU with a 2.B' fleld-of-vlew diameter. The thin line shows 1the
same spectrum with an expanded scale.
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number of rotational states: this is the case for the
CO molecule. In the extreme case of a molecule with
forbidden rotational transitions like CO2. a very large
number of rotational levels may be populated.
Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier (1985) have shown
that for linear molecules without electronic angular
momentum, the rotational distribution at fluorescence
equilibrium may be easily computed. It depends on a
single parameter, which is the ratio of total vibrational
excitation rate to the Ay of the lowest rotational
transition, The resulting rotational distributions are
shown in Fig. 14. They are different from Boltzmann
distributions and cannot ba described by a single
rotational temperature.
Spectral structure in the solar infrared spectrum could
also affect the molecule rotational distribution. The
effect might even depend on the comet radial
heliocentric velocity, as it Is the case for radicals
(CN. OH) excited by solar visible or near-UV
radiation (Swings effect). To assess this effect, one
needs
a high-resolution infrared solar spectrum
corrected for terrestrial absorption. Such a spectrum
was measured from the Shuttle with tl.e ATM03
experiment and will soon be available. A preliminary
inspection of this spectrum (Grevasse et al. 1987)
only reveals rovibrational lines of diatomic molecules
(CO. OH.. . ) in that spectral region, which suggests
that infrared Swings effect should be minimal (except
for the excitation of the same diatomic molecules
when the comet heliocentric velocity is close to zero).
One can use confidently, in first approximation, lowresolution solar spectra.
The knowledge of the rotational population distribution
is a requisite for the prediction and interpretation of
rotational transition intensities.
Molecules with a
distribution concentrated on the very first levels will
have their first rotational lines relatively intense: this
is the case of HCN. which explains its detection at
millimetre wavelengths despite its small abundance
(Oespois et al.
1986: Schloerb et al.
1986:
Bockelda-Morvan et al. 1937: Winnberg et al. 1987).
Molecules with a broader rotational distribution are in
a much less favourable situation for detection at

microwave or submilllmetre wavelengths: this is the
case for CO (Crovisier and Le Bourlot 1983: Crovisier
1986).
Many fluorescence cycles are necessary to establish
fluorescence equilibrium (about twice the number of
significantly populated rotational levels). Some species (like HzCO) will never reach equilibrium during
their short life. To describe the evolution of the
rotational distribution of molecules from LTE to
fluorescence equilibrium, one has to solve for the
microbalance differential equations as the molecules
follow the atmophere expansion.
Synthetic spectra of Infrared fluorescence emission
have been published for various molecules at
fluorescence equilibrium or at LTE: CO (Crovisier and
Le Bourlot 1983: Weaver and Mumma 1984): linear
molecules and the symmetric top CHi1CN (BockeleeMorvan and Crovisier 1985): CO*. OH and NHj
(Weaver and Mumma 1984): HzO (Crovisier 19Bt;
Weaver and Mumma 1984) : H2CO (Hauler et al.
1989). The general evolution of rotational distribution
in the coma has been investigated for: CO (Chin and
Weaver 1984): HCN (Bockelee-Morvan et al. 1984);
linear molecules In general (Crovisier 1987) : HzCO
(Brooke et al. 19B9). The special case for HzO.
which requires a radiative transfer treatment. Is
prcoented in next Section,
3.6

Optical depth affects

The column densities of daughter products are small
enough to have optically thin lines. This is not the
case for abundant parent molecules: their rotational
lines (for polar molecules) and even their rovibrational lines may be optically thick In a large paît of
the inner coma. This is especially the case for the
water molecule: for Q = 2 1028 s"1. rotational lines
are thick in the r < 2 104 'km region, and
rovibrational lines in the r < 5 102 km region. The
effect of optical thickness is to attenuate line emission
and radiative excitation by the external field, and also
to modify the rotational population distribution,
radiative decay being reduced by radiative trapping.
A radiative transfer treatment of molecular excitation is
therefore required. This is a new feature which was
not necessary for the interpretation of visible (and
UV) cometary spectra (except occasionally for the
Lyman a line). Since radiative transfer Is coupled with
statistical balance equations, and since many energy
levels and radiative transitions are involved, it Is out
of the question to work out exact numerical solutions,
even In the case of spherical symmetry.

roUtionml toel J

Figure 14: The rotational population distribution of
linear molecules at fluorescence equilibrium, as a
function of the excitation parameter:

_ -

IR excitation rate
rot. A<1-0) deexcitation rate'

(From Table Al
1985).

of Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier

Radiative transfer has been Introduced in cometary
water excitation models (Bockelee-Morvan 1987;
Bisikalo et al. 1987) using the "local approximation":
the local velocity line widths being smaller than the
cometary atmosphere expansion velocity (typically
0.2 km s"1 and 1. o km s"1. respectively), the
excitation conditions depend oniy on local parameters;
Il Is then possible to solve locally for statistical
balance equation-, -jsing the escape probability
formalism.
An alternative simplification used to
compute emergent intensities is the "single scattering
approximation' (Krasnopolsky and Tkachuk 1987). bui
this method does not give access to the rotational
population distribution.
Synthetic spectra of water obtained with these
methods show that optical depth effects indeed
change the ro-vlbrational line relative intensities. The
total band intensities may also be affected, especially
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Figure 15: Synthetic spectrum of
water
and
OH
lines
in
the
50-300 jim spectral region lor a
comet observed at rn = A 1 AU.
with QCHzO] = 1028 s"1, with a
field
of
view
diameter
of
1.6 arcmln. The water lines are
computed
from
the
model of
Bockeloe-Morvan (1987). They are
not spatially resolved In that field of
view (for comparison, see the
synthetic spectrum predicted for the
much smaller field of view of a 8-m
telescope such as that of the FIRST
Project: FIg. 7 of Crovisler 1986).
The OH lines are evaluated from the
model of Sohlelcher and A'Hearn
(19B8): their intensities may vary
by a factor of - 3. depending on
the comet heliocentric velocity:
here, the highest possible intensities have been represented.

S

^

ior in situ observations (Bockeloe-Morvan and
Crovisler 1987a). Still more strongly affected are the
water rotational transitions. A synthetic spectrum of
these transitions (together with some OH transitions).
as could be observed In a medium ccr-.et by the longwavelength spectrometer of ISO. is t.iown in Fig. IS.
Most of these lines are within the detectivity limit of
this instrument. Not represented in the figure is the
strong lio-loi transition at S57 GHz. which Is
expected to be easily observable by space submillimetre telescopes. Radio transitions at longer
wavelengths CIIKe the 6iB-5z3 line at 22 GHz) occur
between high rotational levels and do not have
favourable excitation.
3. 7

Comparison with observations

Molecular production rates derived from infrared data
using the preceding models (Table ill) are in
reasonable agreement with those infered indirectly or
with other means (e.g. for HzO. CO. HzCO). This
suggests that these excitation models are plausible.
The Important exception (as discussed in Section
2.4) Is the 3.2-3.4 jim feature: If this feature comes
from resonant fluorescence of gaseous CH-hearlnp
molecules, one obtains an unbelievably high carbon
abundance. This is why UV fluorescence of PAH-IiKe
molecules, or thermal emission of small organic
grains, have to be invoked.

100

200

agreement with thermodynamical models (BocKeléeMorvan and Crovisler. 1987a. b>.
4.

SELECTED TOPICS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

We will now review several fields of cometary research
which could greatly benefit Irorr. infrared spectroscopic
observations. A synoptic scheme of the relations
between molecular spectroscopic observations and
cometary models is presented In Fig. 17. showing
what could be the scientific return of infrared
cometary spectroscopy. It should be noted that due to
its abundance and to the existence of Its strong
vlbrational and rotational transitions, water is a
priviledged species for studies such as activity
monitoring and probing of cometary physical conditions.
4.1 Detection of new cometary species and determination of their abundancles
Our knowledge of cometary compositions (both
minerals and volatiles). although much Improved by
tho recent observations, is still fragmentary. Only the
major species have been Identified (and probably not
all of them). The next step now is to determine, the
nature of secondary and minor constituents.
4.1.1

A much more powerful test of molecular excitation
models is the detailed comparison of the rotational
structure of synthetic and observed infrared spectra.
Up to now. the only available data allowing such a
test are the high-resolution infrared water spectra
measured by the KAO (FIg. 7: Mumma et al. 1986:
Weaver et al. 1986: Larson et al. 1988). These
spectra show a limited number of lines, smaller than
those expected at LTE at moderate (e.g. 200 K)
temperatures.
The spectrum Is more complex,
however.
than expected for pure
fluorescence
equilibrium water emission (see the comparison of
synthetic and observed spectra presented by Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier 1987. and reproduced in
Fig. 16). The relative line intensities correspond to
an apparent rotational temperature of - 50 K. The
excitation model of Bockelée-Morvan (1987). in which
water is out of equilibrium, can nicely reproduce the
observed spectrum. A kinetic temperature of the coma
p ~ 60 K around r = 1000 km may be Inferred. In

300

wavelength \\irn]

Dust particles and grains

With the exception of silicates (10 jim band), there Is
no definite detection and Identification of frost and
minerals in cometary Infrared spectra. In contrast,
there are several promising detections of emission
features with only ,entatlve assignations.
Future
observations should concentrate on getting good
resolution spectra over the whole infrared spectral
range. Accurate mineral identification can only come
from comparison of observed and laboratory spectra.
Comprehensive atlases of spectra for minerals and
frost composites are thus necessary. Discrimination
between species will heavily rely on band structure
details (e.g. the relatively high resolution spectrum of
Fig.
5 allowed to distinguish
crystalline from
amorphous silicates) and on the comparison of
associated features at different wavelengths (e.g. the
3.2-3.4 (im C-H stretching feature may be linked to
C=C stretching and carbon bending modes at
6-8 urn). It Is also desirable to obtain observations
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HJO

BOND 001-000

for various heliocentric distanças: hot grain thermal
emission Is expected at small solar distances,
whereas the signatures of Icy grains should only be
observable at larger distances.
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The spectroscopy of cometary minerals a'nd frost is
hampered by (a) the possible "complexity of solidphase - mixtures. .-Cb).- the — absence of. -Sharp._
unambiguous spectral structure ;( In contrast with the
rotational structure of gas molecules) and (O the
difficulty to compare cometary and laboratory spectra,
which do not have the same excitation mechanisms.
Thus It may be anticipated that thé composition of
cometary minerals will not be Known in every details
by remote-sensing spectroscopy, but by in situ
analysis (or laboratory analysis of returned samples).
We believe, however, that both approach should be
used: In situ analysis of test comets could provide a
calibration for infrared spectra, providing .us with a
basis for the interpretation of remote sensing of many
more objects.

4.1.2
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In contrast with solid-state mineral and frost emission
(or absorption) , gas phase molecular emission is
concentrated In discrete narrow spectral lines. Thus It
Is always an advantage to use the highest possible
spectral resolution. High resolution is also compulsory
for unambiguous Identifications. Besides the now
known major species (HZO. CO2. CO) and the
expected species without Infrared signatures (N2.
He) . the comet volatiles very probably consist of
numerous secondary constituents at an abundance
level of the order of the percent. All these species
will have their strongest Infrared signatures (fundamental stetching modes) in limited spectral regions:
O-H around 2.8 nm. C-H around 3.3 ^m, C-O
around 4-3 /im. C-N around 4. 8 pm, , , superimposed over the strong signals of HzO (fundamental.
combination e.nd hot bands: FIg. 13) and CO2, The
Identification problem will thus be similar to that of
minor species in planetary atmospheres. Reliable
identifications will need not only to resolve the
infrared bands, but even to isolate single rovibrational
lines. If a resolution of 2000 Is enough to resolve the
rotational structure of HzO (Fig. 19). a resolution of
10 000 may be needed for heavier species.
Heterodyne techniques may even be used to search
for dedicated rovibrational lines.
--.—
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Figure 16: Observed and modelled spectra of water
(from Bockelde-Morvan and Crovlsier 1987a). a
Relative intensities of the lines of the U3 band of water
observed by the KAO on March 24. 1986 (Weaver et
al.. 1986). The hatched spectral region was not
accessible to the instrument, b-d Synthetic spectra of
the 1/3 band. Crosses indicate the positions and
relative Intensities of the lines observed from the
KAO. b For rotational LTE at 150 K. c For
fluorescence equilibrium, d For the out-of-equilibnum
model with Q = 2 1o3° s~l and T = 60 K.

Table ,v gives an idea of the , instrumental sensitivity
necessary for the detection of cometary minor
species.
As an example, the
short-wavelength
spectrometer of ISO will have easily access to parent
27
species with production rates of ~ IQ
s"1 or more.

4.2 Testing excitation models and probing
temperatures
As shown In Section 3,7, the detailed comparison of
the rotational structure of synthetic and observed
spectra is a powerful tost of the excitation conditions,
and especially of the kinetic température of the
collisional region. For this test, infrared bands must
be observad at high resolution (at least 2000) In
order to resolve the rotational structure. Similar (or
complementary) information may be obtained through
observing several rotational transitions of the same
molecule (but in this case, one has to deal with
observations made at quite different wavelengths,
which involves sampling different regions of the coma
as well as problems of calibrations).

Proc. 22nd Bslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy. Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 1988, ESA SP-290
(September 198S)
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molecular observations (radio, sub-mm, IR)

I

models

observations

Figure 17: A synopsis of relations between observations of cometary molecules and cometary models. Although
this figure pertains to both radio and Infrared observations, all the scientific goals which are mentioned may be
achieved by infrared observations.

4.2.1

The coma kinetic temperature

Retrieving the coma temperature profile (which may
be complex, see Fig. 11). from rotational structure is
a difficult inversion problem, but a rewarding one.
since there Is apparently no other way to obtain this
information, besides in situ measurements. Since the
temperature profile is expected to vary with both the
heliocentric distance and the gas production rate, it
is desirable to repeat the measurement at different
moments and for different comets.
For the water molecule, the method can only work if
ona samples a region close to the collislonal region,
where the fluorescence cycles do not have completely
reshuffled the rotational distribution. This requires
good spatial resolution. Ideally, one would wish to
obtain spectra at different impact parameters inside
the collislonal zone, in order to sample different
points of the temperature profile. This could be a
good project for a rendez-vous space probe.
There are cases where fluorescence do not change
the rotational distribution, which therefore remains
purely thermal. Short lived molecules like HzCO barely
undergo one fluorescence cycle during their life. For
the methane molecule, if one excludes low-probability
transitions, each rovibratlonal state is connected to a
single ground-state rotational level, and therefore the
initial LTE rotational distribution of the molecule is
preserved through fluorescence. For symmetric top
molecules such as NHs or CH9CN.
radiative
transitions between KHadders are forbidden, and the
population distribution between the KHadders should
also be preserved. For all these molecules, one
should observe a rotational distribution 'frozen* at the
moment of the last collisions.

4.2.2

The nucleus temperature

Molecules that exist in ortho and para forms due to
quantization of total nuclear spin angular momentum
(H2. H2O. H 2 CO... ) do not have permitted
transitions between ortho and para states. This
selection law Is very strict and holds for both radiative
and collislonal processes: conversion rates In the
solid phase are poorly known, but presumably very
slow. Thus the ortho and para forms behave as two
independent species, and the ortho-to-para abundance ratio COPR) is preserved. The OPR is In
equilibrium with the temperature at which the molecule
is formed if the molecule is in gas phase, or with the
solid phase temperature if it remained in solid phase
for a very long time. This method has been applied
with success to interstellar H2. For comets, the OPR
of volatile molecules could give us access to the
equilibrium temperature of the nucleus at large
heliocentric distances, b;-cause presumably the OPR
has not time enough to re-equlllbrate during the short
passage near the Sun or during the sublimation
phase.
For water, the OPR significantly departs from the
asymptotic 3:1 ratio for equilibrium temperatures
lower than 40 K (FIg. 18). Measuring the OPR ratio
for cometary water is thus a way to measure the
nucleus equilibrium temperature, if this temperature is
Indeed lower than 40 K. This method has been
applied by Mumma et al. (1987. 1988) to the water
cometary spectra measured by the KAO. Whereas the
water OPR for comet Wilson 19861 is not significantly
different from the statistical equilibrium value, that of
P/He!ley Is found to be ~ 2.3. corresponding to a
spin temperature - 25 K. which Mumma et al.
interpret as the temperature of the inner nucleus.
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polarization informs us on the radiation mechanism
(fluorescence versus thermal or chemical emission)
and on the presence of magnetic fields (which could
affect the molecular alignment by Larmor precession
and thus quench polarization). Polarization is also
expected in vibratlonal bands: for resonant fluorescence of linear molecules, one would expect a
maximum polarization of 7.7 % for parallel bands, of
20 % for perpendicular bands. It would be Interesting
to obtain polarization measurements for individual
rovlbrational transitions, since polarization Is expected
to depend on the rotational quantum number and on
the line type (P, Q or R). But even polarization
measurements of whole bands are Interesting: they
can tell us whether infrared band emission Is due to
resonant fluorescence, to multiple-step fluorescence
(UV or visible excitation), to chemical pumping, or to
grain thermal emission. Such observations could be
done with the ISO photometer.
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Figure 18: Expected ortho-to-para abundance ratio of
water as a function of equilibrium temperature. The
values determined from comets P/Halley and Wilson
19861 observations are indicated (irom Mumma et
al.. 1987. 1988).

These results must be taken with some caution,
because of the uncertainty on the derived OPR. The
KAO spectra only show half the v s water band, and
do not give access to the population of all rotational
levels of water: Mumma et al. circumvented this fact
by assuming that water rotational distribution can be
described by a unique rotational temperature, whereas
models for out-of-equilibrium water predict a more
complex situation.
The determination of spin temperatures of cometary
material is anyway very promising, and the results of
Mumma et al. could be confirmed and improved in
the future, using carefully calibrated high-resolution
spectra covering the full water band. One could also
plan to use other molecular species. The OPR
measurement allows one to probe temperatures
typically In the range O to Tcr|t ~ E(O-P)XK. where
E(O-P) Is the energy difference between the lowest
ortho and para rotational states. For water. Tor|t =
34 K. Torjt is unfortunately too low for linear
molecules such as CzNz (0.5 K) or CzHx (3 K). but
it is larger for formaldehyde (15 K). ammonia (23 K)
and methane (45 K; methane exists In fact in three
species A. E and F: Tor|t refers here to the E/A
ratio). The hydrogen molecule has a still larger TorH
(175 K). Unfortunately, its transitions are quadrupolar and are unlikely to be observable in cometary
conditions: furthermore, this molecule is not expected
to exist In cometary nuclei (its presence in cometary
atmospheres is expected to come mainly from water
photodissociation, and its spin temperature would thus
have no primordial signification).
4.3

Polarization

Fluorescence emission due to solar excitation is
linearly polarized, because the excitation source is
not isotropic. This polarization is observed for the
molecular lines in the visible spectra of comets (see
e.g. Le Borgne and Crovisior 1987). It is maximum
when the Sun-comet-observer angle is 90°. This

4.4

Monitoring aas production rates and cometary
activity

Comets are variable objects. Their dust and gas
output varies of course as a function of heliocentric
distance, solar heating being the motor of gas
sublimation and dust release. Short-term variations
may be due to the nucleus rotation, when activity
regions of the nucleus surface are periodically
exposed to the Sun. Irregular and unpredictable
variations may also be observed, presumably due to
small- or large-scale catastrophic events (crust blowoff, nucleus crack or break-up). or to the rapid
sublimation of a thin frost layer for fresh comets
entering the inner Solar System for the first time.
Cometary activity can of course be monitored by usual
photometry, or spectrophotometry of the bands of
classical daughter products in the visible (CN. OH.
Cz) or at radio wavelengths (OH). However, we only
obtain in this way "second hand" 'information on the
gas production rate. Photodissociation is a relatively
slow process with a relaxation time of hours or even
days. Thus, the nucleus gas output rate derived from
daughter products is obtained with a time lag (which
can be evaluated). and is smoothed over the photodissociation time scale (which may conceal short
time-scale events). It is thus highly desirable to
monitor directly the parent molecules production
rates.
Cometary
activity has been observed at large
heliocentric distances (several AU) where water ice
sublimation Is negligible.
At these distances,
sublimation may be controlled by the desorption of
more volatile species, such as CO or COz (Schmitt
and Kllnger 1987: Sandford and Allamandola 1988). It
is plausible that comet nuclei are not homogeneous,
with ice pockets enriched in CO or COz. It is known
that the CO production rate, relative to that of water,
varies considerably from comet to comet, and even
with time for a given comet. It Is thus desirable to
monitor, in addition to that of water, the production
rates of CC and COz (and perhaps of other species),
activity events being presumably linked to some of
these species.
Production rate monitoring is a long-term program
which as most as possible should use unsophisticated
techniques and easily availablo facilities. This is not
the case for high-resolution space-borne Infrared
spectroscopy. Therefore, one should select infrared
bands that can be observed at medium spectral
resolution, possibly from the ground. Of course,
preliminary high resolution studies should be made to
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check that the excitation of these bands is well
understood, and that these bands are not contaminated by other species. For water, the intermode
bands vj-vz and ui-i/z around 5 um and the hot
bands around 2.9 urn might be promising. One can
also think of using a small space-borne instrument
dedicated to the observation of the 557 GHz water
band.
4.5

Probing the coma kinematics

When cometary lines are optically thick, they are
expected to show intricate profiles, similar to those of
stellar enveloppes (see FIg. 3 of Crovisier 1986).
The study of such profiles is a further test of
excitation conditions.
Optically thin cometary lines are purely Doppler.
Therefore, measurement of their shapes provides us
with the gas velocity distribution along the line-ofsight. Since the velocity involved Is of the order of
1 km S-1. a spectral resolution of 500000 at least is
necessary to recover all usefull information. Larson et
al. (1987) used the KAO water spectra to derive the
water line central velocity and constraints on the line
width, but the resolution of their Instrument (2.5 105
at best) was barely sufficient to achieve this goal.
Presently, only heterodyne techniques can obtain the
full required resolution. It is therefore not surprising
that kinematlcal studies have been a great success of
cometary radio spectroscopy (OH lines at 18 cm:
Bockeloe-Morvan and Gerard 1984: HCN lines at
3 mm: Despois et al. 1986: Schioerb et al. 1986:
Bockelôe-Morvan et al. 1987). Although extensive
high-quality OH radio spectra are now available for a
variety of comets,
their interpretation is not
straightforward and may be ambiguous, the OH
radical being a secondary product produced with an
additional velocity after water photodissociation.
4.5.1

The coma expansion velocity

The gas expansion velocity of the coma is a basic
parameter for all cometary models. In situ observations (Lfimmerzhal et al.
1987) and radio
observations have revealed velocities between 0.75
and 1.5 km s"1. This is in overall agrément with
thermo- hydrodynamical models (Fig. 11) which
predict that gas. starting at an initial velocity at the
surface ~ 0.35 km s-1. Is accelerated through
rotational-translational energy conversion, then by
photolytic heating.
However, ill-known additional
processes such as gas-dust Interaction and radiative
cooling must also be taken into account. As a result,
the gas terminal velocity, which should be reached
within a few 1000 km or less from the nucleus, is
expected to depend on the gas production rate and on
the heliocentric distance.
The thermal velocities are expected to be small with
respect to bulk velocities. The shapes of parent
molecules lines should then be n functions for
unresolved comae and the line half-widths are
corresponding to the coma expansion velocity. It is
Important to monitor these line shapes for various
comets as a function of heliocentric distance.
4.5.2

Anlsotroplc outaasslns and non-gravitational
forces

Outgassing from the nucleus is not isotropic. but
occurs from restricted regions of the sun-lit side of
the nucleus. As a consequence, a jet effect occurs
and a non-gravitational force is applied to the
nucleus. Modelling this effect is at present the only
way to get information on the comet masses, and
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subsequently on their densities. The method consists
in determining the comet non-gravitational acceleration from celestial mechanics and astrometric
measurements, and in estimating the jet forces from
the total gas output and a theoretical evaluation of the
jet velocity and geometry. This method applied to
comet Halley (Hickman 1986: Sagdeev et al. 1988)
do not lead to an accurate determination: the mass
would be in the range 0.5-8 1011 tons, the density In
the range 0.1—1.5 g cm~3. A large part of these
uncertainties comes from the evaluation of the jet
velocity and geometry, which cannot be completely
evaluated from the theory, and about which authors
disagree.
Cometary line shapes provide an elegant way to
measure directly the jet velocities (or at least their
component projected on the line of sight) : the first
moment of the line profile with respect to the nucleus
rest velocity ("line velocity offset') multiplied by the
gas mass production rate is exactly the momentum
loss rote of the nucleus In the comet-observer
direction. The velocity offsets actually measured for
the OH. HCN or H2O lines are In the range 0.0-0.3
km s~1. near the limit of detection of the observations
(Colom 1989: Bockelée-Morvan et al. 1987: Schioerb
et al. 1987: Larson et al. 1987). Their values are in
the range predicted by the theory. Their monitoring
during the comet passage In the inner solar system
will be of significant help to the modelling of nongravitational forces and to the determination of
cometary masses.
4.6

Mapping the coma

Mapping spectral features over the coma has a fourfold Interest. (1)
It allows one to determine the
molecular radial distribution and to distinguish whether
the molecule is directly coming from the nucleus, or
from grains, or from photodissociation of a parent
species. (2) For dust and frost features, it allows
one to distinguish between short-life Icy grains and
refractory particles. (3) It can reveal departures from
spherical symmetry, due to non-isotropic outgasslng
and the presence of jets (see Sect. 4.5.2). (4) For
optically thick lines, the size of the optically thick
coma can be measured, allowing one to probe
excitation condition: this test Is especially powerfull if
in addition the rotational structure of the vibratlonal
bands is resolved, or if several rotational lines are
measured simultaneously, or if the line shape can be
measured (see Sect. 4.5).
Mapping will no be easy for ground-based or Earthorbit observation, because it requires high sensitivity
(for parent molecules, the signal drops very rapidly
with increasing impact parameter) and high spatial
resolution: the water scale-length Is ~ 100 arcsec at
rn = A = 1 AU. the size of the coma optically thick
for rotational transitions Is ~ 30 arcsec (for Q =
TO 28 s-1). ten times smaller for vibrational transitions. Instruments such as the ISO camera with
broad-band filters, or the Very Large Telescope used
at the diffraction limit, could be used. Mapping would
be easy, of course, fc < lise-up observations from a
space probe.
5.

A STRATEGY FOR FUTURE OBSERVATIONS

A summary of the observations proposed in the
preceding Section Is presented in Table V. It is clear
that the ideal for comelary investigators would be to
achieve high-sensitivity, high-resolution observations
of most of the infrared spectral range, above the
atmophere. for a large number of comets during their
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Table V: Specific topics of cometBry research at infrared wavelengths and
required Instrumental and observational specifications.
scientific

spectral

topic

range

search for new cometary species:
2-100 pm
- solid state
- gaa-phase
2-6 ^m

> so (in

spectral
resolution

observation
sitea)

low-moderate
high (10000)
heterodyne

CD UB EO
OJ AB BO
AB EO

also radio (GD)

AB EO
AB EO

also radio (GD)

excitation models 1
kinetic temperature I
nucleus temperature J

2-6 /m
> SO iaa

high (10000)
heterodyne

polarization

2-6 /im

moderate-high

GD AB EO

2-6 /in
> SO /an

low-moderate
heterodyne

GD
EO

2.7 |im -f
557 GSz

low-moderate
heterodyne

GD AO EO
EO

2-6 /in
> 50 /in

high (>106)
(heterodyne)

production rate
monitoring
mapping
coma kinematics

1
I

remarks

water at 557 GBz
also in situ
also radio (GD)

a) QO: ground-based (good site): AB: air-borne (aircraft or balloon): EO: from
orbit.

activity
course,
limited,
scientific

Earth-

phase. Such a dream is not realistic, of
because astronomical infrared facilities are
costly, and must be shared with other
programs.

wavelength spectrometer of ISO has a resolution of
- 1200 in that range, which allows resolution of the
vibrations! bands, but is barely sufficient to separate
individual lines, especially weak ones (see Fig. 19).

A more realistic approach would be to reserve highresolution space observations to projects that really
need these requirements, and to use as much as
possible medium resolution and/or ground-based
observations for projects such as activity monitoring
and the statistical study of a large number of objects.
For this purpose, easily observable bands (or lines)
should be selected. The hot bands of water at
2.9 jim and 5 ion might be premising in this respect.
Also interesting are the small space telescopes
dedicated to the wster line at 557 GHz (several
projects are currently in preparation) : although their
possibilities are limited, they are adequate for surveys
and long-term monitoring of line intensity.

Laboratory and theoretical works are still necessary to
prepare and to interpret infrared cometary studies:
(1) Extensive atlases of the spectra of minerals and
frost composites are necessary to match observed
spectra of the solid phase. (2) The strengths of many
rotational and vlbrational transitions are still unknown,
especially for radicals and ions, and for the hot
bands of stable molecules. (3) Reliable crosssections for exchanges between translational, rotational and vibrational energies during collisions are
needed. (4) Some photodissociation rates are poorly
known: the knowledge of the excitation state of the
dissociation products, which is required for evaluating
chemical pumping, is even more uncertain. (5)
Thermo- and hydrodynamical models of the inner
coma are still in an infancy stage. (6) Most cometary
models (for molecular excitation, radiative transfer,
etc., > assume spherical symmetry, whareas the
existence of anisotroplc outgassing and jets Is now
well established. An extension of these models to two
(or even three) dimensions is necessary.

High spectral resolution observations are nevertheless
compulsory for unambiguous Indentifications. and for
testing excitation models and retrieving physical
conditions. They are a necessary complement to
medium-resolution observations, in order to assess
which bands could be used for activity monitoring,
and to check whether their excitation is well
understood and whether reliable production rates and
molecular abundances may be derived from their
observation.
The high resolution spectrometers available on
ground-based telescopes have only access to a
limited portion of the infrared spectrum. The one onboard the KAO has made a great job measuring the
2.7 nm water band (see Sects 2.3.1 and 3.7). but
it had only access to half of this band, and only at
the favourable moments when the Doppler shifts of the
cometary lines with respect to the terrestrial ones
were large. It is disapointing that no space project
propose really high-resolution spectrometers in the
2-6 /im range: the infrared spectrometer for the
CRAF mission has a resolution of only 100. The short

Admittedly, all the scientific goals addressed above
(and many others) can be achieved by in situ
explorations during comet rendez-vous missions
(CRAF. CNSR) or even comet fly-by missions. But
such missions will be attempted on a very limited
number of objects, and during a restricted phase of
their actMty. They will not allow us to sample the
whole cometary population. This population shows a
large diversity: nearly exhausted periodic comets, with
nuclei similar to asteroids, like comet P/EncKe: large
steady periodic comets like P/Halley: fresh new small
comets that blow off rapidly their frost mantle at their
first passage near the Sun (as
dramatically
experienced recently by comet Machholz 1988)) etc. ..
Obviously, the cometary population must be studied
on a statistical basis. This Is a long-term program.
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which should comp'ement the detailed space exploration of a few dedicated objects.
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ANALOGIES BETWEEN COMETARY, INTERPLANETARY
AND INTERSTELLAR MATTER

J-L Puget
Radioastronomie - Ecole Normale Supérieure,
24, rue Lhomond, 75005 Paris, France.

ABSTRACT
The search for analogies between interstellar matter
and dust in the solar system (both interplanetary and
cometary) is shown to the be fruitful not only because
some interstellar particles survived the formation of the
solar system and are locked in interplanetary dust but
because the physical processes to which cometary and
interplanetary dust are subjected are very similar to those
at work in interstellar clouds.

Keywords : interstellar dust, interplanetary dust, cometary
dust, isotopic composition, organic material, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons.

1.

On the Difficulties of Such a Comparison

Cometary material contains a large fraction of ices and
has been stored in the Oort cloud at the edges of the
solar system. There is no established model for the
formation of comets. It does not seem possible that
comets could form in a protostellar interstellar cloud
although the dense cores in molecular clouds like the
Taurus cloud which are likely to be the forming places
of low mass stars (Ref.l) bave a radius comparable to
that of the Oort cloud (about 0.1 pc). The increase
of selective extinction in dense molecular clouds gives
indirect evidence for the coagulation of interstellar dust
particles but that process can lead to at most 100/mi
size grains before the dynamical collapse occurs. Comet
like objects (planetesimals) can form only in the disc of
the proto solar system at radii which are more like the
radius of the orbits of Uranus and Neptune than of the
Oort cloud. The comets must have been expelled in the
Oort cloud later through gravitational interaction with
the giant planets.(see for ex Ref.2).
By their formation site, the part of the solar system they
have been stored into and their limited size, comets are

likely to be the most primitive bodies of the solar . stem;
nevertheless they might not be just coagulated interstellar
dust grains as suggested by Greenberg (Réf.3). They might
have undergone significant processing in the protosolar
disc: partial evaporation followed by new condensations.
Furthermore, 'interstellar dust' is certainly not a well
defined material. In dense molecular clouds, molecules
like HzO and CO condense onto cold dust and are
processed by cosmic rays and UV, producing the organic
refractory component which is observed as the 3.4/im
feature in the IRS-7 source of the galactic center (Rcf.4).
But the fraction of molecules like CO, which condense
in cold dust remains limited proving the existence of an
efficient mechanism to desorb molecules from grains. It is
thus not clear what variety of interstellar dust one wants
to compare to cometary or interplanetary material. In
the last phases of the quasi-static contraction of a dense
cloud core (probably through ambipolar diffusion), the
fraction of condensed molecules will probably increase as
the dust gets colder and the amount of UV radiation
and turbulence decreases. Another uncertainty should be
kept in mind, a significant fraction of interstellar oxygen
in molecular clouds is not directly observed and might
be in a condensable form as H^O. In this case the
interstellar dust at the onset of the collapse might be
richer in volatile elements than the observed interstellar
dust. The abundances would then be compatible with
those of Halley's comet (Ref.5).
Altogether it is rather unlikely that cometary material
is just coagulated dust grains as we can observe them
in the interstellar medium.
Interplanetary dust probably contains a fraction of
cometary grains but they have lost their volatile ices.
Nevertheless we should not conclude that the comparison
is useless. The structure of the refractory part with
its minerai and its organic part keeps a memory of the
structure of the original cometary grain.
The comparison is obviously interesting because of the
significant fraction of interstellar grains which have survived
in interplanetary grains and the even higher fraction
in cometary material, but just as interesting is the
understanding of the physics of dust which undergoes
similar processes to those which take place in the interstellar
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medium: formation of a refractory comctary crust and
evaporation of the volatile part when the comet is exposed
to a high enough radiation flux. An understanding of these
mechanisms should help us understand the processing of
interstellar ices and their evaporation in the diffuse is
medium.

2. Isotopic Composition:
The Deuterium Abundance
An interesting family of interplanetary particles from the
point of view of the comparison with the interstellar
medium are the fluffy anhydrous particles collected in
the stratosphere (Ref.7). In the interstellar molecular
clouds, molecules like HCN, HCO or CsHi show very
large enhancements of the deuterated molecules over non
deuterated ones by comparison with the deuterium abundance (D/H of the order of 2 10~s). These enhancement
factors can reach 103. They are explained by ion-molecule
reactions at low temperatures which favour the deuteratcd species when the reactions take place in the gas
at temperatures as low as 30/C (Ref.8). In meteorites
an enhancement of 10 to 30 is observed. For the interplanetary particles, mentioned above, the deuterium
enhancement is correlated with the carbon to oxygen
ratio. This seens to indicate that hydrocarbon polymers
which are more likely to have survived the solar system
formation without dissociation and recondensation than
the water are bringing most of the deuterium excess.
Among meteorites the carbonaceous chondrites are those
showing evidence for interstellar inclusions from their
isotropic compositions (Ref.6). Their insoluble organic
fraction is the one showing the largest Deuterium excess:
up to a factor or 35 with respect to the D/H interstellar
ratio (see the review by de Bergh at this conference on
the deuterium abundances in the solar system).

3.

The Organic Component

A very interesting point for comparison is the organic
component. The anhydrous interplanetary particles show
mineral inclusions glued together by tar balls (Ref.7).
In the Orgueil carbonaceous chondrite, Wdowiak et al.
(Ref.8) have shown the presence of polycyclic aromatic
molecules (PAH) with more than 30 cycles.
In Halley's comet, the dust mass spectrometer shows
that about one third of all particles contain only the
elements C, H, O and N (Ref.9,10). These organic grains
are very likely to be those which give rise to the C-H
emission feature seen in near infrared spectroscopy of the
coma at 3.4fim and 3.3pm from both the Vega probe
and from the ground (see Ref.ll for a review). This
emission is stronger at 3-4/im and is characteristic of
aliphatic hydrocarbons. The emission at 3.3/im which is
characteristic of aromatic hydrocarbons is weaker.
In the interstellar medium the set of infrared emission
bands at 3.3,6.2,7.7,8.8 and 11.3/an has been shown to
be specific to PAH molecules emitting through transient
heating by absorption of a single photon (Ref.12). The
implication of the intensity observed is that a large

fraction of the carbon in the interstellar medium (~ 15%)
is in the form of PAH molecules.
On the other hand, the absorption spectrum of the galactic
center source IRS-7 shows absorption at 3.4/im indicating
the presence of a significant amount of organic material
containing aliphatic C-H bands (Réf.4). This material
never gets hot enough in the diffuse interstellar medium
to be seen in emission. This striking difference suggests
that only aromatic hydrocarbons survive in the form of
clusters of a few tens to a few hundreds of carbon atoms
and that saturated hydrocarbons are found only in grain
mantles. There are many unanswered questions about
this organic component of the interstellar medium and it
is an interesting puzzle to figure out if the fact that both
forms of C-H bonds have also been observed in Halley's
comet has anything to do with the interstellar fraction
present in cometary material. The analogy between the
organic part of interstellar and interplanetary material
has been shown in a different way by Allamandola et
al. (Rcf.13) who showed that Raman spectra (between
6 and 10/im) of interplanetary particles and auto soot
(mostly made of small aromatic hydrocarbon particles)
are very similar to each other and also strikingly similar
to the emission spectrum of the Orion ionization front.
(The comparison between Raman and infrared spectra is
interesting but not conclusive by itself).

4. Conclusions
(common physics VB common composition)
Although the formation of the solar system and the
understanding of the physics of molecular clouds forming
dense gravity bound cores which ultimately collapse to
form low mass stars are obviously vo closely related
problems, there has not been manj
Sts of contact
between those working in these two fields.
Until recently ,the most fruitful and only one has been
isotopic composition of meteorites which showed clear
evidence that some solid interstellar particles survived the
formation of the solar system. The rapid development
of the physics of comets (especially with Halley's comet
observations) brings the two problems closer together with
the discovery of the importance of the organic material
in both cometary and interstellar material.
This is still a long way from any clear evidence that
cometary material is just unprocessed interstellar dust,
but the processing of the material forming comets is of
great interest to interstellar physics almost independently
of the fraction of primitive interstellar dust still contained
in comets.
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ABSTRACT
We have carried out a systematic study of deuterium in the solar system using the molecules (Ml3D anil HI)O as our tracers.
For the outer solar system, we obtained ground-based spectra of
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Titan in the region of CH3D absorptions near 1.6 microns, with the facilities at Kitt Peak National Observatory, in Arizona, and the Canada-France-Hawaii
telescope in Hawaii. The analyses of these spectra required
extensive high-rr olution laboratory studies of both CH4 and
CH3D.
For the terrestrial planets, we recorded the spectrum of Mars
in the region of HDO absorption near 3.7 microns from the
high-altitude Canada- France-Hawaii telescope on Mauna Kea,
Hawaii, where telluric HDO is minimized. A similar study of
Venus is underway.
The values of D/H derived from these investigations are used
to constrain models for the origin and evolution of the various
atmospheres.
Key words : Planets, atmospheres, speclroscopy, methane, isotopes, deuterium.

1. INTRODtIClTION
Tn the past fifteen years, various attempts have been made
to obtain measurements of the deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio in
planetary atmospheres. No deuterated species were detected on
Mars in spite of extensive in-sitn measurements by the Viking
probes in 1970-1977. For Venus, a measurement of I he HDO
abundance in its clouds was made with the neutral mass spectrometer on board the Pioneer Venus large probe (Réf. 1). The
separation between contributions from the terrestrial and Venusian water vapor was difficult to secure. The conclusion was,
however, that the D/H ratio in Venus probably exceeds the one
on Earth by almost two orders of magnitude (~- 10~2, instead
of 1.5 x ID" 4 in terrestrial ocean water ). A measurement obtained with the ion mass spectrometer on Pioneer Venus seemed
In support this result (Réf. 2), and appeared compatible with
Mariner 5 Lyman alpha measurements made in 1968. However,
tin- Pioneer Venus measurement relied on the hypothesis that
the mass 2 ion seen was indeed due to D4 , and this assumption
is somewhat controversial.
This very high value of the D/H ratio for Venus has led to
numerous speculations about the existence of a water ocean
on Venus in the past (Refs. 3, 4, 5). Since this issue is an
extremely important one, several authors have insisted on the

need for new and independent measurements to confirm the
ones made during these two previous space experiments.
In the case of the giant planets, the most abundant deuterated
molecule is deuterated molecular hydrogen, HD. Extremely weak
dipole transitions of HD have been detected in visible spectra
of the outer planets and compared with quadrupole H2 transitions, also in the visible (Refs. G, 7). Several measurements
of the D/H ratio (D/H = 1/2 x HD/H 2 ) have been made,
but thr values inferred for Jupiter and Saturn varied with time
as better quality data were recorded, as a better account, of
the effect of scattering on the observed lines was taken, and as
improved laboratory measurements for the line intensities became available. Very recently, it has been recognized that the
most extensively used line of HD (the R(O) line of the 5-0 band)
was actually contaminated by a weak absorption probably due
to some unidentif 5 - . hydrocarbon present in the planetary atmospheres, and that, in the analysis of some of the previously
recorded data, there may have been problems with the placement of the continuum level (Réf. 8).
In the most recent revised study of the visible HD and HZ
absorptions in Jupiter and Saturn spectra (Réf. 8) it was shown
that the D/H ratio in Jupiter must be between 1 and 2.9x 10~5,
and that the one fin Saturn must he less than 5 X 10~5. ForUranus, there is a divergence between results from two different
groups. Trauger (Réf. 9) concluded that the D/II ratio is less
on Uranus than on Jupiter, while Smith et ai. (Réf. 10) claim
that only an upper limit of lO"4 can be given. Smith et a'.
(Réf. 10) also quote an upper limit of 10~ 4 for Neptune,
Given the difficulty in obtaining good measurements of the
D/H ratio from hydrogen, different groups have attempted to
use the second most abundant deuterated molecule in the atmospheres of the giant, planets, monodeutcrated methane, to
obtain an independent estimate of the global D/H ratio. Provided isotopic equilibrium is attained, this D/H ratio can be
inferred from the OHaD/CH,| ratio, since deuterium exchange
between methane and molecular hydrogen tends towards a nonstoichioiiietric distribution defined by the relationship, D/H =
l/4f x (CHsD/CRi), where 1/4 x (CH a D/CH 4 ) is the D/H
ratio in methane. The fractionation factor, f, is always higher
than 1, anil depends on the temperature at which the deuterated species équilibrât a. Beer and Taylor (Réf. 11) have argued
lhat fractionation equilibrium is a valid assumption in the case
of the outer planets, and computations made by Fegley and
Prinn (Réf. 12) indicate that, at least in the case of Jupiter
and Saturn, this factor cannot exceed 1.5.
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Moiioileul prated methane in (Iw mitIT snlar system was detected fi>r II»- first tinin in thé îi-mirron sppctnini of Jupiter
'rernnlrcl from 'he ground with a Fourier Transform SpectromeIpr in l n ~2 (Rff. 13)." Six jfvnTf later, moiiodeuterated méthane
was delected in HIP saïur wavelength région in UIP sppctrnin of
Saturn, alsn frnm UIP ground (Rpf. M). Puring tho years IWQ1.988, there wt'fp several studies of Jupiter, using t.lip spectra at
5 and 8.7 microns recorded I)1V Voyager, and from airborne and
ground-based observations ai 5 microns. The most, accurate
uieasurPÏnput to date is the one obtained for Jupiter, for-which
the I)/H ratio on Jupiter is 2.1 x 10 5 ( H U i x 10""), assuming
a fractioimtian factor of 1.2 (Rcf. 15).
2. OUR WORK ON THE GIANT PLANETS
AND TITAN
At about the same time as the Voyager studies began, a systematic laboratory study of OH3B made by LuIz, Danehy, Owen
and Ramsay in 1977-1978 revealed the existence of a previously
unknown absorption band at l.fi microns that portended usefulness for planetary .studies (Réf. 16). Subsequently, a very
thorough investigation of the spectrum of ('!H3D, as well as of
C'lU in the same region, was carried out at Meudon using a
coolable multiple pass absorption cell that could provide a M
meter path in the gas sample, and at the National Solar Observatory facility on Kitt. Peak where a 6 nie'ers base multiple-pass
White cell could attain a total path of more than 400 meters
in the gas, but only at room temperature (Refs. Ki, 17). Since
both cells were associated with Fourier Transform Spectrometers, it was possible to obtain laboratory spectra at very high
spectral resolution. The longer base-path cell was required for
the work on ordinary methane, as the integrated abundance
of methane in the outer planets above the atmospheric levels
probed by the infrared is very large, and absorptions due to
extremely weak- transitions in methane can he seen in their
spectra. It- was predicted at that time that the l.fi nûcrons
CH3D band could be used to measure the D/H ratio in at least
two solar system objects : Uranus and Titan (Réf. lfi).
The following years showed that this prediction was correct.
Tt was the study of this spectral range that provided the first
detection of monodeuterated methane on Uranus (Réf. 18) and
Neptune (Réf. 19), and the first measurement of the D/H ratio on Titan (Refs. 20, 21 and Figure 1), and it is because of
this study that we can begin to reliably compare the different
planets among themselves as well as with comets, and begin
to explore the relationship nf the solar system to the interstellar medium (Hef. 20; sec also the paper on !!alley's comet
by Eberhardt et al.(Rel". 22) and the review on deuterium by
Vidal-Madjar (Réf. 23)).
The laboratory study of CiH3D and CH4 carried out at. high
spectral résolution yielded both rotational assignments and line
intensity measurements for the lines of CH.iD (ImI h are needed
Io interpret, the planetary spectra), but only line intensity measurements were possible for the very weak lines of (!H, in the
same spectral region. The lines of CH4 seen in the planetary
spectra and delected in the room-f ' mperafure laboratory spectra belong to complex combination bands, and it was not possible to assign rotational quantum numbers to them, using standard band analysis techniques. Because of the limited pathlength available, the absorption by these lines was too weak in
the cold methane spectra to assign rotational quantum numbers
empirically on the basis of their dependence on temperature; we
therefore devised an indirect method to obtain the assignments

wn needed : we used the Saturn almosphere as our cold laboratory. Indeed, Saturn is bright enough at I.Ii microns thai we
ran obtain very high resohilinn speclra of the planet, spectra
iiTwhich many of the methane lines appear isolated. --~
We recorded such a spectrum of RaIurn at K i l l Peak National
Observatory with the fonde FTS af the-I m télescope; asigiifilto-noise of IRn was obtained in 1 hours of integration. The
spectral resolution was O.I cm ' (Ilef. 18). ,Since the atmospheric layers of Saturn probed tire cold (temperalures of the
order of 100 K), the difference in relative strength* between
the lines of methane in the room tempérai lire laboratory spect r u m and I hi' Saturn spectrum are strong enough thai they can
IIP used Io infer the rotational quantum numbers appropriate
for each individual line of methane. This techniques requires
a good model of line formation in the Saturn atmosphere, but
since we had such a model, we were able to analyze separately
(lie (!II., and (he C 1 JI 3 D absorptions in Ihe spectra of Uranus,
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Figure 1. Comparison between observed and synthetic Tilan
spectra (a) and (b). Full line: Spectrum of Titan recorded in
1982 June at Kilt Peak National Observatory (NOAO) with
the FTS at the -1 in telescope (spectral resolution: 1.2 nil" 1 ,
S/N: '1O). This spectrum has been divided by Ihe spectrum of
diffuse solar radiât ion recorded during the same sun. (a) Dashed
line : synthetic spectrum of Titan computed for only CH^ absorptions, based on our nominal atmospheric model, (b) Dashed
line: synthetic speclrum of Titan as shown in (a) but with
f'H 3 D absorptions included: CH3DfCHt
B.fi « ICT 4 . The
regions of the main CH 3 D • lîi'2 absorptions are indicated at
Hie top of the figure (Ilef. 21).
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Titan awl Neptune. Our sport ra nf Uranus nuit Tit fin won1
alsii romrdod with tho ('nude FTS at (ho I-ui IcU-^cnpi' on Kilt
Peak, but at sport ral rosulution of K 2 rni""-1, lowor'lhan wo7)b ;
tainod ftir Saturn. The signal-to-nojso rat ins in thosr sport m
reached alunit SO in four hours intégrât iun finie rind -Ifl in eight
-liuur> intogratinit (inn- fur I'ranus and Titan, respectively. For'
Neptune, which is iniicli fainter, wn recorded a spectrum al '\
nu * ' resolution w i t h (ho Oassofirain FTS at tlio ;î.(î m C'anadaI'ranre-Hawaii telescopein 12 hours of integral inn; I lie- obtained
sj|;nal-ln-i]oiso was about T>() (Hef. I H ) .

TnI)Ic 1. TIi" l l / I I ralins in (hr luctlmuc cnuipnnenl n f l h e
;iliiitm]itn'r<'s of .Inpilor, Sal urn, Uranus, Nephnie and Titan

D/II-- : .-

__ I1Vi tin our urtmml-lmsed __ frcnu ul her measurements
iiieasiireiiimtls al 1.0 inirnms

Olijecl

.limiliT
Sîilurn

Til»1 simultaneous analysis of CH.i anil CH.-Ï) absorptions observed in those sport ra provided a direct iiicasuroment nf the '
('H;il)/C'H-t ratio, and ronsotjuontly nf tlio global D/H ratio in
the planetary and satellite atinosphoros. Iu Talde I wo show
nnr results fnr Urantis, Titan and Nnptimn. Wo also show our
p-stilt f'T Saturn, and compare it with Iwo other estimates of
the D/H raliii derived fnnn the sludy nf melhano absorptions.
one frmii VnyapT sport ra at R.7 niiorntis (Hof, 2-1) and "no
" from ground-based observations at Ti microns by Ho.'-ird e.t al.
~(Hef. '2Fi). In those* last two rases, an additional stop was added
in the analysis. First, the ratio C l I a l ï / I U is measured, tlion
CHaD/CH.! is obtainod by iisiiifi the valno of the < ' I I 4 / H 2 ra:
tin derived from tin» planotarv sportrnm at 7.7 mirrons. All
(hrw* IHiVtRIm 1 CWn(Ji prtivid*' apprnxituaJdy Uu- satit" rari^f nf
\-alnos for tho D/H ratio in tbo nu'tliano nf Saturn, l>ut thf

!l"ir. " I» ''

• i . r . U S x ni - ..
i.i;r,i,',S r 'x in-'

[.filiJ y IIP' 1 (llrf. 2(1)

URANUS

—

unrortaintins in tho iiioasuroiiionls an- ^till vory lars*'Wo wore not abl»1 to use thr* saint1 spectral range to nioasuro
the D/ll nit in in .Inpitor as we did for ïlio ollu-r miter planets,
boraiisi- nf tho proscnce nf many strmiR annnnuia absorptions
in the Jovian spectrum. TIu* values for .!npitor shown here are
!huso that result from a combinat ion nf airborne and Vnyagor
investign.1 inns at f> and 10 microns (SPO Réf. If»}.
Assuming a frnrtinnation factor of 1.25 for all planets, wo find
that tho values woobtainod for tho D/H rat in in Saturn, Uranus
and Neptuno are in agreement with the recently ilnrivnrl upper
limits nf Smith et al. discnssod abnVf» {Rofs. R, i n ) .
Finally, we also slum- in Tab!** I a very rocont ro-ostimation of
tho D/H rat in nn Titan, liasod on a rovised analvsis ctf tho 8."
inicmns region in Voyager spectra of Titan (ReT. 2H). This
now analysis which yields a value of D/ll 1(1 times lower than
the initial «me by Kim and CaIcIwell (Rof. 27), lakes a better account of Un* contribution (IfC 3 Hg In llu» i-mission, and
also usos an improvorl atmospheric thermal profile. Tho spectra wore recorded with tho IRIS spectrometer on Voyager, and
al their resolution, -1.2 cm" ! , deuterated melbano cannot bo
uniquely isolated; only nn estimâtP of its contribution to the
local omission ran be deduced. Tho obtained D/H ratio is,
nevertheless, in very gnod agreement with ours.
TIio conséquences of our measurements for Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune and Titan, when combined with the measurements
made by others for Jupiter (Table 1 ami Figure 2), are the.
following :
The enrichment of deuterium in the niofhane of Uranus and
Neptune rnmparo/J (M dial of Jupiter and .Saturn imlirnk'.s
that the deuterium-bearing material in Um imp or clatbratos
and org-inic compnimds that formed I ho corns of all the cmlr-r
planets must have brcn already greatly enriched in deuterium
rompared tn the hydmgpn gas i" the prulnsnlar whnla. at the
time uf format inn. HtilKcqiiPiil In planetary ("r satellifn) formation, this doiitfrium enrichment was thon somewhat diluted
in the hydrogen that mnsfihites most "f the atmospheres as
tho volatiles in core ires leak int«> the atmosphere and isotnpic
re-nqnilibration takes placoTln1 difFt-ronce bdwen Jupiter and
Saturn on the fine end, and Uranus and Neplnne cm the oilier

JtO- 4
riEPTUNE

URN

'JUPITEH

- î
-

TITAN:

,

î

APROTO-

( SOLAR

VRANOE

MlSM RANGE

I

SOLAR SYSTEM OBJECT

I'iguri' '2. Rliiirhiiiniclrir D / l l ralins in Hie uiHhriiir niiii|ii>
nnil nf Ihr .ilnins|iliiTPs (if .Inpilnr, Sntnrii, Urniuis, Nnplnm 1
ami Tilan ( D / H - 1 /•![('H a O/r// 4 |)'IV values IW Uranus,
Nciiliinn ami' Titan arc taki'n from mir analysis of CH3I) in
llii'ir sprrtra at l.fi inirrmi (Hcfs. 18,in,21); Saturn'» vnliii 1 is
a ini'an '>( mir value ami Ihat tli-rivcl frimi t h r VnyapT nlisiTvnlitins (Bi-f. 2-1), Jupiter's value i» a mean (if airbiuie ami
Viiyafinr results (lief. 15). See tcjrl (nr n iliirniijiin nf thp [rartifiuatiun factor neeilerl Id relate these values to equilibrium
D/H in the liyelrngen ruinptment. For rnmparisnn, the value
fur Standard Mean Orean Cninpnnent Walr i r (SNOW) is presented alntiK wit.li rereut estimates (Vir the interstellar medium
(ISM) and tin- primitive solar nebula (Prntnsnlar). (Adapted
frnin Réf. 2(1).
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end, was predicted by Hubbard and McFarlanc in 1980 (Réf.
28), and can he explained by larger cores for Uranus and Neptune compared tci their hydrogen envelopes. Consequently, in
these relatively hydrogen-poor planets, there is less dilution of
the vaporized gases emanating from the core ices by the atmospheric hydrogen.
- - ; . " " — : v
Onr measurements also support the hypothesis of an inhomoEPiIi1OUS planetary format.ion scenario for Uranus and Neptune:
their cores formed first, generating secondary atmospheres rich
in deuterium. As the cores grew they captured increasing
amounts of gas from the solar nebula, principally hydrogen containing deuterium in protosolar proportion and représentai ive
of the hulk deuterium content.
VVp also argue tiint the deuterium enrichments we now observe
on Uranus and Neptune must be related to the average enrichment that existed in condensed 'mutter in the local interstellar
medium at the time of planetary formation, i.e. 4.5 billion
vears-ago. Such enrichments could not have been produced
by low temperature equilibrium fractionation of the deuterium
isotope in the prolosolar nebula itself because of the time scales
involved for equilibration. These time scales exceed the age of
the solar system, even if one invokes catalysis on surface grains
tu facilitate the dinmical reactions (Réf. 2!)).
Consequently, WP feel that the objects in which we measure the
largest deuterium enrichment can allow us '•> infer the initial
enrichment in the ices, provided that the processes that may
cause mndificatinns in the D/H ratio during planetary formation and evolution are well investigated.
In the cases of Uranus and Neptune, C'/H ratios much larger
than the solar C/H ratio have been measured in their atmospheres, and they, too, can be explained by contributions from
Ihe iry cores to their present atmospheres. A measurement of
the C/H ratio in an outer planet, and a comparison with the
solar ratio, is a constraint on the amount of organic material
initially contained in the run' that is now present in tlie atmosphere as methane. In principle, then, it is possible to infer
the D/H ratio in the primitive ices from (he D/H ratio now
measured in the atmospheric methane by estimating from the
observed C-/1I ratio how much carbon in the atmosphere was
contributed by the core.
This estimât? will be an upper limit on the original 0/11, since
much more of the hydrogen originally contained in the compounds that formed the core could have exchangee! with the
atmosphere than Ihe observed ratio of C'/H would suggest. A
lower limit on the original D/H is then provided by assuming
that Ihe total mass of the core exchanges with Ihe almophere.
We liave attempted to do this extrapolation back to the original core ices, using the still uncertain measurements of the
C/H ratios on Uranus and Neptune. All the major ices that
contain deuterium were assumed to he rej»r"s<?nied by : C-H^,
NH.T and H 2 O, in proportions determined by the solar C:N:O
ratios. From this analysis, we found that, given the carbon and
deuterium enrichments we adopt in the atmospheres of these
two planets, the dilution of the initial deuterium enrichment
must have been quite significant. I1I the case of .lupiter and
Saturn, their hydrogen envelopes are so much more massive
than the cores that the initial deuterium enrichment is almost
completely diluted, and the core contribution to the deuterium
in the atmosphere is insignificant so that the D/II ratio now
measured in the atmospheric methane is sfil] representative uf
the D/H ratio in the hydrogen of the profosolar nebula.
The results of this exercise suggest thai the undiluted primordial D/H ratio in the ices may have been as much as Ii times

greater than what we observe now in the atmospheres of Neptune. This upper limit, on the enrichment of deuterium in the
ices of the protosolar nebula corresponds to an enhancement,
by a factor of the order of 50 over the D/H ratio in protosolar
hydrogen, a value which is not inconsistent with observations
-of D/H ratios in hydrocarbons in the interstellar medium (Réf.
30). - - • - • •
.
, -. ._
The evolutionary chemistry of Titan is quite complex. Il was
studied m some detail by Pinto et al. (Réf. 31) after we reported our measureiiienl of OH.iD on Titan. Pinto et al. (Réf.
31 ) considered different causes for deuterium enrichment in Titan during its formation or evolution,"and they concluded that,
a factor of 2 enrichment may be due to atmospheric evolution
(mainly the dissociation of methane and conversion into heavier hydrocarbons) and the presence of an ocean at the surface
of t he sat ellite. This process would not be sufficient however I o
explain the much larger deuterium enrichment observed, and
we believe that the larger part of the enrichment is primordial,
i.e. the material Jroni wji[ch Titan formed was already enriched
in deuterium. However, it is possible that a significant dilution i
has occurred in the protosaturnian nebula because of thermo-dynaiuic contact belween Ihe non-onriched hydrogen and the
highly fleuterated grain material. The D/H ratio now measured
ill methane, the major denterated species in the atmosphere of
Titan, would then be lower (ban the "initial" D/ll ratio in the
deuterium hearing condensihle species of tile protosolar nelmla
we infer from our Uranus and Neptune D/H measurements.
Although all (his is still highly speculative, it indicates how
important it is to get measurement s of the same parameter
(the D/H ratio) in different planetary bodies thai were formed
in different parts of the protosolar nebula.
3. OUII WOIlK ON THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS
In addition to our study of the outer planets, we have recently
undertaken a ground-based investigation of Ihe D/H ratio in
the terrestrial planets Mars and Venus.
For Mars, the best opportunity to deled a denlerated species
from the ground is in the 3.7 microns region where the i'\ fundamental band of HDO absorbs. In January 1H87, we recorded
a spectrum of Mars in this spectral range, at a resolution of
0.03Ii cm' ', with the FTS al the 3.0 m Cauada-Franci'-IIawaii
telescope on !Uauna Kea m Hawaii. In this spectrum, which
has a signal-to-nojse ratio ofabonl 200, we delected mon1 than
20 lines of HDO (Réf. 32 and Figure S). Iu order Io separate
absorptions by Martian HDO from those of lelhirir HDO, we
chose an observation window when the relative velocities between Mars and Ihe Earlh would maximize the Doppler shift
between! Martian and telluric HDO lines (about 0.12 cm ').
The exceptional dryness of the lerreslrial atmosphere al this
very high altitude site (4 200 m) at the time of the observation
aiiled in reducing any confusion with telluric water absorption.
Indeed, the Marliau features were entirely unconlaminated ÎI.F
the very weak telluric HDO lines.
As Ihe abundance of water vapor on Mars varies w i t h season,
we had to make a contemporaneous measnrr-menf of file HjO
abundance in order Io derive the D/H ratio in water which is
given by i x 1Jj^fI. For Ibis we observed H 2 O absorptions near
1.1 microns. These lines are extremely weak in the Martian
spectrum, and they have uni been well studied in I he laboratory; consequently, and quite unexpectedly, a large part of our
uncertainty on the D/ll ratio in Martian water vapor comes
from the uncertainty on the H 2 O abundance measurement.
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The hydrogen (and deuterium) present in the terrestrial planets
is the product of the photodissociation of M 5 O (and IIDO) by
HIP.«ilar UV radiation. The large deuterium enrichment we
have measured on Mars indicates that a very large fraction of
the available hydrogen must have escaped from Mars after the
massive hydrodynamic escape phase.
."-7-.—TT-:-_;-
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Figure 3. Final apodized spectrum nf Mars near 3.Ii microns
thai shows hnth martian and telluric HPC) UIK-S. The marlian linos arc indicated by their rotational (.1.K) assignments;
the corresponding telluric linns (*) arc shiftcil 0.12S .-71J-' toward higher wave numbers. Other telluric absorptions ((P)
are mainly C1H4; solar lines are labeled (0). ( A ) The region
2li72/o2«7» cm '. (B) The region 271flf.>272li r-nr 1 .(Réf. 32).

Wc fniind that the D/H ratio on Mars is, on the average, D/H =
n v In-1I H K in •'), about r, timns larger than Ihe D/H ratio in
Standard Mean Oman Waler on Earth (Kef. 1(2). The origin of
this enrichment is very different from the origin of the smaller
enrichments measured in the atmospheres nf the nnter planets.
Indeed, Ihe lerrestrial planets have lost most of their primitive
atmospheres, and Ihe present atmospheres are made essentially
of secondary prorlncls out gassing from (Iw rocky material in the
planet.
Hydrngen escapes very easily from the terrestrial planets. During the earliest evolutionary phases of the planet the escape is
massive, driven by hydrodynamic processes. During the latter
and slower phases of liydrodynamic escape or when Jeans escape heroines H,e dominant mechanism, Ihe heavier deuterium
escapes from the atmosphere more slowly than ordinary hydrogen, llms leading to an enrichment of the atmosphere in
deuterium.

The present rate ofhydrogen escape (corresponding Iu |,1SS o f a
global layer of water 2.5 in thick over .1.5 billion years) is totally
insufficient to reconcile (he geological requirement for a large
amount of water (a global layer 50I)-H)On m t h i c k ) with the observed D/H enrichment. Consequently, it appears that the rate
of hyilrogeii escape from Mars during the period when hydrogen
could be fractionated must have been higher in the past than it
is now. The assumption of a higher atmospheric temperature
is (he most natural way to account for enhancer! escape during thai period. A warmer almosphcre w i t h large amounts of
H 3 O implies Dial liquid water must have been present at the
surface of Mars a( some lime during its evolution. This picture
is consistent with geological evidence for trnces'of erosion that
can best be accounted for by Ihe presence of liquid water on
(he surface in Ihe pas!. |)n||, approaches therefore lend |,, ||,,,
same conclusion, and Ihe consequences of t h a i are extremely
imporlanl, since liquid water is Ihe best medium we know Io
help Ihe star! of life.
!•'or Venus, our lirst attempt to re-measure the D/H ratio mi
Venus failed. Our efforts concentraled on a search for DCl
absorptions at .(.7 microns. We were unable I,, detecl any absorptions by ( h i s molerule, and, unforlunalely, could not even
provide a meaningful upper limit for the D/ll ratio because
of the presence of many absorplions of CO3 i n Ihe speclrum
of Venus. These CO3 absorptions are too weak Io have been
analyzed up to now in (he laboratory, but still conlribnle Io
the absorption in the Venns spectra because of the large CO2
abundance in its almosphere, even above the thick clouds thai
serve as a lower boundary to Ihe infrared radiation we use as
an atmospheric probe of this planet.
A second attempt was more successful. Last September we
recorded with Ihe Cassegrain FTS at Ihe Canada-France-Hawaii
telescope a spectrum of Venus in the 3.7 micron region, at a
resolution of 0.3 cm ', in order Io look for HDO. The region
is Ihe same window we used Io detecl HDO on Mars. We were
able to detect several lines of Venusian HDO, hut nnforl unately,
the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum is very low since our
observations were limited Io less than half an hour because of
problems w i t h weather and equipment. Additionally we were
not able to recnril the spectrum of Venus in a region where
H 2 O absorplions would be present. Since water vapor varies
wild lime and local ion on (he planet, conlemporaneons observai ions O f I l 2 O are required to set the IIDO/II 2 () ratio. NeverI heless, we expecl I o be able Io set some limit s on the D/H rat io
in Veimsian waler, and af least a lower limit. This additional
constraint on D/H on Venus will be particularly useful until
an arlual measurement is made, since very recent observations
made with the HIE satellite (Bertaux, private riimiiuinic.it.ion)
indicate that the D/H ratio on Venus cannol be 100 times terrestrial, contrary Io what hail been dedured from the Pioneer
measurements. In the IUE observations, deuterium was not
delected, so the result is only an upper limit for the D/H ratio.
Furthermore, these observations refer to the upper almusphcre
of the planet, and it may be necessary to correct this upper
limit to account for possible effects due to diffusive separation.
In Ihe meantime, we intend I n repeal our own observation in
order to gel an independenl measurement of this ratio in the
troposphere of the planel.
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4. CONCLUSION
Our studies nf the IVH ratio i n t h e outer_«>lnr system h.v remote spertroscopy indicate that the D/H ratio varies drastically from object,(n nhjoct. in thé o,,terj;(i!ar '''-'"1J"- J^lhi'
giant, gaseous pl.inets, an evolutionary scheme is beginning to
emerge that may lie even mare complex than the mie suggested
in 1980 by Hiibbaril and Mc Farlanc (R cf. 2R) who predicted
deuterium enrichments in the atmosphères of Uranus and Neptune comparable to the ones we havn measured.
Wn have come to the cnnclusion that it is necessai
• consider at least two different reservoirs for the protosolai .'leutrriiim: one (hat is connected with the gaseous hydrogen that
was present in the primitive solar nebula, and is now represented hy the deuterium in the Jovian and Satnrnian atmospheres, and another one, possibly including several different
values o f D / H , that is connected with the primordial condensihle material that was present at the time of solar system formation (see Réf. 20). Imprints of this second reservoir can be
now found in the methane of Uranus, Neptune and Titan , although they have probably been modified during the formation
and subsequent evolution of the planets.
\Ve have seen how important it is to he able Io compare measurements made for différent planets or satellites. These different planetary bodies have indeed different characteristics (different distances frnm the Sun, different core masses, different
gaseous envelope masses...) and an effect that is dominant in
one of these objects may be negligible in the uther. Comparative planetology is really essential to unraveling these varied
proccesses that make the outer planets what they arc today.
Before going significantly further in understanding the primordial character of the protosolar nebula, we need better accuracy on the measurements of the D/H ratio in all the major
bodies in the solar system, including new measures of i*. in
comets. Observations made with the ISO satellite will certainly help greatly, as they should provide good measxirements
of the D/H ratio in hydrogen for all the outer planets through
the observation of the rotational lines of HD (Réf. 33), as well
as improvetl measurements of the D/H ratio in methane. This
satellite should also provide much-needed measurements of the
interstellar value of IfDO/H^O. Accurate measurements of the
D/H ratio in both hydrogen and methane (and other deuterated species such as NHjD, if possible) in the. atmospheres of
the outer planets would be very interesting since they would
permit a measure of the isotopic equilibrium that exists among
the different deuterated species.
For the terrestrial planets, it had been recognized for a long
time that measurements of the D/H ratio are a very good diagnostic of their evolution, but such measurements were completely lacking for Mars and needed for confirmation in the case
of Venus.
We have been able, for the first time, to obtain a measurement of the D/H ratio on Mars. The high D/H ratio we have
measured strongly supports the hypothesis of the presence of
liquid water on Mars during some period of its evolution. It is
now clear that our current attempts to make similar measurements for Venus will succeed if we get telescope time and clear
weather. A comparative study of the evolution of the three terrestrial planets, Mars, Venus and the Earth, planets that have
so much in common and still are so different, is of the highest
interest, and deuterium is one of the key elements that can help
to decipher the high complexity of their evolutions.
This research is supported in part hy NASA grants NSG-7499,
NAGW-1505 and NGR-330I5141.
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ABSTRACT
A comparative analysis of IR spectral properties measured
in laboratory for various carbonaceous materials shows that
hydrogenated amorphous carbon grains, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures and coal tar present features
which match in wavelength position some of the "unidentified infrared11 (UIR) bands. The experimental results are
applied to fit both astronomical and cometary observations.
Some suggestions are derived about physico-chemical properties of the UIR band carriers in space and the relationship
between interstellar and cometary materials.
Keywords: infrared : spectra - interstellar and cometary :
grains

interpretation.
2.1

Submicron (average radius 40 A) HAC grains, produced
by arc discharge in Ar atmosphere (p ~ 1 Torr) between
two amorphous carbon electrodes show eight bands in the
range 3.3 - 11.3 nm (Figure 1 and Réf. 12). Bands at
3.39, 3.42, 3.5, 6.85, 11.3 ^m are typical vibrations of CH n ,
n=l,2,3, radicals. The feature at 6.29 /im is a skeletal C=C
mode, while the 5.78 and 7.27 /im bands can be either CHO or -CH3 vibrations. The wavelength of occurrence
of the bands between 3.0 and 3.7 pm suggests a prevalent
diamond-like (sp3) arrangement of C atoms (Table 1). All
the measured bauds match in wavelength the corresponding
observed UIR features, but three of them.
2.2 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) collections

1. INTRODUCTION
The family of the so-called unidentified IR (UIR) bands has
been observed in: a) emission from a wide variety of galactic and extragalactic sources as, for example, NGC 7027
and HD 44179 (Refs. 1-5); b) absorption towards strong
galactic IR sources as GC-IRS 7 (Réf. 6); c) emission from
comets Halley, Wilson and Bradfield (Refs. 7-9). Most of
the bands are commonly considered the characteristic signature of C-H resonances in carbonaceous materials. However, many questions remain still open: the specific material(s) responsible of the bands have not yet been clearly
identified; the gaseous or solid state origin is debated as well
as the actual emission and absorption mechanisms. The
simulation of UIR bands by means of carbonaceous material optical properties measured in laboratory may help the
clarification of some of the mentioned problems.

Collections of many PAHs have been produced in laboratory by vacuum pyrolysis of pure cellulose (Réf. 13).
According to Morterra and Low (Réf. 14), predominant
aliphatic and aromatic mixtures are obtained respectively
at temperature T ~ 330 "G (CHAR330) and at T ~ 400 0C
(CHAR460).

2. LABORATORY RESULTS
In the past years our group has produced in laboratory various kinds of carbonaceous materials and has measured their
optical properties (Refs. 10,11). Many of these materials
show IR absorption features which match in wavelength
position some of the observed UIR bands. The measured
spectra are collected in Figure 1. Table 1 reports a summary of the detected features, as well as their possible

Figure 1. Ordinate-displaced segments of transmission spectra for carbonaceous samples produced in the laboratory.
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Table 1. Identification of IR bands in space and in laboratory.
Observations
UIR
1RS 7

3.28

3,29

P/Halley HAC

3.28
3.31

Laboratory analysis
CHAR330 CHAR460 CT

3.27

3.29

3.4

3.4
3.44

3.38

3.39
3.42

6.9
7.27

3.51

3.42
3.44
3.48

3.44

3.5
5.78
6.29

5.88
6.19

5.90
6.29

6.85
7.27

6.94
7.27

6.99
7.25

3.48
3.51
5.62
6.29

7.6
8.62

11.3

9.01
9.43
9.66
11.4

11.4
11.9

12.8

13.0

3.38
3.42

3.44
3.5

7.7
8.6

11.3

3.28

3.29

3.38
3-4

Configuration
HAC +
HAC +
CHAR330 CHAR460

6.25

3.5
5.86
6.25

3.5

6.27

6.94
7.25

6.94
7.27

6.97
7.29

7.94

7.6

9.66
11.4

11.4

5.92

11.4

11.9
12.1
13.2

sp2CH( arom.)
sp2CH2(olef.)a
sp=CH(olef.)
sp3CH3(asym.)a
3.39 sp2CH3(olef.)s^
3.42 sp3CH2(asym.)a '.
3.43 Sp3CH
3.48 sp3CH3(sym.)s
3.51 sp3CH2(sym.)s --CO stretching in -CHO
skeletal in plane C=C
vibration
asym. deform, in -CH3
CH roking in -CHO
sym. deform, in CH3
skeletal C=C mode (?)
in plane atom. CH
bending

3.28
3.31
3.33
3.38

out of plane arom. CH
bending (1 ad. H)
n
(2 ad. H)
!7
(2 ad. H)
(3 ad. H)
"

Note: "a" and "s" in the last column indicate "antisymmeteric" and "symmetric" vibrations.

Since 1(3.27 /im)/I(3.44 im) « I in CHAR330 (Figure
1) we deduce that a mixture of graphite-like (sp3) and
diamond-like (sp3) configurations is present, with a domiuaut sp3 character. Oa the contrary, 1(3.29 jim)/I(3.44 /im)
~ 1 in CHAR460, suggesting the presence of a similar
amount of sp2 and sp3 carbon bonds. Both the two collections of PAHs show "extra-features" respect to the observed UIR bands (Table 1).
2.3 Coal tar (CT)
Coal Tar is a carbonaceous composite which contains a
wide variety of PAH molecules. The sample used in our investigations has been kindly provided by Prof. W. Schmidt
of the Biochemical Institut of Ahrensburg( West Germany).
The IR spectrum of this material appears similar to that
measured for both CHAR330 and CHAR460; however,
the ratio 1(3.29 jim)/I(3.42 cm) » 1 suggests a dominant
graphitic (sp2) configuration (Figure 1). This material too
shows many extra-bands (Table 1), not detected in space
so far.

2.4 HAC 4- PAH mixtures
HAC samples and PAH collections lack some features at
UIR band wavelengths. In addition, PAH collections show
too rich spectra. Therefore we examined mixtures of both
component a. CHAR features are dumped when the relative
mass of HAC in the mixture, M(HAC), is > 30 %, while for
M(HAC) < 20 % the typical PAH bands strongly dominate.
For M(HAC) ~ 25 %, HAC+CHAR330 mixture match all
the UIR band wavelengths, but the 3.28 and 8.6 itm, which
are not present, while in HAC+CHAR460 mixture 7.7 and
8.6 urn bands are lacking (Table 1 and Figure 1).

3. FITS OF OBSERVATIONS
We used absorption properties measured at ambient temperature for the previously mentioned materials in the attempt to fit astronomical and coinetary spectra.
3.1 Fit_ofJ[JIR_b_ands jn emission from galactic_spurces
Among the various sources emitting UIR bands we chose
NGC 7027 which is characterized by an IR thermal emission spectrum at ~ 300 K (Refs. 1,15) and appears then
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suitable for a comparison with laboratory data. Emission
spectra computed by using the optical properties of our
materials show the best similarity with observations when
UAC + CHAR mixtures are considered (Figure 2). However, we notice that the 3.3-3.4 inn bands are betterjltted
by CT, which, according to the discussion in the previous section, appears to be characterized by a prevalent
graphite-like coordination of C atoms in the solid state
skeleton.
3.2 Fit of UIR bands in absorption
As representative of objects showing a 3.4 fun band in absorption we selected GC-IRS 7, for which accurate observations are available (Réf. 6). The comparison with absorption spectra obtained using laboratory data (Figure 3)
suggests that grains characterized by a prevalent diamondlike (i.e. HAC and HAC+CHAR) rather than graphite-like
(i.e. CT) structure give better fits (Section 2).

3.3 Fit of IfIR bands in comets
IR-spectral measurements of cornel Halley have_. shown for the first time - a broad "unidentified" emission band
at around 3.4 tan (Réf. 7). This result strongly supports
the suggestion that cometary dust contains a siguilicnn!
amount of carbonaceous grains, in agreement with observations by PUMA 1/2 and PlA mass spectrometers (Refs.
16-18). More recently, a 3.4 /nn feature has been observed
in comets Wilson (Réf. 8) and Bradlield (Réf. 9), which
are expected to be dinamically "new" respect to P/IIalley.
Therefore, the material responsible of the bands was probably present in comelary nuclei already at the time of their
condensation from the pre-Solar nebula. The broad shape
of the feature and the unsuccessful lits by gaseous compounds (see, for instance, Réf. 19) seem to support a solid
state origin.
The best fits for P/Halley's spectrum measured on March
30-31 and April 1 1986 (Réf. 20) are reported in Figure
4. HAC grains and/or HAC+CHAR330 mixture give the
best, results. As already pointed out for 1RS 7, this result
may suggest the presence in cometary environment of carbonaceous grains which are amorphous on "large-scale",
but contain some degree of diamond-like cristallinity on
"short-scale" (< 10 A).
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Figure 2. Emission spectra computed by using the optical properties of HAC+CHAR460 (A) and
CT (B). The emission spectrum of NGC
7027 is reported for comparison (Réf. 1).
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Figure 3. Ordinate-displaced absorption spectra computed for some carbonaceous materials. The
spectrum of 1RS 7 is reported for comparison (Réf. 6).
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5. The attribution of UIR bands in the 5 - 13 tim range,
to a specific carbonaceous material seems today very
questionable. According to Allamaudola et al. (Réf.
23) and Goebel (Réf. 24), spectroscopic observations
seem to indicate that at least two components contribute to the UIR bands detected in the interstellar
medium: molecule-sized PAHs produce the narrow features while hydrogenated amorphous carbon particles
contribute to the broad components. Pits oy HAC 4CHAR data seem to confirm this suggestion.
However we notice that:

ÏS 06

3.0

32

34

36

38

40

WAVELENGTH gum)
Figure 4. Best-fits of P/Halley's emission spectra
(Réf. 20) by HAC optical properties.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It seems to us that, at present stage of analysis, no definite
conclusions can be drawn about the actual origin of UIR
bauds in space. Nevertheless, the use of presently available
laboratory data seems to provide some useful information.
1. According to Dischler et al. (Réf. 21), amorphous carbon tends to evolve from a prevalent diamond-like (sp3)
to a mainly graphite-like (spj) arrangement on "shortscale", when the material is heated up to T - 600 0C.
Iu fact, the 3.4 ftm feature prevails up to T < 400 0C,
while the 3.3 /im band dominates at T > 500 0C.
2. Actually, in the spectra of very hot sources such as
HU Regions and Planetary Nebulae (T ~ 1000 K [Réf.
22]), the sp*CHn feature at 3.3 pm is often more intense than the 3.4 /im band from Sp3CHn. The opposite
situation occurs in dark clouds and cornets, where the
temperature is much lower.
3. In this scenario the material responsible for the emission
or absorption at 3.2 - 3.7 jim can be basically the same.
However, the thermal processes suffered in different environments may have produced significant variations in
the micro-crystalline structure.
We tend to conclude that hydrogenated carbonaceous
grains, similar to those produced in our experiments, can
be the carriers of the 3.3 and 3.4 pm bands detected in
space. They seem to show a main diamond-like character in
cold environments and a prevalent graphite-like character
around sources with strong UV fluxes; this result appears
consistent with the output of our fits.
4. The detection of a 3.4 nm band in spectra of comets with
rather different dynamical evolution can be interpreted
as an experimental evidence of a possible interstellar origin of cometary dust. This suggestion seems further]}supported by the successful fits of cometary spectra by
means of the optical properties of carbonaceous materials which appear also suitable to reproduce the overall
IR spectra of galactic sources.

A) our results have been obtained on carbonaceous materials produced under specific physical conditions, which
differ from the actual formation conditions active in
space;
B) the measurements have been performed in absorption at
room temperature, while UIR bands are observed often
in emission from very hot sources.
At present, available data concerning emission and temperature dependence of optical properties of HAC grains and
PAHs are only prelimiiiar (Réf. 25).
In conclusion, we believe that a strong experimental effort must be performed in the attempt of clarifying the
behaviour of optical properties for carbonaceous materials
produced with various techniques and analyzed under different ambient conditions, both in absorption and in emission. At the same time, better and more detailed observations are needed, also in terms of spatial distribution of
UIR band emission. ISO mission can be a powerful tool
tc perform a careful investigation program towards IR astronomical sources which present or are candidate to show
UIR bands.
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OBSERVATIONS OF CO ON MARS m THE INFRARED AND MILLIMETRE RANGE
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ABSTRACT
Millimeter observation
of Mars in thé (1O) lines of CO and 13CO has shown evidence
for a significant enhancement of the 13CO
line
with
respect to the CO
line.
Following this result, high resolution
observations of the CO (1—O) vibrational
band at 4.7pm have been performed in 1988.
Several
martian lines of 13C141O, 13CO,
C17O and C1BO have been identified and
analyzed. From the CD lines, a ratio
CO/CO= = O.OO15 is derived. The other
isotopic lines seem to be significantly
enhanced with respect to the terrestrial
isotopic ratios of carbon and oxygen; this
result apparently confirms the
effect
observed in the millimeter range. New
observations of CO and 13CO have been
recorded in the (l-O) and (2-1) lines at
several positions of the martian disk.
Keywords:
Mars, planetary
infrared
spectroscopy,
spectroscopy

atmospheres,
microwave

!.INTRODUCTION
The abundance of carbon monoxyde on Mars
is an important parameter of the planet's
aeronomy, as it is supposed to be involved
in CO= dissociation and reaction with
water. It
has been suggested that the
amount of CO might be highly variable and
sensitive to the H=Q abundance, as both CO
and OH could combine to recycle CO2.
Two spectral ranges are of special interest
for
studying
CO on Mars:
(1)
the
millimeter range,
where individual CO
lines can be studied,
giving
strong
constraints upon the CO abundance, the
thermal profile and the CD distribution;
(2) the (l-O) vibrational band at 4.7pm,
where most of the flux is still of thermal
origin,
and
where
high
resolution
spectroscopy can give access to a large
number of individual lines.
Systematic
observations of CO in the
martian atmosphere have been carried out
since September 19B6, in the millimeter

lines and in the first vibrational band at
4.7Mm. The (l-O) line of CO has been
observed with the 30m antenna of IRAM in
September 19B6, October 1986 and January
1987.There is evidence for strong temporal
variation in the CO abundance between
these dates.
In addition,
the first
radiodetection of 13CO was obtained; the
13
CO line was found to be significantly
stronger than expected, if a terrestrial
1=
C/1=C is assumed (Lellouch et al,19BB).
The present paper reports CO observations
of Mars recorded in 1988 in the millimeter
and infrared ranges. The purpose of this
study was: (1) monitor the CO abundance on
Mars over a large fraction of the seasonal
cycle; analyse the apparent enhancement of
the CO isotopic lines; (3) search for
spatial variations over the martian disk.

2. INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF CO
The 5|jm region is especially suitable to
study CO in the first vibrational band.
This region is accessible from the ground,
and individual CO lines can be resolved
with high resolution spectroscopy. The
only constraint is that the Doppler shift
has to be sufficient to separate the
martian lines from the telluric CO lines.
Thus,
these observations have to
be
performed about 6 months before or after
the opposition.
A high-resolution spectrum of Mars has
been recorded at the CFH 3.6m telescope in
the 1-0 CO band at 4.7pm, using a Fouriei—
Transform
interferometer.
Observations
took Tlace on April 25,19BB.At that time
the Doppler shift due to the Martian
motion was about O.1cm-1. The spectral
resolution was 0.05 cm-1.The
spectral
interval was 2080-2180 cm-1.
Several martian lines of 13C141O, 13CO,
C1TI
and C10D have been
identified,
especially in the 2140-2160 cm-1 interval
(Fig.l). For each isotope, 3 different
lines have been used and compared to
synthetic profiles. These profiles were
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2150

2152

!.The spectrum of Mars between 2140 and
2160cm-».
Aperture size: 5" (centered).Mars size:8"
calculated assuming a mean pressure of 7mb
and a mean thermal profile,
with
a
constant lapse rate between T = 23OK at
the surface and T = 17OK at an altitude of
5Okm, and an isothermal profile above that
level. Results of the fits are shown in
Fig.2 to 5.
From the 1=C1*O lines, a ratio CO/CO= =
O.OOlSt O.OOO5 has been derived. As shown
in Table I 1 the other martian isotopic

2158
2160
Cwr1
lines seem to be significantly enhanced
with respect to the terrestrial
isotopic
ratios
of
carbon
and
oxygen.
The
enhancements factors, with respect to the
1=
CD lines, are the followings: 5 (+/2.5) for the 13CO lines, 7 (+/- 3) for the
C*B0 lines, and 9 (+/-4) for the C17O
lines .
The CD/CO= ratio derived from this study
falls within the values found by Kaplan et
al, 1969 (O.OOOB), Good and Schloerb, 1981
(0.0032) and Le 11 ouch et al, 19BB (0.00017
to
O.OOO7) ,which have
already
shown
evidence for large long-term variations of
the CO abundance. Our result seems to
indicate that the CO abundance has again
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increased by a factor about
January 19B7 and April 19BB.

2

between

The enhancement observed in the isotopic
lines seems to confirm the result found in
the
millimeter range, ,~ for "" which
an
enhancement factor between 2 and 15 was
found in the case of the 13CD line. It
seems difficult to explain this effect by
a - - temperature profile effect,
as the
temperature profile,
6 months
before
opposition,
was not likely to depart
significantly
from
the
Viking-type
profile. Other possible explanations might
invoke
different
dissociation
or
recombination rates between the various
isotopes of CD and CO=.

6a.1=CO line at 115.271GHz (beam size=23")
TABLE 1
MIXING RATIOS DERIVED FROM
INFRARED OBSERVATIONS
(assuming terrestrial isotopic ratios)
From

1= 1<!>

O

0.0015± O.OOO5

From

13

C ^O

0.006O± O.O01O

From

1=

From

1=

C

1

1B

C 0
C170

O.O090± O.OO1O
+0.0010
0.012O
-O.OO20

o

:o
£-f*

--a

1

IK E«O

6b.1=CO line at 230.53BBHz (beam size=12")

6. Maps of Mars in various millimeter CO
lines, observed on September 24-25,1988
with the IRAM antenna.
The
spectral
resolution is 1 MHz. The size of Mars is
24". The points are sampled at a distance
of about half a beam. The scale of the
general maps gives the ( o( , % } offset
from the subearth point.
The martian
equator, south pole and central meridian
are indicated. Mars rotates from positive
to negative oC offsets.
The subsolar
point is very close to the subearth point.
All
spectra have been calibrated
by
division by their continuum level. The
horizontal scale in the individual boxes
is +/- 256 MHz from the line frequency.
The vertical scale for boxes is O.7 to 1.1
in Fig.fea, O.74 to 1.06 in Fig.ob, and
0.775 to 1.O45 in Fig.6c. There is an
obvious increase of emission wings vs.
absorption cores when moving from the
evening to morning and from equator to
high latitudes.

£.Ctt ( o

line at 220.40OGHz (beam size=a2")
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4. REFERENCES

3. MILLIMETER OBSERVATIONS OF CO
New millimeter—wave observations of CQ
have been recorded during the September
19BB opposition. The J=I-O lines of 1=CQ
and 13CO have been reobserved with the
SEST antenna at La Silla (Chile). Taking
advantage of the large apparent size of
Mars (24") and the small beam of the
telescope (IZ" at 230 GHz, 23" at 115
GHz), spatial mapping of Mars has been
performed with thé IRAM 30m dish, in the
1=
CO (l-O), l=CO (2-1) and 13CO
(2-1)
lines (the latter being observed on Mars
for the first time). As shown in Fig e>,
the observed lines, especially the weak
13
CD line, show significant dependence on
solar time and latitude. This effect could
be" due, at least partly, to intrinsic
spatialivariability of the CO mixing ratio
on ^the - martian disk._-: Some
caution,
however,
should be
exercized,
since
variations
in — airmass - factor and
in
surface and atmospheric temperatures could
. also account for the variable appearance
of the lines. The whole set of data,
including the SEST spectra, should also
allow one to check the 13CD isotopic
enhancement. The reduction of these data
is in progress.
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NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF MARS: STUDY OF THE SURFACE MINERALOGY

Th Encrenaz, P Bouchet
(1) Observatoire de Paris, France
(2) ESD1La Silla, Chile

ABSTRACT
Spectra of Mars have been recorded in
September and October 198B, at the Im
telescope of ESD (La Silla, Chile) , between
2.8 and 5.2pm, with a circular variable
filter and a resolving power of
bO.
Spectra were recorded at the center of the
disk, the north region and the south pole
with an aperture of 5 arcsec.In all the
spectra, there is a strong absorption
around 3pm due to the DH bond in hydrated
silicates, already observed previously.
Weak
absorption features seem to
be
superimposed at 3.4 and 3.Bpm in some
spectra and are probably representative of
the surface mineralogy. Other absorption
features are visible, especially in the
cold regions,
between 4.B and 5.2pm:
apart from the strong 4.25pm band, gaseous
carbon dioxide is observed at 4.85 and
5.15pm; moreover, an absorption
feature
appears around S.Oum in some spectra of
the northern region. If this feature is
confirmed, it might be interpreted as
carbon monox'rde chemically bound on the
martian surface ( possibly in form of
metallic carbonyls such as Fe(CO)n).
Key— words:
Mars,
surface
infrared spectroscopy

mineralogy,

!.INTRODUCTION
Carbonate minerals have been suggested as
possible
constituents of the
martian
surface, on the basis of theoretical and
observational
arguments
(Fanale,1976;
Goading,197B;
Fanale
et
al,1982).
Carbonates on Mars could constitute a
possible reservoir of the carbon dioxide;
a measurement of their abundance would
then help to determine the amount of
carbon dioxyde outgassed from the planet,
and would have important implications upon
the planet's history.
Infrared spectroscopy is well suited for
studying the surface mineralogy of solar—
system objects, due to the number of

characteristic bands, especially between 1
and 5pm, and the relatively high flux of
these objects (see for instance Larson and
Veeder,1979, or Fink and Sill, 19B2).
These
signatures
are
observed
as
absorptions
in the reflected sunlight
component of there spectra. As most of
them are deep and broad, their detection
does
not
require
high
>-esolution
spectroscopy, and they can be observed
with
standard
spectrophotometry
equipments,
such as circular variable
filters.
Several attempts have been made in the
past to analyze the martian mineralogy
from infrared spectroscopy. Apart from
atmospheric signatures due to CO=, CO and
H2O, the infrared spectrum of Mars is
characterized
by a strong
absorption
around 3pm with a very sharp edge toward
shorter
wavelengths,
which
decreases
slowly from 3.0 to about 3.8pm. This
absorption has been interpreted as due to
the OH vibration in hydrated minerals
(Hauck et al,1973; Pimentsl et al,1974;
Huguenin,19B7.) If carbonates are present
on the martian surface, their signatures
are expected to occur around 3.4 and
3.8pm; they should thus be superimposed
over the hydrated silicates signature.
Attempts have been made by Singer et al
(1986),
Blaney and McCord (19B7) and
Blaney et al (1987a) to observe these
features;
in
addition,
laboratory
measurements of possible analogs of saItpalagonite mixtures were recorded (Blaney
et al,19B7b). There was some evidence for
marginal
features,
but
no
firm
identification could be made.
In this paper, we presvnt a preliminary
reduction of Mars spectra recorded at the
1988 opposition in the 2.8 to 5.2pm region
at the European Southern Observatory in La
Silla (Chile). Section 2 describes the
observations. Results are presented in
Section 3 and discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes our results.
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1. The spectrum of Mars between 2.8 and
5.2pm, at the center of the disk (L=26B°,
l=-22°), in the northern
region, and in
the
south pole region,
recorded
on
September 3O, 19BB. The aperture size is 5
arcsec, i.e. ISOO km at the disk center.

of the spectra were estimated from the
dispersion of the standards measurements,
as the relative error on the martian data
was, in most of the cases, much smaller
than the uncertainty on the standards.

3. RESULTS
2. OBSERVOTIONS
Spectra of Mars were recorded on September
3O,19BB (two days after opposition),
and
October 2O, 21 and 26,198B, at the Im ESO
telescope in La Silla (Chile), using an
InSb
spectrophotometer.
Two
circular
variable filters were used, the first one
between 2.B and 4.2pm, and the second one
between 4.6 and 5.2pm. The resolving power
is about 6O. The chopping throw was 30
arcsec in the EW direction. The
aperture
diameter was 5 arcsec. The conditions af
observations are summarized in Table 1.
Three spectra of Mars were recorded each
night, at the center of the disk, at the
northern
region, and the
south pole
region. The martian coordinates of each
region are indicated
in Table 1.
On
September 30,19BB, the size of the martian
disk was 23.5 arcsec.In October, it ranged
from 20.3
to 19.5 arcsec. Our
aperture
corresponded to s region of about 1500km
on September 30, and about 17OOkm in
October at the center of the disk. During
each exposure, the tracking was achieved
on the visual image of the disk, sent to a
TV camera through a dicroic plate. The
precision
of the tracking was better than
1 arcsec.
For calibrating our spectra. we used 3
standard stars each night, at the same air
mass as Mars (see Table 1). The error bars

Figure 1 shows the 3 spectra of Mars
obtained on September 3O, at the time of
opposition, between 2.8 and 5.2pm. It
immediatly appears that they are very
different,
which is due to different
temperatures
at the surface of Mars.
Between 2.8 and S. 2pm, the spectrum of
Mars is a combination of the reflected
solar
component,
which dominates
at
shorter
wavelenghts,
and the thermal
planetary component, which increases at
longer wavelengths. The relative intensity
of these two components depends upon 2
factors, the albedo of the observed region
and its temperature. The temperature is
the most
important parameter, as, for
T=220K, a fluctuation of 5K at 5pm implies
a flux variation of 25%.
In the spectrum
of the center, the thermal component is
dominant, which implies a high surface
temperature. fit the north region,
in
contrast,
the
reflected sunlight
is
dominant, which implies a low surface
temperature; the spectrum of the south
pole region is an intermediate case. This
major characteristic of the 3 regions also
appears
in the spectra
recorded
in
October.
Pi second immediate characteristic of the 3
spectra shown in Fig.l is the strong and
continuous
absorption in the 3pm
region.
Because of this absorption, the flux does
not increase toward shorter
wavelenghts,
as the reflected sunlight component should
do. Retrieving the true continuum
level
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(i.e.
the solar and thermal continuum
if
there was no absorption from the martian
surface or atmosphere) is essential far
interpreting possible martian features.
The following procedure was used: the
temperature of the surface was
first
estimated from the f l u x at 5.2pm,
where
the reflected contribution is expected to
be minor in all cases.Then the thermal
component was derived. By subtracting this
component
and assuming
a
negligible
absorption at 4.O-4.1pm, the reflected
solar component was estimated at this
wavelength, and then estimated over
the
whole spectrum assuming a blackbody curve
at 577OK. This procedure was reiterated
twice to improve the fit at 4.0 and 5.2pm.
By this procedure, the continuum is not
likely to be overestimated, but it might
be underestimated,
if there was some
absorption at 4.Om. However, this method
appears
to
be
safe as
it
cannot
artificially create absorption features;
it can only underestimate their intensity.
This method was used to retrieve the
continuum of all our spectra.
3.1 The central region
Fig.2 shows the 4 spectra recorded in the
central region. As indicated in Table 1,
the spectrum of September 3O
corresponds
to a longitude of 26B°, while the October
spectre correspond to longitudes of Bb, BO
and 375' respectively. Thus, these spectra
do not correspond to same regions except,
partly, the spectra of October 20 and 21.
Taking into account the exposure time of
each spectrum and the rotation
of the
planet, the longitude extent of the region
observed at the center is about 35°. The
temperatures and albedos derived for each
observation are listed in Table 2.
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A goad fit is obtained with
surface
temperatures ranging from 291.5K to 283K
(Fîg.2ï. The absorption by the hydrated
materials has a depth ranging from 70 to
B07. at 2.8pm (see Table 2), in agreement
with previous reports (Houck et al,1973).
It should be mentioned that there is an
uncertainty in the determination of
the
albedo and the depth of the hydrated
materials feature, as a small change in
the
determination
of
the
surface
temperature
and
the
fit
at
4.0pm
translates in a much larger change of
the
solar
continuum
level at
2.Bpm.This
uncertainty
is much larger than
the
intrinsic noise of the data,
and is
estimated to be as large as 2OV. in
some
cases.
As expected, the 3pm absorption decreases
continuously from 2.B to about 4pm. There
is no evidence for additional features in
this region, as could be expected if
carbonates were present. There is only a
very marginal
feature at 3.Bpm on
the
spectrum of October 20, but this is not
confirmed on the October 21 spectrum.
Beyond 4.2pm, the f l u x decreases due to
the strong V-s band of CO^. At wavelengths
higher than 4.6(Jm, the flux is, for more
than 90V., of thermal origin. In this
case,in the bands of atmospheric gases
(CO= and CO), the
spectrum can show
emission or absorption features, depending
upon the temperature of the atmosphere and
the
surface,
and
upon the
surface
emissivity
( at the center, we rather
expect absorption features, as the lower
atmosphere is expected to be colder
than
the surface); anyway these features
are
usually much weaker than in the reflected
component. A broad absorption of about 10V.
depth is observed between 4.7 and 4.7pm in
all the spectra (Fig.2); it is interpreted
by gaseous CO
(at 4.7pm) and CD= (at
4.B5pm) in the martian atmosphere.
3.2 The northern

|mtn)

imiifllfl
HTtIlSC.
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region

Fig 3 shows the 3 spectra recorded in the
northern region (this region a c t u a l l y in
not the north pole, hidden at the time of
our observations, but a region of 3O*
northern latitude).
The 5pm f l u x can be fitted with a surface
temperature ranging from 225K
to 245K
(Fig.3 and Table 2). An absorption of BO90V. is observed
in the 3pm band
of
hydrated
silicates.In
addition,
an
absorption feature of about 10V. depth
seems to be present at 3.4pm
in the 3
spectra. A weaker absorption at 3.8pm is
also m a r g i n a l l y visible on the
September
30 spectrum, ft possible interpretation of
these features is discussed below.
The CO= band centered at 4.25pm appears
very deep in the spectrum. This is partly
because the airmass factor is about 4,
while it is 2 at the center. But the main
reason is that, in the present case, t r j
CO=
absorption appears
in
reflertt_-
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sunlight
where
signatures
are
much
stronger. This is especially true for the
September 30 spectrum,
for which the
surface temperature is very low.
This
effect also explains the strong intensity
of the 2 CO= bands, observed in absorption
at 4.B5|im ( CTi-K/"=) and 5.15Mm (3V =).
Between these 2 bands, in the September 3O
spectrum, there is a strong
absorption
centered at 5.Opm.Its depth is about 3OK
of the total flux, or 70% of the reflected
flux.This feature appears more marginally
on
the
October
20
spectrum.
The
passible interpretation of this band is
discussed below.

3.3 The south pole region
Fig.4 shows the 4 spectra recorded in this
region,
and their characteristics are
given in Table 2. A temperature ranging
between 245 and 267K is obtained at the
surf ace.This corresponds to an absorption
of 75X to BSX in the 3pm band. There is a
passible
absorption
feature at 3.8pm,
which appears on the spectrum of the
October 2O spectrum, and more clearly on
the October 21 spectrum, A weak absorption
might be present at 3.Opm.

4.INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
4.1 The 3.4pm and 3.8pm features
Examples
of
laboratory
spectra
of
carbonates mixed with a Mars dust
analog,
recorded by Blaney et al (1987), show 2
double structures at 3.3-3.4pm and 3.83.7pm; the absorption in the 3.8-3.9pm is
typical of the carbonate signature.
Some
of our spectra seem to show
absorption
features at 3.4pm (in the north pole
region) and at 3.8Mm (at the south pole),
but these two features do not seem to be

correlated. Thus we cannot conclude to the
presence of carbonates on the martian
surface, although the features observed in
our data are likely to be due to the
presence
of
some kind of - - salt.More
observations would be required to confirm
their reality and their distribution over
the martian disk.

4.2 The 5.Opm feature
Same of our spectra, at the center and at
the
north region,
seem to show
an
absorption feature in the 5pm region. In
the -September 3O spectrum cf the north
region, — t h e absorption is strong and
centered at 5.0pm. It is not surprising
that the feature,
if real, is stronger in
this case, ~as the _low contribution of the
thermal
component makes it -easier to
detect. The 5.Opm feature also appears
more marginally in the October 2O north
spectrum, and possibly in the September 30
center spectrum.
Further observations are obviously needed
to confirm the reality of the 5pm feature.
However, we can already discuss what could
be
a
possible
interpretation.
No
atmospheric
constituent is likely
to
absorb at this wavelength. The only solid
signature which seems to fit our data is
the signature of the C O bond in some kind
of
solid material where CO would be
chemuically bound. Metallic carbonyls are
a possible example of such material, and
show a broad absorption centered at 5.0pm
(Bellamy,1958).
In
particular
iron
carbonyls have an absorption band around
4.95pm
(Leconte,195B).
Among
other
possibilities are FeCO which might be
formed by CD chemical adsorption, or the
stable iron pentacarbonyl Fe(CO)-, (Sheline
and Pitzer,1950); Blyholder,1962,1966). It
is not possible,
from their infrared
signature,
to differenciate among the
various
possible
metallic
carbonyls;
however, taking in account the expected
abundance of iron and other metals on
Mars, the existence of such compounds
could
appear
as
an
interesting
possibility.
The carbonyl signature could not easily be
detected on previous spectra of Mars.
Indeed, the Sum absorption is not easy to
detect as soon as the thermal component is
important; cold regions are thus more
favourable.
However,
on
polar caps,
carbonyls are likely to be hidden under
the CO= and H3O frosts;this may have been
the case at the time of the Mariner 6 and
7 observations, which show no absorption
at
5pm
(Herr and
Pimente!,1969).The
infrared experiment aboard Mariner 9 had
not enough sensitivity at 5pm (Hanel et
al,1972). The best regions to observe the
carbonyls
features could be the high
latitude regions just before or after the
formation of the polar cap.
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3. Spectra of Mars in the northern region,
recorded on September 3O (same as Fig.l),
and October 2O and 26. The solid line is
the
retrieved
continuum,
sum of
a
blackbody at the surface temperature and a
solar blackbody curve at 577OK.
Flux unit: Erg/s/cm=/ M m

NEXT PflBE:
7. Spectra of Mars at the disk center
recorded on September 3O (same as Fig.l),
and October 2O,21 and 26,19BB. The solid
line is the retrieved continuum, sum of a
blackbody
at the surface
temperature
(dotted line) and a solar blackbody at
577OK (see text).
Flux unit: Erg/s/cm=/Mm

4. Spectra of Mars in the south pole
region recorded on September 3O(same as
Fig.l) and October 20,21 and 26,1-7BB. The
solid line is the retrieved continuum, sum
of a blackbody at the surface
temperature
and a solar blackbody at 577OK.
Flux unit: Erg/s/cm = /p
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4.3 The 3.0pm feature

A''

,,•il1'

SOUTVT
}o SEPT:

A weak absorption feature at 3,Opm seems
to "be ~present in the south pole spectra.
A marginal absorption might appear_in the
north pole data also.Such a feature
has
already been reported
Merr~"snd Pimentel
(1769) who interpre'
it, as well as
another absorption at
jm, as solid COs.
Solid carbon dioxide could '••ot be present
at
the surface at the
'citn-j of
our
observations,
taking i,. .o account the
surface temperature; but it could possibly
be in the martian atmosphere at high
altitude.
However, there is no clear
feature associated at 3,""1Im in our data,
so that this interpretation is
still
tentative.
5.CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can
from our data:

erived

1)
The 3pm broad absorption due
to
hydrated materials is confirmed in all our
spectra, with a depth ranging from 70'/. to
90/. at 2.Bpm.
2) Weak absorptions seem to be present in
some
spectra at 3,4 and
3.8pm;
if
confirmed, they are likely to be the
signatures of minéralogie features at "-e
martian surface,
but the presenci
-f
carbonates cannot be derived from the
present data.
3) A strong absorption at 5pm is detected
in one of the north pole spectra, while
weaker absorptions at the same wavelength
appear on two other spectra. They are
tentatively attributed to the C=O bond in
solid materials, as, for example metallic
carbonyls,
such as Fe(CO)n.
4) A small absorption feature could appear
at 3.O urn in the 2 polar regions,- but_not
at
the
center.It
is
tentatively
interpreted as solid C0= in the upper
martian atmosphere.
Further observations, especially in the
Spra region, are necessary to confirm these
results. In particular, infrared mapping
with bidimensional arrays will be an ideal
tool
for
the study of the
martian
mineralogy.
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A UNIFIED MODEL FOR THE 3.28/^m AND 3.4^m SPECTRAL FEATURE
IN THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM AND IN COMETS

F Hoyle, N C Wickramasinghe
School of Mathematics
University of Wales College of Cardiff
Senghenydd Road, Cardifï CK 4AG, UK

-AO 1 OOO-SO 1 OOO cm2g
for a wide range of models,
whereas the 3.AMm absorption coefficient for most
2
1
The S.Aym absorption feature seen in the spectra of GC- organic solids is less than -1000 cm g" . As a
consequence
a
source
for
which
the
3.AMIH
extinction
IRS7 and also in other sources in the galactic centre
is 0.3 would have a visual extinction in the range
area is shown to be of interstellar rather than cir12-15 mag, thus making most ordinary stars difficumstellar origin. The implication is that a large
cult, if not impossible, to observe. For protofraction of interstellar grains are organic in
stars surrounded by dense dust clouds, which might
character. The 3.28nm feature seen in emission in
include H20-ice.'as a condensate, the observation of
planetary nebulae, in external galaxies, and in the
a clearcut 3.AMm feature will also be difficult.
diffuse infrared radiation from the Galaxy is most
The organic band at 3.AMm would tend to be swamped
likely due to aromatic hydrocarbons which are
in the wings of the 3.0?Mm water-ice band which has
released as degradation products of organic grains.
an absorption coefficient of -30,000 cm2g~l at its
The same aromatic molecules can also explain the
band
centre. The presence of even minor shoulders
2200Â interstellar extinction feature. The detailed
near 3.AMm in the flux curves of astronomical
2.8-3.6Mm profiles of IRS7 obtained from both AAT
sources could then imply that the bulk of the
spectra and Japanese sources can be explained on the
grain material is organic (Réf. 6).
basis of grains comprised of material closely resembling biogenic matter in their disposition of CH
An independent line of evidence for organic grains
linkages. Dust particles possessing the same detailed
was pursued by us in one0of the many possible
spectral characteristics as the interstellar grains
explanations of the 220OA interstellar extinction
are able to match infrared spectra obtained for
features that we had explored (Réf. 7-9).
In 1977
Halley's Comet.
we considered the
possibility that TI -•• Ti" electronic transitions associated with conjugated
double bonds in organic molecules, including
arom|tic hydrocarbons, might be the cause of the
1.
INTRODUCTION
220OA extinction feature.
ABSTRACT

For nearly a decade we have developed arguments in
support of the contention that both interstellar and
cometary" grains are primarily organic in character
(Réf. 1). Cur arguments were initially based on the
inadequacies of mineral models for explaining the
broad lOum and 2UMm features that appeared in the
spectrum of the Trapezium nebula (Réf. 2, 3). An
alternative model for these spectral features
involves absorption/emission effects due to C-O-C
C-N, C-O and C-C linkages which occur in a variety
of configurations in condensed organic substances.
We also explored the possibility that the broad 3Mm
absorption feature in the BN object might arise from
OH stretching in organic polymers such as cellulose
rather than in water-ice grains (Réf. 3, A). Earlier
searches for 3.07Mm ice absorption features in the
infrared spectra of heavily reddened stars had led
to negative results, pointing to the absence of
significant quantities of water-ice in the general
inte-.stellar medium (Réf. 5).
Searches for 3.3-3.5Mm extinction features characteristic of C-H stretching in organics proved difficult for a long time due to the intrinsic weakness
of this band in most organic solids. The extinction
coefficient of grains at visual wavelengths is

For comets the dominance of an organic grain component was initially prompted by the presence of
radicals and molecules such as Cj, £3, CN, CH, HCN,
CH3CN. Subsequently the time dependent bahaviour
of a IUMm emission feature was shown to indicate an
organic rather than a mineral carrier for this band
(Réf. 10). The lack of water-ice grains in cometary
comae was also demonstrated from analyses of the
infrared scattering continua of comets Cernis and
Bowell (Réf. 11). The final proof of the organic
nature of a major fraction of the dust from Comet
Halley came through direct space probe studies
of this comet (Réf. 12).

2.

THE SPECTRUM OFGC-IRS7AND RELATED SOURCES

The first opportunity to confirm the presence of
organic grains in the general interstellar medium
arose when high resolution spectra of the galactic
centre source GC-IHS7 became available over the
wavelength interval 2.9-AMm (Réf. 13). The primary
energy input for this source is thought to arise
from an M supergiant star. The star is enveloped
in an opaque dust shell chat absorbs the primary
radiation and re-emits at a temperature of HOOK.
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Against such a background con'-inuum an absorption
amounting to 0.32 mag was cliarly detected for the
first time by Allen and D. T. Wickramasinghe
(Réf. 13). Since the total interstellar extinction
to this source has been estimated as - 22 mag, we
have here a ratio of optical depths:

1.45 x 10-2

T

3.4p/Tvis

(1)

are

If Porgi Ptot
respectively the smeared out mass
densities of organic material and total grain
material in the line of sight to GC-IRS7 we have

5

1.45 « IQ

'2

(2)

where *3.4|j and <vis rafer to mass extinction
coefficients at 3.4um and 5000Â respectively. With
K
vis > 40,000 cm'g'1 and K3.4(1 < 1000 cn^g'1
equation (2) gives

p
/p
> - 0.58.
*org Htot

(3)

Thus we find that effectively all the grains in the
line of sight to GC-IRS7 must be organic. This
requirement can only be relaxed if a large part of
the 3.4pm absorption in the GC-IRS7 spectrum arose
within a circumstellar environment close to the
source. Recent observations by Okuda et al (Réf.
14) of 6 other obscured supergiants all lying
within ~ I pc radius of CG-IRS7 can be used to discount this possibility, however. Figure 1 shows
the relative intensity curves of these sources

along with the spectrum of GC-IRS7. The solid
lines are the best-fitting background continua
represented by Plapck curves with temperatures
ranging from 450-1100K. Against such black-body
continua we note that absorptions near 3.4um for
each source correspond to optical depths that agree
to within about 1OZ with the value for GC-IRS7.
These results confirm beyond reasonable doubt that
the bulk of the 3.4pm absorption does not arise
from grains local to the sources, but arises instead
from grains in the general interstellar medium. In
contrast the absorption profiles near 3pm are seen
to be variable from one source to the next suggesting that a part of this feature may be due to
condensations of trace quantities of h^O-ice in the
vicinity of the sources themselves.
3. FITTING MODELS TO THE GC-IRS7 SPECTRUM
For any candidate organic material that one might
wish to consider we first require to determine the
wavelength dependence of its absorption over the
waveband 2.8-4pm. Small quantities of sample, of
the order of 1 mg, are dispersed in a KBr disc from
which spectroscopic measurements are made. Since
the refractive index of KBr over this waveband is
-1.53, which is close to that of condensed organic
material, the measured opacity values t(A) would
not be expected to include a significant scattering
component (Réf. 15),
With the underlying source of radiation taken to be
a Planck curve at a temperature T = HOOK, the
astronomically observed flux F(A) is then related
to the measured opacities of a laboratory sample
by the equation
F(A) = A.B (HOOK) expI-a-rU)]

(4)

Here a is the factor by which the astronomical
column density exceeds that in the laboratory setup, and A is a constant depending on the intrinsic
brightness and the distance of the source. From
equation (4) it is seen that the function
exp[-3T(A)] is effectively determined from astronomical observations to within a normalising
constant.

'" "GC-IRS7

Figure 1

3-D
3.5 .ICMM
Spectra of Several Discrete Infrared
Sources in the Galactic Centre Region
Distributed within a Volume of -3 Cu.pc.
The solid lines are proposed underlying
black-body continua. The data are from
Okuda et al (Réf. 14).

The transmittance function [100 exp-T(A)] for our
original specimen of desiccated bacteria is
displayed as the heavy solid curve in Figurp 2.
Choosing the constants a, A appropriately we find
that our best-fitting model flux takes the form
of the curve drawn in Figure 3. The open circles
in Figure 3 are the data obtained recently by
Okuda et al (Réf. 14) while the filled circles are
the original observations of Allen and Wickramasinghe (Réf. 13). (For the purpose of plotting on
the same figure the earlier flux data of Allen and
Wickramasinghe were multiplied by a constant
scaling factor of 5/5.6.) We note that the two
sets of data obtained some 4 years apart are in
excellent correspondence with each other at all
wavelengths except near A = 3.3um where an
absorption/emission effect might well be involved.
It is conceivable that such an effect could arise
from a time dependent generation of aromatic hydrocarbons which emit at 3.28pm in a local environment
near GC-IES7. Similar effects have indeed been
observed in some planetary nebulae (Réf. 16) as
well as in certain external galaxies (Réf. 17).
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HAVELENGTH (HICROH)
3.1

3.3

3.5

3.7

data is that it possesses a normalised t(A) curve
in the range 2.8 < A < 4pm which differs from our
bacterial curve by at" most a few percent at all
wavelengths. As far as we are aware no satisfactory
competitor has yet been proposed. Bacterial grains
remain as the only model that fits the data, even
though its implications may be repugnant to many.
4.

ULTRAVIOLET CHROHOPHORES AND
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS

Aromatic molecules associated with grains were
considered by us over a decade ago in connection
with their possible role in causing interstellar
absorptions near 2200Â (Réf. 7-9). Molecules
typified by quinozoline and benzoic acid were shown
to have ultraviolet absorptions arising from
n •* it* electronic transitions in conjugated double
bonds with absorption profiles that were in good
agreement with astroromically observed feature.
We also showed that for 181 naturally occurring
organic species a frequency spectrum of the
principal UV absorption wavelengths peaked strongly
at X 220OA (Réf. 9). The mass density of such
organic molecules needed to produce the observed
average interstellar absorption coefficient of
-1.5 mag/kpc at 2200Â is given by
3000

2700

HAVEHUHBER (1/CH)
Figure 2. Transmittance Dats for E.coli and TMV
from our Experiments and Data for
Quinoline from the Stadler Atlas
(Réf. 21)

Figure 3.

Spectrum of GC-IRS7 over the Waveband
2.8-3.6Mm. Open circles are data from
Okuda et al (Réf. 14); closed circles
are data from Allen and Wickramasinghe
(Réf. 13). The curve is our calculated
best-fitting curve for E.coli type
material

The theoretical curve in Figure 3 for E.coli-type
material is seen to be in remarkable agreement with
the observations of GC-IRS7. Although the correspondence itself does not logically establish that
grains are bacteria, they are nevertheless spectroscopically indistinguishable from bacteria.
The
distribution of CH linkages in various aliphatic
and aromatic configurations leads to a broad 3.4pm
band with distinctive fine structure. The minimal
requirement for any competing grain model to fit the

-1
g cm

-3

(5)

where M is the molecular weight and e is the molar
extinction coefficient in cm"l (gm mole/litre)"^.
With typical values of M = 100, E = 3 x 104 cm"1
(gm mole/litre)"1 we obtain p = 6.7 « 10"28 g cm'3,
implying that some 3% of the mass density of interstellar C is tied up in the form of such molecules.
This density of organic chromophores represents a
substantial mass fraction of all the interstellar
organic dust.
From the observation that the
2200Â extinction is strongly correlated with Ej-y
it has to be inferred that organic chromophores
are fairly closely associated with the grains
responsible for visual extinction, although not
necessarily attached to them.
Aromatic molecules initially contained with organic
grains would on occasion corae to be expelled from
them due to the operation of degradation processes.
Such events that lead to the release of aromatic
structures might occur most efficiently in environments with a high ultraviolet intensity. Estimates
of PAH abundance in planetary nebulae (Réf. 18,19)
have yielded values in the range \.5Z-6Z of the
total carbon abundance, values which are consistent
with our earlier estimates obtained from equation
(5). The presence of a strong 3.28p emission
feature in the diffuse IR radiation from the Galaxy
further points to a large fraction of carbon in the
form of free PAH molecules in the general interstellar medium as well (Réf. 20).
To find an ensemble of aromatic molecules that can
account for both an ultraviolet absorption peak at
220OA as well as the astronomically observed
emission profiles in the 3.28um band imposes a
stringent limitation on permissible PAH models.
Thus Benzene (CgHg) and several other aromatic
species that have been discussed in recent years
and which give a good fit to the observations of
NGC 2023 (Réf. 18,19) in the 3.28um band must be
excluded on the grounds that they do not possess
satisfactory absorpt:on features in the ultraviolet. The ultra-.clet spectrum of isoquinoline,
on the other hand, is typical of many bicyclic
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aromatic structures possessing a strong ultraviolet
peak at -\ 22OQK. This spectrum is shown in Figure
4. Tn the infrared spectral region both quinoline
and isoquinoline have very similar Infrared absorption profiles peaking at 3,28pm. The dashed curve
in Figure 2 shows the spectrum of quinoline taken
from the Stadler Handbook of Infrared Spectra (Réf.
21). The thin solid curve is the spectrum of TMV
(Tobaccoa Mosaic Virus) obtained by us in the
laboratory.
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COMETARY GRAINS

The possibility that cometary dust grains might have
compositions generally similar to interstellar grains
was widely discussed by us in the astronomical
literature over several years (ReE. 10,22,23).
Following the confirmation of the organic nature of
a major component of interstellar grains the case
became stronger for asserting that cometary grains
were also largely organic. The lack of scattering
features near X = 3um appropriate to ice grains in
the infrared continua of comets Cernis and Bowell
were interpreted as implying that comae grains were
not comprised of H,0-ice (Réf. H).

I=

TlMM •%••

~

Figure It.

7

where A is a normalisation constant and T is the
exciting temperature. The best fit was obtained for
T = /(5O0K. The curve marked Q is for quinoline and
that marked Q-t-TMV is for a mixture of these materials in the mass ratio Q:TMV = 10:1, assuming they
each had the same value for the mass absorption
coefficient at their wavelengths of maximum opacity.
In either case the agreement with the data is seen
to be satisfactory over the main part of the 3.28
emission peak. A shortfall of emissivity near
3.<iuro, which is in fact common to all PAH models,
is easily rectified if the range of free molecules
is widened to include the aliphatic CH structures
of the types responsible for the main absorption
peak in the spectrum of GC-1RS? (see Figure 3).

HOQ

Ultraviolet Spectrum of Isoquinoline

In Figure 5 we compare the flux data for the
planetary nebula NGC 2023 (Réf. 16) with the
predicted behaviour of quinoline (Q), and mixtures
of quinoline (Q) and THV. The flux is calculated
according to the formula

The first decisive evidence for organic comstary
grains, iiowever, arrived on March 31, 1986 with
the observations of Comet Halley in the spectral
region 2-ltvm (Réf. 24).
The data over the 3-4um
waveband are plotted as the points in Figure 6.

(6)

NGC2O23
3-28,,

100

IO

3-D

3-5

Figure 5. The Flux from the Planetary Nebula
NGC 2023 in the 2.9-3.7um Waveband
Compared with Prediction for Emission
by Quinoline and a Mixture of Quinoline
and TMV. The Proportions in the Mixture
are chosen so that the Mass Ratio
Q: TMV = 10:1 (we assume that these
materials have the same value of mass
absorption coefficient at their
absorption maxima)

Figure 6. The Spectrum of Comet Halley in the
3-4um Waveband. The points are the
observations of Wickramasinghe and
Allen (Réf. 24).
The dashed curve is
for E.coll grains heated to 320°K.
The solid curve is for a E.coliquinoline-graphite mixture. The
proportions are such that the opacity
for the quinoline-graphite system at
3.28um is 1/3 of the opacity of the
E.coli component at 3.4um. Quinoline
and graphite are mixed so that the
opacities of graphite and quinoline
at 3.28M are in the ratio 1:3
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Combining this data with observations over the
1.5-2.5Mm waveband we can now model the Comet Halley
observations in a simple way.
We use the measured
transmittance values (100 e" T ) for laboratory
samples of candidate material to calculate the
infrared flux according to the equation
FU) = o T ( A ) B x (T) + p

F

solar<

x

>

(7)

Here BX(T) is the Planck function, Fsolar(A) is tne
solar spectrum (assumed to be scattered neutrally)
and a,p are constants. Wo fix the values of a,3
such that F(X) accords with the observed fluxes at
1.6pm and 3.47pm. The dashed curve in Figure 6
is computed using the r(A) curve for E.coli given
in Figure 2, and assuming a temperature T = 32OK.
The overall agreement with the data points is seen
to be generally satisfactory for particles comprised entirely of E.coli type material. A competing
model proposed by Chyba and Sagan (Réf. 25) and
which includes a laboratory-synthesised organic
mixture, is shown in Figure 7 for comparison.

E.coli-type system through a sequential degradation
process. If quinoline and graphite are mixed in a
proportion such that the opacities of graphite and
quinoline at 3.28pm are in the ratio 1:3, and if
this mixture is added to undegraded E.coli so that
its opacity at 3.4pm is 3 times the opacity for
the Q-C system at 3.28pm, the resulting flux for
a temperature of 320°K is shown as the solid curve
in Figure 6. The agreement with the observational
data is now impressive, including the wavelength
region near 3.28pm where the uniquitous aromatic
hydrocarbons play a cruical role.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE 10/im AND 20/*m ABSORPTION BANDS IN COMETS,
THE ISM AND IN AN EXTERNAL GALAXY

N C Wickramasinghe, F Hoyle, Q Majeed, S Aï-Mufti, M K Wallis
School of Mathematics
University of Wales College of Cardiff
Senghenydd Road, Cardiff CF2 4AG, UK
ABSTRACT
The data for the Trapezium nebula in the wavelength
range 8-30Mm are compared with fluxes computed for
models involving Murchison meteorite material,
crystalline silicates, organic material and biomaterial. Generally similar mixtures of these
components are shown to be indicated from astronomical data as widely ranging as Comet Halley
and the extragalactic source M82.

At the present time it appears that the best agreement with the Trapezium flux
values over the
waveband 8-40Mm is possible with organo-siliceous
material represented by the experimental data on
the absorption of diatoms.
Figure 2 shows the
K(A) curve obtained in the laboratory for a mixed
culture of diatoms, and Figure 3 shows our calculated flux curves for this model compared with the
data for the Trapezium Nebula. The two curves
correspond to two values of outer temperature in a
spherically symmetric optically thin dust cloud
of uniform density surrounding a primary energy
source at the centre.
Figure A shows the detailed
agreement with the data points over the 8-12Mm
wavelength range for the same type of particle
(Réf. 4).

From the time when the 8-12um emission spectrum of
the Trapezium Nebula was first observed (Réf. 1)
astronomers have assumed that a mineral grain model
was necessary. However, no mineral grain model,
either crystalline or amorphous, has proved completely satisfactory. Figure 1 shows the best fitting
theoretical curves for representative types of
amorphous and crystalline silicates. These difficulties which seemed to be endemic to mineral models
led us to consider other causes of this emission,
including organic polymers such as POM, polysaccharides and biomaterial (Réf. 2-4).

Figure 2.

The Mass Absorption Coefficient of a
Mixed Diatom Culture

W"

(Mg1Fe)6Si4O10[OH)8

•D

11

XlU)

Figure 1.

The Trapezium Data Compared with
Normalised riux Curves for Hydrated
and Amorphous Silicates Heated to 1750K

We now turn to GC-IRS7 - a source near the galactic
centre which provides important information relating
to the 10Mm properties of grains in the general
interstellar medium. In this source the extinction
near 9.7Mm relative to an appropriately chosen
background continuum is ~ 2.5 mag (Réf. 5).
Figure 5 shows a set of coarse to intermediate
resolution infrared spectra for a number of discrete
sources distributed within about 1 pc of GC-IRS7
(Réf. 6). In all cases a 9.7pm extinction of - 2.5
mag relative to a neighbouring continuum is seen.
This consistency in the value of the central opacity
near 9.7um provides strong confirmation that the
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Figure 3. Normalised Flux Curves for Diatom Grains
- -Surrounding a Primary Radiation Source.
--~ The Grains hâve a Constant Density in a .
-Spherical Shell and the two Curves refer
to the Temperature in the Outer Boundary
of the Shell. Points are Trapezium Data.
extinction arises from grains in the 10 kpc long
line of sight rather than in any local environment.
Combined with the observations of the same sources
near 3.4M which indicate 3 , = .32 mag, we
now have
(D
9.7u / T 3.Au 7.8
Our recent laboratory determinations yield
K3.AM = "W CI"2 &~l for a diato!il culture giving a
ratio 7.A3. This value is in close agreement with
the observational result given in (1).

Figure 5.

T

B

9

n

n

The Flux Data of Okuda et al for
GC-IKS7 and Several Other Sources
Near the Galactic Centre

in combinations with each other (Réf. 8). In all
cases we introduced small volume fractions - 0.5-10%
of fi-ee carbon in the form of graphite to serve as
an absorbing agent for solar radiation at visual
and near UV wavelengths. The largest volume
fraction of C, - 8%, was luucled for models involving
crystalline silicates; but even so the resulting
agreement with the observational data was poor.

12 13

X(Ul
Figure A. The Trapezium Data Compared with the
Normalised Flux Curve for a Diatom Model
Heated to 1750K
6

Whenever broad 10pm absorptions (or emissions) are
detected in astronomical spectra, it has become
customary to attribute these effects exclusively
to silicates. In view of the lack of success of
silicates to match the Trapezium data, such assignments are in many cases likely to be erroneous.
For cometary 10pm features a silicate explanation
was called into question already in 1975 in relation to observations of Comet Kohoutek (Hef. 6,7).
Recently we analysed data relating to the 8-30um
spectra of Comet Halley using observationally
determined size distributions of grains comprised
of andésite, diatoms and POM, separately as well as

Figure 6.

8
to
Wavelenglh (urn)

12

14

Normalised Flux from Grains Comprised
of Andésite with a 8% by Volume Carbon
Content. Several Curves Correspond to
25OK Black-body Contributions amounting
to O, 1.5 and 1/3 of the Total flux at
9um. The Points are the Observational
Data of Bregman et al (Bef. 9) for
12 December 1985. (One point at 9.7um
is omitted because of miscorrection
for atmospheric ozone)
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Fig. 6 shows the data of Bregman et al (Réf. 9)
compared with our calculation for Andésite grains
including an SZ volume fraction of.carbon.
The
several curves correspond to additions of à 25O0K
black-body contribution, amounting "-to" O, 1/5 and
1/3 of the total flux at Qpra. - ". .' .:
Figure 7-shows our-calculation for POM and a POMdiatom mixture, each species including a D.87, volume
contribution_from carbon. In each case à 25O0K
black-body-spectrum-amounting to 1/3 of the total
flux "fit 9mn is superposed; The. agreement is seen
to be satisfactory,"giving credence to. the role of
both diatom-type material and POM in cometary dust.

8-13Mm spectral features have also been discovered
in many external galaxies, and again it has been
customary to assign these bands without exception
to silicates. Perhaps the best quality infrared
data for an external galaxy is available for thestarburst galaxy M82 (Réf. 10-13). Figure 9 shows
the data for this source compared with a model
comprised of diatoms, Murchison material and POM
combined, so" that-the opacity contributions at 10 urn

WAVELENGTH [MICRONS]

B

Figure 7.

B
10
12
14
Wavelength (urn)
Normalised Flux from a POM Grain Model
Including a 0.8% by Volume Carbon Content
(solid curve) and from a POM/diatom
mixture Contributing equally to the Flux
at 9um (dashed curve). In each case a
25OK Black-body Spectrum is added
amounting to 1/3 of the Total Flux at
9pm. The points are the observational
data of Bregman et al (Réf. 9) for
12 December 1985

F.tjare 8 shows the overall fit in the 8-30pm spectral
region for both the diatom and POM models. The
inference from Figures 6-7 must be that the mineral
component_which is.undoubtedly present in the Hal ley
dust is not significantly heated due to lack of
absorbers at visual wavelengths and are therefore
not evident in the 8-13Mm spectral region. Evidence
for organic particles on the other hand appears to
be strong.

Figure 9. Normalised Flux Curve for a Mixture of
Diatoms, Murchison Material and POM
in Proportions chosen so that their
Respective Contributions to the Opacity
at lOMin are in the Ratio 45:50:5,
Compared with the Data for M82 (Réf. 10)
are 45%, 50% and 5%. The curve is in good agreement with the observed flux values except near
12.8Mm where a neon emission feature is known to
exist. In addition minor discrepancies show up
at 11.3Mm and 8.?Mm and these could be due to
emission from PAH type molecules associated with
the grains.
Fig. 10 shows our best fitting

M 82

WAVELENGTH (MICHQNSI

Figure 10. Normalised Flux Curves for Murchison
Material and Olivine Compared with
Data for M82 (Réf. 10)

20
Wavelength (wnl
Figure 8. Normalised Flux Curves for the 5-3
Spectral Region. The Solid Curve is for
a Diatom Model Augmented by a 250K Blackbody Amounting to a 1/3 Contribution to
the Total Flux at 9Mm. The Dashed Curve
Represents Modification for a POM Grain
Model

curves using data obtained in the laboratory for
olivine and Murchison material.
Although the fit
for Murchison material may be thought tolerable,
it is not as good as for our mixture including
organic materials. It should also be noted that
Murchison material itself includes a fraction of
complex organic material.
The theoretical curves
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in Figures 8 and 9 are calculated according to the
equation
-

(2)

F. = A B, (T)
A

A _

where A is a normalisation constant and T, a are
varied to obtain the best fits. In Figure 9 the
curve is for T = 100OK, whereas for Figure 10 U'.e
curve is for T = 400 K. (The values of a relate
to the amounts of material in the spectroscopic
disc compared with the optical depth required in
the astronomical source, and are not of particular
significance here.) Figures 8 and 9 provide a
strong indication that complex organic materials
play a dominant role in "lOum" features in extragalactic sources, as well as in sources in the
Galaxy^" This is confirmed when comparisons are
made with other galaxies in which 8-13Mm features
are evident.
The profiles of "lOum bands" in the
majority of external; galaxies for which this
feature is observed are generally similar to
M82 (Réf. 14-19).
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF DUST

P F Roche

Royal Observatory Edinburgh
Blackford Hill, Edinburgh EH9 3H.T, Scotland
ABSTRACT
Infrared spcctroscopy has allowed the identification of a number of different components of interstellar dust. Refractory species such as silicates and
silicon carbide are commonly seen in circmnstcllar
dust, whilst the former also dominate the infrared
absorption by interstellar dust. Iu addition, spectral
features from a number of more volatile species condensed on grains have been measured in cold, sheltered regions such as molecular clouds and dense circumstellar outflows from cool evolved stars. Iu diffuse regions, and particularly in iouizatioii fronts and
photodissociation regions close to hot stars, the infrared emission spectrum is dominated by a family
of narrow emission features between 3 and 13 /im
produced by small carbon-rich grains. Recent observations have shown that there are a number of weak
bands in addition to the well-known strong features.
Measurement of spectral features between 3 and
CO /mi is producing a much greater understanding
of the composition of dust in different environments.
In conjunction with laboratory work, infrared spcctroscopy of dust is leading to the identification of
specific materials frozen in mantles, and eventually
perhaps to the unravelling of the composition and
structure of the particles that produce the narrow
emission bands.
1. INTRODUCTION
This topic obviously covers a very large fraction
of the totfii nek! of infrared astronomy, especially at
the longer uifrr.red wavelengths. )'(. is therefore impossible to be comprehensive, but I shall, instead,
concentrate on some of the more icccnt. results with
only brief sketches of the older observations; more
details of those can be. found in refs 1,2 fc 3. I
shall concentrate on the observed infrared spectral
features detected in astronomical sources mentioning
photometric studies, whicli yield informât' • u on the
dust temperature, only briefly. Production and spectroscopy of possible interstellar dust analogues under
controlled laboratory conditions plays a rrurial role
in advancing our understanding of cosmic diiFt, and
details of much of the important work can I);- fcuud in

the review by Allamandola & Sandford (ref 4), and I
will not repeat that here. There is considerable overlap with several of the other articles in these proceedings, and more detailed discussions of the dust, emission from objects such as circumstcllar dust shells,
planetary nebulae and novae can be found in the articles by dc Jong, Barlow and Bode (refs 5,6,7). I
shall fellow what is becoming the traditional scheme
in dividing this review into discussions of (a) sturdust, i.e. dust formed around individual stars (but
also planetary nebulae and novae) and then injected
into the interstellar medium, (I)) dust in the diffuse
interstellar medium, consisting of Stardust, together
with material processed in the ISM, (<•) dust in cold,
dense molecular clouds where volatile materials condense onto dust grains, and (d) the dust responsible
for the family of narrow emission bands found between 3 and 13 /(in.
Through the identification of spectral features,
and comparison with laboratory data of known compounds, infrared spcctroscopy can reveal the composition of dust species, but does not readily yield
information on particle size.
2. STARDUST.
The chief infrared spectral properties of the
dust around cool stars have been well-established for
many years (e.g. see refs 1,8), although the precise
composition of the dust is not yet known. In the
near-infrared, there are many absorption bands from
molecular species such as HjO, C^H'z and CO while
at longer wavelengths, emission from dust becomes
increasingly dominant. The identifications of broad
silicate emission bauds at. 10 and 19 /mi in oxygenrich circumstellar shells and silicon carbide peaking
near 11.5 /an in some carbon-rich environments seem
secure (refs 9,10,11). Indeed the variations hi dust
species produced in regions of differing C/O ratios,
exemplified by the circumstellar shells of late type
stsjs. provide important, diagnostics of the chemistry
of dusty regions.
The IRAS Low Resolution Spectrometer has
greatly increased the number of stars for which midinfrared spectra are available, and has confirmed (Indivision in spectral properties between the O-rich
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Table 1. Stardust Features
A (/tin)

identification

9.7,19
11.2
3,08,6.0
11.5,45,GO
24-44
3-13 /mi

silicates
silicon carbide
H 2 O ice

objects

O-rich stars
C-ricli stars
Cold thick O-rich
circumstellar shells
MgS
C Stars
UIR bands
C-rich planetary
nebulae
+ other weak features near 10 /mi in S fe SC stars

and C-rich objects. However, the much larger sample available has also allowed the discovery of a fc«r
rare transition objects in which the emitting dust indicates a different chemical balance from the stellar
atmosphere (ref 5). Iu general it appears that most
of the silicate bauds in circumstellar shells are similar in shape to that in the supergiant /j Cep (ref
12), but that a significant fraction ot O-rich objects
(e.g. the EV Tauri stars as a class) do have different
spectral shapes, peaking nearer to 9 /IKI than 9.7//m
where // Cep has its peak; this may indicate variations in composition of the silicates in these objects,
perhaps with a higher fraction of enstatite compared
to most objects where oliviiic may be dominant. The
20 /mi silicate band is rather weak and has not been
investigated in detail. The ratio of the emission in
the 10 to 20 /im silicate bauds appears to lie within
the range of terrestrial silicates, but. is not very well
defined, particularly as contributions to the underlying continuum from chromospheres may bi important in some objects (ref 13). Model fi's indicate
that the near-infrared emissivity of circuinstellar dust
around O-rich stars is considerably higher than can
be achieved with pure silicates. Some other grain
composent, perhaps iron-based, is presumably mixed
with the silicates iu the grains, producing so-called
'dirty silicates' (ref 14).
Iu most sources, the silicate profiles are smooth
with no evidence for strong spectral structure indicating that the dust grains are predominantly amorphous rather than crystalline str ictures. However,
structure in the silicate curve, in ihe form of a second peak near 11.2 /mi has recently been identified
in absorption in AFGL 2591 (ref 15) and in emission in Comet Halley (ref 16,17); this is attributed
to a population of crystalline silicates in these objects. Structure in the 20 /mi spectrum of Comet
Halley that may arise from crystalline silicates has
also been reported (ref IS).
As < >-rich circumstellar shells become thicker,
the silicate emission bauds change from appearing

as optically thin to optically thick emission, and for
cool stars with very high mass-lois rates, the silicate band appears in abruption (ref 14,19). Some
of the most extreme objects have thick circumstellar envelopes whosr ^uter regions are sufficiently cold
for ices to condense, and the signatures of water ice
absorption at 3.Î, 6.0 and 12 /an may appear (ref
20,21). Recently the long-sought ice band at 45 /mi
has been detected in a small number of these objects
(ref 22,23). Thick C-rich envelopes often show featureless emission from dust, where it is likely that
amorphous carbon grains dominate the emission, although one object AFGL 3068, ma"-' show evidence of
SiC in absorption (ref 24). There is evidence for variations in the dust signatures from circumstellar shells
as the C/O ratio approaches unity (ref 25). It may
be that grains of different composition from those
synthesised in 'normal' M stars arc formed when essentially all of both C and O are locked up as CO, as
is believed to be case in S and SC stars.
A broad emission band between 24-44 /im has
been detected in a number of carbon stars (ref 26,27)
and is tentatively identified with MgS grains (ref 28).
This feature has also been detected in a few planetary
nebulae whose C/O ratios are of the order of, or just
greater than, unity and in a number of oxygen-rich
environments such as E'sa Car and RX Boo (ref 22).
Both this feature, and the 11.5 (JLKL SiC band, are believed to be produced by relatively minor components
of the dust. However, it is important to realise that
these features can account for a substantial fraction
of the infrared emission; Moseley & Silverberg (ref
27) estimate that the 'MgS' feature in the planetary
nebula IC 418 is responsible for almost 25% of the
total far-infrared flux from that object.
Dust in planetary nebulae is representative of
that formed from material at the final stage of stellar evolution and is therefore directly related to the
dust in circumstellar shells. A substantial fraction
(~50 %) of planetary nebulae that have been observed, especially the young, compact objects, show
the silicate or SiC features in their mid-IR spectra
according to their C/O ratios. However, about one
third of pn that have been observed spectroscopically
at 10 (no show emission from the family of narrow
emission bands discussed in more detail in section 5
below; these objects have the highest C/O ratios in
!,he sample (Ref 29,30,31). It is possible to use the
dust emission features observed in the 10 /im region
to classify pn as having C/O <1, >1 or »1 (ref 32
and references therein).
There are a number of other stellar environments
where dust is formed and injected into the ISM. Novae eject processed material which often forms dust;
until recently it was believed that the dust formed
was mostly carbonaceous, but spectroscopy of novae
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has revealed the 10 /mi silicate signature (ref 33,34).
It may be that both C- and O-rich material is formed
in these cataclysmic events (see ref 7). Massive stars
can also inject substantial amounts of mass into the
ISM. In many objects, dust does not appear to form in the immediate environment around the star, but
some stars, such as the cooler WC Wolf-Rayet stars
do produce large amounts of dust. In this case probably carbon grains, which give rise to featureless emission in the infrared (e.g. ref 35,36,37), although some
of these stars may show an emission peak in the 7-8
(tm region (Cohen, priva te communication). Perhaps
the major unknown sources of dust formation associated with stars are supernova explosions and the
ejection of material in the very early stages of star
formation. Supernovae certainly expel large amounts
of condensible elements, but they have not yet been
shown to form solid particles. It is interesting that
SN 1987A has formed molecules of at least CO and
SiO (ref 38,39) which could be the precursors of grain
condensation.
Overall, the identifications of dust features seen
in the infrared spectra of O-rich and C-rich sources
appear to be in good accord with the predicted condensâtes from models of grain production in these
environments (e.g. ref 40). However, the profile of
the silicate emission bands has not been matched
precisely with laboratory data measured to date, although amorphous smokes give reasonable fits to the
spectra of some sources (e.g. to Nova AqI 1982, ref
33); the exact identity of the astronomical silicates
is not yet established. The implications of polarization observations on the composition of silicates are
discussed by Aitken (ref 41). The material that gives
rise to the near-infrated continuum in either O- or Crich environments has not been identified. Searches
for the sharp iuterplane graphite transition at 11.52
fini have been unsuccessful (ref 42,43), implying that
carbon probably does not condense hi well-ordered
graphitic lattices. Amorphous materials appear to
be prevalent, but there are indications of some more
crystalline species in certain environments.

cold clouds. The timescales for dust destruction in
the ISM, when compared to the rate of injection from
stellar sources, imply that grain growth in the ISM
must also be important (ref 44). Traditionally, the
dust in the ISM has been investigated by measurement of the absorption spectrum, but it is also possible to look at the emission from dust, particularly in
reflection nebulae and in the 'cirrus' clouds revealed
by IRAS.
_""".';
The infrared absorption spectrum is investigated :
by comparing spectra of distant objects, viewed
through long paths of interstellar matter, with nearby
unredd^ned sources." In the near-infrared, normal
stars can be used and a number of studies of the
reddening curve have been carried out (sec the summaries in ref 45,46). No spectral features have been
detected in the infrared extinction curve at wavelengths below 3 //in, but almost all the studies carried out to date have been concerned with the extinction in the broad photometric bands; the continuum extinction in the near-infrared follows a power
law described by A A /E(J-K) = 2.4(A///;?!)"1'75 (rcf
46). However, in the mid-infrared the interstellar extinction is dominated by the 10 and 20 /mi silicate
absorption bands and it appears that the continuum
extinction is relatively small.

3. DUST IN THE DIFFUSE ISM.

The infrared spectrum of the central pc of the
galaxy is shown in Fig. Ia. Interprcf a'ion of the spectrum is hampered as the underlying emission is from
different sources at different wavelengths. Nonetheless, the spectrum is dominated by the effects of interstellar dust along the line of sight to the centre
of the Galaxy. The most prominent features are the
silicate bands in absorption at 10 and 20 /mi, and the
decrease in flux towards short wavelengths due to the
continuum interstellar reddening. Iu addition, weak
absorption features are visible in the 3.0 to 3.5 fim
region (ref 49). [The absorption at 4.6 fun is due to
gas-phase CO (ref 50,51,52)]. The 3-3.5 /mi absorption features have now been detected in a number of

For the purposes of this review, I refer to the regions which are insufficiently shielded for volatile materials to condense out on grains as the diffuse interstellar medium. This is obviously a rather vague differentiation between the diffuse ISM and cold dense
clouds, but one that is justified by the remarkable
differences in the infrared spectra between tue two
environments. The dust in the diffuse ISM consists of the grains ejected from the stellar sources
described in the previous section which are then irradiated by the interstellar radiation field and may
also have been processed on passages through dense

While there are clouds of dense molecular material close to the centre of the Galaxy, and particularly in the 2 pc ring, it seems that the path to the
central pc is relatively clear of molecular material;
the line of sight to the central pc of the Galaxy provides us with a long column of interstellar material
which we can use to probe the properties of dust in
the diffuse ISM (ref 47). In fact, with only a small
number of exceptions e.g. VI Cyg No. 12 and some
WC Wolf-Rayet stars (ref 37,48), almost all of the
investigations of the spectral properties of the dust
absorption in the diffuse ISM have concentrated on
the path to the Galactic Centre. It should be borne
in mind that this rather special region may have dust
properties that are rather different from those in less
populated regions.
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Figure 1: (a.) The 2-30 /an spectrum of the central parsec of the Galactic centre. Absorption features at O 7
and 19 /jm due to silicate grains are present together with the weak bands at 3.0 and 3.4 /an. 41so visible arc
the 7.0 /an [All] emission line and the absorption by gas-phase CO alo-<; the 1-ue of sight to the galactic centre
at 4.6 /an. The 2-4 /an spectrum is through a 17 arcs,..-, aperture (ref 110); the 4.5-8 /an data are from ref 50
through a 28 arcsec aperture; the 8-13 /an spectrum refers to a 20 arcsw beam (ref 111); while the 10-30 urn
data derive from a 30 arcsec aperture (ref 112). The 2-4 and 8-13 /Jm spectra have been multiplied by 1 T to
correct tor the differences in beam size.
(b) The 2-13 /an spectrum of the molecular cloud source W33A. The 9.7 /im silicate absorption band is present
together with a number of other absorption fcatui^s attributed to volatile species condensed on grains The
data are from refs CS, 70, 65 and 21.
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Table 2. Diffuse ISRI dust
A (//m)
9.7,19
3.0
3.38,3.42

identification
silicates
OH ?
CH ?

references
37,112
49
49

the bright compact sources hi the central pc of the
Galaxy (ref 53), so that it appears that they are truly
interstellar in origin, but as they have not yet been
detected towards objects along other sight lines, it is
possible that they may be due to some species that is
relatively local to the Galactic Centre. Sensitive observations towards other sources should resolve this
question. The 3.0 /*.-n absorption is usually ascribed
to a material containing OH bonds, whilst that at 3.4
/mi is attributed to CH bonds in an organic material.
Various organic materials have beeii proposed as the
absorbing species. The best fit to the data obtained
so far appears to be with biological matter (ref 54),
although a number of objections to this identification
have been raised (e.g. rcf 55,5G). The absorption
bands seen towards the Galactic Centre do not show
a good detailed correspondence with either the emission features in the 3.2 - 3.5 /mi region seen in comets
Halluy and Wilson, which has also been attributed to
organic materials, or with the narrow emission bands
discussed in section 5 below (ref 57).
The ratio of absorption by silicates to the extinction in the visible towards the Galactic centre is
about twice that found along lines of sight through
the diffuse ISM towards stars within 3 kpc of the
sun (ref 113,114,46). (The extinction in the visible
is calculated assuming a standard visible-infrared extinction curve.) This reflects the change in the C to
M star ratio between the Galactic bulge and the solar
neighbourhood, and indicates that silicates provide a
larger fraction of the dust grains in the central regions
of the Galaxy (ref 114). The shape of the silicate absorption curve towards both the Galactic centre and
the stars within 3 kpc of the sun is well matched by
the emissivity curve derived from the circumstellar
excess of /t Cephci, showing that the silicates in the
diffuse ISM are very similar to those produced around
late-type O-rich stars; the silicate curve in molecular
clouds is broader and less sharply peaked (ref 37).
The emission spectrum of interstellar dust can
be measured in regions where a region of sufficient
dust density lies close to a star, as in a reflection
nebula, or, at lower flux levels, from dusty filaments
heated by the interstellar radiation field, the so-called
cirrus emission detected by IRAS (ref 58). The "2
and 25 /mi IRAS photometric data indicate that
there is a population of grains that can be heated well
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above the equilibrium temperature of normal sized
grains. This phenomenon had previously been observed at near-infrared wavelengths in reflection nebulae and Sellgren (ref 59) invoked thermal spiking of
very small grains to explain it. A similar mechanism
is likely to produce the family of narrow emission
bauds between 3 and 13 /Jm found in reflection nebulae (ref 60) which probably contribute substantially
to the mid-infrared flux in the cirrus clouds. The
most remarkable aspect of the properties of diffuse
cloud dust is that the prominent spectral features
seen in emission and absorption appear to be almost
completely disparate (ref 61); This is probably because the absorption spectrum is produced by grains
of size ~0.1 //in, whilst the emission spectrum is produced by particles with diameters up to a factor of
100 smaller, and of different chemical composition;
these are the particles discussed in section 5.
4. DUST IN MOLECULAR CLOUDS

In contrast to the relatively simple absorption
spectrum in diffuse matter, with recognizable bands
at 3-3.5, 9.7 and 19 /im, observations of sources embedded in molecular clouds have revealed very complex spectra, with absorption features throughout the
3 - 2 0 /mi region. Most of these absorption features
are attributed to volatile mantles condensed on refractory Stardust cores. The mantles are believed to
evaporate at the temperatures required for significant emission at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths,
so that it is only at the longest wavelengths that we
would expect to see emission features from them.
The first absorption band identified with molecular cloud material was the strong feature at 3.08
/im, assigned to water ice, towards the BN object
in Orion by Gillett & Forest (ref 62). This band
has subsequently been measured in a large number
of molecular cloud sources and that towards W33A
is one of the deepest known (ref 63,64). In fact the
young stellar object W33A is the best studied embedded molecular cloud source. It has a very deep
10 /mi silicate absorption baud, implying a large column of cool silicate grains, and shows almost all of
the absorption features found to date towards molecular cloud sources (Fig Ib). Observations of W33A
between 4.5 and 8 /im show absorption features at
4.61, e.O and 6.8 fan (ref 65); these were attributed
to absorption by CO and hydrocarbons.
Higher resolution observations of the 4.61 /im
baud in W33A (rcf 66) revealed that it is actual'y
comprised of two bands, a relatively sharp featu:e
peaking at 4.67 /nn and attributed to solid CO and
a broader feature peaking at 4.C2 /mi, which was assigned to a molecule containing C=N. Observations
in this spectral region of a number of other sources
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that show the solid CO absorption feature (ref 52,6G)
showed no clear evidence of the 4.62 /mi feature, suggesting that the species responsible is localised. The
origin of the 4.62 //m absorption band towards W33A
has been discussed by Grim & Greenberg (ref 67)
who identify it with an ion, OCN" and by Nuth and
Moore (ref CS) who propose SiH. Observations with
a FTS to measure the 4.6 /mi absorption spectrum
towards W33A at very high spectral resolution have
been used to derive the column densities of CO in
both the solid and gas phase (rcf 69). It appears
that a relatively small fraction of CO is in the solid
phase. Allamandola fc Sandford (ref 4) have compared the profiles of the 4.67 /nu CO band in astronimical sources with CO frozen in different mantles in
the laboratory. They conclude that the small variations in the shapes of the absorption apparent in
the astronomical data indicate that, although most
sources have CO frozen in polar (and presumably
H2O-dominated) mantles, a narrow component of the
absorption is better fit by CO in a CO2-rich ice.
More recently, a number of weaker absorption
bands in the 3-4 /im region have been detected towards W33A at 3.53, 3.95 and 4.9 /im (ref 64,70).
These have been assigned to CH3OH, H2S and OCS
respectively.
Willner et al (ref 71) obtained almost complete
spectra of 13 protostellar objects in the 2-13 fim region. From correlations of the various absorption features, they concluded that the 6,0 /mi band, along
with the core of the 3.08 /mi baud is primarily due
to amorphous water ice; the apparent absence of the
12 /im librational baud of water ice (which is seen
in some circumstellar shells) in the molecular cloud
sources may seem puzzling. However, whilst laboratory studies show that the band in crystalline ice,
which may be abundant in the circumstellar shells,
peaks near 11.5 /im, it is shifted to ~13.3 /im, at the
edge of the 10 /mi atmospheric window hi amorphous
ice (ref 72).
A sample of 7 sources embedded in molecular
clouds has been observed at high signal-to-noise ratio between 5 - 8 p.ia (ref 73). These data show
that there are significant differences in the apparent
widths of the absorption bands towards the different sources. This may indicate that the absorption
features in this region are due to blends of several different species. For example, the broadening on the
short wavelength edge of the 6.0 /im feature in W33A
could indicate the presence of species such as H2CO
(ref 4), and the breadth of the C.S /an band towards
Mon R2 IRS2 suggests that at least two bands contribute to this feature. Tielcns &; Allrnandola (ref 74)
suggested that C-H bending modes in alcohols g've
rise to the 6.8 /im band, but. this requires rather high
abundances of alcohol with respect to water, whilst

Table 3. Molecular Cloud Dust
A (mu)

identification

references

3.08,
2.9-3.5
3.53
3.95
4.62
4.67
4.9
5.5
6.0
6.85
7.6
9.7,19

H2O ice
CH, H 2 0/NH 3 ?
CH3OH
H 2 S?
C=N, OCN-, SiH ?
CO
OCS?
?
H2O
CH3OH +?, NHj ?
?
silicates

62,76,71,77
76
64
70
66,67,68
66,52,69,4
70
74
71,74
71,74,75
74
71,77

much lower abundances are indicated by measurements of the 3.53 ^m C-H stretching band towards
W33A (ref 64). Grim et al (ref 75) find that the
6.8 /«m absorbtion towards W33A is well represented
by the laboratory profile of ices containing ions, and
propose NHj as the dominant absorber.
The absorption profile between 2.4 and 3.8 fim of
a number of embedded sources has been investigated
by Smith et al (ref 76) through high quality spectra at a resolving power of 160. They have estimated
the temperature of the ice coatings on grains through
modelling of the profile of the strong 3.08 //m water
ice absorption bands, finding temperatures ^ 30 K
in some sources such as Mon R2 IRS2 and > 100 K
in BN. In the same sources, they have extracted the
profile of the broad absorption between 2.8 and 3.8
/tin, often referred to as the long-wavelength wing of
the ice band. The relative intensity of this band compared to the 3.08 /mi H2O ice feature varies over a
large range. There is great uncertainty in the shape
of the absorption in the vicinity of 3.1 //m, but it
appears to be fairly constant between 3.3 - 3.6 //m
from source to source, suggesting that the absorbing
material has a condensation temperature similar to,
or perhaps higher than H2O ice. There is as yet no
accepted identification of the broa<i absorption feature, although it is likely that hydrocarbons in grain
mantles are an important constituent.
To circumvent confusion from the possible modification of the grain mantles by the effects of embedded sources themselves, Whittet et al (ref 77) have
sought out field stars lying behind molecular clouds
as probes of the quiescent molecular material, and investigated the absorption towards them in the 3 and
IJ fim regions. In the Taurus dark cloud, they have
demonstrated a linear relationship between the optical depth in the water ice band at 3.08 /jm and the vi-
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sual extinction Av. The ice band is detected towards
all the stars where Ay exceeds a threshold value of
3.3 ±0.1 mag, in accordance with models of growth
of volatile icy mantles on grains in shielded molecular
clouds. The silicate absorption depth does not show
a good correlation with Av,a result which may indicate that the mantles contribute increasingly to AV
as they grow. Although interpretation of the silicate
data is complicated by the fact that, unlike the ice
features, silicates can appear in emission and so distort the true absorption depth, the stars selected are
of sufficiently early type that contamination from circumstellar emission is not likely in this case. Fits to
the 8-13 /on spectra of sources in the Taurus cloud
show that the silicate profile is well represented by
that derived from the Trapezium in Orion. This profile is considerably broader than that derived from
the circumstellar excess of /i Cephei, in agreement
with the findings that the silicate band in molecular
material is substantially broader than that measured
in the diffuse ISM (ref 37), presumably as a result of
accretion or mantle growth in the cold dense regions.
Several of the same sources have also been observed in the 4.67 /im band of CO. CO also has a
linear correlation with the 3.08 /im ice band and
AV, but with a threshold value of 5.9 mag (ref
78,79). These results indicate that mantle growth
commences once a sufficient barrier of extinction is
provided, presumably by unmantled grains, amounting to a skin depth corresponding to ~1.5 mag of
visible extinction for H2O ice and ~3 mag for CO
in the Taurus dark cloud. The Taurus dark cloud is
remarkable in having a very low threshold for mantle
growth; in p Oph the threshold for mantle growth is
AV ~20 mag (ref 80).
Although some of the absorption features; seen
in molecular clouds, such as the 9.7 and 19 /im silicate bauds, the 4.67 /im CO absorption and the 3.08
and 6.0 /un water ice features, are identified with a
high degree of certainty, many ,.f the other features
are much less secure, relying on a single band often
measured towards only one source. Observations of
a far larger number of sources is urgently required,
whilst measurements with higher spectral resolution
may provide better discriminants of the likely identifications, especially in the 5-8 /Hn region, and may
reveal many more weak features from a wide variety
of possible species. The possibility of investigating
the temperature of the grains from detailed analysis
of the mantles is promising, while the determination
of the dominant ices in the grain mantles from comparison of the observed CO line profiles with laboratory data may permit us to investigate the differences
hi mantle growth and processing in different environments.
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5. THE NARROW EMISSION FEATURES BETWEEN
3-13 fttA.
Since the discovery of narrow emission bands at
11.3 and 8.7 //m in NGC 7027 and BD +30 3639 by
Gillett et al (ref 81), the number of bands included in
the family of appp- ~tly related features has grown
steadily. The sa!:
operties of the narrow emission bands are listed here:
1. They consist of a suite of features whose principle members are at wavelengths of 3.3, 3.4, 6.2,
7.7, 8.7 and 11.3 /im and which generally appear together, with relative intensities apparently varying
over a fairly small range (e.g. ref 1,2,82).
2. They are excited in regions irradiated with substantial ultraviolet fluxes, such as HII regions, planetary nebulae and reflection nebulae around stars of
type AO or earlier.
3. The features peak in the neutral or photodissociation regions just outside the ionized zones in
high excitation HII regions (ref 83,84,85); this may
indicate destruction of the carriers in ionized regions.
4. The fraction of the total energy emitted in the 7.7
/im band increases with the C/O ratio in planetary
nebulae (ref 30,82) whilst the emission features are
seen only in pn with C/O > 1.5 (ref 29,31), indicating that the carriers are carbon-rich.
5. The principle emission bauds lie close to the
wavelengths of C-H or C-C transitions in organic
molecules (ref 86).
6. Observations of the features at higli spectral resolution (especially in the 3-4 /mi region) do not show
them to break up into individual molecular bands (ref
87,88,89).
7. The bands are seen only in emission. They have
not yet been seen in absorption, although it is possible that an absorption feature seen towards NGC
75 "S at 7.63 (im could be the counterpart to the 7.7
/im emission band; alternatively, this feature could
be due to absorption from molecules frozen in grain
mantles (ref 4).
8. They are associated with a non-equilibrium emission mechanism that provides the near-infrared continuum in reflection nebulae (ref 59), suggesting thermal spiking in very small particles.
9. More recent observations have revealed the presence of additional weak bands, in the 3.4-3.6 //m region, at 5.2, 5.6 and 6.9 /im and between 11-13 /im
(ref 90,91,30,82,92,93).
10. They are very common. For example, they dominate the mid-infrared spectra of galaxy nuclei undergoing vigorous star formation, swamping any emission from silicate grains in the HII regions in the
centres of these galaxies (ref 94). They also appear
iu both the general ISM and in C-rich environments
where the dust has condensed recently.
These properties have led to the idea that the
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Table 4. UIR emission bauds
references

A (/mi)

identification

3.3, 3.4, G.2,

C-H, C=C bending
82,86
i: stretching modes
96
overtones or 'hot' bands 90,89,88
'!
108,82
triply hydrogenated
91,92,93
PAH species?
peculiar objects
101,102
e.y. HD 97048
103,104

7.7, 8.7, U.3
3.4-3.7
5.2
12.7
3.43, 3.52

so-called unidentified infrared (UIR) bauds are produced by UV excitation of very small carbon-rich
grains (or large molecules) and that these particles are probably destroyed in high-excitation ionized legions. More specific identifications have been
made with hydrogenated amorphous carbcn particles
by Duley £ Williams (ref SG) and with polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules by Léger fc
Puget (95). Many of the properties of such molecules
and reviews of the astronomical observations can be
found in ref 96.
The ionization front to the south-east of the
Trapezium stars in Orion, known as the Orion Bar,
is well suited for detailed study of the UIR bauds,
in that it shows all of the main features with high
equivalent widths, and the geometry and radiation
field of the region is relatively well understood. The
spectrum between 3 and 13 /MU has been examined
in detail (Figure 2) and the spatial variations of the
bands investigated (ref 97,83,84,89,92,98). Inspection of the spectrum in Fig 2 shows all of the main
features listed above, together with the weaker satellite bands at 3.46, 3.52 and 3.5G fin\ and the band at
12.7 /mi.
Spectra at a number of positions across the ionizatiou front show that the 11.3 and 12.7 //m bauds
peak just at the point where the [NeII] fine structure
emission line, which traces low-excitation ionized gas,
decreases dramatically in intensity (ref 83,92). The
spatial behaviour of the 3.3 /Mn band follows that of
the 11.3 and 12.7 /MII features (ref 89), demonstrating
clearly that the bands peak just outside the ionized
zone, and that the most prominent bands attributed
to C-H beudiug and stretching modes have the same
spatial dependence. If the 12.7 //m band is interpreted as emission from PAH species with 3 adjacent
H atoms attached to the ring, whilst th= 11.3 /MII
band is due to singly hydrogeuatcd bonds, the observations indicate that the degree of hydrogenization
of the PAH molecules does rat vary significantly as
a function of distance from the iouizatiou front (ref

92). However, Dregmau et al (ref 98) find that the
S.7 and 7.7 /mi bands have different spatial distributions from the 3.3 and 11.3 fan features. The weaker
bands between 3.4 and 3.6 /an also appear to have
different spatial behaviour, with those at 3.4 and 3.52
/an becoming more prominent with distance from the
ionization front relative to the 3.3 //m feature. These
weak bands may be explicable either as vibrational
overtones of the C-H fundamental stretch (ref 99) or
as signatures of molecular subgroups attached to the
hydrocarbon molecules (ref 86), but their behaviour
away from the Orion bar has not yet been explained
satisfactorily by either interpretation (rcf 89). The
weak plateau of emission at 12 /tm has a broader
spatial distribution than the prominent 3.3, 11.3 and
12.7 /mi bands (ref 92,98). This may indicate that
the 12 /Mil plateau arises in less stable molecules that
are more numerous in the more benign regions away
from the ionization front.
Most of the other sources that show UIR band
emission have spectra similar to the Orion bar, but in
many cases, there is continuum emission from other
grain components or ionic line emission which render
detection of the weaker bauds difficult. Cohen et al
(ref 82) have found that Hie wavelength of the peak
of the strong 7.7 /«n feature varies according to the
class of object under study. In HII regions and reflection nebulae the feature peaks near 7.7 /mi I)Ut
closer to 7.9 /mi in planetary nebulae. This variation
may result from the blending of two components of
the 7.7 /mi band, with peaks at 7.5-7.6 fim and 7.88.2 /Mn (ref 100). Other differences between the UIR
bands in planetary nebulae, which presumably excite
recently synthesised dust, and HII regions, where the
dust has been subject to processing in the interstellar
medium and molecular clouds, have been found (ref
82). For example, the 6.2/7.7 /im feature intensity
ratio is lower in planetary nebulae than in the other
objects, whilst HII region show the strongest 3.3 //m
bands and planetary nebulae the weakest 5.2 /tm features. There are clear differences in the emission in
the 11-13 /MU region too. Some objects show a clear
emission peak at 12.7 /mi (e.g. the Orion Bar, HD
44179; ref 92,91), whilst other sources seem to show
a rather featureless plateau of emission in addition
to the 11.3 /mi band between 11 and 13 /MII (ref 91).
Indeed the 11.3 /Mn band itself shows weak structure
that is different from source to source (ref 93). Observations of the 3.3 /an band made in a small beam
at the peak of HD 44179 show that it has a very
different profile from most other sources (ref 88).
On the whole, the differences in the spectra of
most cf the pr-arces with UIR emission appear to
be less striking than the similarities between them.
However, one source, HD 97048 a pre-main sequence
star in the Chamaeleon dark cloud, is remarkable in
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Figure 2: The 3-13 /.m spectrum of the Orion Bar. The line drawn through the 11-13 /mi data is to draw the
eye to the dust features; the high points at 12.8 /un are the [NeII] emission line. The 3 /nn spectrum is from
rcf 89; the 5-12 /nn spectrum is from ref 98 (divided by 7 to scale for the large aperture used); and the 11-13
pm spectrum is from ref 92.
showing very strong emission bands at 3.43 and 3.53
/Jin, together with several of the other emission bands
of the UIR family (ref 101,102,103). These emission
bands dominate the 3 /an spectrum of the source, and
although similar emission has been detected in two
other objects Elias 1 (ref 104) aud HR 4049 (ref 105),
the bands in HD 97048 are much more prominent.
The emission features are close to the wavelengths of
the C-H stretch in HjCO, but spatial observations
indicate temperatures of ~1000 K for the emitting
material, ruling out an idtutification with a volatile
species (ref 106). The emission features in HD 97048
show the largest difference from a 'generic1 UIR emission spectrum (e.g. ref 82), but higher quality observations are revealing more and more variations in the
relative intensities and peak wavelengths of the emission bands.
The variations in the UIR emission spectra fron>
different objects mav indicate that different carbonrich molecules domii .ate in the different environments
around the various so ,rces. In conjunction with laboratory data, these obs -rvations may eventually yield
the composition and structure of the molecules responsible for the UIR emission. At present, the best

bet is that the emission features are produced by
molecules containing about 50 C atoms, but whether
there is a large mix of many different species or a
relatively small number of dominant molecules is not
clear.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Infrared spectroscopy of dust features is progressing apace, with improvements in instrumentation leading to increased signal-to-noisc and resolving
powers. Observations with these instruments have
led to a rapid increase in the detection of weak absorption and emission bands providing rich spectra
for comparison with laboratory-produced specimens.
The increasing lists of detected features are accentuating the differences between the emission and absorption spectra with essentially no correspondence
between them. However, at present many of the
weaker features have been seen in only one object,
and a great many more detections will be required to
investigate the relationships between the bands aud
the dependence on different conditions. There are
large regions of the spectrum where o. servations are
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INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION IN THE INFRARED

B T Draine
Princeton University Observatory

ABSTRACT
Extinction by interstellar dust at infrared wavelengths is
reviewed. For 0.7<X<7/im the observed extinction, both in
the Galaxy and in the Magellanic Clouds, appears to be
consistent with a simple power law, AxOcX
, although the
observational uncertainties remain appreciable. In the
8—30/im region interstellar extinction is dominated by the
9.7/«n and 18/rni silicate features; the absolute strength
(relative to the continuum extinction at shorter wavelengths),
the detailed wavelength-dependence of these features, and the
possible variation of the profile shape from diffuse clouds to
dense clouds, all remain somewhat controversial. In the farinfrared X|£ 30 /im grain emissivity estimates by different
authors vary considerably; future observations of thermal
emission from diffuse clouds in the 300 /im region offer the
prospect of substantially reducing uncertainties in farinfrared cmissivities.
Keywords: Infrared, Extinction, Reddening, Dust Grains,
Silicate, Infrared Emission

1. INTRODUCTION
The interstellar extinction law is one of the primary sources
of information about the interstellar grain population;
reliable estimates of the extinctinn are also required by the
working astronomer to "deredden" observed fluxes. Our
knowledge of the interstellar extinction law in the infrared
has increased considerably in the last decade, with the use of
sensitive infrared detectors.
This review divides the infrared into three distinct regions:
0.7<X<7/«n, 8-30um, and X>30;im; these are covered in
sections 2-1, respectively. Section 5 is a brief summary.
2.1-7 /«n REGION
2.1 Average Galactic Extinction
Several techniques have been employed to determine the
extinction law in the I—8/rni region: reddening of stars,
hydrogen line ratios from HII regions, and, more recently,
line ratios for vibrationally-excited H2 in molecular shocks.
Whereas the interstellar extinction curve from visible to
ultraviolet demonstrates considerable variation from one line
of sight to another, a number of authors have noted that the
color ratio E(H-J)JE(J-K)
is remarkably constant (Réf.
7, 15). It is therefore useful to dispense with the traditional
convention of normalizing colors or extinctions to B(B-V)
and instead use an infrared color excess such an E(J-K).
In Figure 1 I have plotted AJE(J-K), with data taken
from a number of independent studies of extinction in the

Galaxy. In order to deduce A^ from observations of colors, it
is of course necessary to assume some particular value for
AJE(J-K)
at some particular wavelength. This is
traditionally given as R=AV/E(B—V), but, in view of the
"universality" of the extinction law between J, II, and K, it
seems wiser to specify the "zero point" of the extinction in
terms of, say, A1IE(J-K).
The near-infrared reddening law rerommrndcd by Koornncef
(Réf. 17) is shown in Fig. 1 for an assumed R =3.1. There
have been a number of subsequent studies of near-infrared
extinction. Rieke and Lebofsky (Réf. 28) observed o Sco
(behind the edge of the p OpIi cloud) and a number of stars
in the galactic center center, and found no evidence for
variations in the 1—13/Jm extinction law. Their mean
extinction
law, plotted
in
Figure
1,
assumes
R=AV/E(B-V)=3.W
(or Aj/E(J-K)=\M).
Whittet
(Réf. 37) has recently reohserved a Sco; his results (which
assume Aj/E(J—A')=1.77) are plotted in Figure 1. Landini
et ni (Réf. 18) observed hydrogen recombination, lines from
the obscured HlI region G333.0-0.2; their extinction
determinations are plotted in Figure 1, assuming
E(J-A')=2.68 mag toward G333.B-0.2 [this is obtained from
their recommended power-law /Ix= 2.97(X/;im)~' 85 | Clayton
and Mathis (Réf. 7) have recently fitted extinction laws to
various sets of well-observed stars; their results in Figure 1
are for stars behind diffuse clouds (open triangles) and stars
behind the />Oph cloud (filled triangles).
As noted by Clayton and Mathis (Réf. 7), the various
extinction curves in Figure 1 appear to be essentially
"universal" for X>0.7/fm: the deviations between the "diffuse
dust" results and the "pQph" results are increasingly
apparent as one goes shortward of the V band. Recent
stellar photometric studies (Réf. 34, 35) appear to confirm
this universality of the extinction curve for X>0.7/im
On the basis of the data in Figure 1, it appears that the
simple power law A\/E(J—A')=2.'l(X///m)~1J5 gives an
excellent overall fit to the data for 0.9<X<(i//rn. This
power law has Aj/E(J- A")=1.62, but given the
disagreements between various studies this number should be
regarded as uncertain to at least ±10%. The extinction law
becomes increasingly uncertain at longer wavelengths, and
the uncertainty in AM/E(J—K) could be as large as a factor
1.5.
To obtain the extinction cross section per Il atom, one may
adopt, the value yVH/E(/?-r)=5.8X102IcnT2 for diffuse
clouds (Réf. •!), together with E(D-V)/E(J-K)=\.<31 (Réf.
28) to obtain NH/E(J—K)=l.1 IXlO 22 cm"2 for diffuse
clouds; in view of the similarity of the diffuse cloud and
dense cloud extinction curves for X>0.7/im. it seems
reasonable to adopt NH/E (J-K )=l.\X\ti"'cm~° for both
types of clouds for the local interstellar medium. Regions of
enhanced metallicity, such as the Galactic Center, would be
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Figure 1. Interstellar extinction in the Galaxy (see text), normalized Io K(J-K). The triangles show the extinction law Tound by Clayton and MatIiis (Hef. 7) Tor "diffuse" clouds (open triangles) and t h e />Oph cloud (IiIIwI triangles); while these two clouds show quite différent extinction shorlward of (he \' band, tin- extinct ion laws appear
to he identical for longer wavelengths. The power law .'l x //j(./-/\ )=2.-l(X//im)~'~ r ' appears Io lie consist eut with
tlii- observational data Tor 0.7^, X<1, 5/Mn.
expected to have smaller values of NnI
2.2 Deviations
The growth of molecular ice mantles on dust grains in dark
molecular clouds adds a number of absorption features which
contribute to the extinction; the strongest of these features is
the 3.1 /mi band due to H2O ice, which appears to form on
grains in clouds with .•!»•;> 3.3 (Réf. 38). These spectral
features are discussed elsewhere in this volume (Réf. 2fl).
There are some discordant data which mavjndicate that the
waveleiigld dependence differs from A~ . Toward the
Carina
nebula Tapia
cl
al. (Réf. 35)
found
E(J-H)IE(Il- /v")=2.G, which is quite anomalous; however
Smith (Réf. 3-!) obtained E(J-H)IE(H-K)=IA
in the
same
general
region
[/IxOcX"'''
would
imply
E(J-U)IE(H-K)=\S&\.
Natta et al. (1980) used l'l
recombination lines to study the extinction toward the HII
region Mon R2 1IÎS1 for wavelengths between 2.1fi;im (Dry)
and 7.40/im (Pfn). They find that .-IxOcX"1 <±lu over this
wavelength range; as this is an extended source,
interpretation of their data may be complicated by both
scattering at the shorter wavelengths (scattering into the
beam will not produce attenuation) as well as possible
clumping of the obscuring material.
2.3 Mo emis.iian line studies
Observations of the line emission from vibrationally-cxcited
H 2 can in principle be used to study extinction since
vibrationally excited states with J>\ each have three
Au=-1 transitions with appreciably different wavelengths.
The most recent study (UeT. 6) used a 5" beam to observe the
O(5), Q(3), and S(I) lines (X=3.235,2..|2-l,2.l22/(m) from
"Peak 1" in OMCl, but the measurement errors are such that
their results arc consistent with any power law .-IxCtX"" with
0<Q"<3.7, If the measurement errors could be reduced, or
emission from more heavily obscured regions could be
studied, this method could prove of value for studies of the
extinction law. However, just as for the recombination lines

from compact IUI regions, the extended nature of the U 2 line
emission, together with t h e fact that thé obscuring grains are
adjacent to (lie e m i t t i n g material, means t h a t this !erhiiique
primarily measures alusorplinn rather t h a n extinction. In I lie
future, sensitive infrared spectroscopy from above the earth's
atmosphere will permit a broad range of spectral lines to be
sampled [for example, the i>=l-+0 S(5), Q(7), O(!l) lines at
1.8-1,2.50, 1.58/Jm, as well as the r = l-t-I S(5) line at
7.28/Mil all originate from the i'=l, .1=7 excited state);
except for uncertainties regarding scattering when (lie
obscuring dust is close to the extended emission source, this
will provide a powerful technique for s t u d y i n g the
wavelength-dependence of interstellar extinction.
2.4 Grain allietlos in the infrared
In many grain models, the grains would be expected to have
very small albedos in the infrared; for example, in the MRN
graphite-silicale model (Kef. 20), the albedo is estimated Io
be u=.50 at X=I /Im, u=.UIi(i at 3.8/an, and and ui=.033 at
X=S/im (Réf. !)). Recent observations of infrared reflection
nebulae in OMC 2 (Réf. 27) have been used to conclude that
<w>^; .08, where <o;> is an intensity-weighted average
over the 1—5/Im region. In view of the anticipated strong
wavelength-dependence of w, further studies of reflection
nebulae may provide a test of grain models.
2.5 Magellanic Clauds
Fitzpatrick (Réf. 10) has recently reviewed the interstellar
extinction in the LMC and SMC. The near-infrared
extinction law bos been studied in the LMC (Réf. IG, 2-1) and
in the SMC (Réf. 5, 25). These results for t h e wavelengthdependence are shown in Figure 2, with the power-law lit to
the Galactic extinction shown for comparison. While the
observational results for the LMC appear to depart
appreciably from the Galactic law — particularly for the K
band — the observational uncertainties are large and thus
far the data probably are consistent with the results for the
Galaxy. It is known that the extinction per Il atom is
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Figure 2. Near-infrared extinction in the LMC and SMC (see text). The data of Koorneef (Réf. Hi) are shown for
two different values of R=Av/E(B-V) Io show how the fractional uncertainty in A ^/E(J-K) increases with
increasing wavelength.

approximately a factor of five times smaller in the LMC than
the Galactic value, while in the SMC the extinction per 11
atom is at least ten times smaller than in the Galaxv (Réf.
10)
3. 8- 30 fan Region
For Galac'.ic dust, th:.1 extinction between 8 and 20 ftm is
dominated by the 9.7/im and 18jim absorption features,
which are generally attributed to amorphous silicate material.
There have been several observational studies of the 9.7/im
extinction leaturc (Réf. 26, 28, 30, 31), but both the form of
the profile, and its overall strength, remain controversial.
Five different estimates for the profile shape are shown in
Fig. 3.
Roche and Aitken (Réf. 30, 31) conclude that the dust in
diffuse clouds, and on the line of sight to the Galactic center,
has a silicate band profile which closely resembles the
emissivitiy of the circumstellar dust around the M supergiant
/<Cep for 9<X<13//m. The normalized extinction profile
favored by Roche and Aitken for diffuse cloud dust, with
FWHM = 2.-l;im,is shown in Fig. 3. In dense molecular
clouds, on the other hand, Roche and Aitken (Réf. 31) find
the extinction profile to be significantly broader, with a shape
close to the emissivity profile for dust near the Trapezium
stars, with FVVHM = 3,-1/im (Réf. 12); this Trapezium
profile, shown in Fig. 3. provides a good fil Io the observed
flux from the BN object (Réf. 3, 19).
Rieke and Lebofsky (Réf. 28), however, find an extinction
profile for the line-of-sight toward the Galactic Center with
FUTlM = 3.2//m, considerably broader than the /jCep-like
profile favored by Roche and Aitken (Réf. 30, 31). Pegourie
and I'apoular (Réf. 2B) favor yet another profile for
extinction in dense clouds; their profile, with PWUM =
2.2/im, is even narrower lhan than the /(Cep profile. Ailken
el ai (Réf. 2) found .structure in the silicate feature seen in
extinction and polarization toward AFGL 25fll, which they
interprel as evidence for an annealed silicate component not
found on typical lines of sight. The situation regarding the
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shape of the silicate profile evidently remains confused;
spectropolarimetry will help to clarify the situation (Réf. 1).
The strength of the silicate profile is also controversial. In
the solar neighborhood, Roche and Aitken (Réf. 30) find
^1'/-'1Q.?=1"-0. °r Ag-/E(J-K)=0.35. Toward the Galactic
Center, Roche and Aitken (Réf. 31) find an anomalously
strong silicate feature: Ag-/E(J-K)=0.7l.
Rieke and
Lebofsky (Réf. 28), based on Galactic Center stars, found
Ag.!,/E(J-K)=QSQ; with a /iCep profile this corresponds to
Ag-JE(J-/C)=O.51, so then- appears to be a factor of l.-l
disagreement between these two studies, arising primarily
from different estimates of .-I9-, perhaps due Io different
procedures for correcting for a circumstdlar silicate emission
feature. Since both studies found AuIE(J-K) to be larger
than the local interstellar value, it, would appear that (lie
Galactic Center region is enriched in silicate grains relative to
the material responsible for the extinction between 1 and
3/im. Further evidence of apparent variability in the relative
strength of the 9.7 ;/m silicate feature is provided by Roche et
al. [Réf. 32), who found no evidence of Ihc silicate feature
present in the infrared emission from the SMC HH region
N88.
For the local diffuse interstellar medium I tentatively adopt
the
value
of
Roche
anil
Aitken
(Réf. 30):
Aç7/E(J-K)=0.35.
Estimates for the 18/Mn band shape and strength (relative to
the 9.7/im band) arc based on observation of the extinction
toward the Galactic Center (Réf. 23) and observations of
emission from warm dust (e.g., Réf. 11, 13, 2(i, 3G). In Figure
•1 we show Ihe recommended extinction curve of Draine and
Lee (Réf. 9) for the 8-30/im region, normalized to the peak
extinction; this curve assumes a Trapezium-like profile for
the D.7/im band, and therefore would be appropriate for dust
in dense molecular clouds. Also shown is the cmissivity
determined by Pegourie and Papoular (Réf. 2B) for
circumstellar dust around G and M supergiants. VoIk and
Kwok (Réf. 3B) estimated .-118(,mflall/A9.;,,m,,.i»0.5 for I lie
dust around AGB stars.
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Figure 3. Various estimates for the profile of the 9.7 /Im "silicate" feature (see text).
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further predicts large amounts of far-infrared emission
longward of the IRAS 100/im band; observations in the
300/im region will test this hypothesis, and may already rule
it out (Réf. 22), as well as any other model which postulates
very large far-infrared opacities [e.g., the fractal grains
proposed by Wright (Réf. 39)].
In view of the above considerations, at this date the author
still prefers the far-infrared properties of the graphite-silicate
model (Réf. 9) to the more recent grain models of RowanRobinson (Réf. 33) and Mathis and Whiffen (Réf. 21).

4. X > 30 Jim

For X>30/im, absorption opacities are usually too small for
extinction to be measured directly. For example, the line-ofsight toward the Galactic Center, with E(J-K)^SmUS, has
an estimated extinction at 30/Jm of only ~0.3 mag; while a
narow spectral feature with this optical depth would be easy
to measure, the smooth wavelength dependence of the dust
extinction makes the extinction quite difficult to determine.
Our estimates of the opacity in the far-infrared therefore
have tended to rely on modelling of far-infrared emission,
which of course requires a knowledge of the grain
temperature. There are also often difficulties in determining
the total column density of gas when observing clumpy
molecular clouds.
Four different semi-empirical estimates for the far-infrared
emissivity of interstellar grains are plotted in Figure 5 (Réf.
9, 14, 21, 33); This is not the place for a detailed discussion
of the relative merits of these various opacity determinations.
It should be noted, however, that these differing opacity
estimates have significant implications for the temperatures
of interstellar grains, and therefore for the far-infrared
emission. The graphite-silicate model (Réf. 9) is capable of
accounting for the observed IRAS 100/Jm flux from diffuse
clouds using the current best estimates for the intensity of
the background starlight; with small grains added to the
model, the observed 60/im emission can be accounted for by
temperature fluctuations in the small grains (Réf. 8). The
amorphous carbon grains which provide the bulk of the farinfrared opacity in the Rowan-Robinson grain model (Réf.
33) remain quite cold when heated by the interstellar
radiation field, and therefore the energy they absorb from
starlight is reradiated at very long wavelengths. The
Rowan-Robinson grain model fails to reproduce the IRAS
100/Jm fluxes from diffuse clouds unless the starlight
radiation field is assumed to be at least three times more
intense than the best estimates. The Rowan-Robinson model

5. STJMMARY
1. Existing data in the 1—7/<m region suggest that the
extinction curve has a universal wavelength-dependence,
which can be satisfactorily approximated by AxOcX"1
(although the extinction data are quite uncertain for
X>3.4/im). There are indications that some regions may
•.!(•part from this law; further study of these regions to verify
! 1 Ie reality of these departures is important.
2. In the 8—30/im region the extinction is dominated by the
strong silicate absorption bands at 9,7 and 18//m. The
detailed profiles of these bands, and their absolute strengths
remain uncertain by factors of at least 1.5 .
3. In the X>30/im region, it is thus far not possible to study
the extinction directly; estimates of the absorption opacity in
this region are based on modelling the observed infrared
emission, which in turn is sensitive to the assumed grain
temperatures. There are considerable differences between the
far-infrared opacities estimated by different workers; future
measurements of infrared emission from clouds, particularly
in the 300/im region, may settle these controversies.
1 wish to thank J. Koornneef for helpful comments. This
research was supported in part by grant AST-8612013 from
the National Science Foundation.

1E-23 p

Mathis & Whiffen (19B9)
Rowan-Robinson (1988)
Draine and Lee (1984)

Figure 5. Far-infrared opacities (expressed as absorption cross section per H nucleus) for the local interstellar
medium (see text).
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ABSTRACT
An introductory treatment is given of the application of infrared spectropolarimctry to the study of
the properties of dust grains and their environment.
The analysis of the extinction and polarization exported from an arbitrary grain model is outlined, together with sufficient source citation to cnnable application in a practical situation. Examples of some
of the more recent observational work are presented
in terms of their implications for dust grain physics
and chemistry and the ambient magnetic field.
1. INTRODUCTION
All quanta of astrophysical interest have spin and can
be polarized; so far detection of linear and circular
polarization has been confined to the electromagnetic
spectrum from the UV through to the radio region.
The study of linear and circular polarization provides
additional information regarding the nature of the
source, its close neighbourhood, and the intervening
medium.
In the infrared the dominant polarization mechanisms involve dust grains. Other processes include
electron scattering, emission and reflection from solid
bodies and also synchrotron radiation, but these will
not be considered further in this paper.
Scattering of near infrared radiation off dust
grains can produce large polarization with E vector
normal to the scattering plane. In the small particle
limit the polarization is 100% for a 90° scatter so that
polarizations of several tens of percent arc frequently
observed. Because of the relation between polarization position angle and the plane of scattering, polarization studies can used to clarify the morphology of
complex regions and have been applied, for example,
by Werner and co-workers [1] to the BNKL region of
the Orion Nebula to demonstrate that much of the
luminosity of this region derives from Irc2, a heavily
obscured source not especially prominent in the near
'Presently on study leave at: Royal Observatory Edinburgh, Blackfbrd Hill, Edinburgh EH9 3HJ, Scotland

infrared, while a considerable fraction of the diffuse
infrared emission is due to reflection of this source
and the BN object.
In this short review I shall concentrate on aspects of linear polarization produced by aligned nonspherical dust grains in absorption or emission. Here
the polarization gives information on the alignment,
mechanism, usually related to the ambient magnetic
field, and its spectral form depends on the chemistry
and physical state of the dust grains independently
of spectroscopy alone, thus additionally constraining
the nature of the grains. While polarization produced
in this way is common, the amount is usually only
of order a few % and its measurement is typically
required to ~ i%. To determine the three Stokes
parameters of linear polarization three independent
observations are then needed to an accuracy of one
or two thcnths of one percent, and this results in an
increase ~100 in the limiting flux which can be observed compared with photometry or spcctroscopy.
It is clearly advantageous to minimize instrumental polarization, and in the infrared a satifartory
solution has been to use rotatable half-wave plates
on the telescope axis and cold wire grid analysers
in the instrument. Seeing and tracking noise and
fluctuations in atmospheric transmission and emission also give rise to spurious polarizations, so that,
meaningful ground based observations can only be
made in strictly photometric conditions; ideally simultaneous detection of two orthogonal planes of polarization would allow correction of these errors. It
is likely that for observations from ISO some of these
difficulties will be reduced.
2. GRAIN ALIGNMENT

Since dust grains in the interstellar medium produce polarization of starlight it is clear that some
of them must be non-spherical and capable of alignment. In equipartion with the ambient gas and for
other reasons grains ~ 0.1 /im will be spinning with
angular frequencies in the MHz region so that static
"picket fence" alignment is out of the question. It
seems that because of elastic losses and especially the

Proc. 22nd Eslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy. Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 1988, ESA SP-290
(September 1989)
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Batnet effect [2], by which spinning matter becomes
self magnetized, the grains will tend spin to about an
axis of greatest moment of inertia (i.e. an axis normal
to a long dimension) on a time scale short compared
with other time constants of grain motion [3]; grain
alignment then amounts to alignment of their spins.
The most generally accepted method for achieving
this has been paramagnetic relaxation first proposed
by Davis and Greenstein (DG)[4]. In general this results in partial alignment of the spin axes along the
magnetic field, B, so that the long grain dimensions
are aligned normal to B. However, Jones and Spitzer
[5] have pointed out that a necessary requirement for
alignment is that the grain spin temperature, Trol,
substantially exceeds the grain internal temperature,
T,-n(. Should the reverse situation apply then effectively the field couples to the thermal magnetic fluctuations in the grain and drives it into rotation about
a direction normal to B; this is usually refered to as
inverse Davis-Greenstcin alignment. There can be no
alignment by the DG mechanism if Tro( = T,-n(.
In the DG mechanism, the grain spin is determined by collisions with ambient gas molecules with
temperature Tga, while Tjn( is controlled mainly by
radiation balance and is usually less than T jnJ . The
main problem with this straightforward form of the
DG mechanism is that the expected values of T ro j
and Tint have consistently required aligning fields a
factor 3-10 greater than those found by other methods. Further is is difficult to see how alignment can
take place at all in dense molecular clouds where the
gas temperature, T^n, and the grain internal temperature, T,-nl, should be tightly coupled.
In view of these difficulties other methods of
grain alignment have been proposed, such as might
be produced by a relative streaming motion between
grains and gas [6] and by the intrinsic angular momentum of photons absorbed by grains [7]. Both
of these methods have problems in the astronomical
context (see for example the recent review by Hildebrand [8]).
To overcome the difficulties of the DG mechanism it has been suggested by Purcell [3] that grains
spin suprathermally due to systematic changes in angular momentum taking place at specific sites on
the grain surface and producing a "pin wheel" effect. Purcell considered three site specific processes
that could give rise to such an effect: hydrogen
molecule formation and ejection, photoelectric emission, and variations in the accommodation coefficient, Suprathermal spin makes DG alignment possible but grains still require the addition of superparamagnetic inclusions [5] [9] to speed up the alignment
processes. A consequence of these additions to the
DG mechanism is that the field strength required to
produce a given degree of alignment is indeterminate

to the extent that both Trol and the grain properties
are poorly defined.
Nevertheless, and irrespective of the actual mechanism by which an anisotropy in the distribution of
grain spins is produced, it seems that the orientation
of this anisotropy will always be determined by the
ambient magnetic field because of precession of grain
spin about the field due to the Barnet effect. While
precession does not produce alignment (rather in general will tend to weaken it) its angular frequency
in any envisaged intestellar field, is high enough to
determine its orientation. Consequently, while polarization measurements do not necessarily yield a
good value for the magnitude of the ambient magnetic field, the field direction is well determined.
3. DUST POLARIZATION SIGNATURES

3.1 Emission and absorption by aligned grains
There are some general remarks which can be
made regarding spectroscopy and spectropolarimetry
in the study of dust grain properties.
1. The extinction optical depth, r(A), and the polarization, Pa^1(A), produced by dichroic absorption
in aligned grains are different functions of the complex dielectric function, e(A), of the grain material
and provide independent constraints on e(A).
2. While both r(A) and p a tt(A) involve the product of the surface density, m,, and e(A) their ratio
Pa6a(A)/r(A) is related to e(A) separately [10], as is
shown below.
3. The flux density, F(A), depends not only on r(A)
but also on the form of the underlying spectrum,
which is often only poorly known. Conversely p(A)
is independent of the underlying spectrum so long as
this is unpolarized; the presence of underlying polarization is frequently indicated by spectral changes
in the position angle of polarization . Because of
this the combination of spectropolarimetry and spectroscopy can often be used to clarify the roles of emission and absorption along the line of sight.
We can regard a medium of aligned grains as
being characterised by two optical depths, Tx(X) and
r y (A), appropriate to electric vectors E- and E y ,
where x and y are axes on the plane of the sky oriented such that x is the direction in which the projection of the lor g dimensions of grains are aligned, and
in normal DG alignment the projection of B will be
along the y axis; in general the medium shows linear
dichroism and Ar(A) = r r (A) - Ty(A) ^ O. The polarized intensity of an unpolarized background source
will be

and the polarized fraction
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_ e -T v (A)

(2)

For small Ar(A)
p aij (A) ~ -Ar(A)/2.

(3)

Ar(A) may be written as /(A)r(A) where /(A) is only
a weak function of wavelength, so long as the band
- strength of any spectral feature is not large. Equation
3 then shows that the polarization produced in absorption is proportional to optical depth, has a spectrum similar to the extinction curve, is orthogonal to
the x axis and parallel to the projection of B in DG
alignment.
Emission from aligned grains at temperature T
_ give rise to a polarized intensity _^
._•_-'
P em (A) = Ar(A)B(A, T)dfi

(4)

The L,-'s are purely geometric depolarization factors which for spheroids must satisfy Lj=(I - L a )/2;
relations for various axial ratios may be found in
Martin (1978) [13]. Expressions also exist for crosssections of grains consisting of a central core with a
confocal mantle of different material (eg [12]). The
properties of shell like grains may also be explored
in this way and various techniques exist for approximating the dielectric function of porous or mixtures
of material (eg. [14]). In these ways the extinction
and polarization properties of a wide range of grain
models may be found.
3.3 Resonances
For illustrative purposes it is useful to consider
the grain material in the classical Lorentz model.
Then in the neighbourhood of a resonance (eg [15])

where B(A, T) is the Planck Junction.. The "polarization fraction
Pcm (A)

= Ar(A)/(rr(A) + r,(A))

p em (A)~- Pat ,(A)/r(A)

(6)

where r(A) is the extinction measured for non-aligned
grains. Here the polarization is independent of optical depth and is only weakly dependent on wavelength because of the relation between pat a (A) and
r(A); in DG alignment the polarization is normal to
B.
3.2 Grain cross sections and the dielectric function
Because polarization due to dichroic absorption
is certainly observed, grains in general must be nonspherical and probably irregular. However present
data and theory do not justify introducing more than
one extra degree of freedom in grain shape and so
they are approximated with spheroids with principal
semi-diameters a, b, c and b = c. It is also usual
to assume that, in the mid and far infrared at least,
grains are small compared with the wavelength and
we can use the Rayleigh limit where A » a, b to find
the grain cross-sections about the principal axes:
2irV

(i -

fTx

(9)

where / is a measure of the oscillator strength of
the resonance and F the damping constant; here x =
AO/A where AQ is the resonant wavelength. Typical
behaviour of €i and €2 is shown in Fig. 1 for two
different values of /.
In bulk material the absorption peaks at Ao, but
in small grains the situation is different because of
the effects of depolarization due to surface charges
induced on the grains. In small spheres, for instance,
L 0 =Lt= 1/3 and
C8 =

187I-V

it is clear that with the behaviour shown in Fig. 1 the
extinction must peak short of AQ. For non-spherical
grains the depolarization effects are different along
different axes and the cross sections then peak at different wavelengths to produce a polarization spectrum differing from the extinction curve. The situation is easy to see for disk like grains: here L 0 =I and
Li=Le=O. There is no depolarization along the long
axes and
peaking close to A0. The crost section for E vectors
along the short side of the disk is
C0 =

(7)

(eg Hong and Greenberg [11], Lee and Draine [12])
where i = a, b and e = Cj + je? is the complex dielectric function.
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In practise since Ar(A) is always small compared
with either rx(A) or ry(A), then
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and with the behaviour in Fig. 1 this peaks at
a shorter wavelength than does Cj. Usually C6 C0 > O is positive resulting in polarization due to
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Figure 1: Behaviour of the dielectric function near
a resonance. The dashed and solid curves differ in
band strength by a factor 5.

Figure 2: The variation of extinction and polarization
for the dielectric function of Fig. 1 and oblate grains
of axial ratio 2.

absorption being directed along the short axis. However if ej + e\ < 1, which is possible for strong resonances, then Cj - Ca < 1, and polarization reversal
occurs with the transmitted E vector along the long
grain axes.

Terrestrial rocks

Fig 2 shows the variation with wavelength of T,
Pal» and pem ~ pat,/r for the dielectric functions of
Fig. 1 and oblate grains with I/a = 2.
It turns out that the form of pat,/T or equivalently pem, which we will refer to as the specific
polarization, p', is determined mainly by the band
strength of a resonance in the grain material and is remarkably insensitive to grain shape or alignment [1O].
Generally the shape is "tilde" or ~ shape and the ratio
Pmor/Pmin is a measure of the band strength, defined here as C/V, the peak cross section per unit
volume. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between
Pmot/Pmin an<^ CAo/V. Observations of pem have an
advantage in that explicit knowledge of r is not required. Polarization reversal occurs when CAo/V >
25; for a resonance at 10 pm this corresponds to band
strengths greater than about 2.5 x W4 cm"1.

SDRA
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Figure 3: The relation between p'mol./p'mjn and band
strength (see text).
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These statements remain qualitatively true generally for oblate and prolate grains, and for real material resonances, with a displacement of the polarization maximum slightly longwards of the extinction maximum, while large bands strengths will give
rise to polarization reversal. Some ranges of baud
strengths for various silicate materials near 10 /im
are shown in Fig. 3.
So far we have been considering just the grain
cross sections refered to axes within the grains. To
obtain from them the optical depths T1 and Ty corresponding to a given degree of alignment we need
to evaluate the average cross sections of an ensemble
of grains projected on the plane of the sky. Suitable
relations for this may be found in [12] and [8]. While
these modifications do not introduce any changes uf
principle, they do ennable the degree of alignnur.'
and asphericity of grains to be related to the amouiii
of polarization and extinction observed.
4 COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Grain properties
So far polarization signatures corresponding to
extinction features at 3.08, 9.7 and 18.7/<m have been
observed. The latter two are the silicate O-Si-O
stretching and bending modes respectively while the
shortest wavelength feature is due to water ice. The
polarization features are displaced to a slightly longer
wavelength than their extinction counterparts, as is
expected from Mie theory for dichroic absorption,
and this observational fact rules out polarization by
the scattering mechanism suggested by Elsasser fc
Staude [16].
No other features have so far shown polarization in either emission or absorption. I am aware of
only one source which shows absorption attributed
to SiC [17] and this is unpolarized at the i% level.
There have been searches for polarization effects in
the unidentified infrared features [18] with null results. With the exception of the 3.08 fim ice feature and the silicate features, no polarization studies
have been made to my knowledge of any of the other
molecular cloud absorption features (see for example
the contribution by Roche at this Symposium). If
these arise from mantles on silicate grains they too
should be polarized and spectropolarimetric studies
would be of value in constraining their physics and
chemistry and possibly their distribution along the
line of sight. There is also a continuum component of
polarization which is prominent in the near infrared;
this has been attributed to graphite grains [19].
The silicate polarization absorption feature in
the 10 fim region is found to be very common in
heavily obscured sources; of a sample of ~ 25 so far
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Figure 4: Observed and model polarization spectra
of BN. (a) "astronomical silicate" and graphite cores
with various ice mantles, (b) as (a) but different silicates: amorphous olivine and enstatite (solid and
dots), irradiated olivine (dot-dash), and (c) bronzite.
See text and [24] for details
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studied, about 90% show polarizations in excess of
1% [2O]. Polarized emission from aligned grains has
also been seen in 7 out of 8 compact HII regions [2O].
Values of f'maf/p'min have been extracted for BN (a
Trapezium-like function of optical depth Tg.jpm =3.3
has been used to find p' [21]) [22] and the Galactic
Centre source IRSl [23] (here polarized emission is
observed thus determining p' directly) and are shown
plotted in Fig 3. These suggest band strengths of 7.3
± 0.9 x 103 cm-1 for BN and 13.5 ± 2.5 x 103 cm-1
for the warm grains in IRSl ; BN thus falls in the
range of amorphous silicates an;l the lower end of
the range for lunar rocks, while it may be that the
grains in emission in the Galactic Centre have larger
band strength.
To date the polarization of either the 3 fim ice
feature or the 20 fun silicate feature has been observed in only a few sources and it has been difficult
to obtain p/r curves because of the less well determined extinction curve at 20 fan and because in the
ice feature there is considerable extinction and polarization from other constituents.
Using the techniques outlined in section 3 it
becomes possible to compare the polarization and
extinction expected from a population of candidate
grains, given their properties such as the dielectric
functions of cores and mantles, shape, degree of alignment, and mantle volumes. Such a model for the
grains towards the BN object in the Orion Nebula
has been developed by Lee and Draine [12] to account
for the observed extinction and polarization out to
13 ftm in BN. These have been compared with more
recent observations extending to 22 /un in Aitken,
Smith and Roche [24]. Similarly Hough et al [25]
have modelled the ice band in Elias 16 in the Taurus
Dark Cloud to determine a limit for the proportion
of NHa in the icy mantles.
As an example some of the data for BN [24] are
shown in Fig. 4 and compared with the expected behaviour of various silicate materials. While there is
a rough agreement between the positions of observed
features and those of the candidate materials, in no
case is the detailed match to the profiles good. In
particular most materials fail to predict the large silicate polarization observed at 20 /un. The possible
range and physical state of silicate materials is large
and the likely candidates certainly not exhausted; for
instance enstatite and bronzite, both members of the
pyroxene family, show different amounts and positions of the 20 fan feature. It should also be noted
that BN has a strongly polarized ice absorption feature [26] and it may be that the large 20 /irn polarizations and other differences are due to mantle materials of complex ices and/or organics; adequate laboratory determinations of dielectric functions of various
dirty ices as well as silicates would be of value.

Using the dielectric function of Draine's "astronomical silicate" [27], oblate grains arc found to give
a better fit to the peak polarization than do prolate
grains. However such a claim cannot be made for the
other candidate materials in Fig. 4. It seems anyway
that grain shapes could be represented more reasonably by a distribution of axial ratios b/a about unity;
both prolate and oblate grains align to give the same
sign of polarization.
Because polarization depends on the difference
between two cross sections which themselves are dissimilar functions of the dielectric function, spectropolarimetry is an especially sensitive probe of the properties of grain materials, and it is important to establish to what extent there are variations in these
properties. For instance one source, AFGL 2591 [28],
which has an unexeptional 10 /on spectrum, shows
fine structure in its polarization which has been attributed to a more structured form of silicate resembling olivine, which may have been produced from
amorphous material in an annealing episode. Less
pronounced but similar features have also been observed in other sources. In AFGL 2591 too the 20
ftm feature is less prominent than in BN and more
closely resembles that expected from most candidate
silicates. Since its ice absorption feature appears to
be unpolarized [29] [30], and an annealing episode
would have removed ices, this may be supportive evidence that the large 20 /im polarization in BN is due
to icy mantles.
It is not yet clear to what extent the silicate polarization of BN or that of AFGL 2591 is more typical
of a "standard" molecular cloud signature, as bright
sources with polarization not less than a few % are
needed to yield adequate polarization spectra. So far
only ?z 8 such sources have been observed to the required accuracy and these appear to indicate a spread
of properties between these limits. It is much more
difficult to establish the form of the silicate polarization profile of the ISM [31] since to show measurable
infrared extinction sources must be at a considerable
distance and then need to be super-luminous to allow adequate spectropolarimetric observations. The
most promising source so far is the Galactic Centre
source IRS3, which at a distance of c: 8 fcpc suffers strong silicate absorption from a line of sight essentially free of molecular clouds. Unlike the other
prominent sources in SgrA, IRS3 is not intrinsically
polarized [23] but shares with them overlying absorptive polarization of 5%. To the accuracy of current
observations of this source it is consistent with the
polarization spectrum of BN.
There exist to date only four sources for which
spectroscopy and spectropolarimetry through both
the ice and silicate features exist. These are BN,
AFGL 2591, AFGL 2136 and Elias 29 [32] [20], all
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embedded molecular cloud sources. Even though
the ratio r,n/Tice is known to vary strongly from
source to source, and does so in this sample, the
ratio lP/~/ice
;p(r?"' should be constant even if the alignment varies along the line of sight provided only that
the volume ratio mantle/core remains the same and
there is a similar relationship between core and mantle shapes between the sources. In fact this ratio
varies widely which must indicate large variations in
the mantle/core ratio and the alignment along the
line of sight.
Far infrared polarization studies, at 100 and 350
/Jm using a balloon borne telescope [33] and the
Kuiper Airborne Observatory [34] [35] and also at
1300 /Jm [36] using the NRAO have been made of
a number of sources and in particular of Orion and
Mon R2. At these wavelengths optical depths are
small and the predomonant polarization mechanism
is emission from aligned grains. Polarizations are in
the range 1.5 - 3 % and as expected are roughly orthogonal to the mid infrared absorptive polarizations
observed in these two objects. At those wavelengths
polarization samples the cool grains enclosed by the
beam along the line of sight, and can yeild the fraction of components which are aligned [8].
Only one external galaxy, the Seyfert NGC 1068,
has been so far investigated spectropolarimetrically
from the optical through to 13 /an [37] [38], Its polarization has been attributed to scattering in the visible
and dichroic absorption and emission in the near and
mid infrared respectively. Other galaxy nuclei are
too faint for ground based spectropolarimetry in the
mid infrared but ISO has a broad band polarimetric
facility which should allow the study of many active
galaxy nuclei to test if their emission is thermal or
non-thermal.
The near ubiquitous appearance of polarization
over a wide range of wavelengths and in environments ranging from the interstellar medium through
dense molecular clouds to compact HII regions, and
a correspondingly wide range of grain temperatures,
requires that grains are very readily aligned, and
that probably in many cases the alignment may be
complete, or nearly so. In terms of the DG alignment mechanism this in turn implies that grains contain superparamagnetic inclusions and some process
causes them to spin suprathermally. If there is almost
complete alignment then the grains do not need to be
strongly aspheric; a small range of axial ratios about
unity will suffice to produce the observed polarization.
4.2 Magnetic field studies
Bipolar flows have turned out to be a common
phenomenon in early stages of star formation. They
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are usually attributed to the presence of a disk or
toroid close to the protostar which collimates its radiation and outflow. Studies of the polarization of
starlight over arc minute scales in the vicinity of the
flows often reveals a magnetic field parallel to the flow
direction [39], suggesting that magnetic fields play a
significant evolutionary role. Polarimetric studies at
K of a number of compact infrared sources associated
with CO bipolar flows [40] often show that the E vector is normal to the flow direction. The interpretation
of these results is somewhat ambiguous and has been
variously interpreted as due to scattering of the collimated radiation from the central source or due to
dichroic absorption by aligned grains along the line
of sight to the obscured central source. Observation
in the 10 /mi region [24] [28] [20] confirms the latter
interpretation in some of these sources. In that case
the polarization indicates a local magnetic field lying
in the plane of the disk and generally orthogonal to
the larger scale field in the flows. It seems that collapse along the field lines may have produced the disk
whose rotation then winds up its internal field into
the plane of the disk. That the disk angular momentum is orthogonal to the larger scale field direction
of the flow presumably reflects differential magnetic
braking. These remarkable results have bearing on
the details of cloud evolution, collapse and star formation, and urgently need confirmation by further
observation; this could well be a fruitful area of study
by ISO.
Polarized emission from warm dust grains has
been found to be common in compact HII regions
[2O]. Although the grains are warm (~ 250 K) and
infrared emission will tend to reduce their rotational
temperature [41] the ambient gas is hot (~ 104 K)
and provided it is dense enough Tro( > T,-n( [23].
Also, although it is unlikely that on such warm (~
250 K) grains hydrogen recombination will provide an
effective pin wheel mechanism, in an HII region there
will be a copious supply of nebular UV radiation and
it seems that a site specific photo-electric effect could
similarly raise the spin temperature above the internal temperature of the grains. Polarized emission
probes the fields within the ionized region and not
merely along the line of sight and again can give important insights into some of the details of cloud collapse.
Studies of the Galactic Centre [23] have revealed
strong polarized emission from many of the Infrared
sources within Sgr A. This is overlaid by interstellar
dichroic absorption, but spectropolarimetry ennables
the separation of the components. The strength of
the polarized emission indicates a stronger alignment
here that in any other source so far observed, and
presumably indicates a correspondingly large magnetic field. In the nr cthern arm of emission the di-
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rectum of the field aligns closely with the direction of
the arm [23] [42], and in the east-west bar with the
fine details of the radio continuum ditribut.ion [43].
The projected field direction is well determined but
its strength is more difficult to assess. If, as sseems
likely, the alignment is saturated in this region then
any estimate of field strength must in principle be
a lower limit. However, as we have seen in section
2, this lower limit is itself very poorly determined
because of the uncertainties involved in grain composition and rotational temperature. "Classical" DG
alignment requires ~ 10 mgauss, but this could be in
error by more than a factor 3. An indirect argument
which was first used by Chandrasekhar and Fermi
[44] to determine the Galactic magnetic field from
the observed polarization of starlight, and which does
not depend on the properties of grains, also suggests
a field strength ~ 10 mgauss. If the field strength is
indeed as strong as this it is on the verge of being
dynamically important in the Galactic Centre. Thus
it is not clear whether the field is merely a diagnostic
of events in this region or if in some way it plays an
active role. In the former case it would seem to support a model in which the northern arm is a filament
of material which has become detached from the ring
of molecular material surrounding SgrA. Hildebrand
and co-workers [45] have found far infrared polarization from this region, implying the presence of a
magnetic field and it seems that the organized field
in the northern arm could have been augmented and
aligned by tidal stretching.
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lines by Erlckson et al. (1989) give valuable new
information on the physical conditions and gas
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ABSTRACT
In this article I review the infrared and
millimetre-wave observations which suggest that
the gas-grain interaction is important in dense
clouds. This interaction results in the formation
of H O ice in clouds having relatively low
extinction. I argue that observations of the gas
in hot molecular cores enables one to study grain
surface processes since it appears very likely
that this hot gas is rich in material evaporated
from grains. The detection of large saturated
molecules, such as dimethyl ether and ethanol, in
such regions indicates that the surface chemistry
may be very complex. Finally I discuss briefly
how the unidentified infrared emission bands may
be affected by chemical processes.
Keywords:
interstellar
grains,
Interstellar
molecules, Surface Processes, Hot molecular- cores.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the increasing number of sensitive
high-resolution infrared observations has led to
the detection of several broad absorption features
from cold interstellar and circumstellar regions.
These features are thought to originate in the
molecular mantles, or 'ices', accreted onto cold
dust grains.
Such observations complement the
radio, millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelength
observations of the gas phase and offer the
opportunity to study not only the interaction and
the inter-relationship between the gas and the
dust but also the chemical and physical evolution
of such regions. In addition, if one can model
successfully
the gas-grain interaction, the
subsequent surface chemistry - if any - and the
removal of mantle material, it would enable one to
use the wealth of observational data on the
interstellar gas to obtain information on the
dust. Although this a daunting task, I shall show
in this review that it may be possible. It is
also worth noting that if grain processes are
important in interstellar clouds, they will have
significant consequences for the ability of the
clouds to cool via line radiation and, depending
on the grain charge, control the rate of ambipolar
diffusion, and hence the rate of star formation
in such regions.

England

In this review T shall describe recent attempts to
study the gas-grain interaction and surface
chemistry in interstellar clouds, although I shall
not discuss the formation of H , which is the one
grain process known to occur!
I shall first
describe the basic physics and give a brief
account of
the
observational data
before
discussing detailed models. I shall draw heavily
on two excellent reviews by Tielens and
Allamandola <1987a, 1987b), hereafter TAa and TAb
respectively.
2. ASTROPHYSICAL FUNDAMENTALS
In the following discussion, I shall concentrate
on cold (T - 10 K), dense (n > 10 cm I clouds
since it is in these regions that molecular
mantles, and hence infrared absorption features,
arise.
2.1 Gas-grain Collision Time
Assuming that the dust particles can be
represented as a uniform spherical population with
a unique radius a and number density n , , the
time-scale for the collision of any gas phase
particle with a dust grain is

where u Is^ the relative gas-grain velocity,
typically 10 cm s~
cold cloud. Since the
grain cross-section per unit volume, "a^n. can be
determined fairly accurately from observations and
models of interstellar extinction in diffuse
clouds (and presumably, by extenL,. in dense
clouds), one finds
t

ii <yr> - 3 1O9Ai(Cm"31.

The small grains responsible for the ultraviolet
extinction provide most of the surface area so
that this collision time could be perhaps an order
of magnitude larger if this component is absent.
Even so, one notes that t
coll
cl' the typical
cloud lifetime, and, in particular, t ., <> t.
•.„,.
coll
ff
~10 //n yr, the free-fall time, for n > 1000 cm""".
Thus gas phase species collide frequently with
dust grains during a cloud lifetime. Whether or
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not such collisions lead to the retention of the
species on the grain surface depends on the
sticking coefficient.
2.2 Sticking Coefficients
The sticking coefficient, S , is defined as the
i" <»ntior of collisions which lead to a particle,
X, -<_";. ining on the surface- and calculations, for
a -«..:>'«
of systems, have been performed by
Hni'.pnb;; i
and
Salpeter
(1970), Burke
and
Hollor.-ooh (1983), and Leitch-Devlin and Williams
(198S). A gas phase species will stick if (i) the
magnitude of its thermal energy is comparable to
its absorption energy on the surface and (ii) it
can transfer its excess kinetic energy to the
surface atoms (TAb) . S is a function of gas and
grain
temperatures
as
well
as
the
dust
composition. For atomic hydrogen, SH ~ 1 at 100 K
but only ~ 0.3 if the grain is at 10 K and covered
by a mantle of pure water ice.
The sticking
coefficient for heavier species is - 1 at low
temperatures but may be zero for some species,
e.g. helium, or for ions depending on the grain
charge. The sticking time, tst<x'> for a species
X can be defined as

and is much less than the lifetime of a dense
cloud. Three questions arise: (1) How long do
such species remain on the grain? (2) What type of
chemistry, if any, occurs while they are on the
grains? and (3) What mechanisms work to return
species to the gas? or equivalently (3A) Why do we
observe gas phase molecules in cold dense clouds?
2.3 Residence Time
Consider a species X which is bound to the surface
of a dust grain of temperature T,,
, with binding
energy E. .

If X has a vibrational

normal to the surface, u

frequency

then the residence

time, t (X), is defined as
<x> = »

and is, as a result, very sensitive to both E. and
T

d'

In this definition, tr(X) measures the

time-scale for thermal desorption although this
may not always be the relevant quantity (see
section 2.5). For X = O, C and N, tr<X) > tcl for
Td = 10 K (TAb).

Such long residence times offer

the possibility that absorbed species may be able
to interact chemically. To do so effectively,
however, at least one of the reactants must be
mobile on a time-scale short compared to t (X) or

2.4 Migration Time
If species X has a vibrational frequency parallel
to the surface, u , and a. barrier against
diffusion,

d

then the time taken to

diffuse

thermally to a neighbouring site, called
migration time, tm(X) is (TAb)
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the

t (X) = U
m
px

exp (E,/kT,).
d d

In addition to thermal diffusion, light particles,
such as H and D atoms, can quantum tunnel through
surface barriers on a time-scale of - 10
independent of the grain temperature. TAb show
that, for X = O, C, N, t (X) - 10 s at 10 K.
Indeed

for any

realistic

Td, tJX/

< tr(X)

indicating that reactive atoms will be able to
migrate over the surface and find reactive
partners.
Since H-atoms scan the surface many
orders of magnitude faster than heavier particles,
the detailed surface chemistry depends sensitively
on the availablility of H-atoms, a point to which
I return in section 5.3.
2.5 E.iection Mechanisms
If mantle material is not returned to the gas
phase, then any cloud much older than tgt years
should contain no heavy atoms or neutral molecules
j_ i L _
,t
Q111J
t
in the gas. „
For n ~> inlO'cm-3 , 4.t . <
ejection by a mechanism or mechanisms more
efficient
than thermal desorption
must be
occuring. Note that ejection may occur before the
absorbed
species
has undergone a chemical
reaction.
In addition to thermal desorption a
variety of processes may occur: ( 1 ) direct
photodesorption, important in diffuse clouds (Z)
thermal spiking through the absorption of UV
photons by small grains in diffuse clouds (3)
coamic-ray
heating
in
dense
clouds,
(4)
grain-grain collisions, important in turbulent
regions and post-shock gas, (5) thermal heating by
a localised source, such as a nearby star, and (6)
the energy released by molecule formation on the
grain surface.
For our purposes we are only
interested in those mechanisms which operate in
cold dense clouds, such as Bok globules and Lynds
clouds of opacity class 6.
An interesting
observational result is that molecules, and in
particular OQ, have been found in all dark clouds
which have been selected optically (see Myers,
Linke and Benson 1983, Myers and Benson 1983,
Fuller and Myers 1987), but that not all of these
clouds have embedded IRAS sources (Beichman et al.
1986, Parker 1988). In quiescent clouds, cosmic
rays and molecule formation appear to be the only
feasible ways of removing mantles (Léger, Jura and
Omont 1985 ).
The interaction of a massive
cosmic-ray particle with a mantle results in a
tube of material in the grain being heated to ~
1000 K. The resulting hot dense plasma may be
able to form new molecules so that the material
ejected from the grain may not have the same
composition as that stored in the mantle.
3. ASTRONOMICAL FUNDAMENTALS
In this section I review, rather briefly, the
infrared and radio observations which give
information on the composition of grain mantles.
More detailed reviews are give by Irvine and
Knacke (1988) and Walmsley (1989).
3.1

Infrared Spectroscopy

Table 1 lists a number of infrared absorption
bands detected in astronomical spectra (though not
the lOffln and ZOfm 'silicate' bands) together with
tentative identifications and absorbance A (cm per
molecule). These data have been compiled from TAa
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and Whittet (1988). For an absorption band the
absorbance can be converted into a column density
of absorbing material via the relationship

3.2 Millimetre Wave Snectroscopy

TABLE 1

In 1978 Sweitzer pointed out that the hot gas in
Orion contained a large fractional abundance of
NH and suggested that this was the result of the

NEAR INFRARED ABSORPTION BANDS
DUE TO MOLECULAR ICES

evaporation of icy grain mantles. In recent years
a number of such 'hot cores' have been detected.
They are hot (T -100-200 K)1 dense In(H2)
10

Material

3.08

H2O

3.3-3.5

C-H

3.53

CH3OH

3.9

H2S

4.62

OCN"

.'..67

CO

4.9

X-S

Refs

cm"3) and small (M < 10 M ) and occur in regions

16

2 Kf
1B

1

of active star formation. They are characterised
by large fractional abundances of, in the main,
saturated molecules, such as NH^, (Mauersberger

io-

1

et al. 1985, 1986, Henkel et al. 1987) H2O (Jacq

5 IQ-18

2

et al. 1988) and CH3OH (Menten et al. 1986). In

3

addition, there is a surprisingly large degree of
deuterium
fractionation
as
evidenced
from
observations of HDO (Olofsson 1984, Moore et. al.
1986, Henkel et al. 1987, Plambeck and Wright
1987), NH3U (Walmsley et al. 1987) and CH3OD

Absorbence
cm/molecule )

7 10
11-2)10"

5,6

3
8 10

6.0

4
R

SiH

6.85

111

1

CH3OH

1

NH/

7

Refs: (I) Tielens and Allamandola 1987a, (2) Baas
et al. 1988, (3) Geballe et al. 1985, (4) Grim and
Greenberg 1987, (5) Sandford et al. 1988, (6)
Schmitt et al. 1989, (7) Grim et al. 1988, (8)
Nuth and Moore 1988.

N = r uu]/2 /A
T
is the optical depth at maximum
max
is the FWHM in units of cm .
absorption and
Since experimental determinations of A show that
it is sensitive to the nature and the thermal
history of the matrix in which the absorber is
present, accurate estimates for N are difficult to
obtain (Schmitt, Grim and Greenberg 1988, Schmitt,
Greenberg and Grim 1989).
Nonetheless, it is
clear that the mantle
composition
varies
considerably in different sight-lines.
For
example, toward W33A, the composition has an
abundance ratio of H2O:CH3OH:CO - 1:0.07:0.02,

where

while toward Mon R2-IHS2, the ratio is -1:3:0.2
(TAa, Baas et al. 1988).
Clearly fairly
sophisticated models of surface processes will be
required to explain such variations.
A further
constraint on models comes form the observation of
infrared lines from gas phase 00. Mitchell, Allen
and Maillard (1988) have determined N(CO,gas) =
2.6 10
cm" toward W33A, compared to N(CO,
mantle) = 7.4 10
cm
(Lacy et al. 1984,
Sandford et al. 1988), giving a solid/gas
abundance ratio of - 0.03.
In this source the
amount of H O on grains is approximately equal to
the gas phase column density of CO.
It is
difficult to envisage a scenario in which this
amount of H2O has been formed in the gas and then
frozen onto the grains since both models and
observations of dense clouds suggest that H O/CO <
1 in the gas phase at all times (Millar, Leung and
Herbst 1987).

(Mauersberger et al. 1988).
The degree of
fractionation indicates that it cannot have
occured in a hot gas but rather in a previous,
cooler phase either in the gas or nu grains, or
some combination of the two.
Finally many complex species are observed in hot
cores (see Blake et al. 1987 for a review of the
Orion Hot Core observations).
Their common
characteristic
is
that.
they
are
highly
hydrogenated in comparison to the molecules
detected in cold dark clouds such as TMC-1. Table
2 presents a comparison of the typical abundances
of various species in hot cores with those in
TMC-I.
Detailed chemical models aimed at
understanding hot core abundances are discussed in
section 5. The role of grain surface reactions is
central to these models. If correct, they imply
that information on cold grain mantles can be
obtained from observations of hot gas and offer a
complementary approach to that given by infrared
spectroscopy of solid-state absorption bands.
4.MANTLE FORMATION IN THE TAURUS CLOUD
Whittet et al. (1983, 1988) have detected the 3.1m
ice band in lines of sight through the Taurus
Molecular Cloud which have A S 3.3 magnitudes.
Although, in general, it is difficult to obtain
information on the gas properties in lines of
sight in which infrared ice bands are detected,
the star HD 29647, which lies close to TMC-I, has
a weak ice band (Goebel 1983, Whittet et al. 1988)
and has been well studied at other wavelengths, in
particular, its ultraviolet extinction curve and
elemental depletions have been determined (Snow
and Seab 1980), while observations of lines in the
optical and millimetre ranges, including molecular
transitions, have been used to infer physical
parameters such as density, temperature and the
degree of ionization (Crutcher 1985). He derived
n(H2) ~ 800 cm
and T = 10 K, while the
observations of the ice band imply a fractional
abundance of frozen H2O of - 10 (Whittet et al.
1988). Nercessian, Benayoun and Viala (1988) have
presented a detailed chemical model of the
molecular cloud in front of HD 29647.
Their
calculation ignores the possibility of accretion
on to grains and finds a fractional abundance of
gas phase H2O to be - 3 10
(their model 4). It
is clear that even if all the H2O produced in the
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gas is frozen onto grains, it is not sufficient to
account for the observed ice band.
Jones and
Williams (1984) had previously noted this point
and argued that H2O formation must occur by grain
surface reactions and suggested that collisions of
both O and OH with the grain would lead to H2O.
An interesting point to note is that in order to
reproduce the required abundance of H2O in the
mantle, Jones and Williams
(1984) had to
postulate that a significant fraction of HjO was
not removed from the grain upon its formation,
indicating that the energy released by molecular
formation is not sufficient to desorb mantles
efficiently.
The detection of ice band features in stars such
as HD 29647 and Elias 17 Hhich have AV < 4
magnitudes , is one of the strongest indicators
that grain surface reactions c>an be important even
in moderately dense clouds.
5.MOLECULE FORMATION ON GRAIN SURFACES
In this section I shall outline briefly the types
of reaction which are thought to be important on
grain surfaces. As mentioned in section 3.2, hot
molecular cores are thought to contain gas which
has been released from the evaporation of grain
mantles. I shall tnerefore use the observations
of such regions to infer details of the types of
process occuring on the grains.
5.1

Hydrogénation

If atomic hydrogen is an abundant constituent of
an interstellar cloud and has a fractional
abundance of > 10 , then its collision rate and
mobility on the grain surface are large enough to
ensure that H atoms dominate the surface
chemistry.
In addition tc forming H 1 atomic
hydrogen will convert accretïd atoms and radicals
to saturated molecules, for example, O -» H2O, N ->
LS.

It is not clear whether such

hydrogénation reactions dominate for all accreted
species. The sequence CD-* H OO -» CH OH could
convert CO via formaldehyde to methanol upon
successive additions of H-atoms, but may posess an
energy barrier at some stage. We note that the
large abundance of CH OH detected in hot cores
(Menten et al. 1986) and in the grain mantle (Baas
et al. 1988) implies that even if only IX of the
accreted CO was processed to CH3OH, this would be
sufficient to account for the observed abundances.
Brown, Charnley and Millar (1988) have followed
the hydrogénation process numerically in a
calculation in which accretion occurs in a cold
gas cloud undergoing gravitational collapse, from
an initial density of n(Hz) = 1500 cm . They
assume that this collapse phase ends once n(H ) =
10 cm possibly due to the formation of a nearby
star. At this density the grains have accreted
all possible species and have mantles composed of
H O (62%), NH (15X), CH (15%) and CO(SX). Unlike
t

3

4

the simple ices, which are formed from the
hydrogénation of atoms on the grain, the CO is
accreted directly from the gas. At this point the
fractional abundance of H O frozen on the grain is

126

-' 2 10" . Brown et al. assume that the presence
of the star heats the dust, thus liberating
mantles and loading grain-processed material into
what is now a hot core. The abundances of H2O and
NH

are calculated to be roughly an order

of

magnitude
larger
than
those derived
from
observations (Jacq et al. 1988, Henkel et al.
1987). The calculated values can be reduced if
either (i) lower elemental abundances are used,
(ii)
more chemical processing occurs before
accretion takes effect; a collapse on a time-scale
greater than that of free-fall might have such an
effect, or (iii) a surface chemistry more complex
than hydrogénation is occuring.
5.2 Deuteration
Tielens (1983) first considered the possiblity of
reactions involving deuterium atoms on the grain
surface.
Unfortunately,
he
considérée?.
steady-state scenario which is inappropriate giw...
the time-dependent nature of the
accretion
process.
Nonetheless this work showed that
deuteration could be significant.
Brown and Millar (1989) have extended the hot core
model of Brown et al. (1988) to include the
chemistry of deuterium both in the gas and on the
grains. Deuterated molecules detected in the hot
cores include HDO,
and CH3OD with typical
abundance ratios relative to their non-deuterated
analogues of ~ 3 10
or larger. These ratios,
and indeed the A- to E- torsional state abundance
ratio in CH3OH (Menten et al. 1988), are not
consistent with molecule formation at 100-200 K,
but rather at 25-30 K. While it is possible that
some fraction of the deuterated molecules may have
been formed in cold gas and preserved on grains
before injection into a hot core region, some
chemistry involving deuterium must have taken
place on the grains. The justification for this
statement is straightforward.
Walmsley et al.
(1987) have deduced a fractional abundance of ~ 5
10
for NH2D in the Orion Hot Core.
If this abundance was the result of a gas phase
scheme in cold gas, it would imply a ratio of
~ 0.1 - 0.5 in such material. This ratio
is very large, particularly since NH2D has not
been detected in TMC-I, and in dark clouds in
which it has been detected, the fractional
abundance of NH D is - 10 - 10
(Olberg et al.
1985).

Thus the NH2D seen in hot cores must have

formed in grain surface reactions.
Brown and
Millar's (1989) detailed calculation show that two
types of surface reaction contribute to the
formation
of
a
deuterium-bearing
molecule.
Firstly,
the hydrogénation
of a
accreted
deuterium-bearing radical, and secondly, the
deuteration, via reactions with atomic deuterium,
of accreted radicals which do not
contain
deuterium.
Brown and Millar (1989) find
reasonable agreement between their calculated
NH2DXNH3 and HDOXH2O ratios and those observed in
the Orion Hot Core, givinj' further support to the
proposal that hot core abundances are determined
by the evaporation of grain mantles. Note that a
similar argument can be applied to HDO which has a
fractional abundance ~10
in the Orion Hot Core
(Henkel et al. 1987).
This abundance is far
larger than that possible using purely gas phase
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mechanisms in cold gas (Millar, Bennett and Herbst
1989), particularly since it now appears that only
ij
the ""
with
small fraction of
" "-"3° reaction •--"•
electrons produces
(Smith and Adams 1989,
private communication). However since the H O
abundance in dark clouds has not been determined
observationally it is not clear whether the
theoretical estimates for its abundance should be
taken at face value. In the (unlikely) event that
gas phase processes could produce a H O fractional
abundance > 10~ in a cold cloud, then a HDO
abundance of -• 10
could be obtained using
standard gas phase deuteration mechanisms (Millar
et al. 1989).
5.3
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5.4 Ionic Reactions
In the discussion so far, I have described
molecule formation through neutral reactions but
it appears possible that reactions involving ions
can also contribute. Grim and Greenberg (1987),
on the basis of laboratory experiments, identified
the 4.62 Im absorption band observed in W33A and
NGC 7538-IRS9 (Lacy et al. 1984), as due to OCN~
ions with a column density relative to H2O ice of
~ IX. Grim, Greenberg and Schutte (1988) have
subsequently identified the 6.85 (Jm band as due to
NH , Previously, this band was thought to be due
to CH3OH with a column density relative to H2O of
-50% (Tielens et al. 1984). However the detection
of the 3.53 (im absorption band of CH3OH limits its
contribution to the 6.85 fm band to, at most, 10%

A number of complex molecules have been detected
in hot cores, including dimethyl ether, CH OCH ,
and its isomer ethanol, CH3CH2OH (Millar et al.
1988), and methyl formate, HCXXXSI3, vinyl cyanide,
CH2CHCN, and ethyl cyanide, CH3CH2CN (Blake et al.
1987 î , although not ail molecules are detected in
the same regions. Fractional abundances derived
are often orders of magnitude larger than those
calculated using postulated chemical pathways,
normally involving radiative association, to these
large molecules (Millar et al. 1988). Blake et
al. (1987) proposed that such regions contained
large fractions of injected H O which underwent
radiative association with CH3+ to produce
methanol, and hence larger species.
However
calculations by Herbst, Millar and Charnley (1989)
indicate that Blake et al.
overestimated
abundances by at least two orders of magnitude.
Thus it appears that current gas phase schemes
cannot account for the enhanced abundances of
these large molecules. The abundances of CH OH
and CH3CN1 for example, is enhanced in hot cores
over those in cold clouds indicating that cold gas
phase chemistry is not responsible for their
abundance enhancements.
Indeed the fractional
abundance of CH3OD in the Orion Hot Core
(Mauersberger et al. 1988) is larger than the
CH3OH abundance in TOC-I (Friberg et al. 1988.)
Once more it appears that surface reactions may be
dominant.
Brown (1989) has discussed grain
surface formation of complex molecules and has
argued that the parameter which determines the
degree of chemical processing is the fractional
abundance _o)f atomic hydrogen. If this is large,
ie. > 10 , then every atom of C, N, O, and
radicals accreted onto the dust will be
hydrogenated rapidly and the mantle will consist
primarily of simple ices. On the other hand, if
it is small then hydrogénation is inefficient and
even the slow diffusion of atoms and radicals over
the surface can build up backbones of heavy atoms.
For some intermediate values, these backbones can
be hydrogenated over a long time-scale. Much work
needs to be done on this suggestion, particularly
in accurate estimations of the mobilities of heavy
particles and of the competing reactions possible
for any particular surface species.

(Baas et aj.. 1988). If the bulk of this band is
due to NH , ionic reactions might be important in
determining the composition of grain mantles.
6. EMISSION FEATURES
The set of "unidentified infrared" (UIR) emission
bands has been tentatively identified with
polyayclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules
(Léger and Puget 1984, Allamandola et al. 1987).
The strengths of the bands, although in general
well correlated, do show variations whirfi may be
due to chemical effects, particularly since the
PAHs exist in hot, ionised environments.
The
particles
may
either
grow,
through
the
incorporation of carbon, or be destroyed, perhaps
in reaction with atomic oxygen.
Brown et al.
(1989) have modelled the chemical evolution of PAH
particles as well as mantles of hydrogenated
amorphous carbon (HAC) due to a low velocity shock
impinging on a diffuse nloud. The HAC mantles are
assumed to liberate carbon in atomic form and as
PAHs in the shock, and this material is assumed to
react with C , C and O.
The efficiency, EQ,
adopted for atomic oxygen reactions is critical
since such reactions destroy the PAHs. If E =
10~ , the PAHs grow in size and eventually
re-accrete (as HAC) on to the grain cores in - 10
yr post-shock.
For EO > 0.1, the PAHs are
destroyed in - 3 10 yr. The authors suggest that
for reasonable values of parameters in their model,
PAHs can be regarded as a transient population in
diffuse clouds. An extension of their model to the
study of PAHs in HII regions would be interesting
and would enable a more detailed comparison with
observations to be made, given that there is no
direct observational evidence, i.e. the presence of
UIR bands, for PAHs in the diffuse clouds modelled
by Brown et al. (1989).
7. CONCLUSIONS
I have argued that, in general terms, the
composition of interstellar grain mantles as
deduced from infrared spectroscopy can be
reasonably well understood from a consideration of
the material accreted on to the interstellar dust
and subsequent simple surface reactions. Further,
it appears that observations of interstellar
molecules in hot molecular cores offers a new and
powerful tool for investigating surface reactions
and composition of grain mantles, since the
evaporation of such mantles is thought to
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determine the gas phase composition of such
regions. Models of the surface chemistry which
include hydrogénation and deuteration can account
for the presence of many of the simple molecules
in hot cores; the presence of large molecules
indicates that the surface chemistry is likely to
be extremely complex and will present a
significant challenge to theorists
and experimentalists.
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INTRODUCTION
Far-ultraviolet radiation (FUV: 912S \s2000
À) longward of the Lyman edge of hydrogen dissociates most molecules and ionize a number of
abundant atoms, such as carbon, silicon, sulfur
and iron. Wherever neutral gas clouds are exposed
to FUV radiation there are thus zones where most
of the gas is in atomic or partially ionized
form. Such "photodissociation regions" (PDR) are
common in many different astrophysical environments. Typical examples are interfaces between
HlI regions and molecular clouds, dense circumstellar envelopes around newly formed, massive
stars, neutral shells around planetary nebulae,
interstellar gas near the nuclei of galaxies, and
the diffuse interstellar medium. In the last
decade it has become increasingly clear that photodissociation regions are copious emitters of
infrared,
millimeter
and submillimeter line
radiation. Detailed multiwavelength studies of
such regions are now possible and reveal valuable
information on the physical parameters of interstellar gas clouds and on the character of the UV
radiation exciting them.
The present review begins with some basic
considerations and a few highlights of early
observations highlights of early observations and
their interpretation. This is followed by a discussion of current observations of PDR's, mostly
of molecular clouds illuminated by nearby hot
stars as a great deal of recent progress has been
reported there. The results of these observations
illucidate the physical processes also in other
environments. A brief overview of present theoretical models comes next, followed by a description of some of the outstanding puzzles. A summary and outlook form the conclusion. For other
reviews on the subject I refer the reader to
Phillips
(1982),
Harwit
(1984),
Watson
(1984,1985), Genzel and Stacey (1985), Tielens
and Hoilenbach (1985a,b) , Crawford et al. (1985) ,
Stacey
(1985),
Sternberg (1986), Hollenbach
(1989), Keene (1989) and Sternberg and Dalgarno
(1989).

1. SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND EARLY
OBSERVATIONS
theie are several reasons why phocodissociation regions are widespread and emit intense
infrared line radiation. First, the penetration
depth of FUV radiation into neutral clouds is
relatively large. Naively one might expect the
penetration depth of carbon ionizing photons
(AS1102 A), for example, to be about hundred
times larger than that of hydrogen ionizing photons and most interstellar matter to be in C+
regions. This would be true if the size of C+
regions, like HlI regions, were determined by the
ionization-recombination equilibrium of carbon.
The ratio of C+ to HII Strômgren radii would then
be approximately the hydrogen to carbon abundance
ratio (3x10^) to the two third power, that is,
about 102. This consideration, however, neglects
absorption of FUV radiation by dust grains.
Werner (1970) showed that dust grains in fact
control the penetration depth of UV photons in
neutral clouds. The thickness of a C+ region is
given by a dust UV absorption optical depth Tyv
of a few, or
0

PDR

=a few - N D (H)-6xl0 21 cm" 2 .

This corresponding hydrogen column density
N 0 (H) in the C+ region around an O star is
typically larger than the column density of
hydrogen nuclei in the HII region. Furthermore,
early B stars emit a few 10^" photons s~^ in the
912 to 2000 À waveband which is only a factor of
2 to 4 less than O stars. In contrast to HII
regions, therefore,
the spatial distribution and
extent of C+/photodissociation regions in galaxies are determined by the much more numerous B
star population.
The main reason why photodissociation regions
are such efficient emitters of infrared line
radiation is that photoelectric heating and UV
pumping of H2 molecules can efficiently heat gas
in dense clouds to several hundred K (e.g. Tielens and Hollenbach 1985a,b, Sternberg and Dalgarno 1989, see section 3). In this environment
the gas cooling is dominated by the far-infrared
fine structure lines of abundant atoms and ions
and by infrared and submillimeter lines of the
molecules CO and H 2 .
The first obse "vational evidence for neutral
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atomic and partially ionized gas at the interfaces between HII regions and surrounding neutral
clouds came from observations of optical lines of
neutral carbon and oxygen (e.g. Hippelein and
Munch 1978, Munch and Hippelein 1982, Munch and
Taylor 1971) , and from radio observations of carbon recombination lines (e.g. Pankonin, Thomasson
and Barsuhn 1977). A few years after the detection of the carbon recombination lines! (Palmer et
al. 1967), the consensus of the observers was that
the line emission comes from moderately dense
(ne= a few cm"-* or n^= 103 to 10* cm"3 ), warm
^Tkir;=SO ^° lu" K) gas~ associated with molecular
material just outside the HÏI - regions (Dupree
1974, Balick, Gammon and Hjellming 1974, Zuckerman and Ball 1974, Hoang-Binh~and Walmsley 1974,
Jaffe and Pankonin 197S). Cesarsky (1982) interpreted the optical CI emission in Orion observed"
by Hippelein and Munch (1978) to come from the
same region that emits the radio recombination
lines. Carbon recombination line emission was
also detected in the p Oph dark cloud (Brown anf
Knapp 1974). . Brown et al (1974) found the emission region in p Oph to be extended over about 1°
(2 to 3 PC) a?f proposed that the emission comes
from C+ regions around embedded B stars.
Pottasch et al. (1989) analyzed IUE aSTCopernicus data of the -10371md.l335 -A lines of :C11
toward 8 :OB stars. -They : found_ that _i the Cheating
rate necessary to account for the observed ^Pj /2
CII column densities is remarkably high in all
the diffuse clouds available to their study
(=10"" ergs"1, per H- atom) . Pottasch et al.
concluded that only photoelectric heating by the
interstellar radiation field comes even close to
explaining the data. Their analysis also indicate
that the pressure of the diffuse medium in the
solar neighborhood is at least 4000 K cm"3.
An important milestone was the detection in
1?79 of intense far- infrared line emission near
158pm due to the ?3^2 pl/2 fine structure
transition of singly ionized carbon toward the
Orion A HII region by the Cornell group (Russell
et al. 1980). One year later, the same group
found the even more astonishing fact that the
[CII] emission in the star forming region M17
extends over at least 20'(12pc) away from the
central OB cluster (Russell et al. 1981). This
extent is much larger than that of the HII region
or of the carbon radio recombination line zone in
M17. As in Orion A, the ionized carbon emission
was found to be remarkably bright (a few 10"3 erg
s"1 cm"z sr"1 per 6' beam).
In order to appreciate the significance of
the finding of Russell and coworkèrs , i t is
informative to briefly recall the theoretical
expectations at that time. In 1972, Dalgarno and
McCray had concluded that the 158(im [CII] fine
structure line structure line is the most importpnt cooling line for atomic hydrogen gas. HI
regions are commonly separated into a denser,,
cloud component
K, n(HI)=30 cm"3) and a
more diffuse, intercloud component (Ti,- =103 K,
3
n(HI)=0. 1 cm" ). HI gas was also known to be
widespread in large envelopes surrounding star
forming regions such as Ml/. It appeared obvious,
therefore, for Russell et al. (1981) to attempt to
identify the "giant [CII] halo" of M17 with such
an atomic hydrogen envelope .
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For optically thin emission and collisional
excitation the integrated intensity of the 158jim
[CII] line can be expressed as
N(C+) exp(-91K/T) «
1

1 1 + 2 exp(-91K/T) + (ncrit/nH) I "
[erg
+

2

"1 cm"2 Sr-1J.

:

N(C ) [cm" ] is T:he~~column density of C+
ions , T [K] is the kinetic temperature and for
collisions-with atomic or molecular hydrogen, the
critical density
of
the 2^3/2
state
is
ncri£=3x!03 cm.
In the case of subthermal
n
n
tne
excitation ( H^ crit^ '
above equation can be
turned around to estimate the hydrogen volume
density in the C+ region if the column density Ls
known. For T=IOO K and if all carbon is in form
of C+ ([C+]/[H]=3xlO"4), one then finds - •r

'H " (1[CU]/1-3*10"7^) • N2-J. [bm-3J.

"- Setting the atomic hydrogen column density in
units of 1021 cm"2 N^1 equal to the atomic
hydrogen column density derived from 21 cm observations, Russell et al. (1981) then deduced that the- hydrogen volume density in the [CII]_halo of
M17 had to be at least 2xl03 cm"3. A comparison"
with the parameters for the HI medium immediately
shows ,the -dilemma . The volume density even of the
cloudy HI component is at least tws orders of
magnitude too low to account for Russell et al. 's
[CII] data.

2. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT OBSERVATIONS OF
PHOTODISSOCIATION REGIONS
2.1 [CIII Emission Comes Predominantly From
Molecular Gas
One interpretation of the M17 [CII] data
already considered by Russell et al.(1981) is
that the far-infrared [CII] fine structure line
emission comes not only from atomic, but also
from molecular gas. While that conclusion is not
the only possible one for a special region, like
M17, observations of the [CII] line in many
regions made since 1980 definitely show that HI
clouds can only account 5or a small fraction of
the [CII] radiation. Most *.•-." the line radiation
comes from dfeiise. warm photodlssoclatlon regions
associated with molecular clouds. This will be
discussed in more detail in the following.
Fig.l is a plot of [CII] intensities as a
function, of atomic hydrogen column densities
derived from 21 era data, for the nuclear regions
of more than a dozen external galaxies, together
with three representative galactic sources (Crawford 6t al. 1985, Stacey et al.!989a). Thin lines
of angle 45° mark different densities.
The
interpretation of Fig.l is obvious and supports
and generalizes the interpretation of the M17
[CII] halo. The [CIl] emission observed so far in
galaxies cannot come from atomic hydrogen gas, as
the atomic interstellar medium by far does not
have sufficient volume and column densities. The
reverse is not true. A sizable fraction of the
atomic hydrogen column density in some regions
may actually originate in dense FDR's (Eckart et
al.1989, Stacey et a!.1989a).
A corresponding plot of [CII] intensities as
a function of molecular column densities (as
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2.2 Line Emission and Physical Conditions in
PDR's
Photodissociation regions emit a rich spectrum of infrared, submillimeter and millimeter
lines. A list of the wavelengths, A-coefficients,
critical densities etc. of many of the lines
observed from photodissociation regions is contained in APPENDIX A. As an example, Fig.2 shows
the observed spectrum in a 1' beam toward the PDR
associated with the Orion A HII region. Note that
lines coming from the HII region itself have not
been plotted. In addition to the 158pm [CII]
line, there are remarkably bright 63(M [01] and
34pm [SiII] fine structure lines (Helnick et
al.1979, Berner et al.1984, Haas, Hollenbach and
Erickson 1986), visible and submillimeter lines
of atomic carbon (Hunch and Hippelein 1982, Phillips et al. 1980, Jaffo et al. 1985, Zmuidzinas et
al. 1988) and emission from ro-vibrational transitions of molecular hydrogen, and from rotational transitions of CO. Some of the 63pm [01]
and 35pm- [SiII] emission in Orion (and in other
regions) comes from high velocity, shocked gas
anc. not from PDR's ( Werner et al. 1984, Haas et
al.'1986, Crawford_et al". 1986).
Observable 2pm
H2 smission , from UV illuminated clouds as the
result of fluorescence following absorption of UV
photons had been predicted by Black and Dalgârho
(1176) . An in depth discussion of the molecular
hydrogen emission from PDR's is given by Sternberg elsewhere in this volume. The intense submiilimeter [CI] and CO lines are unexpected and
will be discussed separately below (section 4) .

,-3
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- 10"

10,-5

10"'

1020

10 21
1022
ATOMIC HYDROGEN COLUMN
DENSITY [cm-2]

Fig. 1:
Integrated 158pm [CII] intensity (I'
beam) as a function of atomic hydroger. column
density, derived from 21cm HI measurements. Black
dots mark the gas rich galaxies investigated by
Stacey et al.(1989a). Triangles represent three
representative, bright galactic HII
regions.
Lines of slope 45° mark different HI volume
densities. The locations of HI clouds (nH=30
cm" , TjJ1n=IOO K) and of the HI intercloud medium
are also indicated.
derived from CO J-l->0 data) shows that the molecular interstellar medium can in fact account for
the [CII] data, as long as about 5 to 30% of the
molecular
column density and mass in these
regions is in C+ regions. The physical association between photodissociation regions and molecular clouds is further strengthened by studies of
the spatial distribution tn a number of regions.
First, there is a general correlation between the
distributions of [CII] and CO 1-.0 in about the
half a dozen of galaxies that has been mapped so
far (Crawford et al.1985, Lugten et al.1986, Stacey et a!.1989a, Stacey, this volume). Second,
the galactic scale heights of [CII] and CO emission in our Galaxy are very similar (0.5 to 0.8°,
Stacey et al.1985, Shibai et al.1989). Finally,
detailed mapping of [CII] (and [0I]) emission in
a number of galactic sources, ranging from star
forming regions to the galactic center, clearly
demonstrates that [CII]/[OI] emission regions are
located at the surfaces of molecular clouds. A
few specific cases are discussed in more detail
below and a reference list to the observations is
contained in APPENDIX B.

The intense emission from neutral oxygen at
63pm is very significant and informative. Approximately 0.3% of the entire continuum and line
emission from the Orion PDR (and even higher in
other regions) emerges in that line alone. It
follows that the gas heating mechanism mist, be
quite efficent in order to channel up to 1% of
t-he far-infrared luminosity (which was presumably
originally emitted in the UV) into line radiation. Second, the critical density of the 3P1
level of [01] (from which the 63pm line emerges)
is a few times 105 cm'3 for collisional excitation with atomic or molecular hydrogen (see
APPENDIX A). Hydrogen densities near that critical density are thus required for that line to be
so intense in Orion.
The different dependences of the [CII] and
the two [01] fine structure line (or the [SiII]
line) intensities on density and temperature can
be used to more quantitatively constrain the
physical conditions in PDR's. Fig. 3 shows the
location of a few representative sources in the
temperature/density plane if the two line ratios
[01] 63pm/[CII] 158pm and [01] 63pm/[OI] 145pm
are used (Watson 1984, Genzel and Stacey 1985).
The PDR's in the sources in Fig.3, representing
quite a range of different environments and spatial scales, all are quite dense (nH=a few 103 to
a few 105 cm'3) and warm (Tkln=a few hundred K),
in agreement with the interpretation of the carbon recombination lines discussed above. This
conclusion is particularly significant for the
two external galaxies M82 and IC342 (Lugten et
al. 1986b, Eckart et al. 1989).
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FIg. 2: Line emission from Che Orion A PDR. The left diagram shows the observations , taken from the literature (APPENDIX B), the right diagram shows the
line emission predicted by the "standard model" of Helens and Hollenbnch
(1985 a).
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Fig. 3: Densities and temperatures in PDR's as
derived from the ratios of the [01] 63 and 145/im
and [CII] 158jim lines (see text).

There are three main requirements which have
to be fulfilled for the analysis in Fig.3 to be
fully applicable. [01] and [CIIi regions have to
be coextensive, the [OI]/[CII] abundance ratio
has to be about 2 and the line emission has to be
optically thin. The first assumption seems to be
moderately well fulfilled in regions where maps
of all lines have been made (M17: Stutzki et
al.1988, Haas et al.1989, Sgr A: Genzel et
al.1985, Orion: Ellis and Werner (unpublished) as
shown in Genzel and Stacey 1985). Deviations from
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the second assumption just result in a scaling of
the derived density, probably in the direction of
higher density, as the true [OI]/[CII] ratio may
be smaller than Z. The assumption of low optical
depth is the most likely one to be incorrect. The
brightness temperatures of the 63/™ [01] and
158/4m [CII] lines in Orion are high (Tplanck~100
to 200 K, Crawford et al. 1986, Boreiko et
al.1988, Fig.12) and the [CII] profile in several
other regions
shows indications of selfabsorption (Betz 1989). A direct way of determining the [CII] optical depth is from the ratio of
[12CII] to [13CII] hyperfine components. Lugten
(1987, and unpublished) infers in this way upper
limits to r([12CII]) ranging from 3 to 6 in Orion
and G333.6-0.2. Boreiko, Betz and Zmuidzinas
(1988) infer T(I12CII])=5 from a possible
detection of the [13CII] F-2-*l hyperfine component toward 01 in Orion. The optical depth of the
63/wi [01] line is 1 to 2 times that of the [CIl]
line. Optical depth effects tend to push sources
toward apparently higher temperatures and lower
densities in Fig.3. In that figuie correction
for optical depth effects has already been made
for Orion, following the analysis of Stacey
(1985).
Photodissociation regions are not only emitters_of^intense infrared emission lines, but also
of 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 /im dust ~ emission
features. These emission features are now commonly interpreted to come from
transiently
heated, very small dust grains (Sellgren et
al.1983), or large molecules, such as polycyclic
aromatic carbohydrates (PAH's : Léger and Puget
198A). Detailed discussions of these features and
their interpretation in terms of dust composition
are given elsewhere in this volume (cf. contributions by Puget, Roche, Léger etc.). The main
point relevant to the present discussion is their
relationship to photodissociation regions. Sellgren (this volume), for example, has shown that
the 3.3pm emission peaks in the bright optical
bar in Orion A which is also the location of elevated [CIIJ, [01], H2 and submillimeter CO emission (Stacey et al,1989b, Ellis and Werner
(unpublished) as shown in Genzel and Stacey 1985,
Hayashi et al. 1985, Schmid-Burgk et al. 1989).
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Simple physical arguments make plausible that
emission regions of the transiently heated small
dust particles and C+/photodissociation regions
are intimately related (cf.Puget this volume). Of
great interest to the interpretation of PDR's is
the question whether the small dust particles
contribute significantly to the photoelectric
heating process (Verstraete et al. this volume).

2.3 Photodlssoeiation Regions Are Clumpy
-Fig.A(top) is a comparison of the -spatial
distributions of 158/im [CII] and 2.6mm 12CO J-l-»0
lines and of 1.2cm radio continuum emission along
a "north-east to south-west cut through the HII
region/star formation region M17 (from Stutzki et
al.1988, see also Matsuhara et al.1989). The OB
cluster (luminosity=106 L0) is located near the
zero position of the cut. The interface between
HII region and molecular cloud probably is nearly
parallel to the line of sight, so that a cut
along the sky approximately corresponds to a
radial cut through the source. As expected in the
picture of photodissociation regions discussed so
far, the [CII] emission peaks in two lobes just
outside of the two maxima of radio continuum
emission from the HII region. The [CII] peak and
extended emission north-east of M17 is identical
with the "giant halo" of Russell et al. (1981) .
The brighter, south-western [CII] lobe is coincident with the edge of the-dense M17SW molecular
cloud. The south-western lobe is also prominent
in the [01] and [SiII] fine structure lines (Haas
et al. 1989, Stutzki et al.1988) and in 2pm H2
emission (Gatley and Kaifu 1987). The ratio of
the v-2-»l to v-l-«0 S(I) lines indicates fluorescent H2 emission as the result of UV pumping
(Tanaka et al.1989).
There are two unexpected results. First,
there apppears to be weak [CII] emission distributed throughout the H17SW cloud (scale size 20pc,
see also Matsuhara et al. 1989). Stutzki et
al.(1988) propose- that this extended [CII] emission is created by the external interstellar
radiation field and/or B stars embedded in the
cloud.
Second, the [CII] emission falls off rather
slowly (scale size 1 to 2 pc) radially outward
from the HII region interface and into the cloud.
This result is particularly surprising. The H2
column density at the point where the [CII] emission has fallen to about 1/e of the peak and
measured radially outward from the OB cluster,
corresponds the OB cluster, corresponds to about
Ay=IOO
(Ay and H2 computed from CO column
density). This thickness Is at least an order of
magnitude greater than expected for a uniform
cloud (see section 1). Stutzki et al. (1988)
interpret the slow dropoff as the result of the
deeper penetration of the UV radiation in a
clumpy molecular cloud. Fig.4 (bottom) gives two
different simple models. The [CII] intensity as a
function of distance into the cloud is computed
from the models of Helens and Hollenbach (1985a,
section 3) and Hollenbach et al. (1989) for the
specific case of the H17 UV energy density and a
cloud structure, whf.'c 10 to 30% of the volume is
filled by aosorbing
.urnps. The model
also
requires that the W radiation passes the volume
between clumps essentially without absorption
(Av(interclump)< a few). The two curves are for
two different extreme cases, of the UV flux distribution (see Stutzki et al. 1988). The agreement
with the data is quite good. Support for the
clumpy cloud model also eûmes from high resolu-
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FIg. 4: [CII] distribution in »17 (from Stutzki
et al.1988). The top diagram shows the [CII] line
flux (1* beam) along a 1° long cut (p.a, =60°)
through the M17 star forming ragion, along with
the distributions of CQ and radio continuum. The
bottom graph shows two simple models of the [CII]
distribution near the HII region in terms of a
clumpy cloud penetrated by UV radiation from the
M17 OB cluster.

tion C^°0 J-2-+1 mapping of the interface region
with the IRAM 3Om-telescope which shows the
dumpiness of the molecular gas directly (clump
sizas O.Spc, Stutzki and Gûsten 1989). Moreover,
M17 is not the only case, another one being the
circum-nuclear disk surrounding SGR A West (Genzel et al.1985). Puget (this volume) reports evidence for a large penetration depth of UV radiation in a dark cloud. The deep penetration of UV
radiation in M17, SGR A etc. raises an important
problem for the medium between clumps.
The
requirement that it passes UV radiation without
difficulty (r(dust)< a few), while the clumps are
highly optically thick (r(dust)=100 as derived
from C"0) means that the clump to interclump
column density ratio would have to be about 1O^
if the gas to dust ratio is the same within and
in between clumps. How could such a large clump
to interclump contrast be maintained?
Puget
(priv.comm.) proposes that instead the interclump
dust absorption per nucléon is reduced, possibly
because small dust grains have been destroyed.
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FIg. 5: Distribution of 63/im [01] emission near the compact HII region DR21
(heavy contours, 35" beam, peak contour 1.9x10"^ cgs, from Lane et al.1989).
The light lines are selected H2 v=-l-»0 S(I) contours from Garden et al. (1986).
The positions of the compact HII regions DR21 N and S are marked by docs.
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Fig. 6: [CII] emission in the Galactic Center.
The top graph shows the [CII] distribution in the
Radio Arc, along with a radio graph of the the
radio continuum ( from Genzel et al. 1989, 1'
beam, contour unit 1.2xlO'4 cgs, ). The bottom
graph shows the [CII] distribution as a function
of galactic longitude through the central 1.5° of
the Galaxy (from Okuda et al. 1989, 3.5' beam).
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dance of Si and the graphite grains account for 45% of
the cosmic abundance of C. Ei addition, a small grain

For directions in which the blister is closed ('radiation bounded') we assume that the photon will not
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al. (1986, 1989) which probably mark the direction
of mass outflow from the central OB stars. Lane
et al. (1989) conclude that the far-infrared line
emission does not come from shocks, however, but
from a clumpy photodissociation shell surrounding
a central cavity (diameter =lpc). The cavity i
more extended east of DR21 and may have beet,
cleared out by the expanding HII region and the
mass outflow.
The Galactic Center region is a particularly
prominent emission region of the PDR tracers.
Strong [CII], [01], [SiII], H2 and CO emission
comes from a 4 pc diameter, rotating circumnuclear
ring
in
SGR
A
West (Genzel et
al.1984,1985, Lugten et al.!986a, Graf et al.
1987, Herter et al.1989, Gatley et al. 1984,1986,
Harris et al. 1985). The gas in the circumnuclear ring is probably heated by a combination
of UV radiation from the central pc, and from
shock waves due to clump-clump colllisions and
mass outflow from the Center. As an example of
the characteristics of gas clouds somewhat further away from the Center (distance 10 to 50 pc),
Fig.Sa (from Genzel et al. 1989) shows a [CII]
map of the so called "Radio Arc" region. Fig.6b
(from Okuda et al.1989) gives a cut in the (ClI]
line and 158/im continuum through the central 1.5°
of the Galaxy.
The data in Fig.6 serve to demonstrate that
intenta [ClIj emission is extended over spatial
scales of several tons to hundreds of parsec and
traces photodissociated gas associated with different environments. The Radio Arc, located about
10' north of SGR A West, is a spectacular series
of thermal and nonthermal, radio continuum filaments (Yusef-Zadeh, Morris and Chance 1984). The
map in Fig.6a shows that intense [CII] line emission closely follows the thermal radio filaments
over a scale of 30pc. The Radio Arc in fact is
the most luminous source of [CII] emission found
so far in the Galaxy, overall even more prominent
than the nearby intense [CII] emission from the
circum-nuclear disk in SGR A WesS. The [CII]
measurements of the Radio Arc,
along
with
measurements of the 63/jm [01] and 34pm [SiII]

2. It Photodissoclatlon Ragions are Ubiquitous
The significant improvements in sensitivity
and spectral resolution of spectrometers in the
infrared and submillimeter region during the past
decade have allowed increasingly more derailed
studies, mapping, multi-line observations and
exploration of a range of sources. The NASA
Kuiper Airborne Observatory has been at the center of many of the investigations. APPENDIX B
contains a -- necessarily incomplete --compilation of the observations. The 158/im [CII] line,
••"or example, has by now been observed in about 40
sources, as this line is quite bright and located
in a wavelength region where present spectrometers have good sensitivity, 2^m Hj emission has
also been observed in many of the same sources
although it is often not clear whether the emission comes from a PDR or from shocked gas (see
discussion in Sternberg, this volume). In addition to OB star forming regions and well known
HII regions, the list in APPENDIX B contains two
dark clouds, a planetary and a reflection nebula,
a circumstellar envelope around a carbon star and
about 20 gas rich galaxies. Infrared line emission from galaxies is discussed in more detail by
Stacey, by Moorwood and by Joseph elsewhere in
this volume.
An Important result in all these cases is
that cVphotodissociation regions make up between
a few percent (in low to moderate UV fields) to
several tens of percent (in star burst galaxies)
of the mass of Interstellar gas. This is demonstrated in Table I which lists the inferred fractional abundances of the most important species
along with the fraction of the total gas mass
contained in the G+/photodissociation regions for
4 prototype environments. The far-infrared emission lines from PDR's often are among the brightest cooling lines in galaxies.
Fig.5 shows a 63jim [01] map of the DR21 star
forming region by Lane et al. (1989). This is a
very interesting case, as the [Oil, [CII] and
[SiII] regions peak about Ipc east of the central
compact HII region. The far-infrared line emission stretches along the "Hj jets" of Garden et
TABLE I

AlimDANCES AND MASS FRACTIONS IH rDB's<°>
HOL. CLOUD
H17 SH< C '

HII INTERFACE
Hl7l c >

GAL. CENTER
SCRA UEST CND( d >

Spatial scale or
distance from cenr-al
UV source(s)

22 pc

-0.6 pc

22 pc

500 pc

C, R |1.7xlO- 3 er B s'1 cm' 2 ]

Sl(3>

2(5)

7(4)

3(3)

N 0 (H * 2 H 2 )' b > [Cm -2 I

1.5(23)

3(23)

4(22)

1-2(22)

n PDR (H. H 2 ) [cm' 3 |

2(4)

3(4)

1-2(5)

1(41

Tkln I PDR) [K]

200

300

350

200

N(C+VB0

=3(-6)

7(-6)

3(-5)

H -4)

N(CO:T>100 K)/N 0

l(-6)

23(-6>

6(-5)

-

N(CI)XN 0

8(-6)

K-5)

N(III)XN 0

24(-2>

B(O - )XtI 0

-

ri(Si*)xn0

-

SOURCE

Mass fraction in PDR

^
<b>
(

^}
<d>
tE)

52%

-

STAR BURST
GALAXY H82t c '

-

-1

0.1

1.5C-5)

»(-5)

2(-M

5(-7)

2(-5)

2(-5)

251

10-201

20-401

-

-1' beam, dens/temp from line extinction except in H17 SU where adopted.
Total colunn density of hydrogen nuclei derived froa far- infrared/suborn dust
tinuum and CO (C0/H2:8xl<r5).
from Keene-fB5.Zmuldzlnas+B6,BB, Harris+87, GenzeUBB. 5tutzki48B. Haas+89.
from Cenzelt85. Harrls*85. Graf +88, Hcrter«89.
from VatsontB4, Gravford+85 . Lugten+B6, Lordt89a.
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lines by Erickson et al. (1989) give valuable new
information on the physical conditions and gas
excitation of this interesting
region.
For
instance, the absolute and relative intensities
of the far-infrared lines do not appear to be
consistent with models that account for the ionization by shocks or MHD phenomena. The line and
continuum emission from the Radio Arc can be well
explained by models of photodissociation regions
excited by nearby OB stars. A likely interpretation then is that massive star formation has
occured in the Galactic Center region within the
last few 106 y (Genzel et al.1989).
Okuda et al.(1989) have recently reported
balloon borne observations of the [CIIl and 63^m
[0I) lines of the central 1.5° of the Galaxy. In
addition to the region around SGR A, there is
strong far-infrared line emission associated with
SGR Bl and SGR C, as well as emission from an
extended component (Fig.6b). It is clear from
these measurements that the far-infared fine
structure lines can now be used as tracers of
warn, partially ionized gas and probes of O and B
star forming sites throughout the Galaxy.
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Fig. 7: Schematic of a PDR (top), and chemical
abundances of the major species (bottom) in the
model of Helens and Hollenbach (1985a).
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3. THEORETICAL MODELS
Theoretical models of the heat balance and
chemistry of UV illuminated neutral clouds have
been made by a number of authors (Walmsley 1975,
Langer 1976a, Gerola and Glassgold 1978, de Jong,
Dalgarno and Boland 1980). Tielens and Hollenbach
(1985a,b),
Hollenbach, Tielens and Takahashi
(1989), Sternberg and Dalgarno (1989) and Burton
et al. (this volume) have treated the cases of
high cloud densities and FUV fields (energy densities G0= 10 to 10^ times the interstellar field
in the solar neighbourhood) which are relevant
for the present discussion. The resulting chemical structure in a cloud interface that is common
to all these models is displayed in Fig. 7. At Ay=
1 to 2 into the neutral cloud, self-shielding
results in a sharp transition from atomic to
molecular hydrogen (cf. Jura 1974). The transition between singly ionized carbon and CO occurs
at Av=5 or N(H)=IO22 cm"2), with a layer of
substantial abundance of atomic carbon arising
between abundance of atomic
carbon
arising
between Ay=S and 8. The amount of atomic carbon
not only depends on the chemistry and temperature
structure, but also on the relative abundance
ratio of carbon to oxygen. In Fig.7, it is
assumed that carbon is less abundant than oxygen
so that essentially all carbon is in CO as soon
as CO can form. Oxygen remains atomic even deeper
into the cloud (Ay=20).
There are two main gas heating mechanisms, as
shown in Fig.8. The first is due to the photoelectric effect of dust grains
which
have
absorbed a UV photon (Draine 1978, de Jong 1977).
The ejected electrons heat the gas by their
kinetic energy. Per incoming 10 eV photon, the
energy per electron available for heating is typically about 1 eV, as the energy for releasing
the electron (the "work function") and the work
against the positive electrostatic potential of
the grain typically add up to about 9 eV although
this is grain-model dependent. The potential
energy which has to be overcome increases with UV
energy
density (higher posi'ive charge) and
decreases decreases with density (higher rate of
recombination). With a yield of conversion of
incoming photons into photoelectrons of about
0.1, the photoelectric heating mechanism can
plausibly convert in dense clouds exposed to
intense radiation fields about 1* of the UV
energy into gas heating and far-infrared line
radiation, as observed. The heating efficiency
critically depends on the exact values for work
function, yield, carbon abundance and grain size
distribution (importance of small dust grains !).
UV pumping of hydrogen molecules can convert
a similar fraction of the UV if the hydrogen density is sufficiently high (Sternberg 1988). In
this case, electronic excitation of H2 molecules
in the UV through the Lyman and Werner bands at
=1000 À leads to subsequent radiative decay into
a vibrationally excited level of the ground electronic state (2 to 3 eV above ground) in about 9
of 10 excitations. At densities greater than the
critical density for collisional deexcitation of
the vibrational states (n(H2)>5xlO* cm'3), that
energy can again be converted into gas heating.
In the UV transitions of H2, the conversion
efficiency of a single absorbed UV photon into
kinetic energy can thus be as high as 20 to 30%.
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well, the non-ionizing radiation
is absorbed at greater
distances, and more ener ?,s emitted beyond about

as well as the outlines of the regions where IRAS observations have placed planetary nebulae (PN's) *>.nd
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HEATING MECHANISMS
IN PHOTODISSOCIATION REGIONS
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Fig. 8: Heating mechanisms in FDR's (see text).

The total efficiency of converting FUV radiation
depends on the fraction of incident radiation
absorbed by H2 molecules throughout the cloud.
This fraction is a function of the r^t"- of gas
density to intensity of the radiation field and
is usually £lO't (Sternberg 1988, Sternberg and
Dalgarno 1989).
Fig. 9 shows the resulting thermal structure
and cooling in different lines as a function of
depth into the cloud, for the "standard" model of
Tielens and Hollenbach (1985a,b) which is representative _for Orion, M17 or SGR A West (G1Jy=IO5,
n(H,H2)=105 cm"3). The gas temperature in the
PDR ranges between 100 and 1000 K, significantly
above the dust temperature. For the assumed density, the 63pm [01] fine structure line dominates
the gas cooling, with much less energy emerging
in [CII], [CI] and the 2pm lines of H2. The line
spectrum resulting from the standard model is
also plotted in Fig. 2 for direct comparison with
the Orion data. It does account quite well for
the [OI], (GII], visible CI and near-infrared H2
lines. It does not predict quite enough [SiII]
emission (but that is critically dependent on the
poorly known Si gas phase abundance). The model
also fails by about a factor of 2 in explaining
the submillimeter [CI] emission (section 4.1). It
cannot account at all for the intense farinfrared and submillimeter CO rotational lines
(section 4.2).

Hollenbach et al. (1989) and Sternberg and
Dalgarno (1989) have calculated more extensive
sets of models spanning a range of cloud and UV
energy densities. Fig.10 is a comparison of these
models with the available galactic and extragalactic [CII] observations (APPENDIX B, Stacey et
al. 1989a).
Assuming that the integrated farinfrared flux is a good measure of the FUV flux,
the models for moderately dense gas (n(H2)=10^ to
105 cm'3) reproduce the observed non-linear
correlation between [CII] flux and total farinfrared energy density quite satisfactorily. In
the models, the "saturation" of [ClI] intensity
at high UV intensities (G0>103) is a combination
of the decreasing heating efficiency (greater
positive charge of grains) , increased fraction of
cooling in [01] rather than [CII] and the effect
of dust absorption of the UV radiation on the
column density in the PDR.
An important, but yet unexplored parameter is
metallicity (see also discussion in Israel 1988).
Storey et al.(1989) find intense [CII] emission
from the 30 Doradus complex in the Large Hagellanic Cloud which is significantly more intense
than expected on the basis of CO and FIR luminosity (APPENDIX B). Calculations by Maloney, van
Dishoeck and Black (1989) indicate that photodissociation regions are more extensive and take up
a larger fraction of the gas mass in low metallicity environments, in good agreement with Storey et al.'s measurement.
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^1OO
Fig. 9: Distribution of gas/dust temperatures
(top) and cooling lines (bottom) through a. PDR,
for the specific case of the "standard model" of
Helens and Hollenbach (1985 a).

-18
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Fig. 10: [CII] intensity as a function of energy
density of the radiation field. Black dots (galactic sources) , asterisks (star burst galaxies)
and filled rectangles (other galaxies) represent
the data (APPENDIX B, Stacey et al. 1989a). The
radiation field's intensity GJR in units of the
local interstellar field is derived from the
total infrared luminosity as given in APPENDIX B.
Models of the [CII] intensity as a function of UV
flux (assume GiR=G1Jy) an<1 volume density are
taken from Hollenbach, Helens and Takahashi
(1989). If the far-infrared . continuum and line
emission does not fill the beam, the data point
has to be moved to the upper right along a 45°
slope. This correction is indicated for three
sources by dashed lines and dotted thin circles.
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decrease to n0/10 (=30 cm-3). For some of the spherical models, we have also indicated the changes due

Calculations for a spherical model, equivalent to Table 1 for the case with D/Hxl, show higher values for
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LARGE SCALE [CII] 158 ,urn EMISSION IN ORION
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4. PUZZLES
4.1 The Orteln of Submillimeter Emission of
Atomic Carbon
,
The first observations of the 609pm
PI" PO
[CI] fine structure line immediately showed that
atomic carbon is widespread throughout molecular
clouds with line profiles and intensities very
similar to 13CO J-I-O (Phillips et al. 1980,
Phillips and Huggins 1981). Phillips and coworkers concluded that the column density of atomic
carbon is at least 10% of that of CO (see also
Keene et al. 1985 and Table I). Zmuidzinas et
al.(1986, 1988) and Genzel et al. (1988) come to
similar conclusions from observations of the
370pm 3P2-3Pi transition and find that
the
kinetic temperature in the [CI] emission region
is between 30 and 80 K.
These latter authors
also infer from the [CI] line brightness temperatures that the [CI] lines have optical depths
between 0.5 and 2. From the lack of detection of
the [13CI] hyperfines of the 3P2-3Pi transition,
Stutzki et al. (1989) set an upper limit of
r([12CI])=5 at the [CI] emission peak of M17.
While [CI] emission is naturally expected to
occur in PDR's, as discussed in the last section,
the large inferred column densities and the large
spatial extent could not be explained by photodissociation region models at the time of the
discovery of the [CI] emission. Furthermore,
Keene et al. (1985) found that the [CI] emission
in M17 peaks further into the cloud than CO, at
an equivalent mean visual extinction of 100 magnitudes from the M17 OB cluster.
A variety of mechanisms other than stellar UV
radiation has been considered to account for the
[CI] observations. Several authors have shown
that in molecular clouds with time-dependent
chemistry, a relatively large atomic carbon abundance exists if an initially atomic cloud has not
evolved to an age greater than 10° y. At that
time the conversion of CI into CO is not yet complete (Langer 1976b, Iglesias 1977, Gerola and
Glassgold 1978, Graedel, Langer and Frerking
1982, Leung, Herbst and Huebner 1984, Tarafdar et
al. 1985). Turbulence and shocks may return some
of the carbon into atomic form (Boland and deJong
1982, Williams and Hartquist 1984). A weak UV
field is created throughout the cloud through
cosmic-ray induced, electronic excitation of H2
(Prasad and Tarafdar 1983, Sternberg, Dalgamo
and Lepp 1987) that may be intense enough to
account for at least a fraction of the atomic
carbon column density (Prasad and Tarafdar 1983,
Gredel, Lepp and Dalgamo 1987). Finally, if the
carbon to oxygen abundance ratio is greater than
unity, an excess amount of CI is left after formation of CO (Langer et al. 1984).
While these mechanisms remain viable, the
most recent data now make it much more likely
that most of the [CI] observations of Phillips
and coworkers can in fact be explained by photodissociation regions. The main new result is the
general finding, discussed above, that the 158pm
[CII] line emission also appears to be extended
on about the same scales as [CI]. In contrast to
TCI!.—chemical models not involving
stellar
ultraviolet—radiation cannot produce observable
amounts of FCIIl radiation (e.g.Gredel, Lepp and
Dalgarno 1987). On the other hand, the most
recent PDR models with large cloud densities and
UV intensities that appear to account satisfactorily for the [CII]X[OI] data for clumpy clouds,
probably can also explain the [CI] measurements
in the same sources.
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Fig. 11: East-west cut of [CII] (dots,triangles
and rectangles connected with a thin continuous
curve, from Stacey et al. 1989b), 610pm [CI]
(dashed line in bottom inset, from Phillips and
Huggins 1981) and CO (dashed line in top inset,
from Loren 1979) through the Orion A ridge.

In the case of M17 (section 2.2), high resolution mapping (25") of the 370pm [CI] line by
Genzel et al. (1988) shows that there is a ridge
of intense atomic carbon emission coincident with
the column density peak of the molecular cloud
and the south-western [CII] lobe of Fig.4. There
is an excellent correlation between [CI] and C18O
J=2—1 fluxes which can qualitatively be well
accounted for with the clumpy cloud model by
Stutzki et al. (1988). Orion is another case,
where Phillips and Huggins (1981) had found very
extended [CI] emission. Fig.11 shows their data
along an east-west cut through the Orion A ridge,
along with recent [CII] observations of the same
region by Stacey et al.(1989b), and the CO 1-0
distribution from Loren (1979). Again there is
[CII] emission over about the same scale as [CI],
indicating the presence of an extended photodissociation region. The standard model of Tielens
and Hollenbach (1985a) fails to explain the
observed [Cl] flux in Orion by about a factor of
2. By decreasing the dust to gas ratio by a factor of 2, Tielens and Hollenbach (1985b) were
able to fit the [CI] observations.
It is unclear whether [CI] sources not associated with intense UV fields may still require
mechanisms other than photodissociation (see discussion in Frerking et al.1989). Phillips and
Huggins (1981) and Frerking et al.(1989), for
instance, have detected weak [CI] emission in the
dark
clouds
L134H and p Oph. Beichman et
al. (1983) found [CI] emission from the Egg Nebula
(AFGL 2688), a circumstellar envelope around a
carbon-rich late-type star. There are no nearby
strong UV sources (ether than the interstellar
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radiation field) in either case. Phillips and
Huggins (1981) report a Rayleigh-Jeans brightness
temperature of about 1 K in L134N. The models of
Hollenbach, Tielens and Takahashi (1989) predict
a Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperature of about
2 K for a single PDR exposed to the interstellar
radiation field (G0-I, n(H2)- 10Z to 10* cm'* and
Av-2
km s"1), consistent with Phillips and
Huggins' data. Frerking et al.(1989) compare the
measured
CI
column
densities
in
diffuse/translucent clouds and in p Oph with the
photodissociation models of van Dishoeck and
Black (1989). The column densities in diffuse
clouds (Jenkins and Shaya 1979) are consistent
with models of GUV=!, but the p Oph measurements
require G=IO.

4.2 Warm CO in Fhotodissociatlon Regions
There is now substantial evidence for the
presence of warm CO associated with photodissociation
regions.
Harris et al. (1987) found
intense submillimeter CO emission (CO 7->6 brightness temperatures =100 K) of moderately narrow
velocity width (Av=S to 10 km s~l) in M17 and
S106 (see also Koepf et al. 1982). Far-infrared
CO emission from the same regions requires that
the warm quiescent CO has temperatures between
150 K and 400 K (Harris et al.1987).
Between 5
and 10% of the total CO column density is in the
warm component (see TABLE I). The CO emission is
closely associated with the [CII]/[OI] emission
zones. As an example, Fig. 12 shows maps of the CO
7-*6 emission toward the Orion A PDR from the work
by Schmid-Burgk et al. (1989), along with a map of
the [CII] emission from Stacey et al.(1989b). The

-CO 7-6

two regions are
clearly
spatially
closely
related, as in M17 (Stutzki et al.1988), in SGR A
West (Harris et al.1985) or in the reflection
nebula NGC 2023 (Howe et al. 1989). The profiles
of [CII] and CO 7-»6 lines are also similar, as
shown in the right inset of Fig. 12 (Boreiko et
al.1988, Stacey et a!.1989b).
Fig. 13 shows the distribution of CO line
fluxes as a function of rotational quantum number
J, for two positions in the Orion PDR. As in M17
and S106, the distribution of CO fluxes (SchmidBurgk et al. 1989, Stacey et al.!989b, Boreiko et
al. 1989) appears to be flat or even rising
between the submillimeter and far-infrared transitions, indicating temperatures of at least 200
K and gas densities of at least 106 cm'3 (Stacey
et al.!989b).
The most likely interpretation of the observations is that the submit/far-infrared CO emission also originates in or near the PDR. Not only
the submm, but also the mm CO brightness temperatures are significantly enhanced in the PDR. An
important question, therefore, is to what extent
the "standard" conversion of 12CO 1-»0 to N(H2)
column density is applicable in regions with
strong
UV fields, such as OB star forming
regions, galactic nuclei and star burst galaxies
(see discussion in Stacey this volume, Crawford
et al. 1985).
The theoretical explanation of the warm CO in
PDR's is still unclear. The models of Tielens and
Hollenbach (1985a,b) and Sternberg and Dalgarno
(1989), for instance, fail to explain the submillimeter and far-infrared CO emission by an order
of magnitude in Orion (see Fig.2). The basic reason is that in the "standard" model CO is mostly
dissociated in the zones with temperatures >100
K. A similar and possibly related problem is the

-CO 1*0

-05"2O1 -

-4OH
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Right Ascension
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Fig. 12: Spatial distribution and profiles of PDR tracers in Orion A. The
left inset shows the distributions of CO 7->6 ( Schmid-Burgk et al. 1989, 100")
and 1-»0 (Schloerb and Loren 1982, 1') lines. The middle inset gives the [CII]
distribution (Stacey et al.l989b, 1') and the right inset gives the profiles
of the [CII] (Boreiko et al. 1988) and CO 7->6 (Stacey et a!.1989b) in a 40"
beam toward the Trapezium.
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lack of current models to account for the CO
abundance in diffuse clouds (van Dishoeck and
Black 1986, 1989). In either case Important
uncertainties Ii; in the photodissociation rate
of CO and the effects of CO self-shielding or CO
shielding by Hj (see van Dishoeck and Black
1989).
Burton et al.(this symposium) propose that
vary dense (n(H2)=106 to 10' cm'3) FDR's__account
for the measurements, since under such circumstances heating efficiency and
H2/CO
selfshielding are sufficiently increased and can keep_
a significant column of CO at temperatures >100
K. However, while the model of a very dense PDR
may plausibly fit the Orion observations, such a
model is questionable for.M17 or NGC 2023. Both
sources have warm CO (Harris et-al.1987, Howe et
al.1989), and both are also 2(Jm H2 emission
sources. The ratios of v-2->l to v-l-»0 S(I) lines
in M17 and S106 indicate fluorescent emissi?"
(Gatley and Kaifu 1987, Sellgren 1986, Tanaka et
al.1989), however. That constrains the densities
to be less than a few 104 cm"3 (Sternberg 1988,
Sternberg and Dalgarno 1989, Burton et al., this
symposium).

CO in Orion

O Schloerb & Loren
1982
White & Phillips
1988
Koepf et al. 1982
A Schrnid—Burgk et al.
1988
D Boreiko el al 1989

5.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

He have shown in this review that UV illuminated surfaces of dense clouds are emitters of
intense infrared line emission in a wide range of
physical environments. Dense photodissociation
regions are very important for the energy balance
of interstellar media and may contain between a
few percent (in a standard cloud exposed to
interstellar radiation fields) to a few tens of_.i
percent of the mass of interstellar matter (in
star" forming regionsand star burst galaxies).
They also greatly affect the chemical structure
of the,interstellar medium.
Multi-wavelength ^studies are sensitive tools
of investigating the physical conditions in such
regions. They, may also be used to differentiate
UV radiation from other forms of excitation (e.g.
shocks) and to investigate the character of the
UV field itself. For instance, detailed observations of far-infrared lines in infrared luminous
galaxies can distinguish between star burst and
AGtT models. [OI]/[CII] observations are excellent
tools to locate embedded B stars, or to find star
burst galaxies at large redshifts.
The same infrared lines are also of great
importance for the energy balance of photodissociation regions in diffuse gas and HI clouds.
So what can we expect from observations with
ISO? The sensitivity of measuring the [CII] line
with ISO will be at least a factor 50 times
greater than on the KAO.-This leap in sensitivity
will allow observations of galaxies at cosmological redshifts, and of galaxies with low gas content or low UV fluxes. It will also make possible
detailed observations of many lines in galactic
clouds or nearby galaxies, as well as of the
emission of HI gas. There is every reason to
believe that spectroscopy of photodissociation
regions will be a major tool for ISO that will
likely lead to important discoveries and give
detailed information on a whole range of astrophysical environments.
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APPENDIX A

1) Atonic Fine Structure Lines
SPECIES
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3
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3
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5

5
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5
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3

3
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3

3
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D1
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...
(Eion-7.87 eV)

"3

6

D7/2

S/2

S/2 S/2
Si+
(E1011-B. 15

.v)

3/z

1/z

C*

H2O

2.4(4)
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26.0

2.13(-3)

2.2(6)
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35.4

1.57(-3)

3.3(6)

414

34.815

2.2(-4)

3.4(5)

91.6

157.7408 2.4(-6)

^2.8(3)

Ï5(3) for H2
|_50 for electrons
^*' critical density for collisions with atomic hydrogen: rcri
collisional rates with molecular hydrogen nay be different; see Hontei.ro, T. and
Flnwer, D. 19B7. MHRAS 228, 101, for CI and OI excitation by H2.
(b) for additional fine structure transitions see Schmtd-Burgk (1982, Landolc-Bflrnsceiti.
VI, 2c, p. 115).
(c) kinetic temperature in units of 300 K.

2)

Molecular Lines
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ENERGY
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«OOOxJ 3

critical density for collisions with molecular hydrogen, ncrit~Aul/''ul(H2'
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EXTERNAL GALAXIES

[CII] 158 ^m(a>

GALAXY
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Haffei 2
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NGC 2146
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3034 (M82)(t)

-

[01] 63,145jjm(a>

H2 2 (an
v=l->0 S(I)

Far- Infrared
Luminosity, Cp.jRC''
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Lord+89b

l(-4) [7"]
Moorwood+89
Rieke+88
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<4(-5) Stacey+89a

2(10), 170 . .

1K-5) Stacey+89a
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72(^5) . .wford+85

. ..: . ...
::

40(-5) Crawford+85

6240
16h50m+02°291

67(-5) Eckart+89

3(9), 210

95(-5) Storey+89

3(7), 250

39 (-5) Stacey+89a

5(10), 26U

170(-5) Crawford+85 _63/im:340(-5)| Lugten
Lugten+86 145pm: 12 (-5)] +86
Watson+84
Lord+89a

5(-5) [8"] _ 3(10) , 2800 . , . _ . .
Rieke+88 '
Lester+89

3(10), 120
- 2(7), 7

7(9), 90
9(-6) [34"]
Fischer+83

3(11), 2:190

3 (-5) Stacey+89a

3(9), 30

7(-5) Stacey+89a

2(9), 80

30(-5) Crawford+85

2(10), 900

17 (-5) Crawford+B5

3(9), 35

50(-5) Crawford+85

5(-6) [20"]
Puxlev+88

6(-5) Stacey+89a

9(9), 340
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3(-5) Stacey+89a

8(-5) Stacey+89a
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ll(-5) Stacey+89a
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<3(-5) Stacey+89a
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8(-5) Stacey^b9a
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3690
9(-5) Stacey+S9a
lln25m+5B°50'
4565
12h33m+26°15f
4736
12h48m+41°23'
5128 (CenA)<d>
13h22m-42°45'
5194 (M51)
13h27m+47°27'
5236 (M83)(J)
13h34m-29°36'
5907
15h14m+56°30'

4(-4) [4"]
~ . . Hall+81

19(-5) Stacey+89a

63:Lord+89b

2(-4) [9"]
Rieke+88
Moorwood+89
Lester+88
3(-6) [2Qs]
Puxley+88

6(11), >70

9(9), 80

(a' All line intensities are in erg s"l cm"2 sr~l, averaged over beam and integrated ovpr
line; unless stated otherwise, beam sice is 55" for [CII] and 145jjm [01] and 45" for

63/™ [0I].
(b) Far-infrared luminosity in L0, f=FIR"I L FIR/W » R 2 ) l/l-fixlO' 3 erg cnT 2 s"1, where R Is
the beam radius .
(c' [SiII] was detected here as well at 1.7xlO"3 erg s"1 cm" 2 sr"1 (Lord+89a) .
W [SiII] was detected in this galaxy as well (Ljrd+89b) .
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ABSTRACT.
The infrared spectrum emitted by nebular dust that is
heated by the ionizing stars in HII blisters and spherical HII regions is calculated for various model parameters. Absorption of the non-ionizing radiation in
a neutral layer is included, as well as heating by the
Lyman-alpha photon field. The dust is composed of
silicate and graphite grains, and evaporation of the
grains in the inner region is taken into account. The
models are presented with a view to interpretation
of infrared observations of dusty HII regions and can
be applied directly to the IRAS infrared survey data.
The continuum emission is also compared with calculated fine-structure line emission.
Keywords: HII Regions, Infrared, Dust Emission and
Fine-Structure Lines.

1. INTRODUCTION.
Many HII regions are strong sources of infrared continuum and line radiation. It is well understood that
most of the continuum radiation is emitted by dust
grains that are heated by the ionizing stars and that
some of the dust appears mixed with the ionized gas.
However, many questions remain unanswered: Wnat
is the dust/gas ratio in the nebula, and how do the
properties of nebular dust differ from the 'average' inters_tellar dust properties? How much of the infrared
radiation originates in the ionized gas, and how much
comes from the neutral region outside? What are
the effects of non-uniform gas and dust distributions,
and what characterizes a'blister' as compared with
the classical, spherical HII region?
Recent infrared observations, in particular the wealth
of data provided by the IRAS satellite (for a review
see Réf. 1), will help greatly to answer these questions when taken in conjunction with theoretical modelling. This is particularly so for diffuse, extended
galactic HII regions, where the opportunity to study
the structure of HII regions in detail is frustrated by
the difficulty of making measurements of extended,
and often low-level, continuum emission so that the
true extent and energetics of such regions are often
underestimated. In this paper we present models for

the dust emission from diffuse HII regions, including
emission from associated neutral materialj under the
assumption that any region is optically thin at wavelengths where most of the infrared radiation is emitted. The emission has also been convolved with the
4 IRAS survey spectral bands so that it is directly
interprétable in terms of the IRAS survey data. In
particular, we focus on the consequences of varying
the dust/gas ratio, and the effect that this may have
on the integrated spectra and on the IRAS colors of
a region.
2. THE MODEL.
The model is that of a blister region, as first proposed
by Icke, Gatley, and Israel (Réf. 2), and as further
developed by Aannestad and Emery (Refs. 3,4). The
ionizing source is assumed to be situated in an exponential density gradient n(z) = n0exp(-z/h), where n0
is the total gas number density (H-j-He) and h is the
scale height.3 Typically, in3 our calculations n0 ranges
from 30 cm- to 3000 cm- and h = 1 pc. A good approximation to a spherically symmetric region may
be calculated by choosing a very large scale height,
usually 300 pc. The effect on the ionized volume of a
variation in the electron temperature T, is minor, and
we shall assume an isothermal gas at T, = 8,50OK.5
The 6calculated
emission measures are in the range 10
- 10 cm-B.pc.
The ionizing ultraviolet radiation is assumed to be
given by the line-blanketed LTE model stellar atmospheres of Kurucz (Réf. 5). Representation of a luminous (~ 103 L0) HII region ionized by a group of
stars of differing effective temperatures, gravities, and
luminosities, is modelled with a composite spectrum
in which an equal number of H-ionizmg photons are
produced by a 50,00OK, log=4.5 atmosphere and by a
35,000 K, log g =4.0 model atmosphere, as suggested
by Mathis (Réf. 6). As representative of a region
of much lower luminosity (~ 105 Lg), we use just the
35,000 K atmosphere.
The dust grains are assumed to be a mixture of silicate and graphite grains which is consistent with the
observed interstellar extinction curve. The size distribution of the grains is the power-law distribution of
Mathis, Rumpl, and Nordsieck (Réf. 7), with 5 sizes
of silicate grains in the range 0.0156 - 0.25/im and 4
sizes of graphite grains in the range 0.0156 - 0.125/im.
For an interstellar dust/gas mass ratio of « 0.01, the
silicate grains account for 90 % of the cosmic abun-

Prac. 22nd Es/ab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy, Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 1988, ESA SP-290
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dance of Si and the graphite grains account for 45% of
the cosmic abundance of C. In addition, a small grain
population with radius 0.005/im is assumed present
tor both silicate and graphite grains, accounting for
an additional 8% and 10% of the cosmic abundance
of Si and C, respectively. The optical properties are
those of the 'astronomical silicate' as tabulated by
Draine (Réf. 8) and those of graphite as given in the
figures of Draine and Lee (Réf. 9), with a correction
for the bulk damping time in the graphite dielectric
function (Réf. 10). The usual angle-average for the
anisotropic graphite grains has been adopted. The
small grains have a substantial effect on the ultraviolet absorption, although they represent only about
10% of the mass of the dust. Also, the absorption
decreases in the far-uv part of the spectrum, in contrast to the assumption often made in earlier investigations. However, as pointed out by Mathis (Réf.
6), realistic dust absorption cross sections for most
materials, behave in a hydrogenic fashion, decreasing
with wavelength below about 0.06/im. Dust absorption could therefore make the radiation field appear
hotter and change the ionization structure of the ions,
as investigated by Aannestad (Réf. 11).
In the infrared, the absorption efficiency Q0i, is characterised by the silicate peaks at 10 and 18/im and
by a broad, but weak, feature of graphite at about
30;im. For reference, QoS, for silicate and graphite
grains of radius 0.0156/im are shown in Figure 1. The
temperature correction to the graphite optical properties causes only small changes in the calculations,
and has been neglected. We note that the variation
of absorption efficiency with wavelength has a power
law dependence with a slope of about -2 for all wavelengths beyond about 50/im, for both types of grains.
Scattering of the ionizing radiation by the dust grains
has been taken into account via the generalized onthe-spot approximation (Réf. 12), as described by
Aannestad (Réf. 11). In addition, the effect of grain
evaporation in the innermost region has been included.
As long as the evaporation temperature of the dust
grains is greater than about 100OK, the effect on the
present calculations is small and values of ISOOK and
120OK for graphite and silicate grains, respectively,
have been assumed. Except for the effect of evaporation, however, the dust/gas mass ratio has been assumed to be constant throughout the ionized gas. In
the neutral region, the ratio is constant at the same,
or some specified, value. No correction for scattering
of the non-ionizing radiation has been included.
A basic assumption in this model is that the region is
optically thin in the infrared. This is effected by ending the calculation whenever the optical depth at the
peak lOjim feature exceeds 0.1. However, in the directions where the blister is open, this limiting optical
depth may not possibly be reached, and we have then
required that the minimum temperature for the coldest (largest) grains is 10 K. In the outer parts of the
most extended present models, the radiation intensity
may become so low that the small grain population
may be subject to temperature fluctuations. This will
be investigated in future work.
For low dust/gas ratios, most of the infrared luminosity from an HIT region is generated by the dust absorbing resonantly scattered Lyman-alpha photons.
In this work we adopt the approximation that in a direction where the blister is open ('density bounded')
a Lyman-alpha photon either escapes in a single flight
or is absorbed locally by the dust. The escape probability in a given direction is calculated from an expression involving the straight-line optical depths of
the dust and gas, and details will be given elsewhere.
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For directions in which the blister is closed ('radiation bounded') we assume that the photon will not
escape, and is absorbed by the dust. This assumption should be good and have only a very small effect
on the energy balance of the grains, since the actual
escape probability in this direction is very small. The
overall escape probability from a given point is found
by a simple average over all angles. Finally, the fraction of the total number of recombinations to excited
levels that give rise to Lyman-alpha photons_is assumed to be 0.68, based on the recent calculations of
Hummer and Storey (Réf. 13).
The energy emitted by the dust in the infrared derives
from absorption of the ionizing and non-ionizing stellar flux, as well as from the Lyman-alpha photons as
described above. Additional minor energy sources,
such as the Balmer continuum and lines, have been
neglected.
3. CALCULATIONS.
In the calculations reported below, the dust/gas mass
ratio in the ionized gas is used as the main free variable. Destruction of dust grains, in addition to the
evaporation which is included, may arise from sputtering of the grains by photons or chemical reactions
with ions. The 'interstellar value' of the mass ratio for the dust distribution, referred to as the 'D/H'
ratio, corresponds to a dust/hydrogen mass ratio n.'
0.009. and the ratio is 0.008 for the distribution without the small grain population. In the neutral gas,
the dust/gas ratio is usually assumed to be equal to
these values.
In Figure 1, the infrared intensity (in units of watts.
cm-^.Hz-'.sr-') is shown as a function of wavelength
in the directions of decreasing density (O degs) and increasing density (180 degs) from the ionizing source.
The model assumes a blister of scale height 3h= 1
pc, a density at the ionizing star of 300 cm- , and
a composite stellar spectrum with a total luminosity
of l.SxlO6 L0. The luminosity is equivalent to that
of one O4 star plus about thirty O8-O9 stars. The
dust/gas ratio in the ionized gas is D/HxO.l, arid the
the two sets of curves represent dust with and without the small grain population. We note from Figure
1 that the intensity in the closed direction is higher
than in the open direction only at the very shortest
and longest wavelengths. The lower intensity at intermediate wavelengths in the closed direction is due to.
the gas competing more effectively for the_ photons at
the higher densities that are present in this direct.ion.
We also note that much of the difference between the
two directions for the silicate features is due to the
presence of the smallest grains. The prominence of
the silicate features will decrease for any finite angle
observations since the relative number of colder dust
grains along the line of sight increases strongly with
the volume. This is illustrated in Figure 2, showing the infrared specific luminosities for the models
of Figure 1. In addition, we also show the spectrum
of a spherical HII region, with the dotted curve representing; the contribution by the dust in the ionized gas
only. The latter is very similar for all the three cases
considered in Figure 2. A spherical region is seen to
be more luminous than a blister by almost a factor
of two in the far-infrared part of the spectrum, but
is less luminous in the near-infrared, below a wavelength of about 6jim. We also note that if the smallest
grains are absent, the luminosity below about lOjim
decreases by about a factor of three. Finally, if the
dust/gas ratio in the neutral region is depleted as
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band and about 13.0 ;,m, including the new peak
at 12.7 /.m (Réf. 7: CTA hereafter). These
features, and the plateau, are generally attributed

errors in the standard star spectra. Also plotted,
as dashed lines, are continua, spline-interpolated
between round-b
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L = 1.3x10 L0
n0 = 300
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Figure 1. The specific intensity of an HII blister as a function of wavelength in the direction where the blister
is open (O degs) and in the direction where the blister is closed (180 degs). The scale height is set to Ipc.
Solid and dotted curves - dust /gas mass ratio of 0.1 of the interstellar value; long-dashed and short-dashed
curves - the same dust/gas ratio but none of the smallest grains present. Also shown as dash-dot curves are
the absorption efficiencies of the silicate and graphite particles for grain radii of 0.0156/im.

L = 1.3x10 L0
n0 = 300 cm"3

D/HxO.l

^ 18 QO

o

17 -

16
1

1.5
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log wavelength (yum)
Figure 2. The specific luminosity as a function of wavelength. Solid curve - a blister (scale height 1 pc);
long-dashed curve - the blister without the smallest grains present; short-dashed curve - a spherical region
(scale height 300pc); dash-dot curve - the blister with a dust/gas ratio of 0.1 times the interstellar value in
both the ionized and the neutral regions; dotted curve - the radiation beyond 20pm contributed by the dust
in the ionized region for the spherical case.
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well, the non-ionizing radiation is absorbed at greater
distances, and more energy is emitted beyond about
100;mi, as shown by the dau;h-dotted curve.
Fieure 3 shows the spectra of blisters for the three
relative dust/gas ratios of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 in the ionized region. The contributions from the dust in the
ionized gas are shown by the dotted curves in the
respective cases. It is apparent that the dust/gas ratio in the HII region mainly affects the spectrum at
wavelengths below about ,30/im,_and that lor dust/gasr
ratios^less than 0.1-times the normal ratio, most o
the effect takes place at wavelengths less than abou.
15//m. Of course, as also seen in Figure 3, the effect
on the far-infrared paît of the HII region spectrum
by itself (dotted curves) can be much greater. This
is partially masked here by the neutral gas having
a normal dust/gas ratio, and contributing most of
the far-infrared radiation. The spectral index of the .
radiation in the 300 - 500/im region ranges from 2.9 to -3.3 for the models shown. The temperature
variation of the dust therefore gives an apparent long
wavelength power law for the absorption efficiency of
the grains of -0.9 to -1.3.
3.2 Colors. ;
A convenient way of displaying the variations among
the models for the many parameters involved is the
use_of color-color plots. We have chosen to display
the model colors by convolving the specific luminosities with the IRAS band-pass filters (Réf. 14) at 12,
25, 60, and 100/nn. Figures 4 and 5 show the logarithmic ratios of the luminosities at these wavelengths,

as well as the outlines of the regions where IRAS observations have placed planetary nebulae (PN's) and
cores of galaxies (Réf. 15). The IRAS flux densities
have been multiplied by the integrals of the relative
response function over the band-pass. The dust/gas
ratio clearly has a strong effect on the model colors. Somewhat dust depleted models show a 25/12/im
color similar to that of observed planetaries, but a
60/25/im color that is in the region of the cores of
galaxies and 'cooler' than that of the PN's. The
100/60/im ratio, on the other hand, is similar to thatof planetaries, but 'hotter' than the observed cores. If
the amount of neutral gas in our dust depleted models is decreased, the colors will tend to move into the:
region of the PN's in the 25/12/im vs 60/25/im plot,
but will be hotter than the PN's in the 100/60;/m vs
GO/25/im diagram. Comparison between the actual
colors of diffuse HII regions and our models is currently being undertaken.
Figures 4 and 5 show that if the dust/gas ratio decreases, the regions are represented by 'cooler' colors, but the amount of change is small for relative
dust/gas ratios below 0.1. If the neutral region were
allowed to be dust-depleted as well, only the 100/60/im
ratio would be substantially changed, as shown in Figure 5 for D/HxO.l in both regions. In addition to the
dust/gas ratio, both the assumed gas density n0 and
the total stellar luminosity L' substantially affect the
infrared colors. For some of the blister cases, we have
indicated by arrows the changes in the colors that
follow an increase in density to n0x!0 (=3000 cm-3) or a

^ 18 QO
O

.5

1

1.5
log wavelength

2.5

Figure 3. The specific luminosity of a blister (scale height Ipc) as a function of wavelength for three diferent
dust/gas ratios in the ionized gas; dotted curves - the contribution from the dust within the ionized region.
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decrease to n0/10 (=30 cm-3). For some of the spherical models, we have also indicated the changes due
to an order of magnitude decrease in luminosity (L'
/10 = 1.3x 105 L0), corresponding to only two O8O9 stars with an effective temperature of 35,00OK.
Note that changes in gas density and stellar luminosity cause color changes very similar to those caused
by changes in the dust/gas ratio. Other observations
must therefore be used to discriminate such parameters from each other. The total infrared luminosity
gives an indication of I', and the intensities of infrared spectral lines such as the fine-structure lines
discussed below are sensitive to n0.
3.3 Fine-Structure Lines.
The model calculations also include the determination of the ionization structure and the emission from
fine-structure lines (Refs. 3,4). Assuming solar abundances, the flux of the 52 and 88^m [OUI] lines and
the 57/im [NIII] line have been calculated and are
compared with the continuum emission from the dust.
The results are expressed in the same two forms as
used for the dust ie., the line intensity (watts.cm-3.
sr-') which relates to a 'pencil beam' centred on the
ionizing source and the total line luminosity (watts)
which gives the integrated power over the volume of
the HII and neutral regions. To make a practical
comparison between the line and the continuum emission, a resolving power of 200 has been taken to define the spectral bandwidth and it is assumed that
this bandwidth is much wider than that of the line.
Line/continuum ratios for other resolving powers can
be derived by direct scaling.
Table 1 shows line/continuum values for the three
fine-structure lines, with a blister model, both in terms
of the intensity (O degs direction) and the total luminosity. The ratio is given for three values of the relative dust/gas ratio for the ionized region. The values
are seen to increase as the dust in the ionized region
is decreased. In terms of the intensity, the change is
roughly proportional to the inverse of the dust density
and follows the increasing proportion of the ionizing
flux which is taken up by the gas. It is also noted
that the line/continuum values for the intensity and
the luminosity are substantially different. This is because the intensity ratio relates to a specific viewing
angle to the blister and to the central point in the
intensity map, whereas the luminosity ratio relates to
the whole volume.

Calculations for a spherical model, equivalent to Table 1 for the case with D/Hxl, show higher values for
the line/continuum intensity ratio but similar values
for the luminosity ratio. This is expected since the
intensity ratio is sensitive to the geometric structure
of the source, whereas the luminosity ratio is not.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The model calculations show that the infrared emission from diffuse HII regions and the associated neutral material is expected to be broadly distributed
over the spectral range with a peak in the specific luminosity L, at around 50 - 60/im. The 10/im silicate
feature is only clearly present in the spectral luminosity for dust/gas mass ratios greater than about 0.01
of the interstellar value. The dust/gas ratio strongly
affects the infrared emission below about 20/im, where
the presence or not of a small grain population is also
of considerable importance. Compared with a spherical region, an HII blister, with all other parameters
equal, is more luminous below about 6/im but less luminous throughout the far-infrared part of the spectrum. The blister converts from 30% to 80% of the
stellar luminosity into infrared radiation, depending
on the dust/gas ratio and the density. The luminosity beyond about 100pm is strongly dependent on the
extent of, and the dust/gas ratio in, the associated
neutral gas. The dust temperature gradient in the
neutral gas may lead to an apparent power law index
of about -1 for the far-infrared absorption efficiency
of the dust, as often observed.
The model 'colors' corresponding to the IRAS spectral bands show that diffuse HII regions are expected
to occupy their own place in the color - color plots.
In the 25/12/im vs the 60/25/im color plot they may
overlap slightly the region of galactic cores, but in the
lpO/60/jm vs 60/25fiin color plots, their 100/60/im ratio is 'hotter' than that of the cores and similar to
that of observed planetary nebulae. A factor of 10
decrease from the typical model parameters of the
dust/gas ratio, the gas density or the stellar luminosity all lead to similar changes towards 'cooler' colors
in these diagrams.
With fine-structure line calculations, the model has
given line/continuum intensity ratios which increase
roughly as the inverse of the dust/gas ratio, matching the increase in the ionizing flux available for th>;
gas. The line/continuum ratios themselves indicate

Line/Continuum
Fine-Structure Ionized D/H
Intensity O deg Luminosity
Line
X
0.11
2.4
[Om] 52pm
[OHI] 88pm
1.11
5.6
1
0.004
[NIH] 57pm
0.28
[OUI] 52pm
1.7
11.0 I
[Offl] 88pm
0.1
18.7
17.5
0.05
1.1 f
[Nm] 57pm
17.6
[OH!] 52pm
17.4
[Offlj 88pm
183
0.01
23.1
[NHI] 57pm
0.5
1.6
Table 1. The line/continuum ratio for fine-structure lines from an HII blister are tabulated both in terms
of the intensity (O degs direction) and the luminosity, for the dust/gas ratios shown. Otherwise the blister
parameters are as shown in Figure 3. The continuum relates to a resolving power of 200.
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the spectral resolving power required for an instrument to observe the line clearly from the dust continuum. The intensity ratio for a blister model will vary
with the viewing angle to the HII region, indicating
the ionization and density structure.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the molecular and fine structure line
emission from dense photodissociation regions. In particular, we have concentrated on predicting the line emission from CO and HI molecules. We find that, when
the gas density is sufficiently high, self-shielding of the
molecules can move the C+/CO and H/H2 transitions
close to the surfaces of the molecular cloud (A11 < 1),
where they can feel the full effect of heating by the UV
radiation field. Collisional de-excitation of the HI can
move the lower levels towards LTE, producing an apparantly 'shocked' line ratio for two low-J levels, while
the high-J levels retain a 'fluorescent' value. Appreciable emission in high-J CO molecules originates in
this warm molecular gas. Comparison with observation
suggests that high density clumps are a common phenomena in photodissociation regions.
Keywords: infrared: spectra — interstellar: molecules —
molecular processes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Photodissociation regions (PDRs) occur where far-ultraviolet (FUV) radiation dominates the heating and chemical composition of the gas. A typical example is a
molecular cloud situated nearby to an OB star, but they
include all regions of molecular clouds exposed to the
ambient interstellar radiation field. The surface layers
of such clouds contain atomic gas. A transition region
exists further into the cloud, where grain and self shielding allow atomic hydrogen to transform into molecular
hydrogen (Hj) and C+ into C and CO. Photoelectric
ejection of hot electrons from dust grains heats the gas.
In the surface layer (T s; 500 K) the gas cools through
the CH (158Mm) and OI (63/tin) transitions, whilst the
molecular gas (T •< 50 K) is cooled by low-J lines of
CO. UV-pumped Hj lines in the near-infi • —d (NTR)
also originate in the warm, mainly atomic, zone.

Warm CO has recently been observed in the HII regions
of MIT (Réf. 1) and WSl (Réf. 2), the reflection nebula
NGC 2023 (Réf. 3), and the Galactic Centre (Réf. 4). In
MlT narrow lines (AVFWHM= 5-lOkms-') of "CO 7-6
and 14-13 show that the temperature of the emitting
gas is of order 200-400 K, with densities at least a few
times 104cm~s. The narrow line widths likely preclude
shocks as the exciting mechanism, unless the shocks are
extraordinarily well aligned perpendicular to the line of
sight.
Near infrared spectra of HI line emission are being obtained from an increasing number of galactic sources. A
diagnostic that has been commonly used to discriminate
between shocks and UV-pumped fluorescence, is the ratio of the 1-0 and 2-1 S(I) lines at 2.1-2.2/Im. In shocks
this ratio is typically ~ 10 (e.g., Réf. 5), while for pure
radiative fluoresence it is 1.8 (Réf. 6). In many sources,
such as the molecular outflow OMC-I, the spectra are
typical of that expected from shocked emission (e.g.,
Réf. 7) while in others such as the reflection nebula
Hubble 12 (Réf. 8) and M17 (Réf. 9) they are typical
of fluorescence. In some sources, however, the spectra
show characteristics of both types of emission process
(e.g., in Orions Bar, Réf. 10). Recently (Réf. 11), it
was found that low-J and high-J lines from the v=2
level in the Bar have different excitation temperatures;
the low-J are characteristic of shocks, and the high-J
lines of fluorescence. In several planetary nebulae (e.g.,
the Dumbbell, the Ring and NGC 6720, Réf. 12), the
HI appears to be shock-excited on the evidence of line
ratios in the 2/un spectrum. However, there appear to
be no plausible forces available to drive a shock in order
to match the intensity of the HI line emission, yet there
is an abundance of UV photons available for pumping
the molecules. Also, the H2 (Réf. 13) and CO in the
Galactic Centre may be heated in PDR's, and not in
shocks as has commonly been assumed.
We have been motivated by these observations to further investigate photodissociation region models to see
whether they are capable of producing warm molecular gas. The model of Tieiens Sc Hollenbach (Réf. 14,
hereafter Paper I) has been extended in parameter

PIDC. 22nd Eslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy, Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 1988, ESA SP-290
(September 1989)
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space to higher densities (up to 1O7CnT3) and, in particular, the molecular line emission from CO and Hj
has been considered in more detail. In Paper I the
atomic/molecular transition typically takes place at an
optical depth, A«~l-3. If, however, the ratio of gas
density to UV flux is sufficiently high, H1 and CO self
shit.'.ding can bring the C + /CO and H/Hj transition regions to A0 ;<!. Here the photoelectric heating mechanism is at its maximum, and the molecular gas can be
heated to temperatures » 100 K. Molecular line emission *hen arises from warm gas. An additional heating
source, HI vibrational heating from the collisional deexcitation of UV-pumped Hj, becomes important. Since
the gas temperature may rise considerably in excess of
the grain temperature, gas-grain collisions can be an
important cooling mechanism.
In the following sections we will present an overview
of a theoretical parameter study of photodissociation
regions for the range n = 10s to 1O7CnT3 and UV-field
Go = 10s to 10s (times the ambient interstellar value, in
Habings, of 1.6 X 10~3 ergss^cm"'. Réf. 15). We will
discuss the temperature and chemical structure of the
regions, and the resultant emission from fine-structure
and metastable atomic lines, and from the CO and HI
molecules. These results will be reported in more detail
in Réf. 16.
2. MODELLING
This work extends the PDR models of paper I. The
Pl • model calculates the chemistry and energy balance
of a
d exposed to an external FUV flux as a function of optical depth from the neutral surface. These
models are run to an optical depth of An ^; 10, and so
include a large fraction of a typical cloud. The main
free parameters of the models are the density, n, and
the UV-field, Go; the models have been run for n from
1O8Cm-* to 10Tcnr3, and G0 from 10s to 105. We will
discuss many of the results for the .standard model' parameters, with n=106cm-s and G0=IO* (see Table 1).
Table 1 : Standard Model Parameters
Standard Model
Parameter
1.0 (6)
n (cm'3)
1.0 (4)
G0
SVd
3.0
3.0 (-4)
Ac
5.0 (-4)
A0
7.9 (-7)
Asi
7.9 (-6)
A3
2.5 (-7)
At.
1.3 (-6)
n. û the number density of hydrogen of hydrogen nucleii; GQ the
FUV incident radiation field in Habings [Réf. 15, i,e.f number of
times the ambient interstellar value); £V"d u the turbulent doppler
line width; and Ax is the abundance of element X.

The major difference from paper I is the more detailed
treatment of CO and H2. The first 50 rotational levels of the v=0 state of CO are treated explicitly, and
tiiS effects of applying different calculated values for
several molecular parameters (e.g., collision rate coefficents, photodissociation rates and self-shielding factors)
considered. In paper I the Hj molecule was treated by a
simple 2-level approximation, a v=0 level and an excited
pseudo-level at v=6. This approximation was retained
for calculating the energy balance and abundance of HI
at each different optical depth step in the numerical
solution. Once the temperature and abundance were
determined, however, the individual levels populations
were treated by splitting them into a a thermal and a
pumped component. The thermal contribution is determined by calculating the statistical equilibrium population. The pumped contribution is calculated by the
pump rate to electronic levels, multiplied by the fraction cascading to a given level in a low n, low G0 limit
(from Réf. 17), modified by factors for multiple pumping
(from Réf. 18) and collisional de-excitation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Paper I showed that FDR's are characterised by several different layers as the chemical composition changes
from atomic to molecular with increasing optical depth.
These characteristic regions are brought closer to the
surface of the cloud in dense FDRs. Fig. 1 shows the
dominant heating and cooling agents through the PDR
for the standard model (n=106cnTs and G 0 =IO 4 ), together with the chemical abundances of H, C and O
species. For optical depths A11 < 0.3 both the photoelectric and UV-pumped H2 vibrational heating mechanisms are important. Molecule self-shielding causes
significant quantities of molecular gas to be formed by
Av ~ 0.5, while still receiving the full heating effect
of the ambient radiation field. The gas temperature
is of order 1000 K at the surface, and still 200 K at
A11 ~ 1. Although OI 63fim remains the dominant
coolant, gas-grain collisions become an important gas
cooling mechanism since the gas temperature rises considerably in excess of that of the grains. Significant
quantities of emission from high-J levels of CO are also
produced for Au < 1. The temperature is sufficiently
high that, with the high gas density, the thermal contribution to the v=l level of H2 is of comparable importance to the pumped contribution. Although thermal excitation is insignificant for v=2 and higher levels,
collisional de-excitation of UV-pumped levels becomes
important, thereby altering the pure fluorescent spectrum.
Table 2 contains predictions for the intensities of finestructure, metastable, and the molecular CO and H2
lines in the standard case. In Fig. 2 are shown the model
predictions for fine-structure and metastable line intensities for varying n with G0 fixed at 104. Far infrared
lines from OI, CI, CII, Fell, SI and SiII are predicted to
be observable, with FeI and SiI remaining below current
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10

Figure 1. Dominant heating (dashed lines) and cooling (solid lines) agents (top), hydrogen abundances (H, H2, Hj (v=6) and e"; middle) and carbon and oxygen abundances
(C, C+, CO, O, OH, H1O; bottom) in the standard model, n=106cm~s and G0=IO4, as
a function of visual extinction, A n . The gas temperature is shown by the dotted line.

10

1000

10000

10 '

.10"

10

Density, cm
Figures 2 & 3. Fine structure and metastable line emission (left) and CO line emission
from PDR models for G0=IO4. Individual lines are labelled in Fig. 2. The CO lines are
labelled with the density in Fig. 3.
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Table 2 : Standard Model Line Intensities
Line
Intensity (ergs s"1 c
4.6 (-2)
63 Jim
OI
1.2 (-3)
146pm
2.2 (-7)
6300Â
2.7 (-6)
370 /im
CI
6.1 (-7)
610 /im
1.2 (-3)
cn 158 ^m
3.5 (-7)
24 /Jm
FeI
4.9 (-8)
35 /Jm
6.7 (-4)
26 /un
FeH
1.3 H)
35 /im
5.9 (-8)
69 /im
SiI
1.4 (-7)
130 too.
6.9 (-4)
SiH
35 nm
5.3 (-6)
SI
25 /im
5.6 (-7)
57 /im
CO

1-0
2-1
3-2
7-6
10-9
15-14
20-19
25-24
30-29

ECO
EH2O
EOH
ECH

H2

0-0 S(2)
0-0 S(3)
0-0 S(4)
0-0 S(5)
0-0 S(6)
0-0 S(7)
0-0 S(8)
0-0 S(9)
0-0 S(IO)
0-0 S(Il)
0-0 S(13)
1-0 S(I)
2-1 S(I)
3-2 S(I)
4-3 S(I)

4.9 (-7)
5.7 (-6)
2.2 (-5)
2.2 (-4)
3.2 (-4)
2.7 (-5)
8.3 (-6)
2.1 (-6)
1.9 (-7)
2.2 (-3)
2.2 (-5)
4.3 (-4)
4.3 (-5)
9.4 (-5)
6.3 (-4)
8.0 (-5)
2.7 (-4)
2.0 (-5)
5.2 (-5)
4.0 (-6)
1.7 (-5)
2.5 (-6)
1.6 (-5)
1.3 (-5)
1.8 (-4)
2 7 (-5)
1.4 (-5)

6.9 (-6)

detection limits. Figure 3 shows predictions for CO lines
for the same range of parameters. When n> 106crn~3,
significant emission is produced for J levels higher than
10, while for lower densities only the first few levels are
excited. For the case n=106cm~3, the emitting CO gas
would appear to be at two temperatures; up to J=15
the emission coming from 100 K gas at A1, ~ 2, while
for higher J the emission arises from several hundred
K gas at Au ~ 0.3. Thus we predict the existence of
measureable quantities of warm molecular gas coming
from the surface layers of dense PDRs.
In M17 CO line intensities are available for several lines
up to J=14-13 (Réf. 19). We require a density ~ 10e cnr3
to explain these observations; a lower density produces
too,little CO 14-13^ compared to CO 7-6, while higher _
densities produce too much. In table 3 are compared the
observations with model predictions for n=106 cm~3and
G0 = 10* and 105, the two best fits from the models we

Table 3 : Comparison with CO Observations
Line Observation Model Runs for n=106 cm"3
G0=IO*
G0=IO5
ergs s"1 cm"3 sr"1
1-0
7.2 (-7)
4.9 (-7)
5.3 (-7)
2-1
4.9 (-6)
5.7 (-6)
6.7 (-6)
3-2
1.8 (-5)
2.2 (-5)
2.7 (-5)
4-3
2.9 (-5)
5.3 (-5)
7.2 (-5)
7-6
2.7 (-4)
2.2 (-4)
3.7 (-4)
14-13
1.7 (-4)
5.1 (-5)
2.9 (-4)
Both values of GO provide reasonable fits, with the best
value lying somewhere inbetween. The measured FUV
energy density at the surface of the M17 cloud is equivalent to G0 = 3 X 10*.
Figure 4 shows the H2 level column densities (divided
by the level degeneracy, and assuming an ortho to para
ratio of 3:1) plotted against the energy level, for n=106,
106 and 107 and G0=IO*. The lowest pure rotational
states are always in LTE at the local gas temperature.
The higher J levels as well as the rovibrational transitions reflect the UV-pumped cascade at low densities.
At higher densities, progressively higher energy levels
will become thermalised and then move over towards
the Io .• J v=0 curve. For instance, for n=106 and 10r,
the v—1 level has been thermalised and follows the v=0
curve, -."hile the v=2 levels, which are still dominated
by the pumped component, remain above it. It can be
misleading to try and characterise the gas by an excitation temperature based on measurements of level
column densities. For instance, in the standard model,
the vibrational temperature between v=l and v=2, obtained from the 1-0 and 2-1 S(I) lines, is 2000 K. The
rotational temperature obtained from the first 6 J levels
in v=l is 1100 K, while between J=Il and J=IS in v=0
it is 3400 K. Values of 1000-2000 K have often been
taken as indicating a 'thermal' or 'shocked' Hj emission line spectrum, while values > 3000 K as indicating
'fluorescence'. Such a temperature dichotomy
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Figure 4. Molecular hydrogen level column densities / degeneracy, as a function of
level energy, for PDR models with G0=IO4 and n=105, 10s & 107 cm-3.
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Figure 5. Contour plots of selected line ratios; log(OI 63fj/CII 158pm) (top left);
log(CO 1-0/7-6) (top right); H2 1-0/2-1 S(I) (bottom left); and H2 0-0 S(13)/lO O(7) (bottom right). The x-axis is log density (cm"3) and the y-axis log G0.
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with excitation energy has recently been observed for
the v=2-0 transition in Orion (Réf. 11). A cursory cornprison with our models shows that observations are well
matched by models with a GQ = 10s, appropriate for
Orion's Bar, and a density of 106 cm"1. This density is
somewhat higher than indicated by a detailed model of
the OI, CII, CI and CO emission from the Orion PDR
(Réf. 20). We note, however, that specific predictions
regarding individual Hj line column densities depend
on highly uncertain collisional de-excitation rates, and
therefore should not be relied upon, although we believe
the trend discussed tare applies.
The final figure (Fig. 5) provides a series of ratio plots
for use as diagnostics of the density and UV-field. Ratios of OI 63fjm to CII 158 fim and CO 1-0/7-6 are
principally density indicators. The Hj line ratios (10/2-1 S(I) at 2.1-2.2ftm and 0-0 S(13)/l-0 O(7) at
3.8 pm) are constant over most of the parameter space
studied, where UV-pumping dominates the excitation.
For densities > 106cm~3, however, they are sensitive to
both n and GQ.
An interesting result is, for n/Go t 10s cm~3, the existence of two stable solutions for the model. A 'hightemperature' (~ 1000 K) solution exists when cooling
by OI 63 /im and gas-grain collision can balance Hj vibrational heating, while a 'low-temperature' (~ 100 K)
solution exists for the conventional case where OI63 /rai
cooling balances photoelectric heating. The two separate solution tracks only exist for very small optical
depths, before the hot solution 'cools' to the low-T
solution. The only significant observational difference
between the two solutions is for high-J CO line emission; in the high-T case there is significant emission for
J> 16. Which solution tracks the PDR follows probably depends on the initial history of the cloud; if the
cloud has always remained cold prior to being irradiated
by UV it likely will follow the low-T track, while if it
has been initially heated by, for instance, a shock wave,
it may follow the high-T track. We note again that
the exact details of these two solutions are critically dependent on Hj de-excitation rates, which determine the
H2 vibrational heating contribution. The existence of a
low temperature solution depends on the collisional deexcitation rates falling off rapidly at low T {•< 200 K).
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4. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER WORK
Other workers have been pursuing similar theoretical
investigations. Réf. 17 provides comprehensive models
of fluorescent Hj line emission from molecular clouds,
but does not treat the chemistry, energy balance and
atomic fine-structure line emission in detail. In addition, the models cover a different region of parameter
space from the region we are considering here, with densities < 10* cm"' and UV fields, G0 < 10*. At such
densities, the Hj vibrational heating mechanism is not
important. Réf. 21 studies the same region of parameter
space as ourselves. It undertakes a detailed description
of all the individual Hj level populations, but does not
treat the chemistry and fine-structure line emission in
the same detail. In addition, it does not follow the rotational line emission of CO, but only considers the total
radiant emission from the molecule. Furthermore, the
C and O abundances used are a factor of 10 lower than
our models, which significantly reduces the importance
of the photoelectric heating mechanism by reducing the
number of free electrons (from CII) available. We have,
however, run some models for the same abundance parameters as Réf. 21, and the general agreement between
our models is good. This will be the subject of a full
discussion in Réf. 16.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the recent discovery of warm (few hundred K), dense (> 104cm~3) molecular gas in clouds
situated near strong sources of UV radiation, we have
modelled the molecular and fine structure line emission
from dense photodissociation regions. Particular emphasis has been placed on predicting the CO and Hj
line emission.
When the gas density is sufficiently high (> 106cm~3),
self-shielding of the molecules can move the transition
regions for C+/CO and H/Ej close to the surface of the
cloud (A1, < l). Here the molecules can feel the full
heating effect of the radiation field. An additional heating source, Hj vibrational heating from the collisional
de-excitation of UV-pumped molecules, is important.
The collisions move the lower Hj levels towards LTE. A
plot of Hj column density against energy level for each
vibrational level will appear to consist of two components; the lower-J levels having an effective rotational
temperature of order a 1000 K ( a 'thermal' value), while
the higher-J levels from the same vibrational state have
a higher rotational temperature of a few 1000 K (a 'fluorescent' value). Appreciable emission from high-J levels of CO also originates in this warm molecular region.
Comparison with observation in M17 shows that the CO
line emission comes from dense (~ 106 cm~3) clumps at
the surface of the cloud. We suggest that high density
clumps are a common phenomena in photodissociation
regions.
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ABSTRACT
Low resolution airborne spectra from 5 to 8 pm
are now available for a sample of 40 sources
selected from the IRAS LRS Atlas with PAH emission
features. The tight correlation between the
dominant bands at 6.2 and 7.7 /im leaves no doubt
that these features are related. A new emission
band at 5.2 um, previously predicted for PAHs,
has been found in 33 sources; it also correlates
with the 7.7 /im band. This extends the
"generic" spectrum of narrow observed PAH features
to 3.3, 5.2, 5.6, 6.2, 6.9, 7.7, 8.7, 11.3, and
12.7 fan.- From-this sizeable sample of-sources
we define the relative strengths of most of these
bands in three separate nebular environments :
planetaries, HII regions, and reflection nebulae.
There are significant differences in the generic
spectra of PAHs in these different environments,
particularly in the ratio of I(6.2)/I(7.7) and in
the actual wavelength of the strong "7.7" /an
peak. New observations of southern nebulae,
including the unusually carbon-rich [WClO]
planetary nuclei and the apparently oxygen-rich
object, NGC 6302, broadens the range of C/0 over
which we detect PAH features to 0.2-4.8. The
addition of these planetaries strengthens our
earlier claim that the fraction of total emission
observed by IRAS that is carried by PAH emission is
correlated with nebular gas-phase C/O ratio. The
[WClO] nuclei also exhibit a strong "plateau" of
emission linking the 6.2 and 7.7 /im features.
Keywords: infrared spectra, interstellar molecules,
HII regions, reflection nebulae, planetary nebular
abundances

1.

INTROPUCTION

1.1 The Generic PAH Spectrum
Our previous study (Réf. 1) of the infrared
emission bands showed that: 1) they constitute a
generic spectrum of features, the most intense
peaks of which are invisible from the ground (those
at 6.2 and 7.7 /an); 2) all spectra are similar
but spectral variations do exist; 3) the stronger
features are sometime? often accompanied by weaker
ones at 5.6 and 6.9 Jim,- and 4) the prominence of
these emission bands is tightly correlated with the
gas phase C/O ratio in planetary nebulae. These
bands have been attributed to fluorescent
vibrational transitions in polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon molecules (hereafter PAHs: Refs. 2-3),
a relationship supported by the obvious link
between the bands and carbon abundance (Refs. 1,
4 ). The tight correlation between the 6, 2 and 7 , 7
/im features supports this picture, since both
originate in C=C skeletal modes in PAH molecules.
The present paper is a summary of our new airborne
5-8 /an spectroscopy, the complete details of
which are given by Cohen et al. (Réf. 5).
1.2 The Role of the IRAS LRS
With the advent of the IRAS Low Resolution Spectral
Atlas (Réf. 6: hereafter LRS) it is now readily
possible to select "PAH emission sources" for
airborne study. Our primary selection criterion
was the presence of a rapid increase in flux
density at the shortest LRS wavelengths, indicating
the presence of the "7.7 /an" band, accompanied
by an 11.3 /im emission band. In many objects,
this pair of features occurs in combination with a
plateau of emission between the 11.3 /an infrared
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band and about 13.0 /im, including the new peak
at 12.7 //m (Réf. 7; CTA hereafter). These
features, and the plateau, are generally attributed
to CH out-of-plane bending vibrations of PAHs and
are indicative of the molecular structures of the
emitting species (Refs. 7-8);
A new study of the Orion Bar region (i) shows that
the plateau between 11 and 13 //m is notspatially distributed like the sharper PAH
features, whereas the 3-3.6 /tm plateau follows
these bands; (ii) identifies the .11-13 /tm
plateau with non-equilibrium emission from
amorphous carbon grains; and (iii) explains the
broad 6-9.//ra plateau of emission, underlying the
6.2 and "7.7" /im features and_well shown by some
of the spectra presented in Réf. 1 and in the
present paper, as due to clusters of PAH molecules
rather to discrete, anharmonically overlapping,
molecular bands from many different PAHs.
1.3 Objectives ofjthe New Survey
The strong C-C stretching vibrations of PAHs occur
in the 5-8 /im region, currently accessible only
from NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). We
have set out to assemble a much larger sample of
airborne spectra, to compare the 5-8 /(m spectral
characteristics with source type and with features
in other wavelength regimes. Such studies are
essential to the identification of the specific
molecular carriers, or at least to constrain the
possibilities and extend the range of physical and
chemical conditions in which the PAHs are found.
In this paper we summarize the findings of our
airborne studies (Réf. 5): 1} the existence of an
extended emission plateau linking the 6.2 and 7.7
«m features in the [WClO] nuclei; 2) the
probable existence of a new weak PAH band near 5.2
/im; 3) an independent confirmation of the
correlation between the two strongest emission
features (6.2 and 7.7 /nn); 4) a quantitative
redetermination of relative intensities in the
"generic spectrum" of features proposed in Réf. 1;
and 5) a correlation between 7.7 /im band
intensity and nebular C/O ratio for 9 planetaries
now.
2.

THE OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Instrumentation and Calibration
All spectra were taken with the Faint Object
Grating Spectrometer (FOGS: Réf. 10) from the KAO
at altitudes between 39,000 and 41,000 feet. Our
aperture was always 22" in diameter, and resolution
(X/AX) was ~50. Our spectral
resolution is well-matched to the detection of
variations in the 7.7 //m feature and
simultaneously covers a broad wavelength region.
Repeated in-flight measurements of an internal
blackbody source through a polystyrene filter
provided wavelength calibration. Flux calibration
was achieved by observations of standard stars
(e.g.,n Boo, a Hya, a Lib, <i CMa), assumed
featureless from 5 to 11 pm at our resolution.
Telluric features were removed by use of spectra of
these same standards taken near cruising altitudes.
2.2 Typical KAO Spectra
We present our spectra as linear plots of F
vs. X with error bars representing the root ourn
square combinations of the photometric statistics
for each detector in the array and photometric

errors in the standard star spectra. Also plotted,
as dashed lines, are continua, spline-interpolated
between ground-based spectrophotometry or photometry, shortward of 5 //m and longward of 8 /mi,
or by combining short wavelength ground-based data
with LRS spectrophotometry at —10.0-10.5 /*m
(avoiding the known PAH emission features). (Note
that "dead" detectors have been removed from any
spectra shown in this paper. These were usually
channels 5 and 23 although, in the older spectra in
our southern survey, detectors 3 and 23 were the
only nonfunctioning detectors.)
Fig. 1 shows a.quartet of spectra ,for CPD-560
8032, HR 4049, IRAS 08513-4201 and 16396-4429,
illustrative of the several features discussed in
this survey paper namely: a red-shading, or
asymmetry, of the 6.2 ;/m band, or a pedestal
beneath this feature; emission infilling the region"
between the 6.2 and 7.7 /tm bands but
„4
substantially above the interpolated continua;
potential variations in the actual wavelength of
the "7.7" ;/m peak; a 5.2 /im band; and a 6.9
/im band.
2.3 The Sample of Southern Sources
All objects were drawn from the LRS Atlas and 10 of
the 18 were included in CTA1S sample of 20 sources
with the long wavelength plateau of emission beyond
11.3 /<m and the 12.7 /'m feature (where this
is unlikely to be confused with the 12.8 /<m
[NeII] line as happens in planetaries and HII
regions). The new objects include a pair of
stellar planetary nebulae with rare [WClO] nuclei,
CPD-56°8032 (=IRAS 17047-5650) and He 2-113
(=IRAS 14562-5406), both southern analogues of the
intriguing [WCIl] nucleus of IRAS 21282+5050 (Réf.
11). Additional sources are: the bipolar nebula,
Roberts 22 (=IRAS 10197-5750); probable planetary
nebula, He 2-77 (=IRAS 12063-6259: Réf. 12); the
HII region RCW 108 (=IRAS 16362-4845); strong
emission-line star MWC 922 (=IRAS 18184-1302);
polypolar planetary NGC 6302 (=IRAS 17103-3702);
till region G333.6-0.2 (=IRAS 16183-4958); possible
protoplanetary nebula HR 4049 (=IRAS 10158-2844);
and the reflection nebulae Cederblad 40 (=IRAS
05044-0325), IRAS 08513-4201 and 09014-4736; and
HII regions IRAS 08485-4419, 12389-6147,
16313-4840," and 16396-4429. We have assigned
objects to three categories of nebular type:
planetaries, reflection nebulae, and HII regions,
based on several criteria (see Réf. 5). Protoplanetaries were included with the planetaries.
3.

RESULTS

3.1 Integrated Band Fluxes
We adopted the methods of Réf. 1 for the extent of
the PAH feature at 6.2 /im, namely 6.0-6.6 fim,
For the "7.7" /tm band it was necessary to
modify the technique in Réf. 1 to cope with peaks
significantly different from 7.7 /.m by using
twice the integrated flux between 7.3 jim and
the actual peak (several objects peak at ~7.6
/im, others not until 7 . 9-8. O //m). These
integrals were defined above the relevant
interpolated continua. Likewise the 6.9 /im band
flux was obtained by integration above the splined
continuum except for those objects where a broad
plateau of emission links the 6.2 and 7.7 /im
features in which case we use the intervening
higher level of plateau emission instead. Both 3.3
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Fig. 3 KAO spectra for the [WClO] planetary nucleus, CPD-56°8032, the protoplanetsiy
nebula, HR 4049, and the sources, IRAS 08513-4201 (reflection nebula) ai.d 16396-4429 ;an
HII region), first discovered by IRAS. Interpolated continua are also plotted.

and 7.7 fim band intensities were corrected for
hydrogen recombination lines based on radio
continuum flux densities when available.
3 . 2 The 6. 2__and 7.7 urn Features
In Fig. 2 we correlate the 6.2 and 7.7 /im
apparent band intensities for the 22 northern
sources of Réf. 1, and the 18 southern sources or
separate locations of the present paper. We fitted
a straight line to the points in Fig. 2 by least
squares techniques. Our estimates for slope and
intercept, including r.m.s. errors in these
coefficients, are derived by considering both axes
to be subject to errors of measurement. We find
for all 40 sources log 1(7.7 /rai) = (1.02±0.07)
*logiol{6.2 /ra) + (0.3Ï±0.16}. We conclude
again that the 6.2 and 7.7 /im bands are very
well correlated with forçai best-fit ratio of
I(7.7)/I(6.2) - 2.0 (+1.0,-0.6). The linear
relationship between these two features is
noteworthy, demonstrating again that these bands
have a common carrier.
3.3 The Predicted Feature at 5.2 jnn
Laboratory spectra of most PAHs show a C-C
stretching mode in the 5.1-5.3 ftm range, about

2-3 times stronger than the features in the 5.5-6
jirn region (Réf. 13). Consequently, such a
feature has been predicted for astrophysical FAH
sources by Allamandola (Réf. _14). A recent
high-resolution KAO spectrum of the planetary
nebula BD+30°3639 clearly shows this new emission
feature, peaking at ~5,23 /Jm, with a FWHM of
—0.1 fim (Réf. 15). This "new" feature
appeared in many of the northern SAO spectra (Réf.
1) although, because of its location at the extreme
edge of the spectra, we did not call attention to
it. Its strength is shown to be correlated with
that of the 7.7 /tra feature in Fig. 3 although
the trend is noisier than the corresponding plot
relating the 6.2 and 7.7 /im features probably,
in part, because of the greater uncertainties in
defining the much weaker 5.2 ftm band intensity
and because of its location at the edge of our
spectra. We find for 33 sources log 1(7,7 ftm)
= (0.92±0.11)*log 1(5.2 /im) - (1.39±ft.l8),
suggesting that both bands are correlated, with
formal best-fit value of 1(7.7)/I(5.2) —
24(+13,-8). Consequently, this new feature also
belongs to the "generic" spectrum of infrared
bands.
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4.2 Protoplanetaries
All three of the rare protoplanetaries that we have
studied, namely Roberts 22, HR 4049, and HD 44179
(Réf. 1), show PAH emission features.
4.3 6.2 urn Band Asymmetry

D •

Several spectra show evidence for a red-shading of
the 6.2 jim band. Some caution is warranted,
however, since the width of this emission feature
is comparable to our resolution. Nevertheless,
IRAS 16396-4429 (Pig. 1) is such a striking example
of this phenomenon that it may well be real.
Higher resolution studies of these bands are needed
to confirm the red degradation. However, we note

A AA
*n

that such shading may be caused by anharmonicity/
i.e. the v=2—*1 and 3—»2 emission in this mode
is shifted to slightly longer wavelengths (Réf.16).

-17
, -16
log,. [ I(6.2,iin) W cm"']
Fig. 2: Correlation between the intensities of the
6.2 and 7.7 /m emission bands, distinguishing
sources described in Réf. 1 (open symbols) and in
the more recent southern survey (Réf. 5: solid
symbols), and separating sources by nebular type.
The two 6.2 /im upper limits correspond to the
northern planetaries, M4-18 and NGC 6572.

4.4 Variations in the Generic Band Spectrum
Table 1 summarizes the intensities of six bands of
the generic PAH spectrum relative to the strongest,
at 7.7 Jim, and distinguishes different nebular
environments. We have included the 3.3 and 11. 3
pm bands although these were not measured from
the KAO.
Table 1.
1(3.31/1(7.71
Nebular type

•*
A""

Iff.
reflection nebulae

-

planelaries

A
A
. I i

HII regions
-16
log» [ 1(7.7^m) W cm~']

Fig. 3: Correlation between the new 5.2 pm band
and that at 7.7 /im, distinguishing sources by
nebular type.

(*)
6.3
5.7

Std. dev.

HII

13.0

All

8.4

(*)
1.3
1.7
2.2
1.2

3.5
5.4
7.5
5.4

0.9
1.7
2.2
1.1

7.3
9.0
5.S
7.3

3.2
1.8
1.4
1.1

PN
RN

A

Mean

1(5.21/1(7.71

FN
RN
HII
All
1(5.61/1(7.71

PN
RN
HII
All
1(6.21/1(7.71

4.

DISCUSSION S CONCLUSIONS

4.1 The 5.2 urn Band
Host of the northern and southern spectra show a
feature near 5.2 jim, implying its reality.
Since many PAHs show a C-C stretching mode at this
wavelength (Réf. 14), its discovery further
strengthens the general identification of all the
bands with these types of molecule. We do not yet
know the intrinsic 5.2 Jim band intensities for
isolated PAHs since quantitative laboratory spectra
are hard to obtain. Therefore, we have no
explanation for the relative weakness of this band
in planetaries (Table 1) although we suspect that
this feature contains structural information about
the molecules.

PN
RN
HII
All

41
68
58
54

6
7
4
4

16.4

4.0

29
22
29
29

7
5
4
4

1(6.91/1(7.71

RN
1(11.31/1(7.71

PN
HN
HII
All

The ratio I(6.2)/I(7.7) is interesting in that it
clearly discriminates between circumstellar
material (created in and excited by the
planetaries) and interstellar (ambient matter
influenced by mere proximity to hot stars as in
both reflection and ionized environments ). It
seems that planetaries, which are embedded in
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synthesized material, contain a slightly different
PftH family than the interstellar medium. Perhaps
this is the result of shock destruction and/or
ultraviolet photo-isomerization in the interstellar
medium which will tend to weed out the less stable
PAHs (Réf. 17).
4.5 A Caveat about 1(3.31/1(11.3)
The ratio of I{11.3)/I(3.3) has been used to
determine the IiXeIy number of carbon atoms in the
emitting PAH molecules (Refs. 3, 18). However,
large PAHs will not contribute as much to the
intensity of the 3.3 fun band as to the 11.3 /im
band (Réf. 19), rendering the ratio of these two
bands somewhat ambiguous. Further, we urge great
caution in the use of 1(11.3)/!(3.3) when it
involves scaling small aperture ground-based
measurements up to the LRS spectra. For this
reason, we do not tabulate this ratio.
4.6 The '7.T am Peak
An important pattern concerning the peak wavelength
of the "7.7" jim feature also emerges from the
KAO spectra that again discriminates between
locally made PAHs and ambient interstellar
molecules. Dubbing the most intense feature as
"the 7.7 Jim band" is misleading. This
feature's posicion varies considerably, probably
indicative of different components dominating the
emitting species in different environments.

High-resolution FOGS spectra of several PAH sources
suggest the existence of two separate components
within the "7.7" fim feature, one from species
that have an intense fundamental between ~7.5
and 7.6 /Jm, and a second from species with
fundamentals between 7.8 and 8.2 /on (Réf. 20).
The variations in peak wavelength might, therefore,
represent changes in dominance of these two
components, perhaps due to two independent
molecules or classes of molecule.
4.7 The Bands and c/o Ratios in Planetaries
One particularly intriguing result from Réf. 1 is
the relation for planetaries between gas phase C/O
ratio and the relative importance of PAH emission
as compared with grain emission, quantified by
f(7.7), the fraction of total IRAS emission
radiated by the 7.7 /im feature. We can augment
the sample frou Réf. 1 by the addition of NGC 6302
(C/0=0.26, Réf. 21) and HR 4049 (2.0, Réf. 22). Of
greatest interest would be to include the [WClO)
nuclei. Only CPD-56°8032 has been adequately
studied by IUE and only preliminary abundances have
been available (Réf. 23). we, therefore, obtained
all the IUE spectra of this object and analyzed
them for C/O which we conclude is 4.fl(+3.3,-2.2).
Fig. 4 now updates this exciting trend for a sample
of 9 planetaries.

•
I

Table 2 summarizes the best-determined "7.7" /an
peak wavelengths for the three nebular types and
shows that the "7.7" /m peak in planetaries is
significantly longer than in other nebular
environments.
Table 2.
Planetaries
Object
J 900
Ml-Il0
BD+30°3639
IC 5117
HD 44179
NGC 7027
CPD-56°8032
He 2-113
Roberts 22
MWC 922
HR 4049

Peak (/un)
7.7
7.7
7.8-8.0
7.7-8.0
7.85
7.6,7.8
7.9
7 . 8-8 . O
7 . 8-8 . O
7.7-7.9
7.7

Reflection nebulae
Object
Peak (/na)
P18-1
7.4-7.7
P18-2
7.55
P18-3
7.6
NGC 7023
7.6
05044-0325
7.65
08513-4201
7.7
NGC 2023
7.6
HlI reqions
Object
Peak (/an)
Ori Bar
7.65
(4 positions)
SAO 163075
7.7-7.9
RCW 108
7.65
16396-4429
7.6
GL 437
7.65

2

3

C/O

Fig. 4: The corelation between fraction of total
IRAS emission radiated by the dominant 7.7 /im
band and gas phase C/O ratio for 9 planetaries or
protoplanetaries. Key: 1, CPD-56°8032; 2, J900;
»3, NGC 7027,- 4, HR 4049; 5, IC 5117,- 6, BD+30°
3639; 7, IC 418; 8, NGC 6572; 9, NGC 6302 (the two
points for this nebula indicate extreme ways of
extracting the 7.7 /m PAH feature from the
[NeVI] line and represent the uncertainty).
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IR LINE EMISSION FROM SUPERNOVAE IN MOLECULAR CLOUDS
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ABSTRACT
A supernova explosion in a molecular cloud will result in a
supernova remnant which radiates an appreciable Traction
of the ~1051 erg kinetic energy of the supernova explosion
in the form of X-rays. Absorption of these X-rays in the
surrounding molecular gas produces ionization, dissociation,
and heating. We find that a 10 erg supernova explosion
in a uniform molecular cloud of density nn=103cm~3 will
result in the emission of SXlO49 erg in H2 line photons,
including BXlO48 erg in the u=l—*0 S(I) line. This process
may contribute appreciably to the strong S(I) line emission
seen from some starburst galaxies, such as NGC G2'10.
Keywords: Supcrnovae, Molecular
Emission Lines

Clouds, X-rays,

H2

1. INTRODUCTION
If a supernova explosion takes place in a molecular cloud
with 7Iu^a-IO3Cm"3 then the resulting supernova remnant
will enter the "radiative" phase of its evolution at an early
time, and a large fraction of the energy radiated by the
remnant will be in the form of X-rays. These X-rays
penetrate deep into the surrounding molecular gas,
producing gradual heating, ionization, and dissociation.
Since H2 is an effective coolant until it is almost entirely
dissociated, the X-ray irradiated molecular cloud will
produce strong Ho emission lines. In order to estimate the
intensity of the H 2 emission, we have carried out
calculations of the thermal and chemical evolution of the
initially molecular gas exposed to this X-ray irradiation.
Details are to be published elsewhere (Réf. 1, 2).
2. THE MODEL
The X-ray irradiation has been computed using a simple
model for the evolution of the SNR, with attention given
to the propagation of the X-rays as they arc absorbed in
the ambient cloud. The luminosity of the SNR is shown as
a function of time for various values of the ambient density
in Fig. 1. It is seen that for nn^ 103cm~3, the SNR has a
peak luminosity in excess of 1O7L @ . The absorption of

these X-rays in the surrounding gas is shown in Fig. 2,
which plots /I, the X-ray energy absorbed per II nucleus,
for nH=103,10', 105,1O6CIn"3. For H M =10 3 em~ 3 , the peak
energy absorption occurs at a radius r='IX10 18 cm, with
fcwSOQcV. The evolution of the gas has been computed
including: X-ray absorption by heavy elements, including
Auger electrons; ionization, dissociation, and excitation by
nonthermal electrons; distinct temperatures Ï',,, Tt, and
jT; for neutrals, electrons and ions; and a chemical network
including charge transfer, dissociative recombination, and a
limited number of simple molecules.
3. RESULTS
An example of the time-evolution of the X-ray heated gas
is shown in Figs. 3 and <1, which show the physical
conditions as a function of time at r=5XI0 18 cm in a cloud
of Hu=IO 3 Cm" 3 . The X-rays begin to raise the
temperature of the gas about 10 years after the supernova.
At /=120 yr the fractional ionization .rr^10~', and
Tn=ZM)K. The X-ray luminosity of the SNIl continues Io
rise, and by (=1000yr the gas has 1,^.13, and
Y'n^2000/C. As seen in Fig. •!, even at this time there is
still an appreciable amount of Un remaining in the gas, and
the vibration-rotation lines of H 2 act to keep T from rising
further. In fact, 7' subsequently declines somewhat as the
rate of heating by X-rays drops. Finally, the blastwave
reaches r=5X1018cm at /=2500yr; the gas temperature
and ionization rises abruptly, and any remaining molecules
are destroyed as the lluid is exposed to the extreme UV
"radiative precursor" from the approaching blastwave.
We htivo carried out similar calculations at many radial
positions; Fig. 5 shows the total X-ray energy absorbed
(dot-dash line) as well as the total emission in H* lines
(dashed line) as a function of distance r from the
supernova. We see t h a t the II., lines are able to radiate a
large fraction of the absorbed X-ray energy. The solid lines
show the time-integrated cmissivity of the gas (energy
radiated per II nucléon) in selected spectral lines.
The "efficiency" for conversion of the supernova energy
Eifz}®*'1 erg into selected emission lines is given in Table 1.
For the T(U=IO - Vm" 3 model, the H 2 lines all together carry
E=QM)Ii0. The i'=l->0 S(I) line (X=2.l2l8//m) alone
has /I=OX)O-WE11. H 2 emission is strong in both the low-J
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u=l—»0 lines as well as a number of pure-rotation lines,
such as the S(S) line, with E=.011£04. APPLICATION TO STARBURST GALAXIES?
Several so-called "starburst" galaxies have strong H2 line
emission. The most spectacular case known is NGG 6240,
which is observed to radiate LS(i)=lX108ig) in the
H2 B=I-»0 S(I) line (with no correction for extinction); this
is 2X10~* of the total energy output from the galaxy. It is
not easy to envision a scenario whereby such a large
fraction of the galaxy's luminosity can be channeled into
this one spectral line. Shock waves and photodissociation
fronts are two possibilities, but each of these hypotheses
face quantitative difficulties in producing so much Ho line
emission.
The possibility we consider here is that supernova
explosions in molecular clouds are frequent. Using our
computed emission efficiencies for nH=103cm~3, we can
easily estimate the required frequency of supernova
explosions in molecular clouds to be ~2/yr (uncorrected
for reddening)! A reasonable correction for 2.1 pm
extinction would raise this to perhaps ~5/ year. The
"starburst" interpretation of this galaxy invokes ~1010jWg)

of star formation in the last 107-10*yr to explain the
observed continuum emission (Réf. 3) so one might expect
the current supernova rate to be ~10l—10syr~l Thus a
rate ~5/yr for supernova explosions in molecular clouds
with Ti11=IO2-4Cm"3 seems not unreasonable. With
lifetimes ~2X103yr, there would be 104 such H2 lineemitting remnants in the galaxy.
This research was supported in part by NASA grant
NGL31-001-007 and NSF grant AST-8612013.
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TABLE 1
Efficiency '=Jd3rJdtt(r, I) / E0
Line

CI 611/1
CI 9853Â
CII 157p
NI 5202Â
Nil 205/1
Nil 122/J
OI 63/1
OI 6302Â
H2 0-0 S(O)
H2 0-0 S(I)
H2 0-0 S(2)
H2 0-0 S(3)
H2 0-0 S(5)
H2 0-0 S(7)
H2 0-0 S(Il)
H2 0-0 S(15)
H2 1-0 Q(I)
H2 1-0 Q(2)
H2 1-0 S(O)
H2 1-0 S(I)
H2 1-0 S(2)
H2 1-0 S(3)
H2 1-0 S(7)
H2 2-1 S(I)
H2 2-1 S(2)
H2 2-1 S(3)
Total H 2

T.H=103

H11=IO1

n,,=105

2.9X10"3

1.5X10-5

1.2X10"3

6.1X10"°

5

7.8XlO"4

4.8X10"

4

2.0X!0~

5.5X10"4

1.2X10"5

5.4X10"5

7.0X10"5

1.6X10"4

5.4X10"°

1.2X10"°

2.8X10"4

3.4X10"5

5.3X10""

2.2X10"3

7.9X10"4

4.5X10"3

6

5

7.6X10"5

5

2.0X10"5

4

3.8X10"4

4

3.5X10"4

3

1.7X10"3

J

2.1X10"3

3

1.4X10"3

3

4.2X10"4

4

1.1X10"4

3

I.OXIO"3

1.3X10"

1

6.7X10"

3.4X10"4

1.1X10~3

5.5X10"4

2.9XlO-4

5.5X10"3

2.7XIO"3
3

7.OXlO"

3

8.5X10"

4

3.2X10"

3

5.2X10-

3

3.5X10"

2

1.4XlO"
2

i.ixio"

3

6.3X10"

3

1.7X10-

4

3.7X10"

3

3.5X1 0~

3

2.2XlO"3

2.1X1Q-

1.0X10"
4.1X10"

5.GX10"
3.5XlO"

4.8X10"'
3.2XlO"

1.1X10"
3.9X10"

1.8X10~

i.oxio-

1.3X10"3
4.6X10"4

6.6X10"3

2.9X10"3

1.2X10"3

1.7X1Q-3

7.1X10"4

2.1X10"'

4.2X10"4

1.8X10"4

4.4X10"5

4

5

1.8X10"5

4

5.4X10"5

2

1.6X10"2

1.9X10"

6.5X10-"
9. IXlO-

2

7.7X10"
2.5X10"

3.7X10"

*where c(r,() is the emissivity in ergs Cm-3S"1 and
£0=l"51<;rgs is the initial kinetic energy of the SN éjecta.
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ABSTRACT

and NHa containing ices (GG87b) a new field of potential candidates became available. Since then, using isotope

Recent laboratory research has opened the way to in-

labelling techniques, a variety of ionic species in the irradi-

terpret interstellar absorption spectra from a different point

ated laboratory ices have been identified. It appeared that

of view. An overview of the interstellar IR absorption fea-

proton transfer reactions (between NH 3 and photochcrni-

tures is given with appropiate references for further reading.

cally formed acids) were the basis of ion formation (G88;

Recent laboratory results are noted point by point. Future

Grim et al. 1989b).

[SO data reduction may benefit greatly from such studies.
Astrophysically, these studies are relevant since they
Keywords: Infrared spectra, interstellar dust, interstellar

are able to reproduce interstellar absorption features. The

molecules, grain mantle composition, laboratory studies,

information gained in the above referred photochemical stu-

photochemistry of ices.

dies led to new assignments for the 4.62 and 6.86 /zrn absorption features scon towards W33A. The 4.62 /mi band is
assigned to OCN~ (GG87b), whereas the 6.86 /im band is

1. OUTLINE

believed to result from NHj (Grim et al. 1989e). Further
interpretation of the interstellar spectra also led to some

The mid-IR spectral region of molecular clouds is known
to show the fingerprints of molecules frozen in the icy man-

interesting details in which line of sight effects play an important role.

tles of the interstellar grains (Allamandola 1984). So far,
only a few molecules have been positively identified: HgO,

This particular paper concentrates on the applications

CO, OCS, H2S and CII3OII (for a review see Tielens and

of the laboratory work to ISO. The listing of the IR features

Allamandola 1987). To study in more detail the complex

is preceeded by a presentation of the infrared spectrum of

chemical and physical interactions going on in the ice man-

W33A, a protostellar source surrounded by a very thick

tles accreted on grains in molecular clouds Laboratory As-

dust shell making the conditions for observing IR lines fa-

trophysics has performed numerous UV irradiation and dif-

vorable. Then earlier observations and identifications of

fusion experiments (e.g., Lacy et al. 1984; Geballe et al.

grain mantle components (most of them art seen towards

1985; d'Hcndecourt et al. 1986; Grim and Greenbu.g [GG]

W33A) are summarized, followed by the IR t<uids which

1987a, 1987b; Grirn [Gj 1988; Grim et al. 1989b, Schutte

are predicted from the laboratory research. For each com-

1988; Schinitt et al. 1988a, 1988b, 1989).

ponent the main absorption frequency (and wavelength) is
listed, followed by the key observations, the key results, the

With the identification of the OCN" ion as the car-

key problems and appropiatc reference. Finally, although

rier of the 2167 cm"1 absorption feature in irradiated, CO

this paper is focussed on the solid state chemistry occuring
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in molecular clouds, ISO can also extend our knowledge of

Ou1

the solid state molecular components of the diffuse medium

32

2.8

3.4

-

3.6

0.2

in the line of sight towards the Galactic Center, especially
by observing the 5-8 /im region. An extended paper re-

0.4

lated to ISO is in preparation (Grim and d'Hendecourt

3.6

Amorphous Ice (la)
Id-O)

1989).
0.8
1.0

2. FIGURES
2.1 W33A
* heavily obscured protostellar source Av > 100
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2.3 CO

2.4 OCS
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* NHj: 1457 cm-' (6.86 /im)

2.6 OCN-

* HCOO-: 1580 cm-1 (6.30 /un)
l

* 2166 cm~ (4.62 ^m)

* in W33A 2% NHj/H 2 O concentration

* in W33A 1% OCN"/H 2 O concentration

* methanol contributes only 10% to 6.86 /im band

*Tion formation by~photochemistry of ices

* line of sight effects (temperature-gradients)"

* Lacy et al. 1984

* ion formation by photochemistry of ices

* Larson et al. 1985

* Tielens et al. 1984 "

* Grim and Greenberg 1987b

* Grim et al. 1989a,b,c

* Nuth and Moore 1988
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* indicator for annealing ice
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* Schmitt et al. 1989
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2.13 HCO and NO
* NO: 1870 cm"1 (5.348 Jim)
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ABSTRACT
We present infrared spectrophotomclry and line images
of the Crab Nebula and Cygnus Loop supernova remnants.
In the Crab the filaments have [Fc II] 1.6i4/jm /L,-7 of
10-50 which is similar to the shock excited [Fe II] emissjfln from olher the supernova remnants. But in the Crab
.the [Fe II] emission is due to photoionization by powerlaw synchrotron emisr
his is an important result for
understanding the infrared [Fe U] emission from galaxies
because the non-thermal radiation from an active nucleus
may excite the observer Li e UJ emission. HZ emission is
found in two filaments, confirming the presence of dense,
neutral cores.
In the Cygnus Loop Faint molecular hydrogen emission
has been detected in a bright optical filament. An image in
the HZ line at 2.122 fim shows that some emission lies
beyond (2') the edge of the bright optical emission and is
possibly associated with the "non-radiative" balmer dominated shocks in this vicinity. There are also locations where
H2 and bright optical line emission are coincident.
Key words: Infrared Spectra, Infrared Imaging, Supernova
Remnants, Crab Nebula, Cygnus Loop
1. INTRODUCTION
Supernova remnants (SNR) are bright sources of [Fe II]
1.644pm and vibrationally excited HZ emission. Therefore,
infrared (TR) spectroscopy has an important contribution to
make towards understanding the physics of these objects.
We have therefore obtained IR spectroscopy and emission
line images of two important remnants; the Cygnus Loop,
an old evolved SNR, and the Crab Nebula, a young remnant
The bright optical emission-line filaments of the Crab
Nebula provide an exceptional insight into the supernova
which exploded in 1054 AD, because the gas from which
they are composed probably has not yet mixed with interstellar material. The Crab is also the best known example
of a synchrotron nebula in which a UV - X-ray power law
continuum excites line emission. Power law photoionization
is thought to be an important process in the the excitation
of the line emission in active galactic nuclei. And so an IR
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study of the Crab may clarify the understanding of the IR
specta of galaxies.
We have obtained IR spectra and line imaging data
of the Crab Nebula as part of our continuing IR spectroscopic programme (réf. 8, 22, 9 ) In this paper we present
H (1.6 /im ) and K(2.2/im ) - window spectropholometry
of bright filaments which have been well studied at optical
wavelengths. We have also obtained imaging in the [Fe II]
1.644 nm line. We show that power law photoionization
can lead to bright IR [Fe II] emission and discuss the presence, survival and excitation of molecular hydrogen in the
cores of the filaments.
The Cygnus Loop SNR is a large (diameter « 3°)
incomplete shell of emission line regions displaying filamentary structure. The Cygnus Loop is old (~ 1O1Vr),
and an example of a SNR whose structure is dctermmcd
by the interaction of the supernova energy with the local
inters' - medium. The Cygnus Loop sits in a low density (i. J.I -,-m"3) medium which contains large (l-10pc)
clouds with densities £ 10cm~3. When the blast wave encounters these clouds shocks (v K lOOims"1) are driven
L to them producing the optical line emission. The closeness of the Cygnus Loop, the low extinction, and its large
size make this SNR an important target for IR shock spectroscopy. The data presented here consists of H and Kwindow spcctropholometry of bright filaments which have
been well studied at optical wavelengths and HZ lire imaging.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The IR data reported in this paper were obtained at
the UORT, Mauna Kea, Hawai'i. Spectropholometry was
obtained under photometric conditions, using the singlechannel InSb IR photometer UKT9 which is equipped with
a circular variable filter (CVF) of resolution A/AA » 120.
The Crab Nebula emission-line knots 1«2 (réf. 15) and FK6
and FKlO (réf. 7) were observed using a 19.6" circular
aperture.
The IR camera IRCAM was, used to obtain images of
the [Fe II] line emission at 1.644 fim in the vicinity of
FK6 in the Crab Nebula. The camera was used in the
1.2"/pixel mode which gives a field of view of 70" x 74".
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Figure 1
A continuum subtracted JFe II] 1.644 /im image of the Crab Nebula in the vicinity of the filament FK 6. The
field is 70"x74". The filamentary structure is very similar to that seen in optical line emission images (e.g. ref 7)

Figure 2
An H2 1-0 S(I) image of the NE part of the Cynus Loop. The image is not continuum subtracted, and many
stars appear in the field. The scale bar is 1'. The H2 emission is associated with the bright optical emission from
NGC 6992, but is generally displaced in front of the edge of the optical line emission.
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The resulting line and continuum images are presented in
figure 1.
In the Cygnus Loop CVF spectra of a number of bright
optical emission line filaments were obtained. Observations
in the vicinity of Miller's (rcf 14) position 1 in (lie Cygnus
Loop were made with IRCAM in the 2.4"/pixcl mode (fig.
2) Data was taken through a 1% filler centered on H2 1-0
S(I) at 2.122/im. A mosaic consisting of 20 frames covering an area of « T x 7' of the bright filaments around
Miller's position 1 was constructed.
3. THE CRAB NEBULA
The most striking feature of the Crab spectra is a strong,
unresolved line at 1.644 /HTI . Strong IR [Fb II] 1.644
lim emission of comparable intensity is characteristic of
optical line emission filaments in the supernova remnants
MSH 15-52, IC 443 the Cygnus Loop, and RCW 106 (rcfs.
20, 8, 22, 9, 17). We therefore adopt this as a firm identification. The 1.644 fan image (fig. 1) clearly shows that
the line ctriwnp is

2.15

2.2

Wavelengths (microns)

Figures
A 2/jm CVF spectrum of filament FK 6 in the
Crab Nebula showing H2 1-0 S(I) at 2.122pm and
BIJ at 2.165 urn .
Our 2/im spectra have recorded Brj and a line at
2.122/im at FK6 and FKlO (fig. 3.) In any other astronomical object we would have had little hesitation in identifying this as H2 1-0 S(I) 2.122/tm . The presence of H2
in the Crab Nebula is remarkable and therefore this identification requires extra support The additional evidence in
favor of an identification with H2 is twofold. Firstly, the
2.122 fim line is not coincident in wavelength with any He
I lines or any forbidden lines of elements with Z < 40 or
belonging to (he iron group. Secondly, we have searched
for and detected lhe H2 1-0 Q-branch blend at 2.416 /im .
The detection of emission at the wavelengths of 1-0 S(I)
and 1-0 Q(l-3), combined with the absence of any other
satisfactory identification constitutes a strong case for identification with H2. No H2 emission was detected at position
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M2.
3.1 The [Fe II] line in tlie Crab Nebula
In our study of IC 443 we argued that the measurement
of a line ratio [Fe irjl.644/"» /BrT > 1 implies shock
excitation. In the Crab Nebula there are other bright optical
forbidden lines which are also characteristic of shock emission such as [S H] and [O I], but the optical emission is due
to photoionization, so it is unlikely that the [Fe II] emission
is shock excited. Therefore, our observations of the Crab
Nebula require us to be more general in identifying the
conditions which lead to bright [Fe II] 1.644 /im emission.
The optical spectra of the Crab Nebula line emission
filaments show ion species wilh a wide range of ionization
potential; e.g. lines of O IH, O H, and O I are all present
at considerable intensity. This wide range of excitation is
reminiscent of a radiative shock. Despite the. similarity, lhe
line emission from the Crab Nebula filaments is thought
to be due to photoionization of optically thick filaments by
the UV - X-ray component of the synchrotron continuum
which pervades the Nebula. The stratified ionizau'on structure of the filaments is a direct consequence of power law
nature of the ionizing spectrum. The plentiful supply of
penetrating high-energy photons (Iw > 10OeV) accounts
for the presence of highly ionized species and a long transition region where H is partially ionized, and coexists with
species such as O I, S II, and Fe II. Optical spectra arc explained by' detailed power law pholoionization modelling
techniques (refs. 10, 18) which show that the individual
filaments are surrounded by zone of high ionization where
ions such as HII, He II - III, and O III - IV are abundant.
Deeper into the filament He is neutral, but H and O arc
still ionized. The filaments with bright [O I] emission must
be optically thick to the ionizing radiation and have cores
where H is neutral. So power law pholoionization of the
optically thick filaments produces a subslantial column of
warm photo-dissociated gas where [Ffc H] emission will be
excued, and shock excitation does not need to be invoked.
A number of weak [Fe U] lines have been detected al
A < l.0ftm , including (Fe II] 0.8617 /zm . The ratio
[Fe D] 0.8617 fim / [Fe II] 1.644 /zm is sensitive to lhe
electron temperature, because lhe energy of lhe upper levels
of these transitions differ by 5519cm"1. We have combined
lhe measurements of [Fe If] 0.8617 fim IH/7 (refs. 18,11)
with our [Fe H] 1.644 /jm / Br? data, using H recombination theory, to find [Fe II] 0.8617 /Jm / [Fe II] 1.644
/im for FK 6 and M 2. The [Fe II] line ratios were derived
wilh Bry/H/? = 0.028 which is appropriate if lhe condilions
H recombination zone are given by [S II] line ratios (Le.
Te = 8500, H, = 1500cm-3, réf. 7). Figure 4 shows conlours of lhe observed [Fo II] 0.8617 /nu /1.644 /im line
ratio plotted on the T- nc plane. The [Fe II] temperature
is sensitive to ne, and lies in lhe range 4000 - 7000 A".
Using ne from [S U] lines gives T, = 4500 ± 50OA" for FK
6 and Te = 3900 ± 36OAT for M 2. These arc substanlially
cooler than the [S II] temperatures of 8500 A'. It is unlikely
that at Tc fa 400OA' the electron dcnsily will be as high as
it is at T, = 850OA'. Fig. 4 shows that at lower electron
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densities the line ratio correspond to a higher temperature.
Thus il is likely that the [Fe II] emission comes from gas
where the electron density is lower than in the S II region because recombination is more complete. The power
law photoionization models of the filaments of (réf. 10)
have a substantial column of gas (Nn *s 2 x 1O20Cm-2)
where the temperature drops from 8000 - 4000 K, and
ne fa 200ci»-3. This must be where the infared [Fe II]
emission is excited. For ne = 200cm"3 Te = 6100±800 K
for FK 6, and T, = 5000 ± 600 K for M 2. In addition, a
column of JV/, RJ 2 x 10M cm"2 with all Fc present as Fe II
should give 7(1.644 urn ) = 4x 10"4 erg s"1 cm"2 str~l
which is comparable to the observed surface brightness.
It is therefore clear that the [Fe II] emission comes from
this extended photodissocialcd region within the filament.
We conclude that the condition required for making [Fe II]
1.644/mi /mi / Brv » 1 is the presence of an extended
photodissociation region. Such a region may be produced
by radiative shocls with v, w 100fcms~l or by power law
photoionizalion.

are also excited by photoionisation should not be ruled out.
The 8617Â line is only a few percent of the 1.644 /tm line
in this case and so the IR line is much more likely than the
optical to be detected in galaxies. Excitation of the [Fc II]
1.644/jm line by power law photionisation in Seyferts may
I--, the reason Kawara et al (réf. 13 )fmd that the IR [Fe irj
lines in Seyfcrt galaxies are both stronger and broader than
in starburst galaxies, where the excitation mechanism is
more likely to be shocks.
3.3 Survival OfH2 in the Crab

The discovery of H2 in the Crab Nebula raises important questions about survival, excitation, and origin of these
molecules. The dissociation energy of Hj is only 4.6 eV
but the optical spectra of the emission line filaments shows
emission from highly ionised species such as [Nc III] and
[O IH] (x ~ 50 - 6OeV). It is not immediately apparent how this fragile molecule comes to coexist with high
excitation gas.
3.3.1 Photodissociation

2
I
5000

10*

T(K)
Figure 4
The allowed region in the (ne,Te) plane from the
observed value of [Fe IIJ0.8617/jm /[Fe D] 1.644
ftm for filament M2 in the Crab Nebula.
3.2 IR [Fc II] emission in active galaxies

Our detection of [RII] 1.644um emission from photoionised filaments in the Crab Nebula may have important implications for the interpretation of the [Fe II] 1.644
/1)71 line in galaxies with active nuclei. This line has been
detected in both starburst and Seyfert nuclei and has so
far been interpreted only in terms of shock excitation (refs.
12, 13, 16). The source of these shocks is believed to be
supernova remnants in starburst galaxies with perhaps an
additional contribution from a nuclear wind in the Seyfert
-,ataxies. However, especially in Type 1 Seyfcrt galaxies
wnere the optical lines from the nucleus are accounted for
by power law pholoionisation models similar to those for the
Crab filaments, the possibility that the infrared [Fe II] lines

Atomic gas may shield H2 effectively from photodissociation by photons with hv > 13.6eV because photoionizaiion of H and other heavy elements will lead to strong
absorption of these photons. The presence of bright [O IJ
emission from the filaments with H2 emission, FK 6 and M
2, confirms that few ionizing photons with hi/ > 13.6el/
penetrate these filaments. But the optical depth will be
much smaller for hv < 13.6eV and H2 can be pholodissociated by photons with 11.2 < hv < 13.6eV.
The UV flux incident on the 'emission line filaments
in the Crab is ~ lQ-l6erg s~l cm"2 Hz-1 at lOOOA (réf.
10). The lifetime of a H2 molecule exposed to this U V field
is ~ 4 years. Therefore we must understand how H2 could
survive 933 years in the nebula since the explosion of the
progenitor star in AD 1054. If the optical depth in the H2
lines is great enough then self-shielding will reduce the rate
of pholodissociation. If the column density of H2, W(H2) =
1018cm~2 then the dissociation rate is reduced by a factor
of 230, and for W(H2) = I019cm"2 the reduction
is a factor
of 1280 (réf. 1). A column density of 1018 - 1O19Cm"1
is therefore sufficient to ensure that the H2 could survive
photodissociation for a lime comparable to the age of the
remnant.
Photoionization models for the optical spectra require
that the filaments are optically thick to the ionizing photons.
Column densities of H II of ss 5 x 1019cm2 are required
to account for lines of species such as He I, He II, [O
H] and [O WJ, while bright [O I] 6300,6364, [S IFJ 6716,
6731, and [C I]9850 emission is indicative of a column of
HI, KI 1 x 1019cm2. And so we suggest that me filaments
have dense self-shielded molecular cores with JVu2 = 1018 10I9cm~2 where H2 is protected from ionizing radiation
with Iw > 13.6eV by the overlying neutral and ionized gas
so that the H2 can survive until the present day.
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3.3.2 lonization by relativistic electrons
Cosmic rays play an important role in the ionization
and healing of the atomic and molecular phases of the interstellar medium. These processes might also be important
in the Crab Nebula filaments. We calculate from the spectrum of relativistic electrons in the Crab that the dissociation
rate /3 = 9.6 x 10~1Z s~l. The lifetime of an H2 molecule
against dissociation following ionization by fast electrons is
3300 j/r, which is greater than the age of the nebula. Consequently, a substantial fraction of any molecular hydrogen
formed in the filaments after the supernova explosion could
survive until the present day.

determined by the interaction of the supernova explosion
energy with the local interstellar medium. In IC 443 the
H2 emission is collisionally excited in a shock where the
supernova remnant is running into a molecular cloud. But
unlike IC 443, the H2 emission from the Cygnus Loop is
very faint (w 100 times fainter) and comes from part of the
remnant where there is very bright optical emission from
fast shocks (V « 100 tms"1) in gas of moderate density
(n K 10cm"3). These are conditions for which Hz emission has not been reported before so we will examine the
nniure of the excitation is some detail.

3.4 The origin of the HZ in the Crab
The density in the filaments is now much too low for
HZ to form at a significant rate, and the HZ must either
pre-date the explosion, or have formed early in the expansion of the supernova remnant, when densities were much
higher. The H2 could have come from a molecular envelope
which formed around (he progenitor during the final stages
of evolution on the asymptotic giant branch as an OHJlR
star. But, if the HZ survived the explosion and was swept up
by éjecta which later formed the filaments, then the molecular gas would be accelerated up to velocities of about 1,000
kms~l. Any HZ would undoubtedly be destroyed by the
fast shocks which would be generated when the éjecta ran
into the circumstellar gas. The Hz in the filaments must
have formed out of the expanding supernova éjecta shortly
after the explosion. The detection of CO emission in the IR
spectrum of SN1987 A (refs. S, 3) suggests that molecules
may form in the supernova soon after the explosion and it is
possible that Hz in the Crab is a relic of molecule formation
in the envelope of the SN 10S4AD.
4. THE CYGNUS LOOP
The infrared spectrum of Miller's position 1 in the
Cyngus Loop shows Br 7, [Fe ITJ 1.644 ^im , a line at
2.122/zm and an resolved feature at 2.416/jm . We identify the emission at 2.122/nn and 2.416/im with HZ 1-0
S(I) 2.1218/H71 and the blend of 1-0 Q(I) 2.4066/im ,
Q(2) 2.4134/iin , and Q(3) 2.4237/JHI respectively. The
presence of emission at the wavelengths of HZ 1-0 S(I) as
well as the 1-0 Q-branch makes the identification with HZ
reliable. A spectrum (figure 5) of a bright filament discovered in the 2.122/1171 image, MH 1 (molecular H # 1),
lends further weight to the identification with H2, because
this spectrum shows emission at 2.224 /im and 2.248 /im in
addition to a bright line 2.122 /wn . These other lines are
conicident in wavelength with H2 1-0 S(O) 2.2233/jm , and
2-1 S(I) 2.2477//in.
Vibrationally excited H2 emission has been detected in
the supernova remnants IC443 (refs. 21, 8, 2) RCW 103
(réf. 17), and the Crab Nebula. In many respects IC443
is similar to the Cygnus Loop, and is a good example of
a middle aged supernova remnant whose structure is now
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Figure 5
The 2/ira CVF spectrum of a bright Hz filament
in the Cygnus Loop. H2 1-0 S(I), 1-0 S(O), and
2-1 S(I) have all been detected. Weak Br-y may
also be present.
4.1 The H2 image
The relation between the Hz and optical emission lines
provides important clues to the excitation of the H2. The H2
emission in the NE Cygnus Loop is clearly associated with
the optical line emission, but generally displaced in front
of the leading edge of the bright optical line emission. The
HZ emission displays the same linear filamentary structure
which typifies the optical emission.
One filament is precisely conincidcnl with a bright optical feature, but there are no other examples of 1:1 correspondance. Most of the HZ emission comes from a region
containing only very faint Balmcr-dominatcd emission filaments in the optical. The spectrum of these filaments is
dominated by collisionally excited Balmer line emission behind fast (v, K> 150 - 200 kins'1) nonradiativc shocks
which arc propagating into a partially neutral medium (rcf.
4). This is in contrast to the bright optical emission which
arises in the cooling and rccombining flows behind shocks
with v, SB 70- 120 kins'1.
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The location of the H2 emission in front of the bright
optical shocks suggests two cxctation mechanisms; 1) UV
fluorescence powered by the bright optical shocks, or 2)
shocks with a shock velocity greater than that of the optical
shocks, and comparable to the Balmcr line shocks.

4.2 Spectra
The H2 line ratios derived from the spectrum of a bright
molecular hydrogen filament (MHF I) in the Cygnus Loop
(fig. 5) arc not typical of thermally populated excited HZ
sources. The spectra of MHFl differs from that of the
1C 443 H2 emission because of the prominence of the 2-1
S(I) line relative to 1-0 S(I). AtMHF 1 /2_is(i)//i-os<i) =
0.31 ± 0.07, while values in the range 0.06 - 0.1 characteristic of the IC 443 emission. H2 line ratios arc a useful
diagnostic for understanding the nature of the excitation of
the emission because the vibrational and rotational températures derived from them can be used to distinguish between
thermal collisional excitation and the non-thermal excitation
which results from UV fluorescence. In thermal sources
such as IC 443 and the Orion KL region the vibrational
and rotational temperatures which are always comparable
and ;£ 250OA", but UV flourescence can lead to vibrational
temperatures as high as SOOO — 6COO K while the rotational
temperature remains at « 1000 K. At MHFl the 2 - 1 vibralional excitation Tvn = 3400^™0 -^• 3^ me rotational
excitation temperature, Trot = 130018JS) K. At MHF 1 the
vibralional temperature is substantially higher than is typical
for shocks, and the data are not consistent with equal vibrational and rotational temperatures suggesting a non-thermal
level population. Although the HZ line ratios suggest UV
flourcsccncc the UV field from the bright optical shocks is
too faint by more x 10 to account for the observed surface
brightness.
This conclusion and the high vibralional temperature
suggests that the H2 it may be excited in fast adiabatic
(non-radiative) shocks similar to those which excite the faint
balmer dominated filaments.
The emission from the balmer dominated filaments is
explained as follows. A fast collisionless shock (y, = 150—
200 km s-1 encounters gas with a significant neutral atomic
fraction. The ions are heated at the shock, and electronion equipartition occurs at least as fast as the Coloumb
timescale. The ions and neutrals are not strongly coupled
and so the the neutrals drift into the hot post-shock flow
where they arc excited, and eventually ionized by electron
impact
If the pre-shock gas is comprised substantially of H2
rather than HI then a similar two-fluid flow will result,
where molecules find themselves engulfed in ions and electrons heated at the shock. The cold //2 will then be excited
by electron impact. Assuming that the electrons come from
H ionization, and instantaneous electron-proton equipartition at the shock gives Tc = Ti = 71(U5/20Oi-JnS-')2 eV.
At 7OeV the dominant destruction mechanism of H2 under
these conditions is ionization with o-,- = 9.8 x 10~17cm2.
The most important channels for producing vibrationally
excited H2 is direct excitation from the ground state, and

excitation to the singlet electronic slates found at 11.4 —
1S.O eV, which decay back to the ground electronic state.
The emission following this excitation is comparable to UV
fluorescence in the Lyman and Werner. However, this excitation mechanism fails to account for the observed surface
brightness.
Electron-ion cqulibration on the Coluomb timcscalc is
invoked by Raymond et al. (réf. 19 ) and Fescn and Itoh
(réf. 6) to explain the prominence of [Ne V] and [O III]
in balmer dominated shocks. A lower electron temperature
just behind the shock in a Coloumb equilibration model
would enhance the brightness of 1 - 05(1), because the
cross-section for collisonal excitaion of v = I , J = 3 increases, and the ionization cross-section decreases at lower
electron energies. Alternatively a MHD pre-cursor may provide a source of low energy electrons which may excite H2
efficiently
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ABSTRACT
We present infrared spectra of IRAS sources, mainly
H Il regions and reflection ucbulic. The observations
include the IRAS Low Resolution Spectra (LRS) and
ground-based 3/an spectra. All sources in our sample
have strong emission features at 7.7, S-G and 11.3/mi
iu their LRS spectra; in all of them, we have detected
the strong 3.3/nil emission band, often together with
a feature at 3.4 /mi and an emission plateau at 3.43.G/un. The data are analysed in the context of the
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) hypothesis. In
particular, the size of the molecules find their degree
of hydrogénation arc investigated. For a few sources,
3/an spectra at higher resolution reveal the presence
oi additional emission features in the 3.4-3.0/mi region.
Possible interpretations for these bands are discussed.
Finally, new laboratory spectra are presented which show
a general fit to the observed spectra. Observational test
are suggested.
Keywords: Infrared spcctroscopy; interstellar (hist, molecules; PAHs; Hn regions; reflection nc. the.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Infrared emission features at 3.3, 0.2, 7.7, 8.G and 11.3/on
have been detected since 1973 in a variety of objects
including planetary nebulae, reflection nebulae, HII regions,
and cxtragalactic objects (see reviews by Aitkeu, 1981
and Willner, 19S4). Various models had been developed
to understand not only the wavelength of the features
but also the possible excitation mechanism find hence
the respective intensities of the lines (see review by
Allamandola, 1984). The situation changed considerably
in 1984 when Léger and Ptiget proposed a coherent
model in which the excitation mechanism is provided
by the absorption of individual ultraviolet photons by
isolated large organic molecules with the generic name
of Polycychc Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs). These
molecules are made of benzene rings linked to each other
in a plane, with H-atoms or other radicals saturating
the outer bonds of peripheral C-atoms. For an extensive
chemistry treatise on PAHs, see Clar (19G4); see also
Leach (19S7). Léger and Puget (198Î) obtained a very
suggestive fit to the observed bands with the five main
bands of a typical PAH molecule, coronene (C2.iH|2).
Each band of the set, 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.0 find 11.3/an, is
identified with a fundamental vibrational mode of this
class of molecules, respectively the =C-H stretch, two
C=C stretching modes, the =C-H bend in-plane, and
the =C-H bend oiit-tlic-plane of the molecule. As stated
by Léger and Puget (1984), in analytical spcctroscopy

the presence of these bands in an unknown substance is
taken as highly rharaeteristic of the presence of aromatic
compounds in the substance studied (Bellamy, 19GG). In
fact, already in 1981, Dulcy and Williams had pointed
out that the two bands at 3.3 and 11.3/mi were occuriiig
at wavelengths typical of aromatic CH groups.
Léger and d'Hendecourt (1987, hereafter LH87)
have shown that for a given collection of PAHs whose
infrared spectra could be measured m the laboratory,
the most compact PAHs do provide a better fit of
the observed spectra in the G-8/an region than less
compact molecules where protruding benzene cycles arc
more subject to degradation cither by oxydation (Clar,
1904) or by reduction (hydrogénation followed by the
breaking of a non aromatic ring, Schmidt, 1987).
The conspicuous presence of tin- 7.7, 8.G find 11.3 /an
emission bauds in many low resolution spectra (LRS)
obtained with the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)
has prevailed on us to select sevend dozens of sources from
the LRS database in order to obtain their three micron
spectra and study them together with their IRAS LRS
spectra. We have obtained so for three micron spectra
for 2411of these IRAS sources. Several of them were cither
total! new or previously poorly known infrared sources.
This - ' o f observations doubles the number of gj'lactir
sources "or which both three micron and ten micron
spectra characteristic of PAHs are available. The aim of
this study is to obtain, for a large sample of objects, an
estimate of the 11.3 /mi to the 3.3/mi ratio, since the
two bands originate in the same molecular subgroup, in
order to evaluate its viiriation among different objects.
The knowledge of this ratio together with that of the
mean energy of the exciting UV photons can be used
to derive the average size of the emitting molecules.
This latter is found to be rather large, typically 100
atoms. We have computed the cooling of a molecule
after absorption of one UV photon. The relative strength
of the features is thus calculated and compared to the
observations. The relative strength of the observed
7.7/jm to the 11.3/mi feature can be accounted for if
one assumes a thorough dehydrogcnation (up to 90%) of
interstellar PAHs. Assuming such a dchydrogcnation, we
then compute the size of the molecule now taking into
account a specific heat typical of graphitic molecules.
Although the identification of the main bands with
PAHs is rather promising, additional features around
3.4/im are not yet clearly identified within the PAH
hypothesis because such features fire basically absent in
pure aromatic compounds. A bright emission featuie
at 3.53/an has been found in two objects (Blades and
Whktct, 1980; Allen et al., 1982); many other objects,
who have a 3.3/im emission fen turc, also have an emission
feature at 3.4 /mi and an extended plateau of emission
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ranging from 3-4 to 3.6 pm (Geballe et al., 1985; Muizon
et al., 1987). Observations at higher resolution have
revealed the presence of emission bands at 3.46, 3.51 and
3.56 fim superimposed on the emission plateau (Muizon
et al., 1986; Gcballe et al. 1988). Various interpretations
have been proposed for these new bands, but so far
none has been fully satisfactory. We try here to bring
new elements to the discussion by bringing in new 3/«n
observations of IRAS sources at medium resolution and
new laboratory spectra.
All the results presented here will be detailed and
published in two subsequent papers (Jourdain de Muizon
et al. 1989ab, hereafter resp. Paper 1 and Paper 2).

2.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The observations presented in this paper refer to 24
galactic sources. All sources have been selected from the
IRAS-LRS database, on the criterion that they definitely
and unambiguously have a strong 11.3/an feature, and
a very broad feature at 7.7/<m enhanced by a shoulder
on its long-wavelength slope at 8.6-8.8/im. Only the
long-wavelength edge of the 7.7 /im feature is seen in
the LRS spectra due to the wavelength cut-off of the
instrument. Sources are listed in Table 1.
In this paper, we refer to four sets of observations:
the IRAS-LRS spectra (7.7-22.5/im), ground-based CVF
3.0-3.8 fun spectra obtained at UKIRT (for 19 sources), ground-based 3.0-3.8/an grating spectra obtained
at UKIRT (for 7 sources) and ground-based 3.0-3.8/nn
CVF spectra obtained at the ESO-Im and 2.2m telescopes
(for 5 sources).
The IRAS-LRS (Wildeman et al. 1983) spectra
were obtained in 1983. Two wavelength channels, 7.713.5 /im and 11-22.5/im, were recorded simultaneously
with respective field of view 6' x 5' and 6' X 7.5'. In
each wavelength band the resolving power increases with
wavelength and varies from about 10 to 40. The sources
presented here have been selected from the original LRS
database which contains about 170,000 individual spectra
of about 50,000 sources, rather than from the LRS
catalogue which contains only average spectra of about
5,000 sources and in which some spectra suffer from spike
contamination (Muizon et al. 1988). The LRS spectra
in our sample have been obtained by averaging for each
source all its good quality individual spectra from the
LRS database, after rejection of spikes. It happens that
30% of these sources are not in the LRS catalogue.
The 3/ma CVF-spectra of all sources at declination
S > -35° (19 sources) were obtained in 1985 September
and 1986 June at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT) on Mauna Kea (Hawaii) using the infrared
photometer UKT6 and a Circular Variable Filter (CVF),
at a resolving power of 100 (AA Rs 0.035/im). The
wavelength coverage was 3.0-3.8/im (3330-2630 cm'1).
The aperture diameter was 12 arcsec. For 9 of these
sources, we have also obtained 3.2-3.4 fan spectra in a
26 arcsec aperture, centred at the same position as those
measured in a 12 arcsec aperture. This was done to check
the extension of the 3.3 /an émission. For a few sources
we have also performed some narrow-band mapping at
3.3 <im and in the 3 fan continuum, over an area of about
1' X 1', centred on the peak of 3.5/mi emission. This
allowed us to determine more accurately the extent, and
the relative strength over that extent, ol the 3.3 fan band
emission.
The 3/im spectra of the 5 sources at declination
S < -40° were obtained in 1985 August and 1988 March
at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Im and
2.2m telescopes. Spectra were measured, using an InSb
infrared photometer and a CVF wheel, at a resolving
power of 70 (AA as 0.05 /mi). The wavelength coverage
was 3.0-3.9/mi (3330-2560 cm"1). The aperture diameter
was 15 arcsec.

Grating 3 fan spectra were obtained for seven IRAS
sources at the United Kingdom Infrared 3.75m telescope (UKIRT) at Mauna Kea Observatory (Hawaii) in
September 1985, June 1986, November 1987 and March
1988. The telescope was equipped with a seven channel
cooled grating spectrometer (Wade, 1983). Spectra were
measured over the wavelength range 3.1-3.8 um ( fs 26303225 cm"1 ) with a spectral resolution of AA « 0.0075 ftm
and in a 5 arcsec diameter aperture. The data have been
Hanning (triangle) smoothed, thus lowering the resolution
to AA RJ 0.009/im.
All 3/an CVF spectra (UKIRT and ESO) were
flux calibrated by observing standard stars in the same
conditions as, and close in airmass to, the objects.
A subset of our CVF 3.0 - 3.8 urn micron and LRS
(7.8 — 22.5) spectra (6 out of 24 sources) is shown in
Figure 1. All 24 sources have a more or less strong
3.Sum emission feature, in addition to the 7.7 and
11.3/im features seen in the LRS spectra. Several sources
also show a 3.4 um feature, with an underlying plateau
extending from 3.35 to 3.6 um, a feature at KS 8.6 um
which appears as a shoulder on the long wavelength edge
of the 7.7/jm band, and an emission plateau from 11.5 to
13.5/im extending beyond the 11.3 fan feature. Finally,
various emission lines from ionized gas are present in
the spectra of some of these sources. The spectra in
Figure 1 have emission fine-structure lines from ionized
gas. They have a [Nell] 12.8fan line which is typical
of compact Hu regions and corresponds to an ionization
potentiel of 21.5 eV. Several of them also have a [S III]
18.7 /im line. This line corresponds to a similar ionization
potentiel (23.3eV) as [Nell] but is less often detected,
partly due to the poor resolution of the LRS at this
wavelength. When present in a spectrum the unresolved
IS HI] line is much broader than the unresolved [Nell] line.
Several 3 /im spectra also have the Pf7 line of hydrogen
at 3.74 /an.

Table 1. I/ist of IRAS sources observed
Source Name
R'

IRAS position
)50)Dec(1950)

03035+5819
03260+311105044-0325
06303+1021
06572-0742
12063-6259

03 03 33.2 +58 19 20
032604.7+31 1140
05 04 25.8 -03 25 08
06 30 18.6 +10 21 39
06 57 16.8 -07 42 15
12 06 23.0 -62 59 13

12389-6147
16362-4845
16396-4429
16555-423717199-3446
17439-284518162-1612
18184-1302
18416-042019097+0847
19213+1723
19442+2427*
20024+3330
20293+3952"
20319+3958
20376+4109"
21282+5050
22308+5819

12 38 57.6 -61 47 41
16 36 14.8 -48 45 53
16 39 40.3 -44 29 41
16 55 33.3 -42 37 32
17 19 54.6 -34 46 03
17 43 58.2 -28 45 15
18 16 14.4 -16 12 38
18 18 26.7 -13 02 54
18 41 39.8 -04 20 59
19 09 46.3 +08 47 08
19 21 22.9 +17 23 06
19 44 13.5 +24 27 60
20 02 26.8 +33 30 24
20 29 21.3 +39 52 58
20 31 59.7 +39 58 24
20 37 36.8 +41 09 20
21 28 15.0 +50 50 42
22 30 52.9 +58 12 52

Associations
RAFGL 437
RAFGL 5096, CED 016
CED 040
HDE 259431, CED 081
Parsamyan 18
He2-7ï, G298.187,
PK 298-0.1
RCW 108, G336.514
CD-42" 11721, G343.490
S 20, PK 0-0.1

RAFGL 2132, MWC 922
RAFGL 2243, G28.289
G43.182
G52.096
RAFGL 2454, S 87
G70.7+1.2

• Not in IRAS-LRS Catalogue
" Not in IRAS Point Source Catalogue

RAFGL 2625, DR 22
S 138
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Figure 1: Spectra of 6 sources of the sample
left: Three micron CVF spectra obtained at UKIRT. The dashed line indicates the estimated position of the
continuum.
Right: IRAS-LRS spectra. The thirk line is band 1 of the LRS and the thin line is band 2.
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Figure 2: Grating spectra of seven sources in the 3.1-3.8/nn interval. The wavelength scale is given at the
bottom and the wavenumber scale at the top of each panel. The flux density scale is given for each source, in
the same units. Noise in each spectrum may be judged from the rapid fluctuations in the baselines. Spectra
have been smoothed so that the final spectral resolution is fa 0.009/mi. A narrow spectral interval near
3.32/im is omitted in each spectrum, because of strong telluric absorption, and replaced by a small-dashed
line between the data points which is assumed to represent the actual spectrum, except in IRAS 212S2 + 5050
where the spectrum is complete. The continuum baselines have been drawn through the endpoints of each
spectrum and have been used as the bottom limit to measure the feature fluxes.
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Fluxes for all the omission bands. • 'UMI present,
together with the complete set of observai ions, will be
given in detail in Paper 1.
The grating spectra (Figure 2) are all dominated by
a strong resolved emission feature at s*3.3/mi. From 3.35
to »3.6/1111 the spectrum is always above the continuum
and several resolved features are detected in this region.
A rather narrow feature peaking at «3.4/an is present,
in all spectra. Iu three sources (IRAS03035 + 5819,
212S2+5050, and 22308+5812), the 3.4/im feature is
clearly asymmetric with a hump on its long wavelength
edge. Several other weaker features at Ki 3AG, 3.51
and 3.5G-3.5S/im arc: also detected (all or some of them)
in most spectra. The best example of these latter
features is seen in the spectrum of IRAS 21282+ 5050
where the}' wcie found for the first time (Muixon ct
al., 1980). Nagiitii et id. (19Si?) later observed this
source at, higher resolution (A/AA a 1500) and found an
identical structure', thus showing that the features arc
fully resolved in our spectra. Finally, in all spectra it
is clear that the above mentioned features between 3.4
and 3.G/mi lie on top of mi emission plateau ranging at
least from 3.35 to 3.G/mi. At wavelengths longer than
3.G/mi the only significant feature in these spectra is
the Pf7 line of hydrogen at 3.74 /an in the two sources
IRAS 1841G-0420 and 22308+5S12, both of which are
known H n regions. Therefore in the spectra of these
two sources, the j.3//m emission feature is contaminated
by a PM line of hydrogen at 3.297/im. This has been
taken into account v.hen estimating the strength ami
peak-wavelength of the 3.3/mi feature.
Charactcrict.ic parameters (band fluxes, widths,
etc...) of the various features detected will 1«! given
in Paper 2.
Finally, it appears from Figure 1 that Mie hierarchy
in the occurrence of the emission features in the 3.33.G/rai region, suggested by Muizon et. al. (19SG), is still
valid for all these sources.
3.

ANALYSIS

3.1 Infrared emission mechanism of a large isolated
molecule
The basic mechanism which governs the IR emission of
a large isolated molecule is described in detail in Léger
et al. (1989a).
Upon the absorption of a UV photon, an isolated
molecule undergoes an electronic transition from its ground
electronic state to a higher electronic state. In large
molecules, non-radiative processes transfer this electronic
excitation to vibratioual excitation of the electronic ground
state on a very short timcscale ( RJ 10~12 to 10~8
s).This "hot" molecule is in an internal thennodynamical
equilibrium because the internal coupling between all the
vibrational modes is very strong compared to the coupling
to the surroundings (emission of an infrared photon or
collision with the interstellar gas). In its ground electronic
state, the molecule can relax only by emitting an infrared
pioton.Other relaxation processes are possible however
(e.g. red fluorescence) but can be neglected because the
amount of energy involved is very weak.
After the emission of one infrared photon, redistribution of the vibrational energy is extremely fast
( Ki 10~ I2 s) while it takes about 10~'s for an infrared
photon to be emitted. Thus, between the emission of
two infrared photons, a vibrational temperature can be
assigned to the molecule. It can be shown that the
vibrational levels are populated according to a Boltzman
distribution, thus justifying the use of the thermal approximation (Léger et al., 1989a, 1989b). Each photon is
emitted after thcrmalization at a progressively decreasing
temperature. The temperature of tue cooling molecule
can be calculated at any given decreasing energy !LS long
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as the specific heat of the molecules is known (LH87). The
validity of this approach has been verified experimentally.
Following Léger and Puget, (19S4) the emission
intensity I\ of a physical object at a temperature T is:

(1)
when1 fx is the emissivity of the object and
is the Planck function at the emission temperature
T. The emissivity of a given molecule is known by
recording its absorptivity from its infrared spectrum.
Absorption spectra of various large PAH molecules have
been measured in the laboratory (LHS7). Fortunately, the
measured cross-sections of the fundamental transitions in
various molecules do not, vary much from one molecule
to another so that an average integrated absorbancc .4*
can be used in the calculations on interstellar molecules,
tin' precise shapes and sixes of which are not a priori
known.
3.2 Intensity ratio of the 11.3 to the 3.3//m features:
the size of the molecule?
As given by Equation ( 1 ), the infrared emission spectrum is
obtained from the convolution of the absorption spectrum
by the Planck function at, the emission temperature, a
function which is strongly temperature dependent. As a
consequence, the intensity ratio of two bands is a function
of t.hi' temperature. In an astronomical spectrum, the
observed intensity ratio of two bands, preferentially having
a largo energy separation, allows us to estimate! the average
temperature of the emitting molecules. This only holds if
the two bands pertain to the same molecular subgroup,
so that the same number of oscillators arc responsible
for the emission of these two lines. The 11.3/im and
3. 3 /nn bands belong to the =C-H group (out of plane
bending and stretching respectively) and therefore satisfy
our criteria. The intensity ratio of these two bands can
be used to derive the îiverage emission temperature:
7(11.3 /mi) _ B 1 1. 3 im\(T)
~
/(3.3 //m)
:i. 3//m(T)

.-tu. 3 /mi
:i ,ml

(2)

This approach is valid for unknown (i.e. interstellar)
molecules if, as already stated in the previous section,
the integrated absorbance of each transition does not
depend much on the precise shape and size of the
molecule, so that average values for A^ can be used
in the computations. The observed intensity ratio in
our sample of 24 IRAS sources and the corresponding
average emission temperature of the molecules are given
in Table 2. The derived temperatures arc in the range 400
to 71OA", accounting for relative errors on the intensity
ratios of 10 to 30%.
If one then assumes a unique (average) molecular
size as well as a unique excitation energy (energy of the
incoming UV photon), it is possible to derive the average
size of the emitting molecules. Upon the absorption of a
UV photon, the molecule will n-ach a peak temperature
Tpcak which is related to the oiu'riry c.f i!;o incident photon
and to the specific heat C(T] of tlie molecule according
to the following equation:

C(T) ,IT

(3)

where T; is the initial equilibrium temperature (T1 fa 10 A" ).
The specific heat depends on the total number of atoms
per molecule and on the C/H ratio of the molecule. Wc
have adopted the rallies given by LHS7 in Figure IG of
these authors; for saturated molecules, we use the specific
heat of coronenc (C/H=2), whereas for dohydrogcnated
molecules (see next section) the values of graphite have
to be used.
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Assuming that the average temperature < T >
is close to the temperature at which the molecule has
released half of its energy, we obtain:
(4)

< T > W — -Tpcak

From this relation and Equation 3, one can deduce
the average number of atoms in the emitting species,
provided the excitation spectrum of the incoming photons
is known. Unfortunately, for most of the IRAS sources
presented here, this last information is generally not yet
iivailable. We must then rely on what is known about the
UV absorption of PAH molecules. Absorption spectra
in the UV of large PAHs, including coronene, show a
strong absorption band around 2000 A, i.e. GeV (Clar
1904; Birks 1970); this absorption is characteristic of
conjugated bonds in carbon and is also found in graphite.
However, until recently no information was available on
the far !7V (1800 - 900 A) spectrum of PAHs. From
similarities with graphite and benzene (Draine and Lee,
1984; Berkowitz, 1979; d'Hendecourt and Léger, 1987),
a strong rise in the far UV is expected after the bump
at GeV. Recently, Léger et al. (1989b) have measured
the absorption spectrum of coroncne between 3500 and
500 A; they report the same behaviour as in graphite (a
peak at about 2000 A, then continuous rise in the far
UV and a peak at 700A). From these measurements and
their analysis of the possible extinction curve of PAHs
in the interstellar medium, the average energy absorbed

Table 2. Ratio oftlio 11.3/mi to the 3.3 /im bauds
and sizn of the molecules
Source Name

/(11.3/inO
/(3.3/mi)

<T>

NTOT'
(a)

03035+5819
03260+3111
05044-0325
00303+1021
06572-0742
12063-6259
12389-6147
16362-4845
16396-4429
10555-4237
17199-3446
17439-2845
18162-1612
18184-1302
18416-0420
19097+0847
19213+1723
19442+2427
20024+3330
20293+3952
20319+3958
20376+4109
21282+5050
22308+5819
1

11.3
13.6
15.3
2.0
5.7
11.0
5.5
14.9
0.2
3.0
5.5
9.0
8.0
5.0
6.0
12.0
14.0
9.2
1.1.0
9.0
3.4
18.4
7.6
8.5

498
483
474
707
503
500
567
470
557
B43
507
518
529
578
559
493
481
516
487
518
625
461
533
523

117
123
127
66
!W
IKi
94
126
87
70
94
109
106

Sl
96
119
124
110
122
109
80
134
104
108

(O
158
169
177
67
118
I5C
116
175
122
85
116
144
136
111
120
162
171
146
166
144
92
189
134
140

117
129
131

56
UU

by these molecules from the interstellar radiation field
is about 9cV. We adopt this value in our calculations
and we discuss in section 3.5 the possible influence of
a change in this energy. The results in terms of total
number of atoms in the emitting species are given in
Table 2, column (a). Note that in this case we have
considered hydrogenatcd molecules with a specific heat
analogous to that of coroncue (C/H=2).
3.3

Total cooling of a molecule

We have computed the total emission of a molecule in
each of the five bands, from 3.3 to 11.3/(in, during the
cooling from its peak temperature back to its initial
temperature. Following LH87, the radiative power of a
molecule is obtained by summing the power radiated in
each band. It is given by:

P=

B(A1-, T) Af''" Nc,,,

(5)

where B(A 1 -,T) is the Planck function, A?'" is the
integrated crof-section per carbon (or hydrogen) atom
of the t"' band and NC,u the number of carbon atoms
(or hydrogen) atoms in the molecule. The temperature
of the molecule decreases with time as:

P M = -C(T) dT

(C)

The power emitted in each baud is then calculated during
the cooling of the molecule from T{K!^ to T1-, the iiiiti.il
temperature taken as 1OK. The five main fundamental
bands of PAHs (3.3, G.2, 7.7, S.6 and 11.3/mi) have been
included.
The results of this computation will be given in
Paper 1. Temperatures arc derived from a more accurate
calculation than in Sect. 3.2 as given in Table 2 column
(a); however, they agree with them, but, in the ease
of hydrogenated molecules, larger sizes arc obtained as
listed in column (b) of Table 2. For dehydrogcnated
molecules, the heat capacity is smaller so that for a
given 1(11.3 /mi)/I(3.3/im) intensity ratio (which defined
the temperature), the derived molecular size is smaller.

117
88

3.4 Evidence for dchydrogcnation of interstellar PAHs

131
90
68
82
108
104
7fi
87
112
128
100
127
105
IiH
133
K)O
105

From the previous calculations, it is possible to investigate
the behaviour of other bands (7.7 and S.G/un). For a
given I(11.3/im)/ I(3.3/jin) intensity ratio in a source
and assuming hydrogenated molecules (C/H=2), we first
compute the peak temperature reached by the molecule
and the expected intensities in the 7.7 and S.G //in bands.
The results show that the observed 7.7 and S.G are much
stronger (by about a factor 10) than the computed values.
For the 7.7/mi band, this fact was noted by LH87 who
proposed that it pointed to a strong dehydrogcnation (up
to 95%) of the molecules, resulting in a corresponding
reduction in the intensity of the bands pertaining to
C-H relative to those pertaining to C=C vibrations
Following the same idea, we derive from our calculation»
a dehydrogcnation of 75 to 95%. For a molecule containing
OO carbon atoms, only 2 to 10 hydrogen atoms should
thus be allowed to account for the relative intensities of
the 7.7 to the 3.3/an bands.
To check this hypothesis, we have computed the emission spectrum of strongly deliydrogcnatcd PAH molecules
using the heat capacity of graphite. The 7.7/rai band
then agrees well with the observed one. Naturally the
8.G/im uand is not changed since it is related to a C-H
vibration mode and therefore was not affected. In any
case, the observed 8.0/im band flux is only an upper
limit; it, is indeed extrcm-iy difficult to deconvolve the

Total number of atoms per molecule inferred from the observed
/(11.3/im)//(3.3/im) intensity ratio assuming an incident VV photon of 9 eV:
(a): based only on the colour temperature derived from the observed /(11.3/mi)//(3.3/mi) intensity ratio (Equation 2), (b): considering the exact cooling of hydrogenatcd molecules in five blinds,
(c): considering the exact cooling of dehydrogcnated molecules in
five bands
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profile of this bund from the broad 7.7/mi feature, the
resolution of the LRS being so low iit these wavelengths
and it may be too ambitious at this stage to try to do
any quantitative interpretation of the 8.0 /cm band.
As far as the other bands are concerned (3.3, 7.7
and 11.3/mi) it seems that molecules in all these objects
might be strongly dehydrogenatcd. Note that, in this
case, the size of the molecules responsible for the infrared
emission bands in these sources is slightly smaller than
what is obtained for hydrogcnatcd molecules. This is due
to the heat capacity for dchydrogcnatccl molecules being
larger than {rt hydrogonated ones (for a constant total
number of atoms). The number of atoms per molecule
now derived in the observed sources is given in Table 2.
column (c).
3.5 Discussion
The results presented above point to rather large molecules,
of a total number of atoms between 50 and 133, which are
strongly dehydrogenatcd. These sizes are proportional to
the energy of the exciting UV photon. For an energy of
CcV, the sizes obtained would vary between 37 and 88
atoms. The sizes we derive might be considered as upper
limits, because an average energy of D cV for the incident
UV photon has been used in calculating the infrared
spectrum of the cooling molecule. Such an energy is
perfectly justified by the knowledge of thn UV absorption
spectrum of graphite, benzene, coronene and samples of
coal tar containing a mixture of large PAHs (Léger et
al., 1989b). But no UV extinction has been included in
our calculations because of the lack of data for most of
these sources; so the molecular sizes obtained are upper
limits. We have determined only an average size for the
emitting molecules. With the present set of data, no
recise information on a possible size distribution can
e obtained. Obviously larger molecules arc cooler than
smaller ones. If a wide range of sizes is present, the
derivation of an average size is less relevant as far as
the physico-chemical propcuies of these molecules are
concerned. Similarly, if the energy distribution for the
absorbed UV photons is wide, then it is not possible
to distinguish both effects (the size and the UV photon
energy) from the measured colour temperature. Estimate
of a size distribution for these molecules is a crucial point
to be investigated.
The average molecular sizes obtained do agree well
with those given by LH87 who derived an average number
of 60 atoms in the molecules responsible for the infrared
emission bands in reflection nebulae. They used at the
time a photon energy of GeV. For an energy of 9cV, the
average number would be 90 atoms, which is consistent
with our results.
Smaller values (total number of atoms between 20
and 40) have been obtained by Cohen et al. (198G) in
their analysis of the 1(11.3 «m)/I(3.3/cm) intensity ratio.
However, they use a smaller energy for the incoming
UV photon (4.8 eV), a value which does not take into
account the far UV spectral properties of PAHs. Also,
to calculate the infrared fluorescence yield according to
the model of Allamandola et al. (1985), Cohen et al.
(1980) assume that about half of the absorbed UV photon
energy is released via visible fluorescence arising from
electronic transitions between low-lying electronic states
in the molecule. Unfortunately, the efficiency of this
process in an isolated molecule is not known and might
be different from the efficiency they quote (from Birks,
1970) which was given for molecules in condensed phase.
If one allows all the energy to be emitted in the infrared
and uses a larger energy for the incident UV photon
then the discrepancy with our results is removed ana
larger molecular sizes have to be considered.
The range in the calculated average number of atoms
per molecule (from 50 to 130) may reflect a genuine
variation in the size of the molecules, a different size
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distribution, or a variation in the spectral distribution
of the exciting UV radiation, as well as uncertainties in
the measurements of the various bands.
The high level of dehydrogcnation confirms similar
results obtained by LHS7 for HD 44179, NGC 2023
and M 82. Dchydrogenation is also supported by the
wavelength position of the band attributed to the C-H
out-of-plane bending mode in astronomical spectra. The
fact that a strong band is observed at 11.3/mi is highly
characteristic of the presence of solo hydrogen atoms at
the periphery of the emitting molecules (Bellamy, I960).
However, the strong dehydrogenation (say 90%), which is
calculated with reference to C/H=2 (coronene), does not
imply that all the carbon at the periphery of the molecule
are radicals. For example, in the molecule COG HZI, a
dehydrogenation of 90% implies that only 19 C-atoms
arc radicals, in a molecule where the total number of
C-atoms is 90.
With respect to this rather strong dehydrogcnation,
one might wonder if the infrared spectrum of the molecule
would not be drastically modified. In fact, only carbon
atoms at the periphery could be affected by dchydrogcnation. Laboratory data on benzene and the formation
of the bcnzyne radical (Cr 1 H^) show that a triple bond
between carbon atoms is formed (Houbcu-\Veyl, 1981),
but the infrared spectrum is barely changed. Triple C=C
bonds possess only a very weak activity in the infrared
(Bellamy, 19GG) around 2000cm"1 (5/mi), which is probably not detectable in interstellar spectra. Htmvvrr, more
laboratory experiments on d'jhydrogcnated molecules is
highly desirable.

4. THE NEW FEATURES IN THE 3.35-3.6 um
REGION
The major significance of these observations is the presence
of several emission features at about 3.4G, 3.51 and 3.5G /cm,
which appear together with the previously known 3.3
and 3.4 /cm features and the plateau at 3.4-3.G/un. The
identification of the band at 3.3 urn with the fundamental
stretching frequency of a C-H group in an aromatic
molecule is straigthforward and strongly supported by
the presence in the LRS spectra of these objects of
emission bands at 7.7, 8.0 and 11.3/cm, all hands being
characteristic of aromatic molecules (Bellamy, 1900).
However, no convincing explanation has yet been found
for the 3.4 /cm feature. The widths of this latter and of the
new features indicate that the features in the 3.4-3.6/cm
interval are not atomic or ionic emission lines. Thus, we
have searched possible explanations within the framework
of the PAH hypothesis. In the following, we present
two hypotheses together with some relevant laboratory
data: (i) transitions between upper vibrational levels in
PAH molecules, as originally proposed by Barker et al.
(1987), (ii) infrared emission bands due to the presence
of some molecular subgroups or radicals attached to the
periphery of conventional PAHs.
4.1 Effect of the anharmonicity of the CH stretching
mode.
So far, the identification of the 3.3 /cm band has been made
by comparing laboratory spectra of many different, PAHs
with astronomical spectra (LH87), and has only involved
the fundamental transition of the CH stretching mode.
In absorption, experiments arc usually performed at room
temperature by dispersing the compound in an ionic salt
which >s then pressed to form a pellet; the absorption
by the v — O —» 1 transition is by far dominant. For
a true harmonic oscillator, the only allowed v-brational
transitions are those for which Au = ±1 (Herzbcrg, 1950).
Moreover, in the harmonic oscillator approximation, the
interaction potential between two atoms is described by a
parabola and the energy levels are strictly equally spaced.
Thus transitions such as u = 1 —» 2, v = i! —t 3,... are
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allowed but they fall exactly at the same frequency as
the fundamental and are indistinguishable from it. Other
transitions, directly from the fundamental to higher
vibrational levels Iv = O —» 2,ti = O —> 3,t> = O —» n),
which are called harmonics, are possible in quantum
mechanics only if the harmonic oscillator hypothesis is
relaxed (Hcrzberg 1950) so that one should consider the
possible anharnionicity of the stretching vibration. The
spacing of the energy levels then decreases with energy.
Two consequences of this anharmonicity are particularly
important tor the interpretation of infrared spectra: (i)
selection rules are changed so that harmonics do appear
in the spectrum (u = O —» 2, Au = ±2, ±3, ±n) and
(ii) the transitions Au = ±1 from higher energy levels
(v = 2 —t 3, u = 3 —t 4,...) do not appear at the same
energies and therefore are separated from the v = \ —> O
transition so that it is possible to observe them. For a
stretching vibration, because the energy spacing between
levels of high vibrational energy decreases with energy,
transitions u = (n — 1 ) — i n will occur at lower energies
(longer wavelengths) than the transition v = O —* 1. The
oscillator strength of these transitions arc strong, the
oscillator strength of the v = (n — 1) —t TI transition
being n times that of the fundamental transition (CohenTanoudji et al. 1977), but naturally the intensity of
the lines will depend also on the respective population
of the vibrational levels and this is strongly affected by
the temperature of the molecule studied. At thermal
equilibrium, the population of the vibrational levels
is governed by a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution. The
decrease in population of two consecutive levels is given
by:
NnJNn^1 =CXp(-hv/kT)
(7)
With if w 3000cm-' and T ss SQOK, the ratio in
Equation 7 is about 5 X 10""' so that even the first
hot band transition u = 1 —» 2 cannot be observed in
classical absorption laboratory experiments. In emission,
the situation is similar; the intensity of the transitions
will be entirely governed by the temperature of the
molecule. The emission mechanism of a PAH molecule
having absorbed a UV photon is briefly recalled above
and has been described in detail by figer et al. (19S9a),
where the thermal approximation is fully justified. Similar
calculations as in Sect. 3.3 are carried out here, including
the first harmonics (u = 2 —> O) at about 1.6/on and the
first two "hot bands" (D = 3 -* 2 and v = 2 -t I ) at
about 3.4 and 3.5 /Jm. Such computation requires the
knowledge of the precise frequencies at which these hot
bands appear. We present here some results on benzene,
for which gas phase measurements up to v = 9 have been
performed by Bray and Berry (1979) and Rcddy et al.
(1982). We present also our laboratory results for a few
large PAHs such as chryscnc, pentaccne, coronene and
ovalene. The frequency and the oscillator strength of
the transitions are given in Table 3. The resulting hot
bands (v = 1 —• 2, u = 2 —> 3,...) fall in the range 27122925cm-1 (3.42-3.70 /mi). For the calculations performed
in the next section, we have used the oscillator strength
of the v = O -» 1 and v = O —» 2 transitions of coronene.
4.2 Cooling of a PAH molecule : intensity of the hot
bands and first harmonic.
The infrared emission of a cooling molecule can be
computed in each band of the infrared spectrum. For a
given band, the intensity results from the convolution of
the integrated absorbance, as measured in the laboratory,
by the Planck function at a 6iven
temperature. We have
performed the same calcula :ons as in Sect. 3.3, but
included three additional transitions corresponding to the
first harmonic and the first two hot bands. At each Ftcp
of the decreasing temperature, the emission intensity ,.i
the hot bands is given by ;

Table 3. Overtone transitions of the 3.3 /nu band
Molecule

Transition

Benzene '-'

0-1
0—2

o-:i

0-4
0-5

Chryscne

0-1

0-2
0-3

I'entacenc

O- I

0-2
0-11

Coronenc

O - I"»

0-2
0-3
O — 4M 1

Ovjllene

0-1
0-2
0-3

if ( cm ' )

/(H-')" 1

30-17
5972
8780
11498
14072

3.2 x 10~n
1.1 xlO- r
8.0x10-°
5.5x10-'"
0.8x10-"

3048
5053

87IiO

1.5 XlO-"
4.SxIO- 7
IJ xlir 7

3050
5!M 1
8737

1.OxIO-"
6.1 XlO- 7
1.4 xlO- 7

30115
5DI9
8B05
1 1437

3033
5917
8702

1.2x10-"
5.7 xlO- 7
1.3 xlO- 7
1.1 XlO-"
1.5x10-°
fi.NxlO-7
1.1 xlO- 7

1
Oscillator strength expressed per ll-atoiu
• (JiLS phase values from Ilcilily, Heller and Berry (l!)82)
:l
Value obtained from the median position of the double punk
of this molecule (Formi resonance)
'' Values given for this Irnnsilion are uncertain by ±30 nil" '
for the peak position and ±50% for the oscillator strength

„_ („_]) = n

exp

(S)

where I0 is the intensity of the fundamental (D = 1 -» O)
transition and 77 is the vibrational level considered (77 = v).
The emission intensity of the first, harmonic is given by:
/2—0 — e A

where CA = /!A, the emissivity in the band is equal
to the integrated absorbauce nie;iaured experimentally,
and B^(T) is the Planck function at the corresponding
temperature T.
This computation is applied to the specific case of the
source IRAS 21282 + 5050, in which the new bands longwards from 3.3 «m are particularly prominent. To fit both
the I(11.3/mi)/I(3.3/,m) and the 1(7.7/mi)/I(3.3 /on) intensity ratios vie have considered dchydrogenated molernles
(Cg.iHi2 in this particular case), an energy of OeV being
assumed for the incident UV photon. The results are
shown in Table 4. Clearly, the computed intensities,
relative to 1(3.3/mi), fail to reproduce the observed intensities of the 3.4 imd 3.4G/nn bands. Finally, we have
calculated, for the same model molecule C 9 ^H 12 , the
evolution of the spectrum with increasing temperature.
The results show that, in order to reproduce the observed intensity ratio of the 3.4 and 3.3//m binds in
IRAS21282+ 5050 (i.e. 1(3.4/mi)/I(3.3/(m) » 0.1), an
unreasonably high rieak temperature has to be considcn d
(higher than 2000 K); such a temperature is far too high
compared to what is deduced from the interpretation of
the I(11.3/im)/I(3.3/;m) intensity ratio ( K COOK), and
the molecules would suffer from rapid destruction (Léger
et al. 1989a). Also, Lue first two hot bands expected
for the coronenc molecule clearly do not occur at the
frequency of the observed bauds at 3.4, 3.4G and 3.51 //in.
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TaIiIo 4. Comparison of the absurvral ami
computtu! «mission in tin; baitils:
IRAS21282+!HKiO and C94Hi:.

*(/"")_.

CVl H 12

CVilli-j

l.(>7

0.002

7.0 x II)- 3
1 ,

_ ;j3.3( _ ~
3.5
li.2
7.7
8.11
11.11

O.:I:M
"~ 0.001 ~
0.000
IJiIW
.1.084

0.281
2.510

:i.u x HI-''r
i :s x io- -

IRAS2J282 + 50.10
_
1
0.1
0.(M

5.1

-

12.2
(1.81

13.5

<:i.2

7.5

7.8

JVoIeS 1« 7a/i/c -1:
IUtL1ILSItK1S bf UIL- various inrrnr''(l hands.
Ctj/nriJn 2: compnîed spectrum of CVillrj assuming HII incident
VV photon of energy !It1V. Hand intensities an- in units of i-V.
('o/riiim .V: same ;LS column 2, but intensifii-s are naniuiliM-d Iu
the 3.3/'iu Imml.
f'o/imm -I: Observed hand intensities in IRAS212K1Î-f 0050 normalised to the 3.3/jin baud.
— : not observed-

4.3

Molecular side;

As noted by Dulcy iuid Williams (1981), the 3.3 /;m
feature corresponds to the frequency of tin; aromatic CH
stretch vibration. In fact this frequency rnrn!.s])»iids to
the CH stretch frequency when the hydrogen atom is
attached to a non-saturated carbon, such as an aromatic
or an alkcnc molecule (Bellamy, I960). The value of the
stretching frequency of a C-H bond in an alkanc (saturated) hydrocarbon is always shorter than sa 3000 cm"1,
i.e. absorption (or emission) of such species occurs
at wavelength longer than » 3.3//m. For example, in
solid state at 1OK, the C-H stretch in inel.hane is at
3010 cm"1 (3.32 /mi) and this is the shortest wavelength
fo» it saturated hydrocarbon C-H stretch (d'Hendccourt
and Allamandola, 19SG). Table 5 lists the frequencies of
C-H stretch vibration modes of various hydrocarbons. We
have included in this table different types of hydrocarbons
in order to cover the whole 3.0-3.5//m region: alkvnes
(=C-H), aromatics (=C-H), alkencs (=CH 2 ) ivlkancs
(-C-H), <._.'. finally aldehydes (-CHO).
Dchydrogcnatcd interstellar PAHs do have carbon
atoms at the periphery which arc radicals; these atoms
have dangling bonds (or triple bonds) which are very
reactive and will eventually chcmisorb atoms nr molecular
groups, thus tending to form a closed shell molecule; the
attached group may display a variety of features in the
3.4- 3.G /mi region.
We have recorded laboratory infrared spectra of
various PAHs molecules containing aliphatic groups e.g.
methyl- and ethyl-coroncne, and methyl-bcnzonyrciic.
Comparison between the absorption spectra of these
molecules and the emission spectrum of IRAS 21282 + 5OCC
is given in Figure 3. Although, as expected, new bands
do appear in the 3.4-3.0 /mi region, it is clear that
these laboratory spectra do not reproduce exactly and
completely the observed spectrum. Note that the 3. 3 /an
line is a doublet as in the case of coronenc. This doublet
does not appear in other PAHs spectra such as ovalcnc
and circodiphcnyl (LHS7) and is the result of a Fermi
resonance arising from a combination of vibndional modes
at longer wavelengths (Hcrzberg, 1950; Bernard et al.
1989). Such a resonance effect is very sensitive to the
geometry of the molecule and will not be seen in the case
of a mixture of different molecules. A remarkable result
from Figure 3 is the complexity of the region between
3.35 and S.Gmn. The pattern described in Table 5 in

fact more complicated. This arises from the fact that
combination modes, as well as overtones, from C=C
stretching and C-H bending modes fall in this region of
the spectrum. For bcnzopyrcne, the presence of as much
as six lines between 3.35 and 3.55 /mi is observed, giving
rise to a plateau in this region analogous to what is
observed in several of our sources. Therefore, we must
expect that owing to the complexity of the 3.4-3;G//m
region, no identification of the observed bands with otie
particular molecular species is possible because, in space,
we may deal with a mixture of hundreds of different
molecules.
In order to attempt improving the support <>f
this hypothesis, we have recorded in the laboratory the
spectrum of a mixture: of various molecules which is
obtained from insoluble residues of coal. Such mixtures
are known ILS coal tars; they consist of hundreds of different.
PAHs of molecular masses between 50 and 350. In these
mixtures, although fully aromatic molecule's are dominant,
some carbons in alkaue type bowls (CH:1, CH 2 ) are also
involved. The infrared spectrum of a coal tar is shown in
Figure 4 together with the spectrum of IRA S 212S2 + 5050.
The general agreement is more satisfactory than previous
attempts, although some discrepancies^remain. However,
we would like to emphasi/.c that the.;molecular species
responsible for the infrared omission"- bands in space
are most likely. ioniwd radical species; whose infrared
spectra have not yet been recorded in the laboratory.
Smaller molecules such as toluene (CnHr 1 CHn) and xylene
(CdHs(CHj)Z) are easily ionized and photodissoeiated in
a stmug UV KtM [HwliK-'irig the ion CVH* (C1(HsCfI./)
whose infrared spectrum has not been measured (Dunbar
1973a,b; Omont, 19SG). To confirm this identification
more experimental work has to be performed as discussed
in the conclusion. Finally we point out that the best
candidate to account for bands at, wavelength longer than
3.5/mi would be a CH stretch where the carbon atom
is attached to an oxygen as in aldehyde.

TaIiIc; 5.
C-H stretching frcinicney in various molecular subgroups
Compound Molecular / / ( c m " 1 )
group

A(/jni)

Intensity

Alkynes

=C-II

3300

3.0

S

Aromafirs

=C-H

30.10

3.30

in

Alkenes

=C-II

3005-3075
3(MO 3010

3.2-1
3.30

Alkalies

-CII 3

-CIl

2!l(i2 (as)
2872 (s)
292(1 (as)
2853 (»)
28!IO

3.38
3.18
3.42
3.5 1
3.'IO

C-Il
O

2821)
2720

3.55
3.G8

-CII 2

Aldehydes

K
S
H
S
W
V
V

Nates Ia Ta/lfc Ci:

Characteristic frequencies oH.he RIIsI ret ch in varions molecular groups.
For alkanes, the frequencies are given precisely and can vary by ± 10 cm" '.
For alkyucs, aromatics and alkenes, only approximative frequency positions lire given. The abbreviations (as) and (s) refer Io asymmetric and
symmetric vibrations (see text). The intensities are only indicative us it
is customary in infrared sped roscopy (K: strong; in: medium; w: weak;
v: variable). Note however that iilkane «tret dies are intrinsically more
ii, luise than aromatic ones. A weak intensity is in practice nnobhervable
in astronomical sources. Hydrocarbons containing an aldehyde group
(CHO) have been included in this table because llirir C-M stretch is
highly characteristic and occurs ;.| even longer wavelength. Two bands
are measured for this stretch; this may be due to overtone or romhin.v
tion band with other strong bands in the molecule, in addition Io the
fundamental.
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3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.1

5.3

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

CH3 -coronene)
(methyl-coronene)

CH3 -CH2 -coronene
(ethyl-coronene)

Figure 4:
Comparison of the absorbance spectrum of a coal tar (top)
with the observed emission spectrum of IRAS21282 -f 5050
(arbitrary units).

Figure 3:
Comparison between the spectrum of IRAS21282 + 5050
including the new emission bands in the 3.4-3.6/im region,
with the absorption spectra of PAH molecules containing
ah'phatic subgroups such as CHj and CHa.
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5. CON7CLUSION
Additional 3 /<m observations of sources observed by the
IRAS-LRS instrument has enabled us to obtain an almost
complete coverage of the infrared bands attributed to
PAHs in these sources.
The 1(11.3/rai)/I(3.3//m) intensity ratio has been
used to derive an average molecular temperature, which
turns into an average molecular size of the emitting
species. Rather large molecules (between 50 and 130
atoms) are responsible for the bands. These molecules
iire strongly dehydrogenated.
It is not possible at the present time to establish
whether the variation of the I( 11.3 ;/m)/I(3.3 /mi) intensity
ratio is due to a true variation in the average size of
the molecules, or reflects the variation in the spectral
properties of the UV source.
The large molecular sixes obtained here are consistent
with earlier estimates if the visible fluorescence of these
molecules is neglected, an assumption that can be checked
by obtaining visible spectra of the sources.
Interstellar PAHs are thus large, dehydrogenatcd
as well as ionized species and represent a challenge for
future laboratory experiments. Up to now, only small
and middle size neutral molecules (as big as coroncne,
QM H12) have been .studied in the laboratory. It would
be extremely interesting to investigate the spcctroscopic
properties of large radical cations, setting the goal for
new experiments.
Medium resolution three micron spcctroscopy can
provide new insights into the spcctroscopic identification
of the molecules responsible for the well-known infrai 2cl
emission features. At the present time, satellite bands in
the 3.4-3.6 [im region cannot be thoroughly accounted for.
Transitions from upper vibrational levels in highly excited
PAH molecules (the so-called hot bands), as originally
proposed by Barker et al. (19ST), provide an attractive
hypothesis but imply excessively hot molecules ( > 2000 K);
this is certainly not confirmed by the colour temperature
estimated from the I(11.3/mi)/I(3.3/im) intensity ratio.
Also, the frequencies of these hot bands, as deduced
from the measurement of the first overtone in large
PAHs, do not match the observed band frequencies
in IRAS 21282 +5050. Although CH stretch vibration
frequencies iu alkanes do occur m the 3.4-3.G/mi region,
laboratory spectra nf methyl- and ethyl-PAHs do not
provide a perfect match to the observations either. The
most promising result is obtained when comparing the
absorbance laboratory spectrum of a coal tar with the
observed spectrum of IRAS212S2 + ' '.
Some obscrvacioncl tests could certainly holp resolving this identification problem. These are for instance;
i) observation of the v = 2 —» O transition at fa 1.7//in,
and ii) observation of bending transition in alkalies at
s= 5.9/im. These two tests arc discussed in Paper 2.
Finally, because interstellar PAHs arc very likely
to be ionic radical species, inTmrcd spcctroscopy of such
species should be undertaken in the laboratory. Matrix
isolation spectroscopy techniques, in which reactive species
can be produced and trapped in an inert rare gas matrix
at low temperatures, will be the next useful step in order
to determine the infrared spectra of such species and
compare them directly to astronomical spectra where the
molecules are likely to be in a similar phase.
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AN ALMOST TOTAL DISJUNCTION BETWEEN EMISSION AND
ABSORPTION DUST FEATURES - WHAT DOES IT TELL US?

A Léger, L B d'Hendecourt, L Verstraete, P Ehrenfreund
Groupe de Physique des Solides de l'E.N.S., Université Paris 7, Tour 23 2,place Jussieu - 75251 PARIS Cedex 05 - France

ABSTRACT
An important observational fact about dust features is
the comparison between the absorption features and
those seen in emission. The striking fact is the almost
complete absence of overlap between these two sets of
features. An interesting case is the comparison
between the 3.4 urn band attributed to aliphatic C-H
bonds seen in absorption and the 3.3 urn one assigned
to aromatic C-H bonds seen only in emission. An
interpretation is proposed.
Keywords : Dust - Molecules - IR Spectroscopy

!.OBSERVATIONS
IR spectral features of the interstellar matter are:
(i) absorption bands
- 9.7 um (silicates)
- 3.4 um (saturated hydrocarbons)
-3.0-3.1 Um(H2O ice)
- 4.67,6.0,6.8 jun... (ices)
and
(ii) emission bands
- 9.7 um (silicates, seen only very close to stars)
- 3.3,6.2,7.7,8.6,11.3 um (aromatic hydrocarbons)
Fig. 1 illustrates this, showing two spectra typical of
absorption and emission by the interstellar medium.
The striddng fact is the almost complete absence of
overlap between the two sets of features. At first
glance, it is not clear that we are looking at the same
material !

6

7

8 9 ID

12 K

Xfpmj

Fig. Î ; Spectrum of the Galactic Center adapted from
Aitken (1981), typical of absorption (upper part)
and of the Galaxy M82 central part, adapted from
Willner et al. (1977) and Gillett et al. (1975),
typical of emission (lower part).

An interesting case is the comparison between the
3.4 jun band attributed to aliphatic C-H bonds seen in
absorption and the 3.3 um one assigned to C-H bonds
seen only in emission (Fig. 2). Thus, there must be a
fundamental difference between the physical states of
these two closely related chemicals to account for this
difference.
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3.1

In emission, the weight of each component is
proportional to its optical depth and to the Planck
function at its specific temperature (Tj). This can
introduce a very strong selection. For instance, if a
column iensity is observed in the range 2 - 4 um,
abundant components at temperature less than 200 K
can give strong structures in absorption but will not
give any emission.

3.1,

Now, the observational fact that the absorption and
emission spectra of the same, or similar, interstellar
clouds are so different gives us a clear message: there
are components at quite different emission
temperatures in the interstellar matter.
The picture is: two (or more) populations,
(1) Large grains - responsible for most of o(IR) because
they gather most of the condensable mass. Their
temperature (~ 30 K) is stationary with negligible
fluctuations (N > IQ5 atoms).
(2) Small particles - responsible for most of the mid IR
emission (X < 70 um). They emit during temperature
spikes (50 -1000 K) due to the absorption of
individual photons [Andriesse, 1978; Sellgren, 1984].

3.2

3.*

3.6

3.8

The hydrocarbons mentioned in section 1 belong to
population (1) for the aliphatics and population (2) for
the aromatics.

WAVEUENCIM ( tun )

Fig. 2. Hydrocarton feature in absorption towards the
Galactic Center (Butclmrd et al., 1986) (upper part)
and hydrocarbon features in emission (de
MHIZOH e( al., 19S6).

2. INTERPRETATION
The flux received from a source with absorption
along the line of sight is proportional to:

KX) = B(T5, W exp [-

(2.1)

where B is the surface brightness of the source at
temperature TS, Nj and o; are the column density and
cross section of component i of the interstellar matter.
On the other hand, the emission from an optically
thin region is

3. CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE DIFFERENT
POPULATIONS OF THE INTERSTELLAR MATTER
We refer the reader for this point to classical review
papers. For the large grain component, see Draine and
Lee (1984) and references therein, for the small grain
component, see Puget and Léger (1989).
We discuss only briefly the nature of the second
component. As explained in the last references, two
size ranges must be distinguished:
- N = 30 -103 atoms, the emission occurs at [2 -15 nm]
where some spectroscopy is available, and exhibits
characteristic bands which have led to the Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) model described
hereafter.
- N = 103 -105 atoms, corresponding to emission at
[15 - 70 nm] where no good spectroscopy is presently
available, so that we do not know its chemical nature.
This component can be called "very small grains".

4. THE PAH AND HAC MODELS

S(X) = ^B(T1, X) NJ Oi(X)

(2.2)

The Planck functions at different temperatures (T and
Tj) play a fundamental rôle in relations (2.1) and (2.2).
In absorption, all the components of the matter are
observed with a weight directly proportional to their
optical depth: Nj O1(X), provided that the source gives
a suffiriez flux at the wavelength of the observation.

The PAH model was first proposed by Léger and Puget
(1984) and states that a mixture offre- PAH molecules
is the chemical identification of the ,imponent
emitting in the [2 - 15 urn] range.
It was initially formulated on stability aigaments and
then led to an impressive Spectroscopical similarity
with the observed bands although it is not the
identification of one individual species but of a family
of molecules (Fig. S).
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Gv) A o.-nd at 1.68 um which is the harmonic of thf
_ 3.3 jrp one. Its intensity should be specified in linear future.
10

~
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- (v) A change in the relative importance of solo .
(11.3 um) relative to duo and trio ones (12 - 13 Um/ m
weakly/strongly irradiated regions.
(vi) A correlation between the 158 um line and the
12 um IRAS band emission. •- -'—"(vii) A decreasing albedo in the far UV.-
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An alternative model proposes grains of Hydrogenated Amorphous Carbon (HAC) as
responsible for the bands in the range [2-15 um]
(Duley and Williams, 1981,1988; Sakata et al., 1984; V
Papoular et al., 1989). The main difference with the
PAH model is not so much the nature of the species, _—
both are mainly aromatic, but their size. In the HAC
model, the grains have the classical size (200 - 2000 A).
The cruxial problem is then whether the energy of an --incident photon can remain localized in a molecule
weakly bound to the rest of the grains during the lime
of a few seconds required for the IR emission. This
would be in conflict with the failures of all attempts
made in physical chemistry to localize energy in
molecules for times longer than IO'11 s (e.g.
Hutchinson et al., 1983). We think that this point
remains a very serious difficulty for the HAC model.
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Fig. 3 : Emission spectra of several compact PAHs
calculated from their absorption spectra
measured in the laboratory and a Planck function
at the temperature noted (filled bands) compared
to the spectrum expected for a reflection nebula,
NGC 2023 (Léger et al, 1989).

We think that it can be stated that the interstellar
FAHs are:
- a mixture of species,
- compact molecules (so-called pericondensed)
- containing few, if any, heteroatom groups as
C=O, C=N.
Let us mention some predictions of the PAH model,
three of them have been confirmed at the present
date:
(i) Mid-IR emission of Cirrus : predicted by Puget et al.
(1985), observed by Boulanger et al. (1985).
(ii) These authors also expected that the 3.3 um
feature should be present in the diffuse Galactic
emission. It has been found by the AROME balloon
borne experiment (Giard et al., 1988).
(iii) A 5.28 -un band expected in the astronomical
spectra (Légvï and d'Hendecourt, i987). Observed:
Allamandola (1988).
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1.

ABSTRACT/RESUME

We have recovered the spectra of extended
sources from the raw Low Resolution Spectrometer
(LRS) data by means of a nonlinear deconvolution
technique built around a maximum entropy algorithm. The results are applied to the Crab Nebula,
a supernova remnant extended by about 4 arc
minutes. The deconvolved spectrum of the Crab
shows significant departures from a blackbody
spectrum, with emission features present at 10.2,
11.3, 12.3 and 12.8 \w.
2.

The LRS was a slitless spectrograph. In such
instruments both spectral and spatial structure
are convolved with one another. The point spread
function for point sources is so closely approximated by a delta function that the convolved spectrum is indistinguishable from the unconvolved
spectrum. For extended sources, however, the
ability to recover the true spectrum requires
having the in-scan spatial profile of the source
which must be deconvolved from the observed spectrum. Obtaining the in-scan profile and using it
to deconvolved the observed (raw) spectrum is a
major goal of this program.

INTRODUCTIOH

One of the most unexpected discoveries made
by IRAS was the pervasive low-contrast filamentary
emission that is commonly called "infrared cirrus"
(Low et al. 1984). The cirrus, which is most
obvious on the 100 urn sky brightness images,
extends to high galactic latitudes and is unevenly
distributed over most of the sky. The emission is
from interstellar dust that is heated both locally
and by the diffuse galactic radiation field, but
the composition and size distribution of the dust
grains are unknown.
The Low Resolution Spectrograph (LRS) on
board the IRAS satellite produced a continuous
stream of raw spectral data as the satellite
scanned the sky (Raimond et al. 1985). Processing
of the raw data involved the extraction of any
spectrum which correlated with sources from the
Point Source Catalog (PSC) or any other known
point source. A point source was defined by
practical convention to be a source less than
about 40 seconds of arc in diameter. The resulting LRS data base was further winnowed based on
the number of observations, the 12 and 25 \im
fluxes and other "goodness" tests. The resulting
LRS Catalog. (Olnon and Raimond 1986) though substantive and reliable, is not complete for it
excludes bright sources observed only once (e.g.
Betelgeusc), sources from the Small Scale Structure Catalog (Helou and Walker, 1985) and other
extended sources (e.g. HII regions), certain
emission line objects with weak continua, any
object whose 12 and 25 urn brightness was less
than 1 and 2 Jy respectively, and most of the
cirrus.

In this paper we shall describe our efforts
toward extracting 7-23 jim spectra of infrared
cirrus from the unpublished raw LRS data stream
and to expand our studies to include other
extended (2-6 arc minutes) objects.

3. DATA RETRIEVAL AND SOFTWARE
TECHNIQUES
The software techniques necessary to reconstruct LRS spectra of faint and extended sources
were developed under a NASA SADAP/ADP program.
While many important refinements remain to be
implemented, the core of the software is complete.
Several steps are required (Figure 1) and we
shall explain the technique by showing the short
wavelength results from the Crab Nebula, a 34 Jy
(at 12 jam) supernova remnant that is extended
by about 4 arc minutes:
I. The LRS data and survey data are
extracted from the raw data tapes as one degree
fields around the source of interest and integrated with the boresight pointing history file.
This is done at SRON/Groningen using software
developed specifically for this program.
II. The 12 and 25 urn survey data scans are
gridded onto sky plates using the point response
functions of each individual detector. A
destriped image of the source is generated using
a maximum entropy image restoration system
developed around Gull and Skilling's algorithm
(Gull and Skill 1984; Hackwell et al. 1988). The
reconstructed image of the Crab Nebula is shown
in Figure Ia. The accuracy of this vital
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step was proven by the fact that higher spatial
resolution images of the Crab obtained from the
Additional Observations (AOs) showed precisely
the same structure seen in Figure Ia.
III. The reconstructed image (Figure Ia) is
then sliced up along the in-scan direction and a
"pseudo 12 urn survey scan" is generated (Figure
Ib) whose path across the source precisely matches
the path taken by the LRS detector(s). In this
way, cross scan spectral structure that was
scanned by the LRS but not necessarily scanned by
any single survey detector is included in a deconvolution function, called the point spread function, or PSF.
IV. The pseudo-survey scan (Figure Ib) is
used as the deconvolution function for the raw
data (Figure Ic) to generate the uncalibrated
deconvolved spectrum (Figure Id). This is also
done using the maximum entropy system, a nonlinear
restoration algorithm which is able to achieve
results unobtainable using conventional linear
techniques.
The system shown has not been divided by the
flux calibrator. However, an examination of the
raw spectra of the calibrators shows them to be
smooth, monotonically decreasing (with wavelength)
functions with no spectral structure. Thus we
believe the spectral features in Figure Id are
real, and not artifacts.
We have developed the software tools necessary to do this job, as shown in the above example
on the Crab Nebula. In addition to the Crab, we
have also recovered some of the spectra from the
highly extended HII region HGC 2024 (Lynch et al.
1988) and the extended reflection nebula BGC 2023.
Recent experience suggests that spectra with
signal-to-noise ratios of about 10 can be extracted for sources with a 12 urn flux of 5-10 Jy.
For cirrus sources which are generally fainter
than 1 Jy at 12 urn, we will have to co-add
hundreds of spectra in order to produce spectra
with sufficient signal-to-noise to identify
spectral features.
We wish to emphasis the importance of these
extractions: it is now possible to obtain an LRS
spectrum of any location in the sky, including
sources not found in the point source catalog, the
LRS catalog or the LRS data base. There are limitations of the technique as well. The deconvolution process assumes at the outset that there are
no variations in spectral structure from one part
of the source to another (e.g., blackbody on the
north end and emission lines on the south). While
such variations are no doubt present to some
extent in any source, we roust be aware that we
cannot detect or correct for such effects.
4.

Crab, we have not resolved the emission features
in Figure Id.
We believe the feature at 12.8 urn is due to
[Ne II]. The identities of the features at 10.2,
11.3 and 12.3 urn are not yet known. We cannot
yet tell whether they are atomic line emission
that is not resolved or broadband dust emission
features that are nearly or totally resolved.
5.

Techniques now exist for recovering spectra
of extended objects from the raw LRS data using a
nonlinear deconvolution technique. Results so far
indicate that a number of highly extended objects
including the Crab Nebula show emission line
features which cannot be observed from the ground.
6.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

la.

Image of the Crab Nebula reconstructed from
12 urn IRAS survey scans. Note structure,
which also appears in higher resolution
images obtained at 12 urn using Additional
Observations (AO) data. The path taken by
detector #2 across the source is shown by
the two parallel lines.

Ib.

In-scan slice from the reconstructed image
above (Figure Ia) whose width exactly matches
the cross scan width of the LRS detector
number 2. This scan is the point spread
function (PSF) used to deconvolved the raw
spectrum (Figure Ic).

Ic.

Raw LRS data for detector 2 crossing the Crab
Nebula. The spectral structure is convolved
with the spatial structure.

Id.

Final short wavelength spectrum of the Crab
obtained by deconvolving Figure Ib with
Figure Ic using the nonlinear maximum entropy
system.

SPECTRUM OF THE CRAB

It is clear from Figure Id that the spectrum
of the Crab departs strongly from that of a blackbody. Four emission features are present with
wavelengths near 10.2, 11.3, 12.3 and 12.8 urn,
respectively. Systematic uncertainties in the
wavelength calibration presently limit the
accuracy of wavelength identification to ± 0.3 urn.
The spectral resolution of our techniques is
strongly dependent on the intrinsic signal-tonoise ratio of the source and, in the case of the
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WIDE-BEAM BALLOON OBSERVATIONS OF THE 157.7/im [CHJ-LINE
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ABSTRACT
The scientific rationale behind the use of a smallsized (30 cm) balloon telescope for wide-beam (11 arc
minutes) spectroscopic observations in the far infared,particularly of the [CII] line at 157.7nm, is discussed. The technical details of the experiment are
briefly summarized. Measurements of W3 performed
during a flight in 1987 are reported and are shown to
agree well with published results obtained using the
Lear Jet. The prospects of future observations are discussed from both the scientific and technical points of
Keywords: far infrared, emission lines, interstellar
medium, balloon experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION
The usefulness of far infrared emission lines for the
study of the interstellar medium and star-formation,
both in our own galaxy and in external galaxies, is well
recognized (c/ Ref.1-2). The [CII] line at 63.4 cnv1
(157.7|am) is one of the scientifically most awarding
lines to observe and it is at the same time one of the
strongest. The line provides most of the cooling of the
gas in diffuse, neutral regions of interstellar clouds
(Réf. 3-5). It is also strongly emitted by molecular
dissociation regions associated with both embedded,
hot stars and dense clouds exposed to ultraviolet light
from external stars (see e.g. Réf. 2 and 6-8).
The [CII] line emission originates in many cases from
fairly extended regions. In the case of emission from
diffuse clouds and atomic envelopes of molecular
clouds this statement is rather obvious although no
confirming observations exist. Quite unexpectedly, an
extended, low-intensity "[CII] halo" of size >30 arc
minutes has been detected around the Hll-region M17
(réf. 9-10). Model calculations cannot explain this

spatial extent without assuming a clumpy medium
with a volume filling factor between 0.1 and 0.4. A
special case of extended [CÏI] emission is provided by
the galactic plane, which at longitudes / = 2.16° and /=
7.28° has a latitude half-width of = 0.5° (Réf. 11). In
this case the emission origix^s from different types
of regions, even if atomic envelopes of molecular
clouds seem to dominate.
[CII] line observations cannot be made with groundbased telescopes and all observations reported so far
have been performed with either the 90 cm telescope
aboard NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO)
or the 30 cm telescope aboard NASA's Lear Jet. The
KAO observations have employed telescope beams < 1
arc minute (cf. Réf. 2) but very significant observations
have also been made from the Lear Jet with telescope
beams of up to 3.8'x6.2' (cf. Réf. 11-12).
The fact that both existing observations and theoretical considerations demonstrate the importance of
large-scale mapping of the [CII] line with comparatively large beams led us to design and operate a balloon experiment consisting of a 30 cm stabilized, ambient temperature telescope and a liquid heliumcooled Fabry-Perot spectrometer. In Section 2 the most
important instrument parameters are summarized; a
full account of the technical details are given in Réf.
13.
The main advatage in using a small telescope with a
large beam compared to a big telescope with the same
AÎ2 lies not directly in the flux sensitivity but rather
in the fact that a long spatial scan is much easier made
using the so called "walking beam technique". This
technique implies that the step size used in the spatial
scan corresponds to the beam separation (or chopper
throw).
The launchings take place during the "turn around"
of the stratospheric winds in August from the Esrange
launching facility in the northern part of Sweden. Observing periods of up to 9 hours at a float altitude of 30
km have been realized. At this altitude the atmo-
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spheric emission is dominated by discrete, narrow
lines from water vapour and ozone. The [CII] line lies
quite close to an ozone line but is more or less undisturbed by water vapour at the resolving power being
used.
Except for initial engineering problems the experiment has suffered from balloon failures. Therefore,
astronomical observations have so far only been performed during the flight in 1987 and even then with
limited success due to an attitude stabilization problem. The results obtained for W3 Main are discussed
in Section 3.

3. RESULTS FROM THE FLIGHT IN 1987
The balloon drifted at an altitude of = 33 km for almost 10 hours at an average speed of = lOkm/hour.
During ascent the atmospheric emission spectrum was
observed in DC-mode to check the calibration of the
spectrometer. Figure 1 shows the atmospheric spectrum obtained at an altitude of 30 km and an elevation of 0.5°. The arrows indicate the positions of ozon
lines and weak lines from water vapour. Both the positions and widths of the two strongest lines confirm
the laboratory calibrations of the spectrometer.

In Section 4 the scientific purpose and technical
prospects of future observations are discussed.

2. INSTRUMENTDESCRIPTlON
The important instrument parameters can be
summarized as follows:
Telecope:

Dall-Kirkham (1/16), 32 cm
primary

Beam-size:

11 arc minutes

Chopper:

Square-wave

'•s
x
E
.ft. t.
63.0

Spectrometer:

LHe-cooIed Fabry-Perot,
X/Afe= 800 (Finesse = 30,
n=28)

Detector:

Stressed Ge:Ga, 11 = 3.7% at
158um

Sensitivity:

= 5xl(H8 w/cm2 (S/N = 3, T
= 15 min

Stabilization:

± 3 arc minutes p-p by means
of sun sensor and gas jets

The Fabry-Perot meshes consist of gold grids on crystal quartz substrates. The non-active surfaces are antireflection coated with 25um thick polyethylen.
Further technical details of the instrument and its
performance are given in Réf. 13. A more thorough
discussion about the Fabry-Perot meshes can be found
in Réf. 14.
The system sensitivity quoted above was achieved
during the flight in 1987 and agrees well with laboratory measurements. The instrument is background
limited and most of the thermal background emission is coming from the crystal quartz window of the
cryostat. Work is underway to exchange the window
with a thin polypropylen film, which will hopefully
increase the sensitivity with = 50%.

.t
63,4

63,6

63,8

Wave number (cm-1)
Figure 1.

Beam separation: £ 30 arc minutes

63,2

The atmospheric spectrum obtained at an
altitude of 30 km and an elevation of 0.5°.

Apart from the flux calibration on Jupiter only one
source, W3, could be observed due to the attitude
problem of the gondola. The best of the on-line signals
is displayed in Figure 2a. The erratic nature of the signal is explained by the source, W3 Main, swinging in
and out of the beam, an explanation which is supported by the noise pattern shown in Figure 2b. The
signal in Figure 2a was obtained with the spectrometer
tuned to the wavelength of the [CII] line and corresponds to 3.5xlO-16 W/cm2. Unfortunately, no measurements of the neighbouring continuum could be
made. However, from existing [CII] observations of
W3 performed from the Lear Jet (Réf. 12) a
line/continuum ratio of = 2 can be deduced for a resolving power of 800 as employed here. Thus, a line
flux of = 2xlO-16 W/cm2 results from the balloon measurements. This flux agrees within 50% with the sum
of the three pointed observations by Melnick et al.
(Réf. 12), which more or less samples the balloon
beam. Our result therefore seems to confirm the Lear
Jet results. This conclusion also means that any extended [CII] emission in the W3 region must be rather
weak or very smooth, since the Lear Jet and balloon
observations employed quite different chopper
throws, 10 and 20 arc minutes, respectively.
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in fact much safer
on the basis of wide-beam
observations. Observations with small beams are of
course best suited for studying the detailed properties
of the interface regions and for quantitative studies of
the size distribution of the proposed gas clumps.

right beam

The low-level emission detected by Stutzki et al. (Réf.
10) amounts to = 2xlO'3 ergs/sec/cm* /ST. Assuming a
filled 11 arc minutes beam this corresponds to a flux of
= IxIO-16 W/cm2 , which is 25 times higher than the
system sensitivity quoted above. Or stated differently,
the M17 measurements could have been obtained
with S/N = 10 with an integration time less than 1
minute and with relatively "safe" off-positions.

CB
I

cn

M17 is not observable from Esrange but the W3-W5
star forming region has in this respect a favourable
position on the sky and is just as well suited as Ml 7
for a study of extended photodissociation regions
around luminuous stars.

Time (min.)
Figure 2.

a) Signal obtained from W3
b) 90° out-of-phase signal

4. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE OBSERVATIONS
In this section we shall briefly discuss the scientific
rationale behind some planned observations and also
demonstrate how they can be realized using the existing balloon experiment. The discussion will concentrate on those aspects for which large-scale observations are essential.
4.1

Photodissociation regions.

• ..1 Internally heated. As was mentioned above the
. hotod --.sociation region in M17 has been found to be
much i\. re extended than previously thought (Réf.
10). A spatial scan, one degree long and obtained with
a beam-size and chopper throw of both 55 arc seconds,
through the center of the star forming region in the
NE-SW direction revealed weak [CII] emission as far
SW from the center as 30 arc minutes. Since the weak
emission stays rather constant on a scale of = 15 arc
minutes the above result is strongly dependent on detector signals from a few positions ,where the line
emission changes significantly on the scale of the
chopper, throw, i.e. 55 arc seconds. Obviously, measurements conducted with a larger beam and a larger
chopper throw are much better suited for detecting
this type of extended, weak emission. In this case the
possibilities to derive meaningful physical properties
of the emitting regions and the heat sources may be
somewhat smaller, but not neccessarily much so. For
instance, the conclusion reached in Réf. IO that the
Ml 7 cloud must be very clumpy with a certain volume filling factor and/or with hitherto unknown
heat sources could have been reached just as well and

The cooling of photodissociation regions around hot
stars by the [CII] line depends on both the environmental properties and the far ultraviolet energy
distribution of the stars. Even if this dependence is not
quite simple, partly due to the fact that the gas heating
occurs via photoelectric emission from dust grains,
one can still expect a rather well defined correlation
between the total [CD] flux and the stellar luminosity
(Réf. 6 ). Wide-beam observations provide therefore
an effective method for studying the gross properties
of the emitted light from deeply embedded objects and
their circumstellar environments.
4.1.2 Externally heated.
Externally heated photodissociation regions can be
identified with the atomic envelopes of molecular
clouds or pure HI clouds. Since the heating of these
regions is quite low, unless a luminuous, hot star incidentally lies in the proximity, the [CH[ flux is also expected to be quite low. There exist no published observations of regions illuminated only by the diffuse
ultraviolet starlight, the so called "Habing field", so
one is therefore restricted to theoretical predictions.
Detailed models of a small "standard" molecular
cloud without internal heat sources and with a mass
of = 200 M0 have been calculated by Boland and de
Jong (Réf. 15). In these models the gas cooling occurs
mainly via the [CII] line in the atomic envelope down
to a visual extinction of = 1">. The brightness temperature of the [CII] line is calculated to be =18K. For a
filled 11 arc minutes beam and a line half-width of
Ikm/s the expected line flux is thus = IxIO'17 W/cm 2 ,
detectable with our balloon instrument. It should be
noted that the model cloud has a diameter of 6 pc,
large enough to fill an 11 arc minutes beam when at a
distance of at least 1 kpc.
Chemical models for somewhat less dense clouds, so
called translucent clouds, with visual extinctions in
the range 1 - 5m have recently been published (Réf.
16). In almost all models considered the predicted [CII]
line-flux is higher than 10-17 W/cm2 and thus again
detectable.
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The cloud L 1172 with a size of approximately I°x0.5°
and thus suitable for our balloon experiment is a good
example of a. translucent cloud, which in its northern
part contains the well known reflection nebula NGC
7023. Star counts show that a maximum visual extinction of = 3m obtains = 10 arc minutes south of NGC
7023 (Réf. 17). The entire cloud has been mapped in
CH with a 15 arc minutes beam (Réf. 18 ) and in 12CO
with a 2.2 arc minutes beam (Réf. 19). L1172 is therefore ideally suited for a study of the heating and cooling of the gas., the chemistry of the gas and the density
distribution and dumpiness within the cloud. [CII]
line observations of the NGC 7023 nebula have been
made at 6 positions with a beam size of 45 arc seconds
(Réf. 20). The observations are consistent with the
photodissociation models by Tielens and Hollenbach
(Réf. 8 ) but there are indirect evidence for more extended line emission at an intensity level one third of
the peak intensity. Again the possible explanation is to
be found either in a clumpy medium or embedded,
low-luminosity stars.
4.2

Diffuse clouds.

The diffuse clouds are normally studied by means of
ultraviolet or optical absorption lines seen in the
spectra of early-type background stars, which means
that the spatial extent of this type of clouds are not
well known. Line observations with a large beam can
shed some light on this problem and provide an estimate of the volume filling factor, assuming that a reliable off-position has been found along the scan.
Estimates of the expected [CII] line flux have been
made in several investigations. Pottasch et al. (Réf. 5)
deduced from a study of ultraviolet absorption lines
in the spectra of several reddened early-type stars
spread across the sky an average line emission of =
3xlO-32 W/H-nucleus with less than 50 % scatter.
Similar emisssion rates also result from detailed
modelling of the well known diffuse cloud in front of
e.g. ; Oph (Réf. 16 ). If this type of cloud fills an 11 arc
minutes beam the sensitivity limit of SxIO-'8 W/cm 2
corresponds to a cloud with a visual extinction as
small as = O.lm.
4.3

The expected [CII] line flux from the galactic plane at
longitudes > 30° (which is the part of the galatic plane
observable from the northern part of Sweden in August) can be estimated from existing far infrared continuum data and the observationally found ratios between the line flux and the far infrared luminosity.
For galactic HII regions powered by luminous stars
this ratio lies in the range 10"4 - 10'3 whereas the ratio
is more like 5x10-3 for the integrated light from galaxies (see Réf. 12). To assess the observability of the
galactic plane it seems thus reasonable to adopt a ratio
of = 10-3. The far infrared luminosity can be calculated
from the IRAS data or from submm balloon data (Réf.
21). From the longitude profile of the far infrared
luminosity, averaged over ±0.5° in latitude, presented
in Réf. 21 one finds that in the interval 30-50° the
luminosity is everywhere > 2xlO'5 W/m2sr. With a
beam-size of 11 arc minutes and an assumed
line/luminosity ratio of 10'3 this corresponds to a line
flux > 2.4x10'17 W/cm2. Taken at face value this flux
should be easily detected by our balloon experiment.
However, one must also consider the latitude extent
of the emission; a small spatial emission gradient can
decrease the differential signal quite significantly even
for large beam separations as employed in our experiment. The half-width of the galactic plane in the
150um continuum is => 0.9° (Réf. 21 ). If this is also the
half-width in the [CII] line emission one would expect
a differential flux of at least 25% of the above value or
= 6xlO'18 W/cm 2 , which is close to the present
sensitivity limit. We therefore expect the balloon experiment discussed here to be capable of detecting the
[CII] line from the "diffuse" parts of the galactic plane
in the longitude interval 30-50° and also to study its
latitude dependence out to at least ±1°. As seen in the
contour maps in Réf. 21 there are also many "hot
spots" in the same longitude interval, which are more
than 2 or 3 times stronger in the continuum than the
diffuse background.
The far infrared luminosity derived in Réf. 21 corresponds to = 10'30 W/H-nucleus, which implies a [CII]
emissivity of ~ 10'33 W/H-nucleus using the same assumption as above. It is interesting to note that this
number is = 30 times smaller than that deduced for
diffuse clouds (see section 4.2).

The Galactic Plane.
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NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF THE SUPERNOVA REMNANT RCW103
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2. RESULTS

ABSTRACT
Following our previous systematic study of the (Fe //],
H2 and hydrogen lines emission in supernova remnants
(Réf. 1) we present detailed spectroscopic observations
of RCW103, the most powerful source of IR lines emission among the galactic remnants studied so far.

2.1 [Fe //] lines.
The [Fe II] lines at 1.2566 /im and 1.6.135 fim are the
most prominent features observed in the J and H bands
and 14 other transitions of [Fe 11} (all arising from the
same term, O 4 U) have been detected between 1.25 fim
and 1.96 \an. From the observed relative intensities we
could estimate both the extinction toward the remnant
and the electron density of the emitting gas . The
extinction measured from transitions sharing the same
upper level is consistent with optical estimates. The
electron density deduced using several |Fe //] lines is ~
104 cm"3 much larger than that estimated from optical
[S //] transitions (~ 103 cm~3).

1. OBSERVATIONS
The data have been collected at the ESO 3.6m telescope using the ESO grating array spectrometer IRSPEC (R = A/A A ~ 1500). Complete spectra covering
the H and K atmospheric windows have been measured
on a bright optical spot (Rg.l) and on a region at the
outer edge of the optical filament where the emission
of !!2 lines is maximum (fig.2). On this spot several HZ
lines at A > 3ian have been also measured (fig.3) and a
spectrum covering most of the 1.0-1.35 fim region, together with a measurement of hydrogen Br0 have been
obtained on the optical peak (figs. 3,4). We have also
mapped with a spatial resolution of 15" the prominent
line of HZ (2.1212 ^m) over a region covering 7 x 2.5
arc-min around the southern filament of this remnant
(fig. 5).

o 140

1.80

200

S.20

240

Wavelength (/
Fig.l Flux calibrated spectrum of a bright optical spot
of the supernova remnant RCW103 covering the H and
K atmospheric windows. The positions of all the identified lines are marked.
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2.3 Other lines.

2.2 Molecular hydrogen lines
The map in fig. 5 shows that the H2 line is emitted by
a roughly circular ring ~30" wide which lies outside of
both the optical and X-ray emission (réf. 1) and which
is still bright at the edges of the mapped region. The
detection of H2 emission from another filament of the
remnant (not included in fig.5) lying ~ 10 arc-min NW of the southern filament indicates that the H2 ring
probably extends over a scale comparable to the size
of the whole remnant (~ 10 X 10 arc-min) and might
perhaps enclose it. The observed spatial distribution
of the HZ l'ne emission does not seem to agree with the
predictions of steady shock fronts models (e.g. Réf.
2) where the molecular hydrogen lines are expected
to form downstream of the recombining gas (i.e. inside of the optical emission). Assuming a distance of
6 kpc the observed luminosity of H2 2.1212 inside the
mapped area is 150 L0 uncorrected for extinction. The
foreground absorption is relatively modest (Av ~ 4 i.e.
A2.12 ~ 0.5). Even assuming that the local extinction
is negligible, this remnant is the most luminous galactic source of HZ infrared lines so far known. The spectrum measured at the H2 peak position contains 19 Hj
transitions between 1.68 urn and 3.85 urn. The line intensity ratios are consistent with thermal population of
the levels at T~ 2000 K. Conflicting results are found
when determining the extinction using different pairs
lines.

RCW103
H2 peak

1.40

1.60

1.80

3.00

2.30

3.40

Wavelength

Fig.2 Same as fig.l measured on the outer edge of the
optical filament, where the H2 emission is maximum.

The only transition with an intensity comparable to
the brightest [Fe II\ lines is He/ 1.0832. The relative intensities of the hydrogen lines P^, Br1 and Br0
are consistent with case B recombination theory and
AV ~ 4. Their absolute intensities, however, are a factor 2.5 lower than expected from Hp measurements.
We also report marginal detections of [P //] 1.1884 and
[Ni /7J1.9388. The intensity of the first line indicates
P+/Fe+ = .03 ± .02, a value similar to the cosmic one
(PIFe = 0.043). The IR transition OfATi + arises from
the same upper level as [Ni J7]7378A. The measured
ratio /(0.7378)//(1.93S8) = 4±% is consistent with the
predicted value of 6.8 (Réf. 3).
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Fig.3 Flux calibrated spectra of several H2 lines at
A > 3 fim measured on the HZ peak (same spatial
position as the spectrum in fig.2). The spectrum of
the hydrogen recombination line BrQ was taken at the
optical peak (same spatial position as the spectrum in
fig.l). Flux scale is in units of 10~n erg cm~2 s'1
fan"1.

1.20
Wavelength (/^m)

1.30

Fig.4 Flux calibrated spectrum covering most of the
1.05-1.35 [t,m wavelength region measured at the same
spatial position as the spectrum in fig.l (optical peak).
The positions of all the identified lines are marked.

t

Fig.5 Distribution of the H2 (2.1212 ^m) line emission overlayed onto a reproduction of a Schimdt R plate taken at ESO. North is top and east is left. The spatial
resolution of the Hj map is 15" and the contours correspond to 1, 2, 3 XlCr 4 erg
cm~2 s"1 sr~l. Note that the center of the remnant lies ~5 arc-min north of the
optical filament.
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ABSTRACT/RESUME
The absorbance spectrum of vitrinite is shown ;o
come closer to the generic spectrum of the unidentified IK bands (UlB's) than any previously proposed
model. Vitrinite is the organic and major component
of coal, its composition, structure and behaviour as a
function of age, origin, heat, treatment, etc» are now
fairly well known. A very large amount of IR data on
vltrinice (as well as on the othec components of coal)
is also available and still accumulating. It appears
from all these data that all coals have a limited
mmber of mid-lR features; the factors mentioned
above only alter the relat.'ve intensities of these
features, leaving their positions and widths practictlly unchanged and identical to those of the UlB's.
Each of the UlB's has its counterpart in the vitrinite
spectra, which also exhibit a continuum rising toward
the blue. The better fit provided by vitrinite over
other models is due to the presence of oxygen, as well
as Hydrogen, in tne form of surface functional groups
bonded to a bulk, disordered, carbon structure with
aliphatic «s well as aromatic bonds.

Planetary and reflection nebulae as well as galaxies often display a number of conspicuous emission
features at 3.3, 6.2, 6.9, 7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 iun,
superimposed over a continuum which extends from the
visible to the far l.R. (fig. 1 A,B). These so-called
unidentified IR bands (UlB's) are now sometimes dubbed
"overidentif led", in view of the many candidate
carriers that have been proposed for them: small carbon grains with chemical functional groups attached to
their surface (Duley and Williams, 1981), individual
complex molecules of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon family (PAH's; Léger and Puget, 1984;
Allamandola et al., 1985), hydrogenatec amorphous
carbon (HAC or a-C:H, Goebel, 1987; Borghesi el al.,
1987), quenched carbonaceous composites ((JCC; Sakata
et al., 1987), and other compounds, such as coked tar
(Wdowiak et al., 19d7). The purpose of this letter is
to propose yet another model which we argue comes
closer to the "generic spectrum" of UlB's (Cohen et
al., 1986) and already has been studied so thoroughly
in the lâooratory that it is even possible to imagine
ways of improving on it: this is demineralized coal,
or radier vitrinite. Vitrinite is the major, bright,
vitreous and most homogeneous organic component of
coal (Dyrkacz et al., 198«; Friedel, 1966; Brown,
1955a). Like HAC and ^CC, it is a hydrogenated and
partially ordered carbon; it differs from them by its
higher oxygen content (2 to 20% by mass), its thermal
history and its detailed structure.
About 752 of the carbon in coal is in the form of
condensed aromatic units (Brown et al., 1955). These
"basic structural units" (Kouzaud and Oberlin, 1983)

Centre Spectroscopie Moléculaire
Boîte 312,13397 Marseille Cedex 13
and CNRS UA 126, Chimie
Organique A,Univ.Aix-Marseille III

are oriented at random and made of stacks of a few
layers of planar systems of benzenic rings packed
together in limited numbers. The remainder of the
carbon and the other atoms are effectively disordered,
in the form of chemical groupings attached to the
condensed rings. This structure ensures that coals
from different origins have similar properties and IR
spectra, depending only on rank, i.e., essentially,
on carbon content. With increasing rank, C increases,
0/H decreases, aromaticity increases, the degree of
substitution in aromatic rings decreases and order
improves (Friedel, 196o). The continuum extinction is
mainly due to scatte-'ng and absorption by the semiconducting graphitic skeleton. The mid-lR bands are
small in number and stable in wavelength because they
are mainly due to a limited number of surface functional groupings of only hydrogen, oxygen and some
nitrogen. This is in sharp contrast with the spectra
of FAH molecules, which have no continuum and are so
sensitive to the particular architecture of each molecule that they have come to be considered as "fingerprints" (Kendall, 1966; p. 197, Lee Smith, 1979).
1 - The IR spectrum of vltrinlte
Figure 1 shows the absorbance spectra of 2 vitrinites of different origins and ranks (fig. 1 C,D),
together with the emission spectra of the reflection
nebula NGC 7027 and the galaxy M82 (fig. 1 A1B). Even
a more complete sample of vitrinite spectra shows only
variations in the relative band intensities, not in
their positions (to a few percent). These bands have
been thoroughly discussed and their assignment is
fairly complete. The main bands are assigned as
follows (adapted from Friedel, 1966 and Painter et
al., 1981):
Assignment

3300
3030
2950
2920
2860
1610
1450
1375

860
815
750

H-bonded-OH(or-NH); phenol and water
Unsaturated (aromatic) C-H
CH3
Aliphatic -CH; CH2 and CH3
C=O...HO- and aromatic CC with
-0-substituent;
(Carboxylates)
6.9)
CH7 and CH, also aromatic CC or
7.3)
ionic carbonate
7-9.5 Mainly C-U (aromatic and aliphatic);
see text
11-14 Aromatic C-H out-of-plane bending
modes, namely:
11.6
Isolated aromatic H
12.3
Isolated H and/or 2 neighbouring H
13.3 4 neighbouring H

3
3.3
3.38
3.43)
3.51)
6.2
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The following particulars are noticeable.
1.1 - As the C content Increases, Che semi-conduction
band gap decreases and electronic (continuous) absorption extends farther into the IR, overtaking the OH
absorption which decreases. For a C content > 91 &,
the OH feature vanishes (Kuehn et al., 1982).
1.2 - The aliphatic C-H stretching region between 3.35
and 3.6 |i has been resolved (Painter et al., 1981)
into 5 components:
3.38 (asymmetric CH3), 3.42 (asymmetric CH2), 3.46 (lone C-H group), 3.49 (symmetric
CHj) and 3.51 urn (symmetric CH2). The resulting
asymmetric blend peaks at ~ 3.4 MIQ and its wings
extend farther into the red than into the blue.
The aromatic C-H stretching band at 3.3 u is
usually weak but, for high ranking coals (C-content "Sf
9IZ), its intensity relative to the aliphatic band
increases very steeply (Brown et al., 1955) as a
result of a decrease of the number of aliphatic hydrogen atoms and an increase of the aromatic hydrogens.
A similar phenomenon is observed on coals and HAC's
upon thermal annealing (which Is also accompanied by
loss of H atoms (Brown, 1955b; Dischler et al.,
1983)). In the latter case, the aromatic to aliphatic
Intensity ratio is increased to ~ 2, after annealing
at ~ 500°C.
These two bands are so common with organic molecules that they can hardly help characterize the
carrier further (see the Aldrich Library of Spectra,
1981).
1.3 - A relatively broad and very strong band occurs
ring stretching
in all coals at 6.2 urn. The C-C
vibration of polyaromatlc systems also occurs at this
wavelength but cannot be solely responsible here. In
view of its weakness In graphite and most aromatic
see also fig. 2).
materials (Painter et al. , 1981;
The present concensus is that a conjugated carbonyl
(C-O) group Is necessary to enhance the basic ring
stretch vibration (Akhter et al., 1985; Friedel, 1966,
p. 332).
1.4 - The broad and strong blend between 7 and 9.5 Mm
can hardly be described in terms of simple motion of
specific functional groups or chemical bonds. Mechanical coupling and mixing is likely to occur between
the various vibrations which appear In this range:
C-O stretching (presumably in both ethers and phenols), C-C stretching, 0-H and CH2 bending. This
band, like the 6.2 urn band, Is specific of coal, and
also needs oxygen to occur.
1.5 - The bands between 11 and 14 j.im arise mainly from
the out-of-plane vibration of aromatic CH bonds. With
increase in C-content, there are changes in intensity
and even slight shifts in position. In the anthracites
(94% of carbon), the 11.6 Mm band shifts to 11.3 Mm
and becomes the strongest in this range (Brown, 1955a;
see also Kuehn et al., 1982). Since this, vibration is
attributed to an isolated H atom bonded to an aromatic
ring, such atoms must be predominant. This suggests
that anthracite is characterized by large condensed
cluster of aromatic rings with a considerable number
of solo-H's at their periphery. This partial graphltization is consistent with the observed concommittent
increase in back ground absorption (S 1.1).
1.6 - Whatever bands appear between 9.5 and 11 jn are
mainly due to residual minerals, e.g. clays, carbonates and silicas. Some of the latter, e.g. gypsum,
have extinction bands extending to ~ 7.5 urn (Kister et
al., 1985).

1.7 - The spectra are usually obtained by transmission
through pellets of KBr (~ 992) and coal (~ 1%) ground
together. Insufficient grinding
leaves
a strong
underlying continuum and a low contrast of the vitrlnlte features (Friedel, 1966; Painter et al., 1981).
1.8 - Low temperature oxidation of coals is accompanied by loss of aliphatics and both processes are
enhanced by reducing the sample particle size, at
least down to 50 A (Kister et al., 19H7).
1.9 - For coals of the same elemental composition, the
relative band intensities may differ to some extent
because of structural differences (Solomon et al.,
1988).
1.10 - Typical concentrations of functional groups,
together with the corresponding elemental compositions
are given by Kuehn et al. (1982) and Dyrkacz et al.
(1984).

2 - Comparison with the unidentified band»
The six conspicuous and ubiquitous UlB's have
each their counterpart in all vltrlnite spectra. Even
the red shoulder (or, rather, satellite) of the 3.3 Mm
band, which has been resolved by de Muizon et al.
(1986) in the spectra of 2 IRAS sources and is also
observed in galactic nuclei (Moorwood, 1986), can be
identified with the 3.4-3.5 urn aliphatic blend of
vitrinites. As is the case for the L'IB's (Cohen et
al., 1986), there is a correlation between the
strengths of the features of vltrinite of various origins, together with some "irregular" variations and a
gradual, regular evolution linked to the C/0 ratio in
the former case and to the rank in the latter case.
Both sets of spectra display notable continua all
over the wavelength range of interest, with the same
step at ~ 6 urn. Also, the respective band widths are
similar and characteristically broad.
Conversely, every band of vitrlnite, except OH
(~ 3 |jm), has a counterpart among the UlB's of one
nebula or another.
Thus, vitrinite appears to be a good first approximation to the nebular carriers. In particular, the
strength and frequency stability of the 6.2 Mm band
are unmatched in the other models to date. The
breadth, asymmetrical profile and relative intensity
of the interstellar 7.7-8.6 Mm blend, is also better
reproduced by vitrinite. In view of S 1.3 and 1.4,
oxygen must therefore be considered as an essential
ingredient of a good model for UlB's, a fact which was
realized by Sakata et al. (1987), for instdnce, and
which makes sense in view of the high abundance of
this element In circumstellar shells and the ISM
(Inter Stellar Medium).
There are, however, obvious discrepancies between
the celestial and coal spectra: the existence of the
3-Mm feature and the high relative strength of the 3.4
and 7-ura features in coal. The simple coal model must
therefore be improved. This can be effected by taking
advantage of the knowledge of coals gained In tt.e
laboratory. Thus, it is clear from i 1 and Friedel
(1966) that, among the vitrinites of various ranks,
the highest ranks come closest to displaying the
"generic spectrum" of UlB's: 1) the OH band becomes
vanishlngly weak (§ 1.1); 2) the 3.3 (arouatlc)/3.4
(aliphatic) Intensity ratio Inverses itself (S 1.2);
3) the aliphatic CH2 and CH3 vibrations at ~ 7 JAB are
gradually smeared into the 7-9.5 blend; this band
is also sensitive to heat treatment (5 1.8 above;
Keifer et al., 1981); 4) the isolated-H band shifts
to 11.3 jja and emerges as the dominant out-of-plane
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aromatic vibration (§ 1.5;, The physical cause of
these improvements Is simple and clear: the higher
the coal rank, the purer the carbon and the closer it
approaches the disordered assemblage of randomly
oriented, graphite-like, basic structural units, with
fewer and fewer surface functional groupings; in this
process, groupings of 3, then 2, "foreign" atoms
disappear, leaving mainly separate C-O and C-H bonds.
Thermal annealing helps furthering the aromatizacion
process and reducing the number of aliphatic bonds.
Anthracite, which is the highest ranking coal, still
contains 2-3% of O and 2-4% of H, by weight.

The HAC and (JCC models have much tn common with
coal; however, their 3.3 urn feature is very weak and
the dearth or absence of oxygen preclude the existence
of prominent bands at 6.2, 7.7 and 8.6 ^m. On the
other hand, the intense research going on in physical,
chemical and materials laboratories into hydrogenated
amorphous elements (C, Si, etc.) is a treasure-trove
of data on structure, controlling parameters and other
properties of this class of materials. Wdowiak (1987)
seems to have obtained a similar material by coning
coal tar in the absence of air, at 14UO K, in an
attempt to simulate a mixture of PAH's.

A compound similar to high ranking vitrinite is
quite likely to be synthesized in Che course of gas
condensation around late-type C-stars and subsequent
interaction of grains with the ISM. Besides, the
existence of such a sequence of properties as described above is itself of great help in understanding the
diversity of the UlB spectral intensities as opposed
to the constancy of the band frequencies from nebula
to nebula. Similarly, coal studies in the laboratory
should shed light on the analogies and differences
between circumstellar and interstellar carbonaceous
dust. Consider, for instance, the spectral excess of
C-rich stars observed by the IRAS satellite between 8
and 23 ,im. In addition to the SiC band (peaking at
~ 11.4 urn), 2 weak emission bands are observed at
8-9.5
urn and 11.14 urn (Papoular, 1988). Vitrinite
(fig. 1 C1D) and other amorphous carbons (Koike et
al., 1980) display analogous features. From $ 1.5
above, the extent of the 11-14 JIJD band (as opposed to
the relative narrowness of the 11.3 urn UIB feature) Is
indicative of a low or medium rank vitrinite (with
relatively high abundances of O and H), while the
relative strength of the underlying continuum is
indicative of a rather coarsegrained dust (see S 1.7).
Admittedly, these are only qualitative considerations
that need further quantitative assessment in the
laboratory.

Aliamandola et al. (1985) very aptly observed
that auto-exhaust soot displays strong Raman features
at ~ 6,3 and ~ 7.5 Mm, resembling the 6.2 and 7.7 pm
UIB's. Unfortunately, they did not pursue this track
but quickly turned to the study of PAH's (meaning,
here, planar, aromatic, fused ring molecules as opposed to bulk material).

Finally, a complete fit of the model to the nebular spectra should probably Include some minerals,
such as SiC, for instance.
It is Interesting to note that coal luminesces in
the visible upon excitation by
shorter-wavelength
light (Death et al., 1986). Near-IR fluorescence of
vitrinite was also observed (Friedel and Gibson,
1966). The fact that HAC also fluoresces (Watana be et
al., 1982; Fang et al,, 1988) Indicates that oxygen
is not a mandatory ingredient in this process. Both
materials are, in principle, able to explain the
frequent cases of nebular fluorescence observed by
Witt and collab. (1988).

3 - Comparison with other models
The basic Idea of surface functional groups bound
to aromatic units which comprise carbon grains was
formulated by Duley and Williams (1981). Our model is
an embodiment of their basic principles; it goes a
step farther in defining quantitatively the composition of the carbon grains; it stresses the importance
of C-O functional groups and therefore clarifies the
origin of the 6.2, 7.7 and 8.6 urn bands; it suggests
a more definite physical structure, which allows a
better understanding of the continuum and bandwldths
by stressing the disorder character; finally, it provides a coomon basis for dusts in different environments (stars, planetarles and clouds) together with
parameters (carbon content and purity, temperature
history, etc...) which can control their transformations.

From the spectroscopic point of view, the PAH
model suffers from a number of shortcomings that have
already been recognized (see, for instance, Mathis,
1988; Allamandola et al., 1985, 1987; Donn, 1986):
their IR bands are too narrow and hardly riatch the
UIB's; they have no continuum extinction but very
strong UV absorptions, in sharp contrast with the IS
spectrum; when excited by star light, they should also
emit lines lii the visible, which are, In fact, not
conspicuous in the sky. It has been suggested that a
mixture of PAHs could provide a match (see, for instance, Allamandola et al., 1985; Léger et al., 1987,
p. 252). In an attempt to explore this path, we have
used our tape-library of molecular spectra (the
Aldrich Library of Nicolet Instruments, Ltd) in
conjunction with a computer, to obtain a composite
(average) spectrum of PAHs, up to about 35 atoms in
size, representing most of the PAHs that have been
proposed as possible carriers of the UIB's.
In so doing, it must be remembered that most of
the spectra of interest in the Library have been obtained with molecules dispersed in Nujol (paraffin
oil). The latter exhibits strong bands near 3.3, 6.8
and 7.3 urn which can interfere with the bands of the
PAHs. The corresponding regions have therefore been
omitted in the spectrum of fig. 2a, which is the
average spectrum of the 18 smaller molecules up to
coronene, in this Library:
benzene, naphtalene,
anthracene,
dipheny!anthracene, dlmethylanthracene,
fluoranthene, 1,2 and 2,3-benzanthracene, pyrene,
trlphenylene,
chrysene,
perylene,
1,2,3,4
and
1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene, benzo[a] pyrene and [ej
pyrene, benzo[ghlj perylene and coronene. As a
complement, fig. 2b represents the average spectrum of
the 3 smaller molecules in the Library that have been
studied in neat form (pure liquid or melt) and for
which, thereforeno spurious bands are expected. Such
spectra (yet unpublished to our knowledge) illustrate
some of the difficulties faced by the PAH model
(recalled above); most conspicuous are the absence of
continuum and of a 3.4 \aa blend, the relative weakness
of the 6.2 and 7.7-8.6 bands, and strength of the 13.5
blend. The main outcome of such comparisons is to
stress the advantage o£ bulk- matter models including
O as well as H tn a disordered C skeleton, over molecular models including only H attached to very small,
planar, aromatic structures (at least from the spectroscopic point of view and barring the discovery of a
discovery o£ a very special molecule or mixture of
molecules which could fit the observations). This
does not exclude a contribution to the 3.3 inn band by
small, common molecules (e.g. CH^).
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4 - »e»e»rch in perspective
This Letter is based entirely on research performed exclusively for the sake of coal knowledge.
The collected data encourage the elaboration of the
model; it is now desirable to confirm, in the laboratory, the predicted improvements to be expected from
changes in various parameters (O and H content, thermal
treatment,
etc...; cf. S 2). Alternatively,
knowledge of the intrinsic intensities of vitrinite
bands, should make it possible to infer from the
nebular spectra the concentrations, in IS dust, of
those functional groups considered above which have
localized vibrations and distinct bands (Friedei,
I960, p. 324; Painter, 1981; Solomon et al., 19W;.
The problem of excitation and emission processes oust
also be tackled: apart from the contributions of
scattering and thermal equilibrium emission, pulse
excitation by single photons must be investigated. The
latter is made possible by the recent discovery of the
anomalously low thermal conductivities of amorphous
materials, which are attributed to very low phonon
mean free pathes and localization of the more energetic phonons (Rosenberg, 1988). For fractals (such as
gels), thermal conductivities are lower still, by
orders of magnitude, because of the more complicated
pathes for propagating phonons (Calemezuk et al.,
1987), This could allow local build-ups of temperature even in large grains, if grown under the low
pressures favourable to fractal formation. The relative IR band and continuum intensities resulting from
such an excitation mechanism would probably differ
from those of transmission spectra. The near-lR
luminescence from coals, detected by Friedel et al.
(1966), may be related to this mechanism. Of course,
the possibility of transient heating of small coal
particles (isolated
or loosely coupled) is also
appealing. The largest size allowable for this process is just about that of one basic structural unit
(-10 A). Marchand (1987) conjectured that the mid-lR
spectrum of such a cluster would bear a strong resemblance to that of the UlB's.
On the observational side, much remains to be
done in the way of improving the S/N and spectral and
spatial resolution of nebular spectra, especially
between 3.5 and 8 MJD, a range that must be studied
from above the atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT
Recent
laboratory
measurements
on both the
spectral and physical properties of CO:H^O and
CO :H O ice mixtures have been performed. The
effects of the composition, the temperature and
the thermal history on the H O (3-1 and 6.0 urn),
CO (4.67 MI») and CO^
Ct.27 UnT) infrared bands are
discussed. It is 'shown that additional informations on the composition and on the history of
grain mantles can be obtained from a detained
analysis of these absorption bands.
Keywords: Infrared Spectra, Physical processes.
Interstellar Molecules, Grain
Mantles,
Ices,
Laboratory Studies.

1. INTRODUCTION
Within dense interstellar clouds icy mantles are
thought to grow on interstellar grains as a result
of
atom
surface
reactions
and
molecule
condensation. The best way to study these ice
mantles is by looking for the absorptions of
mantle molecules in the infrared.
H O is the most widely observed molecule in the
solid state. Up to now, the 3-1 H™ absorption
feature of H^O ice has been observed in the line
of sight of' more than 80
infrared
sources
including dust-embedded objects, background field
stars seen through dark clouds (Kefs. 1-6) as well
as evolved stars undergoing mass loss (Refs. 7~9).
The 6.0 (ira absorption band of H 1 O has only been
observed towards a dozen of these sources, as a
result of observation difficulties (Réf. 2). On
the other hand, the 12 urn H 1 O band is reported to
be absent in most of the spectra and is not
unambiguously identified with the anomalous 10-13
Um absorption seen in a few other objects (Réf.
8). Finally, the 40-70 (im band
of ice was

recently observed in emission in
and some other stars (Réf. 10).

IRAS

09371+1212

Systematic studies of the 3.1 |im ice feature in
the
Taurus
and
Serpens
molecular
clouds
demonstrated
that
H^O-rich
ice mantles are
widespread in these clouds for visual extinction
Av exceeding 3.3 mag (Refs. 5-6). Such a study is
still lacking for CO, the second most abundant
molecul" after H^ in the interstellar medium.
Actually, the 4.68'(Jm absorption band of solid CO
has been observed and identified in some 17
objects showing amorphous H O absorption (Refs. 6,
11-13). From these observations the estimated
value of the solid CO column density has been
found to vary between O and 35 % of the H O ice
column density (Refs. 6, 14-15).
The observation of the 4.28 (im band of solid CO
is not possible
from earth due to the large
atmospheric absorption at this wavelength. However
photolysis experiments predict CO to be present
at least in some objects and' its fundamental
absorption band to be easily observable from space.
In addition to the absolute and relative intensity
variations, the shape and position of both the H O
and the CO absorption bands show large differences
from one source to another.
Detained
calculations
of the absorption by
interstellar core-mantle particles of different
sizes and compositions have been performed for the
3.1 (Jm ice band and compared with observations. By
using
laboratory
optical
constants
some
conclusions concerning
the
composition,
the
structure, the shape and the thermal history of
the grains can be extracted from both shape and
strength of the observed 3-nm bands (Refs. 16-19).
The water-rich ice mantles have been found to be
amorphous for most of the interstellar objects,
although annealed and crystalline ice seems to be
present in some objects (Refs. 9, 18, 19).
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For the analysis of the solid CO band around Ij.68
urn detailled laboratory data on band shape and
strength as a function of various parameters, such
as ice composition, temperature and history, begin
to become available (Refs. 15, 20).
In this paper some spectral properties in the midinfrared of H_0. CO and CO in various CO:H O and
*
2
2
CO :H O ice mixtures
will be presented. When they
have direct implications on the infrared spectra
the results we obtained on the physico-chemical
properties of ice mixtures will also be described.
2. H2O INFRARED BANDS
2.1

The 2.7 urn satellite band

A weak band at 2.70 urn (3700 cm"1) is observed
when pure H2O samples are slowly condensed at 10 K.
When CO2:H2O ice mixtures are deposited below 50 K
an additional satellite band is present at 2.7*»0
(Jm (3650 cm"1). For CO:H20 ices the new satellite
band is shifted to 2.755 V* (3630 cm"1) but the
2.70 urn band is only observed for large CO
concentrations (CO/H O > 50#).

4000.0
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3000.0
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1000.0

1500.0

IOOD.O

*QOO O
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30OC. O

2SOO. O

2000.0
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In the two ice mixtures the intensity of the new
satellite band increases as a function of the CO
and CO2 concentration. Upon heating the band
intensity
progressively
and
irreversibly
decreases, above 20 K for CO:H O and above 6OK for
CO2IH2O ices. The satellite bands have completely
disappeared at about 100 K.
The 2.7 urn satellite bands are assigned to free,
or very weakly bonded, 0-H groups in the hydrogenbonded network of H2O ice. In mixtures such groups
are mainly the result of the non-polar CO or CO
inclusions. The frequency shifts indicate the weak
bondings. The progressive disappearence of the
bands with increasing temperature is due to the
rearrangement of the hydrogen-bonded network of
H2O ice (Refs. 20-22).
The presence or absence of the 2.7 (im 0-H bands,
and their position, might reveal the temperature
evolution
and the composition of the grain
mantles. These bands are unfortunately obscured by
atmospheric H O absorption but are prime candidate
for ISO.
2.2 The 3.1 Um band
The broad 3.1 urn band, due to modes of OH
stretching vibrations coupled in the solid, has
been extensively studied for pure H O ice (Réf.
21) and also for a number of solid mixtures of H O
with various molecules (Refs. 23, 2<t). Warm up and
recooling of H O samples prepared at 10 K gives
rise to both irreversible and reversible changes
in the peak frequency, band width, and peak height
as well as the integrated intensity of the OH
stretching band (Réf. 21).

J

Figure 1.

2.5-20 urn infrared spectra of pure H O
ice : (a), and two CO:H O ice mixtures
deposited at 10 K : (D) CO:H O = 1:1),
(c) CO:H O
1:1. All spectra were
recorded at 10 K.

For CO:H2O ice mixtures with low CO concentrations
(C0/H20 i 30#) the shape of the 3.1 urn band is
only slightly affected by the presence of CO
molecules (Figure 1). The irreversible changes of
the band occuring during the annealing of the
amorphous ice mixture
(Figure
2) and the
subsequent transformation to crystalline H O ice
(Figure 3) are virtually identical to the changes
observed for pure H2O ice. At the beginning of the
annealing step, i.e. between 20 and 1)0 K, CO
evaporates until the C0/H20 ratio in the ice drops
to about 8%. The remaining CO molecules leaves the
solid during the crystallization process in the
125-135 K range (Refs. 25, 26). The resulting
solid is a pure crystalline H2O ice. In Figure 3
the progressive appearence of the two additional
features around 3 PJn (3350 cm" 1 ) and at 3.19 (in
(3135 cm"1) clearly shows the typical band
evolution
occuring during the time dependent
crystallization of amorphous CO:H O ice (cf § 2.4).
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Irreversible evolution versus temperature of the 3-1 M"i H O absorption band
of CO:H^O = 1:5 ice. The infrared
spectra after deposition at 10 K and
after heating to 35 K (25 rain), 70 K
(45 rain). 125 K (20min), and 135 K
(3 h 15) are shown. All spectra were
recorded at 10 K.

Figure 4.

Irreversible evolution versus temperature of the 6 urn H^O absorption band
of CO :H O = 1:10" ice. The infrared
2 2
spectra after deposition at 10 K and
after heating to 60 K (10 min), 115 K
(20 min), and 125 K (182 h) are shown.
All spectra were recorded at 10 K.
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Figure 3.

Irreversible evolution with time of the
3.1 urn H O absorption band
during
crystallization at 125 K. The spectra
at t = O and after t = 22 h, 92 h,
123 h, 165 h, and 246 h are shown. All
spectra were recorded at 125 K.

On the other hand, for CO concentrations larger
than about 30% the shape of the 3-\im band begins
to be quite different (broadening and shift to
higher frequency, appearance of a shoulder at 3220
cm ; Figure 1) on account of the dilution of the
hydrogen-bonded network of H O by the almost inert
CO molecules
(Réf. 23). The band shape changes
markedly upon heating from 10 to 30 K as a result
of the large CO evaporation from the ice. Above
30 K the CO concentration has dropped below 152
and the 3"Hni band is then quite similar to the one
of pure H _ 0 ice.
Qualitatively, the same results have been obtainprt
for CO :H O ice mixtures with the major difference
that the CO
evaporation starts at about 70 K
instead of 20 K for CO.

Irreversible evolution with time of
the 6 urn H O absorption band during
crystallization at 125 K. The spectra
at t = O and after t = 36.5 h, 63.5 h,
115 h, and 182 h are shown. All spectra
were recorded at 125 K.

The presence of CO or CO
in water-rich ice
mantles, and their evaporation, have no obvious
effects on the shape and on the evolution of the
3.1 I'm absorption band of H O. Therefore the 3-1
u.m band is a good probe of the temperature and the
thermal history of H O dominated grain mantles but
its band shape provides only poor constraints on
the ice composition, at leatt for low total CO and
CO1 concentrations (< 3051).
2.3

The 6 tun band

In pure amorphous H^O ice deposited at 10 K the
absorption due to the bending mode of H O has a
broad and assymetric band peaking at 6.0 lira (1665
cm"') (Réf. 21).
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When CO or CO2 molecules are mixed with H O the
&-|jm feature is sharpened and shifted to lower
frequencies (6.06 urn for CO:H O = 1:4 and 6.12 urn
for COiH2O = 1:1). The peak intensity is also
clearly increased relative to the 3.1 urn band
(Figure 1). During the annealing (Figure 4) and
the crystallization (Figure 5) of the amorphous
ice mixture the 6-um band irreversibly changes to
a very broad band (FWHH a 300 cm"1) peaking at
about 6.25 urn (1600 cm"1).
The peak position of the 6-(im band on one side,
and the shape of its low frequency wing on the
other side, are two interesting probes of the
composition and of the thermal history of the ice
mantles.

The CO and CO depletion times are virtually the
sames and are very well related to the crystallization times. They are 2 to 3 times larger which
suggest that the evaporation is initiated and
controled by the ice crystallization. The extrapolation of the activation law at lower temperatures
gives crystallization times of 107 years at 85 K,
105 years at 90 K and 104 years at 95 K. The
temperature at which H O ice directly condenses in
the crystalline form is certainly even lower. Such
data are invaluable to understand the presence of
crystalline ice mantles in "cold" (< 80 K) low
density environments of the interstellar medium.

3. CO INFRARED BANDS

2.4 The crystallization rate of H^O-rich ices
3-1
The crystallization rate of pure and mixed ice has
been measured as a function of
temperature.
Several
experiments
have been performed at
constant temperature in the 125-150 K range. The
time
t
necessary
to fully crystallize an
amorphous ice sample is determined by analyzing
the evolution with time of both the 3.1 and 6.0 urn
band shapes of H2O (see Figures 3 and 5). For the
water-rich ice mixtures the time necessary to
evaporate all the CO and CO
molecules still
trapped in the amorphous ice has been compared to
the crystallization time. The results are plotted
on Figure 6.
•lOOK

10'

H(OK

10« -

. O CO or CO. DEPLETION

V

U JD
P

«

H1O CRYSMLUSMTON
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Evolution of the CO band shape

The infrared C=O stretching region of the CO.-H O
samples deposited at 10 K consists
of
two
overlapping absorption bands peaking at about 4.68
urn (2137 cm"') and 4.647 (im (2152 cm"1). For all
C0/H20 ratios studied (1% < CO/H O < 25»), the
2152 cm" ' band accounts for 22-265! of the total
integrated intensity of the CO bands. When the
deposition is made at a higher temperature, the
2152/2137 cm"1 band intensity ratio is reduced
with respect to the ratio measured at 10 K (Refs.
15. 20).
The peak position and the full-width-at-halfmaximuni (FWHM) of the main CO band around 4.68 urn
vary
with
composition
(Table 1). The peak
frequency tends towards the pure solid CO value
(4.676 urn) with increasing CO concentrations. On
the other hand, the FWHM increases with increasing
C0/H20 ratios, at least up to 252. At 252 CO
concentration the band is six times broader than
for pure CO.
[CO]/[H O]
(%)

V

(cm"1)

Av
(cm")

_

3

25

1

INVERSE OF TEMPERATURE : 1/T (JO' K" )

20

15
8.5
3.5
1

Figure 6. Crystallization time of amorphous H2O
ice (Black triangle - Solid line) and
CO or CO depletion time (White hexagon
- Doted line) versus temperature for
CO:H2O and CO2-1H2O ice mixtures.
The activation law linking the crystallization
time t and the temperature T is:
t

= A . exp(-E /kT)

where A is a constant:
A = 2.65 10"'7 hour
and -E /k is the activation energy: -E /k = 5370 K
ft

A

Table 1.

2138.5
2138.25
2137-5
2137.0
2136.5
2136.25
2135.75

2.0
11.8
11.2

10.8
10.5
9.5
7.5

Peak position and FWHM of CO in water
ice at 10 K. The frequencies and FWHH's
refer to the main CO absorption band.
The [CO]/[H20] ratios were calculated
using A(CO) = 1.7 10"'7 cm molecule"1
(Réf. 15) and A(H2O) = 1.7 10"'6 cm
molecule" .
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We followed the shape and relative intensity
evolution of the infrared bands during slow (< 2 K
min ) stepwise warmup from 10 to 110 K. A
progressive and irreversible decrease of the 2152
cm
band intensity occurs upon the first heating.
The satellite band has disappeared completely at
115 K (Figure 7). This drop in intensity is well
connected with the progressive disappearance of
the weak 3630 cm"1 0-H band.

O 1-

one hour at 115 K, allowing all the CO molecules
which were not firmly trapped in the H O matrix to
evaporate.
The
resulting stabilized mixtures
contained less than 10% CO relative to H2O and the
CO loss rate at 100 K was less than 0.02JJ per hour

(Réf. 25).
After recooling to 10 K we are able to use the
known values of A(CO) and A(H^O) at this temperature to calculate the remaining CO fraction. We
are thus able to measure the evolution of the CO
infrared band intensity as a function of temperature at constant ice composition during recooling
and subsequent warmup, each in steps of 5 K (Réf.
20). After each 5 K step in the cooling/heating
cycle the
integrated CO
band intensity IQO(T)
at temperature T was measured and normalized to
the integrated intensity at 10 K using the ratio

02-

033200

3180

SlSO

2140

2120

2100

-1,

Frequency (cm"')
Figure 7. Irreversible evolution of the 4.68 urn
(2137 cm" 1 ) and 4.647 urn (2152 cm" 1 ) CO
absorption bands in CO:H2O ice mixtures.
The infrared spectra after deposition at

S 08 f

CD

0.6 -

10 K (CO/H O = 252) and after heating to
25 K (23.5!). 35 K (18.5»), 50 K (9.5%),
and 100 K (7-5J!) are shown. All spectra
were recorded at 10 K.

50

100

Temperature (K)
Due to diffusion and evaporation of CO above 20 K
the main band near 2137 cm"1 also decreases, but
at a much slower rate and is still present
at
120 K (Refs. 20, 25, 26). Its peak position
irreversibly shifts to 2134.5 cm"1 and its FWHM
is decreased to 7.0 cm"1 (Figure 7). Except for
the
intensity changes discussed in the next
section, recooling at 10 K has minor effects on
the FWHM of the CO band (< 0.5 cm"1).
Above about 125 K the CO band disappears as a
result of the complete CO evaporation during the
ice crystallization (Réf. 25).
The combination of the spectral properties of the
interstellar CO band with the estimated C0/H20
ratio should reveal the thermal history of the
grain mantles and the degree of mixing of CO and
HO
in
the ice. Especially, the 2152 cm"1
satellite band is a good probe of the grain
structure. So far the 2152 cm"1 band has not been
observed, either because this band is too weak or
because its position overlaps with the Pfund (Î
emission line (Réf. 13).

3.2 Temperature dependence of the CO band strength
The measurements of the band intensity have only
been performed with CO:H O ices annealed more than

Figure 8.

Integrated band intensity I(T) versus
temperature after normalizing to the
intensity at 10 K, I(IOK). Circles: CO
band (4.685 I™)- Triangles: CO band
(4.277 urn). For CO the data were averaged
over
seven experiments with
CO/H O ratios between 1 and 1OJ!.

Figure 8 shows the reversible change with temperature of the 4.685 um (2134.5 cm"1) CO integrated
band intensity I
(and CO band strength A ). In
one experiment three complete cycles confirmed the
reversibility found in the first one. The band
profile is not affected by the intensity changes
(the 2152 cm"1 satellite has disappeared). The
observed effect is independent of the CO concentration, at least for stabilized C0/H20 ratios
lower than 1OJ!. An intensity decrease to 6OJ! of
I (1OK) is observed when the temperature is
raised from 10 to 100 K.
If some CO molecules remain trapped in relatively
hot (50-80 K) H2O ice grains the temperature
effect on the CO band strength must be taken into
account to derive the CO column density. The
amount of solid CO may be underestimated by 3OJ! by
using the value at 10 K for 80 K interstellar
grains (Réf. 20).
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4.2 Temperature dependence of the CO^ band strength

4. CO INFRARED BANDS
4.1

Evolution of the CO^ band shape

First results on CO :H O ice mixtures deposited at
10 K show that the infrared C=O stretching region
consists of two overlapping absorption bands

peaking at about 4.275 JIB (2339 cm"1) and 4.24 urn
(2358 cm"'). The

position and FWHM of the main

peak vary with composition (Table 2).
[CO ]/[H O]

V

5. CONCLUSION
UV

<*)

(cm'1)

„

2342.25

4
9

2340.75
2338.0

(cm' ' )

7-5
15-5
19-5

Table 2. Peak position and FWHM of CO in water
ice at 10 K. The frequencies and FWHH1 S
refer to the main CO2 absorption band.
The [CO]X[HO] ratios were calculated
-16
using A(CO ) = 2.1 10
cm molecule"
-16
(Réf. 15) and A(H2
1.7 10'
molecule ' .
Upon warmup an irreversible decrease of the 2358
cm'1 band intensity occurs above 7OK but the
satellite band has not completely disappeared at
135 K. Above 70 K the intensity of the main CO
band decreases as a result of the CO evaporation.
Its peak position shifts to 2338 cm'' (4.277 urn)
and the FWHM drops to about 8 cm'1 (Figure 9).
Recooling to 1OK produces only minor changes
(< 0.5 cm'1) on the peak position and FWHH.

-0.01 -

"C
^,

The variations in shape and position of the
interstellar solid H2O and CO absorptions are
certainly linked to differences in the physical
conditions of the clouds. The laboratory studies
have demonstrated that the band position and
profile of CO, CO ancî H O can be used to provide
insight into the composition and thermal history
of interstellar ices. The different vibration
modes of these molecules react specificaly to
various physical parameters. This should allow to
separate the respective spectral contributions of
the structure, the composition, the actual teaperature and the thermal evolution of the grains.
The maximal temperature (Tm) at which the icy
grains have been subjected can be raisonnably well
estimated from the 3.1 urn band. On the other hand,
there is no good probe of the actual temperature
of the grains because most of the band profiles
are only slightly (reversibly) affected by a
temperature change below Tm. The lattice vibration
modes located in the far-infrared could perhaps
provide such a temperature probe.
The effects of such energetic processing as
irradiation by UV photons and cosmic rays have
been studied from
the chemical point of view
(formation of new chemical species) but they have
not been systematically analysed from the physical
point of view, i.e., the spectral changes induced
in the bands of H O and CO, for example.

-0.02 -

•c

f

The integrated intensity of the CO2 infrared band
(4.277 urn) in water-rich ice mixtures shows only
a small reversible change with temperature
(Figure 7). When the temperature is raised from 10
to 100 K the intensity decreases to 95# of the
value at 10 K. The effect seems also to be
independent of the CO concentration.
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Figure 9-

Irreversible evolution of the 4.275 un
(2339 cm'1) and 4.24 urn (2358 cm'1) CO
absorption
bands
in CO :H O ice
mixtures. The infrared spectra after
deposition at 10 K (CO^/^O = 8.9J!) and
after heating to 55 K (8.4X), 70 K
(8.0%), 90 K (3.3/S), 125 K (2.92), and
135 K (2.3)0 are shown with their
peak intensity normalized. All spectra
were recorded at 10 K.

The wide range in the interstellar solid CO peak
positions (2134 to 2141 cm'1) and FWHM (5 to 12
cm" ) are far from to be well understood. There
are still no good explanations for the observed CO
bands peaking above 2139 cm" l . It is now quite
clear that simple unprocessed CO:H O ices cannot
account for this wide range of CO band profiles.
Furthermore grain mantles with different compositions and histories certainly contribute to the
overall absorption along the line of sight. This
generally tends to broaden the spectral features.
This effect complicates the interpretation of the
spectra but a carreful comparison with detained
laboratory studies could probably provide the
spatial distribution of some grain parameters.
In conclusion, the combination of high spectral
resolution observations (\/&\ 1 2000) of grain
mantles with detained laboratory studies of the
ice features from near to far-infrared (2-200 urn)
are promising to establish some cloud parameters.
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MAPPING AND SPECTROSCOPY OF THE 3.3^m FEATURE IN ORION
K Sellgren1, A T Tokunaga1,
Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

ABSTRACT
We present the results of spectroscopy of the 3.3 pm feature, H?
emission, and Br/i, obtained in a spatial cut across the Orion
ionization front, '.'he spatial distribution of the 3.3 fim feature
peaks between the ionizalion front and the H2 peak. The shape
of the 3.3 ftm feature observed at high spectral resolution shows
no changes in regions of varying UV flux and density. Our
results are discussed in terms of current models for the 3.3 /Jin
emission feature.

Keywords: Unidentified infrared emission features, H II regions, Orion Nebula, Dust, Molecular hydrogen

1. INTRODUCTION
The ionization front 2' (0.3 pc) southeast of the Trapezium in
the Orion Nebula provides an opportunity to study the interaction of an H II region with its surrounding molecular cloud.
The Orion ionization front, also known as the Orion bar or Orion
ridge, is believed to be observed nearly edge-on and with little
confusion from other material along the same line of sight.
We present the spatial distribution of the 3.3 ,urn unidentified
emission feature relative to the Hj peak and the H II region
with the goal of understanding the formation and destruction
mechanisms for the unidentified features. We also report results
from high-resolution spectroscopy of the 3.3 ^m feature and
compare feature profiles in Orion to feature profiles observed
elsewhere.

2. OBSERVATIONS
Observations were obtained on the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) at Mauna Kea Observatory using the Cooled Grat1

Visiting Astronomer at the Infrared Telescope Facility, operated by the University of Hawaii under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Y Nakada1
Department of Astronomy, University of Tokyo
Tokyo, Japan

ing Array Spectrometer (CGAS). We used CGAS with A/AA =
150 and 1400 at 3 /im, A/AA = 200 at -1 /im, and A/AA = 100
at 2 /*m. The beam was 2.7" in diameter. Wc also used a single
detector InSb system and a 1% circular variable filter, with a
5.5" diameter beam, to observe !!2 Q-branch emission at 2.'12
/*m. We observed along a line 1-15° east of north, i.e., along a
line perpendicular to the ionization front that passed through
Orion Position -1 (45" W 12" S of O2A Orionis), the position
of maximum 3.3 /im surface brightness. We obtained spectra
every 5" along this line, from 20" northwest to 25" southeast
of Position 4. Low-resolution spectra were obtained at 3 /im
and at cither 2 or 4 //in at all positions. High-resolution 3.3 f t m
spectra were obtained at four positions.

3. THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
OF 3.3 MICRON EMISSION
Figure 1 shows our observations of the spatial distribution of 3.3
/im emission, ionized gas (Bra and Po), and H2 in the Orion
ridge. The ionization front is clearly delineated by a rise in hydrogen recombination line emission 10" northwest of Position
4. The 3.3 /im surface brightness drops sharply at the ionization front. This suggests partial or total destruction of the 3.3
/im emitting material in the ionized gas. Aitkcn et al. (I], 'jellgren (2), Geballe et al. (3), and Roche, Aitken, and Smith (4)
have previously observed this drop in the surface brightness of
unidentified feature emission inside the Orion H II region.
Figure 1 also shows a strong peak in H2 Q-branch surface brightness 15" southeast of Position 4, corresponding to the 1-0 S(I)
peak observed by Hayashi et al. (5) with 20" resolution. Hayashi
et al. observed a low ratio of 2-1 S(I) to 1-0 S(I) emission at the
I?2 peak, which they interpret as indicating a shock front at this
position. In the classical evolution of an H II region, a shock
front is expected to expand ahead of the ionization front (Réf.
6). Hill and Hollenbach (7), however, have argued that this
shock front rapidly slows to velocities too low to collisionally
excite H2. Sternberg and Dalgarno (8) and Burton, Hollenbach,
and Tielens (9) have shown that Hj emission with low ratios of
2-1 S(I) to 1-0 S(I) emission can be obtained from H2 excited
by UV photons, when the density is above 105 cm"3. Hayashi
et al. (5) also observed diffuse H2 emission in the Orion ridge
that had line ratios typical of UV fluorescence in the region surrounding the H2 peak. Thus at present we cannot discriminate
between shocked H2 and very dense UV-fluorescent H2 as an
explanation for the peak in 1-0 S(I) and Q-branch rh emission
we and Hayashi et al. (5) observe.
Figure 1 also shows a marked decrease in 3.3 /im surface bright-

Proc, 22nd Eslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy, Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 7988, ESA SP-290
(September 1989)
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Figure 1. The normalized surface brightnesses of the 3.3 /im feature, hydrogen recombination line emission (Bra
and Pa), and the 2.42 /im Q-branch of R2, measured vs. distance from Orion Position 4, the position of peak 3.3
fim brightness in the Orion Nebula. Spectra were obtained on the IRTF along a line passing through Position
4 and perpendicular to the ionization front. The continuum has been subtracted from the data. The beam
diameter was 2.7" for 3.3 /<m, Bra, and Pa, and 5.5" for fy.

ness at the position of the H2 peak. This decrease in 3.3 ^m
brightness is more rapid than the decrease in UV-pumped H2
fluorescence observed in the 2-1 S(I) line by Hayashi et al. (5),
indicating that the decrease in 3.3 /Jm surface brightness is due
neither to extinction of exciting stellar photons nor to a decrease
in total column density. If the Hj peak is due to a shock front,
then the spatial distribution of 3.3 /jm emission suggests that
the emitting material is enhanced in the postshock region. This
could be due to creation of the emitting material, believed to be
small grains or large molecules, from collisions of larger grains in
the shock front (Réf. 10). If instead the H2 peak is due to very
dense H2 excited by UV fluorescence, then the 3.3 ^m emitting
material may be enhanced in the region between the Hj peak
and the ionization front for other reasons, which arc related to
the exposure of the molecular cloud to intense non-ionizing UV
radiation in this region. Possibilities include liberation of 3.3
/xm emitting particles trapped in mantles on larger grains, and
ionization or chemical alteration of 3.3 /jm emitting material.
Clearly, our observations cannot be simply interpreted, and further theoretical and observational work is needed to understand
them.

4. THE 3.3 MICRON FEATURE WIDTH
In addition to studying the spatial distribution of 3.3 ^m emission, we also obtained high-resolution profiles of the feature
emission at Position 4, at the H2 peak, and along two lines of
sight toward the H II region. The width of the 3.3 ^m feature
has been observed to vary in other sources (Rcfs. 3, 11-13).
Geballe et at. (3) have suggested that the changes in feature
width are related to the intensity of the UV field.
Tokunaga et al. (12) have shown that the largest change in the
3.3 /jm feature profile occurs on the blue side ^f the feature. The

red side of the feature is affected by telluric methane absorption,
making it difficult to use the full width at half-maximum as a
reliable measure of changes in the feature profile. We have therefore chosen instead to measure the wavelength of the half-power
point on the blue side of the 3.3 ftm feature as our indicator of
the feature width.
The wavelength of the blue half-power point is constant at all
positions we observe in Orion, including positions inside the
II II region, at the 3.3 itm surface brightness peak, and at the
H2 peak. The wavelength of the blue half-power point in Orion
is identical within the errors to that measured in many other
sources, including the planetary nebulae NGC 7027 (Réf. 11)
and BD +30 3639 (Réf. 13), the WC star IRAS 21282+5050
(Réf. 11), and the starburst galaxy M82 (Réf. 14). The wavelength of the blue half-power point, however, is observed to be
different in two sources, the bipolar nebula HD 44179 (Réf. 12)
and the Hcrbig Ae star Elias 1 (Réf. 13). These are the two
sources that are known to date to show a narrow 3.3 /jm feature.
The broad 3.3 /*m profile we observe toward both neutral and
ionized gas in the Orion N -bula argues against attributing
changes in the feature width to the intensity of the UV field.
However, if the 3.3 urn emitting material is completely destroyed
inside the H II region, then the 3.3 fim feature we observe toward the H Il region would in fact arise from neutral gas outside
the H II region. Nevertheless, our observations of the 3.3 //m
feature width toward Position 4 and the Hj peak probe two very
different regions in terms of UV intensity and gas density. Our
observations of a constant and broad 3.3 ,urn feature width in
these two positions suggest that the narrow feature widths observed in HD 44179 and Elias 1 may be due to something other
than changes in the intensity of the UV field, such as composition.

MAPPING AND SPECTROSCOPY OF THE 3.3pm FEATURE IN ORION
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ABSTRACT

The HI diffuse medium as seen by 21-cm
emission absorption observations (réf.18,
17, 11) shows essentially 2 phases in
pressure equilibrium: the cold medium with
T ~ 40 to 400 K and HH = 50 cm"3 and the
warm medium with T = 6000 to 8000 K nn =
5 10"1 cm"3. The cooling mechanisms for the
HI medium are now well understood (réf. 519) but the heating required remains unaccounted for. We have estimated the heating
due to photoionization of PAHs: it is
found that PAHs dominate the heating of
the cold phase and that it would represent
an important fraction of that required for
the warm phase.
1 . lonization
per molecule

balance

and beating

\1 /2

(4)

Numerically one finds :
= 1. 56. 10-10. Nc.

. (U-O)

(5)

where we have defined :

(2)

. ar (V) >

where ne is the electronic density and v,
(Trec(v) are the speed and recombination
cross-section for an electron. The average
is to be taken over a Maxwell distribution.
Assuming that the PAH bears a single positive charge and that it is spherical one
finds :
Y CT0

After averaging, krec can be rewritten as:

rate

The ionization rate can be written as:
13.6 eV
Rion =
/4JtF (E) CT 10n (E) dE
(1)
IP
where F(E) is the mean interstellar radiation field (réf. 5), CTi0n(E) and IP the
photoionization cross-section and first
ionization potential of the PAH considered.
The recombination rate is:

(v)

with a = O.9.Nc1/2 À (réf.14) radius of the
molecule, Nc is the number of carbon atoms
and CTQ = Tla2 the geometrical cross-section
of the PAH, the mean electrostatic potential at r=a is thus U(a) = e/a. Y is the
sticking probability for recombination of
an electron on the molecule assumed equal
to 1 (réf. 9-14) and m the electron mass.

(réf. 17)

(3)

kT

1.85.1Q5
(Nc1/2. T)

(6)

Hence the ionization balance is stated as:
n (PAH0) .Rion = n (PAH+) .ne.krec

(7)

and the fractional ionization is:
o

n (PAH+)

Rj0n

Thus the mean heat input per molecule to
the gas phase is defined as:

Q

13.6 eV
j4ltdE.F (E).Oion (E) (E-IP).y(E)
IP
n e .p<l/2mv 2 .vO r e c (v)>
(9)

= (1-P)

-

where Y(E) is the coefficient for the
repartition of the available energy E-IP
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inbetween the kinetic energy of the ejected electron and the energy that goes in
exciting the molecule. We shall further
assume: < Tf(E)> = 0.5, a value inferred from
measurements of photoionization of benzene
(réf. 20) .
The Maxwell averaged recombined energy is:

.a
Jg

= ne.p< — mv2.vcrec(v)>
= kT.p.Rrec(2+O / 1+*)

(10)

defining:
<Ee>=

13.6 eV
J 4jtdE.F(E) (E-IP) y(E)
IP

(11)

as the mean energy of the photoelectron,
we can express the heat input per molecule
as:
Q = (l-P).Rion (<Ee> ~ (2+*/l-MD).kT)

(12)

A cut-off temperature Tc at which the mean
energy <Ee> per ejected electron equals the
energy of the recombined electron
(2+O/l+«P).kTc can be defined. Thus for
T > Tc, Q is negative and PAHs act as to
cool the medium.
In the low temperature limit : O » 1
and:
Q = (1 - p).Rion<<Ee> - VI).

Fzgura 1: Photoionization cross-sections
per C atom in Mb for coronene (solid line)
and pyrene (dashed-line>.

(13)

On figure 2 we show the photoionization
yield. It increases very steeply after the
ionization potential and reaches a maximum
value of 0.75 at the Lyman limit. The
photoemission yield for grains also represented ranges to much lower values.
Indeed in a PAH molecule the photoejection
occurs directly because it is a planar
object whereas in a grain (3-dimensional
object) the electron can be scattered
several times on its way to the surface
(réf. 10).

2. Photoionization cross-sections of 2
PAH's :coronene and pyrene
Measurements of the photoionization crosssections of coronene (C24Hi2) and pyrene
(CieHio) have been carried out using the
ACO synchrotron radiation facility of
Paris-Sud University.
The calibration has been performed using
absolute cross-sections of ethylene and
benzene (ref.l) and we dispose now of
cross-sections from the IP (~ 1"70OA) up to
600Â for both species.
The cross-sections per carbon atom are
presented here below (fig.l) for coronene
and pyrene. It is remarkable that the
cross-sections scaled to the number of C
atoms in the PAH are very similar. This is
coherent with the fact that the absorption
cross-section Oabs is proportional to Nc
(number of carbon atoms): indeed the
absorption properties of the molecule are
due to the delocalized n-electrons of the
carbon aromatic ring. Since the photoionization cross-section is given by Oi0n =
Oabg.Yion where Yi0n is the photoionization
yield, one comes to the conclusion that
Wion is proportional to Nc.

190

28

Figure 2: Photoionization yield measured
for coronene (solid line) and photoemission yield for grains given by Draine
(1978) : Y(V) = 0.5(1 - SeV /hv) (dashedline).
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However new near IR emission data attributed to PAHs points towards a greater mean
molecular size, namely Nc = 90 (Léger et
al., 1988).
It is possible to estimate the ionization
cross-section for such a PAH from the
present data with the following procedure.
On the figure 3 we see that the IP of PAHs
follows a decreasing law versus its greater linear size.
Using this empirical law for the IP and
scaling the data to the nutrber of carbon
atoms we are enabled to derive the ionization cross-section for a 90 carbon atoms
molecule.

For the warm medium with T = 8000 K,
0.5 cm"3 and ne = 3.10"2 cm"3, we get:

"H

= 4.10"26 erg/s

(17)

In the steady-state description these
values have to be compared to the cooling
rate.
The cooling of the diffuse medium has been
measured towards lines of sight of a wide
sample of stars (réf.3-16). The energy
loss per nucléon was found to be 10~"
erg/s for the warm medium and a lower
limit of 5.10"26 erg/s was determined for
the cold clouds.
Hence, with an abundance derived from the
near-IH, we conclude that PAHs would
represent the dominant heat input for the
cold medium and provide a important fraction («a= 40 %) of the required heating for
the warm gas.

I
o.

4. Evolution of the net heating of
PAHs with the temperature:
2

4

We have represented (Fig. 4) the evolution
of the PAH heating with the temperature
for an abundance of nPAH/riH = 6.10"7.
It appears that this heating is very
robust over the range of temperatures
considered. This is due to the high cutoff temperature (see §.2) for PAHs.4 With
<Ee> = 2.2 eV one finds Tc = 1.6.10 K so
PAHs do efficiently heat the warm phase.

6

Largest Linear Size
Figure 3: lonization Potential of various
PAH molecules versus the largest linear
size of the molecule in unit of the
benzene ring diameter.The reported values
are from Eilfeld and Schmidt (13811 .•

3. Physical
heating.

quantities for the PAH

It is now possible to determine the relevant physical quantities governing the PAH
heating.
For a molecule containing 90 carbon atoms
and using the UV interstellar field of
réf.5 we find :

For the grains, whose heating is also
shown on fig.5, the situation differs
notably: the grain heating is significantly lower than that of PAHs and its
cut-off temperature is only Tc = 8000 K.

Rion
= 3.3.10-10 s-1
and
< E e > = 2.2 eV
(14)
for the ionization rate and the mean
energy of the ejected electron.
Hence the PAH heating can be expressed as:

-25

(15)

-26

"PAH- I-P) .Rion(<Ee> "

with P given by equation (3).
A key quantity is the PAH abundance. We
shall take the value inferred from the
near-IR emission features analysis given
in réf.13, i.e. npAH / " H = 6.10~7 for a
molecule mean size of 90 carbon atoms.
This represents a fraction of the C cosmic
abundance of 14%.
In the case of a typical cold cloud: T =
80 K, nH = 50 cnr3, ne = 3.10"2 cnr3, we
find:

"H

= 8.10"26 erg/s

(16)

-24

S -27

log T
Figura 4: PAHs net heating per nucléon
(Tpf^/na) and grains net heating per
nucléon [ (Pg - Ag)/nK] versus the
temperature Tf for a mean electron density
<ne> = 3,IQ'2 cm'3 .
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This comes from the fact that grains are
getting more and more ionized in hot
regions thus increasing their potential
and reducing the photoemission rate
(réf. 5). Further on the energy loss per
recombining electron (~ kl) tends to be
higher and grains would actually contribute to cool the warm medium.
Such a problem does not arise for PAHs
since their second ionization potential
lies well above the Lyman limit so that
PAHs can only be singly ionized in the
diffuse medium.
5. Phase
heating

diagrams

including

FAHs

E0= 32 eV. The standard value of CQ = 10~17
s'1 (réf. 17) for the primary ionization
rate has been adopted. The <X(i) are the
coefficients for radiative recombination
to excited states of H and He: the expressions of réf. 17 have been used.
For the ionization balance of metallic
species we assumed that all elements
except N and O were fully ionized and that
they were only present in one ionization
state.
Thus the electron density is given by:
ne = n(H+) + n(He+) + 2.n(He2+)
with

= nc

(21)

+ nFe.

The thermal balance is simply stated as :
In order to have a better insight in what
would be the effect of a PAH heating on
the diffuse medium, we have computed phase
diagrams.
This has been done by solving numerically
the equations of ionization and thermal
equilibrium. For a given temperature T we
started solving the ionization balance
equation for the electronic density ne and
the fractional ionizations of H and He and
followingly solved the thermal equilibrium
equation (réf.19).
The standard gas phase abundance adopted
is given in table 1.

Gas phase abundances
(NX/NH) cosmic

He
C

1.0 (-1)
3 .98(-4)
9 -77 (-5)

N
O
Si
S

6 .76(-4)
3 .55(-5)
1.62 (-5)
4 .68(-5)

Fe

The heating rate T originates in the
contribution of several processes: heating
by cosmic-rays (TCR) , heating by photoelectric effect on grains (Fg) and heating
by photoionization on PAHs (FPAH) •
The cosmic-ray heating is given by :
FCR= n (HO) .C0-Eh(X) + ne. C0. Yd

(23)

The first term accounts for the heating
due to primary and secondary electrons,
the heating function per primary ionization Eh(x) has been taken from réf. 4. The
second term stands for the direct heating
of the gas due to elastic collisions
between cosmic-rays and electrons, we
adopted a heat per collision of y^ =
4 .6.10"10 erg, following réf. 5.
The heating due to photoelectric effect on
grains is (réf. 5-19) :

Table 1

Element

T=A

1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
1
0.01

4.31.10-5.YPE.Qabs.nHCÎ.(1-u)4

for (O < u < 1)

O
The cosmic abundances of Morton (1974)
have been adopted using the standard
depletion factors (Sx) of de Boer, Jura and
Shull (1987) .
With an ionization fraction defined as
x = ne/nn [nn= n (H+) + n(H°)], the ionization budget for H and He can be stated as:

(24)

for (u > 1 )

where u is the grain potential in 5.6 V
units, Qabs the absorption cross-section of
the grain per geometric cross-section, nnO
is the total geometric cross-section of
the grains. The photoelectric efficiency
for grains is defined by
Y(V) = YpE(l - B/hv) .
The PAH net heating is written as:

cR= ne. U(H+) .a<H°)

(18)

n(He°) .CCR = ne.n(He+) .Ct(He0)

(19)

n(He+) .CcR = ne.n(He2+) .Ct(He+)

(20)

=

+

the

with CCR Ço-U 4>(x)>
cosmic-ray
ionization rate due to 2-MeV protons where
()>(x) accounts for secondary ionization. We
have taken the data from réf. 4 for a mean
energy of primary ionization electrons of

2+0
TPAH = nPAH<l-P>.Rion«Ee> -— .kT)

(25)

where all the quantities have been defined
in §2 and 4. Note that this heating rate
already includes the energy loss due to
the electrons recombining on the molecule.
The UV-field of réf. 5 has been assumed
throughout .
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The cooling rate A is defined as:
A= Arad(x,T> + A9

(21)

Arad< x » T > is the usual cooling function due
to radiative transitions of metals collisionally excited. The adopted species
active in cooling are : C+, N°, 0°, Si+, S+,
Fe+ (réf. 19). We also included the cooling
due the excitation of the 2P-level (Lyinan
a) of hydrogen and the 1D-IeVeI of oxygen
(réf. 21). The cooling function thus
obtained is shown on figure 5.
The cooling due to the recombination of
electrons and protons on grains Ag has been
taken from réf. 5.

log T
Figure 6: Phase diagram representing the
gas pressure versus the temperature. The
solid line is the curve obtained for
r>PAH/nH = 6.10~7, the dashed line does not
include the PAH heating and the dotted
line corresponds to a reduction of the VV
field of Draine by a factor of 10.

log T

en
o

Figura 5: Cooling function at constant
pressure nT = 4000 K.cnr3 for an electron
density ne = 2.2.10'* cm~3 for the cold
clouds (lower curve) and a density ne =
5.10~2cm~3 for the warm medium (upper
curve).

The phase-diagrams obtained are shown in
Figures 6 and 7.
As already shown by Draine (1978) we see
that grains cannot maintain a warm phase
at the observed pressure of 4000 K.cm"3.
When PAHs are included in the thermal
budget it appears that :
1) the pressure at which two stable phases
can coexist is substantially increased
supporting a warm phase at the required
pressure with density nn = 0.5 cm"3 and
temperature T = 7800 K,
2) the temperature of the cold phase is
raised to T = 100 K for a density nH = 35
cm"3 which is coherent with observational
data (Kulkarni and Heiles, 1987).
On figure 7 the UV field has been reduced
by a factor of 10. This leads to lower
values for the pressure at which there are
2 stable phases. For a pressure in the
diffuse medium of 4000 cm"3.K only the
existence of a cold phase at T = 25 K is
allowed. Thus the mean UV field is a
determinant quantity for supporting a warm
phase but also for keeping the cold phase
at the relatively high temperatures
observed (100 K).

log T
Fzgura 7: Phase diagram of the gas
pressure versus the hydrogen density where
Che solid line represents the diagram
obtained with npjw/nn = 6.10~7t the dashed
line does not include the PAH heating and
the dotted line corresponds to a PAH
heating with <y(E)>= 0.1 (see text).

On figure 7 we investigated possible
variations of the coefficient <y(E)> (see
§.2). We reduced the adopted value to O.1
corresponding to a mean energy per photoelectron of <Ee> =0.44 eV. For such a low
value the cut-off temperature for the PAH
heating is Tc = 7000 K, hence only a cold
phase would exist. So, although the
standard value of <Y(E)> = 0.5 is coherent
with the available literature, the kinetic
energy distribution of the photoelectrons
needs to be known for greater molecularstructures such as those considered (Nc =
90 carbon atoms).
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Conclusion:

The nature of the heating sources required
for the diffuse medium is still not established (réf. 2-11).
The processes that have been considered up
to now : cosmic-ray heating, heating by
photoionization on metallic species,
photoelectric effect on grains are not
able to balance the cooling at the observed pressures and temperatures.
In this paper, we have investigated the
possibility that PAHs would contribute
significantly to the heating in the
diffuse medium.
Using photoionization cross-sections
measured in the laboratory we have estimated the heat input due to PAHs.
It has been found that the PAH heating
would be dominant for the cold phasf
(80 K) and that it would contribute ar,
important fraction for the warm phase
(SOOC K).
A two-phase diagram analysis has shown
that indeed PAHs were able co maintain
two stable phases at the pressure of 4OCC
cm"3.K with values of density and temperature consistent with observational data.
The PAH heating depends directly on the
PAH abundance : we have taken the value
derived from the near-IR emission data,
i.e. npflH/riH = 6.10~7for a molecule mean
size of 90 carbon atoms (réf. 13) .
Determinant also for the efficiency of the
heating by PAHs is the OV field adopted:
we have used the mean UV field of réf. 5,
which is believed to be relevant for the
diffuse medium .
Finally, the kinetic energy distribution
of the photoejected electrons characterized by the coefficient T(E) is a key
quantity since it determines the mean
energy gain for the medium per photoelectron. We shall in the near future work
on determining y(E/ .
A determinant check for the PAHs to be a
major heating agent in the diffuse medium
would be to compare the cooling flux in
the fine-structure bands of C+ (158 (1) and
O° (63 Ji) and the flux in the near IR bands
attributed to PAHs.
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THE INFRARED SPECTRAL SIGNATURE OF STAR FORMATION
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ABSTRACT
In this review, we outline the current picture of star formation and discuss the spectral appearance of an evolutionary sequence of young stellar objects. We first consider protoatellar
objects, which consist of a central star and disk deeply embedded within an infalling envelope of dust and gas. We find that
the theoretical spectra are in good agreement with observed
infrared spectra of IRAS sources associated with molecular
cloud cores. We also discuss dust absorption features and the
spatial extent of the emitted radiation for these objects. Next,
we show that T Tauri stars with excess infrared emission can
be understood as young (newly formed) stars with accompanying circumstellar disks. Through theoretical modelling of
the spectra, we can derive basic disk properties. We conclude
with recommendations for future research.

keywords: stars, formation, pre-main-sequence, infrared,
spectra
1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the interesting physics of the star formation process
produces a radiation signature at infrared wavelengths. The
main purpose of this review is to describe the spectral appearance of young stellar objects at various stages of evolution. We
will begin by reviewing the current paradigm of star formation
which has emerged in the last decade.
In this paradigm, stars form in the cores of molecular clouds.
These core regions, which are small subcondensations within
the much larger molecular clouds, evolve in a quasi-static manner through the process of ambipolar diffusion. In this process,
magnetic field lines slowly diffuse outward and the central regions of the core become increasingly centrally concentrated
(see Refs. 19, 28). The magnetic contribution to the pressure support decreases with time until the thermal pressure
alone supports the core against its self-gravity (at least in the
central regions). At this point, the core is in an unstable quasiequtlibrium state which constitutes the initial conditions for
dynamic collapse.

When a core begins to collapse, a small hydrostatic object
(i.e., the protostar) forms at the center of the collapse flow
and an accompanying circumstellar disk collects around it.
This phase of evolution - the protostellar phase - is thus characterized by a central star and disk, surrounded by an infalling
envelope of dust and gas. As we discuss below, the characteristics of the infalling envelope largely determine the spectral
appearance of the object in this phase.
As a protostar evolves, both its mass and luminosity increase;
eventually, the protostar develops a strong stellar wind which
breaks through the infall at the rotational poles of the system
and creates a bi-polar outflow. During much of this bipolar
outflow phase of evolution, the outflow will be well collimated
(in angular extent) and infall will be taking place over most
of the solid angle centered on the star. The outflow gradually widens in angular extent and the visual extinction to the
central source gradually decreases. Eventually, the outflow
separates the newly formed star/disk system from its parent
core and the object enters the T Tauri Phase of evolution.
In this review, we will concentrate our discussion on objects
in two phases of the evolutionary sequence outlined above.
First we will consider the protostellar phase of evolution (§2).
Finding an unambiguous example of a protostellar object has
been the quest of infrared astronomy in the last decade (Réf.
39) and much of this review will be devoted to the spectral
appearance of protostars. We will also consider the spectral
appearance of T Tauri star/disk systems (§3), in which much
of the interesting physics occurs within the circumstellar disk.
Finally, we will conclude (§4) with a discussion of the current
state of the subject and an outline of what future work should
be done.
2. PROTOSTARS
In this section we discuss the emergent spectra of protostars,
objects still gaining mass through infall. We focus our discussion on low-mass protostars (i.e., M < 2Mg), where the
radiation field is not strong enough to affect the infalling envelope and the dynamical collapse is decoupled from the radiation. Hence, we can determine the basic structure of protostars from the dynamical collapse alone (see §2.2 below); these
results are then used as a basis for performing the radiativ
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Figure 1. Theoretical and observed spectral energy distributions of protostellar candidate WL 16. Data
taken from Refs. 18, 38, 40, and from IRAS; theoretical model assumes a = 0.35 km s"1, M = 0.OM13,
H = 5 x 10-13 rad s"1, and (IJ.,»JD) = (0.5, 1.0).

transfer calculation (§2.3) required in order to determine the
temperature distribution and the emergent spectra of these
objects. We also discuss the dust absorption features in the
spectrum (§2.4) and the spatial distribution of emission (§2.5).
Finally, we introduce the concept of the L — Av diagram to
characterize protostellar evolution (§2.6).
2.1 Cloud Cores as Initial Conditions
Since protostars form within molecular cloud cores (see Réf.
22), the observed core properties represent the initial conditions for protostellar collapse. In nearby molecular cloud
complexes (which are forming stars of low mass), these cores
are observed to be nearly isothermal and slowly rotating. In
the idealization used in the theory of star formation, the cloud
cores (the initial state) can be described by two physical variables: the isothermal sound speed a and the (uniform) angular
velocity O of the core. Current observations of cloud cores indicate temperatures in the range 10 —35 K (e.g., Réf. 21) and
corresponding sound speeds a = 0.20 — 0.35 km s~". When
rotation rates are detectable, the measured angular velocity is
of the order ft = 1 km s~l pc'1 ~ 3 x 10~" rad s"1 or larger
(e.g., Réf. 23). At spatial scales much smaller than the radius
of rotational support, R = a/fl ~ 0.1 - 1.0 pc, isothermal
cloud cores will be highly centrally concentrated and are expected to have density profiles of the form p = (o*/2)rG)r"2
(see Refs. 27, 35).
2.2 Dynamic Collapse of Cloud Cores
In the idealized case, an isothermal cloud core will collapse

from inside-out (Réf. 27); i.e., the interior of the core will collapse first and the successive outer layers will follow. Thus, the
collapse naturally produces a core/envelope structure, with a
central hydrostatic object (i.e., the forming star) surrounded
by an infalling envelope of dust and gas. This inside-out collapse progresses as an expansion wave propagates outward at
the sound speed. The head of the wave defines the boundary
of the collapse region at r/j = at, where t is the time since
the beginning of the collapse. Outside this radius, the cloud
is static; inside this radius, the flow quickly approaches freefall velocities. The flow remains nearly spherical outside a
centrifugal radius, Rc = G3M3n2/16o8, the position where
the infalling material with the highest specific angular momentum will encounter a centrifugal barrier (see Réf. 35).
Inside this radius, the flow becomes highly non-spherical as
particles spiral inward on nearly ballistic trajectories. In the
region immediately surrounding the star, the temperature will
be too high for dust grains to exist and an opacity-free zone
will result (see Réf. 32).
Notice that there is no mass scale in the collapse scenario outlined above. Instead, the collapse flow feeds material onto
the centra) star and disk at a well defined mass infall rate
M = 0.975o3/G (Refs. 27, 35). The absence of a mass
scale suggests that the origin of stellar masses is determined
in part by stellar processes rather than only by the interstellar
medium (see Refs. 17 and 30 for recent reviews).
The central star evolves on the Kelvin-Helmhottz timescale
T = GAff/fl.L., which is much longer than the dynamical
timescale (T = M/M) of the collapse (for protostars of low
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Figure 2. Theoretical and observed spectral energy distributions of bipolar outflow source 1RS5 L1551.
Data taken from Refs. 10, 11, 12, and from IRAS; solid curve shows theoretical model with a - 0.35 km
S-1, M = 1.OM0, H = 1 X IQ-'3 rad S-1, and (IJ.,IJD) = (1.0, 0.5).
mass). Hence, protostars do not have time to reach internal thermal equilibrium (but, of course, will reach hydrostatic
equilibrium) during the main infall phase, i.e., the stars do
not have time to reach the main sequence in the H-R diagram. The stellar structure of a protostar can be determined
by solving the usual set of stellar structure equations with an
unusual outer boundary condition: an accretion shock forms
at the stellar surface R, and dissipates the kinetic energy of
the infall (although a fraction of the energy can be stored as
rotational energy). Protostellar properties (i.e., R, vs M,)
are now known with good accuracy (Refs. 32, 34) for the case
of spherical infall.
2.3 Radiation from Protostars
In order to calculate the spectra of protostellar objects, we
first adopt the quasi-static approximation: we assume that
the physical structure of the object (in particular, the density
distribution) is given by the collapse scenario outlined above
at a particular instant in time. We then perform the radiative
transfer calculation using this quasi-static structure. Notice
that the physical structure of the protostar and the infalling
envelope are determined by a priori calculations; the structure
is not chosen through free parameters.
The radiation field is divided into three separate components:
the star, the disk, and the dust envelope. The stellar component is taken to be a blackbody with a (single) temperature
T.. The disk radiates like a series of blackbodies with a powerlaw temperature distribution TD ~ O7~*, where q is usually
taken to be 3/4 in accord with the theory of (viscous) Kep-

lerian accretion disks (Réf. 20). The disk radius is defined
by the centrifugal barrier (see above). The effects of mutual
heating and shadowing of the disk and star by each other are
self-consistently taken into account (see Réf. 2). Since both
the stellar and disk components are highly attenuated by the
total extinction of the infalling dust envelope, most of the
luminosity of the system is absorbed by the dust grains and
re-radiated at far-infrared wavelengths. Hence, the exact form
of the initial star/disk spectrum is unimportant as long as the
total luminosity of the system is properly treated.
In our foimulation, the luminosity of the system has six separate contributions. In both the star and the disk, a shock
luminosity arises when energy is liberated as the perpendicular component of the infall velocity is dissipated at the shock
fronts on the stellar and disk surfaces. Also, in both the star
and the disk, à mixing luminosity arises from the further dissipation of energy as the infalling interstellar material becomes
adjusted to stellar and disk conditions. The above components
of the luminosity can be calculated directly (and analytically)
from the rotating infall solution (see Refs. 2, 31). In addition, we take into account the further dissipation of energy in
the disk arising from accretion; this luminosity is parameterized in terms of the fraction 170 of the material that initially
falls onto the disk that is accreted onto the star. Similarly,
we allow for the dissipation of rotational energy in the star
itself. In a complete theory, the dissipation parameters would
be exactly calcuable. Even though the theory is still incomplete, luminosity considerations (see Réf. 3) and disk stability
considerations (see Refs. 3, 4, 5) place reasonably tight con-
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straints on the allowed values of the dissipation parameters.
Hence, the total luminosity of the system, which is the important quantity for understanding the spectra of protostars, can
be calculated/estimated to a reasonable degree of accuracy.
In order to calculate the third component, the diffuse radiation field of the dust envelope, we must specify the opacity
and then self-consistently determine the temperature distribution in the envelope (see Refs. 1, 2). Here, interstellar
dust grains (a mixture of graphite, silicate, and ices) provide
the dominant contribution to the opacity (see Réf. 14). At infrared wavelengths, the scattering cross section of these grains
is much smaller than Vhat of absorption; hence, the effects of
scattering are neglected in this treatment. In addition, we
adopt the technique of an "equivalent spherical envelope" by
taking the spherical average of the non-spherical density distribution produced by the rotating infall solution (see Refs.
2, 35). This approach allows us to include the main effects
of rotation - a less centrally concentrated infalling envelope
which leads to a lower column density, a lower luminosity for
a given infall rate due to the storage of energy :n the form of
rotation, and the production of a circumstellar disk - while
retaining a spherical radiative transfer calculation.
We find that the theoretical spectral energy distributions calculated from this protostellar model are in good agreement
with the observed spectra of embedded IR AS sources (see Fig.
1 and Réf. 3). The inferred mass infall rates for these objects
are generally consistent with the measured gas temperatures
of ~35 K in Ophiuchus and ~10 K in Taurus. In order to fit
the observed spectra, we must adopt cloud rotation rates in
the range 10~14 — 10~13 rad s-1, values which are consistent
with the currently available observations. For these sources,
the total visual extinction of the dust envelope is fairly large,
Ay = 40 — 200, so that most of the luminosity of the system is reprocessed by the infalling envelope. The spectral
energy distributions generally have maxima at wavelengths of
60 - 100pm and have absorption features at 9.7 /im (from
silicates) and at 3.1 f«n (from water ice). As expected for
extended atmospheres, the resulting protostellar spectra are
always much broader than that of a blackbody. The spectra
of sources in the next stage of evolution, the bipolar outflow
stage, can also be explained by protostellar infall models (see
Fig. 2); this result suggests that both infall and outflow are
taking place simultaneously in such objects.

2.5 Spatial Emisson Maps
Since the density distribution of the piotostellar envelope is
known from the dynamic collapse solution (see §2.2) and the
temperature distribution is known from radiative transfer calculations (see §2.3), the spatial distribution of emission from
protostars is well determined theoretically. Observationally,
new telescopes and new detectors have enabled astronomers
to begin making spatial emission maps of protostars (see, e.g.,
Refs. 13, 36) at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths in
the continuum. The theory of protostellar radiation described
above predicts a map of specific intensity /„ for a given protostellar object. By convolving the map with the gaussian
response of a given telescope, the expected flux profile (i.e.,
FV/FVC as a function of impact parameter cr where F,,c is
the flux at the central position) can be calculated and directly
compared with observed flux profiles.
Figure 3 shows the theoretical and observed flux profiles for
the source L1551 IR55 at a wavelength of 1.3 mm (from Réf.
36). The solid line shows the theoretical profile; the dashed
line shows a gaussian profile for comparison. Notice that the
emission is extended in a manner consistent with theoretical
expectations. Other observed spatial maps of protostars also
show extended emission (see Réf. 13), and this line of research,
both observationally and theoretically, will be very active in
t' 5 near future.

2.4 Spectral Features
Two spectral features appear in the emission spectra of protestais: the 9.7/un silicate feature and the 3.1/um ice feature.
Both of these features appear in absorption and may serve
as important diagnostics of the (infalling) circumstellar envelopes of protostellar objects. The observed depth of both
spectral features is always less than the naive linear correlations with column density N (i.e., TX = KxN, where KX is
the opacity of the feature) would suggest. In the case of the
silicate feature, this effect is caused by radiative transfer effects (see Réf. 3); in the case of the ice feature, this effect is
caused by the deficit of ice mantles on the grains in the warm
regions near (i.e., r < sevsral AU) the star (Réf. 15).
The total column density N of the material in the infalling
envelope is a basic physical quantity that characterizes the infalling envelope of a protostellar system. Hence, observations
of the 9.7/im silicates and 3.1/jm ice features are important to
understand the physical properties of these systems.

Figure 3. Theoretical and observed flux profiles for bipolar outflow source IRSS L1551. The solid curve shows the
theoretically expected flux profile based on the fit to the spectral energy distribution shown in Figure 2. The dotted curve
shows a gaussian profile for comparison. The data are taken
from Réf. 36.
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Figure 4. The L — AV diagram for protostars. The dashed curves are theoretical tracks for sound speed
a = 0.20 km s"1 and varying rotation rate Q; the dotted curves are theoretical tracks for sound speed a =
0.35 km s"1 and varying Q. The open and solid symbols represent actual observed sources (estimates for L
and Av are taken from Refs. 3 and 22).

2.6 !TAc L — AV Diagram for Protostars
Since protostars have extended atmospheres, their spectral
energy distributions are always much wider than a blackbody
spectrum and no well-defined photospheric temperature exists for these objects. Hence, protostars cannot be placed
in the H-R diagram in a meaningful way and another approach must be invoked to describe this very early phase of
stellar evolution. Since the total system luminosity L and the
column density N of the infalling envelope (or, equivalently,
the visual extinction Av to the central source) are the two
most appropriate physical quantities that describe the total
system, we introduce the concept of the L - AV diagram to
characterize the protostellar phase of evolution. An example
is shown in Figure 4 for the portion of parameter space appropriate for low-mass protostars. The total system luminosity,
which includes contributions from both the star and disk, constitutes the vertical axis; the visual extinction Av = KN of
the infalling envelope constitutes the horizontal axis, which is
plotted backwards according to astronomical tradition. For a
given initial state (i.e., a given a and n - see §2.1), a protostar will trace out a well-defined track in the diagram as time
proceeds. The dashed lines in the diagram are the set of

tracks calculated for a = 0.20 km s"1, which is appropriate for
Taurus; the dotted curves are tracks calculated for a = 0.35
km s"1, which is appropriate for Rho Ophiuchus. The open
and solid symbols , esent actual observed sources.
As time proceeds, protostars move toward the upper right in
the L - AV diagram. This general evolutionary trend should
be more robust than the theory from which the tracks were
derived: The luminosity of the system will always increase
with time because the mass is increasing. The column density
(and Av ) will decrease naturally as the collapse proceeds (see
Réf. 27). The advent of deuterium burning in the star and
the resulting outflow will act to further decrease the AV until
the object moves off the right-hand side of the diagram and
becomes optically visible. At this point, the newly formed star
will appear on the birthline in the H-R diagram (Reid. 33, 34,
29) and its spectral appearance will be that of the T Tauri
evolutionary phase, which we discuss in the following section.
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Figure 5. Theoretical and observed spectra] energy distributions of SR 9, a T Tauri star with a passive
disk. Data taken from Refs. 7 and 18; theoretical model assumes L = 3.0£o, Av - I.O, and T. = 4000 K.

3. T TAURI STARS WITH DISKS
When T Tauri stars first appear in the H-R diagram, they
often have infrared excesses in their spectral energy distributions (see, e.g., Refs. 25, 26). The most likely explanation
for the IR excess is the presence of circumstellar disks, which
may be either active and have appreciable luminosity or passive and only absorb and re-radiate stellar photons.
3.1 T Tauri Stars with Passive Disks
We first consider the spectra of passive disks. All of the luminosity is intrinsic to the star, which is taken to be a blackbody
at a temperature T, given by the stellar spectral classification.
The disk is assumed to be spatially thin and optically thick.
In the limit that the disk radius is large compared to the stellar radius, the disk will intercept and re-radiate 25% of the
stellar luminosity. The resulting surface temperature profile
will approach the form TD ~ w~3/* at large radii C7 (see Réf.
2, 4); thus, the disk will radiate like a classical Keplerian accretion disk with an effective luminosity of L,/4 and will add
an infrared excess to the spectral energy distribution of the
system. These passive disk models have no free parameters
and produce the correct infrared excess for some observed T
Tauri stars (see Fig. 5 and Réf. 3); thus, passive disk systems
are relatively well understood.

3.2 T Tanri Stars with Active Disks
Next we consider another class of star/disk systems, those
with active disks which have appreciable intrinsic luminosity in addition to the energy intercepted from the star. The
star is taken to have a luminosity L* and the spectrum of
a blackbody, with the surface temperature T, determined by
the spectral classification. However, these systems often have
spectra that are much flatter than that of a classical Keplerian
accretion disk; hence, the disk temperature distribution» ir^st
be flatter than TD ~ w~3f4 (Refs. 3,4). In addition to the luminosity (L./4) intercepted from the star, the disk must have
an intrinsic luminosity LO', this intrinsic energy source produces a radial temperature gradient of the form TD ~ w"*,
where q is determined from the slope of the spectrum. Again,
we assume that the disk is spatially thin (with scale height
H <K o?) and flat, and has an isothermal vertical structure
(see Réf. 4).
We allow for the disk to be partially optically thin by introducing a surface density profile of the form S ~ m~r. Since
the resulting spectra are insensitive to the value of p, we adopt
p = 7/4, the result for a disk built up from the rotating infall solution of the protostellar theory (Réf. 6). Specifying
the coefficient of the surface density profile is equivalent to
specifying the mass of the disk MO, which is left as a free
parameter of the theory. In the limit that the disk becomes
optically thick at all wavelengths (i.e., MD —> oo), the outer
boundary of the disk defines a minimum disk temperature and
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Figure 6. Theoretical and observed spectra] energy distributions of T Tauri, an active disk system. Solid
curve shows the spectrum in the optically thick (Mo —> °°) limit, whereas the dotted curves show spectra
for finite disk masses of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 MQ. The theoretical model assumes i, = 5.OL0, LD = 12.Oi0,
Av = 1.44, RD = 120 AU, and T, = 5100 K. Observational data taken from Refs. 9, 24, and from IRAS;
the open symbols represent upper limits/marginal detections from Refs. 36 and 37.
hence a "turnover" wavelength in the spectrum. By fitting this
turnover in the spectrum, we obtain a lower limit to the disk
radius (see Réf. 4). By using models of this type, we can fit
the observed spectral energy distributions of virtually all T
Tauri stars with infrared excesses, from passive disks (in the
limit LO —» O) to the extreme case of flat spectrum objects
(see Fig. 6 and Réf. 4).
3.3 Star and Disk Properties
Through fitting the observed spectral energy distributions of
T Tauri systems, we can infer the basic physical properties of
the disks. First, we find that the disks associated with the
flat spectrum sources must have unorthodox radial gradients
of temperature and contain intrinsic luminosity in addition to
the energy intercepted and reprocessed from the central star;
i.e., the disks must be active. The minimum values for the
radii of these disks (see above and Réf. 4) are approximately
100 AU (~ 101S cm). Maximum values for the disk masses
can be obtained by measuring the dust continuum emission
at low frequencies, where the disks are likely to be optically
thin. The currently available mass estimates, which depend on
the dust opacity at submillimeter wavelengths, are somewhat
tentative and lie in the range 0.1 - 1.0 M0. It is significant
that the estimated disk properties (i.e., disk sizes, masses, and
hence disk angular momenta) are in good agreement with the
disk properties predicted by the protostellar theory (see §2 and
Réf. 3).

The observed spectral energy distributions also yield information about stellar properties. Since the stars in these systems
do not produce all of the observed luminosity, stars with active
disks have been placed incorrectly in the H-R diagram (e.g.,
Réf. 8). By repositioning these stars in the H-R diagram, we
can obtain new estimates for the masses and ages of the stars;
however, these new estimates are also uncertain because the
theoretical evolutionary tracks have been calculated without
taking into account the presence of a disk.
3.4 Intermediate Objects
There is another class of young stellar objects which probably
represents an intermediate stage between the protostellar and
the star/disk • phases of evolution. These objects have two
peaks in their emergent spectral energy distributions and can
be explained as cases in which optically thin dust shells still
surround the stars and disks (Ref, 3), perhaps because of
residual infall. Again, the disks in these systems can be either
passive (see, e.g., Fig. 7a and Réf. 3) or active (see, e.g., Fig.
7b and Réf. 4).
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Figure 7. Theoretical and observed spectral energy distributions of T Tauri stars with disks and residua!
infalling dust envelopes, (a) VSSG 23. Solid curve shows the emission from the star, a passive disk, and
a residual dust envelope surrounding the entire system with unit covering fraction. The model assumes
L = 6.0LO> AV = 5.0, and T. = 4500 K. The dashed curve shows the spectrum with the dust envelope
removed. (Adapted from Réf. 3) (b) HL Tau. Solid and dotted curves are the same as in Figure 6. The
dashed curves show the additional flux contribution of a residual dust envelope surrounding the entire system
with covering fractions of 0.5 and 1.0. The theoretical model assumes L. = 1.0Le, LD = 5.0LB, Av = 7.0,
RD = 100 AU, and T, = 4000 K. (Adapted from Réf. 4)
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4. DISCUSSION
We have shown that the observed spectra of embedded IRAS
sources associated with molecular cloud cores are in good
agreement with the theoretical spectra of objects in the protostellar collapse phase. The emission spectra calculated from
the protostellar theory fit both the pure infall and the bipolar
outflow phases of evolution; hence, infall is probably still taking place in the latter. In addition, we find that the spectral
energy distributions of T Tauri stars with infrared excesses
can be explained as young stars surrounded by circumstellar
disks. Some sources can be understood in terms of passive
disks that reprocess stellar radiation but have no intrinsic luminosity; other systems require appreciable intrinsic disk luminosity. For the extreme cases in the latter category, we
obtain estimates for the disk masses (0.1 - 1.0 M0) and disk
radii (~ 100 AU) through spectral modelling.
The picture of protostellar evolution described in the preceding sections is incomplete, especially our current understanding of disk physics. In the rotating protostellar collapr?. Tiost
of the infalling material initially falls onto the disk rather than
the star. However, a significant fraction of this disk material
must eventually accrete onto the star. Otherwise, the masses
of the forming stars would be unrealistically small, the luminosity produced by the system would be much smaller than
that of observed sources, and the disk would become gravitationally unstable. Thus, some disk accretion must occur,
but the details of the accretion mechanism are not yet understood. A similar situation holds for disks associated with
T Tauri stars: we find that such disks often have considerable intrinsic luminosity and unorthodox (i.e., shallow) radial
gradients of temperature. Thus, some sort of disk accretion
mechanism must also be acting in T Tauri systems.
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Recent work (Réf. 5) has shown that the disks associated
with both protostars and T Tauri stars will be unstable to the
growth of m = 1 spiral modes, provided that there is sufficient
mass or low enough temperatures in the disk. In particular,
when the disk mass is comparable to the stellar mass (Mo =
M.), the m = 1 modes will grow on the dynamical timescale
of the outer disk edge, i.e., T ~ 103 -104 yr. This scale is much
shorter than the evolutionary timescale, T ~ 10s — 106 yr, of
these systems. Physically, this result suggests that a massive
YSO disk can (quickly) adjust itself to attain stability, which
can occur through the reduction of disk mass MD. Hence,
self-gravitating modes of this type may provide Me accretion
mechanism for YSO disks.
Modes with m = 1 are especially interesting in the context of
YSO systems because the center of mass of an m = 1 perturbation does not lie at the system's geometrical center (the star).
Formally, this effect gives rise to a noninertial contribution
to the potential and plays an important role in the amplification of these modes (see Réf. 5). Physically, this effect causes
the star to move from the system's center of mass, i.e., this
coupling allows the disk to transfer angular momentum to the
stellar orbit. Such angular momentum tranport may allow the
formation of binaries and/or giant planets within the disk.

4.1 Gravitational Instabilities in YSO Disks
Self-gravitating disk instabilities provide an interesting mechanism that may explain disk accretion. For a typical YSO disk,
the gravitational potential is dominated by the star so that the
disk rotation curve is nearly Keplerian in nature. Hence, spiral modes with azimuthal wave number m = 1 should arise
naturally in these systems, as we describe below. The particle orbits in a purely Keplerian potential will be closed ellipses
with foci at the stellar position. In the absence of other forces,
the orbits will not precess spatially and a purely kinematic
mode (with pattern speed flp = O) can occur. If the potential
is not exactly Keplerian, but nearly so, a small restoring force
provided by the disk's self gravity is required to hold the mode
together. Thus, a relatively small amount of self gravity in the
disk should be sufficient to sustain an m = 1 mode in a YSO
disk.

Figure 8. Equidensity contours for a gravitational instability
in a YSO disk. For this model, MD = M,, Ro/K. = 104,
and Q, = 10, which correspond to typical values for YSO
disk systems. The dashed circles show the location of the
corotation and the outer Linblad resonances. (Adapted from
Réf. 5).
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4.2 7Ae Future
There is great opportunity for further work in this area. From
a theoretical point of view, the two main issues for further research are the disk accretion mechanism and the stellar wind
mechanism. For the disk problem, the dynamical studies
of self-gravitating instabilities (see above) aie very promising and should be expanded to include both dissipative and
nonlinear effects. For the wind problem, some version of the
centrifugally driven magnetic wind (see, e.g., Réf. 31b) may
eventually provide the answer, but much more work is necesary to elucidate the details.
From an observational point of view, interesting work on star
formation can be done at virtually all wavelengths in the infrared. For protostellar objects, observations of the silicate
dust feature at 9.7/im and the water ice feature at 3.1/un
can be used to study the column density of material toward
the central star. In addition, submillimeter maps of the dust
continuum emission can be used to deconvolve the density
and temperature structure of the infalling circumstellar envelopes. For T Tauri star/disk systems, submillimeter photometry measurements can be used to estimate the masses
in the disks. Perhaps the most exciting anticipated observational result is the direct detection of a circumstellar disk, i.e.,
a resolved image of a YSO disk.
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ABSTRACT
Interstellar shock waves are generated by the supersonic
injection of mass into the ISM by young stellar objects, by
stellar winds, and by supernovae. Infrared emission lines
from the heated, shocked gas provide valuable diagnostics of the density, temperature, velocity field, elemental
abundances and extent of the emitting region. Comparison
of observed spectra from shocked regions with theoretical
•hock models can provide an estimate of the shock speed
and the physical conditions in the preshock gas, including
the ionization fraction and the magnetic field strength.
Keywords: Shock Waves, H2 Emission, Fine Structure
Emission, Molecular Emission, H2O Masers, Orion BNKL, IC443, HH Objects

1. INTRODUCTION
Interstellar shock waves can be visualized as large supersonic sheets of compressed gas and dust which sweep up
ambient gas particles and, in the process, heat, compress
and accelerate them. Ultimately, the heated gas radiates
its thermal energy, and, therefore, interstellar shock waves
elevate the cold interstellar medium (ISM) from the realm
of radio astronomers into the realm of infrared spectroscopists.
Since most interstellar gas is cold, thermal speeds are low,
of order 1 km s"1 , and shock waves are ubiquitous, being excited by numerous processes. Outflows from young
stellar objects (YSOs), winds from OB stars and the expansion of their HII regions, red giant outflows, planetary
nebulae ejection, Wolf-Rayet winds and supernovae can all
produce supersonic motions and subsequent shock activity
in the ISM. These enormous shock waves produce profound
changes in the structure and dynamics of the interstellar

gaa; for example, they play a major role in the formation
and destruction of interstellar clouds and the heating of the
hot phase of a three-phase medium (Réf. 1) and they may
play an important role in triggering star formation. Shock
infrared emission is thus a beacon pointing to regions of
violent activity, such as stellar birth or death.
Interstellar shocks are strong line emitters and therefore
are primarily studied by spectroscopists. The gas is directly heated by the impact of the shock as the flow motion
of the ambient gas particles entering the shock is randomized by, for example, elastic collisions with the previously
shocked gas particles. Consequently, shocks radiate primarily in lines from the cooling gas, with relatively weak
continuum emission from grains. At interstellar densities,
the grains are weakly coupled to the gas and the collisional
heating of the grains by the shock-heated gas is generally
minimal. Radiative heating of the grains can be important,
however, particularly in relatively high velocity (v, a 50
km s"1 ) shocks in opaque (Av £ 1) regions, in which the
strong optical and UV lines produced in the cooling gas
are absorbed by the dust and reemitted as a relatively
strong continuum. ObservationaJly, shocks are often associated with radiant luminosity sources such as YSOs or
OB stars so that shock observations may often include luminosity from stellar-heated grains. Thus, for instruments
as sensitive as ISO or SIRTF, the limiting factor for IR
spectroscopy of shocks may often be the line to continuum
ratio.
Numerous infrared transitions have been conclusively identified with shock waves, as discussed elsewhere in this volume, including the vibrational and rotational transitions
of H2 (A ~ 2 — 5/im and 12/im), high J transitions of
CO (A £ 100pm), v = 1 - O CO (4.7^m), low J OH
transitions (50-160/im), atomic and ionic fine structure
and forbidden transitions (FeII(1.644fim}, SiII(SS^m), and
OI(63jtm)], and the Brackett a and i lines of atomic hydrogen. The comparison of observed intensities of these lines
with theoretical models provides diagnostics of the ambient
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interstellar gas, the shocked gas, and the driving sources of
these shock waves. In particular, the ambient gas density,
magnetic field strength, gas phase abundances, and ionization fraction can be derived or at least constrained. For the
shocked gas, the velocity, pressure, mass, and abundances
can be determined. If the shock is driven by a wind, then
the mass loss rate, wind velocity, mechanical luminosity,
and lifetime of the wind can be calculated; if it is due to
an impulsive blast wave, then the energy and age of the
blast wave can be determined.
2. OVERVIEW OF SHOCK STRUCTURE
References (2-5) provide recent reviews of the theoretical basis for understanding interstellar shocks. Here we
summarize the key points relevant to IR spectroscopy.
2.1 J, C, and C* shocks
In cold gas where the sound speed can be considered negligible and with no magnetic field, a pressure disturbance
creates a shock wave, a thermodynamically irreversible
transition in which the energy of the bulk flow is transformed into the random thermal motion of particles. The
temperature, density, and flow velocity suffer a virtually
discontinuous jump across the shock front — hence, "J"
shocks - and one can use the three Rankine-Hugoniot
jump conditions to determine the conditions behind the
shock front. In J shocks, the radiation emitted from the
shock front, the region where the neutrals are heated and
accelerated, is negligible. The emission from the region
behind the shock front may be calculated by modeling the
subsequent cooling and compression of the postshock gas.
Much of the infrared emission is produced sufficiently far
downstream that the gas has attained a velocity close to
its final value. Therefore, an observer of an approaching or
receding shock, at rest with respect to the pre-shock gas,
would see narrow lines shifted by v, from line center (see
Figure 1). When weak magnetic fields are present (in a
sense that we will make more precise below), the gas flow
is essentially a J shock as described above. High speed
(v, ~ 40 — 50 km s~1 ) shocks into molecular material
with typical magnetic fields are J shocks; they dissociate
the cooling molecules and may ionize the gas. Lower velocity shocks incident upon atomic gas or even molecular
gas with relatively high levels of ionization, Ij0 » 10~6,
where X^0 is the ion abundance relative to hydrogen nuclei,
can be J shocks as well.
On the other hand, a different type of shock, the C shock,
occurs at relatively low velocities and moderate to low ionizations and depend upon the presence of a magnetic field.
When the cold gas contains a well coupled magnetic field,
disturbances propagate at the bulk Alfven speed
(D

where p is the medium's mass density. Shocks are possible
in the medium if v, > t>^; otherwise, only damped waves
exist. In the partially ionized ISM the bulk medium includes ions which respond nearly instantaneously to changes
in the magnetic field and neutrals which couple to the
ions by collisions. Since such collisions are infrequent,
it is possible to transmit Alfven disturbances in just the
ion plus field components. These disturbances damp as
they propagate, but they travel at the ion Alfven speed,
v
iA — (P/Pi}l^vA (Pi ls the ion mass density), which can
be very large for small ion fraction. If v, < Vj^ and ions
remain well tied to the field lines (as is almost always true
under interstellar conditions- cf., Réf. 6), then the magnetic field and ion number density must vary continuously,
no matter what the neutrals do. They transmit information at a speed faster than the shock speed. If the neutrals
as well as the ions vary continuously across the shock, then
it is said to be a "C" shock (Réf. 7). The oncoming shock
sends a message to the upstream gas via the ions and magnetic field, warning of the approach of compressed gas and
field. The ions begin to compress and accelerate, so that
they drift with respect to the neutrals, heating and accelerating the cold gas. The neutral flow will be continuous if
either of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) the magnetic field pressure is comparable to the ram pressure of
the incoming gas (a sufficient condition is v, < 2.76«^)
or (2) radiation from the shock front is significant, suppressing the increase in the gas temperature. In the first
case, the flow is not much faster than the speed of linear Alfven waves in the bulk medium and little radiative
flux is generated. The second case is of greater interest

JSHOCKS

C SHOCKS

Figure 1. J vs C shock structure and line profile. T is
the temperature of the neutral gas, n in the local hydrogen density, and v is the flow velocity in the frame of the
ambient gas.
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to infrared observers, since nearly the entire flux of shock
energy is given off as infrared emission. In the C shock
the radiation is emitted as the gas is being heated in the
shock front; in the J shock it is given off after the impulsive
heating event. To predict the emission from a C shock we
must compute the heating and cooling rates throughout
the flow.
These C shocks are generally non-dissociative (in order
that molecular cooling is available), depend on low ionization fractions (so that the ambipolar heating does not
drive the molecules to dissociate or collisionally ionize),
and form in shocks of relatively low velocity. C shocks
occur for v, £ 40 - 50 km s"1 if U0 £ 10~6. The neutral gas radiates copiously before significant acceleration
or neutral compression occurs. Indeed, in most detailed
studies published (Réf. 6, 8) the cooling is sufficiently intense that the neutral flow remains everywhere supersonic
(5fcTn/3t;n < 1, where Un is the neutral velocity, measured
in the shock frame). An observer of an approaching or receding C shock (at rest with respect to the upstream gas)
sees low excitation lines, broadened by the velocity range
of emission with a significant contribution from velocities
« v, (see Figure 1).
In reality, shocks may be intermediate between the "pure"
J and "pure" C shocks illustrated in Figure 1 The critical
parameters which determine the nature of the shock are the
ratio of heating to cooling and V,/VA (Réf. 9), and increasing either will eventually turn a C shock into a J shock.
That transition can be abrupt or gradual. For example,
for a simple power law cooling function, increasing the ratio of heating to cooling generally makes the gas warmer
so that the neutral flow may become subsonic, even while
it remains continuous. Such a variant is called "C*". As
the critical parameters increase further, a viscous subshock
in the neutrals appear. The flow is now J type (includes
a nearly discontinuous temperature jump). At first the
compression across the J front is weak, but as the critical
parameters increase it becomes stronger until it reaches the
limit of 4. Once a significant fraction of the shock energy is
dissipated in the viscous subshock, the shock is said to be
a J shock with a magnetic precursor in which ion-neutral
drift pre-heats the incoming gas before the shock itself (see
the slight changes in v before the shock front in Figure 1).
In strong J shocks the precursor emission is weak, dynamically negligible, so the flows give nearly identical results to
single fluid treatments (gas plus frozen magnetic field). A
parameter space illustrating these regions for an idealized
cooling function is discussed in Reference (4).
The character of an interstellar shock depends on the ambient magnetic field strength, the ionization fraction, the
shock velocity, and the gas density and these change within
the flow. The multiplicity of coolants, ionization mechanisms and chemical reactions and their non-linear interactions make computer modeling essential. Consider a gas
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composed of H2, He (fractional abundance ZHC = 0.1) and
dipole molecular coolants such as CO, HjO and OH (total
fractional abundance Xj — 10~4). Radiation is emitted
by H2 rotational and vibrational transitions and by other
molecules' rotational dipole transitions. An essential simplification in this model is that the ionization level is determined by steady-state considerations, i.e. by balancing dissociative elect ron recombination with the rates of external
ionization (cosmic ray and/or UV) plus collisional ionization processes (ion-neutral, neutral-neutral and electronneutral) . Collisional rates appropriate for atomic hydrogen
are used. The typical ion is taken to be Hj. Collisional
heating is given by charge exchange at low velocities and
elastic scattering at high velocities. This model is illustrative of the basic physical trends, but does not include H2
dissociation, dissociation cooling, time-dependent chemistry or grains. Its simplicity allows the complete solution
of the shock problem (Réf. 9).
The preshock magnetic field component perpendicular to
v, is parameterized as
BOI. = bno/2 nG.

(2)

Under typical interstellar conditions 6 probably lies in the
range O. K 6 < 3.0. Figure 2a plots the shock "phase
space" in the 6, vs plane for two different gas densities n0
= 10s and 101 H nuclei per cm3, with initial ionization
fraction I10 = 1.2 X 10~5. (The respective external ionization rates are approximately 1O-11 and 10~15 s"1 per
nuclei.) The Alfven speed is VA = 1.86 km s~* and delimits the upper part of the region in Figure 2a with which
we are concerned. For v, < VA there are only waves. The
ion Alfven speed, also illustrated, is the maximum velocity
for the field to propagate any warning of the impending
shock. For va > v,^ both ions and neutrals are presumed
to shock. In the region marked "C" are the continuous
and cold (supersonic) flows. In the region marked "J" are
the strong J shocks (with compression ratios greater than
about 3.5 at the shock front), and in the region marked
"Ceff" are a mixture of different solutions including C*
and weak J flows. Their observational properties have yet
to be described in detail. At this 'ionization level, they
have much lower maximum temperatures than normal gas
dynamic shocks. If they are not completely continuous
they have very weak subshocks. The label "Ceff" anticipates that despite their additional numerical complexity,
they are generally much more like flows in the supersonic C
regime than in the strong J region. The nearly vertical division between .1 shocks and other varieties may be traced
back to the ionization breakdown mechanism. An intermediate C* form may exist between the C and J regions, but
it spans a very narrow range in velocity. Cooling is more
efficient per molecule at lower densities because collisional
de-excitation is reduced. Thus at lower densities, J shocks
first occur at somewhat larger velocities and cold C solutions are more prevalent. The model omits dissociative
cooling which may also help stabilize continuous solutions
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Figure 2. The 6, v,, n0, and U0 parameter boundaries of C, C*, and J shocks.

at high velocity. Figure 2b illustrates the same phase space
when the initial ionization fraction is z,-0 = 1.2 x 10~7 and
n0 = 105 cm~3, values more typical of dense molecular
material. The Alfven velocity remains unchanged, but the
ion Alfven velocity is now much larger at a given value of
6 since X^0 is much less than in Figure 2a. Over the parameter range shown, all solutions are C or J; we found no
intermediate types. For small Ij0, the rate of ion-neutral
collisional heating is less, so the C solutions extend over a
larger domain. On the other hand, as X10 becomes larger,
warmer flows occur and the lower region in Figure 2a can
extend over a larger vertical extent.

w
T, = 3.18 x 105-31 K,

where v,j = v,/100 km s 1 and xt, is the number of
gas particles per hydrogen nucleus. The gas dissociates,
ionizes, and radiates in the UV. Further downstream, at

From the observational point of view, shocks in partially
ionized gas at velocities of less than about 50 km/s will be
significantly effected by the presence of a magnetic field.
The transition to strong J shocks is primarily dependent
on the shock velocity.
2.2 Dissociative J shocks
Several key points concerning J shock structure are illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the temperature profile behind the shock front as a function of the hydrogen nucleus
column density N for the particular case n0 = 10s cm~3
and v, = 80 km s"1 (Réf. 10, hereafter HM); the figure is
quite representative of all dense (n0 = 103~7 cm~ 3 ), dissociative (v, ~ 40 — 150 km s~l ) shocks. Immediately
behind the shock the temperature is high,

(3)

Figure 3. Typical J shock structure.
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N ~ 1018 cm 2, the hydrogen ionizing photons are absorbed, maintaining a temperature pKteau of — 104 K due
to photoionization heating. Hydrogen recombination radiation and some fine structure emission [e.g., NeII(12.8/im)]
is produced in this plateau. Once the gas has absorbed
all Lyman continuum photons, it recombines, cools and
commences molecular formation. At high gas densities,
n0 ~ 1O4-5 cm~3, the H2 formation energy, which is originally in vibrational excitation energy, is collisionally deexcited to heat the gas and to produce another temperature plateau at ~ 400 K. At low densities this energy is
radiated away as quadrupole vibrational photons and no
plateau forms.
Much of the IR emission comes from the temperature region 102 - 104 K, where the postshock density has often
reached its magnetically-supported value of
nm =

A-I

(4)
2

(Réf. 11), or a compression factor of order IQ for typical dissociative shocks. The grains are weakly coupled to
the gas, are mainly heated by absorbing UV and optical
photons from the shock, and generally have temperatures
Tg, ,S 100 K. The total intensity in the direction of the
shock normal from all the shock emission is given by

IT ^ 9 x 10

erg cm

2

s * ster

1

(5)

where n0a = n0/l03 cm 3. Optical and UV lines often
dominate this emission and IR lines are typically 1-10%
of Jy. Thus, the intensity of an individual strong IR line
is £ 0.01/y. The limits of current instruments are of order 10~4 erg cm""2 s"1 ster"1 for A Z lO^m and 10~6 erg
cm~2 s"1 ster"1 for A < 10/im. Therefore, n0 Z W2~3
cm~3 is presently required for the detection of far infrared
lines, while near infrared lines can be detected in shocks
with densities n0 it 1 — 10 cm~3, provided the shocks fill
the beam.

2.3 i

An essential feature of most interstellar C shocks is that the
maximum temperature of the shocked neutral gas Tmax is
constrained to be sufficiently low to preserve H2: T ~ 300010 K, depending on the gas density. Tmax increases with
increasing i,-0, v,, and na and with decreasing 6. The same
expressions apply for If and nm as for J shocks; however,
C shocks have lower characteristic velocities and more lines
may share the total intensity (e.g., many molecular rovibrational transitions instead of a few fine structure lines).
On the other hand, many C shocks radiate primarily in IR
lines. Crudely accounting for all of these factors, we estimate that densities of about 104 cm~ 3 and velocities of
X. 30 km s"1 are probably required to detect such shocks
at present.
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2.4 Stability of shocks
Decelerating, radiative shocks are subject to a hydrodynamic instability which breaks up the cold postshock gas
(Réf. 12, 13). This instability does not affect the infrared
spectrum, which arises in the warm postshock gas. Thermal instabilities such as those proposed by McCray, Stein,
and Kafatos (Réf. 14) are unlikely to affect the predicted
IR emission of J shocks; in any case, magnetic pressure
support will likely suppress instabilities in the ~ 103 K
gas which dominates the IR emission. For v, ~ 150 — 200
km s"1 thermal instability in the cooling gas can render
the shock unsteady, which would have a significant effect
(Réf. 15, 16). Recently, Wardle (Réf. 17) has determined
that moderately strong (M& ~ 5, or va ~ 10 km s—1 ) C
shocks are unstable. A Parker-like instability develops in
which the field buckles, the ions stream along the field
lines, and the neutrals are partially dragged along and
collect in clumps. The clumped gas is cooler and therefore the IR spectra could be affected. Unfortunately, no
quantitative spectra are expected to be predicted from the
theoretical models in the near future because of the great
difficulties associated with this non-linear calculation.

3. THEORETICAL MODELS OF J SHOCKS
Theoretical models of J shocks have been constructed by
a number of authors (Réf. 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 18-26, Réf.
25 and 26 are hereafter called ND) Most of these models
focussed on regions with T > 103 K, included no chemistry, and predicted mainly optical and UV spectra. However, HM and ND included the postshock chemistry, which
leads to the reformation of molecules, and calculated the
IR spectra from dense, dissociative shocks. The numerical models of HM and ND use the jump conditions across
the shock front to set the immediate postshock values of
T, n, v, and B, and apply hydrodynamical, chemical, and
heat balance equations to follow the postshock behavior of
these parameters. Key features to the chemistry include
the formation of H2 on grains and neutral-neutral chemical reactions with activation energies, which nevertheless
proceed rapidly in the warm postshock gas. Carbon is
rapidly converted to CO and the remaining oxygen is converted to OH and HzO. The complete conversion of H, C
and O atoms into molecules occurs at low temperatures
(T < 100 K) if n0 £ 1O4-5 cm"3, and at rather elevated
postshock temperatures T ~ 400 K for higher preshock
densities (HM; ND). Postshock heating maintains elevated
temperatures, especially the photoionization heating and
the HZ formation heating discussed previously.
HM and ND have calculated the IR spectrum from dissociative shocks with speeds U3 = 40 — 150 km s"1 incident
upon gas of ambient density n0 = 103 -106 cm~3. The infrared emission from the cooling gas emerges in numerous
lines, and here we briefly summarize the theoretical
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Figure 4. Major coolants in J shocks, / is the intensity normal to the shock front.
predictions, pointing out only the key points and general
trends. Figure 4 (from HM) plots the major coolants in J
shocks (except for the collisional excitation, dissociation,
and ionization of hydrogen) for two preshock densities.
The solutions naturally break into two classes, depending on whether H2 formation heating is important (the
na = 106 cm~3 case) or not (the na = 104 cm~3 case). The
lower density shock spectra aie dominated by OI(63/zm)
emission and the OH and HzO emission is relatively weak.
The reverse is true in the denser shock.
Figure 5 shows the Bra and Brit lines plotted with certain
forbidden transitions of Fell. These lines, along with vibrational transitions of H2> are the prominant shock emission
lines observed from ground based telescopes operating in
the l-5ftm wavelength region (cf., Réf. 27-30). The Brackett lines rise steeply with shock velocity for vs ^ 40 — 100
km s because of the rapid increase in hydrogen ionization in the shock. Detectable emission emerges from
moderately dense shocks, but a major problem is the frequent confusion with HII region plasma in the beam. The
Fell lines, labelled in Figure 5 by their wavelengths in microns, are also quite intense and are produced mainly in
gas with T ~ 103 —10 4 K. If other emission lines determine
n0, Vi, and the beam filling factor of the observed shock,
then the observation of the Fell lines will determine xpe,
the elemental gas-phase iron abundance in the postshock
gas. Such a measurement is of interest since these shocks
may destroy some of the refractory material. Normally,
iron is highly depleted in the gas phase and we have as-

sumed xpe= 10 ° in Figure 5; therefore, the observation of
FeII(1.64^m)/Br7 ratios greater than unity imply shocks
with higher gas phase abundances of iron (cf., the observations reported by Réf. 27-30). This ratio can also be

1SO

Figure 5. J shock intensities of Bra, Bry, FeII(1.644)(1.6),
FeII(1.257)(1.3), and FeII(5.340)(5.3) for nD = 103 cm"3
(solid line) and n0 = 104 cm~3 (dashed line, Fell only).
The Br lines scale proportional to U0.
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used to discriminate shock emission from HII region emission; the latter produces ratios of order 0.06 because of the
depleted iron abundance and because substantial amounts
of iron can be photoionized to higher states of ionization.
Fine structure lines are produced in abundance in dense J
shocks. Figure 6 plots their intensity for n0 = 105 cm~3.
The dominant OI(63/tm) scales with n0v3 for n0 ~ 105
cm~3. The NeII(12.8/im) intensity is sensitive to vs. Note
the strong SI(25/im), Fel(24/*m}, and ClI(11.4^m) emission predicted for n0 ~ 104~5 cm~3. These strengths depend critically on the H2 formation heating of the gas.
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Figure 7. J shock H2 intensities for n0 = 105 cm 3, S(I)=
O-OS(l), etc.
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Figure 6. J shock fine structure intensities for na = 105

Figure 7 plots some of the rotational and vibrational line
intensities of H2. The high J and vibrational lines are
produced via formation pumping, i.e., the formation of HZ
molecules in high v, J states and their subsequent radiative
cascade through the lower levels. Below about n0 ~ 104~5
cm"3, their intensities scale with n0. The low J lines, such
as the 0-0 S(I) transition, are collisionally excited in the
warm postshock gas when the H2 formation temperature
plateau forms.
O

The CO rotational intensities (Figure 8) remain significant
to high J because of the formation of substantial amounts
of CO at T > 103 K. However, much of the CO emission is
produced in the H2 formation heated region (T ~ 400 K).
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Figure 8. J shock CO intensities for na = 10s cm 3; lines
are labelled with vf in km s""1 .
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A rapid drop of /(CO) occurs for n0 < 104 cm"3 because
of the lack of H2 formation heating and because of the
subthermal excitation of CO.
ND report that marginally detectable ( > 10~s erg cm~2
s"1 ster"1) vibrationally excited HeH+(3.67/*m) and rotationally excited SiO (e.g., J = 19 - 18 at 364^m) are
produced in dissociative shocks with n0 2,105 cm~3. The
SiO emission is dependent on the formation of the !!2 formation temperature plateau.
4. THEORETICAL MODELS OF C SHOCKS
C shocks differ from J shocks in several respects (Réf. 3, 4,
7, 9, 17, 31-34). The hydrodynamic equations must treat
four fluids (neutrals, ions, electrons, ana grains), each with
its own temperature, compression factor and flow velocity.
The trace amount of ionization is critical, and therefore
great care is required in tracking the production and destruction of the ions.
The emission from C shocks primarily emerges as IR neutral fine structure and molecular line emission. Figure 9
(from Réf. 31), shows the OI(63, 145.5 Mm), CI(370/tm),
and numerous H2 intensities from C shocks incident upon
gas of density n0 = 104 cm~3, ionization fraction xio =
10~7, and magnetic field B0J. = 50/iG (corresponding to
b — 0.5). The lines are labelled by their wavelength in
microns. Most of the HZ transitions are 0-0 S(J) with
the exception of the 2.122 p.m 1-0 S(I). H2 is the dominant coolant for fairly high speed (vs £ 10 km s"1 ) C
shocks incident on gas of moderate (n0 S, 105 cm""3) density. OI(63/*m) dominates for slower C shocks, while H 2 O

dominates in high density regions for v, £ 10 km s"1 . CO
high J lines are also strong and can be used to measure
Tmax and n0, the latter by looking for subthermal excitation at high J (Réf. 5, 32, 35). Tmax depends on BOJ_ and
Xi0, so the CO lines constrain the values of these parameters as well. Lower B0± and higher xio lead to greater
ambipolar heating and higher Tmax.
Neufeld and Melnick (Réf. 36) have calculated the intensities of individual H 2 O lines emerging from the n0 ~ 106
cm~3, v, ~ 40 km s"1 C shock proposed to explain
the observed shock émission in Orion BN-KL (Réf. 6,
8). There are several hundred lines with intensities in the
range IQ-4 - lO"1 erg cm"2 s"1 ster"1; the brightest lines
include the S05 - 414(99.5jMn), 32j - 212(75.4^m), 616 505(82.0/im), and 42i - 312(78.7Mm) transitions. These
bright interstellar lines are completely obscured by telluric
lines when observing from aircraft or mountaintop, but
should be readily detected by space telescopes such as ISO
or SIRTF. In fact, ignoring potential line to continuum
problems, ISO could detect the H2O emission from BNKL to distances of order 1 Mpc.

5. SHOCK EMISSION AS DIAGNOSTIC
The rich spectrum from a shock wave can be used to probe
the ambient medium, the shocked gas, and the driving
source of the supersonic motion. There is no simple prescription but rather a certain art in obtaining the physical
parameters from the shock observations.
Shock speed vs. Tho total intensity in the shock emission, or the intensity of the dominant coolants, depends
sensitively on vs (/ oc n 0 w 3 ). The ionization level behind J shocks is sensitive to vs for 40 km s —1 S V3 $, 100
km s"1 ; thus, NeII(12.8/jm) and the Brackett lines are
good speedometers in this velocity range. ± he maximum
temperature behind C shocks rises monotonically with V3;
therefore high excitation lines such as high J CO transitions and vibrationally excited H2 transitions probe vs in
C shocks. Observed linewidths and/or line center velocity
shifts wit1! respect to the ambient gas give a crude indication of shock, velocities, although they can be upper limits
in cases with large streaming motions.

Figure 9. C shock IR neutral fine structure and H2 intensities for n0 = 104 cm"3, X10 = 10~7, and BOJ_ = 50/K3.

Gas density. Various IR line ratios, such as those of the
high J CO lines or the OI(63/jm)/OI(145^m) ratio, provide measures of the postshock density ra from which the
prcshock density na can be surmised. Line intensities often scale with n0; for example, the OI(63^m) line scales
with navs for n0 < 105 cm~3 and 40 km s"1 S. vs < 200
km s""1 (Réf. 37). Millimeter line observations of molecular excitation in the ambient gas often provide a good
estimate of n0.
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Preshock magnetic field. Independent measures of n0, n,
and Vj determine J?QJ_ via equations (2) and (4), assuming magnetic support of the postshock gas. As already
discussed, the maximum neutral temperature in C shocks
increases with decreasing BQJ. > ant* therefore temperaturesensitive lines constrain BQJ. •
Beam filling factor. If n0 and v, are determined independently, the area filling factor of shocks in the beam
can be determined by comparing the observed intensity
with the theoretically predicted intensity for coolants such
as Ol(63ftm) or rovibrational H2, whose gas phase abundances are well known.
Gas phase abundances. If other observations have determined na, V3, and the beam filling factor, then the abundances of minor coolants can be calculated by comparing
the observed intensities from these species with the theoretical values calculated for an assumed gas phase abundance.
Mass loss rates. If an outflow shocks by impacting slower
ambient or previously shocked gas, the J shock OI(63/im)
luminosity LQJ is proportional to the mass loss rate M:
L0I - 0.IMf(IQ-5 MQ yr"1) LQ, provided na £ 105
cm"3 and 40 km s"1 < v, £ 200 km S-1 (Réf. 37)
HI formation heating. We can test the prediction that
H2 formation heating produces 400 K gas by observing
enhanced emission from neutral fine structure lines such
as SI(25/im), Fel(24/«n) or Cll(11.4/*m), excess CO, OH,
or H^O rotational emission, or excess 0-0 S (low J) emission
from H2 (HM).

ratios if the OI(63pm) is strong ( .5 10~3 erg cm~2 s"1
ster-1) (HM).
J shocks versus C shocks. It is simple to discriminate a
fast J shock from a C shock: the J shock shows high levels
of ionization and strong lines of Bra, Br7, NeII(12.8^m),
SiII(35/im), and FeII(26,35/*m), whereas the C shock cannot exist with such a high fractional ionization. Brand et
al (Réf. 43) and Burton et al (Réf. 44) argue that the
H2 spectra can be used to discriminate C from J shocks.
We discuss this point below in §6.1. The CO 34-33/21-20
ratio compared with the H2 0-0 S (2) intensity can also be
utilized as a discriminant (Réf. 3)

6. APPLICATIONS
6.1 Orion B N - K L
Figure 10 shows the H2 1-0 S(I) (Réf. 45) and the OI(63/<m)
(Réf. 46) shock emission from the BN-KL region of Orion.
The positions of the high velocity H2O maser features are
also plotted; the proper and radial motions of these masers
indicate dense clumps (n Z, 108 cm~3) moving at ~ 100
km s"1 away from IRc2 (Réf. 47).

1
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Shocks versus photodissociation regions (PDRs). Generally, most of the (non-stellar) line and continuum IR radiation from a galaxy comes from PDRs (cf., Réf. 38).
Shock emission usually only dominates in certain specific
regions of the Galaxy or, in observing external galaxies,
only in specific transitions. A common method of discriminating between shocks and the UV-illuminated PDRs is
by using the ratios of the vibrational lines of H2; the usual
lore is that the 2-1 S(l)/l-0 S(I) ratio is 5 0.1 in shocks,
but it is ~0.5 in PDRs. This is true of non-dissociative
shocks and low density (n ^ 104~5 cm~3) PDRs. However, high density (n Si 104~5 cm~3) PDRs can produce
low 2-1 S(l)/l-0 S(I) ratios in UV-heated gas (see Réf.
39-41). Furthermore, Figure 7 demonstrates that dissociative shocks can produce high 2-1 S(l)/l-0 S(I) ratios due to
formation pumping of the reforming H2 molecules. Therefore, care must be taken in making shock identifications
with this ratio and alternate discriminants are desirable.
When compared with PDRs, shocks often have (i) larger
linewidths (individual PDRs typically have FWHM S, 5
km s-1 ), (M) larger line to continuum ratios [PDRs have
line luminosities S 0.01 of the IR continuum luminosity
(Réf. 42)], and (Ut) larger ( > 10) OI(63/im)/CII(158^m)

5024' 10" 30" -

05" 32™ 515

49s
47s
R.A. (1950)

45s

Figure 10. Orion BN-KL region morphology in OI(63^m),
H2 l-OS(l), and high velocity H 2 O masers.
Chernoff et al (Réf. 6) and McKee and Hollenbach (Réf.
48) proposed a model for the shock activity in BN-KL
driven by a mass loss of M ~ 5 x 10~3 M0 yr"1 ejected
from IRc2 at vw ~ 120 km s"1 . This wind pushes a
dense shell (~ 10? cm~ 3 ) of gas into the ambient molecular
cloud whose density is 105~6 cm~3. Two shocks bound this
shell, each with approximately the same ram pressure. The
inner, wind shock is a J shock which produces the observed
atomic and ionic emission, and the outer, molecular
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Figure 11. A schematic diagram of the Orion BN-KL outflow region.

shock is a C shock which produces the observed H2, CO
(e.g., Réf. 49), and OH (cf., Réf. 50). This model is summarized in Figure 11. Dense clumps in the outflow, which
we now believe to contain at least 1-10% of the mass loss
(see below), crash like cannonballs through the dense shell,
creating shocks whose preshock density is ~ 107 cm""3 and
whose shock velocity is ~ 80 km s"1 . H2O masers are
produced in the postshock gas; these masers will be discussed below.
However, new observations have challenged the validity of
the two shock picture. The existence of the J shock is not
yet firmly established. Crawford et al (Réf. 51) have measured the spectral profile of the OI(63fan) line and found
it to be very similar to the H2 and CO profiles, suggesting a molecular shock origin for this line. Haas (private
communication) reports that the SiII(35jjm) line seems
to arise from a region closer to IRc2 than the proposed
J shock. The H51a observations of Hasegawa and Akabane (Réf. 52) were rendered difficult by the foreground
HII emission: new observations of this line are underway
(Neufeld, private communication). The observed upper
limit on the Bra emission is only marginally consistent
with the Hasegawa and Akabane result (Réf. 53).
Furthermore, the existence of the C shock has been challenged by recent H2 observations (Réf. 43, 44). The essential argument is that C shocks do not produce enough

column density in the higher levels (e.g., v = 4 OT J = 17)
for a given column in the v — I level. Dense J shocks
naturally produce the proper distribution of levels for a
range of velocities between 12-20 km s"1 because the partial dissociation of H2 acts as a thermostat to rapidly bring
the temperature to ~ 3000 - 4000 K, and the H2 rovibrational cooling produces a fainy uniform profile of T vs JV
behind shocks in this velocity range. We have recently run
C shocks models which do match the observed columns
of vibrationally-excited levels, but this solution requires a
fine tuning of the shock velocity to just under the breakdown speed. Perhaps the C* solutions would be more robust. It has also been argued (Réf. 44) that the constant
(temperature-sensitive) ratio of 1-0 O(7)/0-0 S(13) across
BN-KL argues for a robust solution, such as a thermostating J shock, rather than a delicate C shock solution whose
ratio is sensitive to BQJ.I "«> and ZioHowever, a J shock solution such as that proposed (Réf.
44) is not without its problems: (i) Shock theory predicts
that 10-20 km s"1 shocks are J shocks only if the preshock
magnetic field is unreasonably low (JSp^ ~ 10 /*G, see Figure 2) or if the ionization is unreasonably high (perhaps
£ 10~5 in gas of density > 106 cm"3 and at Av £ 10). («)
The high postshock densities produce an LTE distribution
of high J CO, contradicting observations unless virtually
no high J CO emission is produced outside the 5" beam
of the H2 observations, (lit) J shock models with chemistry included produce H2Û which cools so efficiently that
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insufficient absolute H2 intensity is produced.
At this point, the best studied interstellar shocks in the
universe, those in BN-KL, have no simple theoretical interpretation.
6.2 Supernova remnant IC443
Burton et al (Réf. 54) have mapped the Hj 1-0 S(I) emission from IC443 and found it to be in a ring which borders
the optical emission. The ring diameter is approximately
10 pc (~ 30'). The total H2 luminosity is estimated to be
£ 2000 Le and the 2-1 S(l)/l-0 S(I) ratio, the lack of ambient UV radiation, and the insufficient luminosity of the
X ray emission all point to the shock origin of the H2 emission. The IC443 shocks are an order of magnitude more
luminous than the shocks in BN-KL. The main H2 peak in
OI(63fim) has also been partially mapped (Réf. 55) and
the OI(63/*m) intensity is comparable to the extinctioncorrected 1-0 S(I) intensity. The OI correlates tightly with
the H2 in the region mapped, and, if this persists over the
IRAS beam, the OI contributes at least 20% of the IRAS
60/im flux. J shocks would likely produce too much grain
continuum; the OI, H2, and IRAS continuum observations
can be fitted with C shocks of velocities 10-40 km s"1
and n0 ~ 104 cm~3(Ref. 55). H^O lines from these C
shocks may contribute most of the rest of the IRAS 60fim
flux. The photometers on IRAS may have been the first
to detect H2O emission from interstellar shocks!
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filamentary, so that the masers can be visualized as cylinders of diameter d, length I, and aspect ratio a = I Jd. The
brightness temperature in the 22 GHz transition is roughly
T6 ~ 1.5 x 1012(a/10)3 K. Thus, the brighter masers are
associated with higher aspect ratios and therefore smaller
line of sight velocities. The gas is magnetically supported
in the masing region, and the magnetic field there is given
Bm ~ 240(W07I^7)1/2 mG, with no7 = n0/107 cm~3. For
BN-KL, the mass loss required to account for the maser
emission is ~ 10~4 M© yr"1 in dense (n Z, 107 cm~3 at
~ 0.1 pc from IRc2) clumps in the outflow. This is of
order 1-10% of the total mass loss rate from IRc2. The
masing shocks also produce infrared emission; Elitzur et
al (Réf. 60) predict ~ 10~6 - 10~5 L0 from the masing
HzO 414 — 32i transition at 789//m. In addition, significant SI(25^m) and OI(63ftm) emission (see Figure 6) are
produced in these shocks, although the low beam filling
factors and the the high IR continuum levels may make
observations difficult for large beam telescopes such as ISO
or SIRTF.
7. SUMMARY

6.4 HjO masers

J shocks are usually dissociative, (partially) ionizing shocks
with velocities v, £, 40 km s"1 . They also exist at lower
velocities in atomic gas or in gas with relatively high ionization fraction, z,-0 » 10~6. In J shocks the gas is
heated "impulsively" in a time short compared to the characteristic cooling time; high temperatures (T ~ 10s K) are
achieved in dissociative J shocks and radiation is emitted
in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared as the postshock gas
cools. Most of this radiation is converted to IR continuum in regions with Av a 1. The infrared emission is enhanced by the release of chemical energy as H2 molecules
reform in the postshock gas. At low preshock densities,
n0 < 104~5 cm~3, most of the H2 formation energy is radiated away and the IR emission is primarily H recombination lines, formation pumped Hj lines, FeII(1.3, 1.6,
5.3/im), NeII(12.8/tm), FeII(26,35/im), SiII(SSMm), and OI
(63/tm). At high densities, the Hj formation energy is converted into gas heating, a temperature plateau at T ~ 400
K is produced, and, in addition to the above transitions, :j
dramatic increase occurs in the high J CO, OH, and HaQ
emission, as well as in the neutral fine structure emission
from such lines as SI(25/im), Fel(24/jm), and ClI(11.4/im).
J shock models have been applied to IR observations of the
wind shock in BN-KL, to HH objects, and to H2O masers.

Interstellar H2Û masers are produced behind dissociative J
shocks incident upon dense (n0 ~ 107 cm~3) gas (Réf. 59,
60) The population inversion is collisionally pumped in the
warm, T ~ 400 K, plateau produced by the H2 formation
heating mechanism. The H2O abundance is high, a 10~4,
because of the postshock chemistry. The postshock density
is n ~ 109 cm~3, and the thickness of the shock slab is
d ~ 1013 cm, which they identify with the maser spot size.
Regions of velocity coherence in the shock plane are

C shocks generally occur in slow shocks in molecular gas
with low ionization fraction, Ij0 < 10~4. The shock velocities are V3 5 40 km s"1 for Ij0 ^ 10~6 and v, « 40
km s"1 for i,-0 » 10~6. The emission is dominated by
collisionally-excited, IR rovibrational lines of H2, OH, CO,
and H2O. C shock models have been applied to the molecular shock in BN-KL, to the supernova remnant IC443, and
to the H2 emission from HH objects. C* shocks probably
occur in molecular gas with Ij0 » 10~6 and v, ~ 5 — 50

6.3 Herbig - Haro Objects
Optical HH emission has long been known to originate,
at least in part, from shock emission (cf., Réf. 2, 24).
Shocked H2 1-0 S(I) emission has also been seen in a number of sources (Réf. 56, 57). Cohen et al (Réf. 58) have
observed the OI(63/im) emission from a number of HH objects and have used shock models to match the OI(6300A),
OI(63jim), and H2 1-0 S(I) emission with a combination
of two shocks with the same ram pressure; the Hj comes
from a slower, denser C shock and the OI comes from a
faster, more diffuse, J shock. Assuming the J shock is the
wind shock, Cohen et al derive mass loss rates of order
~ 10~7 — 10~6 M© yr"1 for the driving sources of these
HH objects.
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km s *. Work on their structure and IR spectra is in
progress (Réf. 34).
Comparing shock models with observations provides a measure of the physical conditions in the ambient gas, the
shocked gas, and the shock driving source. Such comparisons have yielded gas densities, shock velocities, gas phase
abundances, magnetic field strengths, pressures, mass loss
rates, and wind speeds in regions of stellar birth and stellar
death.
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INFRARED LINE EMISSION FROM HIGH-VELOCITY OUTFLOWS
IN STAR-FORMING REGIONS

G Melnick
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
Cambridge, MA 02138 USA

ABSTRACT
The richness of lines in the infrared spectral region (11000 (im) permits study of high velocity outflows over a
broad range of physical conditions. In addition to the
kinematic information obtained from each of these lines,
the near-infrared lines of H2, HI, and CO, along with the
mid-infrared transition of Si II, and the far-infrared lines of
OI, CO, OH, and HCN provide direct measurements of the
density, temperature, and radiation background at various
points in the outflow. Specifically, closest to the central
star associated with an outflow, Bra, Br7, Pf/î, and Pf-/
lines of HI have been used to determine electron densities
in any surrounding HII region. Slightly farther from the
star, CO band head data has been used to study dense
(n(H2) > 10'° cm-3), hot (T ~ 3500 K) molecular gas,
while emission and absorption lines in the CO fundamental
band have been used to study cooler (T ~ 600 K) gas.
Much further {> 1000 AU) from the central star, the outflowing gas is seen primarily as enhanced regions of redand blue-shifted CO ( J = 1 — O, 2 - 1) emission at millimeter wavelengths, while the signature of the high velocity
gas in the infrared are the rotation-vibrational transitions
of H2, the high-,/ rotational lines of CO and HCN, low- J
rotational transitions of OH, and the fine-structure lines of
OI and Si II, all of which are presumed to arise in either
(or both) the outflowing gas or the shocked gas which lies
at the interface between the outflow and the surrounding
quiescent gas.
Keywords: Infrared, Outflows, Shocks, Emission and Absorption Lines

1. INTRODUCTION
That young stars experience vigorous episodes of mass
loss during their evolution to the main sequence is now
widely accepted. However, recognition of this fact is rel-

atively recent. The first published mention of broad lines
(Aw > 10 km s" ' ) associated with young stars appeared
in 1972 as a footnote to a survey of galactic sources made
in the I]0 —> I0i 1.8 mm transition of H2S (Réf. 41). In
this work, Thaddeus et al. made passing reference to the
fact that "the rather broad wings on the line observed in
the center of the Orion infrared nebula are probably real,
and do not have a counterpart in other molecular lines" ; the
larger significance of their finding was not fully appreciated.
The first interpretation of broad line molecular emission
from star forming regions as evidence for high velocity outflows did not appear in the journals for another four years,
when two independent studies of 12CO 2.6 mm J = I - O
emission from the Orion-KL region revealed the presence
of ± 75 km s"1 wings in the line profile (Refs. 50,25).
Since 1976 more than 70 molecular outflow sources
have been catalogued, 59 of which are within 1 kpc of the
Sun (Réf. 26). Assuming that outflows have an average lifetime of approximately 2 x 10'' years, as derived from the
largest observed linear sizes and outflow velocities, then
their implied formation rate is ~ 9 x 10"'' yr" 1 kpc~ 2 .
This is comparable to the formation rate of solar-mass stars
(IQ-' yr~' kpc" 2 ) and suggests that all stars with M >
1 M,., must undergo a molecular outflow phase. Moreover,
since most outflows are associated with embedded infrared
sources rather than visible objects, such as T Tauri or Herbig AeBe stars, molecular outflows may be the earliest observationally identifiable stage of stellar evolution (Réf. 2).
Because most outflows are visibly obscured, much of
our present understanding of these phenomena has come
through infrared and radio observations. However, given
the great activity in this field over the past 10 years, it is
beyond the scope of this contribution to attempt to summarize all of this data. Instead, it is the intent of this paper to
review the diverse ways in which infrared (1—200 /an) spectroscopy has been used to study high velocity outflows and
their interactions with the surrounding quiescent molecular
gas. To best illustrate the impact of these infrared studies, the discussion will be tied to observations of the Orion
BN-KL region, the source for which the widest variety of
infrared data has been obtained. In this way, the physical
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Figure 1. Map of the Orion-KL Nebula at 20 fim along with the locations of low velocity H 2 O masers (black dots) and weak,
high velocity masers (crosses). Masers are labeled with LSR radial velocities in km s'1. Dashed contours are those of the
U = I - O 5(1) transition of H2. Linear scale is for an assumed distance of 500 pc. Figure is after Downes et al. (Réf. 9).

conditions revealed by observations of Orion can serve as
an example of the types of investigations that will be possible in many other sources when larger and more sensitive
infrared facilities become available. Finally, this review is
structured so as to trace the conditions in the outflow from
near the stellar surface out to where the high velocity gas
impacts the parent molecular cloud.

2. THE CIRCUMSTELLAR ENVIRONMENT
(0.025 AU < R < 20 AU)
Observations of the driving source in an outflow region
are limited mainly by dust extinction and the availability
of telescopes with sufficient spatial resolution to observe re-

gions close to the central object. Dust extinction prevents
high spatial resolution observations at optical wavelengths
and only the 91-cm telescope aboard the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory (KAO) provides routine access to wavelengths
between 30 and 350 fim, where dust extinction is generally not a problem. Unfortunately, the diffraction-limited
spatial resolution of the KAO at 30 ^m, 8 arcseconds, and
350 ftm, 97 arcseconds, corresponds to linear dimensions of
between 4 x 10:i and 5 x 10' AU, respectively, at the distance
of Orion (500 pc) - too coarse to effectively study conditions near the star. For this reason, interferometric observations at radio wavelengths and near-infrared (2-30 /wn) observations using large ground-based telescopes have proven
most effective for studying the circumstellar environment.
Below we focus mainly on the near Infrared observations.
Within the Kleinmann-Low nebula, observations be-
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tween 2-30 fan have revealed approximately 10 distinct
continuum sources (cf. Réf. 9), making identification of the
precise source or sources of the large-scale outflow in this
region difficult (see Figure 1). However, both 3.8 ftm polarization studies (Figure 2) and 7.8-12.5 /jm spectrophotometric observations (Refs. 47,49) strongly suggest that
IRc2 (~ 105 L-.), the Becklin-Neugebauer (BN) object (~
10' L,?), and IRc9 (> 150 L1.,) are the only self-luminous
sources in the region. Proper motion studies of H-jO maser
features at 22 GHz (Réf. 16) show a common origin situated
within 5" of IRc 2, thus indicating that IRc 2 and not BN is
the source of most of the large-scale outflow. Unfortunately,
foreground extinction of A,. > 100 mag prevents direct
observations of IRc 2, even at near-infrared wavelengths.
Instead, much of what has been learned about the physical conditions close to an outflow source has been obtained
through observations of the BN object, which suffers significantly less extinction (A.,.<*„*> » 0.70 mag)(Réf. 37).
The primary near-infrared spectroscopic probes of the
region within 20 AU of the BN object include recombination
lines of atomic hydrogen (e.g., Bra and 7 lines) at 4.05 and
2.16 /j.m and rotation-vibration transitions of CO, 15CO,
and C18O. Their sensitivity to density and temperature
makes these lines particularly useful for studying the hot
ionized and neutral gas in the extended stellar photosphere.

ORION-BN/KL REGION(O)
3.1 ftm POLARIZATION

SIt 32m 48*0

50

47.S5

5

Observations of luminous (i.e., L ta 10 - 10 L..-,)
young stellar objects between 2 and 5 fan reveal compact
regions of hydrogen recombination line emission surrounding a significant fraction of such sources (cf. Refs. 18,39,42).
This is also the case for the BN object; Scoville et al. (Réf. 37)
detect strong Bra and BrTf emission along with weaker Pf(I,
Pf-y, and Hu 13 - 19 emission. Limits on the size of the circumstellar HII region, < 20 AU, and the total mass of
hydrogen, ~ 10"6A/«, have been deduced from VLA observations by Moran et al. (Réf. 32). A consistent explanation
for both the line fluxes and the line widths has proven challenging for a number of reasons.
First, the extinction-corrected Bra intensity yields a
total effective recombination rate of 4 x 10'"' s~'. The
required ionization rate implies that BN is a BO.5 mainsequence star (Tra = 28,000 K, L = 1 -2 x 10' L. ). The
luminosity of such a star is approximately a factor of 10
greater than that actually observed from BN over the range
\ = 2 - 20 ^m (Réf. 3) which has led to the suggestion
that (1) the hydrogen is ionized by an ultraviolet continuum
arising from an accretion disk (Réf. 42), (2) the HII region
is sufficiently opaque in the Lya transition that appreciable
population builds up in the hydrogen n = 2 level which can
be photoionized by Balmer continuum photons (Réf. 38,21),
and (3) the hydrogen is collisionally excited in a high density stellar wind rather than photoionized (Réf. 24,21). Incorporating these processes plus the effects of high photon
densities in an optically thin continua, Hôflich and Wehrse
(Réf. 21) have obtained quantitative results using non-LTE
models of B-type star photospheres surrounded by sp!ier-
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Figure 2. Top - The 3.8 itm polarization map of the BN/KL
cluster in Orion, superposed on the 20 ,um continuum contours of Downes et al. (Réf. 9). The length of each line
gives the percentage of polarization and the orientation of
the line is the position angle of the maximum electric vector.
The dashed arrows normal to the maximum electric vectors
point inward to the sources that illuminate the scattering
grains. Bottom — The total (polarized plus unpolarized) intensity of the 3.8 £im radiation displayed numerically (in
units of 10" '" W cm"2 /^m"') superposed on the 20 fim continuum contours of Downes et al. Figure is after Werner
et al. (Réf. 47).

ical envelopes. Their model of BN has the ionized zone
extending from the stellar surface (r = 5.2 R...), where
n,. = 3 x 10'2 cm"1', to 6.7 AU from the star where, assuming p ~ r~ 2 , n, has dropped to 4 x 10T cm":l. In this
model, the mass loss rate is 3 - 4 x 10"7 Af., yr~', which
is consistent with other estimates (Réf. 37,21).
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Second, the profiles of the Bra and Brt lines from
BN extend over ± 120 km s~' to either side of the line
centers at VLSR = +21 km s~', considerably greater than
expected from thermal motions (~ 30 km s~'). Scoville
et al. (Réf. 37) have interpreted the broad line wings as
evidence for supersonic flows within the ionized gas. In
their model, the recombination lines are generated in the
outflowing wind extending from the surface of the B0.5 star
(r KI 0.025 AU), where the outflow velocity is approximately
1000 km s"1, to 20 AU, where gravitational deceleration has
slowed the flow to about 11 kms" 1 . However, if the electron
density at the base of the circumstellar ionized envelope
exceeds ~ 1012 cm"3, as suggested by Hôflich and Wehrse
(Réf. 21), then Stark broadening and Thomson scattering
could cause the broad wings.

Scoville et al. find that these spectra are best reproduced assuming that the average excitation temperature in
the band head emitting region is 3500 K, the line widths
are between 50 and 100 km s~l, and the optical depth of
the band head emission is •£. 1. This last assumption is
consistent with the absence of strong 13CO emission.
With constraints on the optical depth, intrinsic line
width, and extinction (Au^, = 2.5 mag), and assuming
a uniform temperature, the total emission rate of photons
can be used to limit the size of the high-excitation molecular
source. Using such a method, Scoville et al. (Réf. 37) find
that the size of the CO emission region ranges from approximately 2 to 10 times the radius of B-type main-sequence
stars. Further, taking a size of 0.67 AU for the emitting
region and assuming all the carbon is in the form of CO,
Scoville et al. find that the band head emitting region has
a column density in the range

b) CO Band Head Emission
8.0 x 10™ <

Between 2.29 and 2.38 tan four broad emission features identified with the first overtone band heads of CO
(v = 2 -> O, 3 -> 1, 4 -> 2, and 5 -> 3) have been detected
toward BN (Réf. 36,37). Since vibrational energy quanta
correspond to EJk = 3000 K (see Figure 3), the observation of significant emission arising from any of the higher
CO vibrationai states necessarily implies a high temperature for the emission region. Since comparable amounts of
emission are seen from several of the higher states, a high
density (ra(H.2) > 10'° cm~3) is also implied for the band
head emitting region.

CO

*,
LU

2.3 iim

< 1.4 x 102",

a mean volume density
8.0 x 10'" < nu, (cm-3) < 1.4 x

10",

and a total implied mass in the range
1.2 x 10-° < Af|,2 (M. ) < 2 x 10-4,

which is about a factor of 100 greater than the limits for
the HII mass.
The exact location of the band head source remains
uncertain. On the basis of the inferred temperature and
density in the band head region it is reasonable to assume
that this hot molecular gas is directly adjacent to the HI recombination region. However, the difficulty with the band
head source is in reconciling the small size, < 2/3 AU, with
the apparently low velocity dispersion (50 < AV < 100 km
s'1); the orbital velocity at R = 1/3 AU from an ISM.
star is 220 km s~'. Instead, the low velocity dispersion
requires that the emission occur at R > 3 AU from the
star, which, in order to remain consistent with the small
derived surface area, implies that the thickness of the emitting region must be small compared tc its distance from
BN. For these reasons, it has been suggested that the CO
band head emission may arise in a thin, shock heated layer
far (R > 3 AU) from BN (Réf. 37).

c) CO Band Head Absorption

2
1
J-O

Figure 3. Energy levels for the first three vibrational states
of CO. Rotational energies are not drawn to scale.

In addition to the high-excitation CO emission lines
discussed above, lower excitation (J < 30) CO and 13CO
emission and absorption lines have been observed toward
BN. Line profiles obtained by averaging all detectable rotationvibration lines up to J = 30 in the i/ = O —» 1 bands of
CO and "CO and the v = O -» 2 band of CO are shown
in Figure 4. Three strong absorption systems, at Vj^sn =
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served flux. For an assumed extinction A n,,,,,, fa 0.5 mag,
the radius of this emission is found to be ~ 20 AU, about
15 times the size of the higher excitation CO band head region. The fact that the absorption component at +30 km
s~' has approximately the same rotational temperature as
the +20 km s~' feature suggests that it arises from about
the same radius.
Finally, given the systematic velocity of BN of +21 km
s~' as determined from the recombination lines, the absorption feature at +30 km s~' is interpreted as gas on the
near side of the BN dust photosphere which is infalling at
~ 10 km s~' at a rate of a -4 x IQ-" Af. yr"' (Réf. 37).
A schematic model of the separate zones surrounding J3N
is shown in Figure 6.

3. THE INTERMEDIATE DISTANCE ZONE
(20 AU < R < 10' AU)
The region between the circumstellar gas within 20 AU
and the undisturbed parental cloud, at a radius of ~ 10' AU,
Figure 4. Kinematic profiles for the CO and "CO bands
obtained by averaging the rotation-vibration lines of all
detected transitions. Two strong absorption features are
seen at +9 and -18 km s^ ' corresponding to line-of-sight
gas in OMC-I and the plateau source, respectively. Both
features are formed in gas with a rotational temperature
TT,,, = 150 K. The emission feature at +20 km s~' and the
weaker absorption at +30 km s~' are believed to originate
in higher temperature (~ 600 K) gas within 25 AU of BN.
Figure is after Scoville et al. (Réf. 37).

-18, -3, and +9 km s ', are seen in the fundamental and
first overtone bands. Two weaker components, one seen in
emission near VISK — +20 km s"1 and one in absorption at
+30 km s" 1 , are also seen in the fundamental band.
The temperature, and hence the relative location, of
the gas giving rise to these emission/absorption features
is inferred by studying the rate at which the strength of
these features decreases with increasing J. For example,
as shown in Figure 5, the emission at +20 km s~' and absorption at +30 km s~' are detected well above J = 20,
whereas the absorption systems at —18, —3, and +9 km s~'
have disappeared. This behavior suggests that the components at +20 and +30 km s~' originate relatively near the
star, while the absorption system at VI-SH < 20 km s~' is
produced in cooler, nebular material along the line of sight.
From the fact that the +20 and +30 km s~' emission
line flux appears to decrease by approximately a factor of
2 between J K 20 and J a 25, a rotational temperature of
600 ± 150 K has been derived (Réf. 37). This gas is therefore distinct from the hotter gas responsible for the CO
band head emission. Moreover, that the +20 km s~' emission is seen in 111CO at about 1/3 the intc^ity of the corresponding CO emission feature implies that the latter is optically thick. An estimate of the size of the emitting region
can then be obtained directly from its temperature and ob-

Figure 5. Averages of subsets of the CO fundamental-band
lines indicating relative temperatures of the absorbing gas
clouds. Note that the +9 and -18 km s"1 features disappear at J lower than the +20 km s~' feature. The +9 and
—18 km s~' features are therefore assumed to arise in cooler
gas than the +20 km s~' feature. Figure is after Scovillc
et al. (Réf. 37).
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actual shock velocities, because as such that would be more
than sufficient to dissociate H2 (Refs. 7,11). Instead, this
KI 2000 K gas likely originates within the outflow, where the
flow encounters regions of stationary cloud material. Such
interactions can establish nondissociative shocks at their
interface, which likely accounts for the weak high velocity
emission.

Figure 6. Schematic model of gas surrounding BN based on
the HI recombination line and CO rotation-vibration data
obtained to date. Whether the bandhead emission arises
in a disk within the HII region (as shown in the figure) or
farther out in a shock front is unclear at present. Figure is
after Scoville (Réf. 35).

contains three main gas components: (1) the outflow, which
consists of both low velocity (18 km s~') gas and a higher
velocity (| Av \> 30 km s"1) (or "plateau") flow streaming
away from IRc 2, (2) the compact ridge, a spatially compact narrow-line source located to the south-west of IRc 2,
and (3) the hot core, which consists of clumps of very dense
(> 107 cirr:i), warm (150 < T111, < 300 K) material that
lies along our line of sight toward and quite close to IRc 2.
With the exception of the "compact ridge" source, for which
most of the available data has been obtained at wavelengths
longward of 1 mm, infrared spectroscopy has added significantly to the body of radio data on these components.

Between 50 and 380 ftm a number of rotationally excited transitions of OH, 18OH, CO, 13CO, and HCN and
have now been detected (Refs. 31,17,40). The measured
line intensities and profiles indicate emission from several
components, including the low and high velocity outflow.
The profile of the HCN J = 9 -* 8 375.944 /*m line closely
matches the low velocity plateau emission seen in other high
excitation millimeter transitions, like SO 2:t —* I2. If the
spatial extent of the HCN emission is similar to that of the
mm-wave lines, then the hydrogen density in the HCN emitting plateau component is between 107 and 10s cm"' and
the gas kinetic temperature is > 190 K. Limits on the total
mass of the gas participating in the low and high velocity
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Evidence for the existence of an outflow component
has been demonstrated by (1) the measurement of proper
motions of H2O maaers (Réf. 16) and of Herbig-Haro objects
(Refs. 1,22), (2) spectroscopic observations at near-infrared
(Refs. 20,37,15) and far-infrared wavelengths (Réf. 31) which
show the blue-shifted, high velocity gas in absorption against
the dust continuum, and (3) the large velocity widths seen
in near-infrared H2 lines (Refs. 33,14). The physical conditions inferred from these lines show that within the outflow
there exists a wide range of temperatures and densities, as
might be expected if the flow contains embedded filaments,
some of which have shock-excited surfaces.
High spectral resolution mapping of Orion-KL in the
v = 1 -» O S(I) line of H2 (e.g., Réf. 33) shows broad-line
(—120 and +70 km s~') emission across much of the source
(see Figure 7). The highest velocities observed cannot be
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Figure 7. Map of the spectra of the V = I - O S(I) line
of H2 measured with 10" spatial resolution and a 20 km
s"1 spectra] resolution. All the profiles are plotted from
— 122 to +66 km s"1 and have the same velocity scale which
is shown at the bottom right corner. Velocities are given
with respect to the molecular cloud. The intensity contours
are from the 13" map of Beckwith et al. (Réf. 5), and thr
nomenclature Pk 1, Pk 2, Pk 5 refer to the 5" map of Bec'.with et al. The spectra corresponding to the central region
are shaded. The solid circles near the center of the r.iap
indicate the positions of the brightest infrared continuum
sources, i.e., from north to south: IRc 9, IRc 1, IRc 2, and
IRc 4. Figure is after Nadeau et al. (Réf. 33).
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outflow of ~ 20 M. (e.g., Réf. 27) require that the volume
filling factor of this very high density gas be small; this gas
likely resides in a thin shell or in sheetlike filaments. The
plateau HCN J = 9 —» 8 emission, like the higher temperature H2 radiation, thus probably traces highly compressed
postshock material.
Like the HCN, the far-infrared OH emission may originate in shocked regions within the outflow or at the shocked
interface between the outflow and the surrounding, undisturbed molecular gas. Most likely, the OH emission comes
from both components. In the best-fit model for the OH
data, the emission originates within the high velocity plateau.
The inferred gas temperature is c± 95 K and n(H 2 ) ~ 2 x
10" cm~ :i . In this model, the filling factor of this gas is near
unity, implying that the OH emitting gas is a part of the
general high velocity outflow and no», from knots in the flow.
Moreover, the ratio of OH line intensities clearly shows that
radiative excitation from the strong infrared dust continuum is significant (Réf. 31). Similar to the rotationally
excited OH, the observed high—J CO emission appears to
be distributed throughout the high velocity flow, though
the CO lines sample somewhat hotter, lower density gas
than the OH. A number of far-infrared, submillimeter, and
millimeter CO rotational transitions along with the "CO
J = 18 —> 17 line intensity is best fit by plateau emission with a gas temperature between 200 and 400 K and a
density, Ti(H-..), of 3 x 10s cm- ;> (Réf. 17).
Finally, as mentioned in Section 2c, three distinct
4.7 ftm CO fundamental band absorption systems at VLSH'S
of -18, -3, and +9 km s~' have been detected toward BN.
The narrowness of the +9 km s~' feature, Av = 3.5 km s ^ '
(FWHM), suggests that it arises in the quiescent OMC-I
gas. The origin of the —3 km s~' feature is difficult to ascertain due to its blending with the +9 km s~' feature. However, the width of the —18 km s~' feature, Au = 9.6 km
s~' (FWHM), combined with wings that extend to K[.M<
a -60 km s"1 (Réf. 15) indicate that this gas is associated
with the high velocity outflow. A rotation temperature of
150 ± 30 K has been derived for both the -18 and +9 km
s~' features (Réf. 37) and is consistent with the range of
temperatures set by the far-infrared OH and high—J CO
rotational results.
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to sample somewhat warmer, denser gas (T ~ 300 K, n(H.,)
= 107 - 10" cm" ') (Refs. 40,17).

4. THE OUTFLOW/PARENTAL CLOUD INTERFACE
(R = Iff 1 AU)

The high velocity outflow impacts the surrounding
quiescent cloud about 20" (<*• 10' AU at 500 pc) from
IRc 2/BN, creating a region of shocked molecular and atomic
gas which cools through a number of infrared and submillimeter lines. This shocked zone has been studied in detail
in the near-infrared lines of excited H2, the mid-infrared
fine-structure transition of Si II, and the far-infrared lines
of OI, CO, and OH.
First discovered in the 2.12 /tm v = 1 -» O 5(1) line
of H 2 (Réf. 12), the region of shock-excited material surrounding IRc 2/BN has now been fully mapped at high
spatial resolution (5") in several H 2 transitions (see Figure 8; cf. Refs. 5,23). Several conclusions have been drawn
from these observations. First, the H 2 energy levels are in
LTE at 2000 ± 400 K up to J = 17 in the ground rotational
states (Réf. 23). In order to reconcile the densities needed
to achieve LTE, > 10" cm~ ', with the derived column density of gas hotter than 2000 K, W(H 2 ) a 10-'" cnr •', the hot
H 2 must exist in thin (1-10 AU) sheets, consistent with
shocks as the source of the heat input. Second, as mentioned in Section 3o, it is probable that the high velocity
H.2 emission comes from the high velocity gas in the outflow,

b) Hot Core.
Unlike the dense, high-velocity HjO maser clumps
which trace the "plateau" source, the "hot core"clumpa
associated with IRc 2 are evidently too dense and massive to be accelerated by the wind. To date, the main
infrared/submillimeter diagnostics of the hot core region
include lines of NH:i, high-J CO, and high-./ HCN.
Like the radio inversion lines of NH 1 , the 124.6 //m
(J, K] — ai-i,**) * s(3,3) rotation-inversion transition of
ammoi.ia shows the hoi, <-ore to be warm (~ 150 - 200 K)
and den.-e (n(H 2 ) ~ 107 cm' ') (Réf. 43). Similar results
have derived from CO and "CO data (T =: 230 K, n(H.,) ~
3 x 10" cm" ') and HCN J = 9 -» 8 emission, which appears

Figure 8. The molecular hydrogen emission in Orion as
seen in the v = 1 - 0 5(1) 2.12 ^m transition with 5"
spatial resolution. The contour intervals are 6.1 x 10' erg
s"1 cm~" sr"', so that the contour labeled 2 is 2.4 x 10~'
ergs
(after Beckwith et al., Réf. 5).
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while the more intense low velocity emission comes from the
gas in the shocked zone. Third, the H2 line profiles generally exhibit blue-shifted emission that is more prominent
than the red-shifted emission (Réf. 14). The lack of any
systematic change in this effect between 2.12 and 3.81 ^m
implies that although some extinction through the outflow
is present, the asymmetries in the H2 lines are due largely
to actual line-of-sight distributions of velocities within the
shocked gas. These distributions appear consistent with
the sense of the bipolar outflow observed in millimeter CO
lines between the lobes of H2 emission (i.e. H2 Peak 1 and
Peak 2). This interpretation is supported by the profiles
of a number of far-infrared lines which show asymmetries
similar to those seen in the near-infrared H2 lines but which
almost certainly are not affected by extinction (Réf. 8).
Other probes of the shocked gas region include the
rotational transitions of CO and OH. To date 16 different
CO and 3 different "CO rotational transitions have been
detected from Orion-KL (cf. Refs. 46,17). These lines are
observed to have velocity widths of An K 20 — 30 km s~\
somewhat less than either the 2 ^m H2 lines or the high
velocity "plateau" component of the millimeter-wave CO
lines. A good fit to the data is obtained by assuming that
the bulk of the CO emission occurs in the warm, but not
the hot, portion of the postshock region; a temperature,
volume density, and column density T K 750 K, n(H2)
~ Ï - 3 x 10" cm-:\ and W(H 2 ) ~ 3 x 1021 cnr2 are
derived from the CO intensities. The total mass of warm
postshock gas is approximately 1 M., versus about 0.1 M.
of hotter (T > 2000 K) material.
The CO data as well as most of the H2 line intensities are best reproduced by assuming the presence of nondissociative, hydromagnetic shocks in Orion-KL (cf. Refs. 10,7).
Such shocks are characterized by the presence of a magnetic
precursor which drags the ions past the neutrals, collisionally heating the gas in the process. Because a magnetic
precursor can moderate the effects of the shock wave, over
a. range of shock velocities (u,i,ork < 50 km s~ ' ) the physical conditions (e.g., T, n(H 2 )) change continuously across
the shock front and molecules are not destroyed. For this
reason, such shocks are termed C-type.
Further support for the presence of C—type shocks
in Orion-KL is provided by the width and intensities of
a number of OH and 18OH far-infrared rotational transitions which have now been detected (Refs. 44,45,46,29,31).
Those far-infrared OH transitions which have been velocity resolved display line widths (FWHM) between 45 and
75 km s"1 (Refs. 8,31) which, like the H 2 lines, likely have
their origin in the high velocity outflow and the shocked
region. Moreover, the warm temperatures generated in the
postshock zone are sufficient to overcome the endothermic
reactions which efficiently convert most of the available
preshock atomic and molecular oxygen to OH and H.iO,
thus leading to the expectation that strong OH and HjO
emission will result (Refs. 10,7,34). The best fit to the OH
intensities and profiles assumes that the OH emission arises
within a C—type shock described by Draine and Roberge
(Réf. 10) and Chernoff et al. (Réf. 7) with a higher density
(n(H^) ~ 2 x 10r cm-3) postshock region than given in

these models.
That higher densities may exist in the postshock flow
is suggested by recent observations of vibration-rotation
and pure rotation lines of H2 as well as CO vibrationrotation band emission toward H2 Peak 1. Recently, Brand
et al. (Réf. 6) have reviewed the column densities needed to
achieve the measured intensities of a total of 19 previously
and newly detected H2 lines from the shocked gas region
in Orion-KL (H2 Peak 1). Of particular interest here is
their finding that the C-type shocks proposed by Draine
and Roberge and Chernoff et al. may underestimate the
column densities needed to explain the H2 data at both
high temperatures (T8,,., > 3 x 10:! K) and low temperatures (T^ < 1000 K) by about a factor of 10. At the
higher temperatures this finding has little effect on the predicted OH line flux since the total column density of this
hot gas is low. However, at the lower temperatures, the
higher column densities are reflected in the line fluxes and
profiles.
Similarly, the detection of the 4.7 fim fundamental
vibration-rotation band of CO in emission toward H2 Peak 1
(Réf. 13) requires densities and/or column densities about
an order of magnitude greater than those predicted by the
C-type shock models. Specifically, a density of 107 cm"3
and a column density of 2 x 1022 cm"2 are necessary to
excite the 4.7 p,m fundamental vibration-rotation band into
emission. Whether or not these recent H2 and CO results
can be incorporated into C—type models is not yet clear.
Regardless, evidence for the presence of dissociative,
or J-type, shocks may be provided by the atomic and ionized emission associated with the shocked region. Werner
et al. (Réf. 48) find high velocity [OI] 63 /jm emission with
about the same distribution as that of the shock-excited
H 2 . Similarly, a strip-map made through Orion-KL in the
'Si II| 35 ^m fine-structure line by Haas et al. (Réf. 19)
exhibits peak emission toward the shocked region. While
the strength of the [OI] 63 (im emission may marginally
be accounted for with n C-type shock (if all the preshock
oxygen is atomic), both the [OI] and [SiII] line intensities
are readily explair '' if fast J-type shocks are also present
(Réf. 28).

5. FUTURE WORK
The next two decades should witness unparalleled growth
in our ability to study high velocity outflows at far-infrared
and submillimeter wavelengths due primarily to the introduction of five new facilities: (1) the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), (2) the Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO), (3) the Space Infrared Telescope
Facility (SIRTF), (4) Far-Infrared Satellite Telescope (FIRST)
and (5) the Large Déployable Reflector (LDR). SOFIA,
envisioned as a follow-on to the NASA Kuiper Airborne
Observatory (KAO), will house a 2.5-meter-diameter class
telescope in a Boeing 747 aircraft and will routinely operate
at altitudes between 12 and 14 km. Both ISO and SIRTF
will contain helium-cooled telescopes of 0.60 and 0.85 meter
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diameter, respectively, and are designed to perform broad
passband and spectroscopic pointed observations.

9. Downes, D., Genzel, R., Becklin, E.E., and WynnWilliams, C.G. 1981, Ap. J., 244, 869.

Both ISO and SIRTF will offer improved spectroscopic
sensitivity over existing ground-based and airborne facilities at all but the highest spectral resolutions (A/AA> 10').
Though the spatial resolution of these spacecraft W'll not
be significantly different from that already attained by the
KAO and will be lower than large ground-based telescopes,
the ability to observe important ionic, atomic, and molecular transitions blocked by the atmosphere, even airplane
altitudes, is a big advantage (cf. Réf. 30).

10. Draine, B.T., and Roberge, W.G. 1982, Ap. J. (Letters), 259, L91.

SOFIA, with a telescope diameter almost three times
that of the KAO, will not only greatly improve spectroscopic sensitivity, but will also permit observations on spatial r-i]es that will permit more direct comparison with
near-infrared, ground-based data. For example, SOFIA will
allow study of features as small as 10" at 100 fj,m which, in
the case of Orion, means that sources such as the plateau
and the shocked region can be observed separately rather
than combined in a single beam as is now the case.

14. Geballe, T.R., Persson, S.E., Simon, T., Lonsdale, C.J.,
and McGregor, P.J. 1986, Ap. J., 302, 693.

The most ambitious facilities planned for far-infrared
and submillimeter astronomical studies are FIRST, a 4 to 8meter-class antenna, and LDR - a 20-meter-diameter telescope to be erected and assembled in space. When these
facilities become operational, sometime after the year 2000,
the wavelength range between 30 ^m and 1 mm will finally
be opened to the kind of study presently enjoyed by optical and radio wavelength astronomers. Specifically, FIRST
and LDR will offer the opportunity to study a wide range of
astronomical phenomena without concern for terrestrial atmospheric interference and at spatial resolutions that will,
in many cases, allow direct comparison with optical photographs.
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ABSTRACT
The excitation of molecular hydrogen gas in interstellar environments is reviewed. Emphasis is given to the H^
emission produced in photodissociation regions. Diagnostics of shock vs. photodissociation region H2 emission are
listed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrared line emission from vibrationally excited molecular hydrogen (H^) was first detected in the Orion Molecular Cloud in 1976 (Refs. 2, 6, 11, 42, 51, 89). Since
then, infrared H^ emission has been detected in numerous galactic and extragalctic sources including planetary
(Refs. 4, 5, 24, 60, 82, 93, 104, 108, 110, 114, 116) and
reflection nebulae (Refs. 39, 50, 91), Herbig-Haro objects
(Refs. 12, 37, 88, 115, 116), supernova remnants (Refs.
13, 46, 47, 111), molecular clouds (Refs. 1, 3, 14, 15,
22, 33, 35, 36, 38, 72, 79, 80, 103, 105), the Galactic
center (Refs. 40, 41, 105), as well as in Seyfert, interacting, and starburst galaxies (Refs. 23, 32, 34, 43, 49, 52,
61, 62, 64, 65, 77, 84-86. 107 ). Observations of infrared
H2 emission provide information about gas densities and
temperatures, shock velocities, magnetic fields, ultraviolet radiation fields, dust grain properties, interstellar extinction, and molecular formation mechanisms. In this
review I discuss some of the recent observational and theoretical developments in our understanding of interstellar
infrared molecular hydrogen emission. I give particular
emphasis to the the theory and observations of the HI
emission that is produced in photodissociation regions.

The energy level structure of molecular hydrogen is displayed in Fig. 1. The ground (1SJ) electronic state supports fifteen bound vibrational levels which are labelled
by the quantum number w. A series of rotational levels,
labelled by the quantum number j, is associated with each
vibrational level. The infrared HI emission lines that are
observed in astronomical objects are due to transitions
between the vibrational and rotational levels. The first
excited vibrational level lies 6000 K above the molecular
ground state. The separation between adjacent vibrational levels decreases with increasing v due to the anharmonicity of the electronic potential energy curve. The
energies ~ 85j(j + 1) K of the rotational levels of H2
are widely spaced compared with those of most other interstellar molecules. Molecular hydrogen is homonuclear
and only electric quadrupole radiative transitions are allowed between the rovibrational levels. The quadrupole
selection rules require that during radiative transitions
the rotational quantum number change by 2, O, or -2 (excluding 0-0 transitions). There is no restriction on the
change in the vibrational quantum number, though transitions with small changes in v are the most likely ( 112 ).
A rovibrational transition is identified by the upper and
lower vibrational quantum numbers of the transition. The
transition is further identified by the letters S(j'), Q(J),
and O(j') depending on whether the rotational quantum
number ji of the lower level of the transition is smaller
than, equal to, or greater than that of the upper level of
the transition. For example, the U2 emission line at 2.12
#m is due to the 1-0 5(1) transition. The radiative transition rate of the fundamental 0-0 S(O) rotational transition
at 28 tim is 3x10-" s"1, and the rates of the Au = 1
transitions are of order 1O-7 s~*.

Proc. 22nd Eslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy, Salamanca, Spain, 7-9 December 1988, ESA SP-290
(September 1989)
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Fig. 1 Schematic energy level diagram (not to scale) of molecular hydrogen. Five of the fifteen
vibrational levels of the ground X'£.J~ electronic state are displayed. The UV pumping niecliamsm via the
1
B EJ and C1Il., excited electronic states is illustrated.

Although H2 is the dominant gaseous component of molecular clouds it is usually difficult to detect directly. This
is because collisional vibrational excitation is negligibly
slow at the typical gas temperatures (S, 100 K) of cold
quiescent molecular clouds, and because of the intrinsic
weakness of the low lying pure rotational transitions.
The 28 nm line, for example, will be difficult to detect
even with spaced based spectrometers because interstellar dust is much more emissive than this very weak line.
The ratio of H? line to dust continuum emission from
a cloud containing a mixture of gas and dust which are
approximately at the same temperature is

1 - e-r-<

(1)

where T and T^ are the line and continuum optical depths
at 28 fan respectively. At cold cloud temperatures of
E 100 K the population of molecules in the jf = 2 level is
negligible and the line optical depth is

Sir

Vg0

(2)

where A = 3 x 10 1 1 S 1 Is the transition probability of
the A = 28/tim line, no is the density of molecules in the
3=0 level, gz/go = 5 is the statistical weight ratio of
the upper and lower levels of the transition, I is the characteristic length of the cloud, and V is the characteristic

velocity width of the line. N(H^) is the total molecular
column density in the cloud. Measurements of infrared
extinction (Réf. ) imply that Td ~ 10'23N(H2) so that
if v ~ 1 km s"1 the optical depth ratio TJ/T ~ 100. The
line to continuum ratio L/C is a monotonically decreasing function of rd, that is, of the cloud size. It follows
that L/C < 0.01 for cold quiescent clouds with normal
gas to dust ratios, and that the detection of the weak
28pm line from such clouds requires very high sensitivity.
Furthermore, even if a line is detected, a substantial correction for dust absorption may be required which makes
the derivation of accurate HI column densities difficult.
Intense and detectable vibrational //2 emission is produced in environments where the molecular gas is heated
to temperatures exceeding ~ 103 K or where an efficient nonthermal molecular excitation mechanism operates. Molecular hydrogen may be vibrationally excited
by thermal collisions in warm gas heated dynamically by
s'aock waves (16, 29, 55, 56, 58, 71, 74, 75, 92) or heated
radiatively by uiiravic.'et photons or X-rays (Refs. 17,
26, 27 28, 99, 102, 109). Nonthermal vibrational excitation mechanisms include collisions with energetic electrons produced by the X-ray or cosmic-ray ionization of
hydrogen atoms and molecules (Refs. 20, 48, 69, 70, 100)
molecular formation on grain surfaces or by gas-phase reactions (Refs. 8, 9, 56) and the molecular absorption of
ultraviolet photons (Refs. 7, 9, 16, 99, 101, 102,109).
Tne infrared Ht emission spectrum depends on the particular mechanism that is responsible for the molecular
excitation. Multiline analysis of the HI emission may
be used to determine the mechanisms responsible for the
molecular excitation, as well as to diagnose the physical
conditions of the emitting regions.
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2. H2 EMISSION FROM
PHOTODISSOCIATION REGIONS
Many of the observed HZ emitting regions such as those in
reflection and planetary nebulae, the Galactic center and
starburst galaxies, are physically associated with sources
of intense ultraviolet (UV) continuum radiation. UV photons longward of the Lyman limit can penetrate into the
neutral surfaces of molecular clouds. The chemical and
thermal structures of these surfaces, called photodissociation regions are critically influenced by the UV radiation
(Refs. 45, 102, 109). The theoretical and observational
study of ths HZ emission that is produced in photodissociation regions has received considerable attention recently.
These studies have been prompted by the recent recognition that dense photodissociation regions are ubiquitous
(Réf. 45), and by the first unambiguous detections of UV
pumped molecular hydrogen in reflection nebulae (Refs.
35, 50, 91).
2.1 Molecular Destruction and Formation
The molecular hydrogen in photodissociation regions is
dissociated and vibrationally excited by UV photons in
the 91.2 nm to 110.8 nm band in a two-step process
(Refs. 94, 97, 98) The absorption of the UV photons
in lines of the Lyman and Werner bands produces hydrogen molecules in the excited B1E+ and C1PI1, electronic states. Rapid (~ 10~8 s) transitions to excited
rovibrational levels and to the continuum of the ground
electronic state follow (see Fig. 1). The transitions to
the continuum results in the dissociation of the molecule.
The intensity of the UV radiation field that is incident
upon the surface of a photodissociation region is usually
parameterized by an intensity scaling factor x- This parameter is defined slightly differently by different authors
and here it is defined here such that it is equal to unity
for a UV field with an intensity of 3.4 x 10~B photons s"1
cm~ z Hz-1 at a wavelength of 100 nm. The parameter x
is about 1 in the average interstellar UV field in the solar
neighborhood, and may be orders of magnitude greater
in the immediate vicinity of a hot early type star. The
rates at which hydrogen molecules are vibrationally excited and photodissociated in an unattenuated UV field
are ~ 5 x 10~10x s~l, and ~ 5 X 10~n s"1* respectively
(Refs. 9, 101)
Interstellar molecular hydrogen usually forms by association on the surfaces of dust grains at a rate Rn where
n is the density (cm~3) of hydrogen nuclei (Réf. 63).
The rate coefficient R depends on the grain cross section
per hydrogen nucleus, the atom, grain collision frequency,
and the efficiency with which molecules are formed per
atom-grain collision (Refs. 53, 54). For typical gas-todust ratios R = 3 x 10~182'1''2j/F cm3 s"1 where T is the
gas temperature. The molecular formation efficiency yr
is of order unity in cold (Si 500 K) gas and for cold (5 50
K) grains. The value of yp is uncertain at high gas and
dust temperatures (Refs. 56, 58, 81, 102).
The atomic to molecular hydrogen density ratio in photodissociation regions varies with position. At the outer
boundaries of the clouds the gas is almost entirely atomic
since the molecular destruction rate is much faster than
the molecular formation rate, even when high density
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clouds are exposed to relatively weak UV fields. As the
incident UV radiation penetrates the cloud it is attenuated by the HI line absorptions and continuum absorption by dust grains and the molecular photodissociation
rate is diminished. The length scale of a photodissociation region is determined by the dust opacity Td = oN
where N is the total column density of hydrogen nuclei,
and a ~ 10~21 cm2 is the effective dust UV absorption
cross section at 100 nm (Refs. 10, 18, 19, 87). The H2
absorption lines are usually very optically thick throughout the photodissociation region. As the UV radiation
penetrates the cloud the molecular absorption of the UV
photons continues in the damping wings of the HZ absorption lines until the dust opacity becomes large and
the UV radiation between the HZ lines is fully absorbed
by the dust. At this depth the HZ is destroyed very slowly
by collisions with cosmic ray protons and the hydrogen
gas is almost entirely molecular.
2.2 Ht Excitation and Emission.
The two most important //2 vibrational excitation mechanisms in photodissociation regions are excitation by UV
photons (UV pumping) and collisional excitation in warm
gas. The thermal structure of a photodissociation region
determines which of these two mechanisms dominates the
production of the HZ emission from it (Réf. 102).
The gas in photodissociation regions is heated by the incident UV radiation in various ways (Refs. 102, 109).
Low density (n ^ 104 cm~3) photodissociation regions
are heated by the photoelectric ejection of electrons from
the surfaces of dust grains, and cooled by far infrared
fine structure emission of trace atoms and ions, particularly by the 63 nm line of OI and the 158 /zm line of CII.
In high density clouds the collisional deexcitation of UV
pumped molecules becomes important and may dominate
the gas heating. In high density clouds vibrational emission from collisionally excited HZ and rotational emission
from trace molecules such as OH, H2O and CO and gasgrain collisions contribute significantly to the cooling.
The thermal structures of photodissociation regions as
well as the absolute and relative intensities of the infrared
HZ lines that they emit depend on the gas density n and
the UV intensity scaling parameter x- In Fig. 2 the n- x
parameter plane is divided into four regions. In each region different processes dominate the production of the
Hz emission. Within each region the relative intensities
of the most intense HZ emission lines are insensitive to n
and x though the absolute intensities do depend on these
paramters. The location of the boundaries between these
regions depend on the molecular formation rate coefficient, the effective dust UV continuum absorption cross
section, the fractional abundances of trace metals, as well
as on the critical density at which vibrationally excited
Hz is collisionally deexcited.
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Fig 2. Regimes of //2 emission produced in photodissociation regions.

2.3 Radiative Fluorescent Emission.
In low density photodissociation regions (n £ 10* cm~3)
the gas remains cold (T ~ 100 K) due to the efficient fine
structure cooling by OI and CII. Collisional vibrational
excitation of HI is negligible in such cold clouds, and the
vibrational excitation is dominated by UV pumping (7,
9, 101).
In low density clouds the UV pumping of the vibrationally
excited levels initiates a cascade of quadrupole radiative
decays, and a radiative fluorescent emission line spectrum
is produced. The cascade is also influenced by the vibrational excitation which may occur during the molecular
formation (Réf. 9) particularly if molecules are formed
in states with large rotational quantum numbers. The
relative intensities of the radiative fluorescent emission
lines depend primarily on the quadrupole transition probabilities which are internal molecular constants. The relative intensities are therefore insensitive to the density n
and the UV intensity scaling factor x (Refs. 9, 101). A
synthetic radiative fluorescent emission spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3a. This spectrum was computed (Réf.
102) assuming a hydrogen gas density of 103 cm~3 and a
UV scaling factor of x = 102- The various lines appearing in this spectrum are due to the radiative decays of

both high and low lying vibrational levels. The intensities of the twenty strongest lines are listed in Table 2a.
In particular, the ratio of the 1-0 S(I) line at 2.12 /tm
to the 2-1 S(I) line at 2.25 fim is ~ 2 for radiative fluorescent emission spectra. The excitation temperature of
~ 6000 K that corresponds to this ratio is much higher
than the kinetic temperature of the gas (~ 100 K) and is
a reflection of the non-thermal nature of the UV pumping
excitation mechansim.
The total intensities of the H2 lines (which are optically
thin) are proportional to tl»e populations of UV pumped
molecules through the photodissociation region, and depend on the efficiency with which incident continuum UV
radiation is absorbed by the molecules rather than by dust
grains. The conversion efficiency depends critically on n
and x, and for UV fields with slowly varying intensities
in the 91.2 nm to 110.8 nm molecular excitation band it
is well approximated by the expression (Réf. 101)

(3)
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where in this expression Y has the units of ergs a * cm 2
sr~ l . The parameter R is the molecular formation rate
coeeficient, and RO = 3 x 10~17 cm3 s~*. The parameter
a is the effective dust continuum UV absorption cross
section in the narrow /J2 excitation band, andCTO= I-9 x
10~21 cm2. The hydrogen molecules in photodissociation
regions with typical gas-to-dust ratios absorb at most ~
50% of the UV photons in the HZ excitation band.
The intensity of a radiative fluorescent emission line is

(4)

where /Iini is the approximately constant fraction of the
total fluorescent emission that is emitted in the particular line. When the ratio x/« is sufficiently small (< 0.01
cm3) the fraction of the UV radiation that is absorbed by
the hydrogen molecules in the photodissociation region
is independent of this ratio. The conversion efficiency

is then independent of x and of n, and the total IR line
intensities are independent of the gas density and are proportional to Xi that is, to the intensity of the UV radiation. When the ratio xln 's sufficiently large (» 0.01
cm3) an increasing fraction of the incident UV radiation
is absorbed by dust grains rather than by the hydrogen
molecules in the cloud. The conversion efficiency is then
proportional to (ra/x)ln(x/n), and the IR line intensities
are approximately proportional to the gas density, and increase only logarithmically with the intensity of the UV
field.
If the incident UV field is extremely intense the quadrupole
cascade is modified by the absorption of UV photons by
vibrationally excited molecules. For typical gas-to-dust
ratios the total and relative intensities of the JJy emission
lines are influenced by these absorptions when x and n lie
in the region labelled Multiple Pumping in Fig. 2. This
region of the n-x parameter plane is small and is usually
negligible (Réf. 101).

Table Ia: Radiative Fluorescent Emission Line Intensities.
/zm

1.16
1.23
1.31
1.31
1.40
1.49
1.51
1.83
1.96
2.03

1001 /Itot
0.67
0.85
0.79
0.79
0.80
0.71
0.68
0.68
1.26
0.97
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line

/im

1001/Itot

line

2,0 S(I)
3,1 S(I)
4,2S(I)
3,1 Q(I)
4,2 Q(I)
5,3 Q(I)
4,2 0(3)
1,0 S(5)
1,0 S(3)
1,0 S(2)

2.12
2.22
2.25
2.41
2.41
2.42
2.55
2.57
2.80
2.97

1.59
0.76
0.89
1.36
0.84
1.12
0.86
0.65
1.15
0.74

1,0 S(I)
1,0 S(O)
2,1 S(I)
1,0 Q(I)
1,0 Q(2)
1,0 Q(3)
2,1 Q(I)
2,1 Q(3)
1,0 0(3)
2,1 0(3)

The fractional intensities of the 20 strongest lines of the HZ emission spectrum
in the 1 to 4 micron band produced in a photodissociation region with n = 103
cm""3 and x = 102, relative to the total intensity Itot = 4.90 x 10~6 ergs s"1 cm"2
sr"1 (Réf. 102). This spectrum is displayed graphically in Fig. 3a.
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Observations of the reflection nebulae Parsamyan 18 (Réf.
91) and NGC 2023 (Refs. 39, 50) have provided the first
unambiguous detections of radiative fluorescent emission
in the interstellar medium (Refs. ). Such emission has
also been detected in the Orion bar region, the planetary
nebula Hubble 12, molecular cloud interfaces in M17, and
in extragalactic sources (Refs. 24, 51, 61, 65, 84, 105).
Equation (2) may be used to constrain the values of n
and x (as well as the parameters R and a) in these objects. For example, the observed intensity of the 2-1 S(I)
fluorescent emission line is 2xlO~ s ergs s"1 cm~2 sr"1
in Parasamyan 18. (Réf. 91). Approximately 0.01% of
the total fluorescent emission is emitted in this line (see
Table Ia). It follows from equations (3) and (4) that the
values of n and X in Parsamyan 18 are constrained by the
implicit equation

)

(

h

-

W

)

+I]-MX

10«. ( 5 )

This constraint is displayed graphically in Fig. 4 in the
Rn — x parameter plane forCT= 1.9 X 10~21 cm~2.

2.4 Collisional Fluorescent Emission.
In cold dense (n a 104 cm~3) photodissociation regions
UV pumping continues to dominate the excitation of all
the vibrational levels. The quadrupole cascade is, however, modified by vibrational deexcitations which occur
during inelastic collisions of the UV pumped molecules
with other hydrogen atoms and molecules. Both the total and relative intensities of the HI emission lines are
affected by the collisional deexcitations. The intensity of
a collisional fluorescent emission line is given by a modified form of equation (4)

(6)

where nc (104 -10s cm~3) is the critical density for collisional vibrational deexcitation, and where Y is the UV
to IR conersion efficiency given by equation (3). The factor nc/n accounts for the quenching of the IR emission
by the collisional deexcitations. The fractions /°n< of the
total collisional fluorescent emission that are emitted in
particular lines depend on the (uncertain) details of the
cascade of vibrational collisional deexcitations.
From equations (3) and (6) it follows that when the ratio x/n is sufficiently small («K 0.01 cm3) the collisional
fluorescent emission line intensities are proportional to x
and inversely proportional to n. When x/n is sufficiently
large (:» 0.01 cm3) the line intensities increase only logarithmically with x and decrease only as ln(l/n). When
X/n is large the collisional quenching of the !Remission is
offset by an increase in the UV to IR conversion efficiency
as the density increases.
2.5 LTE Ht Emission.
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It follows from equation (3) and Fig. 4 that the minimum
possible value of x for the UV field that is incident upon
the surface of Parsamyan 18 is ~700. The parameter x
may be equal to this minimum value only if Rn/RQ S 105
cm""3 in this object. Smaller values of Rn/'Rc are consistent with the observed fluorescent emission if x 3" 700
and the incident UV field is extremely intense. However,
from the angular separation between Parsamyan 18 and
the B star that is illuminating its surface it follows that x
is unlikely to be greater than ~ 5 x 103 (Réf. 91). Thus,
the minimum possible value of Rn/Ro is ~ 104 cm~3. It
is unlikely that the gas density is much greater than 104
cm~3 in Parsamyan 18 since, as will be discussed below,
radiative fluorescent emission is not produced at high gas
densities. It follows that the efficiency of molecular formation may be enhanced and that R may be considerably
larger than Ro in this object. Observations of radiative
fluorescent emission from other objects may be similarly
analyzed.

When dense photodissociation regions are exposed to sufficiently intense UV fields theoretical calculations show
that a. significant fraction of the gas in their outer boundaries becomes warm with temperatures exceeding 103 K
(Refs. 16, 102,109) These warm regions develop because
of the additional heating which is provided by the collisional deexcitation of UV pumped hydrogen molecules,
and the collisional quenching of the OI and CII fine structure cooling transitions. Collisional processes dominate
the excitation of the low lying rotational and vibrational
levels (v < 2) in the warm regions, and the distribution
of molecules in the low lying vibrational levels approaces
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), Detailed calculations (Réf. 102) show that when x ~ 10! the warm regions become sufficiently large for the LTE HI emission
that is produced in them to dominate the total HI emission from the dense photodissociation regions. The total
#2 emission is then dominated by lines emitted from the
v = l levels, though weaker collisional fluorescent emission from high lying levels persists. In particular, the
intensity ratio of the 1-0 S(I) and S-I S(I) at 8.1S ^m
and S.S5 [im becomes large with values ranging from 10 100 (Refs. 16, 57, 99, 102). The excitation temperature
derived from this line ratio approaches the average kinetic
temperature of the gas in the warm region. A synthetic
LTE HI emission spectrum is diplayed in Fig 3b which
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was computed assuming a gas density of 106 cm"3 and
a UV intensity scaling factor of 102 (Réf. 102). The intensities of the twenty strongest lines are listed in Table
Ib.
The total intensity of LTE H2 emission that is produced
in dense photodissociation regions depends on the fraction of the incident UV energy flux (~ W~4x ergs s"1
cm~ 2 in the H2 excitation band) that is converted into gas
kinetic energy. The total LTE emission intensity also depends on the fractional abundances of hydrogen molecules
in the warm parts of the cloud, and on the gas phase
abundances of the cooling metals. When the ratio \jn
is small an approximately constant fraction of the incident UV radiation is converted into gas kinetic energy
and the intensity of the LTE H2 emission increases with

X- When xln becomes large grain-electron recombination
becomes slow compared with the electron photoejcction
rate, the grain potential approaches the Lyman limit, and
the photoelectric heating efficiency decreases. Similarly,
when xln 's large a decreasing fraction of the incident UV
photons are absorbed by hydrogen molecules, and the efficiency of heating by the collisional dcexcitaticn of UV
pumped molecules decreases. At a fixed density, therefore, the intensity of LTE H2 emission approaches saturation when x/n becomes large. The value at which the
LTE emission saturates depends critically on the molecular rate coefficient at high gas temperatures. The more
rapidly molecules form at high temperature the greater
the maximum LTE emission intensities become.

Fig. 3b

Table Ib: LTE Emission Line Intensities.

ftm

100///«,,

line

Um

ioo///(ot

line

1.75
1.83
1.89
1.96
2.03
2.12
2.22
2.41
2.41
2.42

0.16
0.-10
0.26
1.27
0.61
2.17
0.59
2.44
0.65
1.53

1,OS(7)
1,0 S(r>)
1,0 S (4)
1,0 S (3)
1,OS(2)
1,OS(I)
1,0 S(O)

2.44
2.45
2.47
2.50
2.63
2.80
3.00
3.23
3.50
3.81

0.34
0.62
0.12
0.18
0.59
2.07
0.50
0.86
0.14
0.17

1,0 Q(4)
1,0 Q (5)
I1O Q(6)
1,0 Q(7)
I1O 0(2)
1,0 O (3)
1,0 0(4)
1,0 0(5)
1,0 0(6)
1,0 0(7)

1,OQ(I)
1,OQ(2)
I 1 OQ(S)
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The fractional intensities of the 20 strongest lines of the H2 emission spectrum
in the 1 to 4 micron band produced in a piiotodissociation region with n = 10G
and x =
, relative to the total intensity Itot = 5.38 x 10~5 ergs s"1
sr ' (Ref 102). This spectrum is displayed graphically in Fig. 3b.
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3. H2 EMISSION FROM
SHOCK HEATED REGIONS
Many H? emission regions such as those in the vicinity
of protostars and supernova remnants are physically associated with supersonic gas flow which drive shocks into
the molecular gas. The structure of interstellar shocks
has been reviewed extensively elsewhere (Refs. 26, 59,
74, 75, 92). Molecular shocks exceeding about 50 km s"1
are usually dissociative and are J-type, slower shocks are
nondissociative and are C-type. In J-shocks the ions and
neutrals are tightly coupled and the bulk kinetic energy
of the supersonic gas is dissipated into thermal energy,
by collisions or plasma instabilities, in a thin adiabatic
transition region which is short compared with the cooling length. In C-shocks the the neutrals and ions are
weakly coupled, and the bulk kinetic energy is dissipated
by ambipolar diffusion as the ions, driven by a magnetic
precursor, slip past the neutrals in a transition region
which is long compared with the cooling length.
Molecular hydrogen is dissociated by fast J-shocks, either
collisionally in hot gas or radiatively by an ultraviolet precursor. Only a small fraction of the incident mechanical
energy flux is radiated away in the HZ rovibrational transitions, though detectable HZ emission may be produced
before the molecules are fully dissociated. Molecules reform in the post shock cooling and relaxation layer and
may emit detectable infrared radiation (Refs. 58, 81).
In particular, substantial HI emission may be produced
in gas heated to temperatures of up to ~ 500 K by the
binding energy released during the HZ reformation. The
HI vibrational levels are not collisionally excited at these
temperatures, though the low lying rotational levels are.
Detectable vibrational emission may be produced, however, if molecules are formed in excited vibrational levels
(58, 81 ). The relative intensities of the HZ vibrational
emission lines produced in this way may be similar to
radiative fluorescent emission line ratios (Réf. 58), particularly if molecules are formed in states with small rotational quantum numbers. The emission that is produced in this region depends critically on the value of the
molecular hydrogen rate coefficient. The 1-0 S(I) 2.12
pm line emission observed in Herbig-Haro objects may be
produced in a post J-shock molecular reformation region
(Kef. 88).
C-shocks are nondissociative and convert a large fraction
of the incident mechanical energy into LTE HI emission
which is produced in gas heated to temperatures exceeding 103 K but not greater than ~ 4 X 103 K. C-shock
models have been successful in accounting for the absolute and relative intensities of HZ lines emitted from the
v = 1 and v = 2 levels (Refs. 17, 27) in the BN-KL region
of the Orion Molecular Cloud. These models have suggested that most of the emitting gas is at a temperature of
~ 2000 K. Recently, however, /J2 lines emitted from levels
with energies exceeding 2 x 104 K above ground have been
detected in the Orion shock (Rcf. 11). The intensities of
these lines indicate that a large fraction of the HI gas
in BN-KL is heated to temperatures much higher than
~ 2000 K, and pose a challenge to the C-shock models of
this emission region (Réf. 11).

4. PHOTODISSOCIATED VS. SHOCKED
Hz EMISSION
4.1 Diagnostics.
The first theoretical studies of the vibrational excitation of molecular hydrogen by UV radiation were restricted to the calculation of the pure radiative fluorescent
emission spectra produced in low density cold isothermal
clouds. However, it has been recently recognized that
LTE H? emission is produced in dense clouds heated by
intense UV fields ( see Section 3.5) and that LTE H2
emission is not by itself a diagnostic of shock activity. In
fact, it may often be difficult to determine whether warm
Hz gas in a particular region is being heated dynamically
by shock waves or radiatively by UV photons in photodissociation regions.
There are, however, various diagnostics (summarized
in Table 2) which may be used to distinguish between
shock heated and UV heated molecular hydrogen gas. In
UV heated regions the populations ct molecules in very
high lying vibrational levels are enhanced by UV pumping. Therefore, the intensities of lines emitted from high
lying vibrational levels (such as the 6-4 Q branch lines
at 1.6 fan) relative to lines emitted from the v = 1 levels are much greater in warm dense photodissociation regions than in nondissociative shock heated regions where
the molecular excitation occurs only collisionally. Thus,
faint fluorescent emission lines in addition to intense LTE
HZ emission lines is s. signature of UV heated gas (Réf.
102). Another diagnostic of UV heated HZ gas is strong
CII 158 (an fine-structure emission which is produced in
photodissociation regions and which has been observed
in numerous sources (Refs. 21, 45, 95, 96). The relative
intensities of the CII and Hz lines emitted from dense
photodissociation regions depend on various parameters
including the uncertain molecular hydrogen formation efficiency, yr, at elevated gas and dust temperatures. The
intensity ratio of the CII158 /an line to the 1-0 S(I) 2.12
ion line is, for example, of order l/yF in dense (n ~ 106
cm~3) photodissociation regions containing a gas phase
abundance of carbon and which are exposeed to intense
(X ~ 10s) UV fields (Refs. 99, 102). In molecular Cshocks, however, the CII to HZ emission line ratio is very
small because the fractional ionization must remain low
and the gas phase carbon remains in molecular form (primarily CO). Thus, strong CII fine-structure emission relative to the LTE HZ emission is a diagnostic of UV heated
molecular gas (see Table 2). CII emission is also produced
behind fast J-shocks (Refs. 58, 81). However, the vibrational HZ emission from such shocks may be dominated
by formation excitation rather than thermal collsional excitation. Futhermore, the CII emission from J-shocks is
moderated by the conversion of atomic carbon into carbon monoxide in the molecular reformation region. The
intensity ratio of the CII 158 /*m to the OI 63 /jm finestructure lines may, therefore, be considerably smaller in
J-shocks than in photodissociation regions, and this ratio
may be used to distinguish between them (Réf. 58)
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Tahiti 2: Diagnostic Linn Intensity Ratios.
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4.2 Galactic Center H-> Emission.
An example of a UV heated LTE HZ emission region
may be the the ring of neutral gas which surrounds the
ionized gas at the Galactic center. Studies of NeII 12.8
//in fine-structure emission, as well as far infrared dust
continuum measurements, indicate that Lyman continuum photons are being supplied by either single or multiple sources with a total luminosity of 1O7LQ and effective
temperature of ~ 3.5 x 104 K (Réf. 67). It follows that
the intensity scaling factor x °f the UV field that penetrates into the neutral gas is ~ 105 (Réf. 102). The
neutral gas is photodissociated by the intense UV fields
and is a copious source of CII 158 /im and OI 63 /tm and
OI 146 /jm fine-str-jcture emission. The ratios of the finestructure emission lines imply that the gas is dense with
n > 10s cm" 3 (Réf. 44).
Intense LTE H2 emission as well as fainter fluorescent H2 emission has also been detected in the neutral
ring (Refs. 40, 41, 105). The H2 and CII emission both
penetrate into the ring and are approximately coincident
(see Fig. 5). The peak intensities of the CII and 1-0 S(I)
H2 lines are 2 x ICT3 and 1 x 10~4 ergs cm" 2 s~' sr"1
respectively (Refs. ). Both the absolute and relative intensities of the CII and H2 emission may be understood
quantitatively as arising in dense photodissociation regions if it is assumed that molecular hydrogen formation
is efficient at high (T > 103) gas temperatures (Réf. 102).
4.3

Miilecular h y l i n j j e n emission has been observed in
many rieyk'rl, s t a r h n r s t ami i n t e r a c t i n g galaxies. Most of
the observe.! M M i r i " L a;>;>ear to be producing LTI-J emission, and the l u m i n o s i ui Ihe 1-0 S ( I ) line at 2.1'.! /un
ranges from -• U)' L 1 .. to 10 H L 0 . The origin of Ihe
H2 emission in Uie°e oljjet Is is u n c e r t a i n . It. has* been
suggested tha' t i n - emission ij produced in shocks as-

sociated with protostcllar outflows, supernova remnants,
rapid motion in nuclear regions, and galactic collisions
(Refs. 52, 77, SC, 106, 107, ). The H2 emission from
some galaxies may also be produced in regions heated by
X-rays produced during supernova explosions (Réf. 29).
The detection of radiative fluorescent H2 emission in a
number of spiral galaxies with vigorous central star forming complexes has been reported recently (Réf. 32, 84).
These observations suggest that dense UV heated photodissociation regions may contribute a significant fraction of the LTE H2 luminosity in many galaxies. In particular, UV heated H2 gas may be widespread in starforming galaxies which exhibit signatures of photodissociated gas such as intense CII 158 /mi emission (Refs. 21,
95, 96) and infrared emission from small UV heated dust
grains (Refs. 90, 68).
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ABSTRACT
Column densities of molecular hydrogen have been calculated from nineteen infrared line intensities, measured
at Peak 1 of the molecular outflow OMC-I. These include lines from levels as high as v=4 and J=19. In addition, the 1-0 O(7) and 0-0 S(13) lines of H2, at 3.8/im,
have been mapped over the source. Their intensity ratio
is found to be independent of position in the outflow.
This is Respite the lines arising from two very different
upper energy levels, whose excitation is sensitive to the
physical conditions of the gas. These observations are
well fitted by a simple cooling-flow model of the line
emitting region, but seem to be at variance with predictions of C-shocks current in the literature.
Keywords: infrared: spectra - interstellar: molecules
- molecular processes - shock waves.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Orion molecular cloud OMC-Î has been intensively
studied as the archetypical shocked molecular source
since the discovery (Réf. 1) of emission from molecular
hydrogen (H:). A series of theoretical papers (Refs. 24) followed, attempting to explain the observa*', ins by
a hydrodynamic jump-shock (or 'J-shock'), ; ilisionally exciting the molecules to several thousam' i grees,
and then radiatively cooling. The observations of an
extrememely supersonic range of velocities in the HI 1O S(I) line profile (Réf. 5), and observations of high-J
lines of CO (Réf. 6) appeared to pose problems for the
J-shocks models, in which the gas is completely dissociated for shock speeds > 23kms~*. Several workers (Refs. 7-9) were prompted to develop magneticallymediated 'C-shock' models, in which the ions move under the influence of a magnetic field and the neutrals
are dragged after them. Heating, through ion-neutral
drag, and cooling, by line radiation, occurs simultaneously, and the shock structure is critically dependent on
the shock velocity. Molecule dissociation occurs at

faster velocities, > 43 km s l, than J-shocks, and the
models seemed better able to explain the CO observations.
In this paper we present evidence that implies that the
line emission in the OMC-I outflow occurs predominantly from shocks that heat the gas in a time short
compared with its cooling time. Although some Cshocks can satisfy this condition, those that do behave
in a manner similar to hydrodynamic J-shocks without
magnetic precursors. Thus the significant feature of Cshock models, that heating is balanced by cooling, is
lost.
The evidence from which this conclusion is derived is
based on two sets of data. A set of 19 H2 lines have
been observed between 2/im and 4/im, covering a wide
range of upper energy levels (6500 K - 25500 K) and
vibrational levels (v=0 to 4), at the brightest part of
the OMC-I outflow, Peak 1 (Réf. 10). They can all be
fitted by a single J-shock model. Secondly, a map of the
0-0 S(13) and 1-0 O(7) lines, at 3.8/um, has been obtained. Although these lines comes from very different
upper energy levels (17445 K and 8365 K, respectively),
the ratio is found to be constant across the outflow. Although this is possible in a C-shock, it would require
very uniform conditions across the source. In a J-shock,
the S(13)/O(7) line ratio is relatively independent of
these parameters. These results are reported in more
detail in Refs. 11-12. Further related work, on line profiles and an extension to other sources, can be found in
Refs. 13-14.
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
All the observations reported here were obtained on the
UK 3.8m Infrared Telescope on Mauna Kea. Most of
them utilized the facility cooled grating spectrometer,
with an aperture diameter of 5" and resolving power of
500. 30 HJ lines were observed from 2fim to 4/zm, and
19 lines whose intensities were believed to be free from
significant uncertainities (e.g., contamination due to telluric absorption) were included in the analysis. This
extensive data set is therefore internally consistent, and
free from many of the uncertainties introduced when
comparing observations with different telescopes and instruments. The 4-3 S (3) line, at 2.34/un is the highest
excitation line observed to date in the 2/im window, at
23955 K above the ground state. The 0-0 S(13) and
1-0 O(7) lines are sufficiently close together in wavelength that they can be observed simultaneously, and
so the ratio avoids additional uncertainities such as sky
variations and differential extinction.
From these line intensities, the extinction derived at
Zfim to Peak 1 is AK — 0.8 ± 0.3, assuming that AA oc
A"1'6. This value can be derived by three independent
ways, and is significantly lower than previous estimates
of 2-4 mags. (Refs. 15-16). The adoption of a larger extinction, and thus the requirement to produce larger line
intensities, is one reason why previous models for the
source have produced different results than our model.
In Figure 1 is plotted the dereddened column density,
divided by that predicted for a slab of gas at 2000 K,
against upper energy level. The data has been plotted in
this way in order to show the deviation from a constant
temperature environment, which has often been considered a characteristic of the Hj line emitting region. A
Boltzmann distribution at any other temperature will
be a straight line in the diagram. The best-fit single
temperature to the data is ~ 2200 K, which is consistent with most previous observations (e.g., Réf. 17), but
it is clear that no single excitation temperature can be
made to fit all the data. The weak, high-excitation lines
are considerably more intense than expected from a fit
based on the strong, low-excitation lines. Since weak
and strong lines come from both the 2fim and 3/im regions, and from both ortho and para levels, neither errors in dereddening, nor any particular ortho-para ratio
can be the cause of the curvature of the locus of the
points in Figure 1.
Figure 2 presents a plot of the ratio of the S(13)/O(7)
lines to their mean intensity over the source. The pixels
were listed in decreasing intensity order, and the data
binned until the signal to noise ratio in each line was
greater than 10. There are two conclusions to be drawn
from the figure. Firstly, no significant differences in
the ratio from region to region of the source could be
detected. Secondly, the ratio does not vary with pixel
brightness Within Iu the ratio is 1,0.

A significant contribution to the high-v lines from fluorescence is highly unlikely at Peak 1. A measurement of
the 3-2 S(2) and 1-0 S(l) lines at, and 40" N of, Peak
1 showed that the S(I) line decreased by a factor 7 between these two positions, while the S(2) line decreased
by at least a factor of 6. In addition, profiles we have
measured of the v=3-2 S(3), 2-1 S(I) and 1-0 S(I) lines
at Peak 1 are virtually identical, all showing emission
over a ISOkms" 1 velocity range.
3. DISCUSSION
We have calculated the H: line intensities from a simple
'cooling-flow' model, such as would occur behind a Jshock. The solid curve in Fig. 1, which fits the observed
data extremely well, is predicted by our model. We also
note that the 0-0 S(2) line at 12.28/«n (Réf. 18) with
upper energy level 1682 K, corresponding to the steep
part of the curve, fits the model. The curve, which is
normalized to pass through the data point for the 1O S(I) line, has only one free parameter, the driving
pressure behind the shock, which determines the relative contributions of H: line and dissociational cooling.
We find that nT~ 8 X 1016 K m~s. We have assumed
an ortho-para ratio of 3, which would appear confirmed
based on the accuracy of the model fit. Here we briefly
describe the essentials of the model:
There is a simple relationship which is obeyed by the
column densities in an isobaric cooling flow such as that
behind a strong hydrodynamic shock where cooling is
assumed to be proportional to a power of temperature.
If nj is the space density and Nj the column density of
level j with energy kTj and statistical weight gj, then
NJ = j njdl = |(nj/n)nvdt = n 0 V./(nj/n)dt

(1)

and therefore if the levels are in Boltzmann equilibrium
at the local kinetic temperature at each point in the
cooling now,
(2)

Q(T) is the molecule partition function, and no is the
space density of molecules before the shock, which travels with velocity V1. The vibrational and rotational levels provide cooling at a rate which is approximated by
the power law representation n AO T* W m~3. In Boltzmann equilibrium at the temperatures in question, the
enthalpy a» of !!2 will be approximately 3.5kT//«nH. Behind the shock, bulk motion represents a small fraction
of the gas energy and may be ignored, so the cooling
rate is approximately
dw/dt = -nA0T'//>

(3)

3.5kdT/dt = -A0T'.

(4)

whence
Thus, after substituting this in equation 3,

/Q(T) dT.

(5)
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Approximately Q(T) ~ 2T/Trot(l-e-T"/T', Ty = 600OK,
and T^ = 88K for H2. Therefore if Traajt -» oo,
(6)

The result for infinite Tmax is approached closely when
Tmax > 2Tj/s. Thus equation 6 implies that the column
density distribution behind a J-shock, with cooling law
given by equation 3 is more like a power law than an
exponential. Thus the use of a single 'excitation temperature' to describe the relative level populations in
the shocked gas is misleading.
The use of a better approximation to the correct cooling
function in equation 4 changes the results only slightly.
This takes into account cooling through Hj and CO
line emission as well as H2 dissociation. Dissociation
cooling (Réf. 19) has a very steep temperature dependence. Because the dissociation rate depends on density
squared, whereas the collisionaUy quenched vibrationrotation cooling depends only on density, the temperature at which dissociational cooling dominates varies
with initial density, for a given shock speed.
In contrast to the shock structure described above, if
a C-shock excites the gas, and heating occurs by friction between ions and neutrals in a drag region which is
long compared with the cooling length, then heating and
cooling compete, and a different picture of the emission
region emerges. In this case, the temperature increases
to a flat maximum, as heating by friction matches cooling, and then drops. Thus a slab of gas, approximately
at a constant temperature, emits most of the energy.
The temperature of this slab depends on the velocity of
the shock. Two key predictions of this model are that
Boltzmann distributions of column densities at rather
low (~2000K) temperatures will be observed, and that
temperatures will be specific to different regions. These
seem considerably at variance to the data presented
here, particularly to the S(13)/O(7) ratio. This line
ratio, which is highly sensitive to post-shock temperatures, is constant to within 10% over OMC-I. This
implies that, throughout the outflow, shock heating of
the gas occurs promptly in a zone preceding, and far
narrower than, the cooling zone, whose structure is independent of the exact means of heating. Discrepancies
are also particularly evident for lines from the v=3 and
4 levels and for high-J rotational lines, whose strengths
are hard to explain in the C-shock models. Figure 1
also shows predictions of H2 line intensities made from
a C-shock model, normalized to the 1-0 S(I) line and
superposed on our model fit.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The cooling flow model described above provides an excellent fit to the observed data, in contrast to that provided by current C-shock models. The principal implications of the observed Hj line intensities, and the
model fit to them, are :
1. The line-emitting H2 appears to be in a hydrodynamic cooling flow. The 'excitation temperatures' (usually ~2000K as derived in previous studies) are functions of the upper energy levels of the pairs of lines
from which they are inferred. For example, high temperatures are derived from lines with high upper energy
levels, which are preferentially excited in the hottest
part of the flow. Very approximately, lines are radiated
at kT = EJ / (s-1) where Ej is the upper energy level
and s is the local temperature index of the cooling law.
The value of s is constrained by the observations, and is
consistent with cooling from H2 in thermal equilibrium
(s~4.7).
2. The cooling is provided mainly by infrared line ;adtation from H2 in the range of the observed excitation
temperatures.
3. The cooling gas is dense enough to be fully collisionally relaxed into a Boltzmann distribution of levels.
The data show no segregation of rotational and vibrational levels. If the gas were not in local Boltzmann
equilibrium, then the points in Fig. 1 corresponding to
rotational lines and vibrational lines would not all lie on
the same smooth curve. The ortho to para ratio is 3:1.
4. The extinction at 2/j.m, AK, is 0.8 ± 0.3.
5. The value of n0V, derived from this fit, is ~ 2 X
S-1, and nT is ~ 8 x 1016 K irr3.
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ABSTRACT
Near infrared images have been obtained of the IR
source associated with the Reipurth 50 variable
nebula, using the IR camera (IRCAM) on UKIRT.
Images suggest that a single embedded object,
visible beyond 2um, is the illuminating source of
a bent reflection cavity East of the source. An
extinction of 20 to 30 visual magnitudes is
deduced to the source. The reflection nebula has
a blue tip at the furthest point from the source,
suggestive
of
illumination
by
secondary
scattering.

present in the IRAS LRS spectrum of this object.
Its optical depth is 1.1 ± 0.3 at 10 microns.
The 2 micron spectrum (figure Ib) was taken with
IRCAM using a recently installed GRISM which
disperses the K window across the array giving a
cvf-type 1% resolution. The spectrum was ratioed
with a nearby GO star. No strong emission lines
are evident.

Keywords:
Object 50, Reflection Nebulae, Star
Formation, Infrared Imaging, Infrared Spectra.

(a)

1.

INTRODUCTION
2-2

2.4

2.6

28

3

3.2

3.4

36

Wavelength

The Object 50 infra red source (IRAS05380-0728)
was suggested by Reipurth & Bally (Réf. 1) as the
illuminating source for the variable reflection
nebula (ObjSO) in the L1641 darfc cloud. See also
ReI'. 2. However the 1RS is itself surrounded by a
compact, well defined and variable nebulosity.
The source has a total luminosity of 250 L and
appears to he young and losing mass (through a
bipolar outflow). The overall shape of the nebula
is consistent v/ith the illumination of the walls
of cavities blown by the outflowing jets. Near IR
camera
images
and
imaging
polarimetry
are
presented of this object, together wj th 2 and 3um
spectra.
OBSERVATIONS
2.1.

2.3

The J micron spectrum (figure Ia) was obtained
with the cvf in the standard UKIRT photometer
HKT6. The spectrum has been ratload with that of
a nearby AO star. A clear ice absorption feature
is visible at J.08(im, with an optical depth of 2.S
- 0.2. An obvious siljcate feature was also

Wavelength

Figure 1.

(a) 3\m CVF Spectrum of the IR Source
(b) 2um IRCAM grism spectrum of the
IR Source
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Figure 2.

2.2.

(a) - (d) IKCAM images of the IR Source and reflection nebula. North is up and East to the
Left. Axes are labelled in units of pixels with each pixel 0.62" square. The small circle
shows the position of the embedded IR Source.

IR Imaging

the brightest parts of the nebulous tail. Results
were

JHKL images were obtained using the IR camera
(IRCAM) on the United Kingdom Infra-red Telescope
(UKIRT). The camera uses a 62x58 InSb array from
Santa Barbara Research Center, operating at 35.0
K.
For further details see Réf. 5.
Exposures
were typicaMy a few minutes at J, H and K and 10
minutes at narrowband L (nbL), a 1% filter centred
at 3.6um. The image scale for these frames is
0.62" per pixel. Frames taken on the sky nearby
were used together with dark frames to flatfield
the images. Calibration was from frames taken on
standard stars.
Resulting frames are shown in
figures 2a-d.

Ice optical depth to the 1RS = 2.6 *. 0.2
Ice optical depth to nebula

Imaging polarimetry was carried out in H and K.
The IRCAM polarimetry mode uses a 1/2 wave plate
before the telescope tertiary (dichroic) mirror.
The analyzer is cold and mounted in the filter
wheel inside the dewar. 4 images were taken at
different waveplate positions at both H and K.
The K polarization map is shown in figure 4.
J.

Narrowband images were taken of
through a 1% filter centred on 3
and nbL images were used to estimât
and thus obtain optical itef.''= •'>
These were measured towa^is T Iu
>

.. iSO-IRS
..r ,!•-.
K
cor.' 'nuum

..- . nd.

= 0.1 ± 0.2

3.1.

RESULTS

The Nebulous "Tail"

The high K polarization
(>10%) , the rapid
variability found by Reipurth (Réf. 1), and the

IRCAM OBSERVATIONS OF THE REIPURTH 50 IR SOURCE

ah se nee of strong emission lines, argue s tronc Iy
for the tail be ing predominant Iy re fleet ion. The
po]arization map ( fiqure 4) clearly shows the
1RS, visible only at K nr.d L1 to be the
i]luminatiny source of radiation.

Fiqure 3.

H-K Colour of the nebulosity
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difference with respeot to the rest of the tail in
H-K is about -0.5 to -1.0 magnitudes and is not
i noons i Kt f;nt with the- effect due to wavelength
dependent scattering. Tho higher polarization in
he far part of the ta il could also be an
enhanceiv-nt due to a second scatter, if the first
a IK..' second scatterings are ir the same plane.
Tl.: s is certainly not inconsistent with the
apparent u<~'ometry nf the nebula. The crucial
auanf i t y is the dust c?rain albedo which is
expected to decrease ouite quickly with wavelength
in tin- near IP.
However, the albedo may
remain -^ui te high if the grains are mainly
dielectric ea Silicates. It is worth noting that
tht source has a detp silicate absorption. There
an- other oi'-'c-s where a high IR albedo is
indicated (Fef. 6) . Another possible explanation
i ci til*-- blue colour of the tip of the tail is that
tht rt? i s ar ext met J on gradient from jr.; to SE.
There is, however, a fairly sharp deer* ase in the
sur fa c-'- brightness ITI the tip reg: on. mhis is not
eaj'i Jy understood ^f the extinction is decreasing
intf, tï"1 i s area .
Another interesting object visible in the J, H and
K imaq^h is a bright "blob" SE of the 1RS. Ap.
in3t ial impressi on is that it could be a second
embedded younq object.
However, the almost
identir-ai colours of this peak to the rest of the
t a i l sucyest t hat it too 3 ^, simply reflection.
Further, r t. is peak is somewhat broader than a
point scui re, with a FWHM of 4" compared to 2" for
the TFS, the 3 atter being consistent with size
measurements of standard stars from the same
night. The polarization is quite low however (51)
in K relative to the rest of the nebula. A
possible explanation for the peak is that it is a
density erhancement lying not too far from the
line of sight to the embedded IR source, result ing
in small scattering angles and low polarization.
J.2.

The Embedded Infrared Source

The young embedded 1RS is very red with K-L=S.Or
L-M=I.25
and
has
a
total
luminosity of
approximately 250 L . This assumes a distance of
460 pc to the I.]641®cloud (Réf. 1) .

Figure 4.

K Polarization Map

The furthest section of the tail has a few
puzzling
features.
Firstly, in any
simple
geometry which imagines the reflection tail as
being due to scattering within a cavity, this
section would appear to be blocked from a direct
line of sight to the illuminating IR source.
This, together with its blue H-K colour (figure 3)
relative to the rest of the tail suggests that
secondary or multiple scattering may illuminate
this part of the tail. Scattering proportional to
the -Nth power of wavelength gives a blue colour
shift of 0.3xN magnitudes (N=4 is Rayleigh
scattering) for H-K, per scatter. The colour

An estimate of the extinction to the source is
available from the ice and silicate optical
depths. The silicate depth implies a visual
extinction of 20 magnitudes, while the ice depth
gives JO magnitudes. These estimates use optical
depth to visual extinction ratios of 18.5 (Réf.
3) and 10.8 (Réf. 4) for Si and ice optical
depths respectively. The extinction derived from
the ice depth includes a correction for the
absorption threshold. Clearly these values are
only approximate given the observed variations in
the strength of these feature from cloud to cloud
and object to object, particularly for the Si
depth.
Assuming a visual extinction of 25
magnitudes to the 1RS, then, the colours can be
dereddened to obtain intrinsic colours and colour
temperatures. This yields the intrinsic colours
K-I.=3.7 and L-M=O.4 giving colour temperatures of
600 and 1500 K respectively.
The H-K colour map clearly shows a ridge of high
reddening
near
the
embedded
source.
K
polaritretry shows the vectors aligned NE in this
req ion, paralIe1
to
the
redden i ng
edge,
supportive of some high extinction gradient, but
probably not a simple disk.
The ice optical
depth in the reflection tail is small, so clearly
there is far less extinction opening out into the
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reflection "cavity" than in the line of sight to
the 1RS.
The low ice optical depth in the scattered
radiation
in the tail region suggests that it
may be only slightly reddened, so that its colour
may be a further guide to the intrinsic source
colour.
With a correction
of 0.5 to 1.2
magnitudes for wavelength dependent scattering/ we
infer an intrinsic source colour of H-K=I.8 to 2.5
or a colour temperature of 800 to 1000 K. On the
other hand, since the distance to the L1641 cloud
is known, the source effective temperature may be
calculated by solving the luminosity/temperature
relation for a blackbody

4 a T1* d2 f

/ B (T)

4.

CONCLUSION

Infrared images of the object 50 1RS reveal a
single
embedded
source,
visible
only
at
wavelengths greater than 2ym. A strong increase
in reddening is seen in its vicinity, with the
polarization vectors aligning parallel to this
ridge.
The source itself is behind about 25
magnitudes of visual extinction, and has a
temperature of probably between 4000 and 6000 K.
A contorted reflection "tail" from this object
has colours which become bluer further from the
illuminating source, possibly due to secondary
scattering. A compact IR peak SE of the embedded
source is probably just enhanced reflection and
not a second embedded object.

(1)
5.

where L is the total luminosity, T is the
effective temperature, d is the distance to the
source, f is the observed flux density and B (T)
v
V
is the Planck function. Solving for T, and taking
into account the uncertainties in the various
terms, the result is that 4000< T <6000 K. This
is higher than the colour temperatures but still
cool enough to be consistent with the featureless
2(im and low excitation optical spectra (Réf. 1).
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EVIDENCE FOR INTERSTELLAR H2O IN THE ORION MOLECULAR CLOUD

R F Knacke,
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ABSTRACT
We report a search for interstellar gas phase H2O
in the infrared spectrum of the BN object in Orion.
There is absorption (S/N = 2-4) at the position of
the V 3 loi-202 line of H2O at 3801.42 cm"1, the
strongest expected HjO line. Statistical analysis
of the spectrum provides corroborating evidence for
other H2Û lines. With an assumed U2O excitation
temperature of 150 K, we derive N(H2O) <_ 2.3 x 1017
cm"2 toward the BK object. The H2O column density
implies abundance ratios of [H20]/[CO] £ 0.01-0.08
and (HDO]/[H20] ^0.8-3.O x 10~3. The gas to ice
ratio is [H2O gas]/[H20 ice] <_ 0.06 with an estimated uncertainty of a factor of 5.
Keywords: Interstellar Gas, Molecular Clouds,
Infrared Spectra, H2O
The complete paper will be published in
Astrophysical Journal (Letters), 335, L27 (1988).
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THE ENVIRONMENT OF YOUNG STELLAR OBJECTS STUDIED
BY HIGH-RESOLUTION INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
J-P Maillard,
Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris
98bis Blvd Arago
75014 Paris - France

ABSTRACT
We have observed several luminous embedded young stellar
objects at high resolution (8 km s ') in the 4.7 /jm region
using the FTS of the CFH Telescope. The spectra cover
most of the M band, showing the lines of the v= 1-0 band of
12
CO and often of 13CO with blueshifted components. We
report observations of GL 2591, M8-1R, GL 490, W3 IRS5,
sources of strong molecular bipolar outflows, and W33A.
This technique has proved a very powerful probe of hot
gas flows not detected at millimeter wavelengths, and then
located near the central object. In most of the sources the
lines are resolved in several distinct velocity components.
In W33A, in which the 2140 cm" 1 feature of solid CO is
detectable, the ratio of solid to gas phase is measured.
Keywords: Young Stellai Object, Molecular Flow, Infrared
Spcctroscopy, High Resolution

1. INTRODUCTION
Luminous Young Stellar Objects, deeply embedded in their
parent molecular cloud, are the origin of energetic bipolar
molecular outflows, which are recognized as characteristic
of a early stage of stellar evolution. They have been discovered near each of these sources from a mapping of the J = I O transition of CO (Réf. 1). Mappings with other molecules
have started, like HCO-* and CS. The J =.- 1-0 transition of
CS helps to reveal a dense disk around the central object,
perpendicular to the direction of the CO flows (Réf. 2). A
systematic survey do not exist, yet. In the near infrared,
polarisation mappings have been completed which confirm
the existence of circumstellar disks of dust, and can provide parameters like size and inclination (Réf. 3). All these
studies give interesting informations on the large-scale environment of the young sources, and on its interaction with
the ambient molecular cloud. Due to the problem of the
beam size, in particular in the millimetric range, no information is available on the close environment of the central

G F Mitchell
Sainl Mary's University
Astronomy Department
Halifax N.S. B3H 3C3 - Canada

object, which is the source of the phenomenons at larger
scale. The speckle interferometry in the infrared gives at
least the size of the central object but few measurements
are available (Réf. 4). The high-resolution spectroscopy in
the infrared can provide an essential piece of information.
All the gas on the line of sight to the bright central star is
probed.
In this paper we gather results published separately
(Réf. 5 to 9) of a systematic study at high resolution of
CO in the 4.7 /tm region on a limited sample of typical embedded objects. They show common properties to the near
environment of these objects. Some precise informations on
the dynamics of the large-scale molecular outflows can also
be derived. The sources we observed, GL 2591, M8E-IR,
GL 490, W3/IRS5 and W33A were chosen because they
are bright, compact infrared sources, which show substantial extinction. This study permitted us to detect hot highvelocity outflows, not detected previously, from all these
sources. These outflows do not coincide in velocity and
temperature with the flows detected in the surveys of these
sources from their millimetric CO emission (Réf. 1). They
are the signature of a violent activity in the most inner
part of the ambient cloud, originating from the young central source. They raise the question of the role they play in
the formation of large-scale outflows.
2. OBSERVATIONS
All the spectra presented in this paper were obtained with
the Cassegrain high-resolution FTS on the Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope on Mauna Kea, which has been specifically designed to work in the regions of high thermal background radiation (lief. 10). M8-IR and GL 490 were observed on the nights of 1986 September 16-17. The otiier
sources were observed during the same run of 1987 July 10
to 12. The sources and the period of observation were also
chosen to shift the CO lines largely outside of the telluric
CO absorptions. A spectral resolution of 0.057 cm~ ', corresponding to a velocity resolution of 8 km s~~', was obtained
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on all the sources. The observations were made through
a filter narrower than the full M band, permitting anyway
to cover for each spectrum a useful range extending from
2080 to 2180 cm"1 (fig. 1). To reduce further the background flux, a cold aperture of 2.5 arcsec was used in front
of each InSb detector. The residual background emission is
cancelled by alternately switching the source between the
two entrance inputs, 53 arcsec apart. The effective integration time on each source varied from 1 to 2 hours. Every
night, the spectrum of the AO star Vega was recorded in
the same conditions to be used for correction of the telluric
absorptions.
3. ANALYSIS
Compared with previous attempts of infrared spectroscopy
on this type of infrared sources (Réf. 11,12) the present
study offers the highest spectral resolution combined with
a large spectral range giving access to numerous lines of
12
CO and 13CO . Hence , an accurate study of the velocity
structure of the line profiles, a temperature analysis of the
gas, and a determination of the column densities become
possible. The same analysis has been performed on each
spectrum. A deeper velocity study was carried out on GL
2591 the brightest source, because this spectrum has the
best signal-to-noise ratio. In all the spectra, the lines of the
1-0 vibration- rotation band of 12CO are observable from
P14 to RlO, which are new detections with the exception
of GL 2591 (Réf. 12). 13CO is clearly detected in three
objects: GL 2591, W3/IRS5 and W33A, with 28 lines of
the v = 1-0 band from P3 to R24.
The high-velocity resolution has revealed CO absorptions with several velocity components, on the line
of sight to the objects, except in the case of W33A.
The first component is strong for the low J values and
has a velocity close to the rest velocity of the cloud.
It can be identified with the cold gas within which
the object is embedded. The other components are
always blueshifted relative to this component. It is natural
to interpret them as lines formed in molecular gas flowing
toward us. Another important point to note is that the
blueshifted absorptions are multiple in three sources. They
can be decomposed in discrete velocity components which
are followed over all the lines of different J values. Then,
a curve-of-growth analysis has been applied to each component. 13CO was detectable in three sources. These lines
were preferentially used because they have less risk to be
saturated. The assumption that the rotational states are
populated according to a Boltzmann distribution was applied to determine a rotational temperature. This assumption can be considered as properly working from the fits
obtained. The access to a large number of lines permits to
derive a temperature with good confidence. However, some
of the diagrams built to derive the temperature of the gas
(Ej lower excitation energy of level J, Nj population of this

level) show a break of slope (fig. 3). A straight line can be
fitted separately to the low-J and high-J lines, giving the
temperature of a cold gas and of a warm gas at the same
velocity. More details on each object are given below.
3.1 GL 2591

The embedded object with an A 0 between 26 and SO is the
dominant source of the high infrared luminosity estimated
to be ^ 2 x 104 L0. No infrared recombination line have
been detected indicating that GL 2591 is a young object in
which no significant HII region has developed yet.
GL 2591 is the only source in which we observed (Réf.
5) lines of 12CO up to the v - 2-1 band. The lines of
the v = 1-0 band of 12CO are broad but show structures
which repeat from line to line. By using a technique of
profile decomposition, and assuming the same width for
each component, they can be separated in 5 discrete velocity components at least. At higher velocity, the components
are shallower and form a tail of absorption. The lines represent a total velocity extent, relative to the first component,
equal to 130 km s~l. Only the three first velocity components are present in the 13CO lines (fig. 2). The first
component can be assimilated with the ambient molecular
cloud. However, in 12 CO it has a velocity with a significant
blueshift of 7 km s~' relative to the LSR velocity of the
molecular cloud determined from the millimetric CO.
The diagram built to determine the rotational temperature of the gas at the velocity of the first component (fig.
3) from 13CO is a clear case where two temperatures are
derived: a cold gas at 38 K and a hot gas at 1010 K. From
the v = 1-0 lines of 12CO a temperature of 107 K is derived, while 640 K is obtained from the v = 2-1 lines. The
other velocity components have all a uniform temperature
ranging from 200 to 390 K.
3.2 M8-1R
12

CO detectable from the v = 1-0 band shows also large
blueshifted absorptions (Réf. G) but with a structure quite
different to the one observed in GL 2591. There are five
very high-velocity components which show strong absorption and are well separated from the component at the velocity of the ambient cloud (the telluric CO might hide some
closer components). The maximum velocity for one of the
outflows is as high as 160 km s"1. This gas is warm with a
mean temperature for each outflow, ranging from 95 to 330
K. As 13CO is not detectable, the component at the rest
velocity of the cloud which is saturated in 12CO, cannot be
analysed.

The relationship between the infrared object and the bipolar outflow detected nearby (Réf. 1) is not clear. The CO
flow center is offset by 30 arcsec from GL 490. Toward
the infrared souicr we detected 12CO in absorption (Réf.
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Figure 1. Portion of the spectrum of GL 2591 divided by the spectrum of Vega for correction of the telluric absorptions. Gaps in the plot are due to saturated telluric lines. Lines
of 12CO are labelled above the spectrum, lines of 13CO below the spectrum. The lines of
v= 2-1 12CO are marked with *.
Table I

GL 2591
bipolar
outflow
Nb. of IR
outflows
Vc(l)

AVn, (2)
AV/B (3)
13
CO (4)
Tc (5)
T/ (6)

M8E-IR

W3/IRS5
X

>4
-7
21
130
2.1
38
1010

~0
8

180

3
-3
26
76
2.3
50
470

GL 490

W33A

30" offset
1
-2
32
23

O

-3
40
11
4.4
23
120

(1) V,;: velocity of the "cloud"component relative to the foreground gas (km s"1)
(2) AV m : half-width at 0.1 K of the J=I-O CO line wing from réf. 1, except W33A from
réf. 14 (km s'1)
(3) AV/j?: maximum velocity extent of the IR outflows relative to the cloud (km s"1)
(4) total column density of the "cloud"component: x 1017 cm~ 2
(5) Tc : rot. temperature of the ambient cloud
(6) Tf. rot. temperature of the hot disk
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7) vi .,,h two components: one due to the molecular cloud,
the other one blueshifted, flowing from the central object
with a velocity of 15 km s"1. Unfortunately, only a limited
study was possible because 13CO is not detectable and the
two components in 12 CO are partially saturated. From the
variation of the intensity of the lines with J, a rough temperature can be just estimated (~ 80 K), telling that this
gas is hotter than the gas probed by the first component.
The non detection of 13CO is puzzling if one considers tlie
13
CO column density obtained at millimetric wavelength.
We do not probe in infrared the same line of sight.

This source is one of the most luminous embedded sources
(^ 11 x 105 L 0 ). 12CO is detected at 4.7 /j.m with 4
components (Réf. 8). The fastest component is shifted by
47 km s~l relative to the ambient cloud. The temperature
analysis of the slowest compojient shows the same break
already seen in GL 2591, from which two temperatures can
be derived: a cold gas at 50 K which we identify with the
ambient cloud and a hotter gas at 470 K.
3.5 W33A
This source was chosen for a somewhat different reason than
the others. This young stellar object is the prototype of a
class of infrared sources toward which solid CO is present
(Réf. 11). The broad absorption feature, at 2140 cm" 1 , is
within our bandpass. By pushing the resolution to the same
value than for the other sources, we had the possibility for
the first time to have direct access to the solid and to the
gas phase CO. W33A is a compact source in the northeastern part of an extended molecular cloud with a complex
structure (Réf. 14). No bipolar molecular outflow is known
originating from this source. In infrared, gaseous 12CO was
detectable as 13CO (Réf. 9). However, no blueshifted component relative to the foregroung cloud is observable, while
there are at least seven velocity features in the millimetric
13
CO spectrum of W33A. The temperature analysis of this
unique component revealed also two regions as seen toward
GL 2591 and W3/IRS5. Low-J lines are formed in gas with
T •* 23 K which we identify with the local cold gas of the
cloud, while higher J lines are formed in gas with T ~ 120
K. The ratio of solid to gas phase CO along the line of sight
is <. 0.06. Only a small fraction of CO is frozen on grains.
4. DISCUSSION
The main results of the detailed study made on each object
are gathered in Table I. Several conclusions on the environment of obscured infrared objects can be derived. This
comparison leads to distinct two kinds of gas: I) the gas
at a velocity close to .the velocity of the cloud in which the
source is embedded; it is probed by what we will called the
"cloud"component; 2) the gas outflmving from tho (.entrai
source; IMP informations on its physical conditions arc pro-

vided by each velocity feature; they form the high- velocity
components.
4.1 The "cloud"component
This component provides data on the temperature of the
gas at rest velocity. The first striking result is the presence
at same velocity, in the three sources where 13CO is detected, of a cold gas, typical of the ambient cloud (from 23
to 38 K) and a warm gas (from 120 to 1000 K). The natural source for the heating of the gas is the central object.
Then, this gas must be located near the source. It should
be thermally coupled to the surrounding dust. The clear
break in the diagrams of the column densities (fig. 3) mean
two distinct zones: a compact dust shell with high density
of grains, rapidly thermalising the gas, and the foreground
tloud at lower temperature. 13CO which is less abundant
than 12CO , allows to probe deeper in the surrounding gas.
In the case of GL 2591 a compact dust shell is confirmed
by speckle interferometry, with T ~ 800 K (Réf. 13). A so
high temperature agrees with thn 1000 K we measured for
the gas.
The velocity of this component at low temperature is
generally not identical to the rest 'clocity of the cloud (Table I). Il is particularly true for GL 2591 with a shift of 7
km s"1. It means that on the line of sight to the object,
there is no more gas at the rest velocity of the cloii'l. If
we look at the geometry of the bipolar outflows di'cried
near the sources we observed, our line of sight is local ed
within the blueshifted cone. Then, useful conclusions can
be drawn for the dynamic of the large flows: all the gas
is accelerated; the higher velocities indicated by the wings
of the millimetric CO spectrum should be on the edge of
the flow, the shifts we measure inside the cone being smaller
than the velocity extent they cover. Only W33A is a particular case. The rest velocity of the cloud is not well defined
with a very inhomogeneous structure (Réf. 14).
4.2 The high-velocity components
From table I we see that three sources show multicomponent outflows. This outflowing gas presents very
high-velocity structures (up to 160 km s~') and is warm
(typical temperature 200 to 400 K). Having the same characteristics, these outflows are the manifestation of the same
phenomenon. Compared with the outflows known from millimetric CO emission, they are totally distinct. This gas is
warm while the other one is cold. The velocity extent is
much larger: ~ 100 km s ~ ' or more, compared with ~
20 km s "'. This range of velocity has a structure with
discrete velocity components whereas the spectrum of the
large flows has a core with continuous wings (Réf. 1). This
warn) gas flowing from the central source should be located
near the young object. Therefore, this gas is not detected
by the millimetric mappings which are made with a large
beamsize of the order of 20 arcsc-c, if .1 = 2-1 CO is used,
more often double witIi ,)
1-0.
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•1.3 Conclusions
However, these fast outflows may be not totally disconnected from the large CO outflows. It is noteworthy that
the three sources where they arc detected are the centre
of well-developed bipolar outflows. About the two others ,
one is offset of the outflow know in the vicinity (GL 490),
the other one has no outflow detected (VV33A). More observations are required to draw a linal conclusion.
The distribution of velocity in discrete components
seems likely to correspond to episodic ejection of shells by
the central object (similar to FU Orionis outbursts - Réf.
O). The absorptions we observed are the signature of a
warm gas still close to the central source. Moving at high
velocity, they should have been produced by very recent (<.
100 yr) violent ejections. Then, the giant outflows could be
the accumulation, since the birth of the central star, of the
gas blown by such sporadic mass loss events, diffused and
decelerated inside the surrounding molecular cloud.
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MOLECULAR HYDROGEN IN THE HH REGION G333.6-0.2
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ABSTRACT
We have obtained IR spectral observations and a direct
IR image of the galactic HII region G 333.6 -0.2 in order
to study the relative distribution of the shocked and the
ionized gas components.
The K image shows a bright region of ~ 10" diameter
surrounded by extended emission. The H: and the Br -y line
emission have roughly the same structure, and are mostly
concentrated in a 20" X 20" region that coincides with the
K-band peak. The Br 7 emission, which in the center is
~ 300 times brighter that H1, was traced out to ~ 1' east
of the center, while the H2 emission outside the central
region is < 0.3 x 10"30Wcm~I(3ff) per beam. The integrated H2 v — 1-0 S(I) line intensity from G333.6 is
about 10 10"20 W cm~2, significantly lower than was previously determined from low specral resolution data.
Key words: molecular hydrogen; HII regions; infrared spectroscopy.

1 Introduction
We hava begun a program of molecular hydrogen observations in HII regions using high spectral and spatial resolution techniques, in order to study the physical structure
and the physical state of the hot component of the molecular medium from which the molecular hydrogen emission
originates. The most useful line of H2 for this study is the
v = 1 - O S(I) line at A = 2.1218pm, and a resolving
power A/AA > 1000 is necessary to isolate this line from
the nearby lines HeI at A = 2.1120, and 2.1132/mi, which
are ubiquitous in HII regions.
In most previously studied cases (most notably OMC-I
|Beckwith et al. 1983|, and DR21 (Garden el al. 1986]).
the excitation mechanism appears Io IIP collisional. arising
from shocked regions at T ^ 2(HI(IK. N'nt surprisingly, H 2
emission has been detected in many regions with mass outflows, and at least in the two cases mentioned above, the
structure of the H2 emission is bipolar. Thus, the "spatial"
part of this investigation is aimed studying the morphology
of the H2 emission, in particular to see if it is bipolar, and to
study its distribution relative to the ionized gas, as traced

by Bfy, '° investigate whether and how the molecular and
the ionized gas are related.
In this contribution we will present initial results for the
southern HII region G333.6 -0.2. This HII regions b one
of the most luminous in the Galaxy, with L = 3.3 106ie
(Hyland et al. 1980, for a distance of 4 kpc). This region
was previously observed in H2 by Storey (1983); the higher
spectral resolution used for these observations leads to a
réévaluation of Storey's conclusions.

2

Observations

The spectra presented here were obtained in May 1988 with
the IRSPEC grating spectrometer (Moorwood et al. 1986)
on the ESO 3.6 m telescope at a resolving power of ~ 1500
in order to separate the H 2 v = 1 — O S(I) line from nearby
lines of He I. Standard techniques of source/sky chopping
were used to subtract the sky emission, with the reference
position 30" north of the source. Photometric standard
stars wer observed at the same grating positions and at
similar airmass in order to flatfield the spectra and to calibrate them in absolute flux units. Limited mapping was
done with IRSPEC's 6" x 6" beam; the integration times
were 5 min per map point, which resulted in an uncertainty
of ±1 10-" W cm-2 (Ia) in the line intensities.
At each spatial point, spectra were obtained centered
on Br 7 and on H2; the latter spectra also contain the He I
2.112/3/xm lines which are blended at our resolution. On
the Br-y peak, we also obtained a spectrum centered on the
He I 2.058 /im line in order to compare the strength of this
strong line to that of the weaker lines. A composite of the
spectra obtained on the BrT peak is shown in Figure 1. At
this position we find /pn = 3.5 10"' 8 WCm" 5 , IKKS„„> —
3.8 10-I8WcirT2, /2.,12/3 = 11.3 10- 2 "Wcnr 2 , and /H, =
1.3 10"20WCm"2. Thus, at this position the intensity of U 2
is 10% of the 2.112/3/im blend, which in turn is 3% of the
HeI 2.058/im line (as predicted by Storey 1983). The Br-/
and HeI 2.058 ^m intensities are consisent with previous
results (Wynn-Williams et al. 1978, Storey 1983, Landini
et al. 1984) when beam-size effects are properly accounted
for.
A small region around the Br 7 peak was mapped with
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Figure 2. K-band image of G333.6: the total field is 50" x 50" at 0.8"/pix.
The display is logarithmic in order to emphasize low level structure.
IRSPEC's 6" square entrance aperture. No significant H2
emission was found further than 2 beams from the peak,
though Br-) could be traced out farther since it is much
stronger. A detailed map of the region will be obtained in
an upcoming observing run, but initial results show that
nearly all of the H2 emission comes from a 20" X 25" region.
Wc also searched for H2 along a strip extending 1' east of
the center, but none was found, though weak Br 7 (~ 1%
of the peak) was found. The BrT emission also drops to
very low values within about 2 beams from the peak.
To supplement these observations, a K band (2.2/jm)
image was obtained (unfortunately later) with IRAC (Moorwood et al. 1988), the new ESO Infrared Array Camera,
during its first test period on the ESO 2.2 m telescope in
June 1988. A sky image obtained with the same integration
time (80 sec) was subtracted from the raw source image.
The difference was median filtered to remove bad pixels
and smoothed with a gaussian. The result is in Figure 2,
and shows a central bright region with considerable structure surrounded by extended emission. This image is rather
similar to the 1 pm image of Geballe et al. (1981), The image scale is 0.8"pix-' and the total field of view is about
50" x 50".

3 Results and Discussion
The total amount of emission in the 2.122 fan line from this
region is /,„ w 10 IQ-20 W Cm-2. which, at a distance of 4

kpc corresponds to an apparent luminosity in the S(I) line
of is(i) = 0.GIv1, a factor of 6 lower than determined by
Storey (1983). Following Storey, we correct for an extinction of Av = 21 mag (Landini et al. 1984), and assuming

Figure 2. K-band image of G333.G: the total field is 50" x
50" at 0.8"/pix. The display is logarithmic in order to emphasize low level structure.

MOLECULAR HYDROGEN IN THE HII REGION G333.6-0.2

that the S(I) line accounts for 10% of the total H2 emission
(Scoville et of. 1982) we derive a total H2 luminosity of
4Ui5. Thus we deduce that ZW^TOT = 1-5 10~5, or 100
times lower than in OMC-I (Scoville et al. 1982, WynnWilliams et al. 19S4).
The major uncertainties in this result stem from the
uncertainty in the distance to the source, and in the use of
the extinction to the ionized gas, which may differ from the
extinction to the excited H2. In fact, Hyland et al. (1980)
show that the molecular cloud is behind the HII region, and
the extinction to it is AV Rs 250 mag. If the H2 is at the
interface between the HII region and the molecular cloud,
then the latter value of the extinction would probably be
more appropriate, and the total H2 luminosity would be
35Q£,j,, which would in turn increase L^/LfoT by an order
of magnitude, bringing it closer to that of OMC-I.

4

Conclusion

We have presented new, high spectral resolution observations of H2 in the Galactic HII region G333.6 -0.2, together
with an infrared image of the region. Wc find that the H2
flux from G333 is much lower than was previously determined on the basis of lower spectral resolution observations.
We also compare the H2 emission to the emission from the
ionized gas in the HII region. We find that the H2 emission
!irises from roughly the same region as Br 7 and the K-band
continuum emission, and that the H2 line flux is 300 times
weaker than Br 7.
The interpretation of the H2 emission depends on the
location of the emission relative to the HII region. If the H2
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emission is coming from behind the HII region, i.e. from the
interface between the HII region and the molecular cloud,
then the total H 2 luminosity may be as large as 55Ot3,
second only to DR-21. But more extensive observations
are needed to determine the extinction to the H2 and the
excitation mechanism.
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF LATE-TYPE STARS

T de Jong

Astronomical Institute 'Anton Pannekoek'
University of Amsterdam
At the end of their lifes stars swell up and evolve to cool giant stars. In this asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) phase the stellar luminosity is generated in hydrogen- and heliumburning shells, located just outside the degenerate carbon-oxygen core. The He- burning
occurs explosively leading to 'thermal pulses'. Matter at the surface of AGB stars is only
weakly gravit at ionally bound. Stellar pulsations, occuring during this phase, are then able
to throw matter off the surface. Radiation pressure on dust particles that condense in this
thrown-off gas, drive a stellar wind by which matter is lost from the star. In this way an
appreciable fraction of the total mass of the star is returned to the interstellar medium.
Cool giant stars are the main factories of interstellar dust.
Infrared spectroscopy - a branch of observational astronomy now about 20 years old
— is particularly well suited to study the physical processes in the circumstellar shells of
AGB stars. Molecules and dust particles at temperatures of 100 - 1000 K prevalent in
circumstellar shells show many spectral features at infrared wavelengths.
In this review we will discuss the progress in our understanding of the physical processes in circumstellar shells associated with AGB stars as derived from infrared spectroscopy. Emphasis will be on recent results obtained with the Low Resolution Spectrograph (LRS) on board IRAS. LRS spectra are now available for thousands of AGB stars.
This data allows us to study the chemical composition of the circumstellar gas, the
formation of dust particles, the evolution of the mass loss rate and the transition from M
Mira variables to carbon stars.
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PLANETARY NEBULAE

MJ Barlow
Dcpt. of Physics & Astronomy
University College London
Gowrr St., London WClE GBT
ABSTRACT
A large number of infrared fine structure lines have
now been observed from planetary nebulae and they provide a powerful tool for the determination of nebular physical parameters and abundances, for both ionised and neutral regions. H2 line emission has been detected from 50%
of the PN so far surveyed and, rather surprisingly, shows
a higher probability of being detected around old, lowdensity nebulae than around young, dense nebulae. Pliotodissociatiou zone models seem promising in some cases.
Spectroscopy at 10/im shows that of the nebulae with detectable continua, 33% show silicate features, 25% show
SiC features and 42% show strong UIR bands. These feature types follow a sequence of increasing nebular C/O
ratio. A number of carbon-rich PN have also been found
to exhibit a very strong 30//m feature which has been attributed to MgS. Recent work on the modelling of the
dust emission continua and on the derivation of gas-todiist mass ratios is also reviewed.
Keywords: Fine Structure Lines, Molecular Hydrogen,
Dust Emission Features, Dust Continua

1. INTRODUCTION
In this review I will cmicralratc on the developments
that have occurred in the fit-Id of infrared spectroscopy of
planetary nebulae (PN) since 1083. Work prior to thai
date was covered in a nimibcr of reviews given at IAU
Symposium No. 103. In addition, reviews addressed to
the dust emission properties of PN were given by PrciteMartiuez (Réf. Gl) and Roche (Réf. 03) at IAU Symposium No. 131.
I have divided the review into four parts. Seclion 2
discusses ionic fine structure line emission from PN. Section 3 covers the observations and interpretation of molecular hydrogen line emission from planetary nebulae. Section 4 reviews the work on the identified and itnidentifird
dust emission features seen in tin- IR spectra of PN, while
Section ô discusses the overall energetics of the continuum

dust emission observed from PN and the dust-to-gas mass
ratios that are derived for these objects.

2. FINE STRUCTURE LINES
More than twenty different infrared fine structure
lines have now been observed from planetary nebulae,
making these objects by far the richest sources of such
lines. Work up to the end of 1982, reviewed by Dinerstein (Réf. 23), had led to ground-based detections of
four infrared fine structure lines, while KA O observations
has added another eight lines. Since then, a further three
lines have been found by means of ground-based observations, five through KAO observations, and three neon
fine structure lines were found in the spectra of PN by
the IRAS LRS survey. Table 1 lists tin- lines found since
1983 and gives the appropriate references.
The low excitation energies of infrared fine structure transitions ensure that their strengths are insensitive
to electron temperature, unlike optical or UV forbidden
lilies. Although ionic abundances can therefore- be derived without knowledge of the electron temperature, it
ù necessary to know the electron density when analysing
the IR fine structure, lines. This is because at typical
PN electron densities collisional de-excitation can often
compete significantly with radiative tie-excitation. The
critical ilr.n.iity, n r (crit), of a transition is denned as the
electron density at which the rate of collisional excitation and de-excitation out of the upper level of the transition is equal to the downward radiative de-excitation
rate. For electron densities much smaller thiin n r (rril),
collisional excitations from the ground state to the upper level (proportional to n,.n,') are balanced by radiative de-excitations and so the line flux is proportional to
nrii;dV, where dV is the emitting volume. For electron
densities much larger than n r (rrit), collisional excitation
and de-excitation dominate, a Boll/.nmnii equilibrium of
level populations is established, and so the line flux is
proportional to n;dV, the total number of ions.
Ions with p1 and ps structure (e.g. CII and NeII)
have doublet ground state fine structure splitting, and
so only one- fine structure transition results. However, p2
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Table 1.
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and p'1 ions (e.g. O III and OI ) have triplet fine structure
splitting of their ground states, giving rise to two fine
structure transitions. The different transition probability
and collision strength for each line means that each will
have a different critical density and so at electron densities
lying between these two values, the flux of the line with
the higher critical density will be proportional to ncii;,
while the flux of the line with the lower critical density
will only be proportional to n,-. The ratio of the two
line strengths can therefore be used to derive the nebular
electron density. Table 2 presents the critical densities
(calculated for Tt = 1O1K) for the IR fine structure lines
for a range of p2 and p'1 ions commonly found in planetary
nebulae. It can be seen that suitable IR fine structure
line pairs are available for the derivation of densities over
the whole density range normally encountered amongst
PN (and Hllregions). The two spectrometers on board
ISO will therefore be able to carry out rapid and accurate
abundance surveys for a wide range of objects.
The ratio of the strength of an IR fine structure line
to that of a collisionally excited optical or UV line from
the same ion is a good diagnostic of electron temperature, although care has to be exercised to properly correct
for the effects of differential extinction. For a number of
PN, Dinerstcin et al. (Réf. 2G) have compared the electron temperatures derived from [OUI] 43G3/5Q07À and
52;im/5007Â ratios and have found the former to be systematically higher. Since A43C3 requires the highest excitation energy, it would be enhanced preferentially in regions of higher than normal temperature within a nebula.
Dinerstcin et al. invoked such temperature fluctuations to
explain the higher temperatures derived using A43G3 and
noted that, if indeed present, the oxygen abundances traditionally derived using 4363/5007Â temperatures would
be too low by about 0.2 dex, sufficient to account for a
long-standing discrepancy between the solar oxygen abundance and those of PN. However, it should be noted that
Lambert et al. (Réf. 46) have found that the distribution
of oxygen abundances derived for M and C type stars are
similar to those found for PN, so that the Sun may really
have a higher than average oxygen abundance.
Slmre et al. (Réf. 67) used the OIV 25.9,im/1400Â
intensity ratio observed for NGC 7662 to derive an electron temperature for the OIV emitting zone that was in
good agreement with ionisation structure model predictions fur this nebula (Réf. 3G). Unfortunately, the situation for NeV has been more uncertain. Pottasch et al.
(Réf. GO) compared the IRAS LRS 14.3/im [NeV] fluxes
for a number of PN with those published for [Nc V ] 342GÂ
Mid, using the [NeV] collision strengths of Aggarwal (Réf.
1) and [NeIII] 15.6;mi/38G8A electron temperatures, obtained electron densities much higher than determined by
other methods. Clegg et al. (Réf. 19) found that for
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NGC 3918 the use of Aggarwals' collision strengths predicted a [NeV] 14.3/mi line flux much larger than measured by IRAS, when normalised to the observed 342GA
relative line flux from slit spectra. Recently, however,
Rowlands et al. (Réf. 66) have compared large-beam flux
measurements obtained at both 342GA and 24.3/im for a
dozen PN, and have derived very plausible electron temperatures for the NeV zones, using Aggarwals' collision
strengths. The earlier problems may therefore have been
due to narrow-slit 342GA spectra giving overestimates for
the integrated strengths from the entire nebulae.
The IRAS mission led to the unexpected detection of
[NcVI] 7.G5«m in the LRS spectrum of NGC 6302 (Réf.
GO). To produce this ion from NeV requires an ionisation
potential of 126eV, indicating a very high effective temperature for the central star. Ashley & Hyland (Réf. 4)
subsequently detected [SiVI] 1.96/imand [SiVII] 2.48/im
from this nebula, ions which respectively require 107eV
and 205eV for their production. They estimated an effective temperature of 430,00OK for the central star. A very
large range of ionisation states therefore exist in this and
in a few similar PN, and the ionisation correction factors
previously used to derive abundances from their optical
and UV spectra are likely to have been significantly in
error, as pointed out by Roche & Aitken (Réf. 05).
Recommended transition probabilities and electron
collision strengths for fine structure lines (as of 1982) were
tabulated by Mendoxa (Réf. 50). Since then, new collision
strength calculations have been carried out for a number
of ions. These include CII (Refs. 38, 48, 44), NIII and
NeVI (Réf. 17), OIV (Réf. 37), NeI! (Réf. 7), NeIII
(Réf. 1C), MgIV and MgV (Réf. 51), AlV, SiVI and
SiVII (Réf. 15), SIV (Réf. 43) and ArVI (Réf. 79).
Finally, in addition to observations of fine structure
lines from the ionised zones of PN, it has been possible to
observe the fine structure lines of [O I] G3;im and 14G/im
and [C II ] 158/im from the neutral zones around some PN.
Watson (Réf. 76) has shown how these three lines may
be used to derive neutral region densities and temperatures (if a C/O ratio is assumed). [OI] 63/im was first
detected from NGC 7027 by Melnick r.t al. (Réf. 49),
and Ellis & Werner (Réf. 28) have subsequently published fluxes from NGC 7027 for both this line and for
[OI] 146/ira and [CII] 158/im. They attributed the lines
to emission from a circumnebular photodissociation zone
having an atomic hydrogen density of 5xl0 4 cm"3 and a
temperature of 30OK, with a mass of 0.3 M0. Dinerstein
ci al. (Réf. 24) have detected [OI] G3/nn emission from
three other dense PN, at a level ten times lower than that
from NGC 7027. Future KAO and ISO observations of
these lines hold great promise as a tool for determining
the physical parameters of the atomic and molecular neutral zones around optically thick PN, since these zones are
very hard to study by non-IR techniques.
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3. MOLECULAR HYDROGEN
Black (Réf. 10) has reviewed PN molecular hydrogen observations and theory for the period up to 1982.
Since then, three significant surveys of molecular hydrogen emission from planetary nebulae have been published
(Rcfs. 42, 71, 77). These surveys principally consisted of
low-resolution CVF spcctroscopy around the wavelength
of the V=I-O S(I) line at 2.12/im. Webster et al (Réf.
77) have compiled the results of all molecular hydrogen
searches, showing that 20 out of the 55 PN so far surveyed
have exhibited molecular hydrogen emission, of which 17
have been spatially mapped. One surprising aspect is
that, in general, young, dense, optically thick PN, such as
IC 418, NGC 6572 and IC 4997, have 710« been detected
in H2, while a large number of old, low-density PN have
been detected. This may partly be due to the stronger
IR continua of the dense PN reducing the contrast of H2
lines, so that higher resolving powers wo'uld be needed to
yield detections (Réf. 25). However, it could be due to a
real lack of Hj in the circumnebular neutral zones around
some young optically thick PN, since their relatively fool
(for PN) central stars have strong near-UV continua capable of efficiently photodissociating H2. For example,
IC 418, which is not detected in H2 (Réf. 71) has been
detected in atomic hydrogen (Réf. 73) and a HI mass of
0.35 M0 has been derived.
Another surprising aspect of the molecular hydrogen
statistics for PN has been the rather high detection rate
of large, evolved PN. Webster et al. (Réf. 77) showed that
19 out of the 29 PN so far detected in H2 could be classified as Type I. These are nebulae, often bipolar, which
show greatly enhanced helium and nitrogen abundances
(Réf. 57). Examples include NGC C853 and NGC 7293.
They are thought to originate from more massive than
average progenitor stars. Their central stars would then
have had a short, high-luminosity phase, before declining rapidly to their current, hot, low-luminosity state. It
has usually been assumed that the molecular hydrogen
detected around these objects must have survived from
the cool red giant phase inside neutral optically thick regions. However, the fact that the central stars must once
have had much higher ionising luminosities may also imply that material in the outer nebular regions which was
once ionised has now reccmbincd. Unfortunately, currently known formation mechanisms do not appear to be
able to produce enough H2 on the required timescales in
such recombination zones (Réf. 80).
Alodels which do not invoke pre-existing HZ have usually looked to Associative detachment reactions for the
formation of Hj in the ionisation transition zones around
optically thick PN (Refs. 9, 11). In these thin regions
there will exist significant abundances of hydrogen atoms,
protons and electrons, which can enable H2 to form via
the reactions

(1) H + e -» H- + he
(2) H- + H -» H2 + e

The reaction rate for (1) is 7XlO-19T cm"3 s"1,
while that for (2) is IQ"9 cm~3 s"1, so reaction (1) determines the timescale for H2 formation. For an ionisation
transition zone with T = 100OK, this timescale will be
5xl0 7 /n c years. NGC 7027 is one of the densest known
PN and the electron density in the transition zone, n e ,
is thought to be of the order of IQ5 cm""3, so the mechanism may be viable. Because of the narrowness of ionisation transition regions, a very narrow (4R/R = 2XlO -3 )
H2 emission zone is predicted. However, spatial mapping
(Réf. 8) and imaging (Réf. 70) of NGC 7027 in the H2 v
= 2-1 S(I) and HI 67 lines appears to show that the H2
emission is much more extended than this.
Three excitation mechanisms for the observed H2
vibration-rotation emission from PN have been proposed.
These are : (A) Direct population of the upper energy
levels during the formation of H2 : detailed modelling
(Réf. Il) lias shown that this mechanism is insufficient to
produce the observed line fluxes. (B) UV-pumped fluorescence (Refs. 9, 11, 12) : in this mechanism high
vibrational levels are populated as a result of cascades
following the absorption of UV photons by H2 electronic
transitions. (C) Thermal excitation by collisions, for example in shocks (Réf. 09).UV-pumped fluorescence is not thought to be the
principal excitation mechanism in most PN, because it
predicts much stronger high vibrational lines than are normally observed. The strength of the V = 2-1 S(I) line at
2.25/im is predicted to be about one half of that of the
v = 1-0 S(I) line at 2.12/im, whereas the observed ratio
is almost always much smaller than this (1/10 in NGC
7027, Refs. 8, 72), However, it has recently been found
(Réf. 25) that in one PN at least, Hb 12. the observed
H2 relative line fluxes are in good agreement with UVpumped fluorescence model predictions (Réf. 12). This
PN is a young, dense, optically thick object and it was
found necessary to offset from the bright core in order to
detect the fluorescent H2 emission (Réf. 25).
Collisional excitation of H2 in a warm gas is thought
to he the main mechanism producing the observed v=lO line fluxes from PN. Smith et al. (Kef, 69) derived
a rotational excitation temperature of HOOK from the
v=l-0 lines emitted by NGC 7027, and Isaacman (Réf.
42) derived similar V=I-O rotational excitation temperatures for a number of other PN. Recently, Tanaka et
al. (Réf. 72) have shown that the v=2-l/v=l-0 vibrational temperature for NGC 7027 is significantly larger,
at 190OK, and that this may be understood as being due
to the v=2-l, and higher, transitions being populated by
UVfluorescence,while the V=I-O transitions are produced
overwhelmingly by collisional excitation from the ground
state.
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In the ionisation transition zone model of Black ct
al. (Réf. 11) the H2 emission from NGC 7027 is excited
by warm (1000-5000K) gas in the thin ionisation transition zone. Most authors have, however, invoked shock
excitation of pre-existing H2 in the neutral zones around
optically thick nebulae, these shocks being precursors of
ionisation fronts. For NGC 7027 the ionised gas expansion velocity is 21 km s"1 (Réf. 78), while the expansion
velocity of the cool extended CO J=I-O emission region
surrounding it is 16-18 km s~l (RcIs. 74, 45). The difference between the ionised and neutral region expansion velocities seems insufficient for shock excitation to account
for the observed H2 emission. Recent 12 km s"1 resolution spectra of the H2 V=I-O S(I) line at the centre of
NGC 7027 (Refs. 30, 70) reveal the profile to have two
peaks, separated by 35 km s"1. This is consistent with
emission from a hollow shell (the interior being filled by
ionised gas) with the separation of the peaks being equal
to twice the expansion velocity of the shell. The resulting expansion velocity is the same as that of the cool CO
molecular cloud, so emission of the H2 in the ionisation
transition zone appears to be ruled out, as does shock
excitation. Photodissociation zone models would seem
relevant here and it would be of interest to see such models calculated for PN parameters, since Hollcnbach (Réf.
41) has pointed out that at high densities the lower vibrational levels of H2 should be thermalised at 100Q-3000K
by collisions in the photodissociation region.

4. DUST EMISSION FEATURES
Planetary nebulae have proved to be of great importance for determining the nature of the materials responsible for the various infrared dust features. This is because
(a) their nebular C/0 ratios show a much larger range
than is found in interstellar environments and (b) these
C/O ratios can be accurately derived. I have reviewed
the observations of dust emission features from PN for
the period up to 1983 (Réf. 6), while Roche (Refs. 02,
63) has reviewed subsequent work. The work of Aitken
& Roche (e.g. Réf. 2) had built up a sufficient sample for
them to show that those PN exhibiting the 9.7/im silicate
feature had C/O ratios less than unity (as determined
from UV/optical nebular analyses), while those PN exhibiting strongly the 11.2/im SiC feature had C/O ratios
larger than unity. This was in agreement with expectations that silicate and SiC grains respectively required
oxygen-rich and carbon-rich environments for their formation. The silicate-feature PN had a mean C/O ratio of 0.4
(consistent with the solar ratio), while three SiC-feature
PN were found to have C/O ratios ranging from 0.9 to
1.3, consistent with C/O ratios larger than unity once the
small contribution from C locked up in SiC is allowed for.
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A significant number of PN exhibit the family of unidentified infrared (UIR) bands which are discussed extensively
elsewhere in these Proceedings, and I have shown (Réf.
G) that those PN whose spectra are dominated by the
UIR bands have even larger C/O ratios (>2) than do the
PN whose 10/<m spectra are dominated by the SiC feature. This strongly supported the identification of the
UIR bands with grain-associated hydrocarbons. Cohen
et al. (Refs. 20, 22) have shown that there is a very good
correlation between the nebular C/O ratio and f(7.7), the
fraction of the total IR luminosity emitted in the 7.7/im
UIR band. Their 4-8/«n data showed that the UIR bands
are in fact present, although more weakly, in the spectra
of PN with strong SiC features. It appears that the SiC
and UIR bands can occur in all PN with C/O>1, with
SiC dominating at low C/O ratios and the UIR bands
dominating at higher C/O ratios. Current statistics, as
summarised by Roche (Ret. 62) show that of those PN
with detectable 10/im continua, 33% show the 9.7/im silicate feature, 25% show the 11.5/1 SiC feature strongly
and 42% show the UIR bands stongly (the remainder have
continua which are too weak to classify).
High spectral resolution observations of the UIR bands
have mainly concentrated on the 3.3/tm feature. Geballe
et al. (Réf. 31), using a resolving power of R=400, found
that NGC 7027 and BD+30°3639 both showed, in addition to the strong 3.3/im feature, the weaker 3.4/im
feature plus a broad plateau of emission centred around
3.45/im. Observations made at R=1500 have since shown
(Réf. 55) that this 'plateau' consists of features at 3.46/mi
and 3.52/im, and possibly at 3.55/im and 3.58/im. These
observations also showed that the 3.3/tm features emitted
by NGC 7027 and the PN IRAS 21282+5050 had virtually identical profiles, while Takanaga et al. (Réf. 75)
have found that the 3.3/iin feature of HD 44179 (a probable proto-PN) is significantly narrower than that of NGC
7027.
Spatially resolved IR spcctroscopy of PN has proved
useful for constraining the excitation mechanisms of the
UIR bands. Aitken & Roche (Réf. 3) obtained spatial
scans of NGC 7027 at 30 different wavelengths between
10/im and 13/<m which showed that the 11.3/im UIR band
peaked 1.5 arcsec outside both the ionisrd gas and dust
continuum emission peaks - the material emitting the
band must therefore largely lie outside the ionised zone,
in the neutral shell. Infrared camera images of NGC 7027
at the wavelength of the 3.3/im band show the same behaviour (Réf. 63).
Forrest et al. (Réf. 29) discovered a strong, broad
dust emission feature, extending from 24/im to at least
30/im, in the spectra of several carbon stars and PN with
strong SiC features (the IR energy distribution of one
of these PN, IC 418, is illustrated in Figure 1). Subsequent observations have shown the feature to peak at
about 35/im and to extend from approximately 24-44//m
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(Refs. 33, 53, 32). An identification of the feature with
MgS has been proposed (Ret. 32) and laboratory spectra
of this material do indeed provide a very good fit to the
^observations (Réf. 56). However, in the case of IC 418
almost 25% of the total IR luminosity is emitted in this
feature (Réf. 53 and Figure 1). This seems a surprisingly
high fraction for a material limited by the abundance of
sulphur and magnesium, although Moseley and Silverberg
(Réf. 53) have argued that it could be done if the MgS
was in the form of a thin layer deposited on SiC grains.
Middlemass (Réf. 52) has found magnesium to be undepleted in the nebular gas phase in IC 418. Baron et al.
(Réf. 5) have suggested that the 35/im feature might be
due to structure in the absorption efficiency spectrum of
graphite, though to date no laboratory graphite or amorphous carbon samples have shown structure having the
required amplitude.

5. DUST CONTINUUM EMISSION
At first sight the study of the dust continuum emission from PN might not seem to require spectroscopy.
In practice, however, ionic emission lines and dust features are so prevalent that broad-band photometry is frequently seriously affected. This is known to be the case
at wavelengths shorter than- 20/im at which the hottest
grains emit. Spectroscopy is therefore usually necessary
in order to define the true dust continuum level. A PN's
IR continuum flux distribution normally peaks between
25/im and 60/un, nicely bracketted by the four IRAS filter bandpasses. It is fairly straightforward to correct the
IRAS photometric fluxes for fine structure line emission, if
complementary optical spectra of the nebula are available,
enabling the IR line fluxes to be predicted. However, unsuspected dust emission features may be lurking within
the longer wavelength IRAS bandpasses. For instance,
we do not know how many PN have their 25/im fluxes inflated to some degree by the broad 35/im feature (Figure
1). Low-resolution 750 spectra of a significant sample of
PN are desirable, in order to resolve these questions.
The modelling of grain emission from planetary nebulae has progressed significantly in recent years. In 1981
Natta & Panagia (Réf. 55) carried out a differential analysis of the then available far-infrared data for ten PN.
Assuming that the emitting dust resided only within the
ionised zone, they found that the gas-to-dust mass ratio
increased significantly with increasing nebular radius, appearing to imply that the dust was being destroyed as
the nebulae evolved. Since then, major advances have occurred in both the quantity of far-infrared cata available
and in the dust modelling techniques used to model them.
Nearly one thousand PN are listed in the IRAS Point
Source Catalog (see Réf. 61), and sixty-seven of them

have IRAS pointed observations available (Réf. 47). On
the theoretical front, nebular ionisation structure codes have been enhanced so as to treat self-consistently the
emission by dust grains with various compositions (with
realistic size distributions arid experimentally determined ~
optical constants) immersed in direct stellar and diffuse
nebular radiation fields. A review of these developments
has been given by Harrington (Réf. 34).
The first application of such a code to fitting the dust
emission from a PN (IC 3568, Réf. 21) adopted carbon
smoke grains with a single radius (0.015/im). A gas-todust mass ratio of 1300 was derived. Harrington ci al.
(Réf. 35) have modelled the dust emission from NGC
3918, using graphite and amorphous carbon grains with
MRN size distributions. For both grain types the maximum grain size needed was similar to that of the standard
MRN model (0.25/im), but their graphite grain model
required a lower grain radius cut-off of 0.04//m (versus
0.005/imfor the standard MRN mixture), because smaller
grains produced too much flux at 10/mi. Amorphous carbon grains, on the other hand, required a lower grain radius cut-off of O.OOOSjim in order to produce enough flux
at 10/im. The graphite and amorphous carbon grain models for NGC 3918 yielded gas-to-dust mass ratios of 1300
and 3500, respectively. Harrington et al. noted that if
the observations had been modelled by blackbody emission corresponding to a single-temperature, single grain
size, as has often been the practice, a much lower gas-to
dust mass ratio of 500 would have been derived.
NGC 3918 lies on the borderline between optical thickness and thinness to the hydrogen Lyman continuum.
Hoare (Réf. 39) has modelled the dust emission from the
lower-density, optically thin nebula NGC 7662 and, using
MRN grain size distributions, derived gas-to-dust mass
ratios similar to those found for NGC 3918 (Table 3). He
also modelled the dust emission from the higher-density,
optically thick nebula IC 418, the model incorporating
a treatment of the emission from grains residing in the
neutral zone. Figure 1 shows Hoarc's best-fitting models, which use graphite or amorphous carbon grains, along
with silicon carbide grains (available optical constants did
not allow a treatment of the 35/im MgS feature). At the
shortest infrared wavelengths plotted, there is a noticeable broad-band excess relative to the level predicted for
the summed stellar, nebular and dust continua. At K
and L, mapping observations have shown that this excess
largely originates from outside the ionised boundary of IC
418 (Rcfs. 58, 59).
Table 3 summarises the gas-to-dust mass ratios that
have been derived for the three carbon-rich PN that liavc
so far been modelled using the techniques described above.
The mean nebular densities span a range of a factor of
three but <e derived gas-to-dtist ratios differ by no more
than a factor of two. As the sample increases in size, it
should become clear whether PN gas-to-dust ratios do in
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Table 3

Gas-to-dust mass ratios for three carbon-rich planetary nebulae
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40
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fact change significantly as the nebulae evolve. The gasto-dust mass ratios listed for the the three PN in Table
3 are factors of five to ten times smaller than those usually estimated for the interstellar medium. If the respective ratios estimated for the ISM and for PN are correct,
the implication must be that PN cannot contibute significantly to the interstellar dust content, a rather surprising
result in view of the fact that the red giant progenitors
of PN are thought to be the major source of refractory
interstellar grains. It will also be of interest to see what
gas-to-dust mass ratios are needed for silicate grain models of oxygen-rich PN. The only such work published to
date (Réf. 40) was for the halo PN DDDM-I, for which a
gas-to-dust mass ratio of 900 was derived.
For all four of the PN w".b detailed dust models,
discussed above, Ly-Q photons nruvide about 55% of the
grain heating, with the balance pro- ided by the direct absorption of stellar continuum photons, apart from NGC
3918, for which CIV and N V resonance line photons provide 17% of the heating. In no case was dust found to
compete significantly for ionising photons or to affect the
nebular ionisation structure.
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ABSTRACT

Infrared spectroscopy of classical, dwarf and
recurrent novae, together with symbiotic stars, ie
reviewed.
Particular attention is paid to
classical novae where infrared spectroscopy is
invaluable in probing the early chemistry,
formation of dust shells, and the origin of coronal
line emission seen in many of these objects.
Keywords:

Infrared Spectroscopy. Novae, Symbiotic
Stars, Cosmic Duet, Molecules, Coronal
Lines

In thifi paper we will review the impact of
spectroscopy at wavelengths greater than 1 urn on
our understanding of objects coming under the
blanket title of novae and related stars.
This
heading includes classical, dwarf and recurrent
novae (the cataclysmic variables) and also the
related class of symbiotic stars, some of which
also undergo outbursts, and the centre! systems of
which share some common characteristics with their
cousins in the above group. Host observational and
theoretical work has however been devoted to
investigating the physical processes in classical
novae, particularly in terms of dust production.
Hence, it is with these objects that we will most
concern ourselves.
Table 1 gives details of the vital statistics of
the various types of object under discussion. From
this it can be seen that the central systems of
dwarf and classical novae are well defined, and
turn out to be very similar. In both cases, a
late-type main-sequence star is losing material due
to Roche lobe overflow, via an accretion disk, onto
the surface of its white dwarf companion. The
cause of outburst in these two types of object is
also well-determined.
In dwarf novae, outbursts
are due to enhanced mass flow through the disk, and
the subsequent
liberation
of
gravitational
potential energy (see Réf. 1 for a review). In
classical novae, outbursts are due to thermonculear
runaways (TNR) on the surface of the white dwarf
(see Réf. 2 for a review of the nuclear
astrophysics of classical nova outbursts).

The nature of the contrai ay stems of recurrent
novae and symbiotic stars is less well defined,
even for particular objects in these rather
heterogeneous groupings. What is well demonstrated
however is that all stars under these headings
contain late type giants or supergiants as their
cool mass-donating components. The nature of the
accreting star is however only determined with
certainty in one object from either class - V2116
Oph, a hard X-ray source where the primary is of
necessity a neutron star.
The rest of the objects under these two headings
contain either a main sequence star or white dwarf,
and accretion may either be from the wind of the
giant companion, or via an accretion disk where the
secondary overflows its Roche lobe. The cause of
outbursts of recurrent novae and outbursting
symbiotics is currently a matter of debate,
particularly in the case of the former where both
accretion events and TNR have been postulated for
the outbursts of particular objects (e.g. Réf. 3).
A brief review of our current understanding of
symbiotic stars is given in Ref 4.
Other up-todate information on symbiotics is given later in
the same proceedings.
Compared to classical novae, the mass ejected at
outbursts by the three other types of related stars
is generally low. This is particularly true of the
dwarf novae where there is no firm evidence for
substantial mass loss at this time. That classical
novae eject up to 10
M at velocities of order
1000 km s has of course%een well known for many
years.
It has also been postulated for a
surprisingly long time that dust grains condense
out of tWîs same éjecta weeks to months following
outburst. Indeed, it was D.B. McLaughlin who first
suggested in 1935 that the great minimum in the
visual light curve of nova DQ Her (193A) might be
due to the formation of an obscuring cloud of dust
grains (RefE. 5 and 6). However, it was not until
the advent of photometry beyond 1 p m that
confirmation was obtained that classical novae were
indeed associated with large quantities of dust
grains following outburst.
2.
2.1

CLASSICAL NOVAE

Suaaary of Intrnred Observations

The first reported observations of a classical nova
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Table I
Dwarf Novae
Outburst Range
(mags)
Peak Luminosity
(erg s~l)

2-5

Classical Novae

8-20

Recurrent Novae
6-8

"10

Symbiotic Stars"1'

2-7

1038-1039

1037-103B

Outburst Lifetime 10-50
(days)

50-5000

50-500

100Od - many yrs

Mass Loss at
Outburst (M0)

io"5-io~A

10~8-10~5(7)

7 - 10',-4

10-100

10-?

?

Recurrence time
(yrs)

0.05-30

Central System*

WD+MSD+AD

Outburst
Mechanism

Accretion

WDorMS+RG+AD?

WD+MSD+AD

Accretion
Event or TNR

TNR

Event

Approximate Number
of Known Galactic
Sources
380

NS.WDorMS(î)
+RG+AD?

Accretion
Event.
Shell Flash,
or TNR

140

210

+ Outbursts not recorded for many eymbiotics. Lower figure refers to Classical
Symbiotics, upper is more typical of the Symbiotic (Slow) Novae.
* WD - White Dwarf NS - Neutron Star MS - Main Sequence Star MSD - Late Type MS.
RG - Red Giant or Supergiant. AD - Accretion Disk.
vere made by A. R. Hyland and G. Neugebauer of the
moderate speed nova FH Ser (1970) in its transition
phase (Réf. 7). These coniirmed the presence of a
substantial infrared excess. consistent with
emission from dust at 90OK. It was also indicated
that the bolometric luminosity of the nova had
remained approximately constant,
despite the
decline in visual magnitude.
This latter point
turned out to confirm the results of TNR models
developed later in the decade (Réf. 2) .

speed class of the nova, and is in fact laid out by
speed class with novae ordered by year within each
class. The majority of novae observed fall into
the moderate (M) class (rate of visual decline from
maximum 0.07>ft
i 0.025 mag day ), though a
growing number of fast (F. 0.2 > Ji ^ 0.07 mag day'1
) and very fast (VF. ft %• 0.2 mag day ) objects
are also included. Only one slew (S. 0.025 > a >,
0.01 mat day ) and one very slow (VS, 0.01
ay ) have
ha published infrared observations.
mag day

At the time of the present conference, a total of
25 classical novae have been observed in the
infrared in the immediate post - outburst phase.
Table 2 gives details of these. Recent reviews by
R. D. Gehrz (Réf. 8), and A. Evans and the present
author (Réf. 9), have discussed the infrared
development of many of these objects, and reference
should be made to these for details of broadband
photometric coverage and further infonjation on
individual objects.
Exceptions are MOvSer (see
Réf. 10 for details of infrared observations); Nova
Sgr 1987 (Refs. 11, 12), and LMC 1988 No. 1 (Réf.
13). References in columns 5 and 6 of Table 2 refer
to infrared spectrocopic observations made in the
ranges 1—5 u m and 7-14 jim respectively.

In column 4. reference is made to the formation or
otherwise of a dust shell.
It may come as a
surprise to discover that only 2 novae (GQ Mus and
V1500 Cyg) can be said with any certainty not to
have formed such a shell. In the case of V1500
Cyg. this fits in with the general trend of faster
novae not producing such extensive dust shells (see
Réf. 40 and also below) . However, GQ Mus appears
to be rather unusual among the M class novae. As
we shall see, the formation and survival of dust in
novae may well be a finely-balanced phenomenon.

Several important points can be gleaned by a
cursory glance at the table. First of all, the
number of novae observed in the infrared is growing
apace.
Host of the observations are still
photometric however, and mainly confined to the 1-5
um band.
Nevertheless, where longer wavelength
spectra are obtained the data have often turned out
to hold surprising and important results (see
below). The table also includes information on the

2.2

Grain Formation. Growth and Erosion

Despite the development of interest in infrared
observations of classical novae since the dramatic
revelations regarding FH Ser, the most dt tailed
photometric coverage of a nova in this wavelength
range is undoubtedly that of NQ VuI (Nova VuI
1976 - Refs. 41, 42). The visual light curve of NQ
VuI is typical of that of a moderate speed nova,
showing a somewhat erratic decline from maximum,
then at around 3 mags from peak, a steep decline
into a 'transition minimum', the most extreme known
example of which occurred in DQ Her 42 years
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Table 2
Nova

HR Del"
Nova Oph
FH Ser
Vl 229 AqI
NQ VuI
V4021 Sgr
LW Ser
V4077 Sgr
GQ Mus
PH VuI
QU VuI
V1819 Cyg
V842 Cen
Nova VuI
Nova LMC
IV Cep
V1301 AqI
VÏ668 Cyg
V693 CrA
OS And
Nova Her
Nova Sgr
V1500 Cyg
V1370 AqI
MU Ser

Speed
Dust _ 1-5 \m 7-14 iim
Class+ Shell? Spectra Spectra
(Ref.)
(Ref.)
Y
-—1967 : VS
14
?A
1988
S
Y
7
1970
M
Y
1970
M
1976
Y
M
15
Y
1977
M
Y.
M
1978
M
Y
1982
1983
M
N
16,17
Y
18
1984
M
++
19-22
Y
19
M
1984
?
1986
M
23.24
22
25
1986
M
*JL
Y
26
M
1987
Y
1988(1) M
1
F
1971
1975
F
Y
Y
1978
F
Y
27
1981
F
7
F
1986
+
1987
F
Y*
24,28,29
F
Y
1987
N
1975
31.32.33 33
VF
1982
VF
Y
35-38
34,35
1983
VF
N?

Year

Consents

CO emission

Dustless
[NeII], Silicates. Coronal line..
Coronal lines
CO. UIR. Silicates
Dusty extra-galactic nova

Neon nova
[NeII]? (Ref 30), Coronal lines
Dustless. [NeII], Coronal lines
[NeII], Silicates?

Notes:
+
Speed class as defined by C. Payne - Gaposchkin (Réf. 39. see text also).
*
Dust shell optically thick.
++ Dust shell optically thin (no designation - insufficient coverage).
previously.
In the infrared, the fluxes declined for the first
50 days, with the infrared flux spectrum initially
mimicking that of the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a
black body at several thousand degrees Kelvin.
Observation
of
this
optically
thick
'pseudophotosphere1
or
'fireball1
phase
of
evolution can be most useful in determining the
distance to the nova, and the time of the initial
explosion (see Refs. 8, 9).
By day 8. the flux
spectrum suggests that the gas shell was becoming
optically thin, and emission characteristic of
optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung dominates by
day 39.
During the early part of this phase
however, the 5 |im broadband point seems to show an
excess above the continuum. Similar, 5 urn excesses
have been noted in FH Ser, V1500 Cyg, V1668 Cyg and
LH Ser in this phase.
It was suggested by J.H. Black (quoted in Ref. 41)
that C. molecules were the source of this emission,
and that these same molecules might later act as
micleation centres for grain growth. Indeed, there
is no doubt that large-scale molecule formation
must
precede
dust
grain growth.
However,
observations of MJ VuI in the 2 urn band, on day 19
when the 5 u m excess was prominent (Ref. 15),
clearly show the presence of first overtone
vibration/rotation bands of the CO molecule at 2.3
Pm. The fundamental of this emission in the 5 tim
band would then be more than sufficient to explain
the observed excess.
Figure 1 shows the
observational data together with a synthetic
spectrum from an optically thin layer in LTE at T =
350OK.
The interpolated continuum is shown as a
horizontal line, and the positions of
CO R branch

band heads are marked
(from G.J. Ferland et al
1979. Ref. 15).
It should be noted that the CN
radical was identified in optical spectra of DQ Her
near maximum (Ref. 43 ).
J.M. C. Rawlings and co-workers at UMIST have
formulated a dynamic model of chemistry in nova
éjecta based on the CO identification in NQ VuI
(Ref. 44). Rswlings estimates that 1-10 per cent
of all the ejected carbon is locked up in CO
molecules, with another substantial fraction then
required to condense out to form grains. In common
with the model proposed by Ferland et al, three
distinct zones are envisaged in the éjecta. The H
and C in the outer zone (I) are neutral.
In the
middle zone (II) H is neutral but C is ionized. In
the inner zone (III) both H and C are ionized. As
the expansion rate of the respective Strflmgren
spheres is generally greater than the expansion
velocities of the éjecta, ionization fronts move
out through the ejected material. For CO formation
to have any chance of proceeding on a large scale,
H- must be formed first.
In the absence of grain
surfaces, the most significant H, formation routes
are via three body reactions (zone I) and the more
efficient negative ion reactions (zone II).
Hj
formation
is
also aided
by self-shielding.
Combining a detailed model of the nova éjecta and
central source spectral evolution with a chemical
reaction network, it was found that chemical
equilibrium was quickly established and substantial
amounts of CO could be formed in the outermost
(zone I) shell at gas temperatures _ 500OK. Recent
2 ji m spectra of V842 Cen indicate CO emission at t
30 days prior to the formation of an optically
thick dust shell on day 55 (Ref. 25).
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Figure 1: CO émission bande in thé 2 ym spectrum of NQ VuI (from Réf. 15, see text for details).

(a)

Coincident with the transition break in the visual
light curve of NQ VuI. the infrared fluxes rose
dramatically and the flux spectrum evolved to mimic
a featureless black body at around 100OK. This is
of course characteristic of emission from newlyformed dust, and the apparent absence of any 10 vm
excess suggested the grains were most likely
carbon-rich. The subsequent evolution of the dust
shell temperature was intriguing, showing a minimum
of around BOOK at the time of maximum infrared
luminosity (day 80), a recovery to a secondary peak
of order 95OK at around 140 days, then a monotonie
fall. Similar 'isothermal1 dust shell development
(a misnomer) has also been observed in FH Ser (Réf.
45) and LW Ser (Réf. 46) and is probably also
present in all other novae forming optically thick
shells where temperature changes are related to
optical depth effects in the evolving dust shells
(Réf. 47).

.
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E

D1147.6
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Figure 2: Model fits to the evolving infrared flux
spectrum of NQ VuI (from Réf. 48, see
text for details).

Detailed models of the dust-related infrared
development of NQ VuI have been formulated with
carbon-rich grains where Q *.j*v
(Réf. 48).
The best fit to the data is obtained if an initial
period of grain growth to the time of infrared
luminosity and optical depth maximum ie followed by
an epoch of grain erosion.
Figure 2 ehows the
results of applying the optically thick dust shell
model. The dust grain radius, a, is given by: air
exp [ - k (t - r/viM. where the exponential form
of the relationship and the constant k come from
consideration of the dependence of the decay of the
optical light curve on the underlying mass loss
rate (Réf. 49)! r and v are the distance from the
nova at time t,
afid the éjecta velocity
respectively.
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Figure 3:

Spectra of V1500 Cyg in (a) the recombination and (b) the coronal line
phases with most prominent identified lines indicated (adapted from Réf.
33). Note unidentified 3.5 Vu feature also seen in the ductless nova GQ Mus
(Réf. 16).

In Figure 2. the best-fit model sequence is shown,
with values for the days since outburst (D) and
maximum grain size (amax/ given in each case. The
reduction in grain size required to match the data
is of the same order as that determined more
empirically for FH Ser (Réf. 45) .
The question of the root-cause of this erosion
following infrared mmrîminn has been addressed by
R.M. Mitchell and co-workers.
In Réf. 50 it is
suggested 1 that grain destruction is 'charge
controlled . Before the shell becomes optically
thick, photoemission leads to positively-charged
grains.
which
are
then
shielded
from
chemisputtering following proion impact (the most
effective erosion process). In the optically thick
phase, this protection is removed, at least in the
outermost parts of the shell, and grain size
reduces until the shell again becomes optically
thin.
In an earlier paper (Réf. 51) it was
predicted that the grain surface reactions would
lead to emission features at 3.3 and 11.3 u m during
the optically thick phase. Such features have now
been reported as appearing in V842 Cen (Refs. 22
and 25), although it is not clear whether they are
associated with simple surface bonds, or arise in
large molecules (PAH's) not physicaly attached to
grains. Certainly, the features in the 3 u m window
resemble the unidentified infrared (UIR) features
seen in other dusty carbon-rich sources, although
the relative feature strengths may be different,
and they arise well after infrared maximum and
persist well into the late optically thin dust
shell phase of the nova (i.e. over a year from
outburst).
2.3

Spectroscopy of the Gag Phase

In the previous section we considered in some
detail the evidence for the formation of grains,
and the molecular spectroscopy that may help us to
understand both the formation and erosion of dust
grains.
Here we will exclusively address the observation of
gas phase atoms and ions at different stages in the
evolution of a nova. As our model, we will take
the far brighter and more comprehensively observed
of the two dustless novae, V1500 Cyg. Our data set
will comprise observations by G.L. Grasdalen and
R. R. Joyce, many of which remain unpublished (Refs.

32 and 33).
Nova Cyg 1975 was one of the brightest novae this
century, and also one of the fastest. Grasdalen
and Joyce observed it over the first 200 days of
its decline in both the 1-5 and 8-13 um regions.
Four phases of development were revealed:
The Early Fireball
The first, lasting around 4 days from outburst, was
the early black body stage. The spectrum in the 2
and 3 p m windows is featureless. Even the very
strong Br a line at 4.05 |i m is not detected.
Its
rapid growth in intensity over the next few days
illustrated the increasing ionisation of the shell.
Combining a black body angular diameter with
velocity of expansion from optical absorption
lines, a distance of between 1200 and 2400 pc was
derived (the main uncertainty being in the range of
expansion velocities observed).
Transition to Free-Free Continuum
By day 4, a transition to a thermal bremsstrahling
(or free-free) phase of emission had begun. By
combining expansion velocity, temperature and
emissivity data with an assumed geometry during
this transition phase a total ejected mass of order
3.5 x 10 M was found.
Recombination Line Phase
Recombination lines dominated the spectrum from day
10 to day 30 approximately, figure 3(a) shows the
spectrum around two weeks from outburst.
It is
remarkable in that no less than 5 hydrogen line
series are clearly illustrated. Using A = 2.1,
the relative intensities of these lines were found
to be in good agreement with Case A recombination
theory (i.e. the shell is optically thin in the
Lyman continuum at this time), and the deduced
Balmer intensities further confirmed the adopted
extinction. The recombination line phase has also
been observed in the infrared in novae NQ VuI (Réf.
15). V693 CrA (Réf. 27). GQ Mus (Refs. 16 and 17).
PW VuI (Réf. 18). and V842 Cen (Réf. 25). Spectra
at this time generally show lines of H, HeI. 01, CI
and NaI.
Later, ionized species, and forbidden
lines thereof, appear (e.g. HeII, [Fell], [SII], as
seen in Nova Oph 1988, Réf. 14).
Also evident in Fig. 3 is the [NeII] 12.8 jim fine
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structure line which becomes more prominent with
time. This previously unpublished result tends to
confirm the suggestion of G. J. Ferland and R. A.
Shields (Réf. 52) that the broadband 10 u n excess
observed from around day 80 onwards (Réf. 31) was
due to the strengthening of this line, and not due
to emission from cool dust.
The Ne abundance vae deduced to be at least 5 times
the solar value in V1500
Cyg making this one of the
class of 'neon novae1. Other members of this group
recently identified are V1370 AqI (Réf. 38), V693
Cr A (Réf. 53), QU VuI (Réf. 54) and (probably)
Nova Her 1987 (Réf. 30). In the case of QU VuI,
the most striking evidence for Ne enhancement came
from the 10 urn spectra obtained by R.D. Gehrz et al
(Réf. 5A).
By day 140, the luminosity of the
[NeII] 12.8(JiIi line was around 0.1 per cent of the
bolcmetric luminosity of the nova. The relative
strength of this line to the free-free continuum
(assuming both arose from the same volume of gas)
demonstrated that the abundance of NeII alone was
around solar, and hence that of Ne across all
ionization states was likely to be strongly
enhanced. A feature of the line itself, worthy oj
comment, is its great velocity width (~ 7000 tan s
EWHM) which is very high for a classical nova, but
not at variance with velocities seen in other lines
in this object (see Réf. 54 and references
therein).
S. Starrfield et al (Réf. 55) have identified these
recent 'neon novae', and other objects also showing
neon enhancements (e.g. RB Pic, Réf. 56; GK Per.
H.W. Duerbeck, private communication), with TNR's
on ONeHg white dwarfs.
These are the remnant
central cores of high mass stars, rather than the
more common OO white dwarfs expected to remain
after the shedding of the outer atmosphere1 of a
star originally ~ IM . The resulting TNR s are
indeed some of the most violent modelled, shedding
both accreted envelope and some of the core
material at very high velocities.
Coronal Line Phase
Further evidence in favour of a TNR on an ONeMg
«bite dwarf comes from the observation of infrared
coronal lines in V1500 Cyg (Refs. 32, 33). Such
lines have also been observed in the infrared in QU
VuI (Réf. 19), V1819 Cyg (Refs. 23. 24). and Nova
Her 1987 (Ref s. 24. 28. 29).

ineractions between different velocity éjecta (or
with an ambient medium - see Section 3.1), or from
photoionization by a very high temperature source.
Greenhouse et al (Ref. 19) favour photoionization
by a high temperature central remnant in QU VuI (L
= 10 L , T = 10 K) as the shocks implied by radio
observafions (Ref. 57) do not coincide temporally
with the development of the coronal lines. The
constancy of temperature between different objects
at different times post-outburst is also an
indication that this is the case.
An interesting new development is the use of
infrared speckle in the [Mg VIII] line at 3.02 |jm
in QU VuI. The source was resolved at 0"6 + 0.1
FWHM in this line in observations taken on 1987
August 2. Comparison with VLA naps of this source
near this epoch have confirmed that the coronal
lines originate in the principal éjecta, and not in
a zone interior to them, as earlier suggested (Ref.
33).
Measures of the total mass in the coronal
zone suggest it must be very clumpy (Ref. 19).
Clearly, the coronal line phase is an area of great
future observational and theoretical potential.
2.4

SpectroscopT of the Puflt Phase

Just as the discovery of the 'neon novae' changed
our ideas about the types of white dwarfs on which
nova outbursts can occur, the wider application of
observation in the same 7-14 Um window to the dust
phase has led to a re-assessment of our ideas on
the constituents of nova grains.
Until the
outburst of nova V1370 AqI in 1982 the conventional
wisdom was that the 'featureless' infrared continua
of the dust shells were characteristic of emission
from carbon rich dust (specifically graphite up to
more recent times).

-1

1

T-

10'"

10"

Figure 3(b) shows that the spectrum of V1500 Cyg
after 2 months was dominated by forbidden lines of
high ionization states of metals such as Al, Si.
and Hg. with weaker lines of Na, Fe and Ca also
present.
Recent work by M. A. Greenhouse et al
(Ref. 24) has shown that Al was overabundant in
V1500 Cyg and QU VuI by between one and two orders
of magnitude. Magnesium vas enhanced by a factor
of around 5, and Ne in QU VuI was around 12 times
solar.
The origin of the coronal lines themselves is
intriguing. Although the excitation temperatures
of the observed transitions are only around 1000K,
the existence of such highly ionized species
indicates much higher temperatures. Consideration
of the ionization balance between [Si VI] and [Si
VII] lines in the 2 M m band, has led to a
determination of the temperature of the coronal
zone in QUSuI (Ref. 19). The derived temperature
of 6.3 x 10 K is remarkably consistent with values
found for Ï1500 Qyg, V1819 Cyg and Nova Her 1987 in
this phase, varying by no more than 0.02 dex (Ref.
24).
Such high temperatures could arise from

8

Figure 4s

9

12

13

8-13 Mm spectra of V1370 AqI. From the
top, the spectra were obtained on day
143(xlO). day 156, day 180 C 5) and day
276. The dashed line represents a best
fit to each spectrum with a Q <xV smooth
component plus an enissivity curve for
amorphous olivine (from Ref. 36, see
text for details).
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V1370 AqI was a very fast nova that had formed a
cooling optically thin dust shell less than 37 days
after outburst (Refs. 34. 35).
By day 156, an
excess over the shorter wavelength blackbody flux
was evident in the 10 pm hand (Réf. 58).
Spectroscopy in this band (RefE. 35-38) revealed a
broad feature (see Fig. 4). The spectral shape of
this feature led P.F. Roche and D.K. Aitken to
associate it with the Si-O stretching vibration of
silicate grains.
Indeed, the feature could be
well-fitted by amorphous olivine (Ref. 36). The
underlying continuum could not however be fitted at
the same time, and it was proposed that this could
be due to emission from iron-rich grains.
R.D. Gehrz and co-workers took a different stance.
They saw the weakness of emission in the 20 um band
expected from the Si-O-Si bending vibration as
counting against silicates as the source of the
10pm excess
and suggested SiC (Ref. 37).
Furthermore. it might be argued on abundance
grounds that the strong continuum emission could
more plausibly arise from C-rich grains.
This
would then be consistent with the accepted wisdom
that CO mops up whichever of O or C is less
abundant, leaving only the other element free to
form grains.
More recent work has tended to confirm the
identification of the 10 g m feature with silicates.
The relative strength of any 20 vm band feature is
highly dependent on the placement of the underlying
continuum.
Changing the continuum from an 80OK
black body (Ref. 35) to 62OK emission with Q-i.s«u
(Ref. 38) virtually alleviates this proBlem.
Additionally, no reasonable fit to the 10 pm
feature can be made using SiC.
Finally, dogma
regarding C and O rich grains being mutually
exclusive may have to be discarded in the light of
the observation of UIR features (Ref. 25) and
silicate emission (Ref. 22) coincidentally in the
recent nova V842 Cen. It is also interesting to
note the tentative identification of SiO gas phase
molecular absorption in a 3 ym band CVF spectrum
taken on day 83 (Ref s. 34. 35).
Unequivocal evidence of silicate emission was found
in the 10 pm band in nova. QU VuI 24 days after
outburst (Ref. 21).
It was estimated that the
lower limit to the total maes of silicates in this
nova was around 10~ M .
Interestingly, the
underlying continuum was absent. The existence of
oxygen-rich dust in runaways from ONeHg white
dwarfs (evidenced by strong Ne emission) is
certainly consistent with expectations.
On the
other hand, broadband observations of Kl VuI
indicate that a 10 p m excess may be present,
despite this being a nova with solar neon abundance
(Ref. 59).
Obviously, yet again, patterns may
begin to break down once we have a larger sample of
objects.
3.

BELATED OBJECTS

In this section we will briefly discuss infrared
spectroscopy of recurrent novae and symbiotic
stars. As far as dwarf novae are concerned they
are generally too faint for such observations to
yield any significant data. P. Szkody and J. Mould
(1989. private communication) obtained unpublished
FTS data on SS Cyg and AE Aqr in 1980 using the
KPNO 4m telescope. Only Br Y emission in SS Cyg
was detected. J. Frank et al (Ref. 60) suggested
on the basis of broadband photometry and
spectrophotometry that EX Hya has a dust excess.
Again, BrTf was detected, but the faintness of the
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source meant the spectroscopic data quality was
poor.
3.1

The Recurrent Hova HS Ophiuchi

RS Oph, in common with the symbiotic stars,
contains a late-type giant and a poorly defined hot
companion. This system has undergone 5 recorded
classical nova-like outbursts, the latest of which
was in January 1985. Previous outbursts had shown
the presence of extremely strong optical coronal
lines, and an apparent deceleration of the éjecta
as it encountered the red giant wind. The 1985
outburst was extensively covered both temporally,
and in wavelength (from X-rays to radio).
Reference 61 contains details of many of the
observational results and their preliminary
analysis.
Infrared photometry and spectroscC;j from 1-4 pm
have been carried out in outburst and quiescence by
A. Evans et al (Ref. 62).
Spectroscopy was
obtained on 3 occasions immediately following
outburst (February to June 1985). The earliest
spectrum was dominated by H lines, but HeI at 2.058
V m and CI at 2.126 pot were also present. However,
it proved impossible to reconcile the dereddened
ultra-violet HeII 1640& line flux with both the
strength of the infrared continuum and the infrared
H lines with a single temperature model. Thus it
was concluded that the HeII and infrared continuum
emission arose from a region with T ~ 10 , K,
whereas the H lines came from a cooler (T ~ 10 K)
part of the remnant.
The higher temperature
emission is then presumed to come from cooling,
shocked wind and éjecta, and the 10 K material
from unshocked regions. An excess in this earliest
spectrum above a nebular continuum longward of 2.2
p m might be ascribed to CO emission from the
unshocked wind.
The April and June spectra are already dominated by
flux from the giant secondary. Figure 5 shows the
high resolution spectrum obtained on 1985 June 21
covering the wavelength range 1-4 p m. The features
seen in absorption around 2.3 iim almost certainly
arise in the M giant secondary.
The lack of
features in the 3 p m band argues against a carbon
star.
The 2.3 p m features are mainly due to
vibrational-rotational transitions o f
C O and
13 16
C O.
A crude estimation of 12CX13C " 10 is
consistent with that seen in C—rich late-type
giants. The spectral type of the secondary was
determined from the [2.35] - [2.2] colour index
yielding K8III (+ 2 sub-divisions).
Coronal lines of [Si VI] and [Si VII] are evident
in the June spectrum, the only time when a definite
identification of infrared coronal emission could
be made from the observed spectra. Evans et al
judged the temperature of the coronal region to be
2 x 10 K. Further spectra obtained in April
1986 and August 1987 show that the emission lines
had weakened very considerably as the nova
approached quiescence.
3.2

Symbiotic Stars

As alluded to in the previous section, 2 pm
spectroscopy can help to classify the spectral type
of late-type giants and supergiants. For symbiotic
stars, such classification of the secondary is
extremely important in determining whether the cool
component fills its Roche lobe, and hence what the
most prominent form of accretion onto the primary
might be. S.J. Kenyon and J.S. Gallagher (Ref. 63)
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Figure 5: UKERT CGS 2 spectrum of RS Oph on 1985 June 21 (day 143) . Emission lines are
HI unless otherwise identified. Data dereddened with En_„ = 0.73 (from Réf.
62).
conducted CVF spectroscopy of a small number of
symbiotics. Host of the systems in their sample
contained normal H giants and thus were unlikely to
be Roche lobe fillers.
However, CI Cyg was
classified as a bright giant or supergiant, and Z
And and T CrB were borderline supergiants.
High resolution infrared spectroscopy has until
recently been obtained on a fairly ad-hoc basis.
However. S. Besammar and co-workers have begun to
conduct a more detailed study of particular
symbiotics (see paper in these proceedings). Of
greatest interest has been CI Cyg which is a
relativity short period eclipsing system with,
therefore,
relatively well-defined
parameters
(Ref s. 64, 65). Observations at different binary
phases enable more secure exploration of the gas
flows in the system, in addition to accurate
classification of the red giant.
Mid-infrared observations (8-13 u m groundbased Réf. 66. and IRAS LRS - Réf. 67) have been
particularly important in probing the dust shells
of symbiotics. P.P. Roche et al (Ref. 66) observed
22 symbiotics with the UCL grating spectrometer,
supplemented by 3-4ym CVF spectra mostly of the 1 D'
(dust rich) type. The results showed that for all
but one of the 16 D types showing excess 10 y m band
emission, optically thin silicate emission, was
responsible with this superimposed on a featureless
continuum in the case of 13 objects (cf. V1370
AqI). The latter again could not be explained by
silicate emissivity outside the feature.
Four
other symbiotics showed featureless continua only.
It was suggested that the grey body emitters are in
fact iron grains. Interestingly, no forbidden line
emission has been detected in the infrared from any
of the objects surveyed, suggesting the emitting

regions have high gas densities.
IRAS LRS spectra of 6 symbiotics have been analysed
by B.C. Anandarao et al (Ref. 67). All but one
showed clear silicate features. Analysis of the
dust temperatures from spectral fitting suggests
that the dust shells of stars with recent outburst
activity are generally much lower temperature than
those symbiotics without nova-like outbursts. The
former also exhibit more extended and massive dust
shells than the latter.
It is suggested that
during outbursts a shell of dust is blown out from,
the symbiotic to give rise to the above results.
In each of these two small mid-infrared surveys,
one star exhibited emission more consistent with
SiC than silicates. Both these systems (HDK 330036
and UV Aur) are known to contain C star
secondaries.
4.
4.1

CONCLUSIONS AND EDTDRE DIRECTIONS

Classical Novae

Classical novae, as well as being intriguing
objects in their own right, are dynamic
laboratories for probing molecule and grain
formation. A particularly fruitful area of work,
whose potential has taken a long time to be
realised, is the search for molecular species prior
to the dust phase. The type of grains subsequently
formed (i.e. O or C-rich, or both) may be related
to the site of the outburst in terms of a low or
high mass white dwarf. In the later phases of dust
shell development grain erosion may occur, giving
rise to emission from C-H bonds.
If this is
correct, only optically thick shells should show
these features.
Only infrared spectroscopy can
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help to address these areas adequately.
Another exciting aspect of classical nova work in
-the infrared is the investigation of coronal lines.
Already speckle observations associate the coronal
zone with the principal éjecta in one object.
There is also evidence that these lines are
indicative
of
continued
high
luminosity
thermonuclear burning on the surface of the white
dwarf primary. This would then be of fundamental
importance to those who model the progress of TNR's
in these systems.
In future, high resolution
studies of coronal line profiles, compared to those
of other lines, may also help us to determine their
origin within the éjecta with more certainty.

Mr. M. Peel assisted p.reatly with the literature
search. This review was written while the author
was an Advanced Fellow of the SERC.
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Several old novae have been detected by IRAS (see
Réf. 9 and references therein).
An outstanding
question in some objects is whether the emission
that is observed is due to cool dust or fine
structure line emission from, for example, [OUI]
52. 88 lira, and [NIII] 57 y m lines. The "LWS of ISO
will be ideally suited to addressing this question.
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Regarding the symbiotics. FTS spectroscopy has
already
shown its
potential.
not only
in
classifying the secondary stars more securely, but
also in exploring other components of -these
enigmatic objects. Good temporal coverage of the
shorter period systems (e.g. CI Cyg) will begin to
unravel the make up of the beasts.
Finally, we turn to the recurrent novae. In RS Oph
we saw a supernova remnant in miniature develop
before our very eyes.
Infrared spectroscopy has
aided in revealing the structure of the remnant,
and the nature of the secondary star. Though there
are few recurrent novae, their outbursts are
frequent enough that we may expect one event every
3 or 4 years.
Are we ready for the next one?
Indeed, here as in many of the aspects of the
observation of novae and related stars, we need a
flexibility and capability within the Astronomical
community, and the powers that be, to enable rapid
response to targets of opportunity, and frequent
observations over a long period to gain the optimum
information.
Only in that way will real progress
be made in this field.
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Infrared spectroscopy of dwarf novae is currently a
blank sheet.
Future developments in ground-based
and space—based instrumentation will undoubtedly
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of the late-type low luminosity secondaries of
these systems will no doubt prove fruitful, as it
has done for the symbiotic stars.
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ISO will not only open up
currently excluded
regions
of
the
spectrum
to
spectroscopic
investigations, but will also be able to probe more
diverse populations of novae. The ISOCAM WF at a
resolving power of 50 will for example be able to
probe emission features in the 1Ou m region in
objects similar to QU VuI at the distance of the
LMC.
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPERNOVA 1987A
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ABSTRACT

The infrared spëctroscopic study of SN 1987A is
providing a uniquely detailed view of the
interior of a supernova explosion.
At early
times the IR spectrum of SN 1987A was dominated
by continuum emission, with P-Cygni profiles,
mostly hydrogen, superimposed.
By day 200, the
IR spectrum was dominated by emission lines. As
the supernova aged, forbidden lines became
increasingly prominent. About ?.Q species,
including molecules, have been identified.
Approximate estimates of the mass of iron and
cobalt in the éjecta have bean obtained. There
is general agreement that the substantial masses
found are consistent wit.i their originating from
the decay of 0.078M0 of 56Ni created in the
explosion. Comparison of IR spectral models
with the data should allow constraints to be
placed upon possible explosion scenarios.
Keywords: Supernovae, Supernova 1987A, infrared
spectra, explosive nucleosynthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speotroscopy is a particularly valuable tool in
the study of supernovae. Not only can the
nucleosynthesised products both of the
progenitor and of the explosion be studied via
abundance measurements, but also the spatial
distribution of ejected material can be
determined. This is possible, since shortly
after the shock reaches the surface of the star,
the expansion of the éjecta becomes homologous
(vr). Provided that the spectral resolution
is sufficiently high, the velocities derived
from Doppler-broadened line profiles can provide
information about the physical location of the
material. Once the éjecta have expanded
sufficiently it is, in principle, possible to
examine the material abundances and their
distribution throughout most of the supernova.
In the past, the problem with obtaining this
information has been the large distances (>1Mpc)
of even the nearest supernovae. By the time the
deeply-located éjecta have expanded sufficiently
to become optically thin, the flux has become so
weak that, at best, only low resolution, low S/N
speotroscopy is feasible.
The main importance of SN I987A is that it is

about x50 closet' than the next nearest supernova
of modern times. We are, therefore, presented
with a unique opportunity to obtain a highly
detailed view of the interior of a supernova
explosion. Moreover, the uncertainty in the
distance of SN 198TA is much less than for other
supernovae, and the extinction is relatively
small. Consequently, its luminosity can be
determined with unprecedented accuracy. SN
1987A has stimulated a tremendous international
effort, both to acquire data and to construct
models of the explosion. Spectroscopy
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum is
underway. However, it is at red and infrared
wavelengths that we have the prospect of
achieving the most detailed view. Observations
at other wavelengths are handicapped by poorer
spectral resolution, low S/N, large
continuum/line opacities, or severe line
blending.
The large distances of typical supernovae,
together with the fact that oooled-grating IR
spectrometers have only recently become
generally available, has meant that SN 1987A is
the only Type II event for which high resolution
(A/AA>1000) near-IR (1-5um) spectra have been
obtained. Moreover, it is the only supernova
(of any type) which has been observed at
intermediate or far-infrared wavelengths(>5um).
Programmes are in progress using facilities
provided by AAO, CTIO, ESO, KAO, MSSSO and SAAO.
An impressive amount of high quality data has
already been acquired (Aitken et al 1988a,b;
Bouchet et al 1987; Catohpole et al 1988, 1989;
Elias et al 1988; Erickson et al 1988; Larson et
al 1987; Meikie et al 1989; Moseley et al 1989;
Oliva et al 1988, 1989; Rank et al 1988a,b;
Roche et al 1989; Whitelock et al 1988).
2. EARLY TIME SPECTRA

Study of the early time spectra can provide
important information about the progenitor star,
as well as about the physics of supernova
atmospheres. At early times (up to -100 to -200
days), most of the supernova mass is optically
thick. Spectroscopic observations in this era
sample the outer layers of the progenitor which,
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although having been expelled outwards, have not
-undergone"any-significant 'explosive nucleo-synthesis.
Modelltng~qf'the early-time spectra allows
determination of the chemical-composition as a
function of.radius in the outer layers, and
hence provides details about the surface
composition of the progenitor and its evo." ition.
The convective processes in the presupernova are
poorly understood and if mixing has been
extensive (either in the progenitor or during
the explosion) then infcrmation about this may
be obtained even at these early stages. The
mass of the hydrogen-rich layers of the envelope
can be determined giving clues about the prior
mass loss. In addition, the well established
distance of SN 1987A has provided an opportunity
to test the reliability of extra-galactic
distances obtained by the application of the
Baade-Wesselink method to early-time Type II
spectra.
2.1 Observations
The early time optical spectra of Type II
supernovae are characteristically dominated by
black-body-like continuum emission, with broad
P-Cygni features, mostly due to hydrogen,
superimposed. Indeed, it is the presence of the
hydrogen lines which is the defining
characteristic for this type of supernova. To
this extent, SN 1987A was a Type II supernova,
although it was atypically dim, probably due to
the fact that it expanded from a compact (BSIa)
progenitor. In SK 1987A we saw, for the first
time, that the infrared spectrum of a Type II
also comprises black-body-like emission and
broad P-Cygni profiles due to hydrogen.
2.2 The Continuum
The continuum at JHK at early times appears to
have been simply the continuation of the optical
black-body spectrum.
A colour temperature of
about 500OK to 600OK was seen during most of
this era (Menzies et al 1987; Catchpole et al
1987, Meikle et al. 1989). At longer
wavelengths, the continuum exhibited an 'excess'
with respect to the short wavelength blaokbody
extrapolation (Aitken et al 19B8a; Rank et al
1988a). The excess increased both with
wavelength and with time. Rank et al. (1988a)
suggested that the excess could have been due to
an IR 'echo' of the initial UV/optioal flux from
oircumstellar grains. Aitken et al (1988a)
objected to this explanation on the grounds that
the observed excess was too strong and that
there was a lack of silicate-like emission
structure typical of the expected oxygen rich
environment. It seems that a more plausible
explanation for the strength and temporal
behaviour of the excess Js that it was due t-3
free-free radiation (Aitken et al 1988b;
Hoeflich 1989), where the flattening of the
slope was the result of the shift from a
Bayleigh-Jeans spectrum to that of an optically
thin plasma as the éjecta expanded. Aitken et
al (198Sb) estimate that at one year, an
ionisation fraction of about 3% in the hydrogen
envelope was required to account for the excess.
They point out that, at this epoch, if the
energy released by recombination to n»1 were to
have immediately escaped from the nebula then
the power input from 56Co decay would have

been insufficient to maintain the necessary
ionisation._They suggest, however, that the
recombination energy loss~rate~~was reduced as a
result of Lynah-"a trapping. This resulted in :~
enhancment ;Of -the -n=2 -population,~from-which
level collisional ionisation took place.
2.3 The Hydrogen Lines
Members of the Paschen, Brackett and Pfund
series were clearly present in the l-^tpm region
at early times. Hull-6 and Hu15-6 may also have .
been detected (Bouchet et al 19B7). In the IDprn region, Aitken et al (1988a) found H10-7, H9-7and H7-6 on days 5'l and 86. Rank et al (1988a)
detected H6-5/H8-6 and H7-6 on days 57 and 63.
As we examine higher series, there is a trend
towards a decreasing depth in the absorption
minima of the P-Cygni profile. Lines arising
from n=3,t,5 all exhibit rather shallow, narrow
troughs (Elias et al 1988; Meikle et al 1989)
indicative of low optical depth (Kirshner & Kwan
1971; Branch 1980). For series arising from
levels with n>5 there is little evidence of
absorption. The formation of these features
cannot therefore be due solely to simple
resonant scattering (where the profiles would
have about zero equivalent width). This effect
has been observed previously in other
supernovae at optical wavelengths (e.g. SN 1979C
- Branch et al 1981). In SN 1987A we see for
the first time that this phenomenon also occurs
at IR wavelengths.
Another interesting effect is that as we go to
higher series, the blue shift of the absorption
trough decreases. The standard resonant
scattering picture indicates that, for typical
SN density gradients and provided the line is
not optically thick, the trough minimum gives a
measure of the material velocity at the
photosphere (Kirshner & Kwan 1971; Branch 1980).
In view of the apparent weakness of the
absorption troughs, it may be difficult to
account for the decreasing blueshift in terms of
the decrease _of populations and scattering
cross-sections with increase in n. Moreover, if
we consider the Pf-T feature we find that
its trough has a blueshift which is too small to
be understood in terms of simple resonant
scattering from a spherically symmetric
atmosphere. For example, on day 18 a shift of
2550 km/s with respect to the emission maximum
was observed (Meikle et al 1989), yet at the
same epoch, the velocity at the photosphere
derived bj carrying out a black-body fit to the
photometry (Catchpole et al 1987) is
-'lOOOkm/s. A similar result is obtained from
the blue-shifts of the absorption minima of weak
optical lines, such as those of Fell and NaI
which presumably formed near the photosphere
(Branch 1987a). In addition, detailed NLTE
modelling of optical spectra by Hoeflich (1989)
imply a photospherio velocity of over 6000 km/s
at SOOOfl at the same epoch. Thus, assuming
spherical symmetry, we appear to be faced with
the 'paradoxical' situation of being able to see
to a depth in Pf-1Y considerably lower (i.e.
smaller radius) than that of the continuum
formation zone.
Both of the above effects underline the fact
that understanding of the early Type II
supernova atmosphere requires sophisticated
modelling of the spectra. Many authors have
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studied the problem (Wagoner 1981; Hempe 1981,
1986; Hoeflich-et~al 1986; Hershkowitz et al
J986a,b; Lucy, 1987; Wheeler et al 1988;"
Hershkowitz & Wagoner 1987; Hoeflich" 1987a,b,
1988a,b,-1989).- The -supernova atmosphere is
different from that of a star in several
respects:
a) The particle densities are much lower
(I09-10l2cm~3) than in stellar
photospheres (1013-1017cm~3).
b) The radiative transfer proceeds in a steep
velocity gradient, and complex 'interlocking' of
energy levels in hydrogen takes place.
c) The density structure cannot be assumed to
be constant or given by the hydrostatic
equation.
d) Scattering dominates over true absorption
throughout a large fraction of the atmosphere.
e) If the mixing is sufficient, hard radiation
may penetrate the outer layers, even at quite
early times.
We therefore cannot assume LTE populations,
plane geometry, nor that the observed profiles
are due to simple resonant scattering. While
trie early atmosphere is still really an unsolved
problem, increasingly comprehensive models are
being developed (see references given above)
which include all the standard mechanisms of
absorption and scattering. For example, in his
models for SN 1987A, Hoeflich (1987b, 19B8a,b,
1989) allows up to 20 lower levels in each of 22
species, to deviate from LTE. He includes all
radiative and collisional bound-bound and
bound-free transitions in the statistical
equations and incorporates the bound-bound and
bound-free opacities of the same transitions
into the radiation transport equation. Thomson
scattering and free-free opacities are also
allowed for, as are interlocking effects.
Thousands of transitions are involved.
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such low temperatures (Williams 1987). Plausible
identifications therefore involved transitions ;
originating from low-lying levels in lowionisation species. To this end,~ the guide _ to ,
line identifications provided by Branch (19B7b"_"
and private communication) was of particular :~
value. He considered the first five ionisation
states of all 2£ elements Trout hydrogen to
nickel, together with strontium and barium, and
calculated the line optical depths assuming LTE,
with temperatures ranging from 30,00OK down to
100OK and assuming a metallicity of 0.25 solar.
Putative identifications were, when appropriate,
cross-checked with.features present in
contemporary optical spectra. Identifications
included HeI 1.083pm (see section 3.3.2), SrII
1.032Yum (and possibly 1.0911IUm) (multiplet 2),
SI 0.9223pm (multiplet 1) (and possibly 1.0156pm
(multiplet 3)), CI 1.0695pm (multiplet 1),
1.17pm (multiplet 21), Call l.187um (multiplet
5) (Elias et al 1988, Meikle et al 1989), [CoII]
10.52um and possibly [NeII] 12.8l pu (Aitken et
al. 1988b).
Branch (1987 private communication) predicted
fchat for T<1BDOK the SrII triplet would be
extremely strong, and the positive
identification of this feature in the IR
confirms the presence of SrII lines in the
optical region (Williams 1987) where strong Ball
lines are also seen. Williams (1987) has
suggested that the strength of these lines is
indicative of s-process element enhancement in
the progenitor. The presence of [CoII],
possibly as early as day 51, and certainly by
day 86 constitutes strong evidence for
substantial mixing of radioactive 56Co, which
is the decay product of the o.07BM_ of Ni
generated in the explosion (Catchpole et al.
1988).
3. LATE TIME SPECTRA

As yet, no comprehensive early-time spectral
model fits in the IR have been reported.
However, Hoeflich (1987b, 1988a,b, 1989) has
successfully modelled the optical spectra of SN
1987A up to day 221. He finds that the
continuum was formed in the hydrogen-rich layers
at least up to day 103 but by day 221 the
photosphere had penetrated the helium zone. He
infers an H-envelope mass of 9-1IM , in
agreement with stellar evolutionary calculations
(Nomoto et al 1989) and implying a fairly modest
mass loss of up to about 5M . A !/3 solar
abundance of most elements is deduced, but
s-process elements are overabundant. A
particular success is the reproduction of the
emission 'excess' in the H-lines (Hoeflich
1988b, 1989). It remains to be seen if similar
results are obtained through modelling of the
richer IR spectra of hydrogen.
2.1 Other Elements
Only a few other discrete features were observed
in the early IR spectra, but identification was
less straightforward than for hydrogen due to
the broad line widths and paucity of relevant
identifications in other astrophysical objects.
The procedure generally used was to adopt a
temperature of 5000-6000K, as indicated by the
continuum. The increasing strengths of optical
lines of low-ionisation species, during this era
(e.g. Call, HaI and Fell), was consistent with

The principal objective of late-time IR
spectroscopy is to provide a direct test of
explosion models. The continuing expansion of
the supernova allows us to see to increasing
depths and eventually to zones where the
abundances were principally established by
explosive nucleosynthesis. Axelrod (1988)
suggests that for SN 1987A the continuum optical
depth to the centre would approach unity after
about 300 days.
The core collapse trigger of Type II supernovae
has been dramatically confirmed by the
detection of neutrinos from SN 1987A. However,
the process whereby the collapse is coupled to
the explosion is still not clear (Woosley &
Weaver 1986; Nomoto et al 1989). Largely as a
consequence of this problem, the explosion
energy, and the masses and distribution of heavy
elements generated by explosive nucleosynthesis,
including the masses of radioactive materials,
are uncertain i.e. they are model-dependent.
Other uncertain parameters which can affect the
composition and structure of the supernova
include the ZAMS mass, composition, mass loss
agd degree of convection in the progenitor, the
C(Oi1Tf)16O reaction rate, the density
gradient at the iron core boundary and location
of the mass cut, accretion that occurs in a
delayed explosion, p and T neutrino flux, and
mixing (Woosley et al 1989î Nomoto et al. 1989).
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Woosley et al have shown how these uncertainties
,can lead to large abundance variations
(sometimes exceeding a factor of 2) between
different models.
For SN 1987A, some of the Tree parameter 1
yalues have been estimated already. The mass of
Ht synthesised is convincingly <;stablised from
the bolometric light curve, to be
0.078±0;012Mg (Catchpole et al. 1988). We
also have some indication of the kinetic
energy. Comparison of the observed light curve
and photospnerie velocities with those derived
from hydrodynamical models suggest a value in
the range (1-1.5)x10 ergs (Notnoto et al
1988). Although the ZAMS mass is probably in
the range 15-25M_, this uncertainty implies a
wide range of nucleosynthesis abundances and
distributions.
3.1 Observations
As SN I987A aged, its IR spectrum became
increasingly dominated by a rich variety of
emission lines. The absorption troughs became
weaker and the" continuum contribution steadily
declined. By day 200 emission lines constituted
about 50Ï of the total flux and all absorption
troughs, apart from those of helium (see section
3.3.2), had completely disappeared. Between
days 200 and 650 (September 1987 and December
1988), the predominant lines changed
considerably.
Around day 200 in the
near-infrared, the emission lines arose mostly
from allowed transitions (H, HeI, NaI, 01, CaI,
MgI, SiI). Forbidden lines of Fell were also
apparent, as well as possibly SI and SiI.
Around day 260 at intermediate- and
far-infrared wavelengths, as well as high series
hydrogen lines, fine-structure lines of CoII,
ArII, Nil, NiII, FeI, Fell, FeIII, NeII, ClI, SI
and SIII have been identified (Rank et al 1988b,
Aitken et al 198Bb, Moseley et al 1989),
although some were heavily blended. By riay 650
all the hydrogen lines had faded dramatically
and the spectrum had become dominated by
forbidden/fine structure lines of silicon and
iron-group elements together with helium
recombination lines. The IR spectra have
revealed, for the first time ever, the presence
of molecules in a supernova. CO, CO+,
SiO and CS have all been identified.
3.2 Modelling of the Late-time Spectra
The late-time spectra should be easier to
understand than those acquired at early times,
since the continuum would be optically thin,
and most of the ions would be in their ground
state. The radiative transfer problem is
simpler and the atomic physics better understood
(Fransson 1986). In order to indicate what can
be derived from late-time IR speotroscopy, it
is useful to summarise what is believed to be
the underlying physics.
The fact that the late-time luminosity of all
supernovae declines slowly (timesoales of
months) has led to a generally held belief that
stored energy must be being gradually released
into the éjecta. For some years, the most
'popular' energy source has been the release of
radioactivity from certain isotopes created in
the explosion - predominantly ' Ni. (The
Hi idea is actually over 20 years old:

Pankey, 1962; Colgate & McKee 1969). Most
explosion models predict that of order 0.05 to
0.5M_ of material will be heated to nuclear
.statistical equilibrium, so that the productionof. ^Ni is almost inevitable. The decay scheme .
of 5 Ni is '6Nl-^ Co-X Fe." The second stage has a mean life of 111.26 days (May 1987
Nuclear Data sheets), which is comparable to the
late-time decline timescale of supernovae. That
Co is the origin of the late time power,
has been d-amatically demonstrated by the
bolometric light curve-of SN 1987A, which,
between days H7 and 260 (Catchpole et al 1988),
declined at the -"°Co decay rate. The
detection of the 0.817MeV and 1.238MeV Y-ray
lines (Matz et al 1988; Mahoney et al 1988;
Sandie et al 1988), X-ray emission (Itoh et al
1987) and IR lines of iron and cobalt (see
seul.ion 3-3-3) have provided additional evidence
f
^t 56Ni was created in the explosion.
Co decay releases ï-rays (%% of the decay
energy! and positrons (lit cr the decay energy)
of energy -IMeV. The problem of the subsequent
'energy flow' and the generation of the emergent
spectrum has been studied by several people
(Meyerott 1978, 1980; Shull 1979: Axelrod,
1980; Fransson 1986) and the occurrence of SN
1987A has acted as a considerable stimulus to
this work (Fransson ? Chevalier 1987, 1989;
Colgan & Hollenbach, 1988; Axelrod 1988;
Swartz 1988; Spyromilio et al 1989).

To illustrate what information may be obtainable
from the detailed modelling of late-time optical
and IR spectra, we consider the work of Fransson
& Chevalier (1987, 1989). They begin with
explosion models of Woosley et al and apply
Montee Carlo techniques to the energy deposition
from the decay of the "r,o. The flow of energy
from the initial ' Co to the emergent spectrum
is then determined. The gamma rays from the
decaying -" Co quickly deposit their energy
into the gas by Cqmpton scattering, producing
high energy primary electrons. These electrons,
together with the positrons then lose their
energy, through ionisation, and collisional
heating of the free electron gas. Owing to the
different dependence of the ionisation and
Coulomb scattering cross-sections with energy,
it is found that ionisation is determined
primarily by the more energetic electrons
(E>10eV) whereas the heating of the electron gas
is more due to collisions with electrons whose
energy have declined to below -1OeV, As a rule
of thumb, about 1/3 of the energy from the
•y-rays goes into ionisations while the other
2/3 goes into heating of the electron gas
(Fransson 1987). The ionisation structure is
established by the balance of ionisation and
recombination processes. Ionisation can be due
to collisions with non-thermal (primary and
secondary) and thermal electrons, or interaction
with the continuum radiation. This is balanced
by radiative, and to a lesser extent
dielectronic, recombination. Charge exchange
effects are also included. The nebula finally
releases its energy in the form of recombination
and forbidden line radiation. The energy
appearing in recombination and forbidden lines
is a measure of the proportions of the
radioactive decay energy going respectively into
ionising and heating. The models indicate
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electron temperatures of less than 800OK and
^that"the éjecta would-be predominantly neutral,
singly-ionised or doubly-ionised.
-Fransson & Chevalier -(1987,-;1989)-have
calculated model spectra for stratified
explosion models based on 15 and 25IC
progenitors. They find that the stratification
is reflected in the profiles of the most
important lines. Narrow iron lines arise from
the central region, with flat-topped emission
profiles of increasing width arising from
materials at greater distances from the centre.
In particular, around day 300 strong forbidden
lines of silicon (1.0991iim, 1.6068um and
1.6155ym) in the near-IR should dominate the
emission from the innermost -1M of the ejected
material. From day -250 to -600 there is
evidence for the presence of these lines (Meikle
et al 1989; Oliva et al 1989). However, the
late time IR spectra do not exhibit
particularly flat-topped profiles and the
extreme velocities in these lines are much
greater than stratified models predict (see
section 3.3.1). Fransson and Chevalier show
that the intensities, shapes and time behaviour
of individual lines depend on details of the
abundances, density structure, explosion energy
and degree of mixing, which in turn depends on
the explosion model. Thus, modelling of the
spectra should prove to be a powerful diagnostic
tool for the investigation of appropriate
explosion models. Some preliminary predictions
have already been made for the late-time IR
spectra of SN 1987A (Fransson & Chevalier 1987,
1989; Colgan & Hollenbaoh 1988; Axelrod 1988).
3-3 Preliminary Analysis
3.3.1 Line Identification. As a first step
towards interpretation of the late-time IR
spectra, several groups have presented
identifications of the transitions responsible
for the observed features. We are in quite a
good position here compared with most of the UBV
region, where blending is a problem. There is
general agreement about most of the IR lines,
and only for a few features is their identity
still in doubt. About twenty species have been
identified (see section 3.1).
3-3.2 Hydrogen and Helium. The persistence of
hydrogen and helium emission lines for over a
year after the explosion was probably due to
recombination, with the continuing ionisation
being due, ultimately, Ip the gamma-ray/positron
flux from the decay of 5 Co. There is some
evidence that the hydrogen lines exhibited Case
B ratios, but It is not conclusive. In contrast
with other species, the 1.083iim and 2.058pm
lint? of HeI continued to exhibit blueshifted
absorption troughs for at least 100 days after
the explosion. For much of this time, the
1.083ym trough was deep, with a -SOOOkm/s shift,
indicating that it was probably optically thick.
In the HeI triplet state most downward cascades
eventually reach the metastable 2s3S level.
This level can depopulate only via collisions or
by the forbidden Ss1S-Is1S radiative transition.
However, at the prevailing low electron
densities the rate of collisional depopulation
was sufficiently low to allow the 2saS level to
have been highly populated. Consequently, a
substantial proportion of the continuum photons
of wavelength around 1.083pm could have been
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resonantly scattered via the 2s3S-2p3P°
transition, resulting in the observed,
- . . ... ..
absorption. In the singlet state, the 2s1S level "
is also metastable. However, only "a"small
proportion of the singlet cascades get trapped
here. Most undergo allowed de-excitation to the
ground state via the 2p'P" level. Consequently
we expect weaker absorption than at 1.083nni, as
was indeed observed.
Graham (1988) has demonstrated that the early
emergence of Y-rays from 56Co can account for
the continuous ionisation of the helium, which
otherwise would recombine in -IOdays. He has
reproduced the 1.083(jm P-Cygni feature, observed
on day 135, by invoking a Y-ray escape of
-10 of the total 'Co-decay Y-ray emission
at that epoch. This constitutes one of the
earliest indications of Y-ray escape and mixing
of the éjecta.
3.3.3 Conditions in the Ejecta. Several groups
have used the late-time infrared spectra to
obtain estimates of temperatures, ionic
abundance ratios and masses. FroTi ratios of
intermultiplet lines (e.g. Sil(1.099ym)/
SiKl.eiSpm), Oliva et al 1989) and
fine-structure lines (e.g. [NiII](B.61um)/
[NiII](IO.68ym), Aitken et al 1988b;
[NiII](18.2lym)/[NiII](6.61um),
[FeII](25.98nm)/[FeII](17.91ijm),
[FeII](21.5um)/[FeII](25.98um), Moseley et al
1989) electron temperatures in the range -2000K
to -6000K have been obtained for the period
between about 200 and 100 days. Spyromilio et
al (1988) have used a Boltzmann distribution
model to reproduce the observed iv=2 emission of
CO, and infer a temperature of 300OK on day 192,
falling to only 180OK by day 255. On day -267,
Moseley et al (1989) find that most of the the
observed iron was roughly equally divided
between+Fe+ and Fe+* with
(Fe0XFe+XO. 15. By day -110, this ratio had
increased to -0.5 (Oliva et al 1989) presumably
due to recombination. In general, the deduced
temperatures and ionisation degree agree with
the predictions of the •'Co-driven spectral
models.
Masses for neon (Aitken et al 1988), sulphur
(Moseley et al 1989), iron (Oliva et al 1988;
Erickson et al 1988; Meikle et al 1989; Moseley
et al 1989), cobalt (Rank et al 1988; Aitken et
al 1988; Bouohet et al 1988; Meikle et al 1989)
and nickel (Rank et al 1988; Aitken et al 1988;
Meikle et al 1989) have been derived using
simple LTE calculations. Of particular interest
is the mass of iron and cobalt, since the bulk
Pf these materials should have arisen from the
Ni created during the initial explosion.
Tables Ia ar.d Ib show mass estimates for these
two elements. These estimates can only be
regarded as approximate. The masses derived
from intermultiplet or excited state fine
structure lines are sensitive to temperature.
For example, increasing TS from 32QOK to 100OK
halves the mass of singly-ionised cobalt derived
from the [CoII](I.5l7um) line (Meikle et al
1989). However, such lines do have the
advantage of arising from relatively low
populations and so tend to be optically thin
i.e. all the material is being observed. In
contrast, ground state fine-structure lines
benefit from being relatively insensitive to
temperature but since the populations are high,
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Table la.
IRON
Day

Line

MASSES

"Fe

(observed)

"Fe
(0.078M0 56Ni)

Reference

192

1.257 urn

0.01 (Fell)

0.062

Heikle et al (1989)

221/8

1.257pm

0.01 (Fell)

0.066

Oltva et al (1988)

251/7

25.99pm

0.03 (Fell)

0. 069

266/8

17.93pm
21.52pm
£5. 99pm
22.9 pm

0.070
0.021
(FeI+FeII*FeIII)

Eriokson et al (1988)
Moseley et al (1989)

Table Ib.
COBALT MASSES
Day

Line

"Co
(observed)

"co
(0.078M 56Ni)

Reference

260/2

10.52pm

0.0085

Rank et al (1988b)

319

1.517pm

0.003

0.0039

Heikle et al (1989)

370

10.52pm

0.0027

0.0033

Aitken et al (1989b)

100

10.52pm

0.0023

0.0025

Bouchet et al (1988)

-0.01

Note: In each table, col'imn I gives the number of days since the explosion
of Supernova 1987A. Column 2 gives the spectral line(s) from which the
mass estimate In column 3 was obtained. Column 1 gives the total mass
which would have been present ,at the epoch shown as a result of tha
radioactive decay of the 0.078H
Ni created in the initial explosion
(Catohpole et al 1988).
°
they may be optically thick allowing only
lower limits for the masses to be derived.
Erickson et al (1988) obtained a lower limit of
-0.03MQ of Fe* from the [Fell](21.98pm) line
around'day 250, which may be compared with the
0.069H of iron which should have been 5present
(from the decay of the initial 0.078M Ni
- see Table Ia). Modelling (e.g. Colgan &
Hollenbach 1988) suggests that most of the iron
should have been singly-ionised at this epoch,
implying that the+line was^optically thick. The
masses of Fe°, Fe+ and Fe+* derived by
Moseley et al (1989) (see Table Ia) also
suggests optically thick emission. Given the
physical extent of the iron emission (derived
from the Doppler broadened line-profiles), they
argue that some of the iron must be 'hidden' in
the form of optically thick clumps.
In spite or these uncertainties, there is
general agreement that the derived masses of
iron and cobalt are substantial. The mass of
Iron is at least an order of magnitude larger
than the total iron mass which would have been
ejected in the initial explosion (Weaver et al
1978; Woosley 1988) for typical LMC abundances,

but is comparable to the iron masses (from the
decay of th& initial 0.078MQ of 5 Ni)
which should have been present in the éjecta at
these epochs (see Table Ia). A similar result
is obtained for cobalt. Here, the masses
derived are at least a hundred times greater
than the mass of stable cobalt expected in the
star prior to explosion (Rank et al 1988).
Moreover, the derived mass,
of Co+ is
comparable to the mass of 5 Co which
should have been present at these epochs. (The
derived mass of Co+ probably represents much of
the cobalt present since the ionisation
potentials of neutral cobalt and iron are very
similar and a substantial fraction of the
observed iron was singly ionised.) Thus, the IR
lines provide direct, independent evidence for
the presence of radioactive cobalt in the
éjecta.
In conclusion, there is general agreement that
the substantial masses of iron and cobalt are
consistent with their originating from the decay
of 0.07BMQ
oreated in the
explosion!
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3.3.1 Mixing of the Ejecta. The IR spectra
.have provided evidence that substantial mixing
of "the~éjecta has taken place" (one example,' the
HeI "prof ties, has "already been described)".
_Between_days _r200.and_.rJiOO, ,relatively,strong,
,isolated, lines "(i.e.""lines of HI 1 ^HeI, 01, MgI,
ArII, Fell, Nil and N i I I ) exhibited FWHM
velocities of 2000 to 1000km/s, In particular,
"core materials' such as iron and nickel
exhibited comparable velocities to those of H
and He. Simply stratified models (e.g.
Woosley's (1988) model 1OH) predict considerably
lower velocities «lOOOkm/s) for iron-group
elements, implying that mixing into the outer
layers has taken place. There is also little
evidence in the profiles of the flat-top
structure characteristic of stratification. By
day -500, pronounced asymmetrical structure had
become apparent in the profiles of
C N i I ] ( S . 1 2 p m ) , [NiII](O.61pm) and, to a lesser
extent, [FeII](1.257pm) but the significance of
this is not yet clear.
A prominent, relatively narrow (V.FWHH
-2100km/s) emission line at -1.13pm""was observed
between days 200 and 500. Oliva et al (1988)
and Meikle et al (1989) attribute this feature
to the 1.1287pm line of 01, and argue that it
resulted from the cascade following the pumping
of the OI 1025A triplet by LyB photons (the
Bowen resonance fluorescence mechanism). The
rest wavelength of LyB and the strongest
component of the pumped OI 1025A triplet are
separated by only 15km/s. It follows that the
OI must have been close to the driving HI
otherwise Doppler shifts would have put the OI
1025A transition out of resonance. Thus, there
must have been intimate mixing of the hydrogen
and oxygen.
3.3-5 The Red Shift. During the first -200 to
-500 days, the IR emission line peaks
exhibited redshifts of typically 700km/s.
Similar redshifts were seen in optical lines. A
contribution of +280km/r was due to the
intrinsic motion of the supernova away from us this can be inferred from Dalmer series and
[OUI] emission from the ciroumstellar material
(Wampler 1988). In addition, some lines
exhibited red wings. Woosley et al (1989) have
shown that both the redshifts and red wings may
be the result of electron scattering from the
homologously expanding éjecta (Woosley et a]
1989). Oliva et al (1989) report that the
redshifts had disappeared by day 600.
3.3-6 Emission from Dust. Infrared spectroscopy
has also begun to yield information about the
oircumstellar medium of the supernova. In July
1988 (day 517), Smith et al (1988) reported that
the 10-13pm continuum emission, which had been
fading over the previous year, brightened by
almost a factor of 2 relative to the flux on day
-150. The emission continued to increase, at
least until <l=y 578 (Roche et al 1989). The
shape of the day 573 continue and the
contemporary flux level in the 1-tpm region
implies a colour temperature <100K. The
continuum also showed weak structure near 9.5pm.
There was no significant increase in the
extinction at optical wavelengths and the 10pm
emission was found to be extended, with a FWHH
of about 1.5 arcsec, corresponding to 0.3Bpc at
the LHC. All these observations point to the
lOpir. increase being due to an infrared echo i.e.
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reradiation of the supernova UV-optical flux by
a shell of dust grains lying at about .1 light
year from the supernova. Such a shell could be -"
the result of the wind of the progenitor while
in_its red giant phase. However, a simple,
spherical distribution of dust grains concentric
with the,supernova ,could not produce the
observed rapid increase of flux, implying
asymmetry in the dusfdlstribution. Roche et al
(1989) calculate that a dust mass of
2-1x10 -1H would account for the excess
flux.
°
U. THE FUTURE
As Supernova 1987A continues to expand, and the
energy input falls, a point may be reached where
a dramatic drop in temperature occurs. The
possibility of this phenomenon (known as the
'infrared catastrophe1) was originally pointed
out by Axelrod (1980) in connection with Type 1
supernovae, but it may also take place in Type
II events (Fransson & Chevalier, 1987, 1989;
Colgan & Hollenbach 1988). As the temperature
falls below 2500K-3000K, cooling by
inter-multiplet forbidden transitions becomes
insignificant relative to fine structure cool ins
(by intermediate-IR and far-IR lines). Thus,
for a while, the cooling rate falls only slowly,
since it is due to fine-structure transitions
whose excitation temperature of -30OK is much
less than the ambient electron temperature.
However, the heating rate continues to decline
steadily due to the decreasing mass of ^ Co
and the decreasing fraction of decay energy
deposited in the expanding éjecta.
Consequently, the temperature of the éjecta can
fall to 300-1000K in only a few months.
Fransson & Chevalier (1989) find that for
Woosley's model 8B, the onset of the infrared
catastrophe should occur around day 650
(for SN 19B7A this would correspond to the
beginning of December 1988). Associated with
the temperature drop, should be a switch away
from a spectrum dominated by optical lines to
one dominated by IR lines, especially
far-infrared. [OI]63.15pm is predicted to
be particularly prominent at 2-3 years.
The occurrence of the thermal instability may be
delayed or prevented by other effects.
Explosion models (e.g. Nomoto et al 1989)
indicate that radioactive isotopes with longer
half-lives than 5 Co should be present in the
éjecta. These include 57Co (mean-life = 391
days) and ^ Ti (mean-life = 68 years). In a
model by Nomoto et al (1989) the energy supplied
by 57Co decay exceeds that of 5 Co atM about
1200 days, this being superoeded by Ti decay
shortly afterwards.
If a central pulsar is present, not only might
this prevent the occurrence of the IR
catastrophe, it may also produce characteristic
emission lines at intermediate-- and far-infrared
wavelengths. The high-energy flux generated by
the pulsar will result in high ionisation of the
innermost regions of the éjecta. Colgan &
Hollenbach (1988) have shown that prominent
fine-structure lines of Fe*2 to Fe+7 could
become apparent after about day 100, and would
dominate the intermediate- and far-IR spectrum
by 1000 days (November 1989). In particular,
the appearance of iir.ss of [FeVII](9.51pm and
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7.Slum) and [FeVIII](S. 15um) would constitute
,strong evidence for the presence of a pulsar.
As yet (day -600), no high Ionisation lines ~have
been Identified.
The evolution,of the observed spectrum of SN
1987.'- could be dramatically altered if dust were
to condense in the éjecta. Dwek (1988) has
calculated that grains could have survived
heating by the ambient radiation field:as early
as 3 to 8 months after the explosion, but points
out that this does not mean that dust must have
formed. Nevertheless, it would take-only
O.DIM of dust to blot out the UV-optical
output of the supernova (and/or central pulsar)
for 5-20 years. The appearance of CO in novae
sometimes foreshadows the condensation of dust.
However, although CO and other molecules have
been Identified in SN 1987A, there is still no
evidence for grain condensation In the éjecta.
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HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF SYMBIOTIC STARS

S Bensammar
DASGAL

Observatoire de Paris
92195 Meudon Principal Cedex
France

We report here very early results of high
resolution ( SxIO 3 - 4xl0 4 ) infrared spectroscopy
(1 - 2.5(im ) of different symbiotic stars ( T CrB,
RW Hya, CI Cyg, PU VuI ) observed with the Fourier
Transform Spectrometer of the 3.60m Canada France
Hâwaï Telescope. These stars are usually
considered as interacting binaries and only little
details are known about the nature of their cool
component. CO. absorption i-'nes are detected for
the four stars. Very different profiles of
hydrogen Brackett Y and helium 10830 A lines are
shown for CI Cyg observed at different phases,
while Pu VuI shows very intense emission lines.
Keywords: Stars, Binaries, Symbiotic,
Spectroscopy, High Resolution

1.

Infrared

2.1
The CO absorption features seen in the spectra
(Fig. 1,2) indicate in these cases that the cool
componenet looks like a red giant star for T CrB
and RW Hya. With a very high resolution spectrum
(Fig.3) it could be possible to deduce abundance
ratios like C/o and 12C/ 13C, and to decide
whether the giant component of a symbiotic star
has a different evolution status compared to a
normal M giant star.

INTRODUCTION

Symbiotic stars are believed to be interacting
binaries in almost all cases consisting of a cool
giant and a hot component (a main sequence star, a
white dwarf, an ultra slow nova, a neutron star) .
The latter is thought to be in some cases an
accretion disk plus a boundary layer around a
faint star. Infrared spectrophotometry have helped
to identify the nature of the cool component.
In order to confirm the nature of this cool
component, high resolution infrared spectroscopy
is required. It gives access to recombinaison
lines of higher excitation and the spectrum of the
ionized gas becomes simpler than in the visible
and UV. More information about the evolutionnary
status of the cool star can also be obtained. In
addition, material not belonging to the cool star
will absorb radiation from the latter rather than
from any other consistuant of the system, giving
conditions about the geometry which is different
from that encountered at shorter wavelengths.
2.

( S x I O 3 - 10 4 ) for all stars in April and May 88,
and at better spectral resolution ( 2 x l 0 4 - 4xl0 4 )
for CI Cyg in May 86 and July 87. We have observed
some reference stars chosen to have a spectral
type as close as possible to the type reported for
the d i f f e r e n t cool components, and also some
spectra of a hot star (VEGA) for complete telluric
correction.

4500.T

T CRB

2000.

0.0

4200

4300
-1.
Wavcnumber (cm )

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The observations
were performed with the
Cassegrain Fourier Transform Spectrometer of the
Canada France Hawai Telescope through the
photometric filters J (1.2S)Im), H (1.65(Im) and K
(2.25 (Im), at different spectral resolution

Figure 1.: A low resolution infrared spectra of T
CrB. The absorption features represent the CO
first overtone detected in the cool giant
component.
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2.3 PU VuI

PU VuI "is a " recent~ symbiotic "nova observed for the
first time- in' the - infrared-in 1979 -(Ref .3) . This
star is hot a classical nova. It T was still
recently at ma>:imum~ but~ " seems" ~to~ "show some
photometric and spectral variations ^ " St rongly
absorbing CO was clearly"seen in April - May 88.
These observations justify the first photometric
determination of a M type giant cool component
{ R é f . 3 ) and confirm its h i n a r it y. Many broad
emission lines (Fig.Br 5) are easily detectable
, ( S i I , Fell, 01, Bry,
10-20 , P a ) I 1 - P a Y ) and
indicate that this very slow nova is now evolving.

5.0

4200

4400

4300
Wavenumbor (cm

-1.

)

This very short report illustrates some of the
many~new informations which have been obtained on
the structure of few symbiotic stars by using_the
high r e s o l u t i o n i n f r a r e d spectroscopy in
astronomy.
,

Figure 2.: Same as in fig. 1 for the star RW Hya.
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Figure 3.: A high resolution infrared spectra of CI Cygni. Only a
little part of the CO first overtone spectra is shown.
10.O1
2.2

CI Cy?

The star CI Cyg is one of the few symbiotic
systems to undergo total eclipses (P = 855 days).
In April 86 the hot component was in front of the
cool component (Phase 0.5) and it was eclipsed
(Phase 1) in July 87. The spectrum of the cool
component was resolved in
both case allowing
comparisons with a normal M giant. The hydrogen
and helium lines (Fig. 4) originating in the
ionized region of the cool envelope exhibited
spectacular changes. The BrY line appeared in
absorption, with a rectangular profile at phase
0.5. This feature wao interpreted as the signature
of an accreting disk seen edge-on, around the hot
companion and which was absorbing the infrared
radiation of the cool star on the line of sight
(Ref.l). At phase 1.0 the hydrogen and the helium
lines were not eclipsed, giving indications on the
eKtent of the ionization zone. The 1.083 JUn helium
line revealed a strong P Cyg profile not present a
phase 0.5, which suggests on the line of sight the
presence of a cloud of gas ejected by the system
(Réf.2).

PU VUL

BIl
Fell ,1 B12 B13

Bl 6

g
S

wavenumber
Figure 5.: Infrared spectrum of PU VuI in the H
photometric filter.
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Figure 4.: Evolution of HeI 10830 A (left) and Bry (right) line
profiles of CI Cyg at phase 0.5 (First,up), at eclipse (second) and at
phase 0.34 (third). The last level represents the reference star HR
6702 in the same conditions. Note the HeI P Cyg profile at eclipse
indicating a wind velocity of 150 kms"1. Abscissae are velocities in
the heliocentric system.
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HERBIG Ae/Be STARS: FINE STRUCTURE FAR-INFRARED LINES
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ABSTRACT
We present here the preliminary results on
the most important far-infrared
finestructure lines in the partially ionized
regions
around
Herbig
Ae/Be
stars.
Although a very simple chemistry is
assumed, our model, balancing the main
contributions to heating and cooling on a
grid
of
spherical
zones,
allows an
estimate of the line fluxes. The results
are compared with the sensitivity of the
Long Wavelength Spectrometer
(LWS) on
board of the future ESA satellite ISO.
Keywords: Infrarod: Spectra. Star: Prefflain Sequence, Fine Structure, Emission
Line, CS Hatter.

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrared photometric studies (post IRAS
era) have revealed that the bulk of energy
of star forming ragions is emitted in the
mid
and
far
infrared.
Spectroscopic
studies in the infrared, using balloonborne
and
aircraft-borne
cooled
telescopes, are beginning to give more
crucial informations on the physics of
star formation, such as gas density and
temperature profiles, gas dynamics and
innization structure. In a near future,
ISC spectroscopy will allow for the first
time to penetrate with high sensitivity
into the highly reddened regions. With
su._h
observational
capabilities,
it
becomes commanding to
develop models
capable of simulating the infrared spectra
of pre-main-sequence stars deeply embedded
in gaseous and dust envelopes.
While the models for HII regions ha/e
feached a considerable level of accuracy
and can predict the UV to far-IR spectra
of ionized nebulae around stars, the
p]s of the so called "photodissociation
tegionK"
i.e. the interface
regions

Dipartimento di Fisioa
Universita' di Leoce
(Italy)

between molecular clouds and HII regions
containing gas at a lower ionization level
- has been done only in plane parallel
geometry and considering the interstellar
radiation
field
only.
This
approach
prevents the applications to CS envelopes,
where the central star represents the
dominant source of energy.
We are therefore developing a model of a
photodissociation
region
in
spherical
symmetry
excited
by
a central
star
following the concepts of the model of
Tielens and Hollenbach (Ref.l). We present
here its preliminary version based on a
very simple chemical network, with the aim
to predict the far-infrared fine-structure
atomic and ionic lines important in the
thermal
balance
of
photodissociation
regions.
We consider in our rcodel the regions
surrounding Herbig Ae/Be stars, expected
to have relatively small HIl regions, but
extended
regions
where
photons
with
energies less than the hydrogen ionization
potential can ionize
Carbon, Sulfur,
Silicon, and Iron, while keeping most of
the Oxygen in atomic form.
The observational data collected by many
observers [for a list of references see
Finkenzeller and Mundt, (Réf.Z)] on the
Herbig Ae/Be stars, indicate these as PreMain Sequence objects. Some of these stars
show evidence of mass ejection. The
associated phenomenology comprises:
i) molecular (CO) outflows
ii) optical outflows (HH objects; jets)
iii) P-Cygni profile (Hoc line)
and in Table 1 an overview is given of
their occurrence.
It is remarkable that at least two of the
aforementioned
manifestations
coexist,
suggesting the presence of correlated
excitation
mechanisms.
Because
the
photodissociation
region
is spatially
located at an intermediate scale between
the stellar wind and the region where the
CO outflow is observed,
Spectroscopic
studies of the photodissociation region
will help in understanding the relation
between the two phenomena.
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TABLE 1

P-Cyg
Profile

Source

Ref.

Optical
Outflow

Réf.
~:

Réf.

Molecular
Outflow

U bs

LKHtt 198
Ab Aur
V 380 Ori
HD 250550
LKHOt 208
R Mon
Z CKa
HD 97048
HD 150193
HD 163296
R Cra.
V645 Cyg
BD 651637
LKH« 234
LKHOf 233
BD 463471
MWC 1080

3,1

4

bl

b bs/rs

u:
mvc unconfirmed
3,1
b
u unconfirmed

5
9
7
9

b bs/rs
u bB

8,1
13

b
b

9
12

u
u bs

11
1

10
2,9
9
2

Notes to Table 1:
b = bipolar
bs = blue-shifted nebulosity
rs = red-shifted
bl = broad line

u = unipolar
mvc = multiple velocity
component
- = the hyphen means search
without any detection

References
1- Strom et al. (Réf.4). 2- Canto1 et al. (Ref.5) . 3- Herbig
(Réf.6).

4-

Edwards,

Snell

(Ref.7).

5-

Lada

(Ref.8).

Finkenzeller, Mundt (Ref.2). 7- Canto' et al. (REf.9).
8- Schwartz, Jones, Sirk (Ref.10). 9- Levreault (Ref.11).
10- Hartigan, Lada (Ref.12). Il- Strom, Grasdalen,
(Ref.13). 12- Bally, Lada (Ref.14). 13- Cohen (Ref.15).

In this respect it seems promising to use
the fine structure emission lines of [OI]
63pm, 145pm and [CIX] 158Mm as tracers of
density and temperature [Watson (Ref.3)],
and of iJie dynamics of the gas. We intend
to provide an estimate of the expected
line intensities to compare them with the
sensitivity
of the
Long Wavelength
Spectrometer on board of Infrared Space
Observatory (ISO).

2. CIRCUMSTELLAR GAS MODEL

The possibility to infer on the physical
conditions of the circumstellar region
depends on our ability of relating the
intensity of the emission lines to the gas
properties. To obtain the line intensities
we should solve.simultaneously:

6-

Strom

a) - the chemical reaction chain involving
the gas constituents
b) - the thermal equilibrium of the gas
c) - the excitation equilibrium for the
levels involved in the transition
d) - the radiation transfer for the
considered emission line.
In our model we assume that the central
star is modelled by a black-body at the
temperature (T*) and of radius (R*)
corresponding to its spectral type, and
that the circumstellar (thereinafter CS)
region has a spherical symmetry with a gas
density law n(r) = nQ (R^/r)* where no is
the density at the stellar surface. The cs
region is represented by the following
zones (depicted in Fig.2):
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- an HII region where the gas is fully
ionized at a temperature of 8000 K"and
whose dimension is given by its
- Stromgren radius
- a dust free region where the grains
cannot survive (we assume a maximum
grain temperature of 1500 K)
- a region of ionized Carbon
- a region of atomic Oxygen, partially
overlapped by the previous one
- a molecular region.
Where the grains can survive, the dust
temperature
disLribution
is
fairly
insensitive to the presence of the gaseous
component because most of the stellar
photons are absorbed by the grains. Thus
we use the dust temperature distribution
given by scoville and Kwan (Ref.16). We
assume an interstellar gas to dust ratio
expressed
by~- the ^extinction law A-. = 5.9
ln 2Z
10"
~ N(H) [(Savage and Mathis, (Réf.17)]
where N(H) is the H column density.

PHOTODISS

I»

1(1)

Figure 1. The model stratification is
shown in terms of HII, CII and
OI region sizes. RQUST *s the
distance at which grains begin
to survive. At the bottom of the
figure
the
stellar
photon
distribution
is shown.
The
different areas are shadowed
according to the circumstellar
zones in which the photons are
destroied.
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We solved a very simple chemical chain
that takes into account: -- ----- " - - • " - ,
a)_ the photoionization and the recombination of the most abundant species
whose ionization potentials are lower
than 13.6 ev, i.e. carbon, Sulfur,
Silicon and Iron.
b) the photodissociation and the formation
of molecular Oxygen. In computing the
molecular oxygen abundance we assumed
that all the neutral carbon reacts with
the atomic Oxygen to form CO molecules.
c) the formation of molecular Hydrogen" in
gaseous phase,considering the, chemical
equilibrium between H, H~, H2+, H2 and
vibrationally excited H2.
Table 2 resumes r the chemical reactions ;
considered, together with the adopted
rates as quoted (Ref.l). in solving the H,
abundance we made the approximation that
the H2 is mainly disrupted by the UV field
and that the removal of H~ is dominated by
the reaction 11 and 14 [Black, (Réf.18)].
The adopted abundances are also reported
in Table 2.
Various mechanisms
convert the
FUV
radiation into gas heating: photoelectric
emission
from
dust
grains,
atoms
ionization, FUV pumping of H2 molecules
and gas-grains collisions. On the other
hand the gas is mainly cooled by the IR
fine-structure lines from ions and atoms
and metastable Fe+ near IR lines in the
region close to the star. We did not
include molecular lines, as the adopted
chemical chain is quite unappropriate to
estimate the molecular abundances: thus we
limited the study to the inner region of
CS envelope (whose temperature is greater
than 20 K), where the fine structure lines
are the major coolant of the gas.
We used an iterative procedure to solve
simultaneously the equations of energy
balance and chemical equilibrium to
determine the temperature and ionized
species as functions of the distance from
the central star, as shown in Figure 2.
We applied this model to the case of
central stars with spectral type AO and
B5, in order to cover the range of the
stellar temperatures of the Herbig stars.
We also varied the power-law index of the
density distribution to evaluate its
effect on the derived line intensities.
3. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the profiles of dust and
gas temperature as function of distance
from the star; figures 4 and 5 display
respectively the main heating end cooling
contributions to the energy balance for a
star with AO spectral type. As can be seen
from the figures, in the region close to
the star, where the dust cannot survive,
the main heating source is the carbon
ionization while the dominant coolant is
represented by the Fell metastable lines.
At greater distances where the dust grains
can survive, heating and cooling of the
gas are dominated by different mechanisms.
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TABLE 2 - CHEMICAL REACTIONS
reaction

rate

1

C + hV

-> C + e~

2.1 ICT

2

C++ e~

-> C

7.6 10"11 T" 0 ' 6 Cffl3 s"1

+

+

G0 e- 2 - 6AV s-1

3.9 10-10 G0 e -2-5AV s-l

3

S + M

4

S+ + e~ -> S

3.9 ID'12 T-°-63 cm3 s"1

5

Si + hV -> Si+ + e~

1.9 ID'9 G0 e-1-6»» s'1

6

Si+ + hV-> Si

4.9 10"12 T"0'6 cm3 S"1

7

Fe + liv -> Fe+ +• e~

1.0 in'10 G0 e -Z.3Av s-l

8

Fe+ + M-> Fe

3.7 ID'12 T-°'65 cm3 s'1

9

O2 + h\> -> O + O

3. IQ-10 G0 6-1-4AV s-l

IO

O

4.10"11 (T/300) 0 - 5 cm3 s"1

11

H~ 4- H

12

W

13

H" + hvi -> H + e~

2.4 10~7 S-1

14

H~ + X+ -> H + X

2.37 10~7 (T/300) ~°- 5 cm3 s""1

15

H2 + hv> -> H2* -> H + H

3.4 IQ-11 GO e-2.5Av s-l

16

H, + W -> H,"1" + e~

1.5 10~17 s"1

-> S

+ e~

10

+ OH -> O2 + H
-> H2 + e~

+ e~ -> H"

1.3 10"9

cm3 s"1

3.0 10"16 (T/300) cm3 s~X

*) - G0 is the FUV field between 13.6 eV and 11.2 eV expressed in
units of the equivalent Habing (Réf. 19) flux and A^. is the
circumstellar extinction already defined.
Adopted Abundances (number densities relative to the Hydrogen)

Ac
A0
Ag
Asi
A
Fe

= 3 10~4
= 6.8 10~4
= 1.6 10-|
= 2.9 10-!
= 7 - 9 10
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GAS DENSITY
LAW
-, ~
n0 = n0 (R*/r)

[ CHEMICAL NETWORK (see Table 2)

HEATING

COOLING

Photoelectric Emission
from dust grains
photodissociation of H2
Photoionization of C,Si,S,Fe
FUV Pumping of Hj molecules
Gas/grain collisions

Hetastable lines:
[FeII]1.3ftm-5.3/im [OI]6300A
Fine-structure Lines:
[CII] 158/im [01]63^m - 145/Ml
[SiI] 130/im-68fini [SiII]34.Sum
[SI]25/im-57/im [FeI] 24/Jm-34.7fim
[FeII]26/ttn-35.4Mm
Gas/grain collisions

N

LINE INTENSITY

where: K1, = absorption
coefficient

£,(-0

S1; = Source function
r

q ^

D = distance

FIG. 2

Flow diagram of our computation procedure
\DUi1ST
Ul

K
Ul
(LSOO

Ul

LOG[RADIUS (R.)]

Figure 3. The calculated gas and dust temperature profiles as functions
of the distance from the central
star, expressed
in
unit of
stellar radii (R*).
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Figure 4. Calculated contributions to the
gas heating as functions of the
distance from the centre1 star.

Figure 5. calculated contributions to tie
gas cooling as functions of Che
distance from the central star.

The gas-grains collisions are the dominant
heating of the gas in a first shell, where
the dust temperature is slightly above the
gas temperature, while they contribute to
the cooling in an intermediate zone where
the gas is hotter than the dust. The
photoelectric emission from grains is the
main heating source of the gas in the
remaining part of the envelope.
On the other hand, the Fell metastable
lines [Dalgarno and Hc Cray (Réf.2O)] are
the major coolant in the most part of the
envelope.
The [OI]63fim line dominates the cooling in
a thin shell just before the dusty region
and in the outer region of the envelope.
The [CII] 158/im line cooling is always at
least an order of magnitude lower than the
[01] one, while the lines of [Fell] 35.4/im
and [SiII] 34.8(Im are of the same order of
magnitude of the [OI]63fim line.
The
line
intensities
are
evaluated
accordingly to the geometry shown in
Figure 2 by
integrating through the
different zones intercepted by the line of
sight. Finally the flux densities are
obtained in the case of a line width due
only to thermal broadening and to thermal
and turbulent broadening as well. Assuming
a distance of 500 pc from the observer and
a density at the stellar surface n0=3 101B
cm J, the derived fluxes are reported in
Table 3.
Comparing the estimated line fluxes with
the farseen sensitivity for LWS
[ISO,
(Réf.21)], one can see that the considered
lines could be detected on the brightest
stars having
envelopes whose
density
profile is not steeper than
O=I.
Obviously higher turbulence
velocities
will increase linearly the line inten-

sities, whenever the turbulence effect is
dominant. The line observability depends
not only on its intensity but also on the
line/continuum ratio. Extrapolating the
IRAS observations of Herbig Ae/Be stars we
derive typical flux densities of about 10
Jy at these wavelengths; so for a detectable line we obtain ratios always
greater than 0.1 and 0.002 [for high
resolution (104) and low resolution (2
102) modes respectively]. These ratios are
compatible with the read-out accuracy
which will be better than 10~3.
TABLE 3 - Derived fluxes densities for
the
considered
lines.
The
effective temperature according
to the given spectral type and
the
power
adopted
for
the
density law
are given respectively in columns 1 and 2. For
each model the flux densities in
the first row refer to the thermal broadening while the values
in the second row are relative
to the thermal and turbulent
broadening (considering a turbulence velocity of 1 Km/sec).
T* (K)
Sp

9700
AO

a
1.5

1
13800 1.5
BS
1

[CII]

Flux density in line (W nT2)
158)im
[01] 63)iiii
[01] 14 5)im

2.B
6.5
1.4
1.3

(-21)
(-21)
(-19)
(-19)

5 .9
S .4
B .8
1.2

(-20)
(-20)
(-19)
(-18)

4.6
6 .4
1.7
1.6

(-21)
(-21)
(-19)
(-19)

9 .7
3 .5
2.2
2.2

(-22)
(-21)
(-18)
(-18)

3.2
9.7
1.5
1.8

(-21)
(-21)
(-17)
(-17)

3 .9
3 .9
1.4
1.8

(-21)
(-21)
(-18)
(-18)
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< JST DISK OF THE BIPOLAR NEBULA M 1-92
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ABSTRACT

We present 2.4 - 3.8 urn spectra of the bipolar nebula M 1-92, taking with the cooled grating array
spectrometer at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (Mauna Kea). Data were obtained at five positions of the object: one coinciding with the illuminating star, and the rest distributed along the
dust torus of the bipolar bebula. No spectral signature is observed at the position of the star. On
the other hand, a narrow 3.1 urn absorption is observed in all four positions of the torus. The feature is interpreted as being due to a mixture of
pure amorphous and crystalline water ices.
We suggest that M 1-92, OH 231.8 + 4.2 and IRAS
09371 + 1212 form a distinct group among the evolved bipolar nebulae, characterised by the presence
of pure water ices in their associated dust tori.
Keywords: Infrared spectra, water ice, bipolar
nebulae, M 1-92

1.

INTRODUCTION

The prominent 3.1 fim absorption band, generally
attributed to H,O icy grain mantles, is observed
in the line of sight of many infrared sources.
Such H?O ices are found in young stellar objects
te. g. Réf. 1) and in the diffuse molecular cloud
medium (Refs. 2-3). The 3.1 Jim band shows complicated structures in both short and long wavelength
wings and the feature is very broad; thus, in
order to explain the observations ice mixLures and
organic compounds have been invoked (e. g. Réf. 4).
On the other hand, the 3.1 }im feature has also been
observed in three evolved bipolar nebula: OH 231.8
t 4.2, M 1-92 and IRAS 03371 + 1212 (Refs. 5-8).
All these objects present a 3.1 fim absorption characteristic of pure H,O ice. A detailed work on the
ice feature in OH 231.8 1-4.2 has been nublished
recently ( Réf. 9); here it is shown that a mixture
of amorphous and crystalline H^O ice can explain
the feature in this object. Similar conclusions
concerning ISAS 09371 + 1212 have been achieved
(Refs. 7-3).
The different composition of grain mantles in both
young and evolved sources can be ascribed to a

difference in formation mechanism (Réf. 10). Grain
mantles in molecular clouds are formed by accretion
of gas phase atoms and molecules on grains at temperatures around 10 K. On the other hand, silicate
grains are formed in the outflow of evolved stars;
subsequently the grains cool down as they move outwards, eventually reaching a temperature where H_O
molecules can condensate.
M 1-92 (Minkowski's Footprint) is a bona-fide,
evolved bipolar nebula (Réf. il). We detected a
narrow 3.1 fun absorption, which was tentatively attributed to crystalline ice (Réf. 6). More recently,
we have studied the near-infrared morphology of
this object using a 2D infrared camera, and the IR
spectrum with better spectral and spatial resolution
(Réf. 12). In this wurk we discuss some results concerning these last spectral observations.
2.

OBSERVATIONS

Ice band spectra of M 1-92 were taken with the NASA
Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea, using the
common-user cooled grating array spectrometer, CGAS
(Réf. 13). Details of the observations are given in
Réf. 12. Here only to mention that the beam used
was 2.7 arcsec, which significantly improves the 12
arcsec beam used in Réf. 6, and that spectra were
taken in five different positions of M 1-92. These
included the illuminating star and the dust disk of
the bipolar nebula; the positions were selected on
the basis of our near-infrared images and colour
maps (Réf. 12).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the observed ice absorption feature
as a plot optical depth versus wavelegth. The spectra refer to positions in the equatorial dust disk
of M 1-92, taking as reference the illuminating
star. Optical.depths have been calculated assuming
an underlying continuum given by the corresponding
colour temperature between 2.4 fim and 3.7 fim. No
measurements in the K window were made at oosition
(1.5,0); in this position we have assumed the same
temperature as for position (1.5,1), relying on the
similar 3.4 - 3.0 fjm flux distribution (3ef. 12).
The true continua are affected by extinction due to
grains different from the icy particles. Our assumption does not take into account this extinction,
which means that the ice optical depth is underesti-
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1. The 3 fm optical depth of the positions in the dusbdisk of H 1-92. Positions are aiven in arc
seconds from the illuminating star (Réf. 12). Solid and dashed lines are models taken from Réf.
y, and represent the extinction produced by amorphous, T = 77 K, H_O ice-coated silicate grains
(solid lines) and crystalline, T = 150 K, H2O ice-coated silicate grains (dashed lines).
mated. In any case, profiles and even optical depths
of the observed features are unsignificantly affected by our assumption.
A quick look at Figure 1 reveals that the ice absorption is present in all positions of the dust disk.
It is noteworthy that no feature is observed in the
line of sigth of the illuminating star, indicating
that the icy particles are located in the disk (Réf.
12 ). The spectra in Figure 1 show the following
characteristics: 1. The absorptions do not exhibit
the long wavelength wing typical of molecular cloud
sources, 2. The wdtlj (FWHH) is similar in all positions, AS ~ 275 cm ,3. There are shoulders superimposed on the main absorption at wavelengths around
3.0 fim and 3.2 jam, 4. The wavelength of the maximum
absorption changes slightly with the position,A
= 3.12pm at positions (1.5, 1) and (1.5, O)1A maX
= 3.10 JMI at position (1.5, -1.5), andA
= 3TS8
pm at position (O, -1.2). Thus, the ice absorption
in the dust disk of M 1-92 is quite similar to those of OH 231.B 4- 4.2 and IHAS 09371 +1212.
The aforementioned characteristics are reminiscent
of pure H2O ices. Furthermore, taken together they
suggest a mixture of hot, T — 30 K, amorphous and

crystalline, TS135 K, H,O ices. Colder amorphous
ices, e. g. at T ~»23 K, can be excluded on the basis of A
nnd the width of the absorption (Ref.
14 ). Themab"sorption produced by amorphous ices_at
77 K has A
around 3.08 Jim and FWHM ~285 cm
(Réf. 15).max Crystalline ices at 150 K have A
around 3.10jim, structures near 3.0 and 3.2 um,
and FWHM around 175 cm" (Réf. 16). Figure 1 also
shows the expected absorptions produced by amorphous
and crystalline ices at 77 K and 150 K respectively.
They are taken from the models developed in Réf. 9
and scaled to the optical depths in M 1-92. These
formal fits indicate that it is reasonable to assume a mixture of both amorphous and crystalline ices
as the agent producing the 3.1 ^Jm absorption in
M 1-92. Of course, two populations of ices with
well defined temperatures do not represent a realistic scenario. In fact, a distribution of temperatures of the grains in the dust disk is more plausible; in this sense, the change of Amax with the po_
sition probably reflects this fact and might mean
that we are sampling the different contribution,
along the different lines of sight, made up by ices
with a temperature range and/or that ice was condensed onto solid grains over a range in temperatures.

ICE GRAINS IN THE DUST DISK OF THE BIPOLAR NEBULA M 1-92

In-addltion-to-the-similarities-in.the ice,absorption, the evolved bipolar nebulae M 1-92, OH 231.9
+ 4.2 and IAS 09371 + 1212 have a similar-Ear-infrared flux distribution "peaking at wavelengths
aroun 60 pan (Réf. 17). These authors explain the
IRAS spectrum by means of the 46 JJm ice band.
M 1-92 and OH 231.3 +4.2 also have a similar, peculiar OH emission (e. g. Réf. 18). Ke dâre to describe-all three objects as members of a separate
class of evolved _mass losing sources, the evolved
icy bipolar nebulae. This group would significantly
differ (at least from an observational viewpoint)
from other objects, thought to be in a similar
protoplanetary nebula evolutionary stage, and which
also display a bipolar morphology, e. g. CSL 618,
CRL 2688 and H 2-9. Other candidates and objects
related to the icy bipolar nebulae have recently
been proposed (Sefs. 17, 19-22).
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CO BWRARED BANDS IN ATMOSPHERES OF LONG-PERIOD VARIABLES

AHeske

Stcrrewacht Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands

Abstract
This paper presents an ongoing study of the CO infrared
bands in atmospheres of long-period-variables. In a first
step 8 Mira- and semiregular variables were observed in
the CO fundamental band (4.7/rni) and in the first two
overtones (2.3 and 1.55;*m) with low resolution spectroscopy (A/AA = 50...150).
The intensities of the different bands do not not follow the Boltzmann-distribution for a single temperature,
in particular no fundamental band has been detected.
The width of the 2"'1 overtone was found to significantly
broader than that for the I'1 overtone.
It will be concluded that the different bands are characteristic features for different temperature layers in the
atmospheres and circumstellar envelopes of variables.
Key Words: late-type stars - circumstellar matter - atmospheres of stars

envelopes of giants with different chemical compositions
were derived also using FTS observations (Tsuji 1986).
On the other hand, low resolution spectroscopy has apparently not been of major interest. Although these observations do not give any insight in the kinematics they
are well a good probe for temperature distribution in the
circumstellar environment.
The aim of the presented and still ongoing study is to
obtain spectrophotometric data of CO bands in a sample of about 50 cool giants and supergiants for which a
broad observational bases exists, i.e. optical and mm line
data and infrared continuum (Heske 1989a, 1989b). All
data sets will be correlated in order to investigate the influence of stellar activity of structure of the atmosphere
and circumstellar envelope. In this paper first results of
the infrared observations are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction

2. Physics of CO infrared bands

Circumstellar envelopes and atmospheres of cool giants
and supergiants exhibit a large variety of spectral features
from UV and optical to radio wavelengths. In each wavelength region characteristic spectral lines of one part of
the circumstellar environment can be observed: UV and
optical lines reflect the properties of atmospheric and circumstellar gas (Dupree 1986), mm- and submm-lines give
insight in the molecular part of the envelope (Olofsson
1985). At infrared wavelengths several components of
the envelope can be observed, the dust emission (Habing
1986) and serveral molecular features like the vibrationalrotational transitions of CO.
Most investigations of CO infrared bands in circumstellar
environments of cool giants and supergiants were based
on high resolution spcctroscopy with Fourier Transform
Spectrometers (e.g. Hinkle, Hall and Ridgway 1982) in
order to derive kinematics of the molecular part of the
envelope.Models for atmospheres and lower circumstellar

In the ground electronic state of the CO molecule the
following vibrational-rotational transitions lie in the infrared wavelength region:
fundamental band
!•' overtone
2"d overtone

(v=l-tv=0)
(v=2-»v=0)
(v=3-»v=0)

at 4.7/im
at 2.3/im
at 1.55/im

Whereas the pure rotational transitions at mm wavelengths reflect the kinematics and excitation conditions in
the outer envelope, the energy levels expressed in temperature are < 100 K, the vibrational-rotational transitions
give more insight in the temperature distribution of the
inner envelope and extended atmosphere. The energy
levels of these transitions correspond to a temperature
range of 3000 to 6000 K.
At low resolution (A/AA = 50...150) the different rotational transitions are not resolved smeared out to a broad
band.
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The population distribution on the rotational levels follows the relation
B kT
dE
= dtfj oc (2J + l)e- '/
The distribution thus goes through a maximum for both
branchas and the total width of the band W4 is proportional to VTk where T1, is the kinetic temperature.
The intensity distribution of the vibrational bands at a
certain temperature follows the Boltzmann-distribution
dN.xe-s't"T~dE
The fundamental band (Au = 1) is thus expected to the
strongest for a certain temperature T:
for T < 30OK: /(Au = 1) > /(At/ = 2) 3> 1(Av = 3)
for T > 100OK: /(Au = 1) > /(Au = 2) > /(Au = 3)
The integrated intensities of the CO infrared bands /(Au)
and their widths Wx thus reflect the distribution of kinetic temperature in the atmosphere.

3. Observations
The 8 objects in Table 1 were observed at least in two
bands and form a subsample from the original sample
from Heske (I989a). The observations were performed
December 1987 with the ESO Im telescope at La Silla
equipped with an InSb detector. The resolution of the
circular variable filter (CVF) was 0.03/im for the wavelength range from 4.45 to 4.90/im and 0.01/im for the
range from 2.23 to 2.42 and from 1.45 to 1.65/tm. The
spectra where a CO band has been detected are shown
in Figure 1.
The photometric data between 1 and 60//m were taken
from Heske (1989b), Gezari, Schmitz and Mead (1987)
and from the IRAS Point Source Catalogue (Beichman
et al. 1985). The infrared continua of all objects in Table
1 are presented in Figure 2.
R.A.(50.)

Name

Dec.(50.)
O

Table 1: List of observed objects and their spectral (Sp.T.)
and variable types (Var.T.).

02 45 32.1
04 57 19.7
05 09 02.7
06 45 13.8
10 07 46.2
23 07 00.0
23 41 14.2
23 43 50.0

ZEri
RLep
RXLep
HR 2508
S Car
GZ Peg
R Aqr
TX Psc

f

I

Sp.T

Var.T

M41II
C6IIe
M6III
MlIb
M2IIIe
M4III
MTIIIpe
C5II

SR
SR
L

/

-12 40 03
-14 53 48
-11 54 36
-08 56 33
-61 18 14
+08 24 21
-15 33 42
+03 12 33

M
?
M
L

III»,,

1
RX Lcp

!

Figure 1: Low Resolution Spectra of the four objects where a
CO absorption band has been
detected. The underlying continuum is indicated by a dashed
line.

RX U|i
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4. Low Resolution Spectra

10'

In four objects overtone absorption bands have beenjletectcd (Table 2): R Aqr, R Lep, RX Lep and TX Psc.
The total widths of the bands are:

IOJ

object

band

R Aqr
R Lép
RX Lep
TX Psc

Au = 2 O.ll^m
Au = 3 0.14/im
Aw = 2 0.12/wi
Au = 3

^->

W1

R Lep/

10'

Z Eri

where the error is about 0.02pm.
Although the differences in the widths are not very large
there is an indication that the width of the Au = 2 transition is narrower than the width of the Au = 3 transition.
The corresponding kinetic temperatures are:
for R Aqr and RX Lep
for R Lep and TX Psc

1300±300 K (Au = 2)
2200±300 K (Au = 3)

Surprisingly, no absorption in the fundamental band has
been observed (see Table 2 and Figure 1).
Name
ZEri
R Lep
RX Lep
HR 2508
S Car
GZ Peg
R Aqr
TX Psc

Av=I
4.7/im
—
-

Av=2
Z.3pm
n.o.
n.o.

Av=S
1.55/im

10"

HR 2508

10'

10'

RX Lep

—
X

X

n.o.
—

—

—

n.o.

X

n.o.
X

GZ Peg
10J

S Car

ToHe S: Results of CVF observations; (—) no detection,
(x) detection and (n.o.) not
observed.

IO1

5. Infrared Continuum
Except for HR 2508 and GZ Peg all spectra can be fitted
by two blackbody curves with the following temperatures:
T1 = 1000...2000 K
and
Ty =150...250 K.
T1 represents the underlying stellar continuum, T2 the
emission by the dust shell surrounding the star.
The fluxes at 4.7/im of Z Eri, RX Lep, HR 2508 and TX
Psc are about 10% lower than the fitted blackbody flux.
Comparing this result to the CVF observations it is clear
that the flux deficit at 4.7/m» cannot be due to absorption
in fundamental band of CO.

Figure 2: Infrared continua of
all 8 sources. The fitted blackbody lines are indicated by dashed
lines.

10°

102

101

R Aqr

TX Psc

10'

10'
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6. Interpretation

References

The intensities of the CO bands clearly do not follow
the Boltzmann-distribution for a single temperature and
the widths of the bands differ significantly. The different
intensities can only be fitted if for each band a different
kinetic temperature is assumed:
for Au = 3
2200 K
for Au = 2
1300 K
for A» = 1
< 800 K
Thus, the two overtones would originate mostly close to
the star or in the extended stellar atmosphere where the
absence of the fundamental band indicates an origin further out in the cooler circumstellar envelope.
The deviation of the stellar continuum from a blackbody
distribution in the wavength region around 5/im indicates
a different opacity. This may additionally reduce the intensity of the fundamental band.
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7. Conclusion
Observations of low resolution spectra of the fundamental band and overtones of CO in a sample of 8 cool giants
and supergiants indicated that these bands originate in
different layers of the stellar atmosphere and circumstellar envelope.
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A SURVEY OF 'PAH' EMISSION IN ffll REGIONS,
PLANETARY AND PROTO-PLANETARY NEBULAE
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ABSTRACT
Wc report on preliminary results of a systematic investigation of PAH emission in HII regions, planetary ucbulic
(PN) mid proto-planetary nebulae (PPN). This emission
occurs in a vast majority of HlI regions showing the
ubiquity of the carriers. With the possible exception of
NGC 6302, PAH emission is only seen in carbon-rich PNs
and PPNs and is quite common in this case. This shows
that PAHs are formed, at least partly, in carbon-rich
evolved objects.
This paper is an updated version of a paper presented
at the IAU Symposium No. 135 (Interstellar Dust) in
July 1988.
Keywords: Infrared spectroscopy; interstellar molecules
(PAHs); HlI regions, planetary and proto-planctary
nebulte.

J Lequeux
ENS, Paris (F)
and
Observatoire de Paris (F)

Iu the course of this work, we have experienced a number
of difficulties with the Low Resolution Spectra:
1) Many individual spectra arc affected by spurious
"spikes'" which sometimes are superimposed over a real
emission line. This problem is discussed by Muizon et al.
(Réf. 2) and requires careful examination of individual
spectra.
2) The automatic classification given in the LRS Atlas
can be misleading: a confusion is possible for example
between silicate absorption centred at 9.7//m and PAH
emission at 7.7, 8.0 (generally unresolved) and 11.3/tin.
3) The LRS instrument being a slitless prism spectrogmnh,
spectral resolution varies with wavelength and with the
angular extent of the source, so that the wavelength scale
may be somewhat displaced depending on the brightness
distribution over the sources.

2.
1.

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

We ïire engaged in a systematic search for infrared emission
features in the IRAS-LRS (Low Resolution Spectra) data
base. This data base contains a total of about 170000
individual spectra of various qualities concerning about
50000 sources. These spectra cover the spectral ranges
7.S to 13.5/im and 10.5 to 22.5 /<m. A selection has
been published in the LRS Atlas (Réf. 1) but many
good quality spectra are still in the data base. We have
systematically examined the individual spectra of known
HlI regions, planetary nebuhe (PN) and proto-planctary
nebula; (PPN) as we.» as all spectra with emission lines
or with a flat or rising continuum in the LRS Atlas;
these latter include relectioii nebula; and embedded young
stellar objects. Also a few HII region candidates, not in
the LRS Atlas but with good spectra in the LRS data
base, have been included in our sample. The resulting
selection constitutes a new data base which, although
being neither complete nor homogeneous, contains a very
large amount of information. An extensive literatxire
search has added to this base a number of objects with
published emission lines in the ncar/mid-infrared (up to
30/nn).

Infrared emission bands form a spectrum of features at
3.3, 3.4, G.2, 7.7, 8.G and 11.3//m which appear together
m a variety of objects (sec reviews by Willner, réf. 3;
Whittct, réf. 4). These features have been attributed
to a family of molecules known as Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons or PAHs (Léger and Puget, réf. 5). Usually,
the observations with a single instrument do not cover
the whole spectrum and one must combine observations
made in various ways, resulting in variable beam and
signal-to-noisc ratio for a single source. The LRS range
include the 7.7//m feature (on the edge of the spectra),
the S.G //m band which appears as a shoulder on the longwavelength edge of the 7.7 /mi feature and is unresolved
from it, and the 11.3 /mi band. Examples are shown in
Figure 1 for one PN (BD +30°3G39, Figure Ia), two PPNs
(HR 4049, Figure 11), see Waelkens et al., réf. G and
Lambert et al., réf. 7; and IRAS 21282+5050, Figure Ic)
and two Hn regions: S 150 (Figure Id), not in the LRS
Atlas, is a typical spectrum with PAH emission while
G329.353 (Figure Ie) shows strong silicate absorption and
apparently no PAH emission. The interpretation of the
latter sort of spectra at the shortest wavelengths may be
ambiguous but there is no feature at 11.3/mi. If PAHs
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are present at the HII region-neutral matter interface,
their emission is completely absorbed in this case by
surrounding dust. In our sample, there are 5 Hu regions :
without PAH emission and without silicate absorption.
Two of them are of high excitation and deserve further -~
attention.
We have added to our sample objects with PAH
emission detected by other observers, essentially planetary —
nebulae; the list of references will be given in a subsequent
paper. It should be remarked that higher-resolution spectra
such as those of Roche and Aitkcn (Réf. 8 and references
therein) are more sensitive than the LRS, but much less
objects have been observed.
"
t
Provisional results are given in 'rabies 1 and 2.
A complete catalogue of the sources and their spectral
features will be published subsequently. Information on
C/O ratios and exciting stars of PNs ,is mainly from
Zuckerman and Aller (Réf. 9).
.Remaris on some planetary nebulm:
i) CRL 618 (= AFGL 618) is a carbon-rich object (from
chemistry) in a transition stage from PPN to PN, and
showing rather surprisingly silicate emission,
ii) NGC 6302 is a type-I PN which has been consistently
classified as carbon-rich (C/O>1): see Zuckerman and
Aller (Réf. 9). However, as discussed by Roche and
Aitken (Réf. 8), the value of C/O may be suspect in
view of the very high range of ionizations which goes
from [Nell] to [NeVl] and even [SiVIl]. On the other
hand it shows OH maser emission (Payne et al., réf. 10)
which tends to confirm a low C/O ratio. Detection of
PAH features is marginal. This object clearly deserves
further studies.
iii) The 3 oxygen-rich objects with possible PAH emission
are NGC 2440, NGC 3242 and Hb 12. The only evidence
for PAHs is the 3.3/nn emission reported by Martin (Réf.
11). We suspect that one may be dealing with the PfS
line of hydrogen at 3.29/mi rather than PAH emission.

3.

e)

H II

IRAS 15567-5236
G 329.353
8

10

12 14 16 18 20
Wavelength (/on)

22

Figure 1: IRAS Low Resolution Spectra of representative
objects

CONCLUSION

From Tables 1 and 2 and the previous discussion we can
reach conclusions which, although not really new (see
e.g. Barlow, réf. 12; Cohen et al., réf. 13; Roche and
Aitken, réf. S; Zuekerman and Aller, réf. D) arc based
upon a substantially increased data base, especially for
the 7.7/im feature which cannot be observed from the
ground:
1) "PAH" emission is ubiquitous in the general interstellar
medium. It obviously requires the presence of UV photons
and is seen near essentially all HlI regions (presumably
at the interface with neutral gas).
2) In PNs and PPNs, "PAH" emission is seen only where
an ionizing flux is present (for PNs) and in carbon-rich
objects, with the possible exception of NGC 6302. Most
objects with C/O>1 show PAH emission: there is only one
clear exception (CRL 618). Clearly carbon-rich evolved
stars are sites for the formation of PAHs.

A SURVEY OF 1PAH' EMISSION IN HII REGIONS, PLANETARY AND PROTO-PLANETARY NEBULAE

Table 1
STATISTICS FOR Hu REGIONS, REFLECTION NEBULAE
AND EMBEDDED YOUNG STELLAR OBJECTS
Certain PAH emission:

.•

3 bands certain, plateau certain
3 bands certain, possible plateau
3 bands certain, plateau undetected

.

.

.^."-._,_,_..........42
50
_
19
Sub-Total :
Ill

- Possible PAH emission:
3 bands uncertain........ : . '.
7.7 /im certain, possible 11,3 /im
11.3 /im certain, possible .7.7 /tm
::1__;. _ - - - — : . - - - " -

Sub-Total:

; 50
6
7
62

Without PAH, but with strong silicate absorption
Without PAH, without silicate absorption
Sub-Total:

14
5
20

Total:

193

No PAH emission:

Table 2
STATISTICS FOR PLANETARY AND PROTO-PLANETARY NEBULAE

C/0>1
or WC star

C/O<1

C/0

Total

unknown
1

G

Certain PAH
emission

3 bands certain, plateau certain
3 bands certain, no plateau

5
2

O
O

Possible PAH
emission

11.3/tm certain, others uncertain
3 bands uncertain

G
11

O
3

3

9

3

17

No PAH
emission

certainly no PAHs
PAH undetected

1
7

G
2

20
10

27

32

11

39

82

Total

2

4

19

Notes: "3 bands" means the 3 PAH bands in the LRS spectral range.-, i.e. 7.7, 8,6 and
11,3/ira. "Plateau" means emission pJateau at ll.
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UNTOENTIFIED INFRARED FEATURES IN PROTO-PLANETARY NEBULAE
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ABSTi(ACT
We report the discovery of an unidentified emission
feature at 21 /im in the spectra of three protoplanetary nebulae. These objects all show large far
infrared excess due to a circumstellar dust envelope
surrounding a carbon-rich central star.
It is
suggested that the 21 /im feature is probably related
to the bending mode of a carbon-based molecule.

from strong emission to strong absorption (Réf. 7).
There are also over 400 carbon stars detected to
have the SiC feature (Réf. 8,9). In this paper, we
report the discovery of a new unidentified feature
at 21 pm in a number of carbon-rich post-AGB objects.
2. GROUND-BASED IDENTIFICATION OF IRAS SOURCES

Keywords: infrared spectroscopy, dust feature,
proto-planetary nebulae, stellar evolution

1. INTRODUCTION
The identification of dust features in the infrared
spectrum of the circumstellar envelopes of stars
began in 1969 with the discovery of the 9.7 /im
feature of silicates (Réf. 1). Subsequent improvements in spectral resolution have led to the identification of the 11.3 fim SiC feature in carbon
stars (Réf. 2). The unidentified features at 6.2,
7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 /ira were detected in the planetary
nebula NGC 7027 (Réf. 3,4).
Molecular bands of CO
and H1O at 2.3 and 3.1 /im were also observed in the
photospheric spectra of late-type stars (Réf. 5)
While progress continues to be made in the spectral
resolution from ground-based spectroscopy, spacebased observations are necessary to probe the spectral regions not accessible from earth.
The Low
Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) is one of the survey
instruments on the IKAS satellite. It was in operation during the entire survey to measure the spectra
of bright point sources between 7.7 and 22.6 /im with
a resolution varying from A/AA-60 in the short
wavelength side to -20 in the long wavelength side.
Two overlapping wavelength bands were scanned simultaneously, one ranging from 7.7 to 13.4 /JID and the
other from 11.0 to 22.6 /im.
At the end of the
mission, 96% of the sky was observed at least twice
and 72% three times.
This resulted in 170,000
spectra linked to 50,000 sources (Réf. 6).
Among the 5625 sources in the publicly released Low
Resolution Spectra Catalogue (LRSC) were over 2000
oxygen-rich asymptotic-giant-branch (AGB)
stars
which display the 9.7 ;tro silicate feature ranging

The IJMS sky survey has detected many low-colour
temperature (100-300 K) sources.
Since 1985, we
have been carrying out a program to identify these
IRAS sources using ground-based infrared telescopes
(Réf. 10-12). Many of these sources have no optical
counterparts.
However, a number of JJMS sources
have been found to be coincident with relatively
bright stars.
The association of a strong farinfrared source with a bright visible star is surprising, for it suggests a large degree of transfer
of stellar energy to the circumstellar envelope
which is optically thin. Such "double peak" energy
distributions have boon suggested as a result of the
termination of mass loss and the continued evolution
of the star beyond the AGB (Réf. 13-18).
3. THE IRAS LOW RESOLUTION SPECTRA
Among the cool JRyIS sources which we found to be
associated with bright stars, three were found to
have very peculiar spectra in the LRS database.
Figure 1 shows the LRS spectra of 07134+1005,
22272+5435, and 23304+6147.
In all three sources
there is a prominent feature at 21 /im with a almost
flat "continuum" between 12 and 18 fim. The 21 Jim
feature has never been observed before, and the flat
"continuum" is also unusual among sources in the LRS
catalogue.
The depression at 10 /im could be an
absorption feature, but the continuum level is
uncertain since the LRS does not extend below 7.7
tm.
4. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
07134+1005 is identified with the star SAO 96709
(V=B.2). Near (JMLM) and mid-infrared (7.8-25 /Jm)
photometry were obtained at Kitt Peak National
Observatory (KPNO) and the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope
(UKIRT), respectively.
The combined
ground-based and IRAS observations are plotted in
Fig. 2a.
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sî

wavelength (/JT

Rgurc 1. LRS spcclra ofQ7134-t-1005,22272+5435, 233M+6147 and CRL 26S8. In each case, a !inear baseline has been removed. The
second band has also been shifted to ensure matching with the first band in the overlapping wavelength regions.

UNIDENTIFIED INFRARED FEATURES IN PROTO-PLANETARY NEBULAE

-23304+6147 was~identifled by us-with a-star of -13
-mag during observations,made"in August 1986 at the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT).
Fig. 2b
"shows the energy "distribution of 23304+6147 combining optical, near-IR-(KPNO) and mid-IR photometry
(CFIlT).
The LRS spectrum has been smoothed over
three channels.
22272+5435 is identified with SAO 34504 (V=9.6), and
similarly show the double-peak energy distribution.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that comparable amounts
of energy are being emitted in the photometric and
circumstellar components for both sources. Radiative transfer calculations suggest that this can be
produced by a dust shell detached from the nhotosphere, as the result of mass loss having terir-..iated
sometime in the past (Réf. 18). Extrapolation of
the photospheric continuum to 10 jim seems to suggest
that there is an emission feature at -8 /im. If the
lowest point near 10 jim indeed represents the true
continuum, then the flat part of the spectrum between 12 and 20 ;im could be the result of a very
broad emission feature.
5. OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY
Optical spectra of the three sources were obtained
at the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO).
The spectral types are classified as approximately
F2 I, K5 I and G5 I for 07134+1005, 22272+5435 and
23304+6147, respectively.
Both 22272+5435 and
23304+6147 show strong absorption lines of C3 at
A3992 and 4051 A. These features were previously
seen in the spectra of optical carbon stars, and
were more recently identified in the infrared object
CRL 2688 (The Egg Nebula, Réf. 19). The presence of
the Cj bands suggests that 23304+6147 and 22272+5435
are both heavily enriched in carbon, as is CRL 2688.
We note, however, that the LRS spectrum of CRL 2688
(shown in Fig. Id) shows a featureless continuum
with no sign of the 21 /im feature. The C3 features
are not seen in the optical spectrum of the hottest
star 07134+1005.

suggests_that^ this feature is unlikely to be the
result of instrumental effects. The identification
"of the origin of this feature, would be most signifleant-in our-understanding of the chemical evolution of stars in the late stages of evolution.
We thank Dr. Paul Wesselius for providing us with
thé LRS database and Dr. Peter Bernath for helpful
discussions. The IRAS Data Analysis Facility at the
University of Calgary is supported by a grant from
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. This research is supported in part
by the NASA IRAS Data Analysis Program.
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7. CONCLUSION
Optical, infrared, and radio observations of three
cool IRAS sources suggest that they are carbon-rich,
post-AGB objects which are evolving toward the left
side of the H-R diagram. Their LRS spectra show a
broad unidentified emission feature at 21 /Jin, which
could originate from the bonding mode of a hydrocarbon molecule. The s i m i l a r i t y of all three objt-rts
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IR SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF BRIGHT CARBON STARS
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Abstract.
Medium resolution (R=COO) spectropliotometry of
15 bright Carbon stars of class N has been obtained ill
tlie range A:l-4.2 ;im, complemented by wide baud photometry in JHKLM for a bigger sample.
The selected sample of stars docs not show evidence
of massive circumstellar dust envelopes and the infrared
flux is expected to arise mainly from a, hopefully, only
little disturbed photosphere.
The observed flux distributions have been compared
with those predicted by model atmospheres, both with
and without polyatomic molecules, in order to derive the
effective temperatures of the stars. Important differences
arise between the observed spectra and the predictions
of models, constraining their validity and giving some
insight into the possible origins of the disagreement.

Introduction:

It is recognized that Carbon stars play an important
role for the compréhension of the late stages in stellar
evolution. A previous condition in order to make possible
further progress in the resolution of the multiple problems concerning these stars, is to reach the understanding
of the physical conditions at its outer atmospheric layers.
Fundamental physical parameters, snch as the effective
température, are controversed, and this has influence not
only in the comparison of C stars with theoretical evolutive paths on the HR diagram, but additionally on any
chemical abundance spcctroscopic analysis.
With the development of spectrographs of mediumhigh spectral resolution in the near infrared range, the
possibility to progress rapidly in this field has been opened,
as these stars are radiating most of their flux in this spectral region. On the other hand, its spectra show numerous
molecular absorption bands and with medium resolution
it is only in this spectral region where continuum points
are accessible.

Up till now no detailed comparison has been made of
(lie Sox distribution of the cooler Carbon stars and (Le
theoretical predictions of model atmospheres over a wide
spectral range. Unfortunately, there are related problems
which remain without a satisfactory solution. The low superficial temperatures of the cooler C stars make it necessary to consider the presence of polyatomic molecules
as an important opacity source, which not. only produce
prominent bauds but are able to determine all the internal pressure-temperature atmospheric structures (Ret.
3). But a proper treatment of the polyatomic molecules
is a difficult task and, as will be shown, the predictions of
the models which include them do not show a satisfactory
agreement with our observations.
With the aim of testing the last atmosphere models
available for Carbon stars and a redetcnwuation of (lie
Tff scale in basis to these models, we have made intermediate resolution spectrophotometry of a sample of cool
Carbon stars (class N) in the wavelength range 1.-4.2 //.
The observed stars are relatively bright iu the risible and
show moderate and, in some cases, negligible SiC emission
features at about 11.2 ft in the LRS IRAS spectra.
Observations and results:
The spectrophotometric observations were made during two campaigns in 1983 and 1985 with the 1.5 in IR
flux collector at the Observatorio del Tcidc (Tenerife), using a cooled grating spectrometer from Imperial College
(London). This instrument has been described iu detail
by Mountain (Réf. 1).
Bolometric fluxes have been calculated supplementing our spectrophotometric data in the range A: 1.-4.2
U with UBVRI photometric data from the literature and
the IRAS fluxes from 12 to 100 /i (Réf. 2).
The wavelength range covered by our spectra contains the information for most of the flux of the stars, as
can be seen in the next table for three of the observed
stars, where we compare the integrated flux in the three
regions A < l/i, A : 1.—4.2/1 and A > 4.2/1. As can be seen,
the flux in the range UBVRI, is always less than about
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20 % of the total, "which minimizes the uncertainty in
its contribution to the bolomctric flux, as this wavelcnth
range is the most-affected by the intrinsic variability of
the stars aiul the nuccrtain interstellar extinction. The
longer wavelength range fluxes, of lower accuracy, also
contribute slightly to the total flux.

Star
TX Psc
Z Psc
T Lyr

Flux.,,,,,.,,.,
21 7r
10
10

73%
7-1
77

Flnx
G. %
7.
13

The spectrophotometric data in the range A:l.-4.2 /i
leads us to a better determination of the boloinctric fluxes
of these stars than those usually calculated from broad
band photometry. This must reduce the errors in the deduced T f j from the application of the IR flux method. Iu
fact, for some stars the difference between the bolometric fluxes calculated with spcctrophotometry and just by
trapezoidal integration of broad band photometry is important, reaching about 10 % for some stars. These differences can arise partially from the intrinsic variability
of the stars, as both observations are not simultaneous.
Wc determine effective températures by application
of the IR flux method, comparing the values of the parameters By* = (Fi/(o-T;f))mad and JÎJ*' = (h/f,,a,)ah, for
the models aud observations. We have used models for C
stars provided by the Uppsala's Group, which have been
described by Eriksson et id. (Réf. 3). Two set of models
in the temperature range T,/: 2500-3030 IC and different values of log(g) and C/O ratios were available, some
of the models including polyatomic opacities and another
set without them.
One conclusion of the analysis is that the models
without polyatomic molecules predict flux distributions
closer to the observed ones. In general, all the models with
polyatomic molecules predict bands at the 3.1 // stronger
than observed, and the overall predicted flux distribution
is a bad representative for the real stars.
Only the polyatomic models with Trf - 3000 K. agree
reasonably well with the observed stars whose spectra
show a shallow 3.1 ;i band, and which must have a relatively high temperature. In that temperature range the
models with polyatomics become close to the models without them and to the observed spectra, aud the effective
temperatures deduced with its aid show a good agreement
with the values deduced from the models without polyatomics aud with the Tc/ scale from lunar occultations.
In Figures 1-3 arc shown some of the IR spectra obtained for stars with different strength of the polyatomic
band at 3.1 /i. Some of the stars as WZ Cas show strikingly prominent CO bands ;-t 2.25 ;/. In Figure 4 is shown
a comparison between the observed spectra of TX Psc and

a model with polyatomics of Tc/=3030 K. . _ ....
In the Table below, we give the T,,/ obtained for some
of the studied stars, derived from the application of the
IR flux method to our spcctrophotomctry. and the comparison with published values obtained using other techniques, such as are lunar occultations or from the colour
[8.4]-[3.5], a good temperature indicator for stars without
IR excesses, as WZ Cas:
Star •

T(^(IJ

Te^(2)

^t/i^

TP/(.t|

TX Psc

3000

3(150

31CG

AQ Sgr
WZ Cas
RV Cyg

2000

2700
2053
2033

2081
204S
2027

3OSO ± IDO
3114 ±150
2OSJiUO
-

^tJW

2000
2G30

(1): From IHo(Ws with polyafoiiiirs Hl \=414SO A,
(2): From models without polyntomics nt A=3C090 A.
(3): From broad bund photometry ,it fillvr L, using JÎ/, (not
siiiiiijfaut'oiis to sjtt'ctrophotamctry).
(4): Lunar occultations (Réf. 4).
(S): From colour [S.4l-[3.5] (Ili-f. S)

For the two stars with lunar occultation T c / determination, there is a good agreement with the values deduced from our data and the models. The same is valid
with respect to the stars with Tcf deduced from [8.4][3.5]. On the other hand, the temperature that we deduce
for WZ Cas, in good agreement with the value indicated
by the colour [8.4]-[3.5], is several hundred degrees higher
than the values found in the literature, obtained via other
methods. The shallow 3.1 // which shows its spectra (Figure 3) seems to confirm the higli value of Tc/ for this
star.
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ABSTRACT
We present IRSPEC observations (A/AA ~ 1100) of planetary
nebulae in the 3.0-3.8 /Jm range. The detection of some of the
so-called unidentified infrared features is discussed in the light of
the current theories concerning dust grain properties.
Keywords: interstellar dust, planetary nebulae

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrared spectroscopy plays a fundamental role in the study of the
nature and evolution of dust grains. Among the various bands
observed in the IR spectral region there are the so-called unidentified infrared features (UIF), a series of at least six emission
bands between 3 and 12 fan, that have been observed for more
than a decade in several kinds of objects, like reflection nebulae, planetary nebulae, H II regions, and extragalactic objects
(see e.g. Réf. 1). A correlation between the flux in these bands
and the nebular, gas-phase carbon richness in planetary nebulae
(PNe) has been recently emphasized (Refs. 2, 3).
In this paper we report the observations of eight PNe, carried out
with IRSPEC in the range 3.0-3.8 ;im, and discuss the presence
of UIF in the light of the current theories concerning the carriers
of these features.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The PNe of our program were observed in June 88 with IRSPEC
(Réf. 4), mounted on the ESO 3.8 m telescope. The observations
were performed in continuous mode, from 3.0 to 3.8 /im, with
a spectral resolving power A/AA ~ 1100. VVe adopted a standard beam switching technique, with a beam throw of 30". The
entrance aperture of the instrument was 6".
Photometric standard stars (from Réf. 5) were also observed,
to eliminate atmospheric features and calibrate the data in flux
units. Care was taken in observing a standard before and after any object, to check the stability of the atmospheric transmittance, and in choosing the standards as closer in the sky as
possible to the program objects, to avoid airmass effects (Réf. fi);
for the same reason all the observations were also performed with
the telescope as closer as possible to zenith position.
'Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory.
Li SiHa, Chile.

The data were reduced at the ESO Headquarters (Garching),
using the procedures of the IRSPEC context, now available in
MIDAS (Réf. 7).
3. DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 we show the spectra we obtained. The points affected by the strong telluric line at 3.32 /im (methane) have been
eliminated. We draw a straight line to give an indication of the
continuum. Three recombination lines, namely PPy at 3,739 /im,
PH at 3.296 /im, and He 11(7-6) at 3.09 /im, are visible in almost
all the spectra. Five out of eight objects present several emission bands belonging to the UIF. In Hb 5 the narrow features at
3.3 and 3.4 fan occur together with a plateau extending from at
least ~ 3.33 fim to 3.6 /im. The feature at 3.4 /im, with a broad
long wavelength wing, and a shoulder at ~ 3.5 /im are superimposed to the plateau. In IC 2621 and NGC 6302 the plateau is
almost lacking although a feature at around 3.5 /im is present.
In NGC 6741 and He 2-131 only a weak 3.3 /im feature is visible.

Class
C-rich
C-rich
IC 2621
NGC 6741 C-rich
0-rich
IC 4642
O-rich
IC 4634
Hc 2-131
0-rich
NGC 7009 O-rich
NGC 6302 0-rich?
Name

C/0

HbS

2.2
0.6
0.33

0.3
0.3
0.2

3.3 /Jm

yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes

UIF (Réf.)
8.65, 11.25(11)
8.65, 11.25(11)
8.65, 11.25 (12)

no
no
no
no
8.65, 11.25(12)

Table 1: Our program stars are listed, together with class and
C/O ratio (Réf. 10), our detection of the 3.3 /im band, and other
features (/Hn) (Refs. in parentheses).

The above results and a glance at Figure 1 confirm what vits
pointed ont by Geballe et al (Réf. 8) and de Muizon et al (Réf. 9),
about a hierarchy in the occurrence of the 3-4 /mi emission features in various astronomical objects (not only PNe). That is:
the presence of the 3.3 /im feature is not dependent on the presence of any-other feature; the 3.4 /tm band can be seen only if the
3.3 pm Is visible; the plateau and/or tlic minor features reported
by de Muizon et al. at 3.46, 3.51, and 3.56 /an can appear only
when both the 3.3 and the 3.4 /im features are present.
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In Table 1 we list the observed PNe, together with their class and
C/0 ratio (from Iicf. JO). our tlctcclion of (lip 3.3 yrai feilim-,
and oilier unidentified features observed in the 8-13 /nn range
(Rcfs. Il and 12). From that table one can sec that the presence
of the 3.3 f t m in our data agrees with the presence of other UIF.
About the correlation between these features and the C/0 ratio
we can say that all the objects classified as "C-rich" show UIF.
while the "-O-rich" do not. An exception is NGC 8302, 0-rich
with C/O = 0.2, that shows UIF. However, since the classification of this nebula as 0-ricli is uncertain, more work has Io
be spent before a conclusive statement can be formulated. Another interesting case is the one of Hc 2-131, in which the 3.3 /mi
band is present, in contrast with its low C/O ratio and with the
absence of other UIF. VVe notice that a feature at 9.S /nn has
been observed in that nebula (Réf. 11), feature that is cmmnoiily
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attributed to Si-O stretching in silicates. This is what can be
inferred from a first, rough analysis of our spectra. More details
will be gained from a deeper analysis, now in progress.
It is now widely accepted that the emission bands observed at
A < 3.33 /MU (i.e. at waveuumber > 3000 cm" 1 ) come out from
= C — Il stretching vibrations in aromatic rings. Together with
those at B.2, 7.7, 8.7 and 11 /mi, t h e 3.1) /1111 band constitues
a "family" among the UIF (Kef. 2). In PNe the most intense
band is the one at 7.7 /mi, which is highly correlated with nebular C/0 ratio. This strongly suggests that hydrocarbons (free
or on dust particles) are the carriers of these features, and that
they are formed in the nebulae as more efh'cienlly as largei is the
ratio C/0. Presently, the most ''fashionable" candidates as carriers of IIH-SP bands are polyciclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules
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(PAIIs; Refs. 13, 14, 15), although no" known PAH nor" PAII
mixtures show IR spectra that can mimic either the position or
the relative intensities of the astrophysical emission bands. The
greatest merit of the PAH hypothesis is, in our opinion, that it
is possible to find for these molecules an efficient emission mechanism. In fact, in the interstellar medium it is likely they are
ionized, and it is also probable that UV-pumped fluorescence
from ions in highly vibrationally (and, possibly, electronically)
excited states gives rise the UIF (Réf. IG). Other materials, as
quenched carbonaceous compounds (Réf. 17), ion-produced organics (Réf. 18), or amorphous carbon (Réf. 19); could however
contribute to the spectrum, expecially because they could be responsible of the presence of the 3.4 /im band, absolutely absent
in any PAII, unless side chains are present (Réf. 9).

5. Kbornneef J 1983, Astron.Astrophy5.~Suppl.~Ser. 51", 489.

Some answers to these problems will hopefully come from a quantitative analysis of our data, inclusive of a comparison with laboratory spectra of "suspected" materials. That will be the subject
of a forthcoming paper.

12. Roche P F & Aitken D K 1986, Monthly Not. Roy. Astron.
Soc. 221, 63.
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SPECTROSCOPY OF SN1987A
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2
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ABSTRACT
We present spectral observations of SN1987A between
1.05/im and 4.2/im at resolving power R ~ 1500 collected at the ESO 3.6m telescope using the ESO grating
array spectrometer HlSPEC during October 87, April
88 and October 88.

1.2 Forbidden Hues,

Many forbidden lines arising from low lying, metastable
levels of St0, Fe0', Fe+, Co+, JVi0 (and possibly JV0,
S° S+) are clearly visible in the spectra. Gas temperature and ionic abundances can be estimated from
the observed intensities of the lines by assuming that
the levels are in LTE. Temperature sensitive line ratios
are:
[Si /[1.099/[Si 1)1.645 (réf. 3),
[Fe/]1.980/[Fe/[1.443,
[Fe //](2.015+2.046+2.133+2.224)/[Fe //[1.257
which give:

0

1. RESULTS
The spectra are displayed in figures 1,2,3 together with
the identification of the most important lines. The
main results can be summarized as follows.
1.1 Red shift of the lines.
The systematic red shift of all the infrared lines (Av ~
500 km/s relative to the LMC, réf. 1,2) was still present
in Apr 88 and disappeared in the Oct 88 spectrum.
Since the electron density decreased by more than an
order of magnitude between the first and the last spectra (if ne oc -\/F(H — lines)}, this result seems to be
consistent with a simple model where the red shift is
produced by Tompscn scattering of the line photons
with free electrons.

T(Si )
T(Fe0)
T(Fe+)

Apr 88

Oct 88

2300 ± 300
<3600
<3500

2100 ± 300
<2500
<2700

No such information can be derived from the earliest
spectrum as it was dominated by hydrogen lines. Other
estimate.', of the temperature can be derived from e.g.
[Fe 7)1.443/[Fe /[24.04
[Fe //[1.257/[Fe J/]25.98
[Co //]1.547/[Co //J10.52
[Ni /]3.119/[Ni /[12.00
and require observations at longer wavelengths. Spectra around 10 /jm collected in Apr 88 (réf. 4) indicate
T(Co+)= 2800 ± 400 and T(JVi0) > 1200. Relative
ionic abundances derived from the observed values of
(or upper limits on)
[Fe/[1.443/[Fe//[1.257
[Si/[1.645/[Fe//[1.257
[Ni /]3.119/[Fe //[1.257
[Co//[1.547/[Fe//[1.257
[Co/[3.632/[Fe//[1.257
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n(Fe°)/n(F e+) .
n(SJ°)/n(fe+)
n(Ni°)MFe+)
U(Co+) /n(Fc+)

Apr 88

OctSS

0.5 ±0.15
0.5 ±0.15
5 ± 2 X 10~3
2.2±.6 XlO" 2
<.03

0.8 ±0.25
0.9 ±0.3
7±3X10- S
< .01
<.02

The value of n(Co+)/n(Fe+) found in Apr 88 is consistent with all the iron being produced by the radioactive
decay of 56Co. The ratio n(Fe°) /n(Fe+) provides a direct estimate of the ionization degree inside the envelope. The [Fe/]1.443 and [Fe J/]1.257 lines are among
the strongest features in the late spectra and arise from
levels with similar excitation temperatures (9970 K and
11450 K, respectively). Their relative intensities therefore do not strongly depend' on the assumed value of
the temperatue, which, on the contrary, is critical in
determining n(Nf)/ n(Fe+). It is also interesting to
note that the JCo /7)1.547 line has disappeared in the
Oct 88 spectrum (fig.4), in agreement with 5^Co decay
models.

APR 88
10

1.00

1.10

1.20

1.30

Fig.lb Same as fig.la, collected in April 1988.

REFERENCES
1 OlivaE., Moorwood A.F.M., Danziger I. J., 1987, IAU
circular n. 4484
2 Oliva E., Moorwood A.F.M., Danziger I. J., 1987, The
Messenger, SO, 18
3 Oliva E., 1987, Ap. J. Lett., 321, L4S.
4 Bouchet P., Danziger I.J., personal comunication.

BO

1.10

1.00

1.30

1.20

Fig.lc Same as fig.la, collected in October 1988. No
appreciable red shift is any more visible.

GO

40

20

1.00

1.10

1.20

1.30

Fig.la Spectrum of SN1937A between 1.05 fan and
1.35 ion collected in October 1987. Wavelengths are
in fim and fluxes are in units of 10~8 erg cm~3 s~l
/im"1. The identification of the most important lines
is marked (a detailed list of the identified lines can be
found in réf. 2). The vertical bars show the expected
positions of the lines in the rest frame of the LMC
(v = 300 km/s). The systematic red shift of all the
lines is clearly visible.

1.40

1.60

1.80

2.00

2.20

2.40

Fig.2a Same as fig.la, covering the 1.4-2.5 nm wavelength range. Included in the central part (A ~ 1.9^m)
is a compressed section of the same spectrum to show
the profile of the hydrogen line P01.
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APR 88

.8

.6

[NtI]

1.40

1.60

1.80

8.00

2.20

3.00

2.40

Fig.2b Same as fig.2a, collected in April 1988. Note
the strong line of [Fe /] at 1.443 urn.

3.20

3.40

3.60

3.80

4.00

4.20

Fig.Sb Same as fig.Sa, collected in April 1988.
.06

OCT 88

[Mil]
.3 .04

.02

1.40

1.60

1.80

2.00

2.20

2.40

Fig.2c Same as fig.2a, collected in October 1988. As in
fig.Ic the red shift of the lines has disappeared.

3.00
3.20
3.40
3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
Fig.3c Same as fig.Sa, collected in October 1988. As in
figures Ic and 2c the red shift of the lines has disappeared. Note the steep and faint continuum, not visible in the earlier spectra where the continuum emission
was dominated by a much stronger and relatively flat
component.
1.0

1.50

3.00

3.20

3.40

3.60

3.80

4.00

4.20

Fig.Sa Same as fig.la, covering the 3.0-4.2 pm wavelength range. Note that several bright features are not
yet identified.

\OCT87/10+0.3

1.52

1.54

1.56

1.58

Fig.4 Evolution of the spectrum of SN1987A between
1.5 [im and 1.6 fan. Wavelengths are in fan and fluxes
are in units of 10~8 erg cm""2 s~l /»m~l. The [Co II]
line at 1.547 /un is detected in the Apr. 88 spectrum
(redshifted by 1100 km/s) and has disappeared in Oct.
88.
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OBSERVATIONS OF 40-70^m BANDS OF ICE IN IRAS
09371+1212 AND OTHER STARS
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ABSTRACT
IRAS09371+1212 is up to now an absolutely unique object. This
M giant star, with circumstellar CO, has unique IRAS colors, attributed to strong emission in the 40-70 /jm bands of ice. This suggestion has been strengthened by subsequent observations of a strong
3.1 /irn absorption band. Our recent KAO observations now confirm its unusual nature: the Tar infrared bands of ice are by far the
strongest known in the sky. Its dust temperature, < SOK, is by far the
lowest known for a circumstellar envelope. Ice is clearly crystalline,
and there are indications that the emissivity index of the silicates is
~ 2. The 43 /im band is also detected in several very cold OH/IR
circumstellar envelopes.

Keywords: Ice, Far Infrared, Circumstellar Matter, Dust, Red Giants,
Infrared Spectroscopy.

1. INTRODUCTION
IRAS09371+1212 (sometimes called the Frosty Leo nebula) is up
to now a unique object, because of its extraordinary excess in the
IRAS 60 ("il band. There is no other IRAS source with approaching
far infrared colors, although similar sources in the galactic plane would
not be recognizable because of confusion at 100 /mi. Forvcille et al.
(1087, FMOL) proposed that ice is responsible for these anomalous
far infrared colors. The presence of an extremely large quantity of
ice has been confirmed by the extraordinary strength of its 3.1 ftm
absorption band (Rouan et al. 1988, Ilodapp et al. 1988, Gchallc et
al. 1988).
The stellar nature of IRAS0937I has been proved by the detection
of circumstellar CO by FMOL, and by its stellar M giant spectral
type. It displays a remarkable structure of astrongly polarized bipolar
nebula with a very thin dust disk seen nearly edge-on (Rouan et
al. 1988, Ilodapp et al. 1988, Clemens and Leach 1987). However, its
dust temperature, smaller than 5OK, is by far the lowest known for a
circumstellar envelope. This fact is certainly related to the anomalous
a'mndance of ice, and also to its unusually low luminosity for a massive
circumstellar envelope. Such objects are generally AGB red giants.
The distance of IRAS09371 is unknown; however, a distance much

larger than 1 kpc would put it very far in the galactic halo (galactic
latitude 43 dcg.), and seems hardly compatible with its 25" angular
extension. Us luminosity appears thus one order of magnitude smaller
than an AGB object, which leaves its evolutionary status mysterious.
Ice displays a prominent band in the range 40-70 /im, corresponding to translation modes. Weak emission in this band has been
detected in Oriou-KL (Papoular et al. 1978, Erickson et al. 1981,
Drapatz et al. 1983). However, its detection is difficult in such interstellar sources because of the complexity of radiative transfer effects.
The much stronger emission expected in IRAS09371 prompted us
to propose spectroscopic observations of these bands, as well as in a
few prominent very cold Oil/Ill stars.
2. RESULTS FOR IRAS09371 AND DISCUSSION
The observations were performed in February 1988 during two
KAO flights with the grating spectrometer of Moseley/GSFC (24
channels equipped with He3 bolometers). The results (Omont et al.
1988) are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.

1

BO
WowtonQth in rnlcroni

BO

Figure 1: Far infrared spectrum of IRAS 09371+1212. Our best
model is drawn as a full line. Short and long dashes represent the
contribution from ice and silicates respectively.
When compared to laboratory data (Bertie et al. 1909), the observed profile in 1RAS09371 is highly suggestive of crystalline ice. The
two observed maxima closely correspond to the sharp peak at 43 (tin
and to the secondary maximum arround Ct fini of the absorption coefficient of crystalline ice. The near equality of the two maxima in
1RAS09371 is obviously due to its very low temperature which rela-
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lively enhances the emission at long wavelengths. Amorphous ice is
precluded as the dominent constituent because its emissivity does not
present the secondary maximum at 61 fun (Léger et al. 1982)^
In order to derive quantitative information about dust in
IRAS09371, we model it by spherical silicate grains coated with crystalline ice (with the optical constants measured at 10OK by Bertie ct
B). 1969). For the "astronomical silicates", we use the optical constants of Draine (1984) which admit a A'2 emissivity law in the far IR
range. A surprisingly good fit is obtained with a single very well defined temperature (T = 47 ± 2K), and approximately equal volumes
of ice and of silicates (Figure 1). The total mass of dust is then
3 10~4 D(kpcf M0. However, the assumption of isothermal grains
is certainly unrealistic", and equally good fits are obtained with a distribution of grains temperatures, including relatively large amounts
of very cold dust. However, an extra constraint is provided by the
IRAS PSC value at lOOfim which probably precludes a total dust
mass much larger than 10-3 D(kpc)2 M0.
The approximative relative contributions of ice and silicates are
displayed in Figure 1. As surmised by FMOL, ice is fully responsible
for the 60 /im excess. When integrated over the profile of the 80 ftm
IRAS band, the contributions of ice and silicates in the model of
Figure 1 are 62% and 38% respectively. Because Ij11,, is very low, the
emission in the features above 55 <im dominates in the IRAS 60 ftm
band, although the emissivity of the 43 ftm band is much stronger.
A large fraction of amorphous ice is clearly precluded. As concerns the silicate emissivity, the fit is much better with an index
p = 2 characteristic of crystalline silicates than with the usual values p = 1 — 1.4 derived for ordinary circumstellar envelopes (sec e.g.
Rowan-Robinson et al. 1986). There is also some evidence of crystalline ice in the 3.1 /im band of IRAS09371 (Hodapp et al. 1988,
Geballe et al. 1988) and OH231.8+4.2 (Smith et al. 1988).
The physics of ice condensation in expanding circumstellar envelopes described by Jura and Morris (1985) can naturally explain
why most, of ice is probably crystalline there (to the difference of most
of interstellar ice): ice condensation takes place when the decreasing
temperature of silicate grains becomes low enough ( HOK) so that the
evaporation of H^O molecules is slower than their accretion. As the
activation energy for reorganization into crystalline ice is smaller than
for evaporation, the crystallisation has enough time io occur during
the accretion phase.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the 43 Jim band of ice appears to be present in
most very cold Oil/Ill stars that display a ftrong 3.1 /im band. The
strength of the bands in IRAS09371 are really unique, mostly because _
of the very low dust temperature. The nature of this low luminosity _
object is still uncertain. It could be the result of a burst of mass
ejection in a close binary system.
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The 43 /im band of ice was also detected in OH 231.8+4.2 and OH
127.8-0.0 (Figure 2) (and in OH 26.5+0.6 by Glaccum et al., these proceedings). It is obviously much less spectacular than in IRAS09371.
The higher temperature favors the 43 /jm versus the 60 /im feature.
The signal-to-noise ratio is not good enough to see whether the latter
is present 01 not. As these envelopes are partially optically thick, the
modelling of the ice band is not straightforward. But its relatively
weak intensity does not seem to disagree with the large amount of ice
inferred from the 3.1 ftm band.
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Figure 2: Far infrared spectrum of OH127.8-0.0.
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CARBON MONOXIDE IN SUPERNOVA 1987A

J Spyromilio, W P S Meikle, R C M Learner,
Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College- of Science.
Technology and Medicine, Lomlon SVV" 2BZ,
U.K.

Abstract
The identification of carbon monoxide (CO) in the iufrnrcd
spectra of SN 1987A [1,2,3,4] and of CO+ (Pctuchowski; private communication) represents the first ever detection of a
inoloculo in a supernova. In IR spectra obtained with the
Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), first overtone emission from
CO was observed near 2.3 ;im as early as day 112 after the explosion, and was clearly detectable hi all subsequent spectra.
Spectra of the CO fundamental at 4.G /im support this identification. We argue that the CO forms part of the supernova
éjecta, and present a preliminary analysis of the first overtone
band using Boltzmann population statistics. The model reproduces well the spectra obtained on days 192 and 255 and
implies the presence of about 5 X 1I)-5 M9 of CO by day 255.
By day 284 the fit is less good, due to increasingly prominent
emission from other species, possibly in combination with the
breakdown of the Boltzmartn distribution.
Keywords: Carbon Monoxide, Supcrnovae.

1. Introduction
CO has been observed before in stars [5,6], novae [7], H II regions [S] and galaxies [9]. The infrared spectra of SN 1987A
shown here provide convincing evidence that CO also occurs in
association with young supernovae. The shape of the spectrum
at 2.25-2.5 /mi is consistent with emission originating from the
Au = 2 transitions of ground state CO and is similar to that
observed and identified as CO in novae [7]. The discrete features observed correspond, within the wavelength accuracy of
the spectra, to the band heads of 12C111O. We therefore confirm
the identification of these features as emission from the second
overtone band of CO.
The potentially much stronger CO fundamental band is centred at 4.0 /mi. As early as day 117 a strong 4.0 jim excess was
detected photometrically [1O]; it has persisted to nt least day
385 [U]. In order to confirm an assignment to the CO fundamental, we obtained a suitable spectrum on day 192. The excess flux 'jvcr the expected continuum suggested optically thick
cmissr r -rr .11 CO. A similar excess was observed by Oliva et al.
[3] .... - .lay 225, and on ~day 262 observations from the Kuiper
Airbu.'no Observatory [4] confirmed its identification with the
Au = 1 transitions of CO.The observed intensity ratio of the

D A Allen
Anglo-Australian Observatory,
P.O. Box 290, N.S.W. 2121,
Australia.

fundamental to the first overtone band is an order of magnitude
lower than expected in the optically thin case. However, consideration of the energy levels and oscillator strengths shows
that tin- nebula could indeed be optically thick to Aw = 1 photons while remaining optically thin in Aw = 2 [10,3]. Thus the
observed ratio is understandable.
The An = 3 transitions might also be observed from the
ground, but are expected to have about 1.4% the intensity of
the first overtone [12]. In the presence of strong features due
to other species we cannot identify them in our spectra.
2. The observations
The spectra considered here were obtained with a cooled grating spectrometer (FIGS) attached to the AAT, as part of an
extensive programme of IR spectroscopy which is described in
more detail in Meikle *;/ nl. [22]. The spectra were obtained
192, 255, 284, 349, 377, 434, 494 and 574 days after the explosion and are shown in figures 1~S. The resolution A/AA was
1500 for all epochs except days 2C5 and 434, where it was 500.
Absolute flux calibrations are believed to be reliable to 5-10%
mis. Errors are consistent with the scatter in the points of the
spectra. Sharp features in the spectra should be interpreted
with caution as the raw data in this spectral region contain
many telluric features. Iu particular we do not associate I he
sharp feature at 2.3 /im in the day 284 spectra with CO emission as it docs not lie at a CO baud head but does coincide
with a known telluric feature.
3. The location
In order to interpret the CO spectra, we must first ascertain
its location. Specifically, does the CO lie in the progenitor
wind, or has it formed in the supernova éjecta ? Chevalier
[13] has argued that observed narrow UV lines originate from a
swept-up shell of gas produced by the interaction of the winds
from the blue supergiant progenitor and the previous red supergiant. Hc estimates the radius of the interaction zone to be
> 2.4 x 1017 cm. Any CO lying in the shell might be excited
by the initial UV flash. However, the wind velocity would he
of order a few tens or hundreds of km s~', resulting in sharp
features at the band heads. No such features are observed in
our spectra even at resolutions of 100 km s~'. Moreover, the
spectral shape should remain constant for the travel time of
the UV flash through the shell. In contrast, the observed CO
spectrum is changing continuously. Shock excitation by fast
moving éjecta of CO lying in the shell is also implausible: at
the highest velocity seen, ~ 40,000km s"1 [14], the travel time
to the shell exceeds 2.5 years. We would in any case expect the
shock to cause dissociation of CO. By contrast, the conditions
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prevailing in the cjccta at the epochs considered favour CO
survival, a consequence of the very high molecular dissociation
energy (ll.OD eV [15]). We conclude that the CO forms part of
the supernova cjccta.
4. The model
In order to explore the conditions in the CO-craitting région
we have generated model spectra for the rotational-vibrational
transitions of the ground states of 12Cl0O^13C10O and CO+.
The energy levels, E, were obtained from:

E

B11J(J + I)-ZUV + I) 2

(1)

with values for a, ux, ay, B1, and Du from Young [17] for
C10O, from Benedict ct ul. [18] for 13C10O and from Hcrzbcrg
[24] for CO+. The A-values, .4,,,,., for CO were obtained from:
12

(2)
where TJl/ =< i;J|Jl/|u'J ± 1 > is the transition ma'rix
for a transition between vibrational levels v and v', and Ij4 =
2J + 1. Chakeriau and Tipping [19] calculated TM for the
various isotopes of CO. For CO+ we use the lifetimes calculated
by Marian et al. [23]. The levels in our model were populated
according to a Qoltzmann distribution.
To derive the line profiles, we assumed the CO distribution
to be spherical in extent, homologously expanding about the
supernova centre of mass, and to have uniform density. The
CO was also assumed to be optically thin in the first overtone
emission. The resulting line profile is parabolic. In fact, isolated IR emission lines of other species in SN 1987A tend to
be Lorentzian in shape. Adoption of Lorcntzian rather than
parabolic profiles for CO does not significantly affect the resulting spectra. The free parameters are the mass of 12C10O
and CO+, the expansion velocity of the outer edge of the CO
distribution and the temperature describing the populations of
the energy levels. For each epoch the final model spectrum was
obtained by convolving the line profile with the calculated CO
spectrum, and adding the residt to a continuum estimated by
extrapolation from shorter wavelengths. The free parameters
were fitted by visual comparison of the model with the data.
This approach is adequate because the band heads are resolved
in the data. The temperature is dictated by the ratios of the
band heads of different v in the high scries of CO and is assumed to be the same for both CO and CO+. The expansion
velocity is determined by the width of the band heads and again
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is assumed to be the same for both CO and CO+. The mass of
CO+ is determined by the intensity of the v =2-0 band head,
and the mass of CO by the integrated intensity of the rest of
the feature. We assumed the distance to the LMC to be 50 kpc
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5. The model fits
The derived values of these parameters are listed in Table 1,
while the models and data are compared in Figs 1-3. For days
192, 255 and 284 the fits are satisfactory at these epochs, vindicating the use of a Boltzmann distribution. At these epochs
the velocities arc lower than observed in the hydrogen and helium lines, but comparable to those seen in oxygen, magnesium
and iron lines. „ Thus some degree of stratification has been
maintained during the explosion. The mass of CO increased
over this G3-day period but we cannot determine whether the
increase resulted from CO forming in the éjecta, or emerging
through the shrinking photosphere, or both. The adequacy of
the Boltzmann populations in the vibrations/rotational levels
argues that the populating mechanism is predominantly collisioual excitation, as suggested also by McGregor and Hyland
[2]. Other plausible populating mechanisms, such as recombination, cascades from excited electronic states, and infrared
pumping by the optically thick Au = 1 transitions would not
result in a Boltzmann distribution [1C] and so cannot be significantly affecting the populations.
We also investigated the possible presence of 13C10O for
days 192, 255 and 284. The fit remains good provided the ratio
N( 12 C)/N( 13 C) > 10, where N is the isotope number density.
This lower limit on the N( 12 C)/N( 13 C) ratio is similar to those
found from novae [7] and is consistent with the solar value of
80 [21].
At later times (t>284 days), the evolution of the total flux
in the 2.2G-2.45 /im spectral feature continued to be similar to
that of other IR lines. However, the higher transitions of the
overtone band disappeared, presumably due to the temperature
falling below that required to populate the u = 3 level. Consequently, the spectral shape would have been independent of
temperature which therefore cannot be determined. This leads
to !in additional uncertainty in the mass of the CO. Iu fact, we
now find that the Boltzmann distribution models fail to fit the
data adequately, particularly the emission at 2.3 /nn.
Of particular interest during these late epochs is the curious
evolution of the 2.3 /im/2.2G /im intensity ratio. If we assume
that these features were due entirely to CO and CO+ then it
appears that the CO emission decayed faster that of the CO+.
This cannot be explained in terms of declining temperature
since this would have caused the CO+ to decay faster. Thus,
to account for the behaviour of the 2.3 /an/2.20 /an ratio as
an effect of CO and CO+ alone, we have to invoke cither a
faster CO+ formation rate or continuing ionisation of existing
CO. Alternatively, if the emission excess above the model fit
at 2.3 it were due to some other species then the evolution of
the entire feature between 2.2G and 2.45 /an could probably
be accounted for as being solely due to the cooling nebula.
The only candidate suggested so far for the additional emission
at 2.3 /zm is the Ar II 2.313 /im (4If4F9^-SrriDifyj) [11] line
which requires some, as yet unspecified, pumping mechanism
as its excitation potential is 189415 cm"1.
Between days 255 and 574 the CO exhibited an ambient
temperature considerably less than that of the free electron
gas, as deduced from the forbidden lines of iron group elements
[25][2G] suggesting that the CO and iron-group regions were
distinct on some spatial scale. Indeed, the temperature in the
CO environment was almost low enough for the formation of
dust grains, although dust does not yet appear to have formed
in the éjecta.
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Figure caption (1-3)
Spectra of SN 1987A in the 2.2-2.5 fim region
are shown (dotted lines) for days 192, 255 and 284
together with the CO and CO+ model fits
(continuous curves).
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TABLE 1
Model Parameters
Continuum
Temperature Velocity CO Mass
Watts/m'/^m
K
km/s
M0
2.38x10-"
3000
2000
1.4x10-"
1.00X10-"
1800
1200
3.85Xl(T6
0.71X10-"
ICOO
1200
9.3 x lO"6
0.28x10-"
<1300
1200
> 4 x UT5

CO+ Mass
M0
3.GxIO-5
1.85X1Q-5
1.85xlO-B
> 2 x 10-5

Note:
The '.;nc?rtamties in the derived temperature and velocity are of order
200 I1. ..r.u ,iVj Itm/s respectively. The uncertainty in the mass is -15% .
For Ai,- 349 the itmperah^e represents an upper limit and the masses
a low*.; Si'mt.
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PREDICTIONS OF INFRARED RECOMBINATION LINES IN STELLAR WINDS
OF HOT STARS
L H Strous, H J G L M Lamers
SRON Space Research Laboratory,
Hciieluxlaan 21,
NIXiFi1JT IIS Utrecht,
The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT
Infrared recombination lines can provide accurate estimates for
the velocity and density structure of stellar winds and thus of mass
loss. We use a simple stellar wind model, hydrogcnic approximations
and scaling laws to derive information about recombination lines in
the ISO range (1-100 /im). We estimate that, for a 40QOOK star, the
boundary-level from above which recombination lines originate is in
the range n= 2 - 1 0 for the most abundant elements. We give a simple
formula to estimate the population of levels above the boundary-level
and use this to produce a table of predictions of fluxes and equivalent
widths of recombination lines for II, He, CIU-IV, NIH-V and OIII-V.

A Simple Estimate For The Level Population
For pure recombination lines, i.e. lines for which radial ive recombination and spontaneous dcexcilation arc the only important, processes,
we find the following formula; to estimate the level population:
Nn = «» • Ne • JV+/A n
_ tt,. • 74. • A • Nf
7e • An
An « 1.57 • IO"1 - (ln(n) + 0.5 + 17) • #

(2)
....

(5)

Keywords: Stellar Wind / Mass Loss / O stars
Recombination Lines / Infrared Spectral Lines

Model And Assumptions
We investigate a star with the following parameters:
Te = Tejj = 40000A"; /f. = 20/Z0; U = 10fi/,0; M = lfl- 5 A/ Q /i/r;
U00 = IQOOJfcm/s; d = 2kpc.
The stellar wind is assumed Io be homogeneous and spherically symmetric. The used vM vny law is:

kin/s

the processes of auto-ionisation and diolcrtromc recombination might
alter this conclusion for ions for which these processes are important.

(D

The mean local radio! inn fiel<! is the diluted stellar black body radiation field for optically thin and a non-diluted black body spectrum for
optically thick lines a-id continua. For the transition parameters various for mill ic from literature hydrogen Sc approximations and scaling
laws are used.

Which Lines Ar<* Recombination Lines?
Using the aforementioned approximations we derive the boundarylevel {principal quantum number) from above which recombination
lines originate. The applied criterion is that recombination is the dominant process for filling the upper level. We find for a 400QOK star, for
hydrogen, assuming all lines and continua are optically thin, that for
Icvi'l 2 the ground level gives an incoming rate that is about 200 times
as large as that of the continuum. This ratio decreases to about 2.5
for higher levels. However, calculations show that most Lyinan lines
and the Lyman continuum arc optically thick for the investigated stellar wind and thîit this lowers the influence of the ground level or, in
general, the lower levels. The calculations suggest a decrease of a factor 1000 or more, but more calculations on this subject are necessary.
Thus lines originating from levels above level 2 should be recombination
lines. For other elements we expert similar results. Note, however, that

where ATn = population of level n (eni~ 3 ); n f , — recombination
coefficient such that an-Ne- N+ = rate of recombinations (c7/i~":! • A-"] );
Ne — electron density (cm"3); Af+ = upper ion density (cm~ 3 ); 9+
= fraction of element in upper ionic stage; A = number abundance of
the element compared to hydrogen; jf = number of electrons per II
nucleus; An = effective decxcitation rate (*"'); Z — ionisation stage
(Z = 1 for neutral atoms; Z — 2 for once ionised atoms; etc,); / =
ionisation energy from the ground level of the ion; /// = ionisation
energy of hydrogen, /// = 13.59SeV.
In cq. 4 it is assumed that. /Vn varies JLS ir, approximately, which
is consistent with results obtained from cqs. Ii and 4 and can also he
expected from the statistical weights of the levels. We expect the error
in cq. 4 to be less than 25% for hydrogenic ions. For other ions the
error may be higher for low levels hut. we expect this error to decrease
for higher n to values comparable to those of H. The error in eqs. 2
and 3 is expected not to exceed a factor of 2.

Prediction Of Fluxes And Equivalent Widths
Applying all mentioned formula.1 we derive equivalent widths and
fluxes for some recombination lines. Dielectronic recombination is neglected. This process is important for CIII. NlH-IV and OIII-V. Estimates for the correction factors by which to multiply the given values I o
take dielcctronic recombination in account are 150, 15, 10, 6,1) and G,
respectively. The used abundances are: 1 for II, 0.085 for Hc, 4 • 1Q~ 4
for C, 1 • 10~4 for N and G -ID" 4 for O. It is assumed that all ions are
in the upper ion stage, i.e. that 7+ equals 1. The results are shown in
table 1.
Coarse calculations suggest .1 dependence of wavelength equivalent
width on principal quantum number n of n 8 and of flux of n~fi. Both
of these trends are visible in table 1. Note that 1 Jansky equals 3 •
10~9erj7/(s • cm2 • fim) at I/mi and 10~'1 times this number at 100/mi;
that -in table 1- numbers in brackets denote powers of 10 and that.
the ISO sensitivity to lines is approximately 100 Jy for a 10<r / 1
hour spectrum assuming detector noise limited performance and 2 • 10"1
spectral resolving power.
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Further Publications

A paper with the full details of the calculations and derivations
will be published in the near future.

Table 1: Predicted fluxes and wavelength equivalent
widths of a sample of recombination lines,
assuming all ions arc in the upper ionic stage
and neglecting dielectronic recombination
equiv."
Lrans. wave- ine flux* line flux'
cont. flux
at Earth
ength at star
at Earth
width
2
2
/im
erg/s erg/s • cm erg/s • cm • /im ftm
2.4(-I3)
1.4(-2)
HI 6-5 7.46 1.2(32)
1-7(-U)
1.2(-14)
10-9 38.9 5.6(30)
2.3(-14)
5.0(-1)
2.1(-16)
20-17 95.0 1.0(29)
6.6(-16)
3.2(-l)
1.7(-16)
HeI 10-9 38.9 8.1(28)
2.3(-14)
7.3(-3)
3.1(-18)
20-17 95.0 1.5(27)
6.6(-16)
4.7(-3)
1.1(-14)
HeII 10-9 9.72 5.2(30)
5.9(-12)
1.9(-3)
15-14 34.7 5.1(29)
l.K-15)
3.7(-14)
2.9(-2)
2.0(-16)
20-19 84.4 9.6(28)
l.H-15)
1.9(-1)
20-18 38.9 9.6(28)
2.0(-16)
2.3(-l4)
8.6(-3)
20-17 23.7 1.0(29)
2.1(-16)
1.7(-13)
1.3(-3)
8.4(-17)
CIII 10-9 4.32 4.0(28)
1.5(-1O)
5.7(-7)
15-14 15.4 4.2(27)
8.8(-18)
9.4J-13)
9.4(-6)
1.7(-18)
20-19 37.5 8.2(26)
2.7(-14)
6.4(-5)
1.7(-18)
20-18 17.3 8.0(26)
5.9(-13)
2.8(-6)
20-17 10.6 8.2(26)
I.7(-18)
4.0(-7)
4.2(-12)
4.8(-19)
25-24 74.4 2.3(26)
2.8(-4)
1.71-15)
1.1(-17)
CIV 20-19 21.1 5.3(27)
4.1(-5)
2.7(-13)
25-24 41.9 1.5(27)
3.H-I8)
1.7(-M)
1-8H)
NIII 20-19 37.5 8.0(25)
1.7(-19)
2.7(-14)
6.2(-6)
25-24 74.4 2.2(25)
4.6(-2O)
1.7(-15)
2.7(-5)
NIV 20-19 21.1 5.6(25)
1.4(-18)
2.7(-13)
5.1(-6)
25-24 41.9 1.9(26)
3.9(-i9)
1-7(-M)
2.2(-5)
NV 20-19 13.5 2.8(27)
5.9(-18)
1.6(-12)
3.7(-6)
25-24 26.8 8.2(26)
1.7(-18)
1.0(-13)
1.7(-5)
OHI 20-19 37.5 3.2(26)
6.7(-19)
2.7(-14)
2.5(-5)
25-24 74.4 8.9(25)
1.9(-19)
1.7(-15)
l.K-4)
1.3(27)
2.8(-18)
OIV 20-19 21.1
2.7(-13)
1.0(-5)
25-24 41.9 3.7(26)
7.8(-19)
1.7(-M)
4.5(-5)
OV 20-19 13.5 8.5(27)
1.8(-17)
1.6(-12)
l.l(-5)
25-24 26.8 2.5(27)
5.1(-18)
1.0(-13)
5.0(-5)
* : For the calculation of the real intensities, the fluxes have to be
multiplied by the ionisation fraction of the upper ion, i.e. q+.
ion
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DETECTION OF SN1986J IN NGC891 AT MILLIMETRE WAVELENGTHS
R J Tuffs,
Max-'Planck-Instïtut fur
Kernphysik, Heidelberg

ABSTRACT
Supernova 1986J in NGC 891 has been detected at A 1.2 mm
and A 3 mm at epoch 1986.8 using the IRAM 30-m millimetre radio telescope (MRT). It is the first supernova to be
detected at near-millimetre wavelengths. The spectrum
between A3 and A 1.2 mm is flat, or rising towards shorter
wavelengths, lying well above the extrapolation of the optically thin synchrotron radio spectrum of SN1986J at centimetre wavelengths at a similar epoch. The MRT observations are interpreted as arising from a pulsar-powered
synchrotron nebula at the centre of the expanding layers
of supernova éjecta which is physically distinct from the
circumstellar interaction region from which the centimetre
wavelength radio emission is produced. The observations
suggest that millimetre wavelength and far-infrared spectrophotometry will be a useful tool to investigate pulsars
and the pulsar environment in recent supernovae.

R Chini, E Kreysa
Max-Planck-Institui fur
Radioastronomie, Bonn

sion velocity for the blastwave of 8500 ± 600 kms
inferred ([5]).

• The supernova was discovered serendipitously with the
VLA at A 21 cm ([1], [2]).' The first retrospective detection
was in May 1984 at A6cm, with the WRST ([2]). The
radio source was not detected on earlier radio maps from
epochs 1973,1975 & 1976.
• HI absorption measurements ([2]) confirm the location of
SN1986J within NGC891. For a distance of 12Mpc to the
galaxy ([3], [4]) the radio luminosity is ~ 7.104 L0, making
SN1986J the most luminous radio supernova ever known.
» Modelling radio light curves (A 21 - 2cm) in terms of
a circumstellar interaction model for supernovae yields an
explosion date of 1983.1 ± 0.5 years ([5]). The circumstellar interaction interpretation for the (A 21 - 2cm) measurements is confirmed by the resolution of the source by
VLBI ([6]) at epoch 1987.2, from which an average expan-

can be

• The supernova outburst was not recorded optically. Optical photometry ([2]) revealed a very flat îate light curve
(mr declined from 18.4 to 19.5 between 1984.0 & 1986.7).
• The optical emission spectrum ([2]) was similar to that
of late phase type II supernovae. Line widths typically
had FWHM ~1000kms-' at epoch 1986.7. The probable
extinction towards the supernova, estimated from the HeI
recombination line ratios, is A» ~ 2 m , although an H = /Hp
ratio of ~60 ([2]) could, if not due to physical conditions
inside the supernova, indicate A1, ~ 8.8m.
A power-law extrapolation of the optically thin portion
of the radio spectrum (assumed to originate from the circumstellar interaction region) from A 2 cm to A l mm suggested that a detection was within reach of the MRT, and
near-millimetre wavelength observations of SN1986J were
undertaken soon after the discovery annoncement.
2. NEAR-MILLIMETRE WAVELENGTH
OBSERVATIONS OF SN1986J

1. INTRODUCTION
Although no supernova outburst was recorded at the position of this object, it was classified as a supernova ([Ij) on
the basis of it's variable synchrotron radio continuum emission and it's optical spectrum. The principal properties of
SN1986J are summarised below:

]

Continuum observations at A 1.2 mm & A 3.3 mm were performed at the MRT at Pico Veleta, Spain. The MPIfR 'Hecooled composite bolometer [7] was used at A 1.2mm, and
the IRAM Schottky receiver at A 3.3 mm. A focal plane
chopper provided beam throws of 30 & 80 arcsec respectively. The following detections, with corresponding one
sigma uncertainties, were obtained at the position ([I]) of
the VLA radio source:
lijjoch

Source

Boom size
(mm)

tarcsoc)

Flux [Jens I by
tmJy)

T»8fi.8
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1 .2

11

45. 2t 7.7

V>87.H
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I

1.2

'

To check for a possible contribution from the underlying
galaxy, a point in the plane of NGC891 offset 20" N of
the supernova was observed, giving S1, = -5.7±8.6mJy.
The nucleus of the galaxy, which is close to the brightest AlOO/im peak observed by IRAS and which would
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normally have been expected to give the strongest signal,
was also measured. Here S1, = 38 ± 14 mJy was obtained
at A 1,2 mm with the MRT. A previous A 1.2 mm measurement of the nucleus with the IRTF on Mauna Kea (9O"
beam, 300" chopper throw) in October 1985 provided a 3sigma detection of 60OmJy, while a second A100/xm IRAS
peak, offset 64" E, 111" N from the nucleus, was not detected at the 300 mJy level. Thus dust emission from the
plane must be considerably extended in relation to the
MRT beams and is unlikely to contribute significantly to
the measured flux densities at the position of SN1986J.
This conclusion is supported by the variability of SN1986J
at A 1.2 mm.
The radio to near-millimetre spectrum of SN1986J in late
summer/autumn 1986 is plotted in the figure, showing that
the near millimetre spectrum is strongly in excess of the
extrapolation of the 1986.7 VLA spectrum.

external medium by radiation from the supernova. The
most efficient way for this to occur would be absorption of
the EUV/soft X-ray emission from the supernova by interstellar or circum-progenitor dust, resulting in an infrared
echo.
To place an upper limit on the the A 1.2mm emission from
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of an infrared echo we consider
all potential contributers to the echo, which must be contained in a paraboloid of revolution around the line of sight
to the supernova. The volume of the paraboloid is well approximated by TfciP, where c is the speed of light, t the
time since the supernova outburst, and I is the length of
the Une of sight to SN1986J in the plane of NGC891. Simple analysis shows that at A 1.2mm for silicate grains of
density 3400 kgm~3

\rnJy

Figure: Spectrum of SN1B88J in Autumn 1B8B. Bais
represent one-sigma uncertainties. Measurements at 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 4.9 & 15.0 GHi were taken with the VLA at 1986.7 ([2]).
The turn over at u ~2GHc is due to free-free absorption in
the wind of the progenitor star of the supernova. The 5 GHz
flux density did not change significantly ([2]) on a timescale
of one month. The measurements at 250 &: 90 GHz were made
using the IRAM 30-m telescope at epoch 1986.8. Measurements
made on the disk of the galaxy at 250 GHz indicate that the
contribution of extended dust emission from NGC891 at the
position of SN19B6J is negligible (see text). Assuming a distance
of 12Mpc for NGC891, the luminosity i/S, at 25OGHz at epoch
1986.8 was-5.1O=L0

3. ORIGIN OF NEAR-MILLIMETRE EMISSION
In discussing the origin of the near-millimetre emission we
first consider whether it can be 'thermal' in nature. If the
emission came from within the volume contained by the
blast-wave we can use the known solid angles subtended
by the VLBI source ([6]) and the MRT beam to place a
lower limit on the A 1.2mm source brightness temperature
of ~ 105 K at epoch 1986.8, independent of the distance
to the supernova. Consistency of this value with the observed optical brightness requires the emission mechanism
be 'non-thermal' if the near-millimetre emission is interior
to the blast wave. It follows that any 'thermal' mechanism would have to be powered by photon heating of the

< 0.03

\ (_L\ (*_\ (T0 \
- 3 / \kpcj VO-Ol/ VlOOAT/

where NH is the column density of hydrogen towards
the supernova through NGC891, <P the dust-to-gas mass
ratio, TD the grain temperature, and grain emissivities
at A 1.2mm for silicate have been taken from [S]. For
the atomic component of the interstellar medium NH is
determined by A 21 cm absorption measurements to be
~2.1021 cm~2 ([2]). For the molecular component we use
the relation between extinction and column density determined for our galaxy given in appendix A of [9] to estimate NH ~ 1.10J1 cm~2 from the two magnitudes of visual
extinction towards the supernova. It is clear that for all
plausible values of / (in fact the A 21 cm absorption measurements show that SN1986J must be close to the near
side of NGC891) the predicted 5JcAo falls three orders of
magnitudes below that required to account for the A 1.2mm
detection. The near-millimetre wavelength emission must
therefore be 'non-thermal', a result which holds even if the
visual extinction (see discussion in ([2])) has been grossly
underestimated.
Do the near-millimetre measurements merely represent
the continuation of the optically thin radio synchrotron
from the circumstellar interaction region? We think this
interpretation is unlikely, because the spectral index a
(S* ~ va) between A 2cm & 1.2mm was in the range -0.10
to +0.02 at epoch 1986.8. By contrast, no known shelllike supernova remnant or radio supernova has ot > — 0.4.
Furthermore the drop in flux density by a factor of ~ 6
between 1986.8 and 1987.8 is too rapid to be compatible
with the circumstellar interaction model.
We interpret the spectrum shown in the figure as indicating
that the near- millimetre emission originates from a physically distinct region to the region from which the radio
emission measured by the VLA is produced. We believe
that whereas the long wavelength radio emission arises in
a shell denoting the interaction region between the outer
layers of éjecta and the wind from the progenitor, the millimetre wavelength emission arises from a synchrotron nebula at the centre of the éjecta, powered by a pulsar. The
rapid drop in flux density at A1 mm may indicate a steep
intrinsic emission spectrum of the nebula around A1 mm,
indicating we are observing electrons whose distribution in
energy has been steepened by a history of inverse compton
and synchrotron losses. Additional, independent, evidence
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-that SN1986J harboure a pulsar ([5]) is that the optical
- emission measured by [2] is decaying with an e-folding time
~of 1000 days. This is much too long for the optical emission to be driven by the radioactive decay of the products
of nucleosynthesis from the supernova explosion.
Although it has long been suggested [10] that pulsarpowered synchrotron nebulae might be directly observable
in supernovae, their detection at radio wavelengths with
the VLA seemed unlikely due to the high free-free optical depth of the shell of swept-up supernova éjecta immediately surrounding the accelerating nebula. The material in this shell will be maintained in ionised form by the
EUV/X-ray emission from the nebula - a simple estimate
for the free-free optical depth through the shell is:
\ MB

VlOOOkms-'

V3.7yr/

VlO'K/

where vcore is the velocity of homologously expanding supernova éjecta immediately ahead of the shell swept out
by the accelerating synchrotron nebula, Mcarf is the total mass of supernova éjecta swept up into the shell from
the core of the progenitor star, and T1^u is the temperature of supernova éjecta in the photo-ionised shell
around the synchrotron nebula. Widths of optical emission
lines measured by ([2]) corresponding to ~ 1000 km s""1
FWHM might plausibly be identified with the expanding
shell. It therefore seems plausible that the central pulsarpowered synchrotron nebula was detected at millimetre
wavelengths, but obscured at the wavelengths of the VLA
observations.
4. THE PULSAR-POWERED
SYNCHROTRON NEBULA
An approximate minimum energy in relativistic particles
and magnetic fields of the pulsar-powered synchrotron nebula, deduced from the A 1.2mm detection in 1986.7, is given
[11] by:
D
v
/T i /T
/T

4i (

V (\.3.7yr/V fVlOQOfcms-v/
1

VlOO

where v is the expansion speed of the edge of the synchrotron nebula, and TJ is the energy ratio between relativistic protons and electrons. In deriving this energy the
radius of the nebula was taken to be 5/6 u.i as predicted by
self similar models of the dynamical evolution [12], v was
identified with the widths of optical emission line measured
by [2], and it was assumed that 4OmJy of the flux density
measured at A 1.2mm was from the pulsar nebula, with a
local (steepened) spectral form S? ~ v~aa at the source.
The corresponding lower limit on the pulsar luminosity L0
may be calculated since the self similar models predict the
total energy in the nebula to be 5/11 of the total injected
energy (for simplicity we assume that pressure in the nebula is dominated by protons so that the dynamics are unaffected by radiation losses of electrons). This yields a lower
limit of 3.10" W for an age of 3.7 yr at 1986.8. Apart from
the possibility that conditions may be far from equipartition, and the lack of observations of the nebula over a
large range of observing frequencies, further reasons that
this energy is a lower limit are the probable underestimation of the A 1.2mm brightness due to the free-free opacity
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of the éjecta, and a possible underestimation of rj, whose
value will be greater that that at injection due to radiation
losses of the electrons.
—=
Thus the true luminosity of the pulsar may be somewhat
greater that that of the Crab pulsar in the first years of it's
evolution, which has been estimated ([12]) to be ~ 10"W.
Our lower limit on the luminosity of the pulsar may also
be above the estimate [5] of ~ 1O33W derived from the late
time light curve of SN1986J - this may be an indication
that the visual extinction towards the supernova has been
underestimated.

5. DISCUSSION
The MRT detections of SN1986J suggest that near- millimetre, sub-millimetre, and far-infrared photometry may
be a powerful tool for the detection of pulsars through
the presence of central synchrotron nebulae in recent BUpernovae. On the basis of our current results we expect
pulsars with luminosities comparible with that of the early
Crab pulsar to produce nebulae in these wavelength ranges
which are detectable with present and planned groundbased and orbiting telescopes. Qualitatively, the emission
would be expected to turn on at the shortest wavelengths
first, evolving to longer wavelengths as the free-free optical
depth decreases. The turn-on epoch would be determined
by the rate of decrease of the radiation density in the centre
of the expanding éjecta. At early times, before recombination sets in, inverse Compton losses in the radiation field
will prevent the establishment of an observable population
of relativistic electrons.
Once the synchrotron nebula becomes established, it's intrinsic spectral signature will be quite complex, due to
continuing energy losses of electrons in the time varying
magnetic field of the nebula and in the time varying local radiation field (from the pulsar nebula, from the pulsar
itself, and from the surrounding shell of éjecta heated by
radiation from the nebula). If the energy distribution of
the electrons at injection is sufficiently flat we would anticipate a local maximum in the spectrum to appear at the
break frequency for these loss processes (eg [13]).
Although much theoretical and observational work remains
to be done it seems possible that spectrophotometric measurements of the temporal evolution of the spectral signature in the millimetre/far-infrared region, combined with
sufficiently representative diffusion-loss models of the nebula, could usefully constrain fundamental quantities such
as magnetic field strength and pulsar luminosity. Comparison with progenitor properties deduced from optical and
near-infrared spectrophotometry of the light curve, and
from low frequency radio observations of the circumstellar interaction region, would then yield otherwise hard to
obtain information on pulsar formation in supernovae.
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ABSTRACT
HR 4049 and HD 213985 are carbon-rich post-AGB
stars; boLh are metal-poor, although HD 213935
less extremely so; iheir effective
temperatures
are near 9000 K. HR 4049 is surrounded by a warm
(1200 K) dust shell of recently ejected material;
HD 213985 has a similar warm dust shell and also
a cool (200 K) outer shell, which is probably the
remnant of the AGB superwind.
The small structural differences between the two
stars lead to remarkable differences between the
circumstellar features. The far-UV extinction of
HR 4049 is steeper, implying smaller sizes for
the particles of tl-a warm shell. The dust around
both stars displays UIRs, that may be thermally
excited. The UIRs are most prominent in HR 4049,

while this star does not show any evidence for a
2175 A dip. The UIRs are thus not caused by the
carriers of the UV dip; best candidates for the
carriers for Lhe UIRs are hydrocarbon compounds
such as FAHs, QCC, and HACs.
HD 213985 has a deep UV absorption dip at 2340 A.
If this dip is formed in the inner shell, grains
must be very different from those around HR 4049,
although the conditions seem so similar; possible
differences may be the C/H or C/0 ratios. Alternatively, the UV dip may be formed in the cooler
shell. A puzzling circumstance is that the outer
shell displays a 11.3 vlcron hydrocarbon feature
as well as a narrow absorption near 9.7 micron.
A more detailed version of this paper will be
submitted to Astrophysical Journal Letters.
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JCMT OBSERVATIONS OF THE CIRCUMSTELLAR ENVELOPE IRC+10216

P G Williams, G J White, C A Sanderson
Physics Department, Queen Mary College, University of London,
Mile End Road, LONDON El 4NS.

Abstract.
Observations of the circurastcllar envelope IRC+1021G
made with the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope are presented. Maps with the 14" FWHM beam have been made
in the CO J = 3 - 2, CS J = 7 - 6 and HCN J = 4 - 3
transitions. The radial CO distribution agrees in sfcape
with the Kwan/Linke outflow model, but is lower in intensity by an overall factor of 0.54. The HCN intensity
is nearly double that of CO, but drops off almost twice
as rapidly with distance from the source centre. Single
spectra at the source centre are also presented for the
isotopes 13CO. H13CN, C3''S and for the lower excitation
J = 3 - 2 line of HCN and its isotope H13CN (with 23"
F1VHM beam).
Keywords-.Circumstellar envelopes. IRC+1021G, Molecular lines.

1

NH3 and the formation through ion-molecule chemistry of
other new species. Because all molecules arc destroyed in
the outermost regions exposed to the fidl interstellar UV
field, the prediction is of a complex shell-like structure
in molecular species created in this manner (Refs. 17, o,
27). Recent observations by Huggins et al. (Réf. 8) show
evidence of CO depletion by the UV field; by Bieging and
Nguyen-Quang-Rieu (Réf. 3) for shell structure in the
ion-molecule chemistry products HNC and C2H.
IRC+1021G is a singularly important source from several points of view: being nearby and well above the galactic plane, with its nearly spherically symmetric shape, it is
amenable to detailed and gnaniftnttvc observational study
and theoretical modelling; it is also a member of a large
clar f mass-losing stars which may play a role in the
replenishment and enrichment of the interstellar medium.
Successful modelling should not only yield the elemental
and chemical abundance, but also Hie mass loss rate and
its variation over the lifetime of the central star.

Introduction.

Of the approximately 125 known Carbon-rich circumstellar envelopes, IRC+10216 is by far the brightest and
most intensively studied. First discovered at 2/im (Refs.
1, 20), the outflowing molecular envelope surrounding an
old carbon star has been mapped in both CO J = I - O
and J = 2 - 1 out to 240" (Réf. 8), corresponding to a
radins of some 70,00OAU at a distance of 290pc. Dust has
been detected out to GO" (Réf. 25), and there is evidence
for an inner hot GOOK black-body core 0.2" in radius (Réf.
26) smnmndcd by a cooler 375K dust envelope extending out to 1.0" (Rcf. 4). A rich Carbon chemistry arises
from high threshold reactions occurring in the hotter inner regions producing molecules which then flow outwards
and cool to the point where the abundances created in
near LTE conditions "freeze out" (Réf. 14). Without further processing the major part of the mnlecular envelope
would be expected Io exhibit constant composition from
freeze out" outwards: however the interstellar radiation
field and cosmic rays have liera predicted (Réf. 7) to have
a marked effect on the composition via photodissociation
reactions, leading to the destruction of CO, HCN. C2H2.

2

Observations.

The observations were carried out during February and
July 1DS8 using the 15-m JCMT telescope on Manna
Kea, Hawaii. Iu the frequency ranr.c covered by the HCN
J = 3 - 2 data the beam FWHM is 23'' with a forward
scattering and spillover efficiency /;/,, = 0.7; for all the remaining data at frequencies above 33OGHz, the FWHM
is 14" with i/j,, = O.S. The telescope was operated in
beam switched mode with an off-source throw of 10' ; all
data was taken with repeated integrations of 10 seconds
ou-sourcc followed by 10 seconds oil-source. Intensities
are given in terms of antenna temperature T|J , calibrated
at regular intervals by means of a hot and cold load, and
corrected for atmospheric absorption and receiver radiation efficiency ( j;r ): dividing by iy,, then gives a radiation
temperature T,", in the notation of Kutner and Ulich (Réf.
11). All our theoretical analysis therefore entails convolving a model radiation temperature distribution Tn(r)
with a 14" Gaussian main beam for comparison with the
observed Tf1 . For frequencies above 33OGHz we used a
cryogenic-ally cooled Schottky diode detector, feeding an
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acousto-optical spectrometer (AOS) with a bandwidth of
500 MHz and 1024 channels giving an effective velocity
resolution of 0.85 km s"1. The total system noise temperature ranged between 5000-COOOK (SSB) depending on
frequency, elevation and atmospheric conditions. For the
HCN ./ = 3 — 2 spectra we used receiver A with the AOS,
giving a velocity resolution of 1.15 km s"1 mid a system
noise temperature in the range 2000-4000K.
Telescope pointing, frequently checked by reference to
Mars or Jupiter, appeared to be accurate to within about
5" during February, when most of the CO and CS maps
were made; but by July, when the HCN maps were taken
and a brief check on the CO peak temperature made,
pointing had improved to 2" or 3" . Tracking accuracy
appeared to be better than 1" over periods of an lioiir.

3

Results.

3.1 Maps and Spatial Distributions.
We have made several maps in CO J = 3 — 2, CS
J = T - G and HCN J = 4 — 3 some of which are displayed in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The CO and CS spectra
were obtained simultaneously, with CS in the lower sideband of the AOS; Fig. 4 shows the full baud, giving an
indication of both the frequency-dependent noise levels
and the overiill quality of the data. The maps indicate
that IRC+10210 is approximately spherically symmetric,
at least within the uncertainties introduced by possible
tracking errors and baseline .subtraction. Each of our
maps, including the ones not shown here, were used to
define the centre of the source as the middle of the highest
few contours. Hence we are able to find the line-of-sight
distance 6, in arcscconds, of each mapped position from
this centre. This leads to the source profiles shown in Figs.
5, 6 and 7, which are used for comparison with spherically
symmetric outflow models. All the maps, whether for integrated line profiles or peak temperature, consistently
show a steeper fall-off in the southern hemisphere than
the northern, a result also suggested by the high spatial
resolution O" FWHM map in HCN J = I - O made with
the Hat Creek interferometer (Réf. 2). This suggests that
the inner regions of the molecular envelope probed by the
high excitation lines presented here may not be spherical;
but it would demand much more detailed over-sampled
mapping to establish this result entirely convincingly.

3.2

Spectra.

The CO, J = 3 - 2 spectra, Fig. 8, are well fitted by
the parabolic shapes typical of an unsaturated, optically
thick envelope with constant outflow velocity 15 ± 1km
s"1 and 1/r2 density distribution (Refs. 15, 10); similarly
the 13CO line shown in Fig. 9 is optically thin, displaying
a weak central dip and a full width at zero power (FWZP)
consistent with the same outflow velocity. We also integrated on the C18O, J = 3 - 2 line, setting an upper limit
The CS, J = 7 — 6 line in Fig. 10 is again optically
thick and unsaturoted, while the CMS line in Fig. 11

shows no obvious sign of a central dip although, given
the low signal-to-uoise level, it is not inconsistent with
a shape similar to the 13CO one in Fig. 9. An unusual
feature of the CS line not displayed by the other spectra is
the considerable depletion on the red-shifted side, giving
a FWZP some 5 km s~' less than normal.
The HCN, .7 = 4 - 3 spectra in Figs. 12 and 13 are
not so simple to interpret: the HCN line, with the hint of
a somewhat flattened top, may be saturated, and H13CN
shows none of the classic signs of being optically thin.
We also note that the HCN J = 4 - 3 line is by far the
strongest in this excitation regime, being more than twice
as strong as CO J = 3 — 2. At first sight this might seem
surprising when compared with the J = I - O CO and
HCN lines in the Onsala beam u'hich are very nearly the
same strength (Réf. 22). However this is not unexpected,
being due primarily to beam dilution: convolved to the
JCMT beam size the Ousala HCN(1-0)/CO(1-0) ratio of
1 woidd rise to 1.7 simply because the HCN radial distribution falls off significantly faster than that of CO. In
Figs. 14 and 15 we show the HCN and H13CN J = 3 - 2
spectra at source centre. These have a structure quite
similar to the J = 4 — 3 lines; a comparison with the CO
J = 2 — 1 line strength measured at the NRAO 12-m telescope (Ret. 8), convolved to the 23" JCMT beam, reveals
a HCN(3-2)/CO(2-l) ratio of 0.8 for the JCMT beam
size. This increase in the strength of the HCN lines relative to the collisionally excited CO is probably a symptom
of the dominance of radiative excitation for HCN; a conclusion consistent with the much faster falloff with radial
displacement seen in the HCN maps (Fig. 7).
The unexpected strength of HCN in circumstellar envelopes has been noted before: in the carbon-rich AFL
2233 as well as IRC+10216, where HCN is found to be
brighter than CO (Refs. 29, 21); in oxygen rich circumstellar envelopes where it almost certainly results from
processes which give rise to carbon in a form different
from CO, and which is more abundant than that predicted by LTE chemistry (Refs. 18, 19). In carbon-rich
envelopes the strength of HCN may result from radiative
rather than collisional excitation and may even lead to
popidation inversion (Réf. 30).

4

Modelling.

Here we Trill restrict ourselves to modelling with the
calculations of Ktvaii and Linke (K-L) for the CO J = 3-2
radial distribution (Refs. 12,13), and a comparison with
other data.
Iu the "standard" model of IRC+1021G (Refs. 12, 16,
13, 24) the inner dust shell surrounding the carbon star
acts as a 350K thermal near infrared continuum source,
with a measured luminosity L= 2.1 X 1O1L0 x (D/200/œ)2
at a distance D, which drives the dust grains outwards by
radiation pressure. These pass momentum to the gas via
dust-gas collisions, producing a terminal outflow velocity
V = 15 ± 1km s"1 through balance between the radiation
pressure and gas drag forces. As the outflow proceeds
the gas, heated by collisions with the dust, cools mainly
by adiabatic expansion and CO millimeter line emission.
The balance between these three processes determines the
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run of kinetic temperature 2i,,,(r) wliirh forms the basis of tlic sul)sc(iupiit radiative transfer calculation for the
molecular lines of interest. Our present understanding of
the molecular lines begins with tho observation first madeby Morris (Réf. 15) that the observed molecular intensities cannot bo explained by collisional excitation alone
because they require too large a density and hence envelope mass. Instead the molecules are excited to higher
vibrational states by the 2 — 20/mi continuum radiation
from the stellar and dust con': subsequent decay to the
ground vibrational state then leaves a significant fraction of molecules in excited rotational states with .7 5^ O;
only for CO do collisions provide (lie dominant excitation
mechanism. Of thé important parameters of the model,
V is set by the line widths (FWZP-^2), the luminosity
L by infrared observations while the distance, taken by
K-L as 200pc (Réf. C) is uncertain to within a factor of
about two. The remaining parameters arc less we'll coustaincd; K-L choose the mass loss rate Jl/ = 4 x 10"5Jl/,:,,
/=[CO]/[Hï]= G x 10-'. dust-to-gas ratio 0.01. grain radius 0.1/im nnd density 1 g cm~:!. and momentum transfer efficiency from grain to g:is Q = 2.35 x 10~2. The
kinetic temperature distribution is well described by a
I/""'7 power law, with fl(r) the angular displacement in
arcscc corresponding to the radial position r from the star
centre. The K-L model has been found to overestimate
the intensities of the lower excitation CO lines (Refs. 13.
24, 8) and to underestimate the observed higher excitation lines, CO J = 3 - 2 (Refs. 23, 9) and J = C - S .
Sdhai (Rcf. 24) has made iin extensive study of possible
modifications to the K-L model.
In Table 1 we show tin- CO J = 3 - 2 data set supplemented with the J = 3 - 2 measurements at the JCIxIT
and an unpublished spectrum (Itef. 28) from UKIRT. The
latter is considered to be more reliable than the previous
'-'KIRT value (Réf. 23) because of subsequent improvements in the n -river calibrât' ni. We note that all this
new data disagrees by nearly a factor of two with the
previous measurements.
With this conflict in mind, we carried out a series of
checks at the .TCMT in .Tidy. 1088 which confirmed both
the magnitude of the measured central temperature and
the efficiency factor r;/»,: the latter appears to he accurate to within some 10%; the former depends on 3 independent maps we made between February and July, 1988
which make it possible to determine our pointing errors
to within 1" and hence to produce the radial profile in
Fig. 5. With Fig. 5 we feel confident that at the source
centre T'{ is known to within 10%; T/, to 20%. We note
that much of the "scatter" in Fig. 5 docs not represent
errors in determining the intensity of individual lines, but
probably a real systematic effect due to a non-spherical
source, and therefore should not be considered a part of
the uncertainty in central temperature. The fit in Fig.
5 shows that the original K-L model, convolved to the;
14" JCMT beam, provides an acceptable fit to the radial
profile, prnuidr.il if. in ruditi'.cd //// tin ovt'.Tnll fitr.ttir «/0.54.
The low central temperature Tf1 = ISK. is also higher than
Sahai's "best fit" prédiction of 27.TK (obtained by taking
Sahai's prediction for a 20" beam, assuming a profile for
the same alinpi: as the K-L mo'1"1 mill convolving this to
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a 14" beam). This provides a simple consistency check
for the .TCMT and UKIRT data: the K-L T1, distribution (denoted T\ in Réf. 13), midtiplicd by the factor
0.54 determined from our fit to the JCMT CO data, and
convolved to the 55" UKIRT beam, gives a prediction for
the UKIRT central temperature, Tf1 = 4.7, in fair agreement with the new UKIRT measurement of 3.8±0.5K. A
similar scaling of the K-L model to fit the 35K peak temperature for CO .7 = 3 - 2 obtained by Jewell and Snyder
(Ret. 9) at the NRAO 12-m. gives 9.8K at UKIRT, to
be compared with the original UIORT value of 7.5K, b u t .
totally inconsistent with the- new UKIRT value of 3.8K.
We do liot yet liave'uuy"models as sophisticated as".
the K-L model for CS and HCN: instead we have used
the K-L model as a template for fitting the CS and HCN
distribution... Iu Figs G and 7 we show fits obtained by
convolving powers of the:K-L prediction for~CO .7 — 3 —
2: for CS the data is best fitted by the CO distribution
itself (a power ol 1), although, as the fit with a power
of 1.3 shows, it may fall off faster beyond 15" where the
signal/noise level is too low to draw any firm conclusions.
For HCN a good fit is obtained by using a power of 1.7.
An equally acceptable fit to HCN is the simple power law:
T11(O) = 92.2 (|i) " K for 6 > 3.4"

(1)

and T1, = 92.2K for ff < 3.1".
The isotopic data makes it J)OSSiI)It,1 to obtain tangential optical depths and relative abundances (see for example Réf. 22). The • .'iicial parameters are the s<:'."ve
centre temperature ratio, / u , of the main species to its
isotope, dinieiisionless quantities describing the shape of
the optically thin isotopic line, and/or ratio of beam size
to source size. The latter may be estimated from the profiles in Figs 5. G and 7. For all three cases, CO J = 3 - 2,
CS J = 7 - G and HCN J = 4 - 3, i0 ~ 10 consistent
with an optically thin isotopic line. Only for the CO case
does the "CO-line show an optically thin shape 'haractcristic of a resolved outflowing source; following lief.
(8) we obtain relative abundances [CO]:[HCN]:[CS]~ 1 :
(1.0 ± 0.5) x 10-'2 : (O.G ± 0.2) x 10--.

5

Conclusions.

The data illustrated here present a challenge to modelling ill this simplest and most accessible of eiremnstellar
sources. In particular, the strength of the HCN lines suggest the dominance of radiative excitation and perhaps
the existence of additional sources of carbon. At the same
time we note that the existing data on IRC+1021G, although extrusive, is also lacking in reliabilty, particularly
at higher frequencies. A more systematic programme' of
high spatial resolution observations covering a range of excitation energies for several molecules and their isotopes
is needed to provide an unambiguous basis for modelling.
ISO will provide an opportunity to extend the range to
much higher excitation energies: CO will be barely measurable, but from our HCN results and the probable dominance of radiative' excitation, this is probably the most
promising candidate for incasurciiiciit in IRC+1!)21G.
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Table 1. CO J = 3 - 2 measurements for IRC+1021G.
Telescope/FWHM

50

Réf.
Peali Tk (K)
Meas.
Kwau/Linke
7.5
23
8.7
28
8.7
3.8 ±0.2
35
9
27.0
18±1
36.9
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CO J=3-2
Fig. 5. Profile of IRC-f 10216 in CO J =
3 — 2 derived from two separate maps, denoted by different symbols. Typical error
bars arc shown for only two points at either extremity. The displacement of each
mapped point from the source centre, 0, was
obtained by using the centre point derived
from the contour plots, and should therefore
not depentl strongly on absolute'pointing errors. Solid curve is the Kwan/IJnke model
prediction for a 14" FWHM beam, but reduced by a factor 0.54.

Fig. 7. Profile of IRC+1021G in HCN J = 4 - 3 for three
separate maps, denoted by different symbols. Each point
represents an average of several mapped points equidistant from the source centre, whose scatter dominates the
error bars shown. Points without error bars have errors
comparable to neighbouring points. The solid curve is the
Kwan/Linke model for CO ,7 = 3 — 2, taken to the power
1.7, and convolved to the JCMTs 14" FWHM. A convolved 1/fl1-7 distribution fits thr data equally well, and
is indistinguishable from the fit shown out to 10" .

Fig. 6. Profile of IRC+10216 in CS
J = 7 — 6; notation as in Fig 1. The
solid curve is the Kwan/Linke model
prediction for CO J = 3—2, convolved
to the 14" beam, and rcdui fd by a factor 0.19.
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INFRARED LINES AS PROBES OF GALACTIC STRUCTURE

T Herter
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ABSTRACT
Infrared, optical, and radio observations of HII regions show
evidence for systematic abundance variations in our galaxy.
These measurements indicate changes in the abundances of
O, N, and Ne relative to hydrogen by factors of three or
more over the range from 14 kpc to 5 kpc in galactocentric
radius. The current observational status of this research is
reviewed and the implications of the abundance gradient
results for galactic nucleosynthesis are discussed. We then
investigate the ur- Hie perspective infrared measurements
provide in such studies and the future directions of infrared
spectroscopy for exploring galactic structure.
Keywords: Abundances, HII regions, The Milky Way, Infrared Forbidden Lines

1. Introduction
Infrared (IR) lines from numerous ionic and molecular species provide a direct means to probe the structure of our
galaxy. These lines which originate frc"i i wealth of environments including HII regions, planeta- y nebulae, H I/photodissociation regions, molecular clouds, circumstellar envelopes and interstellar shocks, can be detected across the
galaxy. Unlike the radio regime where line and continuum
measurements have been used to study the galaxy for over
twenty years, exploring the global properties with infrared
emission is relatively recent and has been applied to only a
few specific problems, such as examining the stellar distribution in the galaxy and measuring abundances.
Sine" this review involves using IR Unes as probes of the
galax_, we will net Jeive into the details of the stellar population and distribution problem (cf. Refs. 9, 11, 30). but
instead concentrate on the abundance measurements in the
infrared. These use galactic HII regions as test sites for in
situ measurements of chemical evolution in the galaxy. We
restrict the discussion to abundance studies since these have

been the only infrared line surveys which aim to probe the
global properties of the galaxy. However, before proceeding
with a discussion of infrared measurements of abundances,
the status of other global abundance measurements within
the galaxy and their interpretation will be reviewed.

2. Optical/Radio Abundance Studies
We will explore three aspects relating to the global chemical evolution of our galaxy which have been the subject of
study over the past two decades. Each is related to HII regions. These are the detection of an electron temperature
gradient, measurement of the He+/H+ ratio, and determination of an elemental abundance gradient within the
galaxy. Each of these is discussed below.

2.1 Tc gradient
Radio line to continuum measurements of hydrogen recombination lines can be used to estimate electron temperatures in HlI regions (Réf. 22). The line to continuum
brightness temperature ratio, T;/TC, varies approximately
as TjT . Using this technique many investigators have concluded that the average Te for HII regions decreases with
decreasing galactocentric radius, (cf. Refs. 4, 5, 35, 37).
Figure 1 shows a plot of Tc vs. RG, the galactocentric
radius of the nebula, for a collection of HlI regions from
Mezger et al. (Réf. 2l). A systematic trend from 5-14
kpc is quite evident. Since "impurities" which radiate finestructure line emission dominate the cooling, Mezgcr ci al.
take the Te gradient to be indicative of a change in me' allicity. The dominant cooling lines in HII regions are due to
oxygen because of its high abundance. Thus, the Te gradient is interpreted as an oxygen abundance gradient (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Electron temperatures of HII regions plotted
against galactocentric radius from Shaver et al. (Réf.
28). The filled circles are galactic HII regions while
the two horizontal arrows indicate the electron temperature for NGC and 30 Doradus in the Magellanic
Clouds.
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Figure 1: a) Electron temperatures of galactic H11 regions
in units of 10:1 K plotted against galactoceutric radius
from Mezger et al. (Réf. 21) derived from radio c .
timumi and line measurements. The size of the cii .les
arc hiver
proportional to the errors in Tc. The
best fit curve from Figure Ib is shown, b) \Vri.-.iitcd
mean electron temperatures averaged over gal:, coccntric radius again from Mezger et al. The horizontal
bars indicate the radii over which averages were done.
The numbers beside the symbols arc the number of
H H regions in the sample for that bin. The curve is
the best fit to the data, c) Mezger et al. estimate
of the [O/H] abundance by number derived from the
curve in Figure Ib.
Likewise, Shaver ct al (RcI. 28) have measured electron
temperatures with optical and/or radio techniques in a set
of galactic H H regions over a similar range in galactocentric
radius. Their results are shown in Figure 2. They also find
a decrease in Te with decreasing radius although the shar;cusp near 5 kpc in the Mczger ef al. data is not evident in
the Shaver et al. measurements. Thus electron temperature measurements provide strong evidence for systematic
metallicity changes within the galaxy.

Figure 3: a) Measured Hc+/H+ values for galactic H I I
regions plotted as a function of galactocentric radius
from Churchwcll et al. (Réf. 5). Larger symbols
indicate more accurate measurements, b) Weighted
mean Hc~*~/H+ ratios averaged over galactocentric radius. The horizontal bars indicafo the radii over which
averages were done. The numbers beside the symbols
are the number of HII regions in the sample for that
bin. The curve is the best fit to the data. The Figure
is again from Churchwell ct al.
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2.2y+(= Hc+ /H+)
Measurements of radio recombination lines can be used
to determine the- ionized helium to iouiwl hydrogen ratio
(He + /H + = y + ) iu iin H Il ii-uinii. Tlii.1- mti<i will depend
on both the helium ;ilmti<!:iure mid I In 1 friirtinnal amount
of helium which is ionized within the H II region . Figure
3 shows a plot of y+ versus galactic radius from Churchwell et al. (Réf. 4). The plot shows considerable scatter.
however upon binning the data Churchwell et al. claim
the existence of a y~*~ gradient. This interpretation is not,
conclusive especially if the two data points in the galactic
center are excluded. Shaver et al. (Réf. 28) claim no evidence for such a gradient in their data which is shown in
Figure 4. However in both cases, data at radii < 5 kpc is
severely lacking.
Panagia (Réf. 24) has postulated that a y"*~ gradient might
be expected. With an increase in metallicity at smaller
galactic radii several effects should cause nebulae to have
systematically lower ionization states: 1 ) The upper end of
the main sequence will be of lower mass due to more efficient cooling dtiring protostellar collapse; 2) Metals should
also suppress the stellar continuum in the UV, softening
the radiation field; 3) Increased opacities due to greater
metallicity will increase the stellar radius giving a star a
lower effective temperature for the same number of Lyman
continuum photons as emitted by a star of the same mass
but with a lower metal content. In addition, the dust-togas ratio will probably increase as the metallicity increases.
The dust, depending on its UV absorptive properties, may
also effect the relative sizes of the He+ and H+ iom'zatiou
zones. A summary of many y"1" measurements and their

interpretation can be four"! ;n Hie reviews by Mezger (Réf.
20) and Thum (Réf. 34).

2.3 Abundance Studies
Recent work on determination of abundances using optical
techniques is summarized in Figure 5 taken from Shaver et
al (Réf. 28). These data include their work and those of
previous investigators for which electron temperatures are
available. Shaver et al. were able to obtain abundances
for H II regions over a greater range of galactic radius than
previous investigations by using a combined optical and infrared technique and by choosing nebulae located in holes
in the extinction. Radio electron temperatures were calibrated against optical electron temperatures so that accurate abundance estimates could be made in distant HII
regions. As is evident from Figure 5 the abundances of O,
N, and Ar increase with decreasing galactic radius while
S does not increase appreciably. Little can be determined
about the Ne abundance because of the paucity of data.
This work shows conclusive evidence for abundance gradients in our galaxy in some elements. Figure 6 shows
the measured oxygen gradient in our galaxy compared with
that determined in other nearby galaxies. The Milky Way
gradient is comparable to that observed in the other galaxies. Note that abundance measurements of Shaver et al.
extend only to 6 kpc in galactic radius (Figure 5) despite
the fact that electron temperatures extend to 4 kpc, (Figure
2). This is due to galactic extinction and shows the inability
of optical techniques to probe deep within the galaxy.

3. Nucleosynthesis and Chemical
Evolution
Much observational and theoretical work has gone into the
study of the chemical evolution of galaxies. An excellent
review with many references is given by Chiosi (Réf. 3).
Many factors influence the chemical evolution of the interstellar medium including the stellar initial mass function,
the star formation rate, the rates and amounts of nucleosynthesis within stars and supernovae, how much of processed material is return to the interstellar medium, and
the infall of (metal poor) gas from the halo. All of the processes can depend on time and metallicity. We will bypass
a detailed discussion of the complicated scenario governing galactochemi. -J evolution and describe the abundance
result= given in U. previous section in a relatively simple
context, considering how relative and absolute abundance
changes might occur
Figure 6: Oxygen abundance versus normalize galactocentric distance for the Milky Way and several nearby
galaxies (figure Réf. 28) The solid lines are linear fits
io data summarized in Réf. 23 except for the case of
M31 which uses data from Réf. 2. The Milky Way is
represented by the dashed line fit to the points from
Figure 5a and the pu is taken to be 14.3 kpc (Réf. G).

3.1 Relative Abundances
Relative abundance changes are dependent un where and
how difte-ent elements originate. In chemical evolution see-
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fat
and the accretion rate of metal poor material
- narios elements are usually classified as either primary of
into
uie
disk
decreases linearly with galactocentric radius.
secondary. Primary elements such as C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S,
-and Fe have H or 4He as their direct progenitors whereas, JThis model predicts a flattening of abundances in the inner
radii of the disk due to the larger rate of in-fall of metal
secondary species such as 13C, W N, and 17O are produced
poor material in these regions.
from 12C or 16O in the CNO cycle in stars. Primary elements will have a constant ratio as'abundances increase
The inner regions of the galaxy are a key ingredient to unwhereas a secondary to primary abundance ratio increases
derstanding the dynamics of galactic chemical evolution. If
with the primary abundance (cf. Réf. 32), The division
the metal poor material lacks angular momentum, then its
of species above into primary and secondary ones should
in-fall into the disk will cause it to contract. The subsenot be considered absolute. One of the aims of measuring
quent increase in the star formation rate will cause abunabundances is to observationally check our conceptual undance gradients to steepen rather than flatten in the interior
derstanding of nucleosynthesis. Indeed, Shaver et al. (Réf.
of the disk. "(Réf. 18). Unfortunately the data of Shaver ci
28) find that the N/0 ratio is approximately constant as
al. does not extend into these inner regions.
the oxygen abundance increases by more than a factor of
3, an unexpected result if nitrogen is a secondary nucleid
(see also Réf. 15). A way out of this could be that nitrogen
4. Infrared Line Emission
is quasi-primary wherein stars are self-enriched in carbon
by helium burning and mixing. The nitrogen produce via
CNO processing is then correspondingly higher because of
the increased amount of carbon (Réf. S).

4.1 Why Infrared?

3.2 Helium Abundances
As is evident from figures 3 and 4 knowledge of the helium abundance variation in the galactic disk is poor. Most
helium is thought to be a result of primordial production
in the big bang. It is of great interest to understand the
rate of helium enrichment of the interstellar medium due
to stars. Given this, in principle, we should be able to estimate the primordial helium abundance (ignoring population III stars) from measurements of the helium abundance
for different metallicity regimes. A priori, stellar production of helium will contribute a smaller percentage change
to the helium than metallicity changes. This is because
of the large initial helium abundance (under standard big
bang nucleosynthesis) and because of the difficulty of ejecting the helium into the interstellar medium. Kunth and
Sargent (Réf. 15), in an examination of 12 metal-poor
dwarf galaxies, find no correlation between helium abundances and heavy-element abundances. This however does
not preclude effects in metal rich systems. Better measurements within our galaxy are essential.

3.3 Abundance Gradients
The amount and shape of the global absolute abundance
changes depends on many factors. Models of local abundances indicate that, hi addition to possible changes in the
stellar initial mass function, the in-fall of metal poor (primordial?) material is necessary to prevent inctîil abundances from be -oming too high (e/. Réf. 30). Wr might
expect then that understanding the observed galactic abundance gradient could be difficult. However, Shaver et al.
(Réf. 28) do find a model which fits their data. In this c;isrthe star formation rate varies as the square of the gas sur-

Given the results obtained thus far one can wonder why
infrared measurements should be necessary. In the optical
many lines from different ionic species arc available, and
since these lines can usually by measured simultaneously
only spectroscopic and not spcctrophotometric observations
are necessary. However, as pointed out previously the optical is limited to regions of low extinction and little information on the central 5 kpc of our galaxy can be obtain
via optical lines. Radio measurements do not suffer from
extinction however they have little ionic (and elemental)
coverage. He+ and H+ can be measured in most H H regions and in some cases carbon recombination lines are also
detected. For both helium and carbon the ionic corrections
for undetected iunizntiou states arc unknown.

4.2 Advantages of the Infmrctl.
Because of the relatively low extinction the infrared offers the opportunity to probe large distances in the galaxy,
much further than is possible in the optical, thus giving us
the power to explore the inner 5 kpc of the galaxy. In addition, young regions which arc still embedded in their natal
environment can be observed affording a larger sample of
HII regions. Infrared line emissivities have little or no temperature dependence implying that they are not sensitive
to temperature variations within the nebulae. Hence exploration of the global properties of an H Il region, c.y,, the
average nebular density and excitation, is possible.

4.3 Disadvantages of the Infrared
There are several areas which pose some difficulties hi making infrared abundance measurements and some care must
be taken to ensure arcunu.•• Since in general more than one
spectromi-lrr/ilrti'ctor system must be utilized to measure
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different line fluxes all measurements must be spectrophotometric. The saine spatial position with the same beam
size must be sampled for all lines. Also, since hydrogen
recombination lines are relatively weak and well spaced in
wavelength in the infrared, au extinction curve must be
assumed. Even though extinction in the infrared is lower
than the optical, an extinction correction is necessary for
many lines, particularly for distant HII regions and those
buried within molecular clouds. An estimate of the extinction should be made in as many ways as possible to
ensure accuracy. This includes vising hydrogen recombination lines, the near infrared continuum (from stars and
gas) and fitting the 9.7/im silicate feature. The last technique is complicated (and made impossible) in some cases
by the presence of the 8.7/jm and 11.3/im emission features. It remains that the largest uncertainty in estimating
abundances derives from poor rxHix-tinn n=f "nates and tlv
uncertainty of the infrared extinction curve (Réf. 7). Finally, in order to ensure proper ionic coverage, airborne or
spacebased observations are necessary to get above bands
blocked by water in the atmosphere.

4.4 Infrared Diagnostics
Figure 7 shows how infrared measurement can be used to
obtain information on elemental abundances and stellar
properties. The boxes on the left of Figure 7 represent
observational inputs. The total infrared and/or the radio continuum flux from the HlI region-molecular cloud
complex is used to estimate the combined stellar luminosities. In general, contributions to the radiation which heats
the dust can come from nonionizing stars, however in most
cases the one or two most massive stars will be dominant.
Information on the stellar luminosities gives a rough estimate of the ionic states expected to be present.
Hydrogen recombination lines are used to estimate the extinction both through direct comparison with radio continuum measurements (in which there are inevitably inherent
complications due to beam size effects) and through an assumed extinction curve. Often compromises must be made
because hydrogen recombination lines are too weak or are
inaccessible. In these cases a radio continuum flux and a
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Figure 7: Schematic illustration of how measurements of H I I regions are used to deduce extinction,
densities, ionic abundances, and elemental abundances. Information on the exciting star can also
be obtained. Starting at left, infrared radio continuum measurements give information on the
stellar luminosity, and hence the expected dominant ions in the nebulae. Hydrogen recombination
lines (and/or radio continuum measurements) allow the extinction, T, and the hydrogen column
density to be deduced. Infrared forbidden lines are then extinction corrected. The electron density.
nc, is estimated from line ratios and the emissivity per ion per electron per unit volume. j/nxiic.
determined from this density. The ionic abundance, (ni/nn), is then computed by combining the
hydrogen column density, j/nlxnc, and the ionic line fluxes. If the dominant ionic states have been
measured then elemental abundances and the excitation state of the nebulae can be estimated. TIw
observed ionic ratios can be compared with those expected on the basis of the stellar luminosities
estimated from the infrared and radio continuum measurements to validate our understanding of
the exciting stars, the influence of dust on the nebulae, and the details of the radiative and atomic
processes (see text for further discussion).
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single infrared hydrogen recombination line measurement
are used. The uncertainties are correspondingly greater for
the reasons cited above. Hydrogen column densities are
most accurately determined from hydrogen recombination
lines made with the same beam as the ionic line(s) although
again radio continuum measurements can be used if necessary. Ionic lines are extinction corrected assuming an extinction curve. If two lines from the same ion have been
obtained, a density estimate of the emitting gas can be
computed. This is used to compute the omissivity per ion
per electron, j/n^ne, for all observed ions. When several
ions are available for estimating densities then the density
for any given ion can be selected appropriately according
to how its critical density (the density at which collisional
depopulations equal radiative depopulations of a level) and
ionization potential compare to the ions available as density indicators. Available ions and the physics of the line
formation process will be discussed iu the next section.
Given extinction corrected line fluxes and j/n'rnc, ionic
abundances are computed. If the measured ions cover the
dominant ionization states of a given element in the H I I
region, the elemental abundance is easily computed. If a
major ionic state is not observed then an (often uncertain)
ionic correction must be performed to obtain an elemental
abundance.
The ionic abundances can be directly compared with measured electron temperatures from radio recombination lines
which give a rough idea of how these abundances vary relative to oxygen (assumed to be the dominant coolant). Ionic
ratios can be used to assess the stellar excitation and this
can be compared with that expected from the stellar luminosity derived from far infrared and radio continuum measurements (Refs. 14, 27). Deviations between observed
line ratios and expectations base on models have been considerable (cf. Refs. 14, 29) and more work is needed to
understand this.
The most accurate elemental abundances are obtained when
many hydrogen recombination and ionic lines are measured.
Spatial mapping of individual HII regions is quite useful
because the possible effects of diflerential extinction can be
explored and the ionic structure of the nebulae are revealed.
Knowledge of the ionic structure can help in estimation of
the importance of unseen ionic states in a nebula. Velocity
resolved lines can be useful both for avoiding confusion for
relatively weak sources and for giving positional information on the location of the HII region in the galaxy.
The uses of ionic lines are not limited to abundance studies. The infrared extinction curve can and must be determined through the observation of hydrogen recombination
lines. Both the near infrared continuum (particularly spatial mapping) and the relative ionic ratios give information
on the exciting radiation field in the nebula. Because the
optical depth of the dust in an HII region can be significant
in the UV, the radiation field which excites the nebula will
be determined by the ionizing star flux and the amount
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and properties of the dust. Spatially resolved measurements particularly in the near infrared help to determine
how dust influences the nebula, but both gas continuum and
scattered radiation must be taken into account since they
contribute to the observed near infrared emission. Finally
the electron density measurements made using ionic finestructure line ratios can be compared with high resolution
radio continuum maps to investigate the density structure
of the H I I regions. Still unknown are the relative roles of
small scale inhomogenieties and global density changes in
the line formation process. Indeed, investigating the density structure will greatly aid in our understanding of how
H I I regions evolve and interact with their environments.

4.5 Line Emission
Figure 8 shows a table giving the available infrared lines for
different ionic states of the most abundant elements. Tinions listed cover a wide range of ionization potentials, extending from ionic states found in photodissociation regions
(Réf. 10), to H l I regions and planetary nebulae (Ruf. 1).
Except for iron, all the lines listed in Figure S originate from
fine-structure transitions between p-electron states. In HII
regions these lines are excited by electron collisions. Since
p1 and p5 ions have a doublet ground state, only a single
line transition occurs. By contrast the lowest lying levels
of the p2 and p4 ions form a triplet state from which two
infrared lines emerge. It is these pairs of lines which can
be used for estimating electron densities. In general atomic
parameters (transition probabilities and collision strengths)
for the two emitting levels differ. The transition from radiative to collisional depopulation occurs for different electron
densities for the two different lines. Hence, the ratio of the
emissivities is dependent on the electron density. More on
the line formation process can be found in Réf. 1.

5. Infrared Abundances
5.1 Gradient Studies
There have been two series of studies which have investigated the global chemical evolution of the galaxy using
infrared five-structure line emission. Neon, argon and sulfur abundances (hereafter NAS) using the [Nell] 12.S/mi,
[ArII] 7.0/im, [ArIII] 9.0/im, [S III] 18.7//m and [S IV] 10.5
;im have been determined in sixteen galactic H II regions
ranging from 5 to 13 fcpc in galactocentric radius (Refs. 12,
13, 26). Figure 9 gives a summary of these results. Another study has observed the [N II] 57/im, [O III] 52/mi and
[O III] 88//m lines in 13 HlI regions (Refs. 10, 17). Results
for this NO study are illustrated in Figure 10 where the
N++/O++ ratio is given. Lester et al. (Réf. 17) argue that
the N++/O++ ratio reflects the N/O ratio of the nebulae.
There are several points which can be immediately noted
from these infrared studies. The sample of H il regions
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Figure S: Ulnstration of available infrared fin-bidden lines for différent ionic states of the most abundant
elements. The vertical axis indicates the element. The horizontal axis is ionization potential. Each
ionic state for a given clement lies between two vertical bars indicating the energy required to
produce that ion and the energy necessary to ionize it. Tin- infrared transitions from the 1 ground
state are indicated for each ion. />' and jf* ions have one infrared line while ;>•* and ;/' ions have
two infrared lines. ;)S ions have no low-lying infrared transitions. The various ionic states of Fi- are
complicated multiplets and only a few of the transitions in the infrared are listed.

extends inside G kpc from the galactic center, the region
where the previous optical studies stopped. In particular
the 5 kpc "ring", which is undergoing a burst of star formation at present (see Figure 10), shows enhanced abundances
(Figures O and 10). In general, the infrared studies display
evidence for systematic trends in global abundances as well
as large "local" variations. Lester r.t al. (Réf. 17) claim
on the basis of their derived N/O ratios evidence for secondary for nucleosynthesis processing of nitrogen. This is
in contrast to the work cited earlier by Shaver et al. (UeI.
28).
The logistics of the infrared observations should be noted.
The NAS study employed both grountlbased and airborne
platforms to make measurements that would cover the dominant ionic states of H I I regions for it given element. The
[Ar II] 7.0;mi and [S III] lS.7;/m lines are available only from

the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), while the other
lines fall in the 8-13/mi atmospheric window. Different
beam sizes were used for most measurements and hence in
many cases beam size corrections were necessary to combine
different ionic states to obtain an elemental abundance. In
addition extinction corrections can be substantial for some
regions in this portion of the infrared spectrum. The NO
study utilized only the KAO and computed relative abundances. Hence beam size effects were eliminated. Because
of the long wavelengths of the nitrogen and oxygen lines, extinction correction are negligible. The O 111 lines were used
to estimate the electron density which enters only weakly
in the deduced N++/O++ ratio.
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6. Future Prospects
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Figure 9: Abundances of Ne, Ar, and S versus galactocentric radius from Réf. 26 derived from infrared
measurements of the [Nell] 12.8j«m, [ArII] G.99//m,
[ArIII] 8.99/nn, [SlII] 18.7/mi, and [SlV] 10.5 //m lines
in galactic HII regions. The abundances are normalized io standard abundances relative to hydrogen of
1.OxI(T4, 4.7xlO~6, and l-CxlO"5 for Ne. Ar, and S
respectively.

5.2 Current Status
Infrared lines allow relatively obscured regions of the galaxy,
such as the 5 kpc "ring" to be explored. These measurements show that abundances are significantly enhanced in
this region. At present infrared abundance work can only
be done from the KAO because ionic coverage from the
ground is inadequate. Current observations are limited to
the brightest galactic HII regions. Beam size differences,
positional difficulties, and extinction corrections can introduce uncertainties when absolute abundances are being
measured. The limited sensitivity of present platforms and
weak emission from hydrogen recombination lines at wavelengths greater than 8/im make in situ extinction correction
impossible and an extinction curve must be assumed.
In summary absolute abundance measurements arc possible
but not without considerable difficulties. Relative abundance measurements are easier particularly in the far infrared where the extinction is lower.

The advent of new infrared platforms such as the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), the
Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and the Space Infrared
Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will result in dramatic increases
in capabilities for performing studies of the structure and
evolution of our galaxy. Figure 11 shows a rough estimate
of the expected sensitivities of these platforms and the KAO
for a number of lines of interest for HII region and planetary
nebulae studies. For an assumed abundance an expected
line flux can be computed for a given radio continuum flux.
The infrared line flux, FI in terms of the radio flux, S|/, is
given by

0.35

where p ~1.1 is the correction factor for the helium contribution to the radio emission (n+ = pn/, = pn\\), (»i/»|l}
is the ionic abundance, J/H^HC is the cmissivity per ion per
electron for the infrared line, i/ is the frequency of the radio
continuum observations, and Tc is the electron temperature. The standard interpolation formula for the frequency
and temperature dependence of the Gaunt factor in the radio has been used (r.f. Réf. 22). The infrared cmissivity
is evaluated at the density and temperature of the nebula
by solving the standard rate equations for the level populations.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of present and planned infrared platforms. The figure indicates
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over this density range. Assumed abundances relative hydrogen are 0.47, l.G, 8.3,
9.2, and 66 XlO"5 for Ar, S, Ne, N, and O respectively. The required radio flux
will scale appropriately if there is extinction and/or not all of the element is in
the specified ionic state. The compilation of atomic parameters by Mcndoza (Réf.
19) has been used to determine the infrared emissivities. Although some of the
atomic data has been updated since this compilation, these results have no effect
on the relative sensitivities.
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The quoted sensitivities are the radio fluxes required make
a Wa detection of a line in 100 seconds. Extinction and
the presence of other ionic states will increase the required
radio flux. Today with the KAO, typically regions with
radio fluxes of 100 mJy or more are detectable in most lines.
ISO, for instance, will result in a 50 to 100 fold decrease in
the required radio flux (see Figure 11).
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ISO and SIRTF will be able to measure abundances much
more accurately, to greater distances, and in many more
objects than currently possible. This will allow the de-tailed examination of abundances in both HII regions and
planetary nebulae across the galaxy. In addition the sensitivity will enable numerous hydrogen recombination lines
to be observed so that extinction corrections can be done
"pn-the-fly." Good ionic coverage will mean!correction for
unobserved ionic states will be unnecessary and elemental
abundances should be easily calculated from ionic abundances.
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Other lines will be accessible with sufficient sensitivity to
be useful as probes of our galaxy. C+ mapping has been
found to correlate well with far-infrared emission from star
forming regions (Réf. 10, 31). With velocity resolution C+
will allow unambiquous mapping of star forming regions
and the infrared cirrus in the galaxy. The cool, warm, and
hot components of the interstellar medium can be mapped
in lines which originate from ions and molecules such as
O I, H2O, O III, etc. Stellar spectroscopy in the infrared
will be extended to large distances affording opportunities
to study the distribution of late type stars throughout the
galaxy.
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We have only just begun to consider the marvelous opportunities cooled, spaced-based infrared telescopes will offer
to explore the Milky Way. As we begin to examine the
galaxy with these tools, we will find new ways to enhance
our knowledge of its the origin, evolution, and structure.
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF THE CENTRAL FEW PARSECS OF THE GALAXY

J H Lacy
Astronomy Department
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712

ABSTRACT
Infrared spectroscopic observations of the Galactic Center and
their interpretation are discussed, with an emphasis on
attempts to determine whether a massive black hole is present
The mass distribution has been probed through observations
of the gas and stellar kinematics. The gas motions strongly
indicate the existence of a central SxIO 6 MO object, but their
interpretation is subject to significant uncertainties due to the
possibility of non-gravitational forces. The star motions
suggest but do not require a similar central mass. The
radiation field which excites die gas and the types of stars
present have also been studied. Particularly the radiation field
may provide evidence to support or deny the dynamical
indication of a central black hole, but the evidence is at present
ambiguous. As it is not yet possible to determine whether a
massive black hole exists at the Galactic Center, future
observations which might resolve the question are discussed.
Keywords: Infrared Spectra, Milky Way Galaxy, Galactic
Center, Black Holes

1. INTRODUCTION
The central few parsecs of the Milky Way Galaxy have been
intensively studied over the last twenty years through
spectroscopy and imaging at infrared, millimeter, and radio
wavelengths. Occasional observations have also been made at
y-ray, x-ray, and even visible wavelengths. The central star
cluster was first detected by Becklin and Neugebauer (Réf. 1).
Since then it has been imaged at various near-infrared
wavelengths with steadily improving resolution and
sensitivity. Spectra of many of the brightest stars have also
been measured, providing information about their
luminosities, spectral types, and velocities. The ionized gas in
the center was first detected through its radio continuum
emission (Réf. 2) and confirmed by observations of the
H109ct recombination line (Réf. 3). The first infrared
spectrum of the gas was measured by Aitken, Jones and
Penman (Réf. 4), who detected the [Ne ITJ (12.8 urn) line.
Subsequent observations, especially of the [Ne ITJ line, have
provided detailed information about the motion and
distribution of the ionized gas and the relative abundances of
different ionic species.
The possible presence of a massive black hole (M > 106 MQ)
at the Galactic Center was first suggested on theoretical
grounds by Lynden-Bell and Rees (Réf. S). Since then
numerous authors have presented observational and theoretical
arguments both pro and con. The question of the existence of
a massive black hole has been a central theme of several

conferences (Refs. 6,7) and review papers (Réf. 8). In this
paper, some recent observations of the Galactic Center and
their bearing on the question of a massive black hole are
discussed. For a more complete discussion of the phenomena
in the central region the reader is referred to the above
mentioned references.

2. GAS DISTRIBUTION AND DYNAMICS
The interstellar gas in the central few parsecs of the Galaxy
can be divided into three components. Beyond about 1.5 pc
from the center, the gas is predominantly molecular and forms
a somewhat distorted disk. Between about 0.2 and 1.5 pc,
much of the gas is ionized but dynamically related to the
molecular disk. A dynamically separate broad-line ionized gas
region is found inside of about 0.2 pc.
The molecular disk, extending from about 1.5 to 10 pc from
the center, has been studied in several molecular and atomic
lines (Refs. 9-11). The disk axis is inclined by -60° from our
line of sight, but the inclination and position angle of the disk
appear to vary with radius. The thickness of the disk
increases outward, probably supported by turbulent motions.
The gas is rather clumpy, allowing ultraviolet radiation to
penetrate, partially ionizing and heating the gas. The orbital
velocity is, within uncertainties, constant at -110 km s'1
between 1.5 and at least 4 pc.
The inner edge of the molecular disk is ionized and seen in
[Ne II] (12.8 urn) (Réf. 12). The [Ne IFJ velocities agree with
those of the molecular gas. Inside of 1.5 pc the ionized gas is
organized into several streamers. The streamers are most
easily explained as tidally stretched clouds which are falling
past the center and ionized by the ultraviolet radiation field in
the central region. Serabyn et al. (Refs. 12,13) have modeled
the distribution in space and velocity of the streamers,
assuming they follow orbits in a gravitational potential. They
find that the gas follows highly eccentric orbits which can be
accurately modeled if the gravitational potential inside of 1.5
pc is dominated by a central mass of ~3 x 106 MOThe gas inside of -0.2 pc does not form organized streamers.
Broad permitted lines of HI and He I are seen (Refs. 14,15)
from an extended region near the probable central star cluster,
1RS 16. Velocities of at least ±500 km s-'are observed. As
little rotational motion is seen, it seems unlikely that the
velocities in the broad-line gas can be explained by orbital
motions. More likely, the velocities are due to an outflow or
wind, perhaps from Wolf-Rayet stars (Réf. 16).
Assuming that the gas velocities, with the exception of those
in the broad-line region, are due to orbital motions in a
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gravitational potential, the mass distribution in the central
region can be derived. The best fitting mass distribution is
M(r) = 2-3 x 106 (1 + r(pc)1-2) Mq. This mass distribution
includes a central dark mass in addition to an extended mass
distributed like the light Alternatively, the ionized gas flows
can be explained if p(r) ~ r2-7 inside of 1.5 pc, but a singular
isothermal star cluster with p(r) œ r2 cannot explain the
observed velocities. A star cluster with a non-zero core radius
would fail to explain the observations by an even larger factor.
The essential problem is that orbital velocities in an isothermal
star cluster are independent of radius, whereas the gas
velocities increase from 110 km s-1 beyond 1.5 pc to - 300
km s-' at0.3pc.
The primary uncertainty in deriving a mass distribution from
gas velocities is the possibility that non-gravitational forces
have a significant influence on the gas. Forces due to
viscosity and radiation pressure are probably negligible, as
can be shown by estimates of their magnitude and the fact that
they do not help explain the data. A more serious concern is
that magnetic forces may significantly influence the gas
motions.
Aitken et al. (Réf. 17) have observed polarization of the 12
|im radiation emitted by dust grains in the ionized gas
streamers, while Werner et al. (Réf. 18) have observed
polarization of the 100 Jim emission from dust in the
molecular disk. In both cases, the polarization is
perpendicular to the gas velocities. Assuming that the emitting
grains are aligned by a magnetic field, the field must be
aligned with the velocities. A field strength oflO mG is
required to produce the observed polarization, using the
standard Davis-Greenstein grain alignment mechanism. It
should be noted, however, that fields derived in this way are
often stronger than those derived by other methods (Réf. 19),
so the 10 mG figure could be in error by perhaps a factor of
There are two natural explanations for the alignment of the
magnetic field with the gas velocities. First, the gas may be
following field lines which are fixed in space or tied to more
massive objects. Alternatively, tidal stretching of gas clouds
containing initially disordered fields will amplify the field
components aligned with the flow, while decreasing the field
perpendicular to the flow. It should be possible to determine
which of these two options is correct by comparing the
magnetic force to the gravitational force acting on the gas, or
equivalently comparing the magnetic and gravitational energy
density. These energy densities, and that of thermal gas
pressure are given by:
7

3

Eu, = nkT = 10- erg cm-

3

for n =105 cnr , T = 7000 K

Emag =—= 4 x 10-6 erg cm-3 for B = 10 mG
8 it
3 x 10-5 erg cnr3 forM = SxIO6 MQ, r = I pc
= 3x 10-7 erg cm-3 for Ar = 0.1 pc

With the numbers chosen, the gravitational force is dominant
by about an order of magnitude and the mass distribution
derived by modeling the gas flows should be valid.
However, if the tidal stretching model of the streamers is
correct, tidal forces should approximately balance magnetic
forces, whereas they appear to fall short by a factor - 10.
Given the uncertainties, particularly in the magnetic field
strength and the gas density, it is difficult to reach a definite
conclusion on the importance of magnetic forces. Until more
definite numbers can be obtained, the strongest argument may
be that the distribution in spare and velocity of the ionized gas
are very well fitted if gravitational forces are assumed to

dominate, whereas there is no natural reason for magnetic
fields to produce the observed pattern.

3. STELLAR DISTRIBUTION AND DYNAMICS
The wavelengths between 1 and 2.4 [im are long enough that
radiation from the Galactic Center can be detected through the
intervening dust, but short enough that the radiation is due
predominantly to starlight The brightest red giants and the
supergiants can be seen as near-infrared point sources while
fainter giants and possibly dwarfs produce a diffuse
background. The observations of the stars have been
reviewed by Sellgren (Réf. 7). A briefer discussion is given
here, with an emphasis on the implications regarding the mass
distribution.
The starlight observed at 2.2 |im wavelength has a brightness
varying with radius as r0-8, implying a stellar density varying
as r1-8. If the near-infrared source 1RS 16 is assumed to be at
the center, this distribution extends in to 5 1" radius (see Réf.
7). However, the choice of a bright compact source as the
center forces the light distribution to have a peak at the center,
and especially within the central parsec the starlight is
dominated by the brightest giants and supergiants which may
not be representative. Rieke and Lebofsky (Réf. 20) derived
the distribution of starlight by measuring the brightness at
locations between the bright stars and found a leveling off of
the diffuse starlight inside of - 0.7 pc.
Two approaches have been taken to studying the dyn
ynamics of
the stars. Sellgren et al. (Réf. 21) and Rieke and Rie
itieke(Ref.
22) have measured the velocities of the brightest stars from
their 2.3 Um CO bandheads. Alternatively, McGinn et al.
(Réf. 23) have measured the mean stellar velocity and velocity
dispersion at various locations, avoiding the brightest stars.
Both approaches indicate the presence of some rotational
component to the stellar motions with vroi - 50 km s"1. The
velocity dispersions of the faint and bright stars may be
somewhat different, however. Dividing the bright stars into 4
groups of ~ 12 stars each, Rieke and Rieke find a dispersion
within each group of ~ 75 km s-' , independent of distance
from the center. Their results can be explained by a mass
distribution in which the star orbit of M(r) = 3x10* Mor(pc),
i.e., a singular isothermal cluster. Altemativdy, if they
assume that the stellar mass is distributed like the diffuse
starlight with a core radius ~ 0.7 pc, they require an unseen
massof~2x
In contrast to the velocities of the bright stars, McGinn et al.
find that the velocity dispersion of the faint >.tars increases
toward the center. They find a - 50 km 5-' at 2-4 pc,risingto
> 100 km s"1 inside 1 pc. However, since the derived mass
distribution depends on both the velocity dispersion and the
spatial distribution of the stars observed, and the brightest
stars have a different distribution from the fainter stars, the
derived mass distribution is essentially the same for the two
sets of data. In both cases, a singular isothermal star cluster is
allowed with no additional mass, but if the cluster has a core
radius > 0.1 pc, a central unseen mass is required.
The interpretation of the stellar motions does not suffer from
the primary uncertainty in the interpretation of the gas
motions, due to possible non-gravitational forces. There are
other uncertainties, however. First, the use of individual
bright stars StUl suffers from statistical uncertainties even
though velocities of 54 stars have now been measured. The
observations of fainter stars may be contaminated by a few
bright stars in the apertures and their interpretation is uncertain
due to the uncertain distribution of the stars. In addition, both
sets of stellar measurements may be affected by anisotropy in
the stellar velocity distribution.
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4. GASEXCITATIONANDSTELLARPOPULATION
The physical conditions in the gas and the spectra of the latetype stars provide additional important probes of the stellar
and non-stellar contents of the Galactic Center.
The temperature in the molecular disk varies from - 150 K at
5 pc from the center to ~ 400 K at 1J pc (Réf. 24). As the
disk is rather turbulent and clumpy, shocks between colliding
clumps may supply the energy to heat the gas. Alternatively
or additionally, ultraviolet radiation may heat the gas through
photoelectric emission from grains. Near the inner edge of the
disk, H2 emission is seen (Réf. 25). It has been attributed to
a shock from fast gas from the broad-line region colliding
with the disk, although turbulence-induced shocks or
ultraviolet heating could also account for the emission.
The ionized streamers between 0.2 and 1.5 pc have rather low
excitation compared to most HII regions (Réf. 26). [Ne U],
[Ar U], and [S in] are strong compared with [Ar III] and [S
IV]. Assuming the gas is ionized by ultraviolet radiation, the
spectrum must be like that of O9, or Teff = 35,000 K stars.
However, ~ 100 O9V stars would be required, with no hotter
stars, implying an unusual
initial mass function or a burst of
star formation - 107 years ago. The source or sources of
radiation have not been identified. There is some evidence
that the radiation comes from the central few arcseconds, as
He I (2.06 [Im) and possibly [Ar III] peak there. However,
the radiation could not come from a single source unless it has
a spectrum which falls off between 912 À and 2 Jim more
steeply than does that of an Q9 star. It seems most likely that
many stars contribute to the ionizing radiation, perhaps
concentrated near TRS 16.
The central ~ 0,2 pc broad-line region is more highly excited
than the surrounding region. The strong He I (2.06 \im) line
requires gas in which helium is partially ionized. This
ionization could result from a single source somewhat hotter
than those that ionize the streamers. As mentioned above, the
gas may be flowing out of the ionizing stars if they are WoIfRayet stars.
In addition tc the information about the stellar population in
the Galactic Center inferred from the excitation of the gas,
some information can be obtained near infrared spectra of the
brightest stars. The brightest near-infrared source, 1RS 7, is
definitely a supergiant, from both its spectrum and its
luminosity. It must therefore have evolved from a relatively
high mass, M > 20 MQ and so recently formed, star.
Lebofsky et al. (Réf. 26) argue that several other sources are
supergiants, although Sellgren et al. (Réf. 21) suggest that
their spectra are more like giants. Their luminosities are
intermediate between AGB stars and supergiants.
The central group of sources, 1RS 16, has a Rayleigh-Jeans
near-infrared spectrum implying that it consists of stars with
T > 10,000 K. This fact is consistent with the suggestion that
these sources might supply the ionizing radiation for the
region.
Little is known about the bulk of the stars in the galactic
center, except that the ratio of dynamical mass to 2.2 \im
luminosity is - 1 MQ/LQ.

an unseen mass. There is remarkably little confirming
evidence, however.
In particular, there is no prominent near-infrared source which
can be identified with a black hole accretion disk. In fact, the
non-thermal radio source Sgr A* which has often been taken
to be the actual center is at an unusually low spot in the nearinfrared surface brightness. It also seems unlikely that a black
hole accretion disk could provide any large fraction of the
radiation which ionizes the gas in the central 1.5 pc. If it does
it must have a spectrum which falls more rapidly than that of
an O star into the infrared, whereas models predict the
opposite.
It is particularly difficult to associate Sgr A* with an ~ 106 MO
black hole. In addition to the fact that it is not prominent in
the infrared, it is probably not at the dynamic center as derived
from the ionized gas (Réf. 12), although proper motion
studies do indicate that it is at rest with respect to the Galaxy
(Réf. 27). It has also been suggested that the radio3spectrum
of Sgr A* is better
explained by accretion into a 10 MO black
hole than a 106 MQ one.
A model in which a 2-3 x I06 MQ black hole is present, but
has no accretion disk at present, would be consistent with all
available evidence. If this model is correct, i; will be very
difficult to prove. Given the possibility of significant nongravitational forces acting on the gas and the likelihood that
the broad lines at the center result from outflow rather than
orbital motions, further observations of the gas motions seem
unlikely to clarify the situation. A theoretical study to
determine whether a magnetically dominated model can
explain the observations may be more helpful.
The study of stellar trotions may hold the most promise for a
resolution of the question. The measurement of mean stellar
velocities and velocity dispersions along different lines of
sight will be significantly enhanced by the availability of long
slit grating instruments and Fabry-Perots coupled with
infrared cameras. Unless the central few tenths of a parsec is
devoid of giants, a convincing increase in the velocity
dispersion should be seen if a massive black hole is present.
The measurement of individual stellar velocities should also be
greatly enhanced by instrumentation advances, providing the
sensitivity to measure velocities of fainter stars and the spatial
resolution to overcome confusion problems. The addition of
an infrared instrument to Space Telescope will be particularly
valuable for this study.
In conclusion, although we still do not have sufficient
evidence to either confirm or reject the hypothesis that a
massive black hole exists in our Galactic Center,
instrumentation advances now being made promise to allow a
definite conclusion within the next decade.
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VELOCITY-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF BRa AND BRT ON IRS16 SW AND NE
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The Galactic Center source IRS16, has been observed with the FTS at the CanadaFrance-Hawaii Telescope, in July 1987 and May 1988, in an attempt of spectral resolution
associated with spatial resolution. An aperture of 2.5 arcsec on the sky was used. Three
positions were observed, carefully centered on the sub-structures IRS16 SV/, NE, NW.
Bra and Br7 spectra were obtained at each of these positions. The detection of the
hydrogen emission lines was positive on the SW and NE positions, and marginal on NW.
The respective velocity resolutions are 210 and 140 km s"1 allowing resolution of the line
profiles, which are on SW 280 and 200 km s-1 (FWHM) wide. A net 160 km s-1 blueshift
of the emission on SW relative to the emission on NE, is measured at both wavelengthes.
The Bra !ine on SW shows a composite profile made of a narrow core and extended wings
of ± 1200 km s~l. These observations imply a difference of physical nature of these sources,
which should be hot young stellar objects in the vicinity of Sgr A*.
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STELLAR KINEMATICS IN THE GALACTIC CENTRE
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ABSTRACT

2. OBSERVATIONS

We present observations of the stellar kinematics in the central
8 pc of the Galaxy. Spectroscopy of the 2.3 /Jm CO absorption
feature in late-type stars yields the stellar velocity dispersion
and the average stellar radial velocity as a function of galactocentric distance. These kinematic data can be used to probe the
mass distribution in the Galactic Center.

We present the results of 2.3 /im spectroscopy of CO absorption
in the late type stars in the Galactic Center. We have observed
the D = 2 - O CO bandhead in the integrated starlight at distances from the Galactic Center of 3"-90" (0.1-4 pc). We used
the Fabry-Perot spectrometer at the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope (UKIRT), with a resolution of 120 km s"1 and beam
sizes of 5"-20", and the Cooled Grating Array Spectrometer at
the IRTF, with a resolution of 250 km s~' and a beam size of
3". Our observations, as well as our results, are described in
more detail in Refs. 1 and 2.

Keywords: Galactic Center, Galactic nuclei, Late-type stars,
Infrared spectroscopy

3. RESULTS

1. INTRODUCTION
The Galactic Center, as the nearest galactic nucleus, offers the
opportunity to study physical conditions in this unique environment at the highest possible spatial resolution. It has been
proposed that both active galaxies and normal galaxies contain
central massive black holes. Measurements of the mass distribution are therefore important in establishing whether such a
compact massive object exists in the center of our own Galaxy.
Stellar kinematics, which cem be observed only at infrared or
radio wavelengths, provide a powerful probe of the mass distribution.

Present address: Mount Stromlo and Siding Springs Observatories, Australian National University
2
Visiting Astronomer, United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, operated by Royal Observatory Edinburgh on behalf of the United
Kingdom Science and Engineering Research Council.
Visiting Astronomer at the Infrared Telescope Facility, operated by the University of Hawaii under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

From these observations we have derived the velocity dispersion,
average radial velocity, and average CO bandhcad strength at
each position observed in the Galactic Center. Figure 1 shows
sample spectra that illustrate the observed velocity shifts and
velocity dispersion. The average radial velocity of the integrated
starlight is plotted vs. distance from the Galactic Center in Figure 2. We observe rotation in the sense of Galactic rotation
in the integrated starlight. The average rotational velocity of
the stars is lower than the gas rotational velocities. The velocity
dispersion of the integrated starlight is plotted vs. distance fronf
the Galactic Center in Figure 3. The velocity dispersion of the
stars is large, and it dominates the stellar kinematics. While
the rotational velocity decreases toward the Galactic Center,
the velocity dispersion, in contrast, increases. Figure -1 shows
the strength of the 2.3 //m « = 2—O CO bandhead absorption in
the diffuse starlight, after correction for the broadening due to
velocity dispersion, plotted vs. distance from the Galactic Center. The CO absorption strength is constant outside a radius
of 15", but at radii less than 15" it shows a marked decrease
with decreasing radius. This decrease is observed in the diffuse
starlight as well as in individual bright sources such as the components of 1RS 16. The change in the CO absorption strength
at a radius of 15" suggests a change in the stellar population at
this radius.

4. DISCUSSION
Using the kinematic data and the theory of stellar hydrodynamics, it is possible to investigate the mass distribution in the
Galactic Center. Under the assumption of an isotropic velocity distribution (see Refs. 1-2 for justification), the best-fitting
models indicate that the mass distribution has a steeper radial
dependence than either that predicted for an isothermal stellar
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Figure 1. Spectra of the 2.3 ftm CO v = 2 - O bandhcad taken with the UKIRT Fabry-Pcrot spectrometer with
120 km s"1 resolution and a 20" diameter beam, (top) Positions 45" SW and <15" NE of the Galactic Center,
along the Galactic plane, show the velocity shift due to Galactic rotation, (bottom) A position 18" SE of the
Galactic Center, compared to a K7III star, shows the broadening of the Galactic Center spectrum tine to velocity
dispersion.
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cluster (r~ 2 ) or that derived from the 2 /nn surface brightness of
starlight (r~L8). In other words, there is evidence for an overall
increase in the ratio of mass, M-, to 2 /mi radiation, FK, toward
the center of the Galaxy.
This increase in Af /FK could be the result of a change in the
type of stars that constitute the cluster, particularly since there
is already evidence, from the decrease in CO strength at r Ki
15", for a change in stellar population. Indeed, an increase
in the number of late-type dwarfs relative to late-type giants
for r < 15" is consistent with both the mass distribution and
the change in the 2.3 /un CO absorption strength. However,
this is unexpected on dynamical grounds since dwarfs arc of
lower mass than giants and should not be more concentrated
toward the center. Alternatively, the stellar population change
may be due to an increase in the relative number of some other
type of star, such as early-type dwarfs. We note that even if
such stars arc present in sufficient numbers to cause the change

in the CO feature, they do not significantly affert the mass
distribution. The data thus imply that there is an additional
mass of w 2 X 106 MQ concentrated in the central pc that does
not contribute substantially to the 2 /*m light. This additional
mass may be in the form of a small cluster of dark remnants
such as neutron stars or a single object such as a black hole.
Wc gratefully acknowledge the support of NSF grant AST 8700(118 and NASA contract NASW-3159.
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AN INFRARED IMAGING FABRY-PEROT STUDY OF THE GALACTIC CENTRE

J Bland

G S Wright, I S McLean,
Joint Astronomy Centre
665 Komohana Street
HiIo, HI 96720
USA

ABSTRACT
Observations of the Galactic Centre
in the
Brackett Y line at 2.166Mm were obtained using an
imaging Fabry-Perot interferometer and the near
infrared camera IRCAM on UKIRT.
The FP was
scanned over 1045 km/s at 90 km/s FWHM resolution,
yielding ^ 3,600 spectra in only 30 minutes of
integration time. This is the first successful
attempt in the infrared at synthesising a grid of
spectra over a wide (38" x 36") field of view with
a
seeing
limited
spatial
resolution
of 1
arcsecond.
We describe the instrumentation and
outline the methods used to reconstruct spectra at
each point in tae image. Examples of the derived
spectra are presented, along with the results of
fitting to the line profiles to derive emission
line flux images and a relative velocity map.
Keywords: Infrared Imaging Fabry-Perot Interferometer, Galactic Centre, Br y Emission.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A technique new to infrared astronomy has been
used to obtain high spatial resolution images of
the Brackett Y hydrogen recombination line in the
vicinity
of
IRS16
with
moderate
spectral
resolution.
The data were obtained on 4 August
1987, as part of the commissioning of the infrared
camera system IRCAM on UKIRT.
IRCAM, a near
infrared camera with a 58x62 l-5um InSb array, has
been described in detail elsewhere (Réf. 1). To
convert IRCAM into an imaging spectrometer, a
Fabry-Perot étalon is put in the collimated beam
immediately in front of the entrance window.
Because the étalon is at ambient temperature there
is no decrease in the background. The étalon is
used on axis to maximise solid angle through the
system. For the IRCAM/FP configuration, ghost
reflections (cf. Réf. 2) can arise from the dewar
window in the collimated beam and the filters.
However an inclined étalon ensures that first
order ghosts are imaged near the edge of the
field. There is no evidence for ghost images
arising from bright sources just off the field of
view in any of the galactic centre frames. A
Queensgate Instruments scanning étalon with a
velocity resolution of 90 km/s and interorder
spacing of 3200 km/s was used.
A 11, filter

Department of Astronomy & Space Physics
Rice University
Houston, TX 77251-1892
USA

centered at 2.165um and a standard K filter
(both cold) are used to isolate one order of the
FP and block red leaks. We have analysed the
data using techniques developed for optical
imaging Fabry-Perot systems. The galactic centre
commissioning data and the analysis presented
here are principally a demonstration of the
technique.
With the improved sensitivity of
current arrays such studies are now possible with
vastly improved spectral resolution and signal to
noise.
2. OBSERVATIONS
As described in DePoy, Gatley and McLean (Réf. 3)
the camera field was centered on IRSl6 and the FP
was scanned in steps of 55 km/s over ^ 1000 km/s
to produce a data cube 19 velocity channels deep
over a 38" x 36" field with 0.6" pixels. The
integration time for each individual frame was
100 sec, so in about half an hour 3600 spectra
were obtained. The velocity calibration of the
FP was estimated from observations of a Krypton
lamp line and the previously determined FP
characteristics and checked fay taking a spectrum
of BrY in the planetary nebula NGC7027. Due to
problems in diffusing the lamp, no calibration
rings, which are important because they give the
position of the on-axis pixel for the FP, were
taken at the time of the observations. These
observations were made with the same setup at a
later date. An area of blank sky 120" to the
East of the source position was observed several
times during the data taking and these frames
were later used to form the flat field. At the
time of the observations the full moon came close
to eclipsing the galactic centre, resulting in a
strong increase in the background level on some of
the frames.
3.

SPATIAL ANB PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION

Each frame was dai'k subtracted and flatfielded.
A fixed grid of about 60 known bad pixels was
removed
by
spline
interpolation
using
neighbouring pixels.
This is important because
otherwise
the bad values are dragged into
neighbouring pixels when the data is resampled
during the calibration. The background variation
was removed by subtracting a mean sky level
measured from regions of the frame that showed no
emission
in
any
velocity
channels.
After
correcting for airmass, photometry of a late
type star in the field was used to adjust the
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self scaled to the maximum value
phase shift, 6i|>, at any pixel is given by
normalisation of individual velocity
channels
assuming no intrinsic Bry emission from the star.
This therefore includes correction for the filter
response.
The signal from IRS7, which has no
intrinsic Bry emission (Réf. 4) , confirms the
normalisation of the frames.
To correct for drifts in the telescope pointing a
2-dimensional gaussian was fit to the stellar
profile to derive a position. The fitted profiles
show that the seeing averaged 1 arcsec during the
observations. The frames were then aligned to a
common
position
using
a
bicubic
spline
interpolation.
To minimise the loss of spatial
information the frames are corrected to the median
x y position of the star. A refit to the star
shows that the positions deviate by at most 0.1
pixels after the alignment.
4.

SPECTROSCOPIC REDUCTION

A Manning (1/4-1/2-1/4) filter was applied in the
spectral
dimension
to
remove
any
Nyquist
frequencies caused by the alignment of the frames.
At this stage plots of the spectra are produced
for inspection.
Before the final
analysis
however, the data have to be corrected for phase
shift, since for off-axis pixels the wavelength
transmitted is a function of the radial distance
of the pixel from the centre of the FP. The Airy
curvature is wavelength independent and depends
only on the properties of the instrument and
telescope configuration (Réf. 2). For IRCAM with
0.6" pixels and the 90 fcm/s FP we find that the

6* = 2.01 x 10~5 r2 U

U)

where A is the free spectral range of the FP, and
r is the radius to an off axis pixel.
The position of the on axis pixel (the centre of
the Airy pattern) was taken from a calibration
ring made subsequent to the observing run. At
the corner of the detector a phase shift of 195
km/s is introduced. This is the maximum phase
error across the detector surface and typical
phase corrections are 1^ 30 km/s. Small errors in
the on axis pixel result in residual velocity
gradients, in the final velocity field. Accurate
heliocentric velocities cannot be derived due to
lack of calibration data, and so the results are
expressed in terms of relative velocity only.
Figure 1 shows examples of the spectra obtained
for a region centered 10.5 arcsec South and 2.5
arcsec West of IRS7. It is immediately apparent
that the spectra show widely varying
line
profiles. Notice, for example, in column 41 how
the lines are broad and complex, displaying
multiple kinematic components to the north and
south. The red wing appears to die away as we
move towards row 34 where the lines are narrow
(FWHH < 200 km/s) , before re-emerging in the
south. Some of the lines have a full width zero
intensity comparable to the velocity range
scanned, which makes fitting the line profile and
determining the continuum level difficult. At
this stage the spectra are fitted with gaussians
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using the semi-automated line fitting program,
AUTOPILOT (Réf. 5). Because of low signal to
noise around the edges 1^ 1700 spectra were fitted
to produce the results. For the spectra showing
two components and/or very broad wings, a double
gaussian was fit to the data. This affected 150
spectra in the region around IRS16, however it is
clear that a higher spectral resolution study
would show this complex behaviour to be more
widespread.
5.

OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS

The fitted line profiles are used to derive peak
line
intensity,
peak
line
velocity,
line
dispersion and continuum height for each pixel
which are stored in a new data cube_ so that each
xy plane of the cube is an image of the spatial
distribution of one of these parameters.
The
parameter maps discussed here are derived from
the fit to the main component only. Only thej
line intensity and velocity parameter maps : are _
shown (Figs. 2 and 3) here, to illustrate the =
extent and quality of the results from this
initial study.
R more detailed analysis and
interpretation of the results from all the fits
is in preparation.
The well known sources IRS7, IFSl, IRS16 are
immediately apparent in the continuum image which
was derived from the line fit data and the median
flux in the unfitted regions. The sources shown
on the high resolution K map of Forest et al
(Réf. 6) can be identified and have the expected
relative brightnesses.
The 1 arcsec spatial
resolution of the image is sufficient to resolve
IRS16 into 4 or 5 components. The Brackett Y peak
line flux image shown in Fig. 2 bears a striking
resemblance to the 6 cm radio continuum VLA maps
of Lo and Claussen (Réf. 7).
The bar, the
northern arm and the eastern arm are all easily
identified. The spatial resolution of the Br Y
image is lower than the radio maps making a
comparison with the smallest scale structure in
the radio maps difficult. However the relative
brightness of some of the clumps seems to be
different in the IR image, which nay well be due
to the-patchy extinction-in-this region.

Figure 3.

Relative velocity map of Brackett Y
around the Galactic Centre for the
same region as the line emission
image.
The scale bar represents 6
arcseconds and the grey scale coding
on the right is in km/sec. The zero
has been arbitrarily chosen.

The
velocity
field
derived
from
these
measurements is very similar to that derived from
the single point measurements of the
12.Sum
[NeII] line by Serabyn and Lacy (Réf. 8). The
Brackett
data have lower spectral resolution,
but show more spatial detail than the [NeII]
data. Nevertheless at the brightest features in
the radio -maps both data sets show comparable
line profiles, including the shapes of the
asymmetric wings. The most striking result of
the velocity field shown in Figure 3 is that even
on a 1 arcsec-scale the velocities vary smoothly
over the entire field and clearly show a general
rotation.
The bright emission features of the
eastern and northern arms are a part of this
general rotation.
In addition the kinematic
features known from previous studies (e.g. Réf.
7) can be discerned. For example the emission
moves down the northern arm as the velocities
decrease from 120 km/s to O km/s. Despite the
general smooth rotation which is apparent from
the peak velocity of the main fitted component,
more complex motions of the gas must be
superposed.
The line dispersion map clearly
shows that the distribution of broad wings on the
lines is not nearly so smooth.
These observations demonstrate the potential of
IR imaging Fabry-Perot systems for high spatial
resolution
studies of kinematics in heavily
obscured regions such as the galactic centre.
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NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF ACTIVE GALAXÎES

A F M Moorwood
European Southern Observatory

ABSTRACT
Rrrmt progress in applying near infrared sptvt rosropy to
the1 study of artivr galactic nuclei is reviewed. This waveU1UKtIi «'skill COUtHUiS important liuus such HS the Pnscheii
and Brackelt hyelre>gcu rce-tnuhiiialiou lines, Hel( 1.083/mi)
and OI(1.12ST/<m) which complement lines in the visible1
spectrum for studies of the reddening mid physical eoudititms. With current array spectrometers it is now possible
to observe H <i at high s/n in QSOs :it z~ 2 mid to measure
linewidtliK and profiles witIi sufficient resolution to investigate for c.g tin- question of visually oliscured BLRs in
Seyfert 2 galaxies. Strong [Fell] and H-J liiic and 3.2S/'m
feature t-missioii observed in galaxies with Seyiert nuclei
imply vigorous star forming activity and/or an interaction
h"e!weeii the active nucleus and circumnuclear gas.
Key Words: Galaxies: active - Infrared - Spectioscopy

1. INTRODUCTION
Active galactic nuclei (AGX) are characterized by their
high luminosities, power law continua, emission line spectra which are untypical of photoionization by .stars, luminous x-ray mission etc.. At one extreme, QSOs and Seyfert
1 nuclei generally exhibit ; Jl of t hese proper! ies and t heir
spectra are particularly distinctive in exhibiting extremely
broad (~ /< w x 1000 km s~') permitted lines ILS well as
narrower (~ ftw x 100 km s~') penuitted and forbidden
lines. Iu the standard model, these galaxies are powered by
:i massive black hole surrounded I)V an accretion disc producing a power-law spectrum which ionizes high density
(~ 1O11Vm"'1) clouds within ~ Ipc (the broad line region
or BLR ) and more extended and lower density g!is ( t he narrow line region or XLR)- At tin- oilier extreme are Seyferl
2 galaxies and LIXERS which are often only distinguished
from starburst galiixies on the b:isi.s of their visible spectra
which exhibit somewhat broader lines and a wider range
of ionization. The nature of lhe.se galaxies is less clear mid
could cnctimpass both cases of visually obscured Sevfert 1
nuclei mid extreme1 starburst galaxies. Iu between are a
variety of Seyfert sub-types and the so-called Xarrow Line

X-ray Galaxies which exhibit comparable x-ray luminosities Io the Seyfert Is and, in some cases, faint broad H u
wings indicative of obscured Scyfert 1 nuclei. Many composite systems are also now known which contain both an
active nucleus plus extremely active star forming regions
wit Inn a /( »' x 100/«'.
Tin1 near infrared spectral region contains several important lilies e.g. the Pa.schen and Bracket! hydrogen recombination line series, Hel( 1.083/mi) and OI(1.12S7/mi) which
complement those in the visible for studies of the reddening, physical condilions and kinematics of both the BLRs
and XLRs. Only recently, however, has it become possible*
to obtain spectra of sufficient quality to fully exploit these
iioKiibililics. In addition to infrared features expected on
the basis of their visible* spectra mmiy active nuclei are
now known to emit surprisingly strong [Fell] and H-J emission lines which imply either vigorous star forming activity
and/or interactions between tin* active nucleus and surrounding gns. This is of considerable interest in relation to
KTt1Ut models of the possible relationship between active
galiictic nuclei and starbursts. A more quantitative basis now exists, for example, for believing that black holes
should form in the centre of nuissive star clusters in galaxy
nuclei and that the broad-line cluiiu» niighl actually be
the atmospheres tif red giant stars ioniwd from the outside
(Réf. 1). Starlmrls producing extremely hoi WR lypc
si iirs, dubbed ttmrmrr», also appear capable of producing
the spectral characteristics of at least some Scyfcrt 2s and
LIXERS (Réf. 2). In addition Io [Fell] and Hj line emission, the 3.2S'!in feature may also bo a sensitive probe of
star formation dost1 Io AGXs and the first overlone CO
aliMirpt ion band ai 2.3 //in provides informal ion on the
stellar content. As well as a natural extension of visible*
spe'Ctreisceipy fe>r StIuHe1S of plml eiiemizcd gas, the-re-fore1. the 1
uesir infrared re-giem e-oulel alsei e-onlribute1 signinVantly Ie)
emr uuili*rst"iuUui; of this relatiemship and hence1 perhaps
of tht* fundamental nature eif AGXs Ihemse-lves.
In ils present early stage1 of development, infrared spectroscopy of AGXs is a.s much coucenieel with uude*rstanding the origin and excitation me'chanisms respemsiblc for
the' observed spe'ctriil features !is with iheir exploitation. A
prime example* is Hj whe-re* considerable observational mid
llieeiretical work is currently dhwted towards establishing
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the- relative importanec of radiative mid shock excitation
which, in luni, should advance our knowledge of the cou" diliiuis prevailing in galaxy nuclei. Because olitiiiiiiug wide
spectral coverage oil faint objects is also still a painstaking process in tin- infrared many observational studies are
limited to our or a few selected spcctriil features but may
cover ii variety of galaxy types. This approach is reflected
in I his .n'vii'W which is organized more according to the
emitting species nit her than galaxy type or phenomenon.

2. INFRARED SPECTRA
100'

During the last few years many 3-4m cluss telescopes have
been equipped with array spectrometers operating in the
1 — 3 /mi region which have simultaneously brought ml ical
improvements in the sensitivity, resolution ami efficiency
available for cxlragalaclic work. Il is, UPVITIhe-less, still
extremely time consuming to obtain infrared spectra of all
but tin- brightest active nuclei over wide spectral ranges
due to the still relatively small sines (< 32 pixels) of the
arrays currently employed. Most work is therefore still restricted t« relatively small spectral regions around features
of specific interest. It is consequent 1}' not yet possible to
slum* here complete 1 — y/nn spectra (if typical exïuiiples
of different types of active nuclei as is done in the visible.
By combining available spectra of vivrions objects obtained
with different instruments in different spectral regions however an overall picture of the main characteristics of the
infrared spectra of AGXs is emerging. Partial spectra of
three différent galaxies an1 shown here both as examples
of the quality achievable with current array spectrometers
and to introduce the main species observed which are discussed in more detail below. Fig. 1 is a J band spectrum

UZ

1.08

1.16
1.20
LZ4
I.Z8
wovelength (microns)

Fig.2 J band spectrum of the Seyfcrt 2 galaxy
NGC1068.
tremely interesting as it is considerably brighter, relative
to [Fell], thiui expected assuming iiofnial relative" abundances. Fig. 3 shows partial coverage of the H and K windows on Ihe XLX galaxy XGCMOG (Réf. 4) which exhibits
strong [FcII](l.G4//m) and H(Br-)) lines and weaker, but
clearly detected Ha(v=l OS(I)) emission. Other features
outside the range of these speclni commonly observed are
the hydrogen Pn (l.S7D/im) mid Bra (4.05/nil) lines, additional H 2 lines of diagnostic interest, the 3.28/nn feature
and the first overtime band of CO ill absorption (Réf. O).
Although relatively small in number therefore tin 1 features
already del eel «1 provide many important iiud sometimes
unique probes of a variety of excitation mechanisms in iouined, HI-HI nil and molenilar gas and dust. As I he seiisil ivity of infrared sped mulct en and observing technique's improve il can be expected that additional features e.g other
low ionÎKilioii met itl lines may also become observeable,

NGC5506
3A0557-38
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Z.15
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Wavelength Gun)

Fig.l J band spectrum of the Seyfert 1 galaxy
3A0557-3S.
of the Seyferl I galaxy 3AOD57-3S (Réf. 3) which is dominated by the broad and blended Hel( 1.083 /mi) and H(P i )
lines with, additionally, only the OI(l.l2S7/nu) line clearly
identified. Fig. 2 shows a similar but slightly wider wavelength coverage .spectrum of (he Seyfert 2 (but see beluwr)
giiliixy XGClOGS in which the HeI line again dominates,
but is much iiiurower, and which shows also quite prominent lines of [FcII](1.25T//m) aiicl H(PJ). Confirmation t,f
the tentative [XiII] idcut.ueation at this level would be ex-

Fig.3 Partial H and K band spectra of the narrowline x-ray galaxy NGC5506.
3. HYDROGEN LINES
3.1 Reddening
Dust in active nuclei not only reddens the 1 observed spectrum bul also affects the ionisation structure, modifies the
line profiles and may even obscure completely the central
exciting source and the BLR clouds. Extinction studies
therefore arc- importiuit for our understanding of a van-
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ety of aspects related Io the structure niul nature of active
nuclei.
Hydrogen reeonibinatioirlines'oircr an obvious leclmique
l'or reddening "determinations and one which can discriminate I)CtWi1I1Ii llic broad iiiul narrow line regions.- As known
for over a decade now. however, their intrinsic ratios depart
from those predicted under the commonly adopted Case B
assumptions due to optical depth mid collisional population effects which hceome important at the densities in
BLRs. In particular, ratios involving Ly n and the Buhner
lines are particularly suspect as reliable' reddening indicators. The possibility of extending such observations to the
infrared Paschcn anil Bracket! series lines is therefore- of
considerable int eresl l o i ) access lines from higher levels less
affected by collisional effects ii) utilize ratios of lines arising from the same upper level e.g P u/H rf and P J/R •) and
in) observe a larger selection of line ratios to constrain the
parameters e.g density in radiative recombination models.
Early studies of QSOs and Seyfcrts including Pn (Ref.G
and references therein) showed that Po/H.i does in fact
vary between the recombination value and higher values
which ciui be at t ribul ed to reddening while H n is cnhaiiced
relative to both Pn and H pi - confirming the unreliability
of the Balmer decrement as a reddening indicator. This
conclusion is essentially supported by a more recent study
(Réf. 7) which included both Pa and Br-j. These authors
draw attention to the fact, however, that the predictions
of more complete recombination models do not differ significantly from C'iiMe B and that several galaxies exhibit
Br-,/Pu line ratios which are not consistent withany combination of existing IUOiI(1Ls and reddening. The P a/P J ratio, which is subject to extremely small differential reddening, also deviates markedly from the recombination value
(Réf. S). Iu contrast to the earlier CVF work, this study is
based on higher resolution grilling spectroscopy at R~ 500
which is important for P .i Io avoid blending with HeI mid
[FeII]. Otherwise the P1J line is attractive in that, for low
redshift objects, it falls in a relatively clean atmospheric
window (1.2S/1IU) and can be combined with E-, which
!irises from the same upper level. One of the interesting
detailed results obtained is that the BLR appears tci suffer higher extinction than the NLR in the Seyfert 1 galaxy
NGC41Ô1. This can be most convincingly deduced from
the P ,d/H -> ratio and was made possible because the spectral resolution employed wa-s sufficient to resolve the broad
and uiUTow line components. Many other detailed results
oil individual objects obtained in the above and other studies cannot be described within the scope of this review. It
is clear, however, that infrared spectroscopy is now making
iiii impact by providing access to more reliable reddening
sensitive line ratios and a wider range of ratios which help
in separating reddening iuid other effects and provide additional constraints on theoretical models of the BLR. Recent reservations of Br-) and Bru in Seyfert 2 and Narrow
Line X-ray Galaxies (Refs. 9,10) illustrate another aspect
of reddening studies in that the A1, values implied by their
ratio tend to fall in the range 10-20 uiag. which are higher
than those derived from shorter wavelength lines and are
closer to the values deduced from the 9.7 /mi feature. Tliis
is unlikely to reflect abnormal intrinsic line ratios but is
probably telling us sometliing about the dust distribution

e.g clumping along the line of Mghl which elleciively HaItens I In 1 reddening curve.
.1.3 HVi in QSOs

Fig. 4 is a K.bund spectrum at R~ 300 obiained wilh
FIGS Tinlic^AAO, slibwing Ho" bot If resolved "and at high
s/nin ii CJSO at /.=2.2. Similar spectra plus optical spectra
have been obtained of IS QSOs in I his programme (Réf."
11) mid relied very well I he performance gains achieved
during the lust few years with the introduclion of array
spectrometers on 4m class telescopes. Tin1 main scientific
results have been the discovery that H n lends Io be red- shifted by ~ 1000 km s~' w.r.l Ly n and lines of highly ion-:
ixed species e.g CIV and the confirmation Ihaï luiv ionixalion lines e.g OI and MgII are shifted by similar amounts.
Although the hit erprel at ion is slill somewhat open, lliese
results do provide support for I he existence of two distinct
BLRs with H n , OI and MgII arising in warm HI gas close
to the nucleus, which is probably healed by x-rays, while
Ly il and the lines of high excitai ion species originate in
optically thin clouds which are in outflow from the disc.
Extinction hides the receding clouds and aci'otmls for I he
velocity shifts while enliancemcnl of Hd due to collision;]]
excitation from n=2 in the HI cloud mav account for the
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Fig.4 Hn around 2/im in the quasar PKS1448-232
at z = 2.2
abnormally low L y o / H n ratios which an* slill I he most
discrepant amongst the line ratios referred to in the previous section.
3.3 Obscured BLRs
It is widely believed that ill least some Seyferl 2 galaxies
and, particularly. Narrow Line X-ray Galaxies contain visually obscured Seyfert 1 nuclei. In fact faint, broad Hn
wings have been discovered in some NLX galaxies (Refs.
12.13) mid spcctropolarimetric observations have revealed
the presence of a BLR in the prototype Seyfert 2 galaxy
NGClOCS (Ref.14). Given the lower extinction hi the infrared therefore there is reason to believe that infrared hydrogen rccoinhiiiat ion lines might provide a more seusil ive •
probe for such regions. It has to be borne in mind, however,
that the infrared lines arc intrinsically much fainter and
current spectrometers still somewhat less sensitive than
those in the visible. Although a BLR is known to be
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IHvsrul in KGClOGS fur e-xample- the infrared hydrogi'n
HUI-S. iucluiling Brn slum- FWHM ~ 1200 km s~' comiuir:il>li-1« I hi- visible liui-s and IHI i-vitli-ui-r of broad wings
iuilirutivc of n BLR sugge-sting that the extinction is e-xtri'iiioly high with probably A, > lOOmag. (Re'f. Io).
Comparably broad liiu-s have biru observed in the IKAS
galaxies Arp220 and XGCG240 and have been claimed as
evidence for Si-yfert activity (Refs. 10.17) although again
Ihi-sc- cannot be n-giinli-il as t-oucliisivr évidence- for the
existence of BLUs. Broad (~ 700 km .s"1) Br-) and Br ci
Hill's have also been claimed in the Seyfert 2/HII galaxy
XGClSOS (Réf. 10) but have- not been confirmed by higher
resolution observations which show these lines Io I»- barely
resolved at 200 km s~' resolution (Réf.IS). As noted above,
the most promising candidates for visually obscured BLRs
should In- (Iu- XLX galaxies. Whereas the infrared hydrogen lines hi one of ihcsc, XGC73S2 , do mit show obvions
broad wings (Ref.lS) the P i profile of XGCÔÔOG shown
in Fig. 5. (Réf. 19) docs appear to provide convincing evidence for such <i coniponeni \vilh a lull width of
nearly 0000 km s~'. Such eliffcre'iice-s could be attributed
to dinercni-es in extinction which, nit Lough lower in the

ing to be a powerful diagnostic tool for investigating both
physical conditions ami reddening. Prior Io obseri-ations of
the 1.0S3/I1U line, for example, attention had been drawn
to the large HcIl O.ÔS7G/mi )/H J ratios observed in several
Seyfert 1 nuclei and the possibility that these implied either an enhanced Hc abundance or high reddening. The
observed 1.0S3//m/0.jS7G(/ni ratios in QSOs and Seyfert 1
nuclei, however, are found to be lower than the recombination value and the 1.083/iil>/0,087G/itn/H .i ratios are consistent with ri.|W| > 1000 (compatible with hydrogen line
optical depths) and collisional excitation of HeI(0.3S7G /MII)
anil H.-f in I he high di-iisiiy BLRs (Réf. 20). In contrast,
tin- 1.083/'IU/O.ÔS76//in nil ins in Sevfert 2 nuclei are both
higher and cover a large range. Based on a remit study
IRéf. 21) it appears hen- t h a t reddening is generally import ant Inn t h a t the intrinsic ratios still range from values
Ill-low to above thi' recombination value. The high values can l)e accounted for by collisional population of the
2'1P level from which I he l.OSS/nu line originates while the
lower values could be tine Io pholoiom/alioii of (he lower
2'1S level by Lyo or i'onlhmum photons or, more likely,
absorption of ihe resonanlly Irapped 1.0S3//m photons by
dust mixed with I he icmiy.nl g;us. Iu any case, Seyfert 2s
appear to be rlmrat-terizeil by a wiiler range of conditions
than QSOs and Seyfert IK.

4. OI
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Fig.5 J band spectrum of NGC5506 revealing a
broad P :i component.
iufriired, may still be important given that (he infrared
lines are ftunter than their visible counterparts as mentioned above. Iu the case- of XGC550G, however, simplemldcuiug arguments are coufouuded by the puzzling fact
that ueither these- authors ( private communication) nor
ourselves (Fig. 3) observe a comparably broad component
in the longer wavelength Br-) line. If confirmed, this result
would raise new questions concerning the origin of these
line's mid higher s/n spectra of all the hydrogen lines in
this particular galaxy could therefore 1»- of rnusiderable
interest and importance.
4. HELIUM LINES
The HeI 2:tP -2:'S Hue at 1.083 mil appeiirs generally to be
the brightest infrared line observed in active gidaetic nuclei.
Il is effectively resonant because depopulation of the lower
2'1S level normally only occurs via forbidden radiative doray to I1S or electron coUisioual rnuisitious to 2'5 aucl 21P
and its ratio with the S-1D - 2:1P line at 0.587G fini is prov-

The OI line at O.S-14G /mi observed in QSOs and Seyfert 1
nuclei has received considerable attention because it is believed generally t o result from LyJ llnorescence resulting
in the conversion of Ly ^ to OI photons which modilies the
hydrogen level populations and is a cooling mechanism in
regions where the hydrogen lines are optically thick. FInoresccn! excitation is possible in this case because of the
chance coincidence between the wavelengths of Ly,^ and
the 2/):'P - ZiPD" transition whose upper level can decay radiatively with the emission of 1,1287//in. O.S44G/im
and 0.1304//HI photons. Based on 0,8440//in observations
alone, however, it has been dim'cult to rule out the alternative of continuum lluorcscence from the ground state,
Recent délections of the 1.1287//m line in several Seyferl 1
miclei (Fig. 1 and Réf. 22) now provide u direct test. Unfortunately, the only 1.12S7//m/ O.S44G//H1 ratio determined
so far is for IZwI. In this case, however, the photon llux
ratio is unity as expected for Ly.J Huoresccnce but not for
continuum Huorcsccncc where the 0,8440//in tipper level is
populated oy additional downward transitions. This result also tends Io exclude signiiicant eollisioiml excitation
of t lu- O.S44G //m line which, in principle, is posssible due't o
the high optical de-pth to 0.1304//in photons. It will therifore be inte-resting to sec1 if this result prove's to hold for
Seyferl 1 nuclei in general. Dominance- of Ly./^ Huori'scence
of course- also confirms that the 1 Ho optical de-pths must
be- e'xtre-me-ly large- in BLRs and the- fact that the' intrinsic
photon Hux rates of the 1.12S7/nn and O.S44G//m line-s are
c'cmal means that the-ir ratio can be- use-d as an additional
reddening indicator.
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5. ORIGIN OF [Fell] AND Hj LINES
Infrared emission lines of [Foil] imd H2 appear to be commonly "present hnhc spectra of stiirburst, interacting'and
St-yfcrt galaxies with intensities comparable or even larger
tluuiBr-) (Refs. 23-2G). The appearance of H2, lines implies
that relatively hot molecular gas is ubiquitous in galaxy nuclei and most of the recent surveys mid "studies~have been
directed towards understanding the origin of this emission.
In ihis regard, however, its apparent correlation with [Fell]
suggests the possibility of a common excitation mechanism iiud that these lines should be discussed together.
The largest systematic survey so far (Réf. 2G) covered
the [FfII]11.04/im), H 2 (I OS(I)) at 2.121 /mi mid Br-, lines
iu 35 galaxy nuclei selected to represent the full range 'jf
critical emission line activity from pure HII region-like to
Seyfert 1. Iu th,: <•;!«• of pure .itarbuf.it nuclei it was concluded that i) shock excitation in supernova remuants offers the- most plausible mechanism for the observed [F"II]
emission u) :\-suiniug that all the [Fell] emission arises in
SXR and the Br-) in HII regions then [FcII]/Br-y oc SN
rute/ionixatiou rate and can therefore be related to starburst models. B;iscd cm the [Fell] lino luminosities measured for the more luminous SNR in the Galaxy iiud the
LMC the galaxy observations are consistent with existing
models, iii) The mean H2 /[FeII] line ratio is cluse to that
measured in the 2 galactic SXR mapped in H2 su far suggesting that the H2 emission could also be dominated by
shock excitation by SXR.
All the Seyfcrts detected in this sample were found to be
either optically classified as Seyfert/HII composite systems
or exhibit infrared signatures associated with starburst activity. The purest AGX delected Wiis the XLX galaxy
XGC5506 (Fig. 3) which, nevertheless, does exhibit pronounced 9.7 /nil absorption. It is therefore possible thut
the [Fell] and H2 lines iu galaxies containing Seyferl nuclei
also arise in circumnuclear star forming regions and, in fact,
may be the most direct probes available for detecting such
regions. Galaxies with Seyfert nuclei do, however, tend
to be characterized by larger [FeII]/Br-> and, particularly,
H2/Br-> plus larger H 2 /GO/mi (Réf. 27) ratios than pure
stiirburst nuclei. These differences are not large (~ x2 iu
the line ratios) and might still be consistent with starburst
activity alone if, for e.g., the concentration of molecular
clouds and hence efficiency of coupling between SX mid
molecular gas were to be higher in the vicinity of an active nucleus. As shown at this meeting (Réf. 2S), in the
case of SX exploding inside molecular clouds an appreciable
fraction of the kinetic energy could be diauneled into H2
emission via x-ray heating which is probably more efficient
than shock excitation. Alternatively, this can be taken as
evidence for a more direct interaction with the active IHIcleus.For [Fell], a contribution from the photoiouined gas
cannot be excluded but the fact that the [Fell] (l.G4/iui)
line does not appear to be? present in pure Seyfcrts together
with the- absence of [FeII](0.5159pm and 0.7135//in) argues against this being important (Réf. 2G) although it is
of interest to note that the [Fell] (1.64/Jm) line is considerably broader than H2 on th? nucleus of NGC1068. (Réf.
18). Possibilities already proposed for H2 include- UV flu-

orescent excitation (e.g. Réf. 25) and shock excitation of
circumnnclcar gas due to enhanced molecular cloud collisions mid/or niiiss outflows from the nucleus (Réf. 29).
As the former populates the higher vibrâtional levels mon.1
than the latter these two mechanisms can, in principle,
l)e distinguished on the basis of H2 line ratios. In particular, a. convenient pivir of lines iu the K window are
v=2 IS(I) at 2.247/mi and V=I OS(I) at 2.121/mi whose
ratio is ~ 0^5 under UV fluorescent excitation compared
with ~ 0.1 for shock heating (Ref.30). Some caution in
interpreting this line ratio is ncccssiuy, however, following
recent work which shows that UV excitation of H2 in high
density (n> 10Y//;~ ') photodissociation regions oui result
in low ratios due to collisional de-excitation (Rel's. 31,32)
while large ratios could be characteristic of H2 recombination behind shocks (Riff. 33). The observational situation is also somewhat unclear at present reflect ing the fact
that line ratio measurements with sufficient accuracy are
still rather difficult at this level with existing spectrometers. Measured values around 0.1 in Arp 220 and XGCG240
(Réf. 23) and the.' absence of delectable 2 1 line emission
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Fig.6 H and K band spectra nf NGC4945 showing
[Fell], Br-, a'-d extremely prominent H 2 (I-OS(I))
lines and a 2-lS(l)/l-OS(l) ratio ~ 0.1.
iu XGClOGS (Refs. 18,34) however arc- consistent with the
expected shock value. Within our own programme of observations at R~ 1500 wilh IRSPEC at the ESO 3.Gm telescope the 2 1 line is found iu all cases to be faint compared
with the 1 O line. Fig. G shows a spectrum of XGC4945
iu which the 2 1 line is clearly detected with an intensity
of about 10% of the 1 O line. The other galaxies in our
sample are fainter and the 2 1 line is either not detected
or only uiiirginally at levels ~ 15 - 30% of the 1-9 line and
higher s/u spectra are needed to confirm if the true ratios arc still lower (Réf. 18). In XGClSOS and XGC13G5.
however, these higher resolution spectra do not confirm the
very large nuios ~ 0.9 obtained recently from CVF spectra
(Réf. 35) iiud cited as evidence for fluorescent excitation.
The similarly high Vidue obtained from low resolution grating spectroscopy of XGC3227 (Réf. 25) has also not been
confirmed by higher resolution observations (Réf. 27). Although not yet well understood, these discrepancies might
be attributable to the difficulty of determining the true
continuum level with sufficient accuracy to reliably mea-
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sure low cquirnlcut width liiu-s in low resolution spectra.
AI tin' moment therefore it must be concluded that there
:ire few, if any, completely convincing examples of large 21/1-0 line mtios which can he definitely taken as evidence
for UV fluorescent excitation.Iu those cases whore this ratio
is clearly low ihe relative importance of shocks and UY excitation in high density photodissociation regions remains
an opc'ii question. Following some of the discussion Ht this
meeting, however, il appears interesting to consider also
ihe ratios of the H-J lines Io Br-) as l-OS(l)/Br-,ratios > 1
as oliserved in XGC4945, for example, appear to pose difficult ies for UV photodissociation models. Although difficult
to explain in detail, the fact that the HU emission in this
galaxy is liolh extended and displaced relative to the Br-/
and [FrII] emission also tends to argue in favour of some1
large scale mechanism c.g mass outflow rather than some
in situ, excitation in the star forming region (Réf. IS).

6. THE 3.28/mi FEATURE

7. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The 3.2S //in feature belongs to the suite of so-called unidentified features which are currently believed to arise in polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) grains/molecules excited by
UV radiation (Réf. 30). It is commonly observed in starburst galaxy nuclei but several early claims, of its detection
in active nuclei were the subject of some controversy at
the XVIth ESLAB Symposium (Réf. 37). More recent

Xt/eni)

work has tended Io confirm that this feature is only prominent in those active nuclei which iilso exhibit evidence of
starburst activity (Réf. 38 and Fig.7). Multiaperture observutiinis of the Seyfert 1 galaxy XGC74G9, one of the
first active nuclei in which this feature was dt-tccted, also
shows the emission to be largely confined to an mniular
region at ~ 300pc from the nucleus confirming its association with the star forming region (Réf. 39).'., This feature
may therefore be considered as n useful probe for star formation activity in the vicinity of active nuclei with some
limit on its delectability set by the reduction in equivalent
width resulting from the continuum contribution from the
nucleus. It is interesting to note, however, that those composite systems exhibiting 3.2S/fin equivalent widths which
are comparable- or larger than those measured in starburst
nuclei also show prominent [Fell] and H-I line emission and .
hence provide additional circumstantial evidence for their
association with star forming activity.

Considerable progress has been achieved in near infrared
exlragalactic spedroscopy sir.'-e1 the last meeting of this
type iu Toledo six years ago and, particularly, very recently
as evidenced by the relatively large number of references
in this review to unpublished observations and results presented at this Symposium. As the performance achieved
with the current first generation of infrared array spectrometers is still far from any fundamental limit, however,
ihe prosper)s for large improvements in observational capability before the next meeting are excellenl. Sensitivity
gains of up to two orders of magnilude appear to be realistic, for example, for medium resolution spedroscopy in the
1 -2.3/un region using new arrays coupled Io the telescopes
of S 10m diameter planned at several observatories around
the world. Iu addition to sensitivity, instantaneous spectral coverage will be increased by the availability of larger
arrays and long slit :uid imaging spcctroseopy is likely to
be developed into a powerful tool for investigating the relationship between star formation and other activity-iu i;.
wide range of galaxy nuclei. If, as foreseen, infrared arrays;
continue their evolution to increasingly rcsenible^.eiptical
CCDs in formal and pixel size then more serious thought
should also be given Io the development of spectrometers
covering the visible and near infrared regions which would
overcome1 some of the present difficulties of combining visible and infrared spectra necessary for a variety of extragalactic studies. Despite1 all these technical mlvaures it
is still extremely likely that the me>st interesting ri'sults
al the Ue1Xl meeting will be based on marginally -detect eel
spectral features of controversial origin. Hopefully, however, by then the giiliixies coiuvrued will be1 ainougsl Ihe
most distant rather than the closest known!

Xt/irn)

Fig.7 CVF spectra of the 3.2S /im feature. Galaxies
in the left column have prominent starburst nuclei
while those on the right exhibit Scyfert or composite optical spectra except for NGC253 which is
probably an example of a starburster with a LINER
type optical spectrum.
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NEAR-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF STARBURST AND INTERACTING GALAXIES

R D Joseph
Astrophysics Group, Blackett Laboratory,
Imperial College, London, SW7, UK

ABSTRACT
Near-infrared spcctroscopy has developed as a new branch of
extragalactic astronomy over the past 4-5 years. Features due to
atomic and molecular hydrogen, Fell, CO, and the "unidentified* 3.28 urn dusl feaïurc are generally strong and delectable in
galaxies using modem instrumentation. An overview of the
results of the largely exploratory observations undertaken to date
is presented. The major focus is to illustrate the potential of
near-infrared spectroscopy to illuminate the physics and
astrophysics of starbursts in galaxies. Some of the uncertainties, as well as the more firm conclusions are highlighted,
finally, it is suggested that the initial exploratory phase of
extragalactic near-infrared spectroscopy is over, and the subject
is sufficiently developed to take its place as part of the
armamentarium of modern extragalactic astronomy.
Keywords: Infrared Spectroscopy, Starbursts, Interacting
Galaxies, H2, Brackett lines, CO, Fell, 3.28 |im dust feature.
1. INTRODUCTION
Astronomical infrared spectroscopy is a relatively new field of
research. Even moreso, extragalactic near-infrared spectroscopy
is a very new and still largely unexplored astronomical subdiscipline. At the time of the XVKh ESLAB Symposium on
'Galactic and Extragalactic Infrared Spectroscopy'six years
ago, there had been precisely one eflragalactic detection of H2
(in NGC1068, Réf. 1), two of the near-infrared line of [Fell] (in
M82.Ref.2andNGC4151,Ref. 3), and half a dozen
detections of near-infrared hydrogen recombination lines in
galaxies. The classic paper which crystallised the thinking of
my research group in this subject was die discovery of very
strong HZ emission in the interacting galaxies NGC3690/IC694
by Fischer et al. (Réf. 4). This discovery, and the advent of the
first generation of cooled grating spectrometers, has stimulated
several groups to begin the serious development of infrared
S[jeUiiacupy as a diagnostic tool of extragalactic astronomy.
However, there are even now only about two dozen papers in
the Oela(Refs. 1-25). And, as might be expected in a new field
of research, most studies are still largely phenomenological and
exploratory (and in several cases the data quality makes it
questionable whether the papers should have been published at
all).
My chief aim in this review is to indicate the potential of nearinfrared spectroscopy for elucidating the astrophysics of
starbursts in galaxies. The work done to date has served to
demonstrate that serious infrared spectroscopy is indeed
possible, even for quite distant galaxies. The fact that we have

actually been able to make some measurements has also
stimulated theorists to take the subject more seriously, and they
have now produced some substantially more refined calculations
with which to analyse and interpret observations. These
developments, in conjunction with a new generation of infrared
spectrometers equipped with infrared array detectors, suggest
that near-infrared extragalactic spectroscopy is now ready to
move into a more mature phase of application.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
The simplest near-infrared spectrometer for extragalactic
observations is the circular variable filter spectrometer (CVF).
These spectrometers are available on most infrared telescopes,
and provide spectral resolution VBA "100. If the spectrometers
incorporate re-imaging optics this resolution can be maintained
for apertures » 20 arcsec (e.g. UKIRT). Such a large aperture
can be a great benefit for observing faint extended sources like
galaxies. On the other hand, as I suggest below, the spectral
resolution of a CVF is net quite good enough to enable one to
reliably distinguish the continuum, given the small equivalent
width of the infrared features, the wobbly character of the
spectra, and the generally low signal-to-noise ratios. WMe it
was wonderful to discover using a CVF that extragalactic
infrared spectroscopy is possible, I believe we must now move
to higher spectral resolution before serious quantitative work can
be done.
Cooled grating spectrometers provide resolutions R - 500-1500,
but generally the largest apertures BIB 3-5 arcsec. Most of the
instruments in current use incorporate one-dimensional detector
arrays (e.g. 7 elements on CGS-2 at UKIRT), which
substantially reduces the integration time needed to detect a line.
Fourier transform spectrometers have also been used for
extragalactic infrared spectroscopy; indeed, two or three of the
first measurements in UK field were accomplished with such
instruments (Refs. 1-3, 21,22).
MVIm the advent of two-dimensional detector arraysland infrared
cameras, it becomes interesting tolhink about tine imaging, and
this is now taking place. Papers by Fischer & Smith and Wright
& Joseph in these proceedings provide pioneering examples of
these techniques, in which a scanning Fabry-Perot
inleifa unieter is used wilh an infrared camera to image
NGCÎ690 and NGC253 respectively. Since the Une fluxes are
generally only a few per cent of the continua, and there is more
than one order of the interferometer across the camera field,
there are some difficulties in reducing the data (cf. Wright,
McLean & Bland in this volume), but it is potentially a powerful
technique which wfll become ready for exploitation in the near
future.

/5TOc. 22nd Eslab Symposium on Infrared Spectroscopy in Astronomy, Salamanca. Spain. 7-9 December 198B, ESA SP-290
(September 1989)
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K. PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPECTRAL. FEATURES
In the K window, the most prominent spectral features which
appear ate emission lines in the quadrupole vibration-rotation
spectrum of Hj and the Bracket! y H recombination Une, and a
broad absorption feature due to absorption bands of the OO
molecule in stellar atmospheres. There is also much structure
due to weak absorption features, including HeI, NaI, CaI, and
MgII. In the H window the most prominent feature is a line
attributed to [FeII] at 1.644 urn, and Bracken n,e, t (transitions
fromn= 11, 12,13 to 4). The 3.28 urn solid-state feature and
Bracket! a appear in the L window. Figs. 1 - 4 illustrate these
features in several starburst and interacting galaxies.

2.1

2.2

3.1 Linewidths
Most of the spectroscopy done to date has been at relatively low
spectral resolution, R « 100 - 300, and the lines generally
remain unresolved. For the sample of galaxies observed by
Moorwood & Oliva (Ref. 19) with resolution- 1500, the lines
are generally comparable to or narrower than their resolution
limit of « 200 - 300 km sec-'. Two exceptions are the celebrated
IRAS galaxies, Arp220 and NGC6240. The Paschen a line in

23

24

Xl uml

Figure. 3. K window spectrum of the merging galaxy
NGC1614 in a 19.6 arraer. aperture, obtained using
Uiv Uk] Rl « VT

IU

Z

a.l

22

S3

2.4

\ (/urn)

Figure 1. H window spectrum of the starburst galaxy NGC253
in a 19.6 arcsec aperture, obtained using the UKIRT

Figure. 4. K. window spectrum of the merging galaxy
NOC3256 in a 3.5 arcsec aperture, obtained using
the AAT cooled grating spectrometer.

Arp220 has a FWHM of - 1300 km sec-' (Réf. 12), and the HZ
lines have FWHM • 600 km sec-' in NGC6240 (Refs. 10,18,
19). These linewidths are similar to those seen at optical
wavelengths, and are interpreted by the authors cited as evidence
for underlying active nuclei in these galaxies.
3.2 Line Luminosities
The range of luminosities found for various classes of galaxies
in the 1-OS(I) line of H2 are indicated in Table 1. Clearly there
is roughly the same hierarchy of luminosity in Hj as that found
by Joseph & Wright (Réf. 26) for the 10 Mm continuum
emission from these classes of galaxies, with mergers the most
luminous, and interacting (but non-merging) galaxies more
luminous than classic starburst galaxies.
Table 1. Luminosities in the Hj 1-OS(I) line
Figure 2. K window spectrum of the starburst galaxy NGC253
in a 19.6 arcsec aperture, obtained using the UKIRT
CVF. The upper spectrum has been ratioed with the
spectrum of an A star, producing spuriously
enhanced Brackett Y. The lower spectrum was
ratioed with the spectrum of an M star with CO index
of 0.18; it is evident that uas has not quite removed
an the CO feature in NGC2S3.

Class of galaxy

Range of luminosity (Lo)

Merging
Interacting
Barred spirals
M82
NGC253

3x106-3x108
105-107
10«-106
2XlO5
7x10*

roc. n

m

(September 1989)
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To appreciate just how large these luminosities are, we note that
the continuum emission of NGC253 at 10 um in the central few
arcsec has a luminosity 4ItD2VSy = 6 x 108 LQ. These
luminosities imply masses of excited H2 (assumed temperature »
2000 K) of» 102- 1O5Me. and excitation rates of 30-3x10*
Mo yr1- Since the lifetimes of the processes associated with the
putative sources of excitation, viz. outflows from star formation
regions, spiral density waves, bar instabilities, interactions and
mergers, range froml O7- 1010 years, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that the total masses of excited molecular gas
associated with these processes are several cases orders of
magnitude in excess of 109 MO- The linear scales to which this
. result applies are indicated in Table 2, and range from several
100's of parsecs to several kilopanecs.
In general the luminosities in the Bracket! y line appear to be
within a factor of two of those in the H? 1-OS(I) line.
The most noteworthy exception is NGC6240, which has
anomalously strong Hj emission by about a order of magnitude.
(The precise Brackett y flux for this galaxy in any given aperture
isnotclear(Refs.7,10, 18).)
The luminosities in the [Fell] line are also within a factor of two
of those in Brackett y for most of the galaxies which have been
detected (Refs. 17 & 19).
3.3 Line excitation mechanisms
Shocks (Réf. 27 & 28), fluorescence following absorption of a
UV photon in the Lyman or Werner bands (Refs. 28-31), and
absorption of x-rays (Réf. 32) have all been suggested as
processes which might produce the Hj excitation in galactic
sources, and such processes must be the prototypes for the HI
excitation seen in other galaxies. Until recently the single most
widely-used indicator has been the intensity of the 2-IS(I) line
relative to that of the 1-OS(I) line. Therafioof the 2-1/1-0 line
is expected to be » 0.1 for shock excitation (Réf. 27) and « 0.55
for fluorescent excitation (Réf. 28). (The physical situation is in
fact more complicated, as discussed in Refs. 30 & 31.) The data
for the interacting galaxies we have observed is generally
consistent with shock excitation and incompatible with the UV
fluorescence model (Réf. 13).
However in their studies of a sample of barred spirals Puxley et
al. (Réf. 20) find fluorescent excitation to be common. It is
entirely passible that barred spirals and interacting galaxies do
have different HZ excitation mechanisms. However, both these
groups have generally used the UKIRT CVF spectrometer with
its relatively poor spectral resolution, and it is difficult to
determine precisely the location of file continuum in these
spectra. Whetherthereisastiong2-lS(l)lme(and 1-OS(O)
line) depends on where the continuum is placed, and this is
made especially uncertain by the presence of the Na and Ca
absorption features on either side of these two HI lines. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5, where we show the spectrum of NGC3256
from Fig. 4 convolved with an instrumental function to simulate
what would be produced by the UKIRT CVF. While the Na
and Ca absorption features are dearly evident in Fig. 4, it would
he quite reasonable to interpret the spectrum in Fig. 5 in terms of
fluorescent excitation.
If there is fluorescent excitation, the 3-1S(I) line at 1.233 um
and the 4-2S(I) and 3-IQ(1,2,3) lines at- 1.313 um should be
detectable. In the near future these and other diagnostic lines
from higher vibrational states in the K window wfll undoubtedly
be used to determine unambiguously the HZ excitation
mechanism in a galaxy.
Photoionisation in an HII region should produce a flux ratio of
the 1.644 um [FeII]/Brackett y = 0.06 (Réf. 33). In general we
find this ratio to he •> 1. and we hnvc inferred shock excitation is
responsible !or the i-niission in (life line. Moreover, we do not

C
ID

2.3

2.3

2.4

Figure 5.. The spectrum of NGC32S6 (Fig. 4) convolved with
an instrumental function which matches that of the
UKTRT CVF. The Na and Ca absorption features
evident in Fig. 4 conspire to suggest fluorescent excitation in this spectrum.
observe a line at 2.09 um which we would expect to see if the
relevant terms were populated by ultraviolet fhioresceiice. (Cf.
however, the suggestions by Graham et al. elsewhere in this
volume that mis line may be ftuorescently excited in the
supernova remnants they have observed.) Similar rejults have
been found by Moorwood and Ofiva (Réf. 19). Kravara et al.
(Réf. 17) found the ratio of [FeH]THjS(I) line fluxes to be
approximately constant from galaxy to galaxy, and interpreted
this as evidence for shock excitation for both lines.
3.4 Spatial gvtent nf line emissinn
We have obtained spectra in more than one aperture for a
number of interacting and merging galaxies. In virtually every
case, the HZ flux increases win aperture, as indicated in Table
2. Since the largest aperture we have used is »20 arcsec, this
means that the linear dimensions of the excited molecular gas are
as large as 14 kpc. Clearly the Hj excitation mechanism is
operating over very large spatial scales. Table 2 also shows that
there is a large amount of excited molecular gas at these large
scales. The flux in the largest apertures in Table 2 is roughly
double that in the next smaller aperture.
The HZ emission is particularly strong in NGC6240, making it
relatively easy to obtain good multi-aperture spectra. Spectra of
the l-OS(l) line in apertures from 5-20 arcsec (Galley, private
communication) show that the equivalent width of this Une is
independent of aperture. Apparently in this galaxy, at {east, the
Hj emission follows the stellar (infrared light) distribution.
The data available for Brackett y and the [Fell] fine show similar
trends, although perhaps less strong (cf. Table 2) than that for
Hj. However the case of NGC253 is of particular interest. We
have just obtained the first image of this galaxy in both the Hj 1 OS(I) and Brackett y lines (cf. Wright & Joseph elsewhere in
this volume). Both the Brackett y and (FeII] emission are
centrally condensed and confine to the same region as the 10 urn
continuum source, whereas the Hj emission extends over a
much larger region. In fact, me Brackett y flux dominates the
Hj flux on the nucleus, while the reverse is true out along the
major axir. One interpretation might be that star formation
processes are responsible for the Hj excitation on the nucleus,
and another source, perhaps the bar, or spiral density waves is
responsible for the excitation further out in the galaxy. In any
case, this suggests that it may be naive to take measurements in a
single aperture and develop models for the excitation mechanism
in other galaxies; there may well be different processes operating
in different locations.
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Table 2. Spatial extent of line emission
:

Galaxy -"--" Line

NOC6240 HzI-OS(I)
JFeD]
Arp220

Aperture •""-'";---

5*

8'

12'

20-

1.0
1.0

1.5
1.3

2.1
1.6

2.6
1.8

14kpc

2.5

11 Iq)C

3.0

9kpc

2.1
1.3

21q)c

2.3
2.0

3Iq)C

1.0

H1I-OS(I)

NQC1614 [FeDl

1.0

NOC3227 Hjl-O S(I)
S(IVBy

1.0
1.0

NGC2798 H2I-O S(I)
S(IVBy

NGC253

Linear
scale
for 20"

2.0

1.0
1.0

[Fell] & Bry: centrally condensed
H2I-OS(I): extended at least 40'along major axis

4. DISCUSSION
These infrared spectroscoptc features are potentially powerful
diagnostics of physical and astrophysical conditions in galaxies
Tlie 1 -OS(I) One of HZ to a good diagnostic of relatively slow
shocks, < 30 km sec-1 (if, indeed, the HZ is shock excited). It is
found in regions of recent star formation in the Galaxy (cf. Ref
34), among other sites. The [FeD] fine fa expected to be weak in
HD regions, since the Fe is mostly in higher ionisation states. It
is therefore likely to be shock excited if it is detected, but since
the upper level has an excitation temperature of 8000 K, its
presence implies shock velocities large enough to dissociate H2,
i.e. > 30 km sec-'. 71 is found in supernova remnants in the
Galaxy (cf. Ref. 33). Hydrogen recombination Unes can be
usedtoinferdie usderfyingionismgphoton flux in die Lyman
continuum, if electron density and temperature are known. The
CD feature is formed in the atmospheres of red giant and
supergiant stars. Its depth increases with later spectral type,
increasing luminosity, and increasing metalficity, and it is ~ ~.
therefore also a potential indicator of recent star formation. Thus
There has been relatively ImIe atirophysicai analysis using
extngalactic infrared spectroscopy to date, but what has been
dour, has mostly been concerned with recent star formation. I
will therefore summarise some of the applications of infrared
spectroscopy which flhuainate the question of starbursts in
galaxies. However, as a useful prelude, !will first discuss use
of infrared specuusuipy to measure extinction to the centres of

line and the Xl .644 um line, which should have an unreddened
intensity ratio of 1.358 (Ref. 24). In H2, the 1-OQ(3) line at
X2.424 um and the 1-OS(I) line at X2.122 |im also share the
same upper level, and their ratio should be 0.7. To my
knowledge this line ratio has not yet been used to determine
extinction in galaxies (although we have observing time to do
this in the next few months), but it is potentially very attractive
since the H2 tines are usually the strongest lines in galaxies in
the 2 um region.
Lester et al. (Ref. 24) make an interesting comparison of several
approaches to determining the extinction in M82. They find the
Brackett y, B, and Paschen P Une ratios imply a Visual extinction
of Ay = 5.4, Brackett a-Brackett y ratio implies Av = 15, and the
Fell 1.257 and 1.644 um lines imply Av =5.7. For comparison
the JHK colours suggest Av = 5.6, whereas the 9.7 um silicate
feature corresponds to Ay "25. It is evident that all the
indicators in the JHK windows pve approximately the same
extinction, and that measurements at longer wavelengths yield
systematically larger values. It is likely that as infrared -\
spectroscopy is applied more wideK/ to determine extinction in
"1 emerge as a general rule, conflrming the
suspicion that many infrared observers have felt, viz. that
attempts to investigate nuclear activity in galaxies udng optical
t a sheD of material which may be quite far outside the
nucleus.
4.2 Starbursts

4.2.1 Brackett y. Firstly, what does Brackett y teu us about star
formation in galaxies? Is it a good star formation indicator, as is
commonly assumed? For a sample of interacting galaxies we
have observed, the ratio of the Brackett y flux in a 20 arcsec
aperture to the IRAS 25 urn flux is remarkably constant, as
shown in Table 3. We have further shown (cf. Fig. 6) for a
heterogeneous sample of all galaxies for which Brackett line
fluxes and detections in all few IRAS bands are available that
both the 1 2 um and 25 um fluxes show highly significant
correlations with tiie Brackett y flux. This is good circumstantial
evidence (hat (he near-infrared emission is driven by early-type
ionising stars created in a recent burst of star formation. Ho et
al. (Ref. 23) have compared the observed far-infrared lumjiosity
of a sample of starburst and interacting galaxies with the
luminosity in OB stars inferred from Brackett line fluxes. They
also find a good quantitative correlation, a conclusion we have
also found for a different sample of interacting and merging
galaxies. Apparently men, in the majority of cases a starburst
model with an upper mass cutoff in the initial mass function of
30 - 60 Mo, seems to account for both the Brackett line fluxes
and a large and probably major fraction of the total infrared
luminosity.
Table 3. Ratio of Brackett y to IRAS 25 um flux density

There are Uiieeuui ai edline ratios which may be used to
determine the extinction fmn the centra of galaxies. Firstly,
the ratio of the flux of Brackett a (X4.05 urn) to Brackett y
(U.12um). This ratio should be 2.83 for Case B
recombination with election temperature 10* K and density 10*
cur3. The vafidity of this tedunque depends, of course, on
whether nie fine ratios are really fixed by Case B recombination;
we know this is not true for some Galactic sources (cf. Ref. 35).
Another approach is to use pairs of lines which arise from the
B upper level. Two such lines in Fell are the X1.257 urn

Galaxy

NGC6240
Arp220
NGC3256
NGC2623
NGC1614
NGC3227
NGC2798
NGC253

B>G5ujn (xlO%)

12
1.7
3.9
4.6
6.6
6.2
7.4
3.0
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On the other hand, Piuley et al. (Ref.20) find fluorescent
excitation for all seven of the spirals (including two Seyferts) in
their sample. They have constructed models for fluorescent
excitation in star-forming complexes of several different
geometries, and compared the predicted S( l)/Brackett y line
ratios with those observed (cf. Puxley et al. in this volume). A
model with concentric H2 line-emitting photodissociation zones
and HII regions surrounding individual massive stars seems to
fit the observed line ratios best.

-16.8

-16.6

-16.4

-16.2 -16.0

-15.8

bracken y

Figure 6. Correlation or IRAS 25 urn luminosity with
Brackett y luminosity for a heterogeneous
sample of galaxies. This figure is for a
redstart-limited sub-sample, and suggests Uiat
the correlation found for the whole sample is
not dominated by the distance-squared factor in
the luminosities.

The spatial distribution of Bracken y has been mapped in M82
by Lester et al. (Ref .24). They find the Bracken y to be spatially
extended, and a relative lack of ionised gas in the nucleus itself,
and they conclude that the statburst in M82 is no longer in the
nucleus but it has propagated outward. On the other hand,
Wright & Joseph (these proceedings) have imaged the Bracket! y
emission in NGC253, and they find it to be centrally condensed
and to trace the 10 urn emission. Apparently the starburst in
NGC253 is less evolved than that in M82.
However, one cannot always take the Bracken line fluxes to
indicate star formation. In the case of the Seyfert 1 galaxy
NGC41SI, we have found that the Bracket» v Qux decreased
between February 1985 and January 1986 (Réf. 36). This is in
the same sense that optical fluxes characteristic of the broad line
region also changed during this period. However, the ratio of
HP to Brackctt y also changed by a factor of about three between
these times. Thus it appears that one cannot necessarily
understand the "anomalous" hydrogen fine ratios in active
galaxies in terms of standard recombination theory phis
reddenine.
4.2.2 Molecular hydrogen. There is no general agreement
about the excitation of Ife in starburst and interacting galaxies,
as is evident from the discussion in Section 3.3. However,
models for bom excitation mechanisms have been shown
consistent with recent star formation. Joseph et al. (Réf. 13)
investigated the ratio of the Ha 1-OS(I) line luminosity to the
total infrared luminosity for their sample of merging and
interacting galaxies. They argued that this ratio should have a
characteristic vahie for star formation regions, since the S(I) line
is a measure of the mechanical energy in the outflow from a star
formation region and the infrared hmrinosity is a measure of the
total energy of the starburst The ratio is 1 x lO"5 for Orion
(Réf. 37). They found that this ratio does not deviate above or
below 1 x 10-5 by more than a factor of »2 for the nine galaxies
in then- sample (with one notable exception: for NGC6240 this
ratio is =15 times larger). This result makes the starburst model
plausible, and it is a little difficult to see how this ratio could be
so constant otherwise.

In general, then, both shock excitation and fluorescent excitation
associated with starbursts can quite plausibly account for the H:
emission from starburst and interacting galaxies. Whether one
or the other excitation mechanism, or both, eventually turns out
to be dominant, it is evident that H2 emission will provide
detailed constraints on either the mechanical or radiative energy
deposition in the environments of the massive young stars in
starburst galaxies.
4.2.3 The !Fell] Une. This line also appears to be providing
information about recent star formation in galaxies. The line is
extremely strong in supernova remnants (cf. Graham in this
volume and Ref. 33). In M82 Lester et al. (Ref. 24) have
mapped the [Fell] line, and they find it follows the non-thermal
radio emission, rather than the 10pm or Bracken y Une. TWsls
strong evidence that the [Fell] emission is associated with
supernova remnants. If we use the luminosity of the [Fell] line
in the remnant IC443 (Ref. 33) and its age as a guide, the [Fell]
luminosities of typical interacting galaxies imply supernova rates
< 1 per year, and 10-70 supemovae per year for the merging
galaxies. Moorwood & Oliva (Ref. 19) also find [Fell]
luminosities in the starburst galaxies they observed consistent
with this starburst-supemova picture.
However, Kawara et al. (Ref. 17) have produced evidence that
there may be enhanced [FeII] emission in Seyfert galaxies.
They find the [Fell] line is broader in Seyferts than in starburst
galaxies, and the ratio of [FeII]/Brackett y is larger in Seyferts.
4.2.4 The CO feature. The depth of the CO absorption is
potentially a powerful diagnostic of stellar populations, and star
formation activity in particular, since the equivalent width of this
feature is luminosity dependent Frogd et al. (Ref. 38) defined
a CO index, using filters on and off the CO feature, in a classic
investigation of stellar populations in early-type galaxies.
However, there are several practical problems in using CO
indices to study spiral galaxies, firstly, the supergiant
component makes only a small change in the depth of the CO
feature, and so one needs excellent precision and accurate dereddening in order to obtain reliable inferences about the stellar
population. Secondly, extinction effects must be understood
and compensated for in using a CO-index approach for
population studies in disc galaxies. Finally, galaxy redshifts can
move different features into and out of a given pair of CO-index
filters, and one must be restrictive in the redsMft range over
which any single fitter system is applied. Indeed, emission in
the H2 Q-branch is one feature that is often strong in emission in
the CO feature. Although there has been little systematic and
quantitative use of CO indices to investigate star formation
activity in late-type galaxies (Refs. 39 & 40), the technique
clearly has promise. We have just successfully obtained CO
index mages of NGC3690/IC694 to investigate global star
formation in this parr of interacting galaxies.
Low resolution spectrcscopy of the CO feature is an alternative
approach to extracting information on the stellar population from
the CO feature. We (Joseph, Wright, Wade & Doyon) have
obtained spectra of several starburst and interacting galaxies
between 2.0 and 2.5 um in a variety of apertures to investigate
this approach to recent star formation activity in these galaxies.
A preliminary analysis of this data (Doyon, Joseph & Wright in
this volume) shows some of the difficulties in implementing this
programme, and the intriguing evidence for unusually strong CO
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absorption in Arp220. compared U> a normal spiral galaxy, in «he
smaller or the two apertures we have used.
One final complication is that the depth of the CO absorption is
metallicity dependent as weU as luminosity dependent We
(Joseph, Wright, Wade &Doyon) are therefore compiling an
atlas of CX) spectra for stars of a variety of spectral types,
luminosities, and mett? Jetties. Although some data of this type
existe (Refs.4\& 41). Uverc arc very few spectra for stare oC
known metallidties and almost none for supergiants of known
metaflicitjes. The atlas we are compiling should provide, for the
first tone, a database with which a reliable spectral synthesis of
the CO feature in galaxies can be attempted.
4.2.5 The 3.28 urn feature. This is one of a group of
'unidentified" infrared dust features which includes those at 7.7,
8.6 and 11.3 urn. They appear to be associated with transiently
heated dust grains at temperatures of several 100 K. This
feature has been detected in most of th.starburst and interacting
galaxies for which it has been attempted ,The most important
information on the interpretation of mis iiature is based oh
observations of the associated longer wavelength features by
Roche i Aitken (43) and Aitken & Roche (Réf. 44). They
found that these features were generally not apparent in the
spectra of active galaxies, but were common in starhurst
galaxies. They suggest that it is only the radiation conditions
generally prevalent in starbuisb galaxies which allow the grains
which cany these features ID survive. As yet little quantitative
analysis of die strength of this feature and its correlation with
other properties of the galaxies has been attempted, but because
of its apparent correlation with star formation activity it would
seem an important avenue to explore. For example, a
quantitative investigation of the correlation between the strength
of the 3.28 um feature and one of the Bracken hydrogen
recombination lines would be very informative on the utility of
this feature as a star formation indicator in spiral galaxies.
S. CONCLUSIONS
The first attempts at infrared spectroscopy of starburst and
interacting galaxies show that excitatian of both H2 and [FeII)
emission is very strong. There is evidence for both shock and
fluorescent excitation, and whichever process is operating (or
massive star formation. The spatial extent of the excitation,
particularly of the HI can be In excess of lOkpc. However, the
change in ratios of various diagnostic fine strengths (e.g.
H^Eracketty) with spatial location, in the few galaxies for
which such measurements have been made, suggests that other
i ntBCTii>m^ffffflr&nho prpyTit.
is nowreadyto take its place as a
The number of nearinfrared features, andtheir utility as diagnostics of various
physical and astrophysical parameters, combined with the fact
tnat they can probe to greater than ten times the optical depths
aocessibfe to optical spectrascopy, indiCTtgff the importance of
applying these techniques to elucidate the astrophysics of the
central regions of galaxies, m particular, the characteristics of
star formation activity, and die detailed interstellar processes
HiBorJatBd with it, are amenable to infrared spectniscoptc
techniques.
Near-infrared
gtaiutfltH tnnl

The first stage of development of this new Geld of research is
now about complete. We have shown that with modem infrared
ijBliiiihefltolinn it is possible to obtain infrared spectra of
galaxirathroughoirtalai^vohnnecCthelccalunrverse. The
next stage wfll see higher spectral resolution than that afforded
by CVF spectrometers, combined wifli imaging detectors, for
detailed and quantitative investigation of the astrophysics of
individual galaxies.
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ABSTRACT
The mid-infrared spectral properties of galaxies
are described. Because of the sensitivity limitations
of existing instruments, observations are limited to
those galaxies whose nuclei are bright in the infrared
i.e.galaxies with luminous HII regions or active nuclei in their cores. Most of the galaxies that are bright
in the mid-infrared are dominated by emission from
dust, although non-thermal emissiou may be important in the most luminous active nuclei. There are
clear differences between the spectra of galaxies with
powerful HII regions in their nuclei and those containing AGN. In particular, the family of unidentified
emission bands between 3 and 13 /mi dominates the
spectra in the former objects, but are rarely evident
in spectra of AGN. In many AGN, evidence of silicate dust is provided by the presence of the 9.7 /jm
silicate absorption band; the strong spectral structure iu HII region galaxies renders measurement of
the silicate baud in those objects difficult. A few
galaxies have extremely deep silicate absorption features, indicative of visual extinctions exceeding 50
mag and rendering the infrared sources completely
invisible at short wavelengths. Overall, dust properties in galaxies and in the Milky Way are broadly
similar, but there are significant differences in the
mix of grain components between dust around AGN
and other galaxy nuclei. Fine-structure ionic lines,
particularly of [NeII], are frequently detected in HII
region galaxy nuclei; they have not yet been detected
in active nuclei. The relative strengths of the emission lines can yield useful constraints on the excitation of the ionized gas, and the effective temperature
of the exciting stars.
1. INTRODUCTION
In discussing the mid-infrared spectra of galaxies, I will rely almost exclusively on observations
made at relatively low resolving power (R< 100) with
the UCL spectrometer, mostly on UKIRT or the
AAT. The observations are typically made through
an aperture of about 5 arcsec diameter placed on the
galaxy nucleus and span the 8-13 /jm atmospheric
window, although some spectra have also been secured in the 20/im region. A few objects (e.g. M82,

NGC 253 and NGC 5128, refs 1, 2) have been observed with CVF spectrometers at 10 /mi and a few
more have been measured by the IRAS LRS spectrometer (and several more could probably be extracted from the database). At higher spectral resolution, the 12.8 fim [NeII] fine-structure line has been
measured with resolution adequate to measure velocities in M82 and NGC 253 (Refs 3,4), and these data
have been employed to measure the rotation curve of
the inner regions of those galaxies.
The principal classes of galaxies that are bright
in the mid-infrared are active galaxy nuclei (AGN)
where the fundamental energy source is believed to
be derived from a non-thermal mechanism, and probably accretion of material by a massive nuclear black
hole, and galaxies whose nuclear regions are dominated by vigorous star formation. Quiescent spirals
and most elliptical galaxies usually emit too weakly
for detailed study at these wavelengths with present
spectrometers and indeed, with the exception of the
brightest few objects, it is only the very nuclei that
have been measured spectroscopically. It is important to bear in mind that all galaxies that have been
investigated in detail are bright in the infrared, and
so we are dealing with what is effectively an infraredselected sample.
Unlike Galactic objects, where it is often possible
to isolate a particular target for detailed study, observations of galaxies usually encompass a relatively
large volume and can include a wide range of different
phenomena. Typical aperture sizes employed range
from < 1 pc in the Magellanic Clouds to > 1 kpc in
distant objects. By comparison, Galactic objects arc
usually studied with beams that are fractions of a
pc, so that diffuse and low surface brightness emission is likely to be correspondingly more important
in observations of galaxies.
Although non-thermal emission processes can be
important in luminous AGN, and starlight, emission from circumstellar shells and ionic and molecular line emission can all contribute in many galaxies, it is emission from interstellar dust that provides
by far the greatest part of the mid-infrared output, in
most galaxies. Spectroscopy permits us to investigate
the contributions from these various components. It
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can define the emission and absorption properties of
warm and cool dust respectively. Emission features
can give information on the nature of the dust grains
and can be compared with those in Galactic sources,
whilst estimates of, or limits on, the silicate dust column can be derived from the 9.7 /on absorption in
some cases. Measurement of fine structure ionic emission lines can indicate the excitation level of ionized
gas, relatively unaffected by extinction compared to
observations at short wavelengths.
2. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
Spectroscopy is now available for about 60 galaxy
nuclei in the 8-13 /mi region (see the series of papers
referred to iif refs 5,6,7) and for a few ^objects ".at 20
/mi (refs 7,8). The 20 (on spectra are rather featureless, although a small number of sources do show
evidence of the 19 ftm silicate absorption band. I will
therefore concentrate on observations in the 10 pm
region. The most striking result from these studies
is that the galaxies with powerful non-thermal nuclei have very different spectral properties from those
dominated by nuclear HII regions. Photometric observations, and especially IRAS results (e.g. rcf 9),
have shown that galaxies containing Seyfert nuclei
tend to emit more strongly in the mid-infrared than
other classes of galaxy, possibly due to a component
of warm dust associated with the AGN, so the results
from spectroscopy obviously bear directly on the nature of this component. More normal spirals, and
those with nuclear HII regions, have strong emission
peaks in the far-infrared arising from dust emission
from the nuclei and disks of the galaxies.
Examples of the different galaxy energy distributions are shown in Fig 1.
2.1 HII REGION COMPLEXES IN THE MAGELLANIC
CLOUDS
Due to their proximity to the Earth, the Clouds
of Magellan allow us to investigate the properties of
individual HII regions on spatial scales intermediate
between those in our own Galaxy and more distant
objects. IRAS has shown that the distribution of infrared emission closely follows the visible HII regions,
and has identified a number of compact sources that
are bright enough for more detailed study (ref 10).
Spectra of two HH regions, LMC N44A and SMC
N88A, have been obtained at 8-13 /mi (ref 11). N44A
shows a prominent silicate emission feature similar to
the Trapezium in Orion and many other Galactic HII
regions, but N88A has a featureless spectrum, with
no evidence of silicates. This could indicate that different grain species dominate in regions of different
heavy element abundances. Interestingly, there is no

evidence of the narrow emission bands in either spectrum. In Galactic HII regions, these features peak at
the edges of the ionized regions, and we might have
expected observations in the Magellanic Clouds made
with beam sizes >1 pc to have substantial contributions from the UIR features. At present, the sample of objects studied is too small to draw any firm
conclusions from ! but it is clear that observations
in the Magellanic Clouds will be very important in
advancing our understanding of the dust emission in
different environments. This will be a very important
task that ISO will be well suited for.
2.2 GALAXIES WITH NUCLEAR HII REGIONS
There is.good evidence that the great majority
of HII region*galaxy nuclei share what appears to be
a generic mid-infrared spectrum. About 90% of the
galaxies with vigorous nuclear star-formation that
have been measured spectroscopically at K) /mi are
dominated by the strong emission peaks near 11.3,
8.7 and 7.7 /mi (ref 7), which are part of the family of unidentified infrared bands (UIR) discussed at
length in these proceedings, together with bright 12.S
fim [NeII] emission. M82 has been observed in the
5-8 /im region from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, and shows the prominent UIR emission bands
that fall in that part of the spectrum (ref 25). The
presence of the bands is in almost complete contradistinction to the AGN where the UIR bands or ionic
emission lines are detected only rarely, and where
they are seen are apparently associated with circumnuclear star-formation regions (rëf 12,13,14). Similar
results Jiave been obtained by Moonvood (ref 15) who
found a good correlation between the presence of the
3.3 ftm UIR band and nuclear HII regions. The fraction of HII region galaxies whose spectra are dominated by the UIR emission is considerably higher
than in Galactic objects such as emission line stars
and planetary nebulae; on the other hand, these features may be ubiquitous in the IRAS cirrus clouds.
This implies that the excitation and/or production
of the particles that produce the UIR bands is very
effective in starburst nuclei. By analogy with Galactic sources such as the Orion ionizatiou front or NGC
7027 (refs 16,17) it is likely that the emission features
arise just outside the ionized zones of HII regions.
The high flux of non-ionizing photons escaping from
the nuclear HII vcgions and bathing the central region
of the starburst galaxies will then be very efficient in
exciting this emission. As in Galactic reflection nebulae (ref 18), the UIR emission is probably produced
by thermal spiking of small carbon-rich grains, perhaps polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (ref 19), so
that relatively low-surface brightness emission from
the diffuse material between HII regions is likely to
be an important contributor.
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Fig. 1. S-13 and 17-22 /im energy spectra (in units of 10" Wcm~ ) of six galaxy nuclei showing the
diversity of spectral shapes in this region. NGC 4102 has a spectrum dominated by the UIR features together
with [NeII] emission, whilst NGC 5253 is a much higher excitation HII region galaxy with a strong [SIV] line.
NGC 5506 and Arp 220 have obvious silicate absorption bands, the former also shows a [SIV] emission line
whilst the latter has weak UIR emission bands. NGC 4151 is a Seyfert galaxy with evidence of a dust emission
peak near 20 //m whilst IC 4329A has a featureless spectrum that could have thermal and/or non-thermal
contributions in the mid-infrared. (Data from refs 5,7,13,24,36).
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The equivalent widths of the UIR features are
higher in galaxy nuclei than in most Galactic sources,
suggesting that this emission completely dominates
that from any other grain components. The average
ratio of intensity in the 8.7 fan feature to that at 11.3
//m is higher in galaxy nuclei than in Galactic sources
(ref 20), and if it is correct that the emission from
galaxy nuclei is closely related to that from Galactic
reflection nebulae and the IRAS 'cirrus' emission, we
would expect the other feature intensity ratios and
peak wavelengths to be more typical of those found
in reflection nebulae or HII regions than in planetary
nebulae (ref 21). In the nearby galaxies NGC 253
and M82, spectra have been obtained at several positions in the central few hundred pc which ran be
compared with each other and with the large beam
IRAS LRS spectrum (refs 1,6,22,23). Although the
equivalent width of the UIR features may increase
slightly, while that of the [NeII] line decreases in the
large beam, there do not appear to be any very striking spectral variations at the different positions in the
galaxies, reinforcing the view that there is something
approaching a generic mid-infrared spectrum of these
galaxies.
The presence of strong UIR band emission,
makes it difficult to measure any spectral structure
due to silicate grains. The strong 7.7 and 8.7 fim
bands combine with the 11.3 /im feature and long
wavelength continuum to form a minimum near 10
fim. which can mimic the silicate absorption dip. Estimates of any contribution to ike spectrum from silicate absorption can be made from extinction measurements derived from the near-IR Brackett lines,
or by assuming a canonical starburst galaxy nuclear
spectrum and estimating any extra extinction at 10
fim from the apparent depth of the minimum compared to the strength of the emission features (ref
20). These approaches are fairly uncertain in most
objects, but it is clear that at least some till region
galaxy nuclei do have a significant component of silicate absorption in their 10 fan spectra.
The fine-structure emission lines that lie within
the 10 fim window can give information on the excitation of the ionized gas, which are relatively insensitive to reddening. Lines of [AIII], [SIV] and [NeII]
lie at 9.0, 10.5 and 12.8 fim (and also [SIII] at 18.7
/im). These species have ionization potentials of 27.6,
34.8 and 21.6 eV, with fairly similar critical densities (~ 10s cm~3, ref 26), and so the relative linn
intensities yield useful information on the Dominant
ionic states of these elements, with the .^-sumption
that the relative abundances are approximately solar. With the exception of IIZw40 and NGC 5253,
which have bright [SIV] emission, (ref 14,24) the HII
region galaxies have strong [NeII] emission with the
[AHI] and [SIV] lines undetected. This implies effec-

tive temperatures for the ionizing sources of < 35000
K, and that early B, or perhaps late O type stars
probably produce most of the ionization. In M82,
the 7.0 fim [All] line has been detected, and together
with the upper limit on the [AIII] line, leads to an effective temperature of the exciting stars of < 30000
K (ref 25). The gas in NGC 5253 and IIZw40 is of
substantially higher excitation, indicating that the
ionizing stars are considerably hotter. These are examples of much younger (but also much lower luminosity) starbursts, and it is interesting that their
spectra do not shov/ the UIR bands. Observations
at higher spectral resolution could measure all of the
fine structure lines and yield much better estimates
of the effective temperatures of the exciting stars,
which could then lead to estimates of the time since
the initiation of the current bout of star formation
and useful constraints on starburst models.
In the galaxies where the UIR, bands have been
detected, the equivalent width of the 11.3 ftm feature
lies in a very narrow range (0.34 ± 0.17 fim) as does
the 11.3/iin feature to [NeII] line intensity ratio (1.4
± 0.7). When allowance is made for the other bands
in the UIR family, about 1% of the total luminosity
of a typical HII region galaxy emerges in the narrow
emission features (ref 7). If the dust particles responsible for the bands also contribute to the continuum
emission, the fraction of luminosity emitted by them
will increase, with the implication that they are an
important contribution to the total output from these
galaxies. Interestingly, the histogram of IRAS 12/100
fim flux ratios of HII region galaxies dominated by
the UIR bands at 10 fan has a very similar distribution to that of a sample of Revised Shapley Ames
galaxies detected by IRAS in all four bands. This
is suggestive that the mid-infrared emission of the
mostly quiescent spiral galaxies in that sample may
also be dominated by UIR emission, albeit at much
reduced flux levels.
As further evidence that HII region galaxies may
be one of the best places to study the integrated spectrum of non-equilibrium emission from small grains,
the generic galaxy spectrum is very similar to that
extracted from coadding many LRS scans of Galactic emission by Lynch et al (ref 27). Some of the most
luminous disk HII regions in galaxies like MlOl are
reasonably bright in the mid-infrared, and it would
be of interest to compare their spectra with those of
Galactic HII regions and starburst galaxy nuclei.
2.3 GALAXIES WITH ACTIVE NUCLEI
In contrast to the galaxies with nuclear HII regions, the broad-band energy distributions of the
most luminous AGN are often fairly flat, and can
be well represented by a power law over a substantial part of the infrared spectrum. When they are
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crammed at higher spectral resolution, objects such
as the quasar 3C 273 have smooth featureless spectra
in the near-IR and 10 ft regions (refs 28,13), which
could indicate that non-thermal emission dominates
the spectrum. If, on the other hand ttare is a significant component of dust emission in such objects, it
must be devoid of strong spectral structure. In fact,
a weak emission peak near 3/rni '" often present in
luminous AGN (e.g. refs 29,30). Variability studies
of 3C 273 by Robson et al (ref 31) indicate that the
3 irni emission bump from that source is a separate
component from the mid-infrared to sub-mm emission which latter is probably due ^T synchrotron radiation. Robson et al conclude that the 3 /mi bump
is more likely to be due to free-free emission from
dense clouds than to emission from hot dust.
AGN of lower luminosity show more evidence of
spectral structure, with a substantial fraction having
minima near 10 /mi attributable to silicate grains;
silicate emission may be present in a small number
of objects (ref 5,7). In these cases, spectroscopy provides direct evidence for dust grains associated with
the active nucleus. This is often reflected in the broad
baud energy distributions, with the appearance of
emission peaks in the mid-infrared, and when the 813 /im spectra are combined with photometric observations at longer and shorter wa-.'elengths, it appears that the thermal peaks are present mainly at
wavelengths beyond 5 fan, suggestive of dust temperatures ;$ 300 K. The absence of the narrow emission
features between 3 and 13 fim in typical AGN spectra implies that non-equilibrium emission from small
grains is not an important component of the dust
emission in AGN, and emission peaks near 20 //m
imply temperatures of about 150 K. Dust around a
source with luminosity of a few x 1010 LQ at an equilibrium temperature of about 150 K must be located
at distances of about 10 pc from the nucleus. This
distance scale is appropriate to the inner edge of the
narrow emission Une region of typical AGN (ref 32).
Models of the emission line spectrum and the infrared
emission from the nucleus of Mkn 3 have been constructed by Kraemer & Harrington (ref 33). They
conclude that the mid-infrared emission arises from
dust mixed with the photionized gas in the narrow
emission line region, that a 'normal' dust-to-gas ratio is appropriate and that heating of dust grains by
non-ionizing photons emitted by the central nucleus
is important. They also make predictions for the intensities of the mid-infrared fine structure lines, measureemnt of which could further constrain the model.
The mid-infrared emission is likely to arise from
clumps in the narrow line region of relatively low filling factor. In many AGN, the presence of a silicate
absorption feature at 10 /im is not accompanied by
a prominent emission peak at longer waveîengtus,
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which implies that there can not be a substantial
•amount of diffuse cold dust producing the absorption feature. The silicate absorption features seen in
many of the lower-luminosity AGN presumably arise
from the integrated spectra of a number of clouds in
the circumnuclear regions, at least some of which are
optically-thick at 10 /mi.
Comparison of the silicate absorption depth with
other reddening indicators does not show any real
evidence of a correlation. However, it is noteworthy
that the columns of material estimated from the soft
X-ray cut offs in AGN are always higher than or equal
to those implied by the depth of the 10 fan absorption
(ref5).
"
- - :The 8-13 fim spectra of a few AGN do show
UIR émission features (e.^NGC 7469, NGC 7582;
ref 34,13). In these cases there-is good evidence
for circumnuclear star formation regions, and indeed
the 3.3 fim feature in NGC 7469 has been shown to
be spatially extended on the scale of the circumnuclear star formation zone (ref 12). In NGC 1365, the
Seyfert nucleus has a typical featureless spectrum,
but a second 8-13 ftm spectrum taken at the position
of two visible emission knots about 900 pc from the
nucleus is dominated by the UIR bands (ref 14). The
absence of the UIR bands from the vicinity of the
active nucleus itself probably results from destruction of the band carriers in the harsh environment
around the active nucleus, although the dominance
of a single energetic source of luminosity, rather than
the extended HII regions in a starburst nucleus may
also be important.
2.4 HEAVILY OBSCURED GALAXY NUCLEI
The silicate absorption band in most AGN in
which it has been detected is weak, whilst in most
starburst galaxies, the UIR emission bands make it
difficult to identify such weak features. However,
a few galaxies with extremely deep silicate features
have been identified. NGC 4418 displays no evidence
of the UIR features but has a 10 ftm absorption band
with a silicate optical depths 79.7^ ~ 7, corresponding
to Ay > SOmag and rendering the nucleus invisible
even at near infrared wavelengths (ref 35). The wellstudied high-luminosity galaxy Arp 220 has a deep
10 fim minimum together with weak UIR features.
In that case, Smith et al (ref 36) argue that the midinfrared spectiam is produced by a relatively unobscured region of circumnuclear star formation contributing only a small fraction of the total luminosity, while a very heavily obscured nucleus, again with
79.7/j ~ 7, produ -es the great bulk of the luminosity of
the galaxy which emerges in the far-infrared. In these
objects there are substantial columns of dust along
the line of sight to the nuclei and an understanding
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of the nature of the object can only be gleaned with
knowledge of the dust properties. The relatively compact sizes of the obscured cores in these two galaxies, together with the absence of strong UIR emission
argues that they contain heavily extinguished active
nuclei. Athough Arp 220 and NGC 4418 are the most
extreme objects identified to date, a number of other
galaxies (e.g. NGC 7479, Circinus) also have relatively deep silicate bands, with little evidence of the
UIR bands, corresponding to AI/ > 20 mag (ref 7).
It could be that heavily extinguished cores exist
in a number of galaxies. For example, the youngest
stars in starburst nuclei may still be embedded in
the molecular clouds in which they formed, so that
there could be luminous obscured clumps within the
nuclear HII regions. Alternatively, there could be
low-luminosity obscured AGN lurking in some HII
region galaxies. High resolution imaging should be
able to identify these putative obscured sources and
long slit spectroscopy may pick out regions with deep
minima at 10 /Jm, when suitable instruments become
available in the thermal IR.
3. POLARIZATION
Although it does not really fall within the subject matter of spectroscopy, another technique that
can be employed to probe the effects and nature of
mid-infrared emission is the study of polarization.
An example is provided by the polarization measurements between 0.4 and 13 ^m used by Bailey etal
(ref 37) to isolate three polarization components in
the type II Seyfert galaxy NGC 1068. These are optical light scattered from a Seyfert 1 nucleus, a nearIR peak which may be a direct view of the nucleus
polarized by absorption by aligned grains and midIR polarization, orthogonal to that in the near-IR,
due to thermal emission from warm aligned grains.
Similar observations could be used to investigate the
emission mechanism in AGN. We might expect synchrotron emission to have substantial polarization in
the mid-infrared, so that polarization observations
may be able to determine the importance of this
component in galaxies. Unfortunately, observations
from the ground do not have sufficient sensitivity to
measure any but the brightest objects. However, the
sensitivity of ISO will bring a large number of AGN
within reach of broad band polarimetry.
4. CONCLUSIONS
1. The emission from active galactic nuclei is
quite different from that from galaxies with nuclear
HII regions. The vast majority of the latter have 3-13
fan spectra dominated by the UIR emission bands,
but most AGN show only weak spectral structure
with some objects showing evidence of silicate grains;

this may indicate destruction of the UIR band carriers by the active nucleus.
2. The UIR emission is virtually ubiquitous in starburst galaxy nuclei, and probably arises from excitation of small grains by the intense flux of non-ionising
photons flooding out from the nuclear HII regions.
The ratio of 12 to 100 fan emission in these galaxies
is similar to that found in normal spirals, suggesting
that the emission is strongly related to the IR 'cirrus'
seen in the Galaxy.
3. About 1% of the total luminosity of the starburst
galaxies is emitted in the UIR features and as at
least some of the continuum emission in the near and
mid-infrared is probably emitted by the same particles that give rise to the emission features it appears
that non-equilibrium emission from these particles
accounts for several percent of the total luminosity
of these galaxies.
4. Silicate absorption is clearly seen in some very
heavily obscured galaxies and may be present in
many others, where the strong UIR bands render it
difficult to separate emission and absorption features.
5. Many of the infrared spectral features seen in
Galactic objects have been measured in extragalactic objects. The presence of silicate grains can be inferred in some cases and the particles that give rise to
the UIR emission bands are excited efficiently in starburst galaxies. As yet there are insufficient data to
investigate any dependence of grain properties with
element abundances; objects such as blue compact
galaxies and the Magellanic clouds are obvious targets.
6. Fine structure emission lines that lie in the midinfrared can be used to investigate the excitation of
the ionized gas and the temperature, and hence limits on the age, of the exciting stars. High spectral
and spatial resolution observations could yield better limits on the stellar temperatures and useful data
on variations on excitation across the galaxy nuclei.
These emission lines have not yet been detected from
any AGN, but higher resolution spectrometers and
improved sensitivity should lead to detections and
provide constraints on the conditions in the narrow
line regions.
7. With improving instruments, and especially the
launch of ISO, it should be possible to look at the
properties of galaxy disk HII regions, and other regions instead of just the core reachable at present.
8. Polarization measurements may provide estimates
of the contribution of non-thermal emission to the
mid-infrared continua in AGN.
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ABSTRACT
Far-infrared (FIR) spectral line emission from
galaxies is discussed with respect to past, present
and near future observations.
A review of the
importance of the FIR lines as probes of the interstellar medium is presented, followed by discussions
of the various fine structure emission lines
detected from the archetypical starburst galaxy M82,
and the [CII] line radiation which is now observed
toward a large variety of external galaxies.
The
exciting new science which will become feasible with
the advent of ISO, SIRTF and SOFIA is discussed in
the final section.

Keywords: Galaxies, The Milky Way, Infrared Spectroscopy, Star Formation.

1.

Introduction

The far-infrared (FIR) is traditionally defined as
those regions of the electro-magnetic spectrum lying
between 30 urn s X s 200 /m. Since the atmosphere is
entirely opaque in the FIR even at mountaintop
altitudes, all of the spectral line observations
reported here were made with spectrometers onboard
NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO).
This
spectral regime is filled with a variety of lines
which arise from the fine structure levels of abundant atomic species in their ground electronic
states and from rotational -levels of molecules in
their ground electronic and vibrational states. To
date, only fine structure lines have been observed
from external galaxies, so we largely restrict our
discussion to these lines. For scientific completeness, we also include the 18.7 /im [SIII] line in our
discussion.
Several other reviews of mid/far-infrared spectroscopy appear in this volume including those of
Genzel (Réf. 10), Herter (Réf. 17), Melnick (Réf.
34) and Roche (Réf. 41); those in the recent literature include: Genzel and Stacey (Réf. 11), Hezger
(Réf. 35), Harwit (Réf. 16), Watson (Réf.
61),
Emery (Réf. 9), and Phillips (Réf. 39). We refer
the reader to these works for further information.

2. FIR Line» as Probes of the ISM
The FIR lines have several distinct advantages as
probes of the interstellar medium (ISM) over near
infrared or optical lines. First, and foremost, the
FIR lines suffer very little extinction. They are
therefore excellent probes of both dust enshrouded
star formation regions and the heavily obscured
regions deep in the interiors of galactic nuclei regions largely inaccessible to the near-IR or
optical observer.
Second, the FIR fine structure
line emitting levels lie only a few hundred degrees
above the ground state and are therefore energetically accessible in a variety of astrophysically
interesting regions. As the fine structure emission
is forbidden to electric dipole radiation, the FIR
levels have radiative lifetimes of the order days.
The level populations are therefore primarily determined through collisional processes; the emitting
levels have moderate critical densities (10! s ncrit
s 10'cm *); and the emitted fine structure line
radiation is almost always optically thin. Thus,
these lines serve as the primary cooling lines for a
variety of astropKysically important regions.

2.1 Probes of the Physical Conditions of the Gas
The FIR fine-structure lines occur in atoms or ions
with 1,2,4 or 5 equivalent p electrons.
The spinorbit (L.S) interaction splits terms of total spin S
and total orbital angular momentum L into a set of
fine structure levels differentiated by their total
angular momentum vector J. When the ground state
term contains three or more levels (as with O ,
Figure 1), two or more FIR fine structure lines
accur. As the transitions between levels occur at
differing frequencies, they will have different
spontaneous decay rates (°fy3) hence different critical densities; (collisional excitation cross
sections from the ground to the excited states are
roughly constant) . Thus, when two or more lines
from a given species are available, the line ratio
will be a sensitive density probe in the regime
between the two critical densities.
In a neutral
interstellar medium, the gas temperature may not be
greatly in excess of the energy required to excite
the fine structure emitting level, so for these
regions, the line intensity ratio also depends on
gas temperature.
In the fully ionized gas medium,
however, the gas temperature is greatly in excess of
the excitation potential of the FIR emitting levels,
and the FIR fine structure lines are purely density
probes.
In contrast, the optical forbidden lines
from HII regions lie « 30,000 K above the ground
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Figura 2. Critical densities for thermalization of
the FIR emitting levels for ions of astrophysical
interest as a function of the ionization potential
of the ion.

state and therefore are very temperature sensitive
for normal HII regions (Figure IJ.

these two lines may therefore be used as a sensitive
abundance indicator (cf. Réf. 27).

Figure 2 graphically demonstrates the usefulness of
the various FIR fine structure lines. The ordinate
is the ionization potential required to form the
emitting species, while the abscissa is the critical
density of the FIR line emitting levels. Each FIR
emitting species is enclosed by a box whose borders
are delineated in the x coordinate by those regions
in which the particular ionization state may exist
and in the y coordinate by those densities for which
a particular FIR line pair ratio is a good density
probe. In UV illuminated neutral gas species with
ionization potentials less than the Lyman limit are
found in singly ionized form (e.g. C and Si /,
while the more tightly bound species (e.g. O ) are
in neutral atomic form. - By far.the brightest fine
structure lines from neutral gas regions are those
of [SiII] (35 0m), [01] (63 ^m and 145 Aim), and
[CII] (158 fim) . Since the critical density of the
[CII] 158 /un line is much less than those of the
[01] 63 /im and 145 nm lines, given a O/C abundance
ratio, one can use the [01] and [CII] line intensity
ratios as very sensitive temperature and density
probes, (cf. Réf. Il) . Conversely, as the [SiII]
34.8 ^m and [OI] 63 /im lines have very similar
critical densities this line ratio may be used as a
Si/0 abundance probe (Réf. 14) . Using these line
ratios assumes, of course, that the lines originate
from the same gas and that they all are optically
thin. These assumptions are well borne out observational Iy (cf. Réf. 10f 11, 13) .
The most important FIR fine structure lines from
ionized gas regions are those of [OUI], [SIII],
[NIII] and [Nil] . The [OUI] and [SIII] lines are
density sensitive in the regime between 100 cm 3 and
2 x 10*cm"3 and are therefore particularly useful
for the ionized gas densities found in typical HII
regions (cf. Réf. 38). The as yet unobserved [Nil]
lines may be used as density tracers in lower density, lower excitation HII regions. Notice that O
and N++ have similar ionization potentials and
therefore are co-extensive in most HII regions. The
57.3 ,urn ([NIII]) and the 51.8 jim ([QIII]) lines also
have similar critical densities. The line ratio for

2.2 Probes of Stellar Spectral Type.
The ionic fine structure lines are also sensitive
probes of effective stellar temperature, hence
spectral type.
Pu'bin (Réf. 43) calculated the
expected infrared and optical line flux emitted from
HII regions excited by stars of various effective
stellar temperatures for various electron densities.
The ionization bounded models include line blanketed
LTE stellar atmospheres and a full treatment of
radiative transport for all the major fine-structure
lines plus the important near infrared hydrogen
recombination lines. In Figure 3a and b, two of
these models are plotted. ..For both__cases the HII
regions are exposed tc the same Lyman continuum flux
(10*9 photons per second), but case (a) is that of a
high density (ne = 10*cm~3} HII region excited by
excited by a hot (06.5 star; Teff=40,000 K) central
source while case (b) is that of a low density (n =
102cm"3) HII region excited by a relatively cool
(09.5 star; Teff=33,QOO K) source.
Case (a) is
similar to the Orion HII region; (b) is closer to
the physical conditions one would find over galactic
scales.
As the HI recombination lines essentially trace the
number of Lyman continuum photons, they are very
insensitive to the stellar temperature.
However,
the fine structure lines are extremely sensitive and
may be used in conjunction with the recombination
lines to effectively constrain stellar type. Certain fine structure lines are excellent probes of
effective stellar temperature, particularly the
lines of sulfur and nitrogen. The [SIV]/[SIII] line
intensity ratio changes dramatically as one lowers
the effective stellar temperature.
In high excitation HII regions (case (a) ) the [SIV^ 10.5 /im line
is the brightest mid to far-infrared line - a factor
of five stronger than the [SIII] 18.7 /jm line.
However, for the low excitation nebula (case (b) )
the [SIV] line flux drops a factor of 500 and is
three orders of magnitude weaker than the [SIII]
lines. A similar situation exists for the [Nil] and
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3.1 Ionized Gas Tracers.

Figure «. [SIII] 18.7 Jim and 33.1 im fine structure
lines from the nuclear regions of M82 (Réf. 22) .
The 33.4 nm feature is the first detection of this
line from an external galaxy. The KAO beam size was
25".

[NIII] lines. In high excitation nebula, the (NII]
122 pm line emission is negligible, nearly three
orders of magnitude weaker than the [NIII] 57 ^m
line. For the low excitation neoula; the situation
is dramatically reversed, the [Nil] 122 urn line is
enhanced a factor of 500 and is now nearly ten times
stronger than the [NIII] line. For these regions,
the [nil] line is one of the primary nebular coolants. The [SIV] and [Nil] lines are signposts of
high and low effective stellar temperatures,
respectively.

3. M82: X Goldmine for Far-Infrared Spectroscopy
Bright FIR fine-structure line emission naturally
favors gas-rich galaxies and is strongly associated
with star formation.
Since the infrared bright
galaxy H82 it is the nearest example of a starburst
galaxy, it is the primary extra-galactic laboratory
in which to study the interstellar medium through
FIR spectroscopy. All of the ertragalactic FIR fine
structure lines were first detected toward the
nucleus of M82.

Houck, Forrest and McCarthy (Réf. 21) detected the
first extra-galactic far-infrared line during low
spectral resolution observations of M82.
These
observations were aimed at a search for a possible
carbonate feature near 26 pm. The carbonate feature
was not detected, faut a feature due to the 18.7 ^m
fine structure line of S++ was. Since only one of
the S
fine structure line was measured, they were
unable to determine the density of the emitting
medium. However, if one compares the 18.7 /jm [SIII]
line intensity to that of the HI Ba recombination
line, one may determine the abundance of S+< in a
density independent manner. Assuming Case B recombination and correcting for the differential reddening, they find a S * abundance for MB2 approximately
half the solar sulfur abundance. As the emission
spectrum of M82 is low excitation, one might expect
equal amounts of S+ and s++. The total sulfur
abundance in M82 therefore appears to be near solar.
The same group reported the detection of the 33 «m
line of S
along with an improved measurement of
the 18 micron line in 1984 (Réf. 22) with a higher
spectral resolution (X/Ai - 600) grating spectrometer (Figure 4) . The ratio of the two sulfur lines
is density sensitive, and temperature insensitive.
The brightness of the 33 urn line with respect to the
18.7 /im line is consistent with emission from a low
density medium, nfi . 120 ( + 200,-12O) cm"3. The
large error bars are primarily due to the fact that
[SIII] line ratios are most density sensitive in the
range 200 i n& s 10' cm"' (Figure 2) . They estimate
that any high density component, one with densities
similar to those found in galactic HII regions
(lO'cm ') must account for less than It of the
observed [SIII] flux.
The first "true" FIR line observed from an external
galaxy was the 63.2 jjm [01] line observed toward MB2
by Watson et al. (Réf. 62). This also represented
the first velocity resolved (cAXA « 125 km s"') FIR
spectral observations of external galaxies.
The
instrument used was the UC Berkeley Tandem FabryPerot with a 44" beam. The same group also detected
the 88 iim [OUI] line in M82 during the same flight
series. Through comparison of the observed 10III]
line intensity to that of HI Bra, the fractional O
abundance O '/O is estimated to be of the order 20%.
This is very similar to the result obtained for
galactic HII regions, indicating a similar ioniza-
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tion state in the nuclear regions of M82. The
similarity of the obsrrved [OUI] line profile to
the low J rotational lines of profiles of CO suggests that the molecular and ionized medium are found in similar regions of the galaxy. The [01]
line, however, appears to be somewhat blue shifted
with respect to the other lines. It was suggested
that a good fraction of the [OI] line emission
originates in a discrete high density neutral gas
region, either situated away from the nuclear
regions of M82 or in the dusty intergalactir* cloud
through which M82 is"drifting.
The existence of "-his high excitation feature was
confirmed through subsequent- measurements of the
[01] 63 /ira and 145 fim, - [OUI] 52 /jm, and [CII] 158
Jim lines reported by the same group (Réf. 32; Figure
5). All of the FIR lines reported (except the low
signal to noise [OI] 145 ~-/jm spectrum Ï --show excess
emission near VLSR « 150 kit s"1 - the same velocity
as the radio recombination lines from regions near
the bright radio point source 41.D+58 (Seaqui3t,
Bell and Bignell (Réf. 46). The effect is especially pronounced for the [OI] 63 iim and [OUI] 52
/im profiles indicating enhanced gas densities (a
factor of three or more) in both the ionized and
neutral medium af these velocities. Further discussion on the [CII] and [01] lines in MB2 is deferred
to Section 3.2 below.

Duffy et al. (Ref. 7) obtained high sensitivity
spectra of [NIII] 57 /Jm and [OUI] 52 fim and BB (im
,lines toward the nucleus of MB2 with the NASA Ames
cooled grating spectrometer. Figure 6 is a plot of
these spectra along with those obtained by Lester et
al. (Ref. 27) toward the 30 Doradus region of the
-, Large Magellenic Cloud (LHC) and the galactic HII
region G333.6. The sensitivity of the FIR line
ratios to the physical conditions in the emitting
gas is apparent. Both of the extragalactic regions
have similar [OUI] _^52 jim and ,88 /im line intensity
ratios, but the 52 /im~ line is "enhanced in the galactic HII region G333.6 -0.2 indicating a much higher
ionized gas density. Since the [OUI] lines have
significantly lower critical densities than those of
[SIII] (Figure 2), the density of the ionized medium
in M82 is significantly better determined by these
measurements (ne»210 ± 75 cm"3 ) . Again, this is at
least a factor, of ten less than- the typical densities found in- galactic HII regions. -- This large
discrepancy is probably mostly due to selection
effects. Dense (UO1Cm"3)-HIi regions contain only
a small fraction:_of__tne ionized gas} mass "inj our own
galaxy. The bulk of the ionized gas mass-is contained in extended low density (ELD) HII regions
which have much lower typical densities (* 3~ -" 10
cm"1; Ref. 35). Therefore the electron density
averaged over galactic scales will be a significantly smaller than those found in typical galactic
HII regions.
The 57 /Jm [NIII] line toward M82 in Figure 6 represents the first detection of this line in an external galaxy (excluding the LMC). The [NIlI] line is
plotted in the same flux units as the [OUI] lines
to allow rapid comparison of the line intensity
ratios. The [NIII] line is strongest relative to
the [OUI] line in G333.6 -0,2, somewhat weaker in
M82 and non-detectable in the LMC, The simplest
interpretation is in terms of nitrogen abundance.
Nitrogen is believed to be produced from quiescent
processing of carbon in the envelopes of intermediate mass stars. Nitrogen is therefore a secondary
nucleosynthesis product; the parent carbon was
presumably synthesized in a previous generation of
stars. Therefore, enhanced nitrogen abundance is
iiiuicative of substantial processing of the interstellar medium. The line ratios are consistent with
this interpretation: nitrogen is most abundant in
the galactic" HII region (the region"" is in the
heavily processed regions of the inner galaxy), less
abundant in the relatively young starburst regions
of M82 and least abundant in the very young, metal
poor 30 Doradus region of the LMC. Alternatively,
the relative weakness of the [NIII] line may indicate that the exciting stars for the HII regions in
30 Doradus and M82 have higher effective temperatures (Ref. 7, section 2.2 above) than those of
galactic HII regions, although this seems unlikely
in light of our previous discussion.

3.2 Neutral Gas Lines
The first extragalactic [CII] 158 fim line was
detected toward MB2 by Crawford et al. (Ref. 6) who
also detected this line in five other infrared
bright galaxies (see section 4. below). The high
sensitivity, high spectral resolution spectrum
LSR Velocity (km si
presented in Figure 5 is part of a nine point map
constructed by Lugten et al. (Ref. 32) . The integrated [CII], [01] 63 /im and 145 itm line intensities
Figura 5. Far-infrared spectral profiles of the
may be used to determine the gas temperatures and
nuclear regions of MB2 (Réf. 32) . The integrated
densities for the neutral interstellar medium in
line intensity ratios of the [01] 63 fim and 145 ftm
M82. The derived parameters are surprisingly high.
and the [CII] 158 jim lines indicates the neutral
The 9as_is both warm ( T - 200 K) and dense (n «
interstellar medium in MS2 is both warm (T
* 200
2xlO*cm 3). This gas is spatially associated with
K) and dense (nH . 2 x 10'cnT3). The [OI?ff 88 /im the molecular medium, and represents the photodissospectrum was first presented in Ref 62.
ciated "skins" of molecular clouds exposed to the
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high UV radiation fields in the nuclear regions of
M82. These photodissociation regions are described
in more detail in Section 4. The total mass of this
photodissociated gas must be at least 3 x 107 M9, a
substantial fraction (? 15%) of the total mass
contained in the interstellar medium.
The line
luminosities and high cloud densities are consistent
with a volume filling factor of 3 x 10 * to 10~a and
an area filling factor of z 10%. The [OI] and [CII]
emitting clouds must be very small (M 0.1 to 1 pc)
or arranged in sheets or filaments. The neutral
interstellar medium in MS2 is therefore both in a
high excitation state and severely clumped.

The ICII] 158 /,m line has very recently been extensively mapped in M82 with a new spatial array by
Stacey et al. (Réf. 49). They obtained fully
sampled (168 data points/map) channel maps (BO km
s ' spectral resolution) of the inner 3.5' x 3.5'
regions of MS2, plus strip maps along the minor and
major axis of 7.7' extent.
The channel maps
obtained at center velocities of 90, 190 and 285 km
s 1 are displayed as Figure 7a-c. Figure 7d is the
integrated velocity map. The [CII] line emission
traces the rotation curve along the major axis of
the galaxy, changing from blueshifted emission in
the west to redshifted emission in the east. This
rotation pattern is consistent with the previous
[CII] work of Lugten et al. (Réf. 32) and the 12CO
(1 - O) rotation pattern obtained with similar sized
beams (e.g. Olofsson and Rydbeck (Réf. 36); Young
and Scoville (Réf. 68)).
The integrated fCII] line emission is centered on
the galactic nucleus near the radio point source
41.9 58. The [CII] emission is significantly more
extended along the major than the minor axis, consistent with the elongations seen in other gas
tracers. In addition, the [CII] line shows a significant extension off the galactic plane (first
pointed out in Lugten et al. Réf. 32), particularly
to the north. This northern extension is predominantly visible in the 190 km s~' channel map (near
the systemic velocity) and is probably associated
with the optical filaments. It may trace neutral
gas which being expelled out of (or falling into)
the nuclear regions of the galaxy.

3.3 The ISM in M82 Compared With the Galaxy
3.3.1 Physical Conditions
Table 1 (adapted from Réf. 32) compares the derived
properties of the inner 1 kpc regions of MS 2 with

Comparison of the Interstellar Media in the
Central 1 Kiloparsec of M82 and Our Own Galaxy
FItUMUc

Galaxy

HB2

Far-IR Luminosity (L0)

4 , ID10

5 X 108

Near-IR + Visible Luminosity

1-2 . 1010

2-5 x 109

G. (1.6 x 10~3 erg S-1Cm"2)
Total stellar and cas Mass

1.4 x 103

10-100

5-10 x 1O9 M0

1010 M0

Maaa in Molecular Hydrogen

8 - 40 x 107

5 - 40 x 107

Mass in Atomic Hydrogen

7

I x 10

4 x 10°

Mass in C

3 x 107

5 , 106

3. 107

4 x 106

egions

Mass in HII Regions
Pressure in the ISM(K cm )

6

7

10 -10

References in Lugten et al. IHef. 32) .

4

3 x ID

those of Galaxy. It is particularly striking that
while the nuclear regions of both galaxies contain a
similar total gas mass and the total stellar mass is
at least ten times larger for the Galaxy, the FIR
luminosity of M82 is two orders of magnitude larger
than that of the Galaxy. The UV radiation field
(Go, see section 5.3; traced by the FIR continuum)
is also nearly two orders of magnitude larger in
MB2. These elevated DV fields have profound effects
on the interstellar medium: (1) up to 40% of the
total interstellar medium is found in ionized or
photodissociated form in M82 compared with 2 to 10%
in the Galaxy (2) the pressure in the neutral and
ionized gas is two orders of magnitude larger in HB2
than in the galaxy - this enhanced pressure may be
responsible for large scale gas motions which appear
to drive the ISM to large scale heights in M82; (3)
the neutral medium is broken up into very small
cloudlets substantially smaller than the GMCs found
in our own galaxy; (4) There also is evidence that
the molecular gas in MS2 is both highly excited (T
z 50 K) and strongly clumped (Knapp et al. Réf. 25;
Stark and Carlson Réf. 54; Button, Masaon and
Phillips Réf. 57; Lo et al. Réf. 28). These molecular gas temperatures are greatly in excess of those
found for disk molecular clouds in the Galaxy (* 10
K).
3.3.2 Far-Infrared Spectrum
The only FIR line to be sampled on a galactic scale
for the Milky Bay is the [CII] 15B ^m line first
sampled along the galactic plane with NASA's Lear
Jet Observatory by Stacey et al. (Réf. 52, 53).
Recently, these observations were extended to cover
broader regions of the galactic plane by the balloon
measurements of Ehibai et al. (Réf. 47) . The [CII]
scale height (- 0.35 - 0.5') is consistent with that
of the 12CO (1 - O) emission which traces the molecular gas in the Galaxy, and inconsistent with that
of the 21 cm line emission (- I1 ) which traces the
atomic medium. The absolute [CII] line intensity is
also inconsistent with emission from the standard
components of the atomic interstellar medium (see
Table 2 and also Genzel (Réf. 10), and references
therein) . Thus, as in M82, the [CII] line emission
from our own galaxy is dominated by emission from
the photodissociated edges of molecular clouds.
Using standard models of the interstellar medium,
modified to include the neutral medium contained in
these dense photodissociation regions, Stacay (Réf.
4B) calculated the expected FIR fine structure line
emission from the major components of the -I v, erstellar medium in the inner galaxy (R s 13 >.9>:} . We
update this list to include the fine structure lines
of S+* and N++. Tîble 2 lists the predicted line
luminosities for the various major components of the
interstellar medium. The FIR lines dominate the gas
cooling for the atomic medium and the photodissociated gas regions associated with molecular clouds,
and are as bright as the optical forbidden lines for
the ionized gas components. The [CII] 158 /jm line
is probably the brightest of the FIR lines, dominating the cooling of the photodissociated gas and
atomic medium, and also contributing significantly
to the cooling of the ELD HII regions. The total
FIR line emission from the Milky Way is a substantial fraction (- 1.5%) of the total FIR luminosity
of the galaxy (- 1.2 x 10'" L0; Cox and Mezger (Réf.
5) ). Forty percent of this flux emerges in the
[CII] line alone.
In Figure 8 we compare the observed spectrum of M82
(top) to that expected from the inner regions
(middle) and outer regions (R - 13 Kpc, bottom) of
the Galaxy. He view the Galaxy edge on and have
scaled the galactic emission line predictions to the
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Tabla 2

Expactad FIR Emiiaaion Lina« frou th« Xnnar Galaxy
(R < 13 Kpc)

co»pon«nt of ISM
Molocular Cloud
Inturiora

M/H0

nH(«"3)

T(It)

2.8 x 109 10

300

Cooling Lin«

I/I.

CO

1.2 x 10=
6.0 x JO 3

(CIl

IMiol oilisaoiMdt ion 1-4 » 10S 300
Regions
t>

D i f t u g e III

10

AUmilc Cluuilu

109

300

ICIl]

158 urn
63 urn
145 urn

4.7 x 107
3.5 » 107
1.7 x 106

10-10

0.1

( C I I ] I d B urn
[Oil
63 /irn
145 Mm

2.5 x 10=
l.fl x 10^
9.0 x 10

40

70

ICIIl

( . 0 x 10'
3.5 x 10*
9.0 X 103

2

1

ion

1011

SUi

1.6 x 10S BOOO

3.2

IOIII]
ICIII
ISIIII

mini

15B urn
63 Mm
145 IM
BS
52
153
IB
33
57

urn
Mm
dm
pm

2.3
1.5
2.1
1.5
O. B
1.5

x
x
x
x
x
x

107
107
|07
107
107
107

Galactic Disk

distance of M82 (3.3 Mpc) and to a typical FIR beam
100
10
55" (-900 pc at 3.3 Mpc). The effects of the elevated UV fields on the interstellar medium in M82
Wavelength (microns)
are remarkable. The FIR continuum flux is ten times
more intense from M82 than from the galaxy. Because
Figure 8. (a) Observed FIR spectrum of M82. The
various line intensities are referenced in the text
the dust is significantly hotter in M82 (Td»50 K)
than in the inner regions of the Galaxy, (Td«35 K)
(the Sell line intensity is Réf. 12; see also Réf.
the FIR continuum also peaks at shorter wavelengths.
2), the FIR continuum is from Raf. 58 and 40. (b|
The high OV fields also have a profound effect on
Predicted spectrum of the inner 500 pc regions of
both the absolute intensity and spectral distributhe galaxy (*2) . The [CII] line is scaled from the
tion of the FIR fine-structure lines. The galactic
measurements of Stacey et al. (ref 53), the other
FIR lines are roughly ten times weaker than those of
lines are based on standard models of the interstelMBZ. The [QI] line is twice as bright as the [CII]
lar medium. The continuum is from Cox and Mezger
line in MB2 but it is predicted to be only half as
(Réf. 5), with some deference to the reserved specbright as the [CII] line from the Galaxy. This is
trum of the edge on Sb galaxy NGC 891 (G. Engargiola
because of the enhanced pressure in the neutral
personal comunication) . (c) The same as (b) but for
interstellar medium in M82. Likewise, the ionic
the outer regions (R « 13 Kpc) of the Galaxy (-4).
lines are relatively much weaker for the Galaxy due
to the much smaller fraction of ionized gas.
The outer regions of the galaxy have relatively much
less star formation than the inner regions,
consequently, the continuum is much weaker, and
peaks at longer wavelengths (bottom), consistent
with emission from much cooler dust (T .* 20 K) .
Very little emission is expected from the high
excitation (e.g. loin] and [SIII]) FIR lines. The
interstellar medium in the outer Galaxy is dominated
by the atomic component, which cools primarily
through [CII] line emission. Most of the [CII]
emission arises from the low temperature (T . 70
K), relatively high density (nHI * 10 to 10*cm"3)
component of the atomic medium, the "standard"
clouds. The [CII] line emission is roughly a factor
of ten weaker for this component of the interstellar
medium (Table 2), and consequently the [CII] line
is much weaker here. Since the gas temperatures of
the atomic clouds are significantly lower than those
associated with the molecular cloud photodissociation regions, the [OI] lines are relatively much
weaker than the [CII] line in the outer galaxy.

3.4 SUMMARY.
The observed FIR fine structure line emission from
MS2 has contributed a great deal to
our
understanding of the interstellar medium in this
galaxy, and therefore has contributed much to the
understanding of the starburst phenomenon in general.
We list the primary conclusions of this
section below:

1). The [Sill] and [OUI] lines have been used to
derive-the densities and ionic abundances in the
ionized gas regions of M82. The S++ and O+*
abundances are similar to those derived for galactic
HII regions. The average density in the ionized
medium is low (- 200 cm~J) - roughly an order of
magnitude less dense than the average densities
found in galactic HII regions. The bulk of the
ionized gas is probably contained in evolved low
density HIi regions. The fully ionized gas mass in
M82 is a substantial fraction (15-20%) of the total
interstellar gas mass.
2) . The N +/o++ abundance ratio is significantly
lower in M82 than at comparable radii in our own
galaxy. If this ratio reflects the actual abundance
ratio of N to O, the lower N abundance is consistent
with less nuclear processing for the inner regions
of M82.
3). The [01] and [CII] line ratios demonstrate that
the neutral ISM in M82 is dominated by very dense
(n
H * 10'cm 1 I - «arm (T « 200 K), and relatively
small (0.1 - i.Opc) clouds, thin filaments or sheets
of very low filling factor. This photodissociated
gas comprises a substantial fraction (up to 20%) of
the total gas mass in the inner 500 pc of M82.
4).
[CII] 158 0m line emission from M82 shows
significant (. 2.5 kpc) extension along the major
axis and may also be traced to regions 1 kpc off the
galactic plane. There is a prominent extension to
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4.1 The Galaxy Sample.

the north which may be associated with outflowing
(or infailing) atomic gas.
4.

[CII] line radiation from external galaxies was
first detected by Crawford et al. (Réf. 6) who
studied the 158 pm line in the nuclear regions of
six infrared bright galaxies using the UC Berkeley
tandem Fabry-Perot. They mapped the [CII] line in
the extra-nuclear regions of the three brightest
galaxies: M82, NGC 1068 and M83. Recently, staccy
et al. (Réf. 49) have greatly expanded this data set
to include thirteen new galaxies using upgraded
versions of the same spectrometer (Réf. Z 9 , 4 9 > - The
detected galaxies (Table 4) span a large variety of
galactic spectral types and luminosity class from
the low luminosity
early RSab spiral NGC 4736 (L FIR
- 1.8 x 10s L 0 ) through the late Scd NGC 6946 to the
ultraluminous IRAS galaxies NGC 3690 and NGC 6240
(L_- R - 5 - 6 x 10" L 0 ) . Several of the new
galaxies were also mapped with a three elemeiit
stressed Ge:Ga photoconductor spatial array. The
diffraction limited beam size on the KAO for all
these measurements was 55", and the_ velocity
resolution employed was typically 100 km s

[CII] LINE OBSERVATIONS OV GALAXIES

Recent measurements of [OI] 63 «m and 145 (im and
[CII] 158 pm lines demonstrate that much of the
neutral interstellar medium3 is 3 contained in warm
(T ,i20Q K), dense In11IlO Cm" ) photodissociated
gal found at the interface regions between fully
ionized gas regions and giant molecular clouds (see
Genzel (Réf. 10) and references therein). This
photodissociated gas is predominantly atomic in form
(e.g. H° and 0°) although species with ionization
potentials less than the Lyman limit are found in
singly ionized form (e.g. C and Si ) . The gas is
heated primarily through the photoelectric ejection
of energetic electrons from grains, and cooled by
[OI] and [CII] fine structure line radiation. For
high density media (n H i 10 3 cm" 3 ) the [OI] 63 pm
line dominates the cooling while lower density
clouds, the [CII] 158 /im is energetically more
important.
Although the [OI] 63 pm line is twice as bright as
the [CII] line in M82, and is likely to be as bright
as the [CII] line in many other galaxies - the 158
pm [CII] line is the primary tool for probing the
neutral interstellar medium in external galaxies.
This is primarily due to two effects. First, due to
the much higher thermal background, the system
sensitivity for spectrometers on the KAO is necessarily much worse at 63 pm than at 158 pm. Secondly, tlssre is a deep telluric water vapor feature
near the 63 urn line which effectively prevents
airborne observations of galaxies at LSR velocities
between 300 and 1800 km s"'. Consequently [OI] 63
pm emission has only been detected in three external
galaxies to date (Table 3). [CII] line radiation,
however, is now reported in eighteen external galaxies.

The [CII] line flux and corresponding luminosity
from the nuclear regions of the galaxies is listed
in Table 4.
For comparison, we include FIR
properties of these galaxies obtained for similar
sized beams. The [CII] line is bright in all of the
detected galaxies ranging from 5.0 x 10° Ln in the
nearby RSab galaxy NGC 4736 to 9.0 x 10* L0 in t'-2
distant IR luminous galaxy NGC 6240. The line to
continuum ratio of the spectrally resolved [CII]
line is typically of the order 5 to 10 - when
integrated, this amounts to between 0.1 and 2% of
the nuclear FIR luminosity. The line is therefore
an important gas coolant for the nuclear regions of
all these galaxies. The [CII] to FIB continuum
luminosity ratio (column 7) does not vary greatly
from galaxy to galaxy, and shows no clear dépendance
on spectral type or luminosity class.

Table 3
FIR Fine-Structure Line Observations Of Galaxies
Spaeias

.«

Transition
3P2.- 3P2-3P1

p -3pP
P

3

Jp:

ro

*3/2

r

l/2

A <pm)

HSC 253

3p

V o

2p: 2P3/jr2P1/2

34.816
(9)

88.356

2p

3/2-2pl/2

MB2

Cen A

(1)

-

(3,4)

(4)

(5)

(6,7)

(5)

(8,7)

57.330
63.184

P=

IC 342

NGC 6946

H83

(4)

(4)

33.482

<7>

(4)

145.525
2

IMC

18.710

£1.815
3

NGC 1068

157.741

(9,10)

(8,6,4)

(4)

(6)

See Table 4.

RafaranCM to Tabla 3. (1) Houck, Forrest, and McCarthy (Réf. 21) ; (2) Houck et al. (Réf. 22) ; (3)
Barter, T. pers. com. (4) L<
it al. (Réf. 28a) ; (5) Lester et al. (Réf. 27); (6) Lugten et al.
(Réf. 32); (7) Duffy et al. (Réf. 7); (8) Watson et al. (Réf. 62); (9) Genzel and Stacey (ref 11);
(10) Eckart et al. (Ref. 8).
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Tabla 4
[CII] in External Galaxies
Type

Galaxy

(Mpc)

NGC 660
NGC 891
Maffei II
NGC 1068
IC 342
MB2
NGC 2146
NGC 3079
NGC 3109
NGC 3628
NGC 3690
/IC 694
NGC -i^65
NGC 4736
Cen A
M51
M83
NGC 5907
NGC 6240
NGC 6946

•T

SB (s) a pec
SA(SIb
SAB(rs)bc
RSA(rs)b
SAB (rs )cd
Ir II
SB (slab pec
SB(S)C
SB(s)m
Sb/pec
IBm pec

12
9.6
5
18.1
4.0
3.3
14.4
16.
1.7
9.6
44.

SA(s)b
10.2
5.0
RSA(r)ab
SO pec
5.0
SA(s) be pec
9.7
SAB(S)C
5.4
10.4
SA(S)C
IO pec
100.
SAB(rs)cd
11.

NGC

K[CII])

Distance ~ L(FIR)
(1O9L0)

22.
9.
4.2
115.
3.
28.
49.
28.
0.02
7.2
330.

LI[CII])

(10'^erg s"1
cm" sr~ )
£3.9
10.0
19.0
72.
40.
150.
39.0
11.3
£3.4
7.9
9.4

(3o)
± 1.1
± 1.2

3.0
7.3
30.
17.
50.
6.0
3.3
7.6

± 1.0
± 0.8

3.
1.8
20.
3.
9.
2.
620.
8.9

L([CII])/L(FIR)

(1O7L0)

± 0.8
± 0.9
(3d)
± 0.9
S 1.5

* 0.9
* 0.66
± 1.1

2146 [ciQisfyim—

£1.5
2.8
1.2
64.
1.74
4.4
22.3
7.9
£0.03
2.0
49.0

£7
3.1
2.9
5.6
5.8
1.6
4.6
2.8
£1.6
2.9
1.5

X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

104
10"3
10
10"3
10"3
10"3
10~3
10~3
102
10"3
10"3

0.85
0.5
2.0
4.4
4.0
1.8
90.0
2.6

2.8
2.8
1.0
1.5
4.4
6.1
1.5
2.9

x
x
x
X
x
x
X
x

10~3
10
10"3
10"2
10~3
10"3
10"3
10~3

co(i-»o)—

T^(CO) =
TMB([Cll]) = 20mK

600

1000

600

1000

600

1000

1

cz(km s' )
Figure 9. Spatially multiplexed [CII] spectrum of the starburst SB(s)ab pec galaxy NGC 2146 (Stacey
et al. (Réf. 49)). The side channels are located ±55" from the center (nuclear) position at a
position angle of 118'. Superposed on the [CII] scans are the 15CO (1 - O) spectra obtained by
ïoung et al. (Réf. 66). T^ ([CIIJ) is the main be<;m Raleigh Jeans brightness temperature scale for
the (spectrally resolved) [CII] lines.
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4.2 Origin of Jihe [CII] Line Radiation
Figure 9 presents a spatially multiplexed spectrum
of the [CII] 158 fim line from the starburst galaxy.
NGC 2146 (Réf. 49). -The [CII] emission (dark lines)
is strongly peaked towards the nucleus of this
galaxy, but is also bright in regions 3,9 kpc away
along the galactic major axis. The [CII] line
tracks the --rotation - curve--of the galaxy- from
northwest to southeast. Superposed on the [CII]
spectra for comparison are the 12CO (1 - O) spectra
(light lines) obtained for the same nominal
positions with the FCRAO 14m telescope" (45" beam.
Réf. 66). There is excellent spatial and spectral
correlation between the two lines for the three
beams sampled (which includes much of the galaxy),
indicating that the two lines originate from in or
about the same gas.
Figure 10 displays the [CII] spectrum (dark lines)
obtained from NGC 891 together with the "CO (1 - O)
spectrum (light lines) obtained with the NRAO 12m
telescope
(55" beam;
C.E. Walker, personal
communication) . HGC 891 is an edge on Sb galaxy,
believed to resemble our own in many respects. The
line intensity is in good agreement (within » 30%)
with the [CII] line intensity estimated for our own
galaxy (Réf. 48) when scaled to the distance of NGC
891. As with NGC 2146, the [CII] and 12CO (1 - O)
line profiles agree rather well.

In Figure 11, we have plotted the integrated [CII],
12
CO (1 - O) and the HI 21 cm emission as a function
of galactic radius for three representative galaxies, the gas-rich infrared'bright galaxies M83 and
NGC 2146 and the gas-poor early spiral galaxy NGC
4736. There is good correlation "in the spatial
distributions in the [CII] and CO lines for all of
the galaxies, but- an apparent -anti-correlation
between observed 21 cm line emission and that of
[CII].
The good spatial and spectral correlation between
[CII] 158 /im and 13CO (1 - O) line, emission on the
one hand, and poor correlation between ~ [CIl] and the
21 cm line emission on the other indicates that (as
in galactic regions, M82 and the Galaxy) the [CII]
line emission observed from external galaxies originates from regions associated with the molecular
component of the interstellar medium - not atcmic"
gas clouds or the diffuse interstellar medium.
4.3 Correlation with the Far Infrared
In the high extinction environments of the nuclear
regions of gas rich galaxies, most of the emitted UV
flux from early type stars will be absorbed by
nearby dust grains which then re-radiate the energy
in the FIR. Thus, the FIR continuum flux, IFID, is
related to the UV field strength, Ga, in a linear
manner (Go - I_IR/2; Réf. 65) . Here Go is defined
as the interstellar UV radiation field (6 eV £ hv <.
13.6 eV) in units of the local interstellar UV
radiation field
(G0=I.6xlO~! erg s~'cm 2).

The case is similar for all of the galaxies with
high signal to noise [CII] spectra: the [CII] and
CO (1 - O) line profiles agree and the spatial
distributions of the two lines are comparable (Réf.
6. 49).

Figure 12a plots the integrated [cil] line intensity
for the galaxies in the sample as a function of the
inferred UV field strength (Go). A selection of

HGC 2146

M83

C NGC 891

HGC 4736

1.0 •

S *•»
•a
3

i.o -

O

3.0

3.8

O

3.8 1.3

1-3

Galactocentric Radius (kpc)

O

800
1

cz(km s' )
Figure 10. [CII] spectrum obtained on the nucleus
of the SA(s ) b galaxy NGC 891. The 17CO (1 - O)
spectrum is from C.E. Walker (personal commun!cation).

Figure 11. Spatial distributions of [CII], 12CO (1
- O) and 21 cm line emission in M83, NGC 2146 and
NGC 4736 as a function of galactocentric radius.
The data are normalized at the peak value. The
dashed lines indicate the [CII] and CO beam profiles. The CO data are from Réf. 6 (MB3), Réf. 66
(NGC 2146), and Réf. 49 (NGC 4736). The interferometric HI data are from Réf. 42 (M83), Réf. 4 (NGC
2146) and Réf. 3 (NGC 4736) . The [CII] data are from
Réf. 6 (MB3) and Réf. 49.
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Figura 12, (a). Correlation between the
ICII] line intensity of galactic and
extragalactic regions and the UV flux
4
<Go=I!ris{2--- , =
«b I 1 - 6 x
erg s 'cm
where rfa is the
source radius in cm) . FIR continuum
references are given in Réf. 49. (b) .
Correlation between the integrated line
intensities of [CII] and 13 CO (1 - O)
for galactic and extragalactic sources.
The CO line intensities are normalized
to the "Kitt Peak scale" (TR* « 75 K
for Orion) . To convert to main-beam
brightness temperature, multiply by
1.5. A typical error bar is shown for
M42. CO references are in Réf. 49. The
solid line represents a best fit to the
starburst galaxies and cjalactic star
formation regions (I[CII/I co = 6600).

Sgr A

+20

C <*
galactic [CIl] sources is also included (see Réf.
49) . There is in general a good correlation between
the two. One would expect such a correlation as C+
^3 primarily produced through the UV photodissociation of c°. What is significant, however, is that
this correlation is not linear. As the UV field
increases the [CII] line increases at a slower,
nearly logarithmic rate. Thus the increase in [CII]
line intensity with the DV field strength is not
simply due to an increase in the number of (CII]
sources in the beam. The slow increase in [CII]
line intensity with DV field strength must instead
result from decreased efficiency of conversion of UV
photons to [CII] line flux with increasing OV field
strength. This is well understood theoretically:
the penetration depth of carbon ionizing photons
(hence, column density of C+ ions) into a molecular
cloud is not determined by the balance between the
photoionizatlon and electronic recombination of C°
atoms (a linear effect), but through the (logarithmic) extinction of carbon ionizing photons by dust
(Werner, Réf. 64).
'ïielens and Hollenbach (Réf. 59, see also Réf. 20,
65) calculated the expected FIR, suhmillimeter and
millimeter line emission from the surlace of a giant
molecular cloud as a function of the impinging DV
field and ambient cloud density. The models include
gas chemistry, line radiative transfer, and gas and
dust cooling in a self consistent manner from the
molecular cloud surface to regions deep (A^ » 10)
within the molecular cloud. The predicted [CII]
line intensities are plotted on our data set in
Figure 12a. There is good agreement between the
observed [CII] line intensities and the theory for
the case of high gas densities (n , ID3Cm"5) and
near unit beam filling factor.

The emergent [CII] line intensity attains a maximum
value in regions of high UV field strengths. This
"saturation" of the [CII] line intensity is not due
to line optical depth. The [CII] line optical depth
never exceeds unity for the models, and indeed is
likely to be less than one for even the brightest
galactic [CII] sources (cf. Réf. 10, 11). The [CII]
line intensity saturates due to the previously
mentioned logarithmic dependence of C+ column
density on the UV field and because at the highest
field strengths, there is an increased contribution
from the [OI] 63 pm line to the cooling function.
Notice that for the lowest UV radiation fields, the
predicted [CII] line intensity is a very sensitive
function of the field strength. For these low
fields, the gas temperature falls below the required
excitation energy of the [CII] line emitting level
(92 K), leading to suppressed emission in the line,
4.4 [CII] Line Emission and the "co

(1 - O) Line

The integrated 13CO (1 - O) line emission is
demonstrated to trace molecular mass reasonably well
for the cold disk molecular clouds in the Galaxy
despite the high optical depth of the 13CO (1 - O)
line (cf. Réf. 67). This remarkable empirical
relationship ia based on the following assumptions:
(1) the CO emitting clouds are optically thick in
the CO (l - O) line (so that the brightness of the
CO line is a measure of the filling factor of clouds
in the beam); (2) all clouds have about the same CO
gas excitation temperature (T
. 10 K) and density
distribution, and; (3) the Co line width scales as
the cloud mass according to the virial theorem (cf.
Crawford et al. Ref. 6) .
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with
In~Figure712b,~ ~we~~ plot - the—integrated [CII] " line -'- warm molecular gas in the nuclei - consistent
this model. It is therefore likely that the 12CO (!„_
intensity as a function of the 12 CO (1 - O) line
O)
line
emission
from
starburst
galaxies
arises"
intensity for the galaxies in our sample and for
selected galactic [CII] emitting clouds. The galaxy ~: - from molecular gas which has excitation temperatures
greatly in excess of 10 K. The galactic 13 CO (1,,sample is broken into two groups distinguished by
O) intensity to molecular mass conversion ratio may
inferred FIR dust temperatures in excess of 40 K (if)
therefore be totally inappropriate for the high UV
and less than 40 K (U) - In general, those galaxies
environments of these starburst galaxies. This
with elevated dust temperatures are believed to be
result has important implications - for the star,
starburstT galaxies, while the lower" dust temperature
formation efficiency inferred by the ' 2CO (1 - O)
galaxies have more modest star formation activity.
gas
mass estimates., -- - _
Similarly, we break our galactic cloud sample "into
OB star forming molecular clouds and HII regions (&)
The only high dust > temperature galaxy which falls
and non-OB star forming molecular clouds (O)significantly off the line is the 30 Doradus region of the LMC which falls nearly an order of magnitude
There is a reasonably good correlation beti^een the
12
above the line , (Storey and Harnett Ref. 55). Th:s
[CIIl line intensity and the
CO (1 -* O) line
is understood as a result of the extreme (factor OL
intensity for most of the observed sources.
Some
- five)- low metalicity of this abject. _The CO emitcorrelation should be expected since [CII] is ting regions in such low /metalicity /clouds become
associated with star formation, which is naturally..
substantially smaller than, the- overall molecular
/associated with molecular clouds, and both cloud si'zie 'due-to":less~effective~CQ self shielding.
"transitions have roughly the same critical density.
This results in "depressed CO emission in the cloud
However, if we restrict our attention to the
ensemble, but does not affect the observed - [CIi]
"starburst" "galaxies and galactic star formation
line emission (Ref. 33, 49).
regions, the correlation becomes impressively tight.
The integrated line intensity ratio for - -these
4.5 Mass of [CII] Regions
regions is a constant 6600 (solid line).
The
correlation is particularly striking in that it
It is instructive to compare the mass contained in
extends nearly tnree orders of magnitude in line
photodissociated gas in external galaxies with that
intensity and nearly nine orders of magnitude in
traced in other components of the interstellar
luminosity.
medium. Stacey et al. (Ref. 49) compare the minimum
This excellent correlation between [CII] and 13CO (1
column density of hydrogenic nuclei contained in the
- O) line emission in starburst galaxies and
photodissociation regions, N»(C ) with estimates of
galactic star formation regions is totally
the molecular gas content obtained through the ' 1CO
unexpected. On a galactic scale, the 12CO (1 - O)
(1 - O) line and the atomic gas content obtained
line emission is presumed to be dominated by the
through 21 cm emission. An upper bound to the
emission from the cold disk component of the
molecular mass column is given by CO line intensity
molecular gas. These cold molecular clouds will
to molecular mass conversion factor derived for cold
produce very little [CII] line radiation due to the
molecular disk clouds. For this conversion factor,
low ambient UV fields (Go s 10) (Réf. 65) . This is
the mass of photodissociated gas is a small (3 demonstrated observâtionally through [CII] cuts
10%) but important fraction of the molecular mass in
through the Orion molecular cloud (Stacey et al.
galaxies. The minimum molecular gas mass, given in
Réf. 50) . We should then expect that the [CII] to
the high temperature, optically thin limit (Ref. 6)
12
CO (1 - O) line intensity ratio would be much
is roughly a factor of ten smaller than the canonismaller on galactic scales than for the high UV
cal conversion ratio. If this is the relevant
environments of galactic star formation regions.
conversion, then the mass contained in C photodisAlso, because the [CII] line is extremely sensitive
sociation regions becomes comparable to that-con-__
to the OV field for these low fields we might expect
tained in the molecular medium, and may even comthe integrated line intensity ratio to vary greatly
prise a dominant fraction of the total interstellar
from galaxy to galaxy depending on just how the UV
medium in some starburst galaxies. For example, in
energy is distributed. This is exactly what we find
M82 where the 12CO (1 - O) line emission appears to
for the non-starburst galaxies ( U) in our sample :
be from warm optically thin gas the photodissociated
the integrated line intensity ratio does fluctuate
gas fraction is 40% of the molecular gas mass and a
from galaxy to galaxy - and it is always less than
large fraction (=* 15 - 20%) of total interstellar
the line ratio observed for galactic star formation
gas mass (see above, Ref. 32,-11).
regions. The situation is similar for the non-OB
star forming galactic molecular clouds. For the
A similar comparison with the atomic medium gives an
nuclear regions of starburst galaxies, however, the
even more surprising result. Stacey et al. ( see
line flux ratio is a constant.
This constant value
also Eckart et al. Ref. 8) have compared the atomic
is precisely that value obtained for galactic star
column density (traced through its 21 cm emission)
formation regions. This line flux ratio is also
in the observed galaxies with that contained in the
that predicted by the photadissociation regions
photodissociated gas. For most of the normal spiral
models for high UV field (Réf. 59). This suggests
galaxies in our sample, NH(C+) is * 4 to 25% of the
that much of the observed 12CO (1 - O) line emission
atomic column, similar to the photodissociated gas
from these galaxies does not arise from cold disk
fraction obtained for our own galaxy (Table 2) .
molecular clouds, but rather from the molecular gas
However, for many of the infrared bright galaxies,
immediately interior to the photodissociation
the total column in C regions approaches or even
regions associated with star formation regions. For
exceeds that contained in the atomic medium. A
galactic star formation regions (e.g. M42 ) this
particularly striking example is the starburst
molecular gas is demonstrated to be warm (T z. 100
galaxy WGC 2146 for which N,, (C4) is more than six
K) both through the high brightness temperatures
times the column density of atomic hydrogen obtained
obtained in the 12CO (1 - O) line (1 « 100 K; Réf.
with a simiJar sized beam ( Briggs Ref. 4). Molecu44) and through the existence of bright high J (J =
lar hydrogen self shielding ensures that roughly
7 - 6 ; 14 - 13) CO rotational emission {Harris et
half the column density of hydrogenic nuclei in
al. Réf. 15, Jaffe et al. Ref 23, Stacey et al. Réf.
photodissociation
regions will be contained in
50, Schmid-Burke et al. Ref. 45). Bright 12CO (3 molecular form (cf. Réf. 24, 53 ) . However, it is
2) emission has recently been observed from two of
clear that a substantial fraction (approaching 100%)
the starburst galaxies in our sample {M82 and IC
of the atomic gas mass in the nuclear regions of NGC
342, Ref. 18, 60) indicating substantial amounts of
2146 is contained in the warm (T a 200 K), dense
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(nH z 103cm '} [CII] emitting photodissociation
regions associated with molecular clouds and not_in
low excitation (T - 80 K,- nH - 10 to 100 cm 3 I
atomic clouds as Fs commonly assumed (Kulkarni and
Heiles Réf. 26) . The ,situation is similar for
several of the other" observed galaxies" (e.g. IC 342,
»82, and M83).
4.6 [CII] and Star Formation Activity
Because the [CII] line is very sensitive to the
local UV energy density in regions of low field
strength, the intensity of this line may be used a
sensitive probe of star formation activity in
galaxies. The [CII] line has an advantage over
other infrared lines which may trace star formation
such as the. [01] 63 urn and 145 fim and the near-IR
molecular hydrogen ro-vibrational lines in that
[CII] emission is not significantly excited in
shocks (Réf. 19) . In particular, the [CII] 158 iim
to 12CO (1 - O) line intensity ratio may be used as
a clear diagnostic of the degree of star formation
activity in a galaxy. Figure 13 (top) displays the
12
CO (1 - O) (left) and [CII] 155 (im (right) spectra
obtained for the central regions of the infrared
bright galaxy NGC 2146. The bottom panel displays
the same two lines toward the quiescent Sbc spiral
galaxy, NGC 3628. We have scaled both the CO and
[CII] spectra for NGC 2146 by a factor of 1.5 so
that the peak CO antennae temperatures for the two
galaxies are identical. The dramatic effects of the
large star formation activity in NGC 2146 are apparent. While the 12CO (1 - O) lines for both galaxies
are comparable, the [CII] 158 /im line emission is
nearly ten times weaker in the normal spiral galaxy
NGC 3628. The observed 12CO (1 - O) emission from
NGC 3628 therefore probably arises from cold molecular gas which is generating small (normal) amounts
of star formation activity.

4.7 Summary
(1) The [CII] line radiation is bright in all of the
detected galaxies amounting to between 0.1 and 2% of
the total FIR luminosity of the nuclear regions.
(2) The observed [CII] line emission is clearly
associated with .the molecular component of the
interstellar medium. The dépendance of [CII] line
radiation' on the ambient. UV field ,is well
characterized theoretically by emission from warm
dense interface regions between molecular clouds and
fully ionized-media.
(3) The [CII] to 12CO (1 - O) line intensity ratio,
is a constant value for starburst nuclei. This
constant value is the same as that obtained for
galactic star formation regions indicating that much
of the observed 12 CO (1 - O) line emission from
these .galaxies may arise in the warm molecular~gas .
immediately adjacent to scar formation regions and
not from the cold disk clouds. Therefore, the CO
line intensity may be greatly effected by excitation
in starburst nuclei and not reliably trace gas mass.
(4) The photodissociated gas mass may be a
substantial fraction of the total gas mass in a
galaxy. For several of the observed galaxies, a
large fraction of the observed 21 cm line emission
probably arises in warm, dense photodissociation
regions.
(5) Bright [CII] line emission is closely associated
with star formation activity in galaxies.
The
integrated [CII]X12CO (1 - O) line intensity ratio
is a sensitive indicator of the degree of star
formation activity in a galaxy.
5. THE FDTDBE:

ISO, SIRTF AND SOFIA

5.1 Sensitivity
The advent of the stratospheric Observatory For
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), the Infrared Space
Observatory (ISO) and the Space Infrared Telescope
Facility (SIRTF) will have substantial impact on FIR
spectral line observations of galaxies. Current
instruments are background limited on the KAO at the
spectral resolutions desirable for galaxies (cAl/X 100 - 200 km s~')Ths system sensitivity for
galaxies per diffraction limited beam therefore can
not improve dramatically for instruments on the KAO.
Spectral and spatial arrays have recently been
introduced into spectrometers currently being used
on the KAO for extragalactic observations. These
multiplexing arrays have improved data taking rates
for the nearby galaxies considerably. The larger
arrays now under construction will have an even more
dramatic effect.

100 -

100-

600

1000

600

1000

cz(km s'1)
Figure 13. Comparision between the [CII], and 12CO
(1 - O) line intensities toward NGC 2146 (top) and
NGC 3628 (bottom) . The [CII] line is much brighter
relative to the CO line in the starburst galaxy NGC
2146. The [CII] spectra are from Réf. 49, and the
CO spectra are from Réf. 66 (NGC 2146) and Réf. 69
(NGC 3628).

It is important, however, to investigate the star
formation phenomenon over the widest possible range
of physical conditions in the host galaxy. We
therefore need both to investigate the physical
conditions of individual star formation regions on a
fine scale from nearby galaxies (requiring a small
beam) and to detect the FIR line emission from the
extremely luminous dust distant IRAS galaxies or
quasars (requiring high sensitivity). The most
distant galaxy detected to date in FIR line emission
([CII]) is the very distant (- 100 Mpc) ultraluminous galaxy, NGC 6240. This galaxy is at about
the limit of detection with the KAO telescope.
However, with the 3m class telescope envisioned for
SOFIA, one should be able to detect this galaxy to
300 Mpc. With a cryogenically cooled telescope,
such as ISO or SIRTF (NEP «. 10~17 W-Hz"^), the [CII]
line from our own Galaxy may be detected to 300 Mpc,
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and the distance to w.iich SGC 6240 may be detected
(Sa in 100 seconds) is staggering - more than 1000
Mpc! - permitting studies of the interstellar medium
through the FIR lines on cosmologically significant
scales'.
We could also expect to detect the [CII] line
radiation- from the low density atomic halos
enveloping normal spiral galaxies and from the
infrared cirrus in our own Galaxy. The [CII] line
dominates the energy budget in+ the low density
atomic regions, and the measured C abundance determines the ionization fraction (since essentially all
of the electrons come from photodissociated carbon
atoms) . Combined with 21 emission and [OI] emission
line studies, the observed [CII] line emission would
place important constraints on the physical properties of this relatively unexplored medium.
5.2 Detection of New Lines
The space borne telescopes are uniquely suited for
detection of FIR lines in spectral regimes normally
obscured even at aircraft altitude (e.g. [OI] 63 /im
and [Nil] 122 (im) . The [OI] line is an extremely
important diagnostic probe of the physical conditions of the warm neutral interstellar medium. This
line has not been widely observed in external galaxies, however, due the presence of a telluric water
vapor feature which effectively prevents observations at LSR velocities between 300 and 1800 km S ' .
Space bnrne observations will eliminate this problem
and permit for the first time [01] studies of the
warm neutral medium in (for example) the Virgo
cluster.
Measurements of the fine structure lines of N are
necessary for complete N/0 abundance studies of
external galaxies. The [Nil] 122 urn line is the
brighter of the two fine structure lines but it is
virtually unobservable from aircraft altitudes due
to the proximity of a terrestrial water vapor
feature at 121.72 pm. The 204 pm line has also
never been observed, since this line is likely to be
exceedingly faint, and the transition wavelength is
not accurately determined.
with the increased
sensitivity and freedom from telluric obscuration
expected with space borne observations, this line
pair should prove to be a good density indicator for
low density, low ionization state HII regions.
There are several molecular lines which should
become observable with the greater sensitivity
afforded by SOFIA and the space borne telescopes.
Several of the light hydrides have recently been
detected in the FIR through absorption line studies
from their ground rotational states {e.g. OH
(119 <jm), CH (149 /im) and 11 OH (120 /Jm); Réf. 56,
51, 30) . If the optical depth in the absorbing line
is small, these measurements give very good estimates of the ground state column density. A comparison with the (radio frequency) ground state A-doublet emission (or absorption) gives a good estimate
of the excitation temperature of the A-doublet
levels. This technique is used quite successfully
to derive the excitation conditions in the ground
state A-doublet for both CH and 11 OH toward sgr B2
(Réf. 51, 3D).
Recently, the same group has
attempted to observe the OH 119 urn rotational lines
in absorption against the continuum of MB2. The
lines were not detected, but the upper limit gives
the surprising result that the ground state A-doublet (18 cm emitting) levels have exceedingly small
level excitation temperatures (s 4 K; Réf. 29)
toward MB2- With the increased sensitivity of the
next generation FIR telescopes, one may hope to
detect these absorption lines in M82 and other more
distant galaxies. The 18 cm maser in Arp 220 is
10* times more powerful than the maser in M82 and

7 x 107 times stronger than the standard galactic
masers (Baan and Haschick Réf. 1). Through the
method outlined above, one may derive the excitation
conditions for this masering transition, thus conconstraining the physical conditions in the emitting
gas. These measurements will h'ëïp to unravel the
enigmatic excitation conditions behind these galactiC-Vmegamasers!'.
— _
It should also be possible to observe high J CO
rotational emission from external galaxies."" The
[CII] line measurements outlined above give, compelling evidence that much of the molecular medium in
starburst galaxies is both warm and dense. This
warm.dense gas should emit detectable FIR CO1 rotational emission. The 12 CO (14 - 13) line has
recently been unsuccessfully searched for toward MB2
using the UC Berkeley tandem Fabry-Perot (Ref 31) .
The upper limit is roughly a factor of four greater
than the estimated line flux. The higher sensitivity available with the space borne telescopes
should make this molecular line emission detectable,
and greatly constraining the physical conditions of
the molecular medium in starburst galaxies.
We include a list of FIR fine structure lines in the
appendix below. A list of FIR molecular lines may
be found in Genzel (Réf. 10).
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7. Appendix
Selected FIR Fine Structure Transitions (X 2 20 fim)
(Adopted from Réf. 48 and 44a)
Transition Species Excitation Xonization Wavelength
Potential3 Potential3 (microns)
655.57

-

6.29B

C

11.260

24.383

157.7409b
±.0001

N++

29.601

47.448

57.317°
i.002

0+++

54.934

77.412

25.87±.02

B°

2p

+

Al"

5.986

89.237
±.0025

Si+

B. 151

16.345

34.B16d
±.002

p++

19.725

30.18

17.885
±.007

—

17.422

24.745
±.001

F"
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Transition

P2 --P 1
3

peciea Excitation lonization favelength
Potential3 Potential3 (microns)

. c°

~:I_ — -- -

~ 11.260

3

P, - P.
__'

370.4145e '
±.0005
609.1347e
±.002

Transition Species Excitation lonization Wavelength
Potential3 Potential3 (microns)
6

D 7/2 -7/

Fe+

_

7.870

16.18

25.99

%/2
35.352

N+

14.534

29.601

"~

O+*

- . _

35.116
..

54.934
" -

F+++~

62.707;

Ne+++

97.11

sl°

P

+

S++

Clt++

3

3
P
P
0 - Pl

3

—

- ,

87.138-

126.21

8.151 -

„14.32
24.2B±.02
68.473129.68173"
±.00004
32.87
60.68

23.33

34.83

18.710d
±.002
33.482d
±.002

39.61

53.46

X/2

11.76±.01
20.38±.02

145.525471
±.00009.
63.183723
±.00003

51.28

^

87.41

X/2-

25.83
44.25

19.725

S/2

\ -5°3
5

Ve+*^ •>-••

75.0

D 3 - 5 D 2 --

20.79
-25.97 -:
36.50
68.97

a

Lang (Réf. 26a).
Excitation Potential • Energy needed to form the
species (eV)
lonization Potential • Energy needed to ionize
,
the species (eV)
Cocksy, Blake and Saykally (Réf. 4a).
^Lester et al. (Réf. 27).
Graf (Réf. 12a).
®Cooksy, et al. (Réf. 4c) .
Cocksy, Hovde, and Saykally (Réf. 4b).
j*Moorewood et al. (Réf. 35a) .
.Inguscio et al. (Réf. 22a).
^Davies et al. (Réf. 6a).
-1EvBnSOn, 1982 pers. corn.

O°

—

13.618

F+

17.422

34.970

67.16
29.33

Ne^+

40.962

63.45

36.02
15.55

1.

Na+++

Baan, W.A., and Haschick, A.D. 1984, Ap.J., 279,
541.

71.64

98.91

21.29
9.039

2.

Beck, S.C., Lacy, J.H., Baas, F., and Townes,
C.H. 1978, Ap.J., 226, 545.

10.360

56.309±.0
25.2490
±.0003

3.

Bosma, A., van der Hulst, J.M.,
W.T. II, 1977., Astc.Rp., 57, 373.

4.

Briggs, F.H. preprint.

P1- P2

S°

8

—

Cl+

12.967

23.81

33.281
14.368

Ar"

27.629

40.74

21.84±.l
8.9910
±.0002

Fe"
Fe++

°2 -5°3

51.8159
±.001
8B.356 9
±.002 -

10.486

3

5

121.89806f
±.00007
203. 5±. 8
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF STAR FORMATION IN GALAXIES:
EXTREME CONDITIONS AND VERY SHORT TIME SCALES

S C Beck,
Dcparment of Astronomy
Tel Aviv University

J L Turner

P T P Ho,
Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics

ABSTRACT
We have measured Bracket! a and 7 with a 7.2" beam and 350 km/sec
spectral resolution in 11 infrared-bright galaxies and used the (luxes as
diagnostics of the population of young OB stars. The star-formation
activity in the program galaxies is surprisingly concentrated in bolh
space and time. The OB stars present in 7.2" are sufficient to generate
the bulk of the infrared emission observed in the much larger area measured Iy IRAS, and the OB stars in several galaxies arc no older than
a few million years. In some galaxies the ratios of Brackett to radio
continuum flux are unusual and could indicate the presence of ultra
-compact HH regions, very low electron temperatures, or widespread
departures from Case B recombination. In all galaxies the 10 pm continuum flux exceeds that which can be produced by the Lyman heating
of dust. Our conclusions are that conditions in star-formation sources
can be quite extreme, and that Brackett Unas are flexible and powerful
probes of conditions in external galaxies.
Keywords: Brackett lines, galaxies, starbursts
1. MOTIVATION AND OBSERVATIONS
Young OB stars forming at enhanced rates are a very popular model
to explain the high infrared luminosities seen in many galaxies. We
wanted to search for and study regions of recent star formation in
infrared-bright galaxies, and we chose the infrared recombination lines
of hydrogen (Brackett a at 4.05 /im and Brackett 7 at 2.17 /im) as
probes, hoping to avoid the dust obscuration that handicaps optical
work and the nonthermal emission that contaminates radio observations. The only strong sources of these lines are the dense Hn regions
of recently formed OB stars, and from them the extinction, the Lyman flux, and other characteristics of the stellar population can be
calculated.
The spectrometer was the Cornell Cooled Grating Spectrometer
(Réf. 2) used with a 7.2" beam and 350 km/sec spectral resolution
at the NASA IRTF on Mauna Kea in March and October 1985. Fluxes
were calibrated with standard stars and have relative accuracies ±4%
and absolute accuracies ±10%. We have found Brackett a to be the
stronger line in most galaxies and therefore observed it first, looking
for Brackett 7 if Bracket! Q was seen.
We have observed !!galaxies so far.and the results appear in Kefs. 1.5,
and 10. The sample included NGC 520, NGC 060, Mallei 2. NGC 16M.
NGC 3079, NGC 69-lfi, NGC 7714, NGC 3G90-HC 094, M83, NGC 5195
and Arp 220. Since we will discuss here the analysis of star formation
activity based on Brackctt lines, we will exclude those sources where t he
lack of Brackett emission indicates that slar formation is not in fact a
significant component (Arp 220, NGC 5195, and NGC 3079). We have
also included in the discussion several star-formation galaxies (M82,
NGC 1097, NGC 2903, II Zw 40 and NGC 253) for which Brackett
measurements by other groups appear in the literature. Full references
and description of how the data sets were made consistent are in Réf. 5.

Department ot Astronomy
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2. GALAXY CHARACTERISTICS FROM BRACKETT LINES
The Brackett lines are valuable probes of star formation bectuitw they
can give the Lyman continuum llux through recombination theory, (see
Refs. 3, 4, and 8) and the Lyman (lux put into an appropriate model
gives the total OB star luminosity, the initial mass function of Hie
currently forming stars, the thermal radio emission and the infrared
(lux. These results are then compared to the observed quantities and
the models adjusted to the data. The first-order model used here has
JVc = IQ* and Te = 7500 K, as seen in dense HU regions in our Galaxy.
The results are very insensitive to density changes of less than factors
of 102 and temperature changes of less than factors of 2-3.
The extinction at infrared wavelengths although smaller than in the
visible cannot safely be ignored. When the observed Brackett a to
Brackett 7 ratios are compared with the theoretical value of 2.93 and
the absolute extinction found from the differential by applying a A"1'9
law, we find from 0.0-1.0 mng of 4 /im extinction in these galaxies.
This is in most cases much higher than the extinction measured from
Ha/II/? or other visible methods and confirms again that extinction
increases with the wavelength at which it is measured.
The ionizing flux is found from the extinction-corrected Brackctt flux.
The ratio of ionizing photons absorbed to Brackett photons emitted is
11.6 for our simplest model and will not change by more than 50% over
any reasonable range of density and temperature. The ionizing flux
predicts a thermal radio continuum flux straightforwardly. The models
of Ref.6 for star clusters with a Miller and Scalo IMF give the ratip of
ionizing to total luminosity as a function of the upper and lower mass
limits of the cluster. Finally, the 10 /Jm luminosity can be derived from
the ionizing flux if Lyman a heating and the form of the dust emissivily
law are assumed. The derivations are done in full detail in Réf. 5.
2.1 The total luminosity
In Figure 1 the observed values of total luminosity are compared to ',he
model predictions for OB star luminosity. The total luminosity is found
from the IR.AS far-infrared flux, corrected for temperature according
to the prescription in the IRAS Catalog of Extragalactic Objects, and
refers to a 3.0' x 5.0' beam. It is remarkable that the model OB star
luminosities can explain the bulk of the total emission without any
beam correction. This argues strongly that recently formed stars ip
these galaxies are concentrated in areas not much biggrr than 7.2". /H
should be noted that the Brackctt emission was actually mapped in the
three close galaxies M83, NGC 253, and M82 and in those cases it is
the total flux, from areas somewhat larger than 7.2" but in all cases
much smaller than the IRAS beam, which is used.) If encouraged hy
this we temporarily ignore beam corrections we can limit the age of the
star-formation activity in these galaxies to the nmin-seqnenco lifetime
of the most massive star in the IMF. Hence, AJ,, = (iOJl/p impIR1.'. I hat
the star-formation activity started less than 2 x 10° years ago, *ud
so forth. Correcting for Hie discrepancy in beam sizes, as should Do
possible soon with array images in the Bracket! Hues, will move the
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1. Figure I. The far-infrared luminosity predicted from the Brackctt
flux, versus the observed IRAS far-infrared flux.
The lines show the values for upper mass limits of 30 and 60 M&.
model towards more massive stars and even younger starbursts.

2. Figure 2. The Ghz radio emission observed versus that predicted
from ihc Bracken lines. Filled circles arc galaxies for which the
thermal flux has been separated from the non-thermal, open circles
are those for which separation is not available. The solid line is the
expected value for T, of 7500 K.

The Brackctt line observations suggest that very massive and thus very
recently formed stars are present ill these galaxies. Mid-infrared spectroscopy could provide a test of this, as the SlV 10.5 /im line should be
strong in these sources. An interesting point is that there seems to be
no correlation between the morphology of the galaxy or the presence
and nature of galaxy-galaxy interactions and the age of the slarburst.
That the IMF is very similiar in M82 and MB3, or in NGC 253 and
NGC 3BSO, argues that these galaxies, so different in morphology and
environment, started star formation activity at about the same time.
This should he taken into account in studies of the triggering processes
of star bursts.

The best-known examples of such a situation are the Brackelt lines from
Young Stellar Objects (YSOs), which are brighter relative to both the
radio flux and total luminosity than recombination theory predicts. In
Réf. 9 Thompson applied models of YSOs to the problem of tile missing
radio flux from M83. A problem with YSOs is that their luminosity is a
small fraction of normal HU regions so we expect the emission on galactic scales to be dominated by the latter. This question should certainly
be examined further, however, both with theory and experiment.

2.2 The Radio Continuum Flux

The 10 jim emission is often used to estimate star-formation activity in galaxies. The justifiability of this can be checked by comparing
the observed 10 /Jm flux to that which the Lyman Q flux of OB stars
(which quantity can be found from the Bracket! lines) would provide.
In Figure 3 the 10 /™ flux is compared to that predicted from the
Brackett lines, assuming Lyman a heating and with the dust temperature (200 K) and grain emissivity (A~2) chosen to give the maximum
possible 10 /im flux. There is a striking excess of 10 /im above the Lyman heating value even for these grain properties. Some non-ionizing
source of 10 /Jm emission seems necessary. Very small grains collisionally excited in a hot gas arc a possible mechanism and may also explain
the spatial correlation of 10 /Jm and nonthermal radio emission (Réf. 7)
but the question is very open.

The radio continuum flux of a galaxy is expected to he dominated
by nonthermal emission even for high resolution observations in the
nucleus, as is borne out in Figure 2 where the observed radio flux is
compared to the model predictions and found to be greater in most
cases. For only a few galaxies have the thermal and nonthermal components of the radio continuum been separated so the thermal can he
compared to the Brackett flux. In some of those, such as NGC 253,
the ratio of Brackett to thermal radio flux is higher than that usually
seen in Hj1 regions. The simplest explanation is that the electron temperature is low, perhaps 5000 K. In the most peculiar galaxy, M83, the
radio flux is so low that the electron temperature alone cannot explain
it. In that case, a possible although by no means proven answer is that
the source is optically thick in the radio although not in the infrared,
as would happen if the emission measure were > 10s. This behaviour
is seen in our galaxy in the ultra-compact H11 regions which are typically less than 105 years old and could be another argument that the
star-formation activity is very recent.
So in both the radio and the total luminosity derivations the Brackett
line results appear to demand extreme temperatures and densities and
very short-lived phenomena such as ultra-compact IIU regions and very
high-mass stars. It must be remembered, however, that the models are
based on the applicability of Case B recombination theory. If recombination theory does not in fact apply the predictions are inappropriate

2.3 The 10 urn flux

3. CONCLUSIONS
Brackctt line measurements have proven to be extremely useful for
studying star-formation activity in external galaxies. By modelling the
relations of Brackett line fluxes to varions continuum quantities we
found evidence of very high electron densities, unusually low elect ron
temperatures, or both. The slarbursts in these galaxies are spatially
very concentrated and in many cases extremely recent, and there; is
no apparent relation between the age of the star-formation activity
and any morphological or dynamic feature of the galaxy. We hope to
perform—and encourage others to perform—further measurements of
Brackctt lines in infrared-bright galaxies.
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THE STRENGTHS OF THE 2.3/im CO BAND IN LUMINOUS INTERACTING
AND MERGING GALAXIES
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Blar.kr.it Laboraloi-y, Imperial College, London, SW7 2BZ
and

G S Wright
VK infrared Telescope, 665 Komohana Street, HiIo, Hawaii.

Table 1

ABSTRACT
Spectra between 2.0 ami 2.5 (mi are presented for NGC
1014. NGC 2708, NGC 4505, NGC 0240, NGC 253 and
ABP 220. Wc show that the strength of the CO band at
2.3G /en in the nucleus of ARP 220 is abnormally strong;
it is suggested that this anomaly may be the result of starburst activity. However, in the large aperture spectra of
ARP 220 and other starburst galaxies, the strength of the
CO band is consistent with a normal stellar population typical of a spiral galaxy. This suggests that the stellar continuum associated with the starburst is very diluted by the
norm»! population, a situation consistent with the starburst
being mostly localised in the nucleus.

Galaxy parameters
Galaxy

Aperture
(")

V0

Size

CO Index

(km/sec) (Kpc)"

AK
(mag)

_

1122

0.9

0.15

12.4

1122

O.G

0.14

—

19.0

4G43

5.9

0.13

-

NGC 2708

19.0

1709

2.2

0.12

NGC 253

12.4

259

0.2

0.08

NGC 0240

19.0

7597

9.0

0.13

ARP 220

7.8

55(10

2.8

0.07

0.8

ARP 220

19.0

5500

7.0

0.08

0.5

NGC 4505

7.8

NGC 4505

NGC 1014

0.5

= 75 km/sce/Mpc

I. INTRODUCTION
AiJK)UgS the most prominent spectral features in K-wiudow
spectra of galaxies is the absorption due to molecular bands
of CO at 2.30 /un. The CO depth has been shown to be
strongly dependent on stellar spectral type and luminosity class (r.f. Kleimnann t Hall 19SG) in the sense that
it becomes strong in late-type and high luminosity stars.
This property lias been extensively and successfully used
to study stellar populations in stellar systems (Frogol 1985
and references therein).
The CO feature is a powerful diagnostic of stellar luminosity that can also be used to study the stellar population
in starburst galaxies. A starbnrst episode is expected to
produce a substantial population of red supergiants. Since
these stars have stronger CO strength than giants—which
are found in the nuclei of normal galaxies—an unusually
strong CO strength should be an indication of starburst
activity. Iu this paper, we analyse 2 /an spectra of some
interacting, merging and ultraluiiiinous galaxies iu order to
mi-asure the CO band strength.

II. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
All spectra were taken at UKIRT with the CVF (RMlOO)
spectrometer. The galaxies were observed with aperture
sizes of 7.8, 12.4 and 19.0 arcsec. A list of these galaxies
along with the apertures used is given in Table 1. The spectra were ratioed with a solar-type standard to take out atmospheric absorption and instrumental response and then
multiplied with a black-body function corresponding to the
effective temperature of the standard star. The iinid spectra, shifted to their rcstframes and normalized to unity at
2.2 /mi are shown in Figure 1.
Tin- sample includes the classical starburst galaxy
NGC 253, two ultralniuiuous IRAS galaxies (ARP 220 and
NGC 0240), a merger (NGC 1014) and a member of an interacting pair (NGC 2798). All these galaxies show signs of
starburst activity ( cf. Joseph et al. 1984; Joseph & Wright
1985). For comparison purpose, we have also included the
normal galaxy NGC 45G5, an edge-on Sb.
H. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The CO band is clearly visible in all spectra as a
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Fig- 1—K-window spectra of the galaxies listed ill Table
1. The spectra have been normalized to unity at 2.2 ;im and
shifted to their rcstframes. The intensity scale is relative; all
spectra ate separated by a unit of 0.2. Vertical bars correspond
to an error of +/ — Iff.

Fig. 2— Spectra of the galaxies ratioed with the spectrum of NGC 4565 (12" aperture). For ARP 220 (8 and ID
arcsec aperture) and NGC 253, the straight lines correspond to
absolute extinctions at 2.2 /1111 of 0.8, 0.5 and 0.5 magnitudes
respectively.

depression of the continuum longward of 2.3 /IHI. The spectra, also show prominent emission lines due to molecular
hydrogen and Br7. Iu previous work on early-type galaxies (e.g. Frogel et al. 1078), the CO depth was measured
photometrically by means of intermediate-band filters centred on the CO dip (2.36 /mi) and the adjacent continuum
(2.20 fan). The CO index was defined as the difference
in magnitudes of the two filters, relative to nLyrae. -This
photometric method is however limited at high rcdshift (>
3000 km/sec) since the CO filter is no longer centred ou the
CO band and the continuum filter can be contaminated by
a strong 1-0 S(I) line. A spectroscopic approach is more appropriate here since these problems can be easily obviated
with a spectrum.
We have estimated the CO index for all galaxies by ratioing the spectra (in their restfrauie) with the flux distribution of nLyrae. which is well approximated by F\ oc A~3'!"
(Kurucz 19Ï9). The CO index was then calculated «sing
digital filters with the same bandwidth and central wavelength used by Frogcl et al. (1978). In orclc-r to check for
systematic differences between the photometric and spectroscopic CO indices, we measured the spcctroscopic CO
index from 11 stellar spectra taken in Arnaud. Gilmore
& Cameron (1988), for which photometric CO indices are
available. We have derived a transformation to convert
spcctroscopic CO indices in the Frogel ci al. system. The
CO indices are given in Table 1.

Except for ARP 220 and NGC 253, all galaxies have
CO indices of 0.12-0.15. This value is similar to the average CO index of 0.15 found in nuclei of Sc galaxies (Frogel
1985). The CO indices were not corrected for galactic reddening but such correction should only increase the CO
index by »0.005-0.01 magnitudes. No correction was applied for the presence of emission lines (Br7 wing and 1-0
S(O) of HJ) in the continuum filter because their contributions to the continuum arc very small. Iu any case, this
small correction should decrease the CO index which partially cancels ont the galactic reddening correction. Apart
from the correction due to internal extinction, we feel that
the CO indices given here are free from any systematic effects. As we show below, the small CO indices of ARP 220
and NGC 253 are due to internal reddening.
Another way of estimating the CO strength is to compare the spectra with the spectrum of a normal galaxy. We
have used the spectrum of NGC 4505 (edge-on Sb) for this
purpose. In Figure 2, we have plotted all spectra ratioed
with XGC 4505. In general, the resulting spectrum is flat
and shows no residual CO absorption. However, the 8 arcsec aperture spectrum of ARP 220 docs show a significant
residual of CO. The most simple explanation for this abnormal CO strength is that the nucleus of ARP 220 is affected
by starlmrst activity. Morever, the fact that there is no CO
residual in the 19.G arcscc aperture suggests that the continuum is highly diluted by the normal stellar population
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of the disk. Thus, the starburst activity seems to be mostly
confined to the nucleus. Since most of the galaxies have
been observed with large apertures, this dilution effect and.
a spatially concentrated starburst could explain why the
CO strength is normal in galaxies (e.g. NGC G240) which
show other signs of starburst activity.
The positive slope of the ratioed spectra in ARP 220
and NGC 253 shows that these galaxies are affected by
internal reddening. From the slope of the continuum and
assuming that the extinction varies as A.\ oc A-1I85, we
have estimated the extinction at 2.2 /im. These values are
given iii Table 1 and Figure 2. Note that these extinctions
arc relative to NGC 4565 for which we have assumed to be
free of extinction. Thus, our values could be systematically
lower that true ones and although no extinction estimates
aie giveu-for NGC 6240, NGC :2798 and NGC 1614, we
can not rule out small values of the order of 0.1 magnitude
at K. Using these extinctions, we have derived a corrected
CO index of 0.17 for ARP 220 (8 arcscc aperture). This is
higher (but only marginally) than the average value found
in normal spirals.
HI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Wc have presented an analysis of K-window spectra of interacting merging and ultralnminous galaxies. The main
results are:
1) The CO depth in the nucleus of ARP 220 is abnor-
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mally strong compared to a normal galaxy. We suggest that
this anomaly is the result of starburst activity. However,
this interpretation need be confirmed with a small aperture
(5 arcsec) K-window spectrum.
2) The CO strength measured from large aperture
spectra is normal even for galaxies that show signs of starburst activity. The case of ARP 220 suggests that the starburst is mostly confined to the nucleus.
3) The CO index is sensitive to extinction. Unless the
extinction is well determined, the spcctroscopic approach
described in this paper is the best way of determining the
strength of the CO band.
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Ha EMISSION LINES IN HIGH REDSHIFT QUASARS
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Abstract
Wc have obtained infrared spectra of the Ha Hues in
IS medium to high icdshift QSOs using the FIGS spectrometer at the Anglo-Australian Telescope, and nearly
simultaneous optical spectra. We find that the Ha line is
rcdshifted by an average of 1300 km s"1 with respect to
the lines ftom high ionization species such as CIV and
that the low ionization lines such as OI and MgII arc
shifted by similar, or slightly smaller, amounts. These
results are difficult to teconcile with any simple models
currently available, but the similarity between the velocities of Ha and MgII, OI provides some support for
models in which the Balmer lines are produced predominantly in a warm HI legion, perhaps by X-ray heating,
while the Ly man lines arise mainly in a population of optically thin clouds. We also present data on the change
of Lyo / Ha with relative velocity.
Keywords: AGN, BLR Ha, line profiles, line fluxes,
velocity differences.
1. INTRODUCTION
Previous detailed studies of quasar emission lines have
revealed that there is a significant velocity shift between
high ionization lines such as CIV1549 (A) and low ionization species in the same wavelength region, such as
OI1304 (Refs. 7,13,14,15,16) amounting to ~ 1000 km
s"1 - Wilkes also showed that there is general, but not
detailed, agreement between the Lyo, NV1240, CIV1549
and CIII] 1909 line profiles in most cases, consistent with
most of the emission in these lines arising in the same
region.
Work on the hydrogen emission line fluxes, following
a pioneering study by Baldwin (Réf. 3), has shown that
the Lya/Ha flux ratio in quasars usually lies in the range
1 - 2 (c.g. Allen et al., Réf. 1), rather than the value
~ 10 expected from case B recombination. Two possibilities have been suggested to explain the observed ratio:
loss of trapped Lya photons on dust grains in the emission region reducing the observed Lya flux (e.g. Réf.
12), and collisional excitation and ionization from the

7i = 2 level in X-ray heated HI regions which are optically thick to Balmcr line radiation, leading to enhanced
Balmcr line fluxes (Réf. 10).
With the aims of testing such models, and of probing the ioiiizatiou and dynamical structure of quasar
line emission regions, we have undertaken optical and
infrared spectroscopic observations of a number of high
rcdshift 1.3<;z<;2.4 quasars. These have yielded profiles
of a number of the stronger lines from Lyo to IUv in
several objects, and a comparison between Hu and high
iouizatiou lines in a total of 18 quasars.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Observations were made of known bright quasars with
redshifts such that the Ha line falls in the II or K infrared window, and which are accessible from the AAT.
This led to the selection of objects with a declination
< +25°, z ~ 1.4 or 2.2 and magnitude (H or K) < 15.
The sample contained ~ 50% radio objects (mainly from
the Parkes survey) with one object discovered by x-ray
means and the rest discovered by optical searches. Observational details are given in Table 1.
Infrared spectra were obtained using the 1C element
IuSb array spectrometer (Fabry-Perot Infrared Grating Spectrometer - FIGS; Réf. 2) on the 3.9m AngloAustralian Telescope (AAT), with a resolution of 0.002
AA/A in both the H and K windows. The IG detector
elements are each O.lmm wide and spaced by O.Gmiu,
and the grating was rapidly scanned over 7 positions to
fill the gaps between the detectors and hence give a raw
spectrum of 112 points. The main difference between
the quasar spectra presented here and those published
previously is that the resolution is sufficiently high that
the Ha profiles cover several resolution elements.
Optical spectra were obtained at the AAT using the
RGO spcctrograph with the Image Photon Counting
System (IPCS) shortward of 5400Â at a resolution of
0.0007 and spectra covering 540OA - 1/im using the
Faint Object Red Spectrograph (FORS) with a resolution ~ 0.003. We obtained optical data for our sample
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during all the runs except that of March 1987. We had
hoped to obtain spcctrophotomctry for our objects in
order to compare the line fluxes, but unfortunately, the
sky conditions precluded such measurements. Hence we
have used measured equivalent widths in our correlation
measures rather than fluxes.
The data were reduced using standard techniques in
the FIGARO package on t!ie STARLINK Vax /780 computer at the Institute of Astronomy. The optical spectra
were optimally extracted using a routine similar to that
described by Home (Réf. 8) to maximise the signal - to
- noise ratio in the final results. The wavelength calibrations in all wavelength regions had r.m.s. errors < 0.15
of a resolution clement.
In principle an intercomparison of the different line
profiles in each object provides the most direct test for
any possible dynamical or kinematic models of the emission line region, but none has been developed to such a
detailed level. A first order parameterization of the results is to determine the redshifts of each of the emission
lines, aiid determine velocity differences between them.
In this case it is not very important which of the range
of possibilities we use to measure the redshift, provided
that we are internally consistent. Here we have fitted
(if necessary multiple) gaussiar. profiles to the lines, and
used the component required to fit the line peak to determine the rcdshift. This provides a good estimate for
the peak redshift, but is weighted by more points, and
hence less affected by noise than a pure peak determination would be. However, for strongly asymmetric lines,
such as the CIV line in Q0122 - 380 (figure 1) a gaussian fit is not possible, so a peak estimation was used.
The redshifts of the lines obtained by this procedure are
given in Table 2.
In all lines where absorption is present the redshifts
and equivalent widths were determined by fitting regions free from obvious absorption lines in the profile.
The Lya measurements were most severely affected by
absorption, and were further complicated by blending
with NV1240. The estimates for Lya were obtained by
removing those components in the fit which, by comparison with the CIV1549 profile, are likely to arise from
NV. For the other lines no attempt was made to remove
blended components, and there are few cases where this
is likely to make much difference to the results except,
perhaps, for the widths measured for the CIII] line.
The main result from the observations of 18 quasars,
that the HOT line is, on average, at ~ 1300 km s"1
higher redshift than CIV1549, is evident from table 2
and shown more explicitly in table 3. Thus the velocity
shift for Ha is comparable with that found for low ionization lines by Wilkes (Réf. 16.). Clearly, from tables
2 and 3, the high ionization lines (CIV and CIII]) and
Lyo tend to have lower redshifts than the low ionization
lines (OI and MgII) and Ha, but there is not always
good agreement within the broad ionization class. The
line profiles reflect this rough similarity within the two
classes. The exception to this is CIIIJ1909 which is often

broader than the other lines. However, CIII] 1909 may
well be blended with A1III1860 and SiIII] 1892 (Baldwin et al., Réf. 4); the width estimate applies to the
whole blend and so will not be directly comparable with
other line widths. Indeed, an extra component is often found in this line ~ 8000 km s~l shortward of the
peak wavelength, consistent with a strong AlIII component (see figs. 1 fc 3 for example). There is a tendency
for the low ionization lines to be narrower, confirming
earlier results (Réf. 15 and references therein), though
the line widths are not necessarily very different even
when the velocity shift is large. The most extreme velocity shifts are found for the two broad absorption line
quasars, Q1246 - 057 and Q1309 - 056. Here there is
some uncertainty in that the high ionization lines may
be affected by overlying absorption, though these two
objects are noteworthy in that their broad absorption
systems are detached - i.e. the emission lines do not
appear to be strongly absorbed. Figures 1 - 4 show examples of the line profiles for 4 objects with redshifts
z ~ 2.2 to illustrate the behavior seen.
3. THE Ho PROFILES
Because of the relatively high resolution of our data
compared with that of previous workers, it is now possible to directly compare the line profiles in high redshift
objects (see Figure SJ. In some objects, the Ha profile
is quite similar to a gaussian or perhaps a blend of two,
with one forming a broad base (see PKS 1448-232), but
others may show asymmetries of either sense as can be
seen by comparing the profiles of PKS 0237 - 232 and
Q 1101 — 264. Data at still higher resolution will, no
doubt, continue to reveal more of interest and also enable a detailed study of the of the profile shape to be
made, but this will probably have to await the arrival
of more efficient detectors and / or larger telescopes as
even in the case of Q 1101 — 264, one of the brightest
objects in our survey, it required ~ 8.6 hours of telescope time to achieve obtain good data at the present
resolution.
3.1 Lq / Ho in Q 1101 - 264 As an example of the variations of Lya / Ha with relative velocity, we present
data on the quasar Q 1101 — 264, one of the brightest in
our sample, and one for which we have good signal-tcnoise data for all lines. Because we were unable to obtain spectrophotometry for any of our objects, we have
used the data of Osmer and Smith (1977) to calibrate
our blended (Lya + NV) flux. We have fitted both the
Lya blend and the CIV line with a smooth curve in
order to compensate for the effects of absorption, and
have deblended the NV line from the Lya line by using
the CIV line as a template. Having obtained the profile
of the Lya line alone, it was then necessary to rcbin it
into velocity space at a resolution compariblc with that
of the Ha line before division of the profiles could be
achieved. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 5.

342, Réf. 18, 60) indicating substantial amounts of

2146 is contained in the warm
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Assuming that the object has not varied significantly
since the original Lya flux measurement was taken, the
resulting values of Lya / Ha should represent the true
values quite closely. The Ha flux has not noticeably
changed since the measurement of Allen et al. (Réf. 1),
and the current data should be accurate enough for pur
purposes. It can be seen that the ratio changes quite significantly, but smoothly, as_the relative velocity changes
from a value of ~ 30 to < 1, once more emphasising the
impossibility of modelling the BLR with a single cloud
model. For comparison, the value of Lya / Ha for the
integrated profile (again using the estimate of Osmer
and Smith to derive the Lya flux) is 2.3.
Collin-Souffrin and Dumont (Réf. 6) find that it is
possible to generate a Ha flux which is ~ 10 times as
large as the Lya flux in a large, optically thick region
heated by x-rays such as might exist in or near to an
accretion disk. The data show that such a scenario may
indeed be necessary.
3.2 Variability PKS 0743—673 was the only object which
varied significantly during the observing programme.
The infrared flux in the continuum and the Ha line was
~ 1.5 times higher in March 1987 than in November 1987
or April 1988. The later two observations are rather
noisy, but if anything the Ha line had an even greater
icdshift when it was faint than when it was bright. The
value given in Table 2 is derived from the March 1987
spectrum. Unfortunately, we did not obtain an optical
spectrum when it was in its "high" state in March 1987
so changes in the ultra-violet emission lines could not be
observed, and the parameters for the shorter wavelength
Unes given in Table 2 were determined from observations
made when the object was fainter.
4. THE NATURE OF THE VELOCITY
DIFFERENCES
The velocity differences observed in our sample of
objects together with the observed widths divide the
lines into two main groups with lines of similar ionization state lying in each group. The low ionization lines
(LIL) are represented by Ha , MgII, OI and CH (where
observed) and the high ionization lines (HIL) are represented by the Lya and CIV lines. Both this trend,
and the the difference in FWHM have beea noticed by
previous workers (Refs. 7,13,3), but the explanation of
this effect has not been conclusively settled although it
seems that radial motion coupled with some form of obscuration is the most likely cause. Pure obscuration of
the BLR Unes external to the clouds themselves will not
work as the OI1304 line does not show a similar shift to
the nearby Lya line, although it is possible that internal
obscuration of the HIL emitting clouds breaks the symmetry of any infall or outflow to generate the required
shift. The sense of the radial motion is still unclear but
identification of the LIL emission as arising from an extended accretion disk would seem to imply that the HIL
are in motion relative to the systeriic velocity, whereas
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the recent results of Junkkarineu (Réf. 9) seem to suggest that the systemic velocity lies closer to the Lya and
CIV measurement than to that of the MgII line, but it
would seem that a decision on this result must await the
extension of his sample to a greater number of objects.
A survey of 36 low-redshift Seyfert objects using both
optical and IUE data by Bryant and Ward (Réf. 5)
shows that the velocity difference between the Lya and
H/3 line is close to zero in contrast to the result presented here for a higher luminosity sample of AGN. If
Seyferts and AGN do behave in a similar manner, then
the difference is attributable to either an evolutionary
effect or to the influence of luminosity (and perhaps
mass). In this connection ij^is^inteicsting to uqte ; that
the only: parameter with which the velocity differences :::
were observed to be strongly correlated was the ratio of
the equivalent width of the CIII] blend to that of CIV
(see Figure 6). Possible explanations of this correlation
could involve some combination of ionizatioii parameter, density and luminosity but the way in which these
parameters could influence the shifts is unknown.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The Ha emission lines in high redsliift quasars have
broadly similar redshifts to low ionization Hues from OI
and MgII, and these are redshifted by ~ 1100 km s"1
with respect to higher ionization lines. Thus it appears
that most of the Ha emission we sec comes from HI regions near the quasar, and so is consistent with models
in which it arises through collisional excitation and ionization from the n = 2 level in hydrogen in this region.
These results also reinforce earlier work (Réf. 16 and references therein) on velocity shifts between species, and
the need for at least a two zone model for quasar emission lines involving mass flows and internal obscuration.
The possibility of studying the trend of Lya / Ha in
velocity space will enable models for the emission regions to be more critically tested than has been possible
before. The correlation of the velocity differences with
the ratio of CIII] / CIV is unexpected and requires explanation. The large velocity shifts for the two Broad
Absorption Line objects in our sample also raise questions regarding whether this is yet one more difference
which sets these objects apart from the general quasar
population.
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0237-23

QD122-3BO

Figure 2, Line profiles for Pla.0237—233 (z = 2.2). The details arc as
for fig. 1.
1246-057

Icm/s
Figure 1. Line profiles for !he redshift z = 2.2 quasar Q0122—380.
Each has been normalized tn approximately the same peak value, and
shifted vertically to avoid overlap. No attempt was made to remove
blended components, so the Lyn profile in particular has a significant
NV1240 component. The zero velocity line is at the rcdshift determined
for Ha.
Figure 3. Line profiles for the z =2.2 broad absorption line quasar
Q1246-057. The dip in the centre of the CHI]1909 profile is due to
= 1.202. The details are as for fig.l.
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THE MICROWAVE BACKGROUND IN STEADY-STATE COSMOLOGY

F Hoyle, N C Wickramasinghe
School of Mathematics
University of Wales College of Cardiff,
Senghenydd Road, Cardiff, CF2 4AG, UK

ABSTRACT
The form of the microwave background in strict
steady-state cosmology necpssarily differs from
a black-body spectrum at millimetre wavelengths,
and it does so in good agreement with recent
astronomical data.

INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the microwave background by
Penzias and Wilson in 1965 the steady-state theory
has been considered to be under a cloud, a cloud
which this paper in a measure disperses.
The
immense advantage of big-bang cosmology in coping
with a new phenomenon is that big-bang theories
contain an almost limitless potential for the
invention of unobservable epicycles, as indeed a
new epicycle is likely to be added in order to
explain the non-black-body deviation at shorter
wavelengths of the background (Réf. 1), the
principal topic to be discussed here. The steadystate theory, in contrast, has no such recourse,
because everything in the steady-state theory"has
to be explained in terms of on-going processes,
and therefore potentially observable processes.
The discovery of a phenomenon before the supporting astrophysics for it is known can appear,
or can be made to appear, as a defect of the
theory when it may be no more than a temporary
lack of knowledge of details. Inaccurate observations announced with sufficient confidence, as
happened with the counting of radiogalaxies, can
also be made to seem like a defect of the theory.
The steady-state theory was first derived by
coupling a scalar field to gravity, a procedure
that almost inevitably leads to the de Sitter
metric for the spacetime structure, viz
C2dt2-exp( 2Ht ) [dr2+r2d62+r2sin2edi|>2 ]

(1)

using spherical polar coordinates r,6,<ji with
r = O at the observer. This is as in modern
inflationary cosmology, but with the coupling
constant H the Hubble constant, not some much
larger unobservable value belonging to an earlier
unsubstantiated epoch. As in inflationary theory
matter is created, but heterogeneously in local
units rather than more or less homogeneously.
The local units are themselves each very much

like a big-bang cosmology, with an early high
density phase in which particle physics plays a
virtually identical role to that which it is
supposed to play in big-bang cosmology.
The
observed cellulai- structure of tile distribution .
of galaxies on a scale of about 30 Mpc '= O.OlcH
defines the size of the creation units as being
that of large clusters of galaxies, with local
'non-Hubble flow1 motions of a few thousand kilometres per second being generated by the creation
process itself. Such motions exist and they are
hard to understand in big-bang theories, because
non-Hubble motions decay in any theory as the
reciprocal of the expansion factor. Thus nonHubble motions must be "recent1 in terms of the
expansion factor, as they are in the steady-state
theory. They cannot be 'ancient* as they are
in big-bang cosmology.
Averaged over large volumes, the matter density p
is related to H by

3H2MuG

(2)

where G is the gravitational constant. This is
twice the critical closure density of big-bang
models. In a recent article, Tully (Réf. 2) has
pointed out that determinations of H from nearby
galaxies risk contamination from non-Hubble
motions. Tully also argued, we think correctly,
that Malmquist bias for more distant galaxies
is readily avoidable. Thus more distant galaxies
should provide better material for determining H
than nearer galaxies, a proposition which, if
accepted, leads a best value of H in the range
from 80 to 90 kilometres per megaparsec, and to
a = 2.73 x 10'29 g cm'3 for H = 85 km/mpc. This
is the total matter density. If we take ordinary
baryonic-leptonic matter to be about 1 percent of
the total, the baryonic density p), is about
3.10~31 g cm"3, a value commonly quoted.
To explain the microwave background in terms of
ongoing processes, sources of emission are
required. At a distance cH~l s 10-" cm or less
the sources must cover the sky, and they must do
so very uniformly. But the sources must not
attenuate visible light appreciably, since no
significant extinction is observed in the light
of distant galaxies. Hence the source material
needs to have the astrophysically unusual
property of emitting and absorbing significantly
more strongly at long wavelengths than at short,
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except that at very long wavelengths in the radio
band the absorption must die away to prevent radiogalaxies at large distanc, ^. being extinguished.
All these at_first sight unlikely properties are in
fact possessed by slender metallic whiskers, in
particular by whiskers of~:iron. ~ Except?at very
long wavelengths, the properties of such particles
can be calculated as infinite cylinders, for which
an accurate Mie-type solution is available. This
presumes an experimentally-determined value of the
refractive index n-ik to be used in the calculations. The 'optical constants' of metals are
actually available in the visible and near-infrared
on the one hand and under d.c. conditions on the
other hand, not unfortunately in the far-infrared
and microwave regions of the spectrum. Especially
difficult experimentally, the optical constants
are needed here under cryogenic conditions,
corresponding to the very low temperatures such
particles would have in astrophysical situations.
In the absence of this data we give calculated
values in Table 1 of the mass scattering and
absorption coefficients Ksca, Ka|,s for an
idealised case of a whisker with a wavelengthindependent conductivity o of 5.10^ s"l and a
radius of 10"6 cm.
The broad trend of the values
in Table 1 should be correct in order of magnitude.
In particular the rising trend of <sca + Kabs by
a factor of 100 or more from the visible to the
radio range is exhibited by all the calculations
of this type that we have performed.

by (3) is about 10 cm.
absorption falls as .\~

Above this wavelength the

Because we are dealing with a theory that operates
in , real time, and not a theory in which any assumption can be made provided-it- can-be-concealed in
the !inobservable obscurity of the distant past, we
have to ask. If such particles exist. In the laboratory they-certainly do, and in astronomy it is
hardto understand the wavelength distribution
observed for the Crab pulsar without their inter- vention. Is radiation really absent from 30pm to
about 10 cm in the intrinsic spectrum of the pulsar
radiation, or is it that radiation from the pulsar
in this range is being heavily absorbed by metallic
whiskers that have formed in the Crab éjecta, and
which therefore surround the pulsar? The latter .appears to us to be the more likely.

log WAVELENGTH (iiml

B

G

4

2

j

^0540-693

log PHOTON ENERGYIeV)

O

3

6

9

***'-••«.

Table 1
Mass scattering and absorption coefficients
cm2 g-1 for infinite cylinders of conductivity
it = 5.1O18 s-1 and radius lQ~~^m in random
orientation

WL(M)
3.000E-1
5.000E-1
8.000E-1
1.QOOEQ
2.000EO
5.000EO
1.000E1
3.ODOEI
1.000E2
3.000E2
5.000E2
8.000E2
1.000E3
1.200E3
1.500E3
2.000E3
3.000E3
5.000E3
1.000E4

abs

4.903E3
5.863E3
7.730E3
9.112E3
1.686E4
it. ItTtU
9.941E4
4.343E5
3.001E6
1.609E7
3.014E7
4.G44E7
5.412E7
5.991E7
6.f.'-E7
7.272E7
7.922E7
8.402E7
8.712E7

1.925E5
1.413E5
1.707E5
1.884E5
2.639E5
4.377E5
6.653E5
1.369E6
3.07AE6
5.539E6
6.229E6
5.999E6
5.593E6
5.160E6
4.559EG
3.758E6
2.729E6
1.737E6
9.004E5

The use of infinite cylinders for making such
calculations fails at a wavelength X given by
by

» =A a1 (t>

(3)

where A is a numerical coefficient of order 0.05
and l/d is the length-to-diameter ratio of the
whisker, the failure being due to charge separation effects towards the ends of the whiskers.
In the laboratory the ratio l/d is found to attain
unexpectedly large values of 105 or more, so that
for o = 5.1018 s'1 the wavelength limit given

NON PULSED
PUt-SCD
I

."."I

.

.'.'V".1.
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24

log FREdUENCY(Hz)

Fig.l Spectrui of the Crab Hebula and SN-0540-693. Solid Unes
sho» pulsed spectra, dashed lines are steady ciission. Crosses
represent data for SH-0540-69J. (See réf.3 for references to
original datai
In a former paper (Réf. 3) we argued that at least
some reasonable fraction of metallic whiskers
condensing in supernova éjecta would escape therefrom without destruction due "to sputtering. In an
interstellar or intergalactic environment whiskers
would be amply cool enough for volatiles to condense
at their surfaces, thereby providing protective
coatings against subsequent destruction by sputtering. In sum then, there are reasonable grounds
for supposing that metallic whiskers exist in
astronomy.
Unlike big-bang cosmology, where all galaxies have
closely the same age, In the steady-state theory a
galaxy, together with associated cluster members,
can have any age. The probability that a sample
of material has age between t and t+dV is 3H exp3Ht dt, from which it is seen that the average of
samples is | H"1, 3.83 x 109 years for H = 85km/mpc.
Since the astrophysical ages of stars in our galaxy
are well-calculated to be as great as 15 x 1O^
years in some cases, our galaxy has an age of about
4H~l/3, an impossibility in big-bang cosmology where
the preferred age of the universe is 2H~l/3. But
not an impossibility in the steady-state theory
where the chance of living in a system at least as
old as 4H"!/3 is exp-4, about 1 in 55.
The conclusion that we happen to live in an exceptionally old cluster of galaxies is well born out
by the advanced state of the conversion of gas to
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stars in most galaxies within a range of -O.Olcir^.
IM regions with more typical ages «F - \ H~' the
!version would he-expected to-be at a far oar•r -stage, with a for higher ratio of gas to
Ki.'rs.
Such more typical regions should display
<•' properties that'were "operative" in "our own
-•3lor. more than 10'° years ago, once again in
real lime, not at a distant epoch hoyond the
range, of ohsorvation as in big-hang cosmology.
Such situât ions should be almost at our doorstep,
if by doorstep wo mean a distance -O.Olcll"'. It
w i l l indeed be to such regions that we shall look
for the sources responsible for generating the
microwave background.
To conclude this introduction, why do we lie in an
ex,
ionally old system? If we suppose that
upwanis of ' )'° years are needed to evolve an
animal of our standard of intelligence we have no
option hut to be in an exceptionally old system.
The requirement would be an anthropic necessity.
IHPLICATtONS OF THE STEADY-STATE CONDITION
In any approximately homogeneous cosmology, whcthcr
hig-bang or steady-state, a smooti. radiât-jn field
of energy density W satisfies the time-dependent
equation
dW
dt

+ S,

(3)

where S is the supply-rate per unit proper volume
into the radiation field. In the big-bang case,
equation (3) witl,
e usual Hubble constant applies
only at the present moment of cosmological time.
At other times the appropriate change of H has to
be made. In the steady-state theory, however, it
is always the same. And in the so-called 'perfect'
steady-state dW/dt = O, whereas in the big-bang
S = O.
The condition dW/dt = O arises in the following
way. No property can exist in the steady-state
theory unless it can regenerate itself against
the expansion of the Universe in the time-scale
H~l (the term -4HW in (3) being due to expansion).
This necessity strictly only requires that the
time average of dW/dt over H"' be zero. The more
restrictive condition dW/dt = O comes from the
'perfect' conjectures of Bondi and Gold, whereas
dW/dt = O would follow the view advanced by one
of the present writers. The latter provides the
theory with greater resources than the 'perfect'
form, but unfortunately it also loses much of the
strong predictive quality of the latter, for which
reason it has mostly been in its restricted
'perfect' form that the steady-state theory has
been considered. We shall follow the usual
practice here, taking dW/dt = O rather than
dW/dt = O.
Write E erg g~* s~* for the average production
rate of electromagnetic energy into W, so that S
is the product of E with the universal baryonic
proper density P), = 3.10~31 g cm~3. 71,6 condition
S = 4HW for dW/dt = O then gives
E = 4HW/P, .
O

(I1)

Interpreting the radiation field as the microwave
background with an effective temperature of 2.75K,
putting Pb = 3.1Q~31 g cm3. If = 2.76 x 10~ia s"1,
equation (4) gives e = 15.9 erg g~l s~l. Or in
solar units
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(5)
a result in very close correspondence with the
energy-production rate in the far -infrared-of
molecular clouds in isolated and weakly interacting nearby galaxies (Réf. 4). Almost without
effort it seems, the 'perfect' form of the theory
throws up a result in agreement with observation,
and it does so ironically at a point close Io
where it has been most criticised.
It is this
power of the theory, applicable in a number of
other directions and quite absent from big-bang
cosmology, that has made a few cosmologists
reluctant to abandon the theory, despite its
condemnation by the cognoscenti.
An oven more remarkable situation follows from
considering the nature of the sources, lake the
now-familiar infrared sources, the energy output
Is taken to come from ordinary stars lying towards
the centre of a source. If the envelope around
the inner stars is to have anything more than an
ephemeral existence-, the equations of I)Ot h mechanical and radiative equilibrium must- ho satisfied
within It. Provided ihc total mas.t H in appreciably larger than Hg, the energy output L of
tlie inner stars must satisfy the Eddington l i m i t
to a good approximation, which at the outer
surface takes the form
K L = /me G M

(ft)

whore K is the opacity per unit mass at the
surface', if tho opacity K(T) expressed as a
function of the temperature T has a maximum at
T = 1'mnx, say, then it can be shown from fairly
sophisticated considerations that the envelope
adjusts itself so that T3 = Tmax. This appears
to be the manner of determination of tho surface
t"1 ^erature T5 for sources which emit in the far
CU"*-"!. But if K(T) increases monotonically
wi h 'I, as th*3 values of Kabs -t- Ksca do in Table
1, the surface condition tajïe.s a mors obvious for;»,
namely !.hat the product of the outer radius Ii, the
mean density 3MMuR^, and the surface opacity Ks
must he of order unity, giving

(7)
Eliminating Ks between (6) and (7) gives
I. = 3c G M2/R2 ,

(8)

or alternatively
2

O)

L

x = 3cÏÏ '

But the effective surface temperature Ts is defined
by
trac R

(10)

whence
_
(11)

3^aC2G

«

a being the radiation density constant. The
astonishing point emerges that, employing only
the simple requirements (6) and (7) ior the
stability of the source, the surface temperature
is determined in terms of E = L /M, the energy
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production per unit mass of the source. Using
e = 15.9 erg g'1 s'1, as in (5) gives T., = 2.77K.
For a source in vacuo Ts' is not only the effective
temperature but also the emission temperature Tera.
But for a source embedded in a cosmic background
of effective temperature TBG the emission temperature is given by
T

em = Ts + T B G -

(12

>

This is because the source absorbs and reemits
radiation from the background. Putting TBG=
2.75K, Ts = 2.77K in (12) gives Tem = 3.282K.
This raising of Tem above TBG already tells us
that radiation from the source.will contain excess
energy at subrmillimetre wavelengths, above the
black-body distribution for temperature TBG- It
is to be noted that in substituting the average
energy production rate e for LX/M in (11) it was
assumed implicitly that most baryonic material
exists in sources, most baryonic material being
in young systems of age \ H~l, not in older
systems like our own supercluster. We have here
an insight into how young systems condense into
stars and galaxies, by forming a multitude of
sources analogous to molecular clouds, perhaps
with M of order 103M0. In that case LX/M S E =
8.26 L0/M according to (5), together with Lx =
TIaCR2T3^, Ts = 2.77K, leads to R = 2.75 x 1019cm.
Within the cosmological distance cH"l the total
baryonic mass 4nc3H~3p[,/3 is about 8.1O20M0,
sufficient for almost 1018 sources. Thus we have
to think of the microwave background as being
caused by an immense swarm of sources, each with
a radius for microwaves of about 10 parsecs, a
swarm so immense that it is no surprise that
observation should have shown the background to
be exceedingly smooth on the sky.
Because the opacity under consideration is orders
of magnitude less in the visible than for microwaves, visible light penetrates easily through the
outer regions of sources. However, in their interiors at distances of 10^° to lO^cm from the
inner stars there would probably be more conventional sources of opacity, as for example ordinary
interstellar grains, that would make for tiny
opaque disks capable of occulting light from more
distant objects. A disk of diameter lO^cm at a
distance 2.102^cm, for example, would have an
angular diameter of only,10"^ arc seconds, far
too small it seems to be detectable. Nevertheless
it is of interest that the theory predicts the
existence on a cosmological scale of a swarm of
exceedingly tiny occulting disks in the sky.
It will not nave escaped the reader's notice that
the effective temperature Ts = 2.77K of the sources
has turned out to be exceedingly close to TBG =
2.75K, and it will be wondered where the mainspring for this deduction really lay. It lay in
the 'perfect' cosmological form of the steadystate theory, the requirement dW/dt = O, W =
a TgG« a requirement that led to the deduction
£ = 15.9 erg g"l s~* for the average production
rate of microwave energy. Then irrespective of
the mass H into which the baryonic content of the
universe is formed into sources one obtains T3 —
2.77K for their effective surface temperature, a
result that well-illustrates the remarkable power
of the cosmological theory. If we were in a
position to proceed otherwise, from a knowledge
of the details of how creation units form into
sources, it seeds likely that we would be able to

deduce the exact equivalence of T5 and TBGI implying that the background plays an important role in
the origin of sources, thereby establishing a
closed loop in which sources produce the background
and the background influences the development of
sources. Otherwise we would have to suppose that
the near coincidence of Ts and TBG is accidental,
which seems unlikely.
It was emphasised above that at long wavelengths-> - 10 cm the infinite cylinder calculation of
opacity values for whiskers, even with a length-todiameter, ratio as large as - 10s, is no longer
valid, and that opacity values then fall away as
A"-. Thus at long wavelengths the sources of
microwaves contract on the sky into smaller disks,
rather as they do in the visible but not to the
same extent. This permits radio sources of a
conventional kind to be little obscured at long
wavelengths, even though such sources may be at
cosmological distances, - cH~*.
THE SPECTRUM OF THE BACKGROUND
On the simplifying assumptions that the sources all
have the same mass M and the same LX/M, and that
the opacity does not vary with the frequency v, it
is shown in the Appendix that the flux Iv per unit
bandwidth per steradian at the observer is given
by the elegant result

I = CLV (
v
J

F[V,T x]x""1dx ,
em

(13)

where

* TBG'TS 3 * •
2hvVZ
' emxl ~ exp(hv/kT

FIu T

(15)

with Tem given in terms of T5 = 2.77K, TBG = 2.75K
by (12), i.e. Tem = 3.282K. Figure 2 shows the
curve for vlv calculated for these values compared
to observed points at various v, the latter being
in the same notation as Matsumoto (Réf. 1), the
new determinations obtained by these investigators
being the heavy solid points at the submillimetre
wavelengths.
Even with the simplifying assumptions just meiiticned, the steady-state theory is
evidently in
better agreement with observation î \\zri the black-body expectation of big-bang
i
theor'.i -, :ilirss somr form of epicycle is.added
to sue! th< or.ti.-s. The values of vlv at frequencies lower than in Figure 2 follow a RayleighJeans distribution with a temperature TRJ given
by
n,

RJ

-TT T
CL+I em

: I T
= 2.63K
5 em

06)

a little lower than TBG= 2.75K, a result that some
observers have claimed to find.
The reader will see from the Appendix that (13) is
obtained from an Olbers-type calculation including
redshift effects. Strictly, such calculations must
always be cut-off at some hole surrounding the
observer, in this case a hole determined by the
scale of our local supercluster, which according
to previous discussion is an unusually old system
contributing little to the integral. This refinement would reduce the upper limit of the integral
in (13) to about 0.99 instead of unity, a small
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effect we have not troubled to include in calculating Figure 2.
I

IP "'"""Hob

10"

side is to be calculated for
T4 = i(i + mean opacity, _4
em
2
opacity_at_ v' s

4
BG

(17)

at each value of v. The opacity for v £ vo is
essentially the mean opacity, so that for vo =
7 cm"! we have
L
L
L
T
= T + 1T
era
s
BG

u

S10"

-1

, v $ 7 cm

(18)

(19)

Figure 3 shows the results for vlv obtained from
(13), (18) and (19), now in really good agreement
with the observations, Ts being taken as 2.77K,
IBG as 2.75K, as before, and a being set at 4.

1cm

i

1mm

Fig.2 Dashed line is B-B curve for 1=1.1H. Solid curve is
prediction for S-S theory «hen the «avelength dependence of opacity
in sources is ignore!, (oints are observations \rel.i).
Both the approximations used to obtain Figure 2
reduce the submillimetre fluxes, causing the
curve to fall off more steeply than the observations. If instead of 5 sources, say, with LX/M
all equal to 8 we had two sources with Lx/M = 6,
two with Lx/M = 8 and one with LX/M = 12, the
mean value of Lx/M for the five would stay the
same. The two with Lx/M = 6 would have their
Tern values lowared slightly, but so far as emission on the shortwave side of the microwave peak
was concerned the raising of Ten for the source
with Lx/M = 12 would lift the sum on the shortwave
side - because of the sensitivity of the Planck
function to temperature in the Wien region of the
spectrum. Spreading the Lx/M values for the
sources therefore tends to lift the emission at
the shorter wavelengths. Detailed calculations
show, however, that this effect is not as strong
as one might expect at first sight, not as strong
it seems as the frequency dependence of the
opacity. The following discussion will therefore
be confined to the latter refinement.
Mie-type calculations, of which the case set out
in Table 1 is an example, typically have

d

abs

(17)

d In v

small compared to unity to the left of the microwave peak, but changing into a slope of -1 in the
submillimetre region, a behaviour in effect between two asymptotes of slopes O and -1. Such
behaviour can be approximated by an opacity that
is constant, as assumed above, for v < vo, and is
proportional to vo/v for v >. vo, vo being a frequency close to the microwave peak, say vo =
7 cm~l. Now a decreasing opacity for v £ vo
implies that radiation at frequencies greater than
V0 escapes from deeper levels in the source, where
the temperature is higher than it is for the
escape of radiation with v J V0, causing the submillimetre emission to be raised. Following the
simple theory of stellar atmospheres (e.g.
Eddington, 1926, p.330, equation 229.A) the
increase of the emission temperature is by the
factor Ii(I + mean opacity/opacity at v)]l/u .
Returning to (13), the integral on the right-hand

10 » (cnfl> ,oo

ICT'0 -

S 10"
J*
:»
Il
10"

1cm

1mm

lOOum

Fig.3 Saie as in Fig.2 except «ith the «avelength dependence of
opacity included.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
If the steady-state theory were as wrong as many
people think, it would be astonishing that so
much correspondence with observation should follow
from the single assumption made above, dW/dt = O.
The maintenance of the microwave background
requires an energy production rate of about 16
erg g"l s"l, a typical value foi- molecular clouds,
suggesting that clouds with masses - IO^MQ constitute the microwave sources. The physical conditions (6) and (7), necessary for the persistence
of the sources, then lead to an estimate close to
2.8K for their effective surface temperatures,
which together with the background itself produces
emission at radiation temperatures of about 3.3K,
leading inevitably to an emission spectrum with a
'blue bump1, as shown in Figure 2. Attention to
the details of the opacity source within the
clouds then leads to the excellent agreement with
observation shown in Figure 3.
If big-bang cosmology were the correct theory, as
many people think, it would be remarkable, it
seems to us, that so little correspondence with
observation should have emerged over the last two
decades that have elapsed since the microwave
background was discovered. Correct theories in
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energy by a factor 1/(1+z), and because a second
factor l/(l+z) appears-in-the counting rate of
quanta. Writing

the past have never sheltered in the darkness of
"unverifiable hypotheses to the extent that bigbang cosmology continues to do.

sih6-d6

-APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF A FORMULA FOR THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM
AND OTHER MATTERS
The spacetime metric is that for the steady-state
theory,

1 + z = exp-Ht, t < O ,

(A2)

the r coordinate of the source being related to
z by
T=CH-1Z.

(A3)

The energy emission rate into the frequency range
v(l+z) to (v+dvHl+z) by a source of radius R and
emission temperature T6n is
2

(M)

TiR c U[v(l+z),T
3

3

where U( v,Tem) = 8irhv c- /(exp hv/kTem-l). Multiplying (AA) by the density, n say, of sources per
unit proper volume and by the proper volume associated with the coordinate ranges r to r+dr, 8 to
8+d8, it to «+dt, viz
r2sin6 dr d8 d».exp 3Ht

drdSd»,

(A5)

gives the emission rate into the frequency range
v(l+z) to (v+dv)(l+z) from the sources present in
the coordinate ranges in question,
nuR2 c U[v(l+z),T

]r S1"S!

(A6)

2

em

In travelling from (r,8,$) to r = O, absorption
attenuates the radiation by the factor exp—t(r),
where t(r) is the optical depth along the path
of the radiation,
R2

T(r) =

dr

'

(A7)

(All)

F[v(l+z),Tera) = ^

multiplying (A6), (A3) and (A9), and integrating
with respect to the redshift z, leads to the
following result for the flux at r = O,

ds2 = c2dt2 - exp(2Ht) [dr2+r2d82+r2sin29dij>2], (Al)
the observer being at the origin of the spherical
polar coordinates r,8,«K Choosing the scale of
the r coordinate to give t = O at the moment of
observation, a source of radiation emitting at
time t experiences a redshift z given by

- (AlO)

dv dn

= cH"1 dv

ï f miR2
(1+z)"

* r\

F[v(1+z).T em ]dz
(A12)

Taking the positions of sources to be uncorrelateiT
with respect to each other, and taking dn large L r
enough for n to be defined with respect to suffi-ciently large proper volumes, because of the very
large number of sources n can be taken as a constant to within very small fluctuations, i.e. n
independent of z in the steady-state theory.
Putting
a = cH"miR

(A13)

and noting that
F[v(l+z),T

) = (l+z) 3 .F[v,T /(1+Z)],

(Al/))

the integral on the right-hand side of (A12)
becomes

dz

/1+z J

f F[v,T
'
o

(l+z)a+
(AlS)

whence

vl

= avj

F[V ,1

(A16)

the result used to calculate the curves of Figures
2 and 3.
The total emission rate at all frequencies into
unit proper volume is n irac R~Tem. This total
includes both the output of the sources,
nuacR^Tg, and the reradiation of energy absorbed
from the background. The condition that the
energy W = a TjJG of the background to be maintained continuously (dW/dt =0), on which our
whole argument has been based, requires

1+Hr 7c

The factor l/(l+Hr'/c) appears in (A7) because the
proper distance associated with the coordinate
range r' to r"+dr is dr'/(l+z") uhere z' = Hr'/c.
Alternatively we can write
exp-r(r) = exp-t(z) = exp/-cH~J J

miR2 |
|
r
|
. (A8)

To obtain the contribution of the emission (A5) to
the observed microwave flux at r = O we have also
to multiply by the geometrical inverse square law

1

1

(A9)

The factor l/(l+z) arises because the frequency
range v(l+z) to (V-Mv)(1+z) at emission becomes
u to v+dv at reception, with every quantum losing

rniacfiV = It HW = 4 Ha TgG

(A17)

from which it follows that
a = cH"1 miR2 = A TgG/T^ •

(AlB)

which is the form of a used in the main text.
Treating the source density n as a function of
z,6,iji instead of as a constant, and taking v to
be in the Rayleigh-Jeans region of the spectrum
(to which most attention to the isotropy or
otherwise of I has hitherto been confined) we
v
have
F[v(l+z),Tem] = 2v2c"2(l+z)2k
and (A12) gives

(A19)
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J (8tdi}/(UITV K T - R c
GHl

V

H

J

dz
f n ( z . 8 . « ) exp-T(z)
, ,
(A20)
>o
(1+z)the absorption factor exp-T(z) being given by (A8),

=

exp-T(z) = BXpI-TiR2CH"1 f n(z',e,4) ~r] .
'o
Rewriting (A20) in the form

(A21)

Again taking n constant for sources outside the
local region, Iv becomes independent of $. With
a = cH'l n TiR- as before and integrating (A8)
from zo to z instead of from O to z, we get

)- -2vV2k
and integrating by parts leads to
I (e.u) = 2 V2k T
em

[1 - ( exp-T(z) dz ,1
J0
(1+z)2

,

l+z_c

(A23)

in which deviations from isotropy can arise from
the absorption factor exp-t(z). In the special
case where n is constant, (A21) gives exp-i(z) =
(l+z)-a, a = cH-liTR2n, and (A23) leads to

I = =SL. v2 c"2 k T

for .6 = O.and,is.c" H (D-r0), while the largest _ value of Z0 occurs for 6 = TI and is c~*H _(D+r0).
Since intermediate values of 6 will have intermediate values of Z0'we can already guess that
the dependence of zo on 6 will-generate a small
dipole term in Iv, the axis of the dipole being
defined by the line joining the centre of the
hole to our galaxy.

exp-T(z)

-.v2c"2kT

I.(B)
9n

T _T

Wz v"c

For two reasons, purely statistical fluctuations
in the source density n can produce very little
anisotropy in Iv. One reason is the extremely
large number of sources, of order 1018 according
to the main text. The other is that variations of
n from point to point are twice smoothed in the
above integrals, smoothed from redshift zero to z
in the determination of exp-T(z) from (A21), and
then exp—r(z) is itself smoothed by the integration in (A23). Systematic variations of n can of
course produce appreciable anisotropy in Iv, to
any degree one pleases according to what is
assumed for the systematic effects. Unfortunately,
knowledge that at present we do not possess would
be necessary here for a worthwhile calculation to
be made. We would need to have more knowledge of
the development of creation units, of the origin
of sources, and of the details of the formation
of aggregates of sources, as may happen when
galaxies are formed. In particular, it is possible,
and perhaps likely, that the microwave background
may itself play a role in these processes. In the
steady-state theory, deviations from uniformitv
are not uncorrelated with each other, and it is
the very nature of systematic effects that all
correlations and feedback processes must be known
before they can be discussed meaningfully.
Nevertheless there is one systematic effect, leading as it seems to the largest observed deviation
of Ix, from isotropy, that is an exception to these
statements. In the main text it was argued from
the paucity of gas in our galaxy and in the galaxies of the local supercluster generally, together
with an age argument contingent on a value of 80
to 90 km £~l/mpc for H, that we live in an exceptionally old atypical region. If this is so, then
the lower limits of the integrals in (A21) and
(A22) should not be zero but should be set at some
small redshift value, zo say, that varies with
6,(J), and which therefore produces a small anisotropy in Iv. This is because we live in a hole
esentially without sources. Take the hole to be
a sphere of diameter D and let our galaxy be at
distance ro from the centre of the hole. Using the
line from the centre to our galaxy as the axis of
spherical polars, the smallest value of Z0 occurs

(A25)

Inserting (A25) into (A22) then gives

(A24)

the Rayleigh-Jeans distribution for temperature
a Tem/a+l, a result noted above in the main text.

1+z

kT

em

(A26)

to sufficient accuracy. Putting Z0 = c H(D+r )
for 6 = O,TT therefore generates a dipole term
in Iv(0) of amount c~^H r0 about a temperature
that is slightly lowered from a Tem/(l+a) to
a Te1n(I-C-1HD)/(1+a). Expressing the dipole term
as a velocity, v say, we have simply v/c equal
to C-1H rn, i.e.

v = Hr

(A27)

For H = 85 km s -1//rape and for the observed dipole
in the microwave background v = 600 km s"l; and
the distance r0 of our galaxy from the centre of
the local hole must be about 7 rape. Typically
r0 would be about three-eighths of the diameter D
of the hole, giving D - 20 mpc.
The theory thus states that we live in a system
with a diameter - 20 Mpc in which galaxies are
mostly old with little remaining gas and few
microwave sources. It is only outside this region
that the average conditions pertaining to the
universe at large are reached. That we live in an
atypical old region (probably as an anthropic
necessity) is a reason why observers in the past
have felt that local galaxies do not match the
expectations of the steady-state theory very well.
Predictions tend usually to refer to average
situations, whereas the local situation is
necessarily exceptional.
Of course the above discussion does not preclude
a second dipole term in Iv arising, as is usually
supposed, from a non-Hubble motion of our galaxy
within the local region. Situations in nature can
be very complicated, and they usually are.
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Abstract
We present multiaperture 2.1 - 2.5 um CVF spectra
ofNGC 3227, NGC 4151, and NGC 2782. The CO feature is not detected in either NGC 4151 or NGC 2782,
but is marginally detected in NGC 3227. In addition,
the data suggest the presence of a weak radial gradient
in the strength of the CO feature in NGC 3227.

Keywords: Active galactic nuclei, CO, Star formation

1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental question in the study of active galaxies is the source of the ionizing continuum. While the
conventional mechanism is thought to be accretion onto
a massive collapsed object (e.g., black hole), many authors have maintained that the observations usually invoked as evidence for central massive objects can also
be understood in terms of violent star formation activity (Refs. 9, 10). Since hot black body continua are
indistinguishable in the ultraviolet from non-stellar ionizing continua, continuum studies do not unambiguously
resolve the controversy between the starbursl and the
black hole hypothesis. Moreover, emission line diagnostics only provide indirect evidence about the nature
of the ionizing spectrum and so, for the same reasons,
are incapable of distinguishing between stellar and nonstellar ionizing continua.
An alternative approach is to search for observational
evidence of massive star formation: in particular, spectral signatures of supergiants that result from the rapid
evolution of massive stars produced by prodigious star
formation activity. The gravity-sensitive Call triplet

near 8500 A is one of these features and has been observed by Terlevich et al. (Réf. 10) in active galaxy nuclei (AGN's). They found lh.it the equivalent widths of
the Call lines in Seyferl galaxies reach values typical of
supergiant stars. Moreover, they showed that this result is not a metallicity effect and that the Call linos
must arise from the nuclei themselves and not from the
bulges of the host galaxies. The profiles of the nuclear
Call lines indicate that it is very unlikely that they arc
produced by accretion disks, and therefore, Torlcvich f.l
at. conclude that their result can be explained only by
recent, copious formation of massive stars inside AGN's.
The first overtone of CO longward of 2.29 tan is another feature indicative of evolved massive stars, as its
depth varies with spectral type and gravity. In fact,
strong CO features detected in NGC 6240 and Arp 220
(Refs. 2, 8) provide evidence that massive star formation is the dominant energy source in these objects. The
depth of the feature provides a clue as to the age of
the starburst as it reaches a maximum asymptotic band
strength long after rapid star formation has ceased (Réf.
11). Unfortunately, the strength of the CO feature is
sensitve to metallicity as well as gravity so that it not
an unambiguous indicator of the presence of young latetype supergiant stars. However, the ambiguity inherent
in using the CO bands as tracers of massive star formation can be mitigated through spatially resolved observations aimed at finding gradients in the CO feature.

2. OBSERVATIONS
We obtained infrared spectroscopic measurements between 2.1 and 2.5 pm at the TIRGO //2O infrared 1.5-m
telescope in February 1988. A circular variable filter
was positioned in front of a single-element InSb detector with both the detector and the filter cooled to solid
nitrogen temperature. Similarly cooled diaphragms in
the focal plane defined the aperture dimensions. Sky
subtraction was performed with a wobbling secondary
at a frequency of approximately 2 Hz. We used reference beams spaced 2 arcmin EW of the galactic nucleus,
and a beam-switching technique was used to eliminate
linear variations in the sky background. Duration of a
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full beam-switching cycle was typically 3 seconds per
spectroscopic data point.
~ The spectra were taken through an aperture of 17
and 21 arcsec with a resolution of ~ 60 at 21 arcsec.
Atmospheric extinction and instrumental response were
corrected for by observing A-type stars close on the sky
to the galaxies. Wc repeated a sequence of source spectra alternated with standard star spectra to minimize
potential errors due to changes in atmospheric transparency; this technique also gives realistic observational
errors deduced from the repeatability of the galaxy-toslandard star ratio.
The spectra are shown in Figure 1; the observed spectrum of a late-type star is also shown for comparison.
The dotted line indicates a black body in the RayleighJeans approximation (e.g., K \'4).
A spectroscopic OO index was calculated by comparing the absorption depth at 2.36 n to the nearby continuum. The absorption was integrated from 2.34 to 2.40
Itm and the continuum from 2.17 to 2.23 /im. This CO
index expressed in magnitudes should be roughly comparable to the narrow-band filter photometric CO indices
measured by Frogel el al. (Réf. 4) (c.f., Rcfs. 5, 11).
Table 1 gives a brief observing log together with the
observed spectroscopic CO index in magnitudes. Also
included are CO data of late-type stars observed for the
purpose of cross-checking the spcclrocopic CO index. In
Table 1 where more than one source measurement cited,
data were acquired on more than one night.

3. RESULTS
3.1 NGC 4151
NGC 4151 \s compact at 10 /mi, and its infrared spectrum resembles that of a QSO (Réf. 3). McAlary and
Rieke (Réf. 6) find that in a 10 arcsec aperture almost
90% of the flux is nonstcllar. We lind that this galaxy
shows no gradients in the CO index. There is a clnar
infrared excess that has been discussed in some detail
by Rieke and Lebofsky (Réf. 7) who conclude that it is
due to thermal reradiation of the energy from the central
source and comes from a compact region. The infrared
emission appears unresolved as the flux level difference
between large and small aperture measurements averages
around 4% which is on the order of the observational errors of_2r3%. Our apertures correspond-to a linear size
of 990 pc (17 arcscc) and 1220 pc (21 arcscc), respectively, assuming a distance of 12 Mpc (corresponding to
a recessional velocity of 950 km s~' and Hn = 75 km s~').

3.2 NGC 3227
Around half the flux in NGC 3227 at 2.2 /mi in a 10
arcsec aperture is nonstellar (Réf. 6), while at 10 //m the
source is extended (Réf. 3). We detect CO in this galaxy
only in the large aperture. The strength of the feature
is consistent with the value expected for the population
of the galactic bulge. No CO is detected in the smaller
aperture. The near-IR emission in NGC 3227 appears to
be resolved as the differences in flux between the smaller
and larger aperture averages around 20%; the linear size
of our apertures corresponds to 990 pc (17 arcsec) and
1220 pc (21 arcsec) as for NGC 4151.

3.3 NGC 2782
Table 1
Aperture
No. source
CO Index
(arcsec) measurements
(mag)
17
4
-0.053
NGC 4151
21
3
-0.048
17
3,2
0.069 ± 0.041
NGC 2782
17
4,2
NGC 3227
0.01 ± 0.014
4
21
0.043
HR 3304
1
0.140
(K5 III)
(0.15)'
HR 1707
1
0.313
(M7 III)
(M 0.25)2

NGC 2782 is a "starbwrsi" galaxy with red nearinfrared colors (J-K .> 1.1) (Réf. 1). The depth of the
CO feature in this galaxy is consistent with the near-Ill
emission being due to giant stars in the galactic bulge.

Name

Notes to Table 1:
1
z

Measured by Frogel et al. (1978).

Mean value for spectral type and luminosity class given
in Frogel et al. .

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We find no evidence in llie present observations for
a radial increase in the depth of the CO absorption towards the centre of the galaxies studied. If anything, the
contrary seems to be the case. This may be either due
to insufficient signal to noise of the small aperture data
or to the increased contribution of a continuum without
CO. The results of Terlevich et al. (Réf. 10) indicate that
the former is the most likely explanation. In either case,
it seems clear that further CO observations with large
telescopes and higher spatial resolution will be p WCT "ul
probes of the nuclear regions of active galaxies.
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noted.
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ABSTRACT
We have used evolutionary population
synthesis models to study the Far Infrared emission in star-forming galaxies.
The dust particles are heated by the
energetic photons originated in the young
massive stars and reradiate the energy
thermally in the FIR. Our models can explain the tight correlation between the
FIR and the radio emission actually observed, considering both the thermal and
the non-thermal contribution to the radio
continuum. He have also studied the time
evolution of the ratio FIR/LHp, which appears to be a good age indicator, complementary of other indicators as the Hp
equivalent width.

In this contribution we discuss the
evolution with time of the FIR emission
and its dependence on the star formation
scenario. We also analyze the correlation
between the FIR and Radio emission and
the Hp luminosity.
2. EVOLUTIONARY MODELS
Our evolutionary population synthesis
models have been explained in greater detail in refs. 2 and 3. We have used stellar evolutionary tracks from Maeder and
Meynet (réf. 4), including mass loss and
overshooting, and a given IMF to derive
the number of stars of each luminosity
class (I, III and V) and spectral subtype
(O3 to M5). The principal features of the
models habe been summarized in table 1.

Keywords: starburst galaxies - Far Infrared emission - evolutionary models
Table 1
1. INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that dust
grains present in or near starforming regions are heated by the stellar radiation
field, mainly by the UV photons emitted
by massive young stars, reradiating the
absorbed energy in the Far Infrared (30300 jam) . Although the gas represents most
of the mass of these regions, most of the
energy is radiated by dust, which governs
thus the transport of the energy and
strongly influences their structure and
evolution, generating turbulence and more
star formation or its inhibition.
Star formation has been modelled in
the past by different authors (réf. 1),
using evolutionary population synthesis
techniques to derive the optical and UV
continuum and line fluxes. The availability of IRAS data and IUE spectra for a
large sample of galaxies induced us to
also synthesize the FIR emission expected
from a star-forming region. Only by simultaneously analyzing the UV and FIR
fluxes can the strength and properties of
the star formation process be derived.

MUD and Mlow are the upper and lower mass
lifiits of the IMF and x its slope.

M

low

X

Stellar tracks
Star formation
rate (SFR)
Time step

12O
6O
2
-1 -2 -3
Z0 Z /10
instantaneous bursts (IB)
continuous
(CSFR)
5 0.05 Myr

He have improved previous models essentially in two ways. First, we have included bot Z0 and ZQ/10 metallicity stellar evolutionary tracks and secondly, we
have used a very short time-step ( ï 0.05
Myr) . Two star formation rates have been
considered. An instantaneous burst where
all stars are formed simultaneously and a
continuous star formation rate lasting
the whole period of 20 Myr investigated.
We have compiled a table with fundamental mean properties of standard stars,
such as effective temperature, bolometric
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luminosity, ionizing flux, etc., by combining published data together with a library of theoretical model atmospheres
built from Kurucz and Mihalas models,
(refs. 5 and 6) . We can then derive from
the stellar population a set of observational parameters related to different
physical processes taking place in the
star-forming region.
3. FAR INFRARED EMISSION
3.1.- Scenario and hypothesis.
To calculate the expected FIR emission
we assume the following star formation
scenario:
i.- A number of stars are beeing or
have been recently formed in a compact
region of a galaxy with a certain amount
of dust particles distributed throughout.
ii.- The star-forming region is ionization bounded, i.e., all the available
Lyman continuum photons will be absorbed
within the region.
iii.- A fraction of the Lyman continuum photons are directly absorbed by
dust.
As a first approximation, this
fraction is around 0.3, as found by Smith
(réf. 7) in a sample of galactic HII regions. This fraction can be derived more
accurately if spectrophotometrical data
of hydrogen emission lines are available,
iv.- A certain number of stars recently formed may be still embedded in a
dust cloud, heating the dust but not contributing to the ionization of the region
exterior to the cloud.
v.- The FIR contribution of the underlying galaxy is neglected, so as a possible non-thermal component.
3.2.- Energy balance of dust grains.
Assuming that dust grains are in thermal equilibrium, the energy balance equation can be written in its simplest form
as Heating = Cooling. Heating is provided
by the stellar radiation field through
the following processes:
i.- A dust grain will receive and absorb the Lyman continuum radiation almost
unattenuated by gas absorption until very
near to the external boundary of the ionized region, where hydrogen remains neutral and is more efficient in absorbing
it. Let f be the fraction of stellar Lyman continuum photons absorbed by the
gas. As we are dealing with ionization
bounded regions, (1-f) would be the fraction of photons absorbed by dust particles. Throughout this work a fraction
(t£) =0.3 has been assumed.
ii.- The radiation emitted longward of
912 A is absorbed only by dust following
a certain extinction law. Here we will
present results derived using the Small
Magellanic Cloud one, but it is our intention to study the interstellar extinction law by applying our models to a sample of starburst galaxies for which we
have compiled enough observational data.

iii.- In an equilibrium HII region the
recombination rate equals the ionization
rate. For each ionizing photon, a recombination must be produced, which, followed by a succession of emission, reabsorption and reemission processes, eventually has to give rise to one Balmer and
one Ly<* photons. The Ly« photons so produced are resonantly trapped within the
HII region, having therefore a very high
probability of being absorbed by dust
grains, even if the dust concentration is
low. Indeed, Hartmann et al (réf. 8) have
found that blue star-forming galaxies
with metallicities > 0.1 times solar have
weak or absent Lya emission, attributing
the reduction of Ly<< fluxes as due to absorption of multiply scattered Ly«i photons by dust. We have thus assumed that
all the Ly« photons produced are absorbed
by dust, keeping in mind that this assumption might be too strong for some objects in which Ly>* is definitely present,
iv.- Finally, all the energy of the
completely obscured stars will heat the
surrounding dust.
The most efficient cooling process is
the thermal radiation by dust grains, and
other processes, like the photoelectric
effect, can be neglected. The result is
the convolution of a continuous distribution of Planck functions at different
temperatures, with a broad peak in the
range 30-300 jum.
our evolutionary population synthesis
models provide us with the ionizing flux
and the continuum emitted in the starforming region as a function of time for
different star formation scenarios. Assuming an extinction law, parametrized
through the colour excess E(B-V), we can
study the evolution with time of the FIR
emission and its dependence on the parameters that characterize the star-forming
region.
3.3.- Far Infrared emission synthesis.
We have plotted in figure 1 the dependence of the Far Infrared emission on age
for different scenarios. An SMC extinction law as derived by Prévôt et al (réf.
9) has been used, but the same results
can be obtained with a Galactic extinction law and a correspondingly higher
E(B-V) . For high reddenings the FIR increases with time until the most massive
stars begin to die at 3 Myr. This is due
to the fact that massive stars increase
their bolometric luminosity when they
travel along their evolutionary tracks
after leaving the main sequence. In case
of a very low reddening this effect is
not seen, as the main contributor to
heating dust grains is then the absorption of ionizing and Lyman alpha photons.
The increase in luminosity is counteracted by a decrease in temperature, so
that the ionizing flux remains nearly
constant. After 3 Myr the FIR emission
decreases monotonically with time in all
scenarios.
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Pig. 1,- FIR emission vs. time for a
series of representative models.
x = -3, otherwise always -2.
MU =-120 Hs in all the models.
-•-• ZQ/10 metallicity, otherwise
2Q metallic!ty.

Zo CSFR

EIB-V)=O.I5
111

Zo EIB-V)=UDl

t

i

i

i

10
age (Myr)

Ho significant differences can be
found between the ZQ and the ZQ/10 models. The model with IMF slope X=-3 predicts a smaller FIR per unit mass and
shows a slowlier decrease with time, as
the relative contribution of the most
massive stars to both the continuum and
the ionizing flux is lower. By the other
hand, a constant star formation ratio implies a stronger FIR per unit mass with a
slowly decrease. This is due to the accumulation of low mass stars whose contribution to both the continuum or the ionizing flux is very small or even negligible.

T

T

The relative contribution of the Lyman
alpha photons and the stellar continuum
to the FIR emission can be analyzed in
figure 2, where the evolution of the infrared excess has been plotted for three
extreme models. IRE, defined as the ratio
of the total FIR emission over the fraction due to the absorption t<f Ly* photons, increases fast with time because
the ionizing flux, and thus the number of
Lyot photons, decreases much fastsr than
the continuum emission. Nevertheless, ISE
remains below 10 in case of a constant
star formation rate, as the population of

T
Fig. 2.- Infrared excess vs. time.
for 3 extreme models.
x=-2, Mup= 120 M0 in the 3 models.
E(B-V) corresponds to a SMC extinction
law.

Zo E(B-V)=O 15

o/IO E(B-V)MXOS

Za CSFR ElB-V)= 115

I -1- -r i—i—I—j—i—i—i
0
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age (Myr)
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massive ionizing stars is constantly renewed. Observational data should fit between the Z0 reddened and the Z0/10
weakly reddened models for a given age,
if the star formation rate is more or
less instantaneous rather than constant.
4. FAR INFRARED VERSUS RADIO
EMISSION AND Hp LUMINOSITY.
4.1- FIR vs radio emission.
A very tight correlation has been
found between the radio and the far infrared emission for various samples of
galaxies (refs. 10, 11 and 12). The slope
is close to 1, and the correlation holds
with a very small scatter over at least
four decades. It has been interpreted in
terms of a close connection between dust
heating and cosmic ray production via recent star-forming activity, but it is
still puzzling that the correlation holds
for very different kinds of galaxies. In
this section we will analyze the predictions from our models and will try to reproduce the observed correlation.
In figure 3 we show that the radio
continuum emitted by a star-forming cluster has a thermal and a non-thermal component and that their relative contribution depends mainly on the age of the
burst. The thermal emission is due to
free-free transitions in the ionized gas
and has been calculated using the expression (réf. 1)
LT.. = 3.28 10~34 v~0tl(Te/1000Q)°-43LH^
Jy kpcz Me"1 (1)
= 4.785 10"13 NLyc

erg s"1 Ms"1

(2)

We can derive from our models the supernova rate R at any time, supposing
that all stars more massive than around g
M- die exploding as supernovae. The nonthermal contribution to the radio continuum at 6 cm can then be calculated using
the
expression
derived
by
Ulvestad
(réf. 3}
LNTV = s 108 (4885/408) (0<NT+0'75) R
Jy kpc2 MO-I (3)
. Sramek and Weedman (ref 14) have found
starbursts with a spectral index as small
as -0.9. We have thus assumed a value
01
JJm = -0.9
for the non-thermal radio
emission in star-forming regions.
We have plotted in figure 4 the predicted thermal and total radio continuum
versus FIR emission for a standard low
metallicity model. Each point corresponds
to a different age, but the time step is
not constant. The FIR emission appears
correlated with the thermal component of
the radio continuum, i.e., with the ionizing flux, with a slope close to 2. But
if we consider the total thermal plun
non-thermal radio continuum the slope
tends to decrease. With the coefficient
s = 3 suggested by Ulvestad (réf. 13),
the slope is 1.4. As we are dealing with
a high supernova rate in a relatively

Fig. 3.- Thermal and non-thermal radio
continuum and the correspondiny spectral
index. Model with Z /10 metallicity,
x=-2 and M111= 120 H0'!'

\

non-lhermal

•*

LHp is derived from the predicted ionizing flux NLyc assuming Case B conditions and an electronic temperature of
10000 K. The Viape of the thermal spectrum is thus a power law with spectral
index °*m = -O.l. Any observed spectrum
flatter than this is assumed to be purely
thermal.

o

spectra] index

J-'

b_
IO
age (Myr)
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Fig. 4,- Radio continuum at 6cm vs. FIR
omission. Model with Zo/10 metallicity,
x=-2 and Mup=120 M0. The total radio omission correlates well with the FIR with
a slope close to 1, as it is indeed observed.

small volume, it is expected that colliding supernova remnants would yield a
higher radio emission than single galactic SNR's. Indeed, pushing this coefficient by a factor of 4 gives the result
shown in figure 4, with a slope very
close to 1, as it is actually observed.
The plots show the FIR and radio emission normalized to 1 Mo and galaxies of
different absolute mass and luminosity
should be placed along a line of slope 1,
indeed more or less coincident with the
evolutionary sequence. The result is the
tight observational correlation, as both
effects age and luminosity shift the
points along the same line, contributing
to reduce the scatter. Therefore, as suggested by Wielebinski et al. (réf. 15),
the total radio emission (the sum of the
thermal and the synchrotron components)
should be as good a tracer of star formation as the Far Infrared emission is.
4.2- FIR vs HB luminosity
We have shown in figure 4 that the FIR
emission is correlated with the ionizing
flux with a mean slope around 2. Observationally, a corre'/.ation is found between
both parameters, but generally with an
important scatter (refs. 11, 16 and IV)/
that can be as large as a factor 10 in
both variables. This scatter could be explained by considering that while galaxies of different absolute mass and luminosity are placed along a line of
slope 1, the evolutionary sequence follows a line of slope 2. We have investigated this effect in more detail by plotting the time evolution of the ratio
FIR/LH0 for 3 different models in figure
5. This ratio is essentially equivalent

to the infrared excess, as LHp is proportional to the ionizing flux and so is
also the number of Lyt* photons. FIR/LHfl
doesn't depend on the mass and absolute
luminosity of the galaxies and is found
to increase with time by almost 3 orders
of magnitude in case of an instantaneous
burst of star formation, while it increases very slowly in a continuous star
formation scenario, once an equilibrium
population of massive stars has been
achieved. The two IB models plotted
should be considered as upper and lower
limits for a given age, as they have been
calculated with a strong (E(B-V) = 0.15)
and a weak reddening (E(B-V) = 0.05),
using the SMC extinction law, and two
different metallicities.
We have checked the predictions of our
~^dels with the data of 21 Blue Compact
and starburst galaxies of Dennefeld et al,
(réf. 16) . Their mean log (FIR/H«< ) is
2.1, with a dispersion tr = 0.3. Assuming
a Case B Ho</Hfl ratio of 2.86, we have
plotted in figure 5 a solid line corresponding to the mean ratio of 2.55 and 2
dashed lines corresponding to the upper
and lower limits. It can be seen that the
mean ratio implies an age between 3 and 6
Myr for these starbursts, with limits in
the range 2-9 Myr, which are in accordance with the expected age of a starforming region. If the metallicity and
the extinction of a starburst can be estimated by other means, the ratio FIR/LHa
could than De used as age indicator, complementary to other indicators often
used, as for instance the Uo equivalent
width.

\
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Fig. S,- Evolution with time of the ratio
FIR/LH3. x=-2 and Mup=120 H0 for the three
models. E(B-V)=O.15 in the Z0 IB and Z o /70
CSFR models and 0.05 in the Zo/10 IB model.-;
The.solid line corresponds to the mean value
found in-a sample of starburst galaxies from
Dennefeld et"al ( ref7~~16)~:
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INFRARED [FESIl, H AND H2 LINES IN GALAXY NUCLEI

A F M Moorwood,
European Southern Observatory

E Oliva
Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri

ABSTRACT
Wo present MUIIC pnTmfmiiry results of follow-up sport roSCO])H- studies in R=r 1000 with IRSPEC at ihe. ESO 3.0m
telescope of [Fell], Uj aiul hydrogen recombination lino
emission iu selected galaxies from a sample of 35 ranging
from pure HII region-like Io Seyferl 1's previously surveyed
m the [FeIl]11.04;mil, H j ( I OS(U) at 2.12l/im and Di'T
liiies.The new ol ISITV-II ions inrlndr uicasnromout s of additional lines of diagnostic interest c . g t h c H j ( 2 I S ( I l I line
at 2.247/nn, improved Unewidth determinations and some
limited spatial mapping.

Key words: galaxies:nnelci of - infrared - speet roseopy

(2 IS(I). 2.247/mi) and (1 O S ( I ) , 2.121//ml lines whose
ratio is ^ 0.5 when exciied by VV fluorescence compared
with ~ 0.1 lor shock li<-m'»t|r (R,,f. 3|. Rcct'iit models of
UV photodissociaiiou régions, however, stiftge-il an alternative' origin for I Ue H-J emission which can also result in
low values of this ratio when the density is high enough
{> 10'Vm"'*) to collisionally depopulate the higher x-ibraIional levels ( Refs. 4,0). While probably not decisive I herefore this ratio is nevertheless still of considerable interest
in comhinalioii with oilier line ratios such as Hj /Br-, and
[FelI]/Hj anil the spatial distribution of the line emission
which provide additional constraints on I ho emission mechanism. Lino profiles can also provide information on ihe
origin of these lines and. in the case of H recombination
lines, can be used to test for the presence of visually obscured broad-lino regions iu /t«.TTO(it-rrnc active nuclei.
Here we present a few preliminary results from very recent
observations which are still not fully reduced or digested.

1 INTRODUCTION
2 OBSERVATIONS
Based ou a spcclroscopic survey of 3o galaxy nuclei ranging from pure HII region-like to Seyfert 1's it appears that
prominent jFcIl](l.G4//m) and H j ( I O S ( I ) at 2.121/mi)
line emission correlates with evidence for stiirlmrst activity
and. given the large line luminositii's ineasni'i'd receîitly for
sever;:! galactic and I.MC supernova remtianls. thai lliese
lines can lie plausibly attributed tn shock excitation by
SXRs(ReIMl. Tlie fact tlial composite Seyferl/HIl nuclei
tend Io be characlcrixed by somewhat larger [KeII|/Br "J and,
particularly. Hj /Br-, Hue rulios how.-vcr suggests oil UIT ;>
more ellicieut coupling between SN" and molecular gas in
these galaxies or an extra source of excitai ion related Io I he
presence of the active nucleus such as I_"Y lluoiescenoo or
uni-- outllowh (see e.g Ref.2). More extensive fnllow-np ohscrvations iui-luduiir addiiional liui-s of ..iagnostie interest,
improved liur profile nie.-isitreiiieuls and spatial uiaprli'n
of selected, mostly composite, nuclei ars 'ii/nTore bring
nudcr'akeii with IRSPEC at the ESO 3.On, letescipe. One
of ihe sjiecilic aims \vas to discriminate between the possible excitalion mechanisms fur Hj by measuring; both the

All the spectral observations were made at the ESO 3.0m
telescope using ihe IRSPEC graling/arniy spectrometer
which is equipped wit h a 32 element linear array and yields
R ~ 1500 with a nominal input apoi'lnro of CxG arcsec..
The observing teclmiijni' was essentially as described in
T!ef. 1 except t h a t the slit width was redncod in some
cases Io improve the spatial resolution for mapping and
enlarged in others to incroiiHO the area coverage. Improved
line profiles for some galaxies wove also obtained by coiiibining sped ni shift oil O.D pixel.

3 RESULTS
3.1 XGClSOS
Spatially !"• 'Ivcd optical spectra of this gnlaxy reveal iv
COUi]UU-I nucleus exhibiting a Seyfert 2 ivpo spectrum with
FWHM liiiowidihs of 4DO km s~' surrounded by HII regions whose lines are unresolved at 130 km s"1 (Réf. G).
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Broader Brt ami Bro lines with FWHM=: TOO km ^'
have been reported (Réf. Tl but are not confirmed by our
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Figure 1. K band spectra at R = 1500 of NGC1808 centered on the nucleus and positions 5.5arsec. S,N,E and W
plus their sum. Note that the H2 (2-1 S(I)) line is absent
or weak compared with the (1-0 S(I)) line.
higher resolution spectra in which PJ 1 Br-, and Bm are
all only marginally resolved with FWHM of 190. 200. and
330 km s"' respectively. The Bm profile also appears to
exhibit slightly broader wings which, together with the apparent increase ofliuewidth with wavelength, suggests that
reddening effects, could lie important but do not provide
convincing evidence for the existence of an obscured Seyfert
1 nucleus. Xeilher the [FeIl](l.G4/im) or H 2 11 OS( 1) | lines
are resolved ill 300 km s~' anil 200 km s"1 resolution respectively. Spectra cm the nucleus and positions ô.ô arcSCT. X.S.E awl \\ ... • re-produced in Fig. 1 and show that
the Hj emission is extended but peaks on the nucleus and
falls off relatively rapidly with distance.Thc integrated ( 1
OSI I)) line- HUX is comparable to that measured from CVF
spectra in a 19.G arc-sec, aperture (Réf. S) but the large ( 1
OS(0))/(1 OS(I)) MK! (2 1S(1])/(1 OS(I))li"c ratios ~ 0.9
derived from these CVF spectra and cited sis evidence for
UV fluorescent excitation arc- not confirmed by our higher
resolution observations which yield values of ~ 0.4 and
< 0.13 respeclivcly which arc' more1 characteristic of shock
excitation.
3.2 XGC4945
This galaxy exhibits » Seyfert 2 type optical spectrum (
!lithough the nucleus itself is visually obscured) but slunvs
infrared proper! ics more characteristic of starburst nuclei
[Réf. 9). A spectrum obtained in a G..G arc-see, aperture centred on the infrared nucleus shows an exceptionally strong H2 (1 O S(I)) line relative to [FcIIl :««1 Br 1
and also the (2 1 S(I)) line which is about a factor of
10 fainter and thus consistent with shock excitation ( see
Ref.2). Fig.2 shows spectra oblained with a narrower, 3
!u-caec-, slit a' Viirious positions along the XS Hue through
the nucleus and Fig.3 the corresponding intensity profiles.

Figure 2. II and K band spectra of NGCM945 in a 3arcsec. slit at various positions along the NS line through the
infrared nucleus.
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Figure S. Normalized intensity profiles derived from the
spectra in figure 2.
Whereas the continua under the [Fc-II]. Br-. mid H 2 lines
peak at the- same position it will be noticed that the H2
(1 O S(I)) line- peak is displaced relative to those- of [Fell]
and Br-) by about 3 arc-sir, which corresponds to ~ 100
pc. This would be- dirlii-ull to reconcile w i t h shock excitation by j7i »ilu SXR and suggests rather some- large- scale
ini-cliaiiism such !is a SXR wind or mass outflow from the
nucleus and probably also requires an asymmetrical élis-
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Iriliiitiiui ul' the molecular gas. Mnrr exlensivc mapping
\vinilil dearly I» 1 of iim-rest. however, before drawing any
M rung conclii-tniis.
3.3 XCiClSGo
TIu- i-riilr.il ISxIo ari-M-c.region of llris S1/H1I galaxy 1ms
been "mapped" using ii wu 1er 10 arcsee.slit and correspondingly IIIWIT resolving POVVIT. Our iip|"-r limit of ~
U.3 un il»' H-J(2 IS' 1 l l / ( 1 US( 1 )l linr riiiio is again iniii-h
luwtT limn tliiii ili-ilu 1 I'roin lower résolu) ion C\ Jr specI f I l I RrI'. Sl.

3.4 XGC7ÔS2
This is nue i if I In- MI riilliil narrow-line x-niy galaxies which
exhibits ;i Seyfc'rl ° type ojiticnl spectrum but whose x-ray
Imuinosily suggests I lie presence of 1111 obscured Seyfert 1
nucleus. Xo I'viileni-e tor this is- provided by the oliserveil
P i.Br-, !itiil Bm lines, however, whose FWHM «re nil ~
•10(1 km s'1. If mi) thing, the [Fell] .-nul H-., lines HIV slightly
narrower iiiul I he ( 1 O S l O I l A l O S ( I ) ! ;iml (2 I S l I ) ) / ( I
OS(Il) line nit ins are - 0.33 mul < 0.3 respei-tivcly.
3.5 XGCiOGS
Of particular interest is the fact thnl the [Fell]! 1.04//in:
line ou th.- anciens is broad with FWHMc; 900 km s~'.
coiupurable to llie hydrogen reconibinntion lines, whereas
I he H..(l OS( 1 ) I line is much narrower wit Ii :i FWHM ol" ~
300 km s~'. The [Fell] line appears Io be much narrower in
spectra away from the nucleus suggt .ling Iwo coiiipniu'uts
but. as reduction of tliese data is not yet complete, it is
too early to draw any stronm conclusion here. The H-J (1
OS(()))/(1 O S U I l imil 12 l S l l ) ) / ( l OS(I)) ratios are ~ 0.3
and < 0.13 and therefore consistent with shock excitation.

3.0 XGC 253
Most of the data on ihis galaxy lias yd Io lie reduced.
The H2 12 I S ( I ) J line is marginally delected in this case,
however, nt 0.10 of the (1 O S ( I ) ) intensity and half of the
(1 OS(O)) intensily.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Except for XGC2Ô3. all of the galaxies in this sample shimevidence for Seyfert a c t i v i t y a u d i t is I herefore of inl eresl to
note t h a t the infrared hydrogen rcrombiualion line widths
arc found Io be comparable to those in the visible and do
not provide evidence for obscured Scyfcrt 1 nuclei. In general, the [Feil| and Hj spatial extent and linewidths and the
low H-J (2 l S ( l | | / ( t O S ( I ) ) line ratios are consist enl w i t h
shock excitation in circiimnuclear star fonniiifi, regions. As
noted in the inlrodiiclion. however, high densiiy VY photoclissocialion regions remain an alternative possibility for
the H j ( I ) H l not the [Fell]) emission. There is also evidence
t h a i , at least in two cases, the origin of I hi .if lines may be
more complex. In XGC494Ô the displacement of the Hj
emission relative Iu [Fell] and Br-j argues against any in
.17/1/ mechanism in star forming regions and suggests some
larger scale mechanism such as mass onlilow. In XGClOGS,
the much larger width of [Fell] compared witli Hj also implies that these lines arise in separate regions or at least
tin 1 existence of an additional broad [Fi1II] component.
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INFRARED PROFILES OF FIVE SPIRAL GALAXIES

M Prieto, A Campos Aguilar, C Garcia
Institute de Astroffsica de Canarias. E-38200 La Lagune, Tenerife, Spain.

2.

ABSTRACT
We present radial profiles of five spiral galaxies
(NGC 5194, NGC 3627, NGC 3351, NGC 5055, NGC 4736)
in the J and K filters of the near infrared, taken
with the 1.5 m Carlos Sanchez Telescope of the
Observatorio del Teide, Tenerife.
We have
calculated the IR photometric parameters of the
disk and bulge of NGC 5194 (M51), and have
detected XR spiral arms in this grand-design
galaxy. We also find that all these intermediate
type spiral galaxies present characteristic bumps
of IR emission near the center.

1.

INTRODUC'

-J

Near-IR ( J, H, K) surface photometry of spirals
reflects the distribution of the underlying old
disc population. It is interesting to compare the
spiral pattern of the old disc population with
that designed by the massive recent-forming blue
stars (O B A) (Refs. 1, 2 and 3). Observations of
the old-disc large-scale
structure permit an
assessment to be made of the role of spiral
density waves which compress the gas and trigger
star formation (Réf. 4).
We have undertaken a project to map the luminosity
distribution of spiral galaxies in the J and I'
bands. Photometric profiles in these bands will
be analyzed with the aim of detecting the presence
of spiral arms at these wavelencchs, as well as to
determine disc parameters such as the scale length
and the central surface brightness.
We present here the preliminary results obtained
for five spiral galaxies: M51 (NGC 5194), NGC
4736, NGC 3627, NGC 3351, NGC 5055, classified as
intermediate morphological types (Réf. 5).

OBSERVATIONS

Observations were carried out during the nights
17th-20th March 1988 with a single-element InSb
detector positioned at the Cassegrain focus of the
1.5m Carlos Sanchez Telescope at the Observatorio
del Teide, " Tenerife. The detector was coupled to
filters in the J and K bands.
Filter J was
centered at 1.66 /• m with 0.26 *m half bandwidth
and filter K at 2.17>fm with 0.37 ,"in half
bandwidth. An aperture of 20" was employed. The
system was sky noise limited. Scanning speeds of
W/sec were, used throughout with a sampling rate
of 0.2 sec" . Rapid scanning was used in order
to
decrease
sky
variations
during
the
observations.
Scans were performed in right
ascension and declination from the center of every
galaxy towards North, South, West and East. The
length of the scans was 10' although the visible
size of the galaxies was about 5'. These fairly
large scans were made, in order to detect IR
emission out of the visible, as well as to obtain
measurements of the sky outside the galaxy. Drift
of the signal due to the sky and the instruments
must be evaluated. This drift was linear over the
time-seal u of an
individual scan, and
was
calculate from the 100" at the end of each one,
which c";respond to sky emission. Ten scaiiL were
co-ado--., to produce a single output scan in order
to increase the signal to noise ratio.
Absolute calibration was performed by comparing
the integrated signal over the galaxy with similar
ones obtained by scans across the calibration
stars (BS3176, BS538C, BS6084, BS48B3, BS5194).
The central scans were used to generate, by
rotation around the intensity axis, a figure which
is proportional to the stellar flux
(after
correction for atmospheric extinction).

3. RESULTS
In Figure 3 we show the average profiles of M51 in
the J and K bands.
We have fitted to these
profiles -a,, model of two-components: a spheroidal
1
bulge (r ' ) ...a. an exponential disk.
To fit
the bulge we considered the inner 75" and to fit
the disk the outer 250" (where the influence of
the spiral arms can be considered negligible) . We
have used an iterative process to lit the model.
The photometric parameters for the bulge and disk
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are shown in Table 1, where r is the scale
~length of the disc and r
the effective radius
of the bulge, the adopteS distance is 7.5 Mpc.
*• and _/« „ are the central surface brightness
ot the dise and bulge respectively. We would like
to point out that the scale length of the disk
increases with ~ age if we consider that the
infrared emission is ~ dominated by a population
older than the one reflected ..in visible colours.
The effective radius of the bulge also increases
in the IR bands.

TABLE 1

eB
f oD
/uoB

10.8
1.6
18.36
10.0

13.8 ± 1.6 kpc
2.1 ±0.2 kpc
17.4 ± 0.2
9.4 ± 0.2

±1.1 kpc
± 0.4 kpc
± 0.3
± 0.7

North direction

- O T - 5 0

ÏIOO

-M

O
Rtfotiw IiA. (QTCMC)

O

»

100

Motflw r*e. (ore»*:)

1

21»
R (orcsec)

Figure 1. infrared face-on profiles from the
center of the gsl.axy M51 towards North, Esst and
West directions. Upper and lower correspond to K
and J filters respectively. Bar errors indicate
±3 G.

Figure 2. Infrared J and K profiles of the central
region .-E M51. Scans in right ascension are West
to t'nc left and East to the right, and scans in
declination are North to the right and South to
the left).
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Telesco ec al._ (1986) scanned the inner part of
H51 in the H, K, L and N filters. They pointed
out that the bumps they observed in the L scan at
-15" east,- 15" west and-30" east, correspond to a
similar structure in the U scan (Réf. 6).
Features in the U scan near radii of 30"
correspond to cross-cuts through the inner spiral
arms, so the U counterparts
represent the
innermost extension of the spiral arms. Thus, at

30" East we are seeing in the near-infrared very
hot dust in the spiral arm. They study the dust
température and conclude that young stars are the
power source of the extended IR emission. These
young stars in the visible spiral arms may be
considered to have been formed in a burst with a
duration equal to the time taken for the passage
of interstellar gas through the spiral arm.

Î»

ZDO

MO

RtIoIU* R (orcitc)

Figure 3. Mean infrared profiles of. H51. Broken line and dot-dashed line correspond to
the exponential disk and the r ' bulge respectively.
Heavy line represents both
components added together.

Relative Dec. (or
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Rtfative A-R. (arcsec)
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iatjve A.R. (OTCMC)

Figure 4. Infrared and K face-on profiles of NGC 3627. Scans in relative declination are
North to the right and South to the left, and scans in relative right ascension are West
to the left and East to the right. Bar errors are ±3 G.
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Figure 5. Infrared J and K face-on profiles of NGC 3351. Scans in relative declination
are North to the right and South to the left, and scans in right ascension are West to the
left and East to the right. Bar errors are ±36.
In Figure 2 we have observed, in the J and K
scans, similar features to those observed by
Telesco, but at different distances from the
nucleus. We believe that these bumps in the J and
K bands correspond to the inner spiral arras, and
are
powered by
red
stars
(underlying
old
population). If this interpretation is correct it
would mean that the inner spiral arms formed by
the underlying population are shifted to those
corresponding to the young stars.
Finally we would like to emphasize that similar
features in the inner part are present in the
scans corresponding Co the other galaxies we have
observed.
This would indicate that near-IR
counterparts of the inner spiral arms would be
normal features in spiral galaxies.
In Figure 1 we observe, superimposed to the
exponential
disk,
IR
spiral
arms.
This
grand-design spiral galaxy, like M83 (Réf. 3),
shows a prominent smooth-arm structure at J and K
wavelengths. In the North direction we find the
position of the spiral arms centered at about 75"
and 150" and we can also detect the IR emission
from NGC 5195, the companion of M51, at about 260"
from the center. In the East direction we find
the spiral arms at about 100" and 180" and in the
West direction, at about 120".
The moan position
of the IR arms is, in general, just behind the
optical counterparts. Schweiztr (1976) shows that
these arms must be regions of enhanced surface
brightness in the old disk, rather than regions of
enhanced
colour.
This
agrees
with
their
interpretation of "massive" arms.

-100
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-10n-50 O 50 100 15'
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-100
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Figure 6. Infrared K and J face-on profiles of
NGC
5055
in the East-West . nd North-South
directions throughout the center of the galaxy.
Bar errors are +3 6 .
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Figure 7. Infrared K and J face-on profiles of NGC 4736 in the East-West direction
throughout the center of the galaxy. Bar errors are ±36 .
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FLUORESCENT MOLECULAR HYDROGEN EMISSION FROM STAR-FORMING GALAXIES
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ABSTRACT
Near infrared molecular hydroRen omission lias been detected
fruiti tin- cvntnil star forming complexes in nearby spiral galaxies. Iu all rases, measurement of several transitions demonstrates
than the bulk of the line-emit ting gas is excited by UV radial ion.
and not by shucks. Fur most galaxies, the ratio of the molecular
(v=l I) S(I)) to atomic (Br)) hydrogen line strengths can be
quantitatively understood if the emitting regions consist of individual hot stars (or small clusters) embedded within the parent
molecular clouds or forming blisters at their surface. Large central star clusters may account for the handful of galaxies which
display relatively weak Hj emission.
Keywords : Molecular Hydrogen, Fluorescence. Galaxies, Star
Formation, Morphology.
1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular hydrogen line emission in astronomical sources
can be excited in two ways : by absorption of soft UV radiation
in the Lyman and Werner bands (91.2 1K1.S uni) followed by
decay down ihrungh the excited vihratinnal/rutatioual levels of
the ground electronic state, or by cnllisional excitation in X
ray or shock-heated gas (Refs. 1-3). The ro vibrational levels
arc populated differently according to the excitation mechanism
which may therefore be identified on the basis of relative line
intensities. The lines most commonly are employed are V=I-O
S(I) at 2.122/mu generally the must easily detected transition.
v=-l (I S(O) at 2.223/HH and v=2 1 S(I) at 2.24S/MU. Only in
the case of fliiore>cence (UV pumping) do the latter approach
îill'/T per cent of lite strength of the former, and are expected to
In- much weaker from shock excited sources.
Until recently, it was believed that the- molecular hydrogen
from Mar forming reg'ums was dominated by collisional excitation in the shock fronts created liy expanding HH regions and
by stellar winds (see Réf. -1 fur a review). Further, the luminous
shock excited emission from supernova remnants (f.ij. Réf. 5)
made it natural to associate- the Hj in other galaxies with the
-Mine mechanism. Indeed, early observational evidence from a
feiv !.VMi-IiLs MlggeMeil I hi» to be the Case. ,;.;;. NGC IOCS (Refs.
(i.T) anil XGC G2-H) (Ret,. S.9). Lately, however, observations
of tfmireM-ent emission in several sources have been made, for
ex.imiile in reflection ami planetary nebulae (Refs. 10-12), in
exiraiiuclear HlI regions (Refs. 13,1-1), in a Seyfert galaxy (Réf.
!."•) and. widespread, in Orion (Réf. 1C).
In this paper we report measurements of H 2 and Br-) H lines

from the nuclei of a sample of star-forming galaxies. Models of
I lie line emission from such regions are also presented which take
into account variations in the efficiency with which fluorescent
H-J is produced as the ratio of the incident soft UV to gas density
changes (see Réf. 3). More comprehensive descriptions of the
work on which this manuscript is based can be found in Refs.
17-19.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The measurements were made at the 3.Sm United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) with the common user photometerspectrometer UKT 9 employing a Circular Variable Filter at a
resolution of 2GOO km s"1. All observations were made through
a 19.G" aperture which was usually centred on the gidaxian 2//m continuum peak. Calibrated spectra of several galaxies are
shown in Figure 1 after division by featureless stellar spectra to
correct for the wavelength dependent responses of the instrument ami atmosphere, and continuum subtraction. Further examples can be found in Réf. 17.
In Table 1 we present the fluxes in the v=l O S(I) and Br-)
iransiiious. and give ihe other Hj line strengths relative to 1 -O
S ( I ) . The errors quitted are \n observational uncertainties. Also
shown are the predicted line ratios from shock and fluorescent
models (Refs. 3.20,21). The observed fluxes have been corrected
for extinction using published hydrogen recombination line measurements, usually of Ho and H;i, which may grossly underestimate the true extinction if tin- sources and attenuating dust
are distributed (see Réf. 17 for details). However, the mlatiiw
imensities are less affected by this since the lines are close to one
anolher in wavelength.
Il is evident from Table 1 that the Hj line ratios are not consistent with shock heating lint are approximately those expected
from UV pumped gas,
3. MODELS OF STAR FORMING REGIONS
3.1 Background
As demonstrated by Refs. 3 and 22, the molecular hydrogen
excitation eflicieucy, that is, the ratio of output Hj line to incident UV continuum flux, depends primarily on the intensity of
the ultraviolet radiation (\) and the gas density (»). This dependence is illustrated in Figure 2 (adapted from Réf. 3). The
efficiency of Hj excitation is maximised for small \ / n when the
attenuation of UV radiation is dominated by Hj absorption. For
larger values of \ / n the efficiency is reduced as dust plays an
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Figure 2. Tlio dependence of the 1-lï S( 1 ) Ha emission ou the gas
density (71) ;iml incident UV intensity (\) (adapted from Réf. 3).
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Figure 1. Coiitiiiunm-snbtractcd, near-infrnreil spectra of three
star-forming galaxies : NGC ISOS, 4102 and 453C (data from
Réf. IT). The strength of tin- other molecular hydrogen lines
relative to 1-0 S(I) demonstrates that tin1 gas is TJV excited.

increasingly important role in the removal of UV photons.

*"*>"

Hj line emitting gas
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Dusty diffuse ISM

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the distribution of stars
anil gas in three model star forming régions.

3.2 Model Geometries
We have constructed several models of the line emission from
star-forming complexes which incorporate the effects illustrated
in Figure 2 (Réf. 18). Since the intensity of soft UV radiation
impinging on the molecular gas is governed by geometrical dilution, three configurations of young stars and molecular clouds
are considered which aim to encompass the range if plausible
distributions. These are showi. schematically in Figure 3 and
consist of : (A) concentric H2 line-emitting photodissociation
7.ones and HIT regions surrounding imiividual massive stars, (B)

a single vast ionized region enclosing tin- clustered young stellar population and surrounded by molecular gas, and (C) Ha
emission from clouds bathed in ii relatively diffuse UV field.
3.3 Model Calculations
In each of the models, the calculations proceed along similar
lines. The relative numbers of ionizing (A<91.2 nm) and noil
ionizing (91.2<A<110.S nm) photons from individual stars are
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derived ;is a fnurtiiiu of stellar mass from model atmospheres by
Ri-f. 23. Tin- ionizing photiiu flux is converted into a Br) luminosity assuming Case B rpruuibiuntiuii thi'ciry ( A'/.i/r/A'/ir-i =
7»; Rcf. 24). Iu models A ami B. the UV intensity at the intprfarp between the photodissodation zone anil ionized gas is
calculated from :
=

LM X 1 0 -

(1)

where \ is given relative to the mean starlight background ill the
solar neighbourhood. A'/.,,r and AVer -ire the ionizing and lion
ionizing photon fluxes, and I! is n diiiiensionlcss rloiul-nidiatioii
Minrre separation in «nits of the Strinngren radius. The UV
intensity is converted into a l-ll S( 1 ) intensity using Figure 2 and
integrated to find the total luminosity in this line. In the rase of
Model C, the conversion of the diffuse soft ultraviolet continuum
into Hj line photons is assumed to operate at maximum efficiency
(the linear regime in Figure 2) and thus the 1-0 S(I) luminosity
can be derived directly from the non- ionizing photon flux.
3.4 Model Results
We now summarise the key features of the three models. A
more detailed analysis can be found in Réf. IS.
• Model A : the l-ll S(I) to Br-) ratio, integrated over the
entire mass-weighted ensemble of stars, is controlled by
the dependence of the H-J excitation efficiency on gas density for the inferred vaines of \ (10"-1O3, see Figure 2).
The sensitivity of the ratio to the stellar mass function is
negligible by comparison. The predicted integrated line ratios arc S(l")/Bry =0.1-0.2 (n=102 cm-3), 0.0-1.0(W=IO1
cm-3), and 1.9-3.5 (n=10'! cm"3), where the ranges reflect
upper limits to the stellar mass function of 30-100 M@ and
with B=I.
m Model B : the S(l)/Br7 ratios predicted by this model
are, in general, much less than those of Model A ( <0.2 for
similar mass functions, gas densities in the range 102-10'
cm"3 and a cloud-source separation of R=I). This arises
because the surface area to volume ratio (very roughly, the
S(I) to Brx ratio) of the communal HII region is considerably smaller than for the individual stars of Model A, and,
as a consequence, the soft UV is more intense and thus the
H2 excitation efficiency lower. The predicted line ratios
may be increased dramatically if the UV radiation is diluted by expanding the size of the ionized region beyond its
StrSmgrcn radius. For example, otherwise identical models give S(l)/Br-y ratios of 0.2, 0.8 and l.G for B=I, 1 and
3, respectively.
• Model C : the assumption of maximum DV continuum
to IR line conversion efficiency means that the predicted
S(l)/Brj ratios are independent of gas density (and, of
course. UV intensity). Heure the line ratios are controlled
by the relative non-ionizing and ionizing photon fluxes,
that is, the stellar mass function (MF). For MFs extending up to 30 and 100 M0, the derived S(l)/Bn ratios
are C.2 and 2.7. respectively. These values will decrease
proportionally if a fraction of the soft UV pilotons is absorbed by dust in the diffuse interstellar medium between
the molecular clouds.

4. COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH OBSERVATIONS
Iu Figure 4 the observations described above arc plotted
along with S( 1 ) and Br-) fluxes taken from the literature for starforming galaxies. The dominant Ha excitation merhaiiism in the

-141

-11.0

-15.4

log Brr IWm'!l

Figure 4. Observed fluxes in the 1-0 S(I) and Br-J transitions
from, predominantly star-forming, galaxies. The open squares
(fluorescent Hj) and circles are our own measurements, the filled
circles are taken from the literature, and the filled triangles show
galaxies with shock-excited H 2 . The lines represent constant
S(l)/Bn ratios.

other systems has yet to be determined, however we assert, on
the basis of their small scatter relative to known shock-excited
systems (also shown), that it may plausibly be UV pumping.
The diagonal lilies represent constant S(l)/Bn ratios to assist
comparison with the models. The error bar illustrates 20% uncertainty in the flux measurements.
Most galaxies have observed line ratios in the range S( 1 )/Bry =
0.4—0.9. These ratios arc easily reproduced by Model A if the gas
density in the photodissociation zone is about 103 cm"3. This
value is consistent with that suggested by Réf. 25 from analysis
of [CII]AlSS/an emission and the infrared energy density in such
regions. Model B can also reproduce similar ratios hut the exact
value is very sensitive to that, of the factor J?. For example, assuming a gas density of 103 cm"3, line ratios of 0.4-O.P require
a cloud -source separation of 0.2-0.4 kpc. If the density were
10' cm"3, this becomes 0.1-0.15 kpc. It is difficult to understand why the majority of galaxies should have such restricted
combinations of density-separation parameters. Model C, which
represents the star-forming complex at a late stage of its evolution, can only reproduce the observed line ratios if much of the
soft UV radiation ( ~8()%, for a stellar mass function extending
up to 100 M1;,) is absorbed by dust exterior to molecular clouds.
As Figure 4 shows, however, several galaxies exhibit S( 11/Br-)
ratios much lower than 'norniid'. Such values are most naturally
produced in Model B. Supporting evidence for the intense UV
field implicit in this model is the absence from two of the galaxies (NGC 5253 and IIZw40; Refs. 20,27) of the narrow 8.7 and
11.3 /un emission features, which is unusual for systems experiencing episodes of active star formation (Rcf. 28). Nevertheless,
this may not provide the complete answer since these features
are seen in several of the other systems. One further factor which
may affect the S( 1 )/Br-) ratio in these sources is the dust content
(equivalcntly, the metallicity). However, the influence of the observed diversity, ranging from one tenth (NGC 5253) to slightly
more than the solar abundance (MS3), is unclear because of the
uncertain extent to which a diminished UV attenuation by dust
is offset by n lowered H2 formation rate on grains (see Refs. 3,22).
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TaI)Ie 1
Galaxy
name

NGC 1365
NGC 18(18
NGC 3504
NGC 4102
NGC 4536
NGC 523C
NGC 6946
Fluorescent
H- model
Shocked H2
model

Corrected Line Fluxes (in 10~'' Wm~ J ) and Ratios
1 O S(O)
2-1 S(I)
1-0 Q( 14-2+3+4)
1-0 S(I)
Br7
1-0 S(I)
1 OS(I)
1-0 S ( I )
7.5 ± 0.8 19.G±1.1 0.76 ± 0.19 0.81 ± 0.19
17.1 ± 1.4 37.9 ±1.2 O.G4±0.13 O.SG ± 0.11
4.8 ± O.S
7.5 ± 1.9 10.4 ±1.8 0.78 ± 0.24 0.62 ± 0.21
G.4 ± 0.9 9.0 ± O.G 0.49 ± 0.20 0.49 ± 0.20
12.5 ± 0.8 15.9 ± 0.0 O.SO ± 0.14 0.44 ± 0.12
4C.9 ± 6.4 164 ±11 1.00 ± 0.27 0.74 ± 0.22
G.2 ± 1.0 11.5 ±2.3 0.78 ± 0.24 0.74 ± 0.24
4.4 ± 1.1
1.00
0.54
0.52
2.63

1.00

0.23

0.08

1.97
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ABSTRACT
The first detection of H53n emission from another galaxy has
been made. At the frequency of thir transition (43 GHz) spontaneous emission dominates and dust extinction can be completely
ignored. The inferred photo-ionization rate is ffLyC = I.I x IOM
s~'; a factor of 5 larger than estimates based on large-aperture
Bm observations due to significant dust attenuation at 4/mi.
Together with other data, tills high value of the ionization rate
has important implications for the allowi-d mass-range of stars
present.
Keywords : Recombination Lines, Galaxies, M82, Star Formation. Initial Mass Function
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1. INTRODUCTION
The galaxy MS2 has been well-studied throughout the electromagnetic spectrum due to its propinquity, brightness and
spectacular morphology. Infra-red observations, which are less
affected by the heavy extinction within this edge-on system,
have been instrameittal in studying the central population of
young star.-, (see the review in Réf. 1). However, even in the
near-IR, attenuation by dust cannot be ignored.
In this manuscript, we- report the first detection of another
galaxy in the bvdrogeu recombination line H53n. At the wavelength of this transition (~7 mm), the lino emission is dominated by spontaneous emission anil extinction by dust can be
completely ignored. Thus this detection provides a reliable estimate of the- photo-ionization rate, and wr briefly discuss some of
its implications. A more comprehensive description of this work
has lii-eii submitted fur publication in Ap. J. (Réf. 2).
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2. OBSERVATIONS
Measurements at the frequencies of the H53<i and H40« transitions in MS2. approximately 43 and 99 GHz respectively, were
made using the 4Gm telescope of the Nobeyama Radio Observatory. System noise temperatures of TSSB = 300 (43 GHz) and
GTII K (99 GHz) were achieved using SIS and cooled Schottky
diinlr fronti-nds. respectively, together with 204S-chaimel wide
!«and acoiisto-optical spectrometer backends. Calibration was
performed u>ing a warm chopper in front of the receiver and converted to Ilux density using telescope efficiencies inferred from
observations of point sources and planets. The resulting spectra
are illustrated in Figure 1. along with the [OUI]ASS /nil profile
from Réf. 3.

Figure 1. (a) H53ri and (b) H40n recombination-line spectra
of MS2, and (r) the [OIIl]ASS/im line profile from Réf. 3, for
comparison.
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3. RECOMBINATION LINE RESULTS

Integration between 100 iiiul +500 km s~l (<:./. tin- galaxiaii systemic velocity of about 250 km s"1 ) yields line fluxes
of F(ff53ii) = (1.S7 ± 0.28) x IQ--'1 \V nra and F(//4fl<i) =
(0.221Js") X 10~MI W m.-2. The error quoted is primarily the
imrortahtty in the aperture efficiency of the telescope. Negligible
contributions to the integrated line fluxes are expected from the
equivalent helium transition, from other high «-level hydrogen
Hues, nor, by comparison with radio recombination lines (c.ij.
Ui'fs. 4,5), from stimulated emission.
The observed line ratio ff40<i/ff53n = (4.OjJ;") is consistent
with the theoretical values given in Table 1 (Kef. T). Nevertheless, the H40n measurement is likely to be an underestimate
since the telescope beam at 90 GHx (10") is somewhat smaller
than the extent of the recombination line emission (~25", Réf.
S). This suggests that the electron density may lie towards the
lower end of the range, in agreement with several other déterminations of this parameter (values of 00-000 cm"3 are found,
depending on the technique used; Refs. 3,4,G,9).
In conjunction with observation!! of the 3.3 mm continuum
emission, our H53« measurement allows calculation of the average electron temperature in the ionized gas. After Réf. Ill we
write :
J.
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where ffiiraa/ffLyC
is the number of H53n/ photons produced per
recombination (inferred from Table 1 and Réf. 11) and S1J' is the
free free flux density at a frequency it. This relation is insensitive to the electron density. Taking an integrated 91 GIh flux
density of 0.55 Jy (Refs. 12,13) we derive an electron temperature of 5 x 10-I K. Therefore, contributions to the continuum
flux from synchrotron emission cannot be significantly greater
than that due to known point sources (about 3%, extrapolated
from Réf. 14 for a spectral index of -0.9) else the inferred electron temperature would be unfeasibly low (c.f. Réf. 15) e.g. a
contribution of 10% yields Tf < 290OA". The same restrictions
apply to thermal emission by cold dust.
The ionizatiou rate implied by the H53n flux is A';.ar: =
(l.OSiO.lG) X ID5'1 s'1 assuming nt.=100 cm-3. T1. = 5 X 10s
K, and a distance to MS2 of 3.25 Mpc (Réf. IG). This valueis insensitive to the electron density for the range considered
here. This value for the ionizatiou rate is 5 times larger than
that inferred from their large-aperture Bra measurement by Réf.
17, and implies an extinction of .4i/ = 27 ± 4 mag, using the
reddening law of Réf. 18 (.4.|/lm = 0.04.4r).
4. MODELLING THE EMISSIOlI FROM M82
Examination of Figure 1 shows that the H53o profile, in particular, bears a strong resemblance to the far-IR Hue [OUI]ASS /mi
(and also [OIH]A52 and [NIII]A57/im; Rcfs. 3,6). Given this
spectral similarity, and the expectation that the dominant sources
of emission are the same (namely, ionized regions around hot
stars), we have constructed a simple model of the far-IR and
mm line emission from M82 in terms of a mass-weighted ensemble of such regions. Full details of these calculations are given in
Réf. 2 and hence only a brief description is presented here, and
summarized in Figure 2.
The numerical calculations by Réf. 19 were used to predict the integrated [ODI]ASS/on, [Nm]AS"/an, and K53o fluxes

from the ensemble. For the inferred metal abundance ( Z0/2
to Z13; Refs. 17,20) and electron density («,,=100 rni":l or a
two-component model having ne—GO and GOO cm"'1, i.',{/. Réf.
O). comparison of the observed and predicted [OIII]A8S/H53n
and [NIII]A57/H53o line ratios implies that the upper end of
the stellar mass function must, terminate at between 24 and 30
M0. This corresponds to the region within the horizontal lines
in Figure 2. The presence of more massive, hotter, stars would
produce gas with too liigh an ionizatiou fraction in these species.
This calculation assumes that the stars arc distributed according
to the mass function found by Réf. 21 (V'("i) « m"2-8"), though
adoption of a flatter slope (-2.35; Réf. 22) has negligible effect.
The lower cud of the stellar mass function has been investigated using the IR luminosity integrated from 1-400/an (Réf.
23) which is expected to be an excellent approximation to the
bolomctric luminosity. Comparison of the ioiiixation rate and luminosity (using the techniques described by Refs. 24,25) yields
a lower mass limit for an unevolved burst of star formation of
about. 20 M8 (assuming Iff uncertainty in iV;,vC/£;;(; 3<r gives
12 M0). These constraints arc illustrated in Figure 2 : the
region below the lines is forbidden since smaller values of the
lower mass limit produce too much luminosity relative to the
ionization rate. The effects of evolution only exacerbates the
problem since it is the longer-lived, less massive, stars (having
lower NL^C/LIK) which accumulate on the main sequence and
thereby lower the overall ratio. Thence the permitted mass range
would have to have been even larger in the past.
These strict constraints on the range of stellar masses present
in MS2 arc eased if (i) much of the stellar photospheric emission
docs not heat dust (e.g. if it escapes perpendicular to the plane
along a dust-free path) or (ii) a large fraction of the line emission is generated by the UV-prccnrsors of fast shocks. Detailed
calculations of these alternatives are presented in Réf. 2, but the
extreme conditions they imply make them unlikely.
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Table 1

Ratio
lHS3a/I/;0
Iy/40o/I//53o

Te = 5 x 103 K
nc - 100cm"J n, = 104cm-J
4.54 X 10-"
5.1C X 10-"
5.68
4.42

Tc = 10-' K
nc = 100cm"J jie = IQ'cm—'
3.10 X IQ-8
3.38 X 10-"
5.57
4.70
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FAR-INFRARED FINE-STRUCTURE LINES IN ACTIVE GALAXIES
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ABSTRACT
The line fluxes of the far-infrared finestructure ionic and atomic transitions in
the narrow-line regions (NLRs) of active
galaxies are predicted using a standard
photoionization model (G. Ferland 1986,
private communication). Using the observed
HjS flux of the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC
1068,and assuming the standard conditions
in active galaxies NLRs, it appears that
[CII] 158pm, [OI] 63jim, [NIII] 57Mm, [HII]
122pm and [OUI]
88/im and 52/jm are all
detectable at high resolution (R=IO4) with
the Long Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS) on
board of the next ESA satellite ISO.

M A Malkan
Department of Astronomy
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1562
U. S. A.

To understand these numerous, but poorly
understood, IRAS active galaxies requires
spectroscopy
of
their
emission
line
spectra, which can only be studied in the
infrared, at wavelengths long enough to
penetrate the dust absorption. Due to the
absence
of
published
far-infrared
spectroscopy of active galaxies with good
sensitivity, we must use photoionization
models to predict the strength of their
emission lines at wavelengths accessible
to the to the two spectrometers (LWS and
SWS) onboard the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO).
2. THE PHOTOIONIZATION MODEL

Keywords: Photoionization Models, Active
Galaxies, Infrared Spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION
The large number of new active galactic
nuclei (AGN's) detected by IRAS showed
that many of them are extremely dusty. The
nuclear dust absorbs most of the nonstellar continuum energy, and re-emits it
thermally in the far-infrared. Unfortunately the broad-band far-infrared spectrum
of this thermal re-radiation is not vary
specific, and tells us little about how
the energy was originally produced. The
obscuration is often so heavy that the
optical and ultraviolet emission lines
cannot be used to even classify the type
of nuclear activity. Thus dusty AGN's,
unlike those selected by previous UVexcess searches, are not easily classified
between
the
categories
of
Seyfert
I/quasar,
Seyfert
2,
Low-IonizationNarrow-Emission-Line nucleus (LINER), and
blazar (with highly polarized, violently
variable continua). In fact, many of the
high-luminosity galaxies discovered by
IRAS may not have any nonstellar central
engine at all, but are merely producing
high far-infrared luminosities from bursts
of star formation.

The model we have used is the photoionization program CLOUDY, written by Gary
Ferland {Ferland,1986, private communication). The physical conditions - i.e.
the run of ionization, density and temperature - of gaseous "clouds" (assumed to
be plane parallel slabs) heated and
ionized by the radiation field of a central object,and its resulting emissionline
spectrum
are
predicted
se Ifconsistently. This is done by simultaneously
solving
the
equations
of
statistical and thermal equilibrium, and
balancing
ionization-neutralization and
heating-cooling
processes.
Osterbrock
(Ref.l) summarizes the basic physics
governing
such
environments,
with
particular emphasis on low-density nebulae
ionized by relatively soft radiation (i.e.
starlight),
while
others
(Refs.2-7)
provide additional details of effects of
high energy radiation and high optical
depths.
Nearly 300 emission-line intensities are
predicted by CLOUDY and these result from
the specification of only a) the shape and
luminosity of the ionizing continuum, and
its distance from the cloud, and b) the
chemical
composition
of
the
gas.
Applications of previous versions of this
photoionization program to the optical and
ultraviolet spectra of active galaxies can
be found in Ferland and Mushotzky (Réf.8)
and in Ferland and Netzer (Ref .9) . It is
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extremely well-tested and reliable for the
range
of
densities
and
ionization
parameters we are considering.
The two main parameters used are density
and the ionization parameter D, defined as
the ratio of ionizing photons to hydrogen
atoms at the inner face of the cloud:
varying
the
ionization
parameter
is
equivalent
to
changing the
distance
between the clouds and the source.

O = Q(H) /(4 HT2 NH c)

(1)

where Q(H)=no.of ionizing photons emitted
by the central object per second, NH=
total hydrogen density at the inner face
of the cloud and c=speed of light.
3. RESULTS
We have assumed normal solar abundances, constant hydrogen density and a simple
power-law ionizing continuum (slope -1.5),
with an exponential cutoff at 30 Ryd,
incident on a plane parallel gas slab with
a total hydrogen column density in the
range 10ZO-10" cm"2. A grid of models has
been computed with constant densities of
102, 103,104, 105 and 106 cm"3 and
ionization parameters O of io"1-5, lo"2'°,
10~2-5, 10~3-°, and 10~3-5. These wide
ranges of values have been chosen to cover
the physical conditions of the different
types of active nuclei, from the Seyfert
type 1 galaxies to the LINERs. The Narrow
Line Regions (NLRs) in agns are in fact
believed to have densities of 103-106 cm"3
and U=lO~3-5-lo"2-5.
The intensities (in arbitrary units) of
the brightest far-infrared fine-structure
lines in the range. 15-200/im together with
H/3 and [OUI] 5007A have been plotted as a
function of the ionizing parameter Log U,
for different densities and for the two
observing ranges of ISO-SWS and ISO-LWS in
Fig.la, b and Fig.2a, b respectively. Four
line ratios have been chosen to constrain
the models: the two
density-sensitive
ratios. [OUI] 52/im/88jim (for densities up
4
3
to IO cm" ) and [OIIll 5007/52Mm (for
densities higher than IO3 cm"3); and the
two ionization-dependent
ratios [OUI]
52fim/[OI] 63/™ and[OIII] 52fim/[SIII] 18/im.
The last ratio has been chosen primarily
because the [SIII] 18/im line is usually
stronger than [OI] 63pm.
The diagrams of Figs.3-6 show how these
ratios (in log-log form) constrain the
model. He derive two empirical power-law
relations between the density and the
intensity ratios [OUI]
5007A/52fim and
[OUI] 52/im/88/im:
Log NH = 1.2 Log[OIII]5007A/52Mm + 2.4 (2)
for 103<NH<106 cm"3
Log NH = 2.1 LOg[OIII] 52Mm/88Mra + 2.1 (3)
for 102<NH<104 cm"3
In Table 1 are reported the intensities of
the brightest far-infrared fine-structure

lines as predicted for NGC 1068, assuming
the typical conditions in a Seyfert type 2
nucleus (density=103 cm"3 and U=IQ"2'5).
and an HS intensity of 1.6x10'" W/mz
(Réf.10).
The sensitivity of LWS in high resolution
(R=IO4)
is -IO"18
W/m2
in 1 hour
integration time at 10fffor each spectral
element. To completely measure a line
profile of - for example - 900 Xm s"1
width,
30
measurements
are
needed.
Therefore the [OUI] 52/un line of a galaxy
like NGC 1068 (Z=Q.004, i.e. d=15 Mpo,
assuming H_=75km s"1 Mpc"1) will still be
detected
at a 10 er
level and high
resolution at a distance of 500 Mpc
(Z=O.125), with an integration time >-2
minutes (at the peak of the line t=2min)
for each spectral element and total
observing time of >-l hour. The [Dili]
52ftm and 88/im, [NIII] 57/im, [CII] 158/im
and [01] 63Mra lines will be detected in
the same galaxy at a distance of 100 Hpc
(z=0.025) with integration
times per
spectral element ranging from 0.2 sec to
-20 mins. Therefore accurate line profile
measurements can be done on galaxies at
this distance only on the brightest lines,
but intensities can be measured on the
weaker lines using few spectral elements.
Moreover, assuming that the narrow lines
in Seyfert galaxies have widths of 1500 km
s"1, i.e. equal to the resolution of the
grating (R=200) of LWS, the limiting flux
in low resolution mode will be 50 times
better, corresponding to a factor 7 in
distance.
He stress that the actual observed ratios
of infrared lines to H(I are likely to be
greatly increased by reddening.
Many
well-studied Seyfert 2 nuclei are known to
have at least 2 to 5 magnitudes of visual
extinction, and the larger values become
almost impossible to estimate from optical
observations.
As with observations of
extragalactic HII regions, the gas we can
see optically lies in the outer, less
obscured parts of the nucleus.
ISO
spectroscopy will, for the first time
reveal
how
much
additional
gas
is
presently hidden from view by much larger
visual extinctions. Exactly this situation
is now believed to occur in the nearest
and brightest Seyfert 2 galaxy, NGC 1068
(Refs.11-12).
ISO
spectroscopy
will
be
the
key
ingredient in the search for hidden Broad
Emission Line Regions in "Narrow Line"
Active Galactic Nuclei. This requires
looking for broad wings; on a far-infrared
line which can be emitted from reasonably
dense gas, probably a permitted line from
H or He.
One example is the recent
detection of broad Brackett alpha in Arp
220 (Réf.13).
A related issue which ISO can solve is the
cause of asymmetries in the profiles of
most optical forbidden emission lines in
Seyfert nuclei.
These are generally
attributed to obscuration in the NarrowLine Region, combined with
systematic
radial velocities (inflow or outflow). In
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Figure Ia. Intensities of the far-infrared
lines in the SWS wavelength
range in function of
the
ionization parameter U for an
hydrogen density of 10 cm" .
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Figure Ib. same as Figure la, but for a
density of 105 cm"3.
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Figure 2a. Sane as Figure Ia, but in the
LWS wavelength range.

Figure 2b. same as Figure 2a, but for a
density of 105 cm"3.

the brightar objects, we can easily
measure several accurate line profiles to
see if they show the same blue asymmetry
which is observed in[OIII] soovi if so
this would rule out the most popular
explanation, which is dust obscuration in
the HLR, combined with radial gas motions.
High-resolution profiles from ISO of the
brighter far-infrared emission lines will
give the true velocity field of the gas,
unaffected by extinction. This information
is vital to solving one of the major

questions about active galactic nuclei:
what are the kinematics and geometry of
their gas?
4. CONCLUSIONS
Fortunately, our models indicate that the
brightest infrared emission-lines (i.e.
those with predicted intensities down to
0.2 H@ , see Table 1) will be detectable
in reasonable integration times at high
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Figure 3. Logarithm of the ratio of
[OIII]52^ja to [DI] 63^m versus
logarithm
of
the
ratio
of
[OIII]52(jm to [OIII]88fim. Solid
lines
represent
constant
densities
(the number
gives
their logarithm in cm ), dashed
lines
represent
constant
ionization
parameters
(the
number gives their logarithm).

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but logarithm
of the ratio of [OUI]52^m to
[SIII] 18/Im versus logarithm of
the ratio of
[OIII]52/jm to
[OIII]88Aim.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, but logarithm
of the ratio of [OIII]52fim to
[SIII] 18/um versus logarithm of
the ratio of [OIII]5007A to

Figure 6. Sane as Figure 3, but logarithm
of the ratio of [OIII]52/iin to
[OI]63fim versus logarithm,of the
ratio
of
[OIIIJ5007A
to
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TABLE 1
ACKNOHLEDGEHENTS
LINE

I(W/m2)

[CII]ISBMm

1.1 10~16

0.066

[OI ] 63Mm

17

7.1 10~

0.044

[01] 145Mm

6.8 10~18

0.004

16

0.230

17

0.016

[Nil] 203Mm

18

5.1 10~

0.003

[OIII]52Mm

5.4 10~15

3.370

[OIII]88Mm

1.9 10~15

1.190

1. Osterbrock,D.E., 1974, Astrophysics
of gaseous Nebulae, (San Francisco:
W.M. Freeman and Comp.)

[OIV] 26Mm

3.7 10~15

2.340

2.

[SIII]IBMm

15

0.890

[SIII] 34Mm

15

1.3 10~

0.830

3. Halpern, J.P., and Grindlay J. E.,
1980,Ap.J., 242, 1041

[NeIII]ISMm

2.8 10~15

1.750

4.

[NIII] 57MIH

[Nil] 122Mm

1/1(Hp)

3.7 10~

2.6 10"

1.4 10~

resolution by ISO in a number of active
galaxies of various types, large enough
for statistical studies. Moreover, even
larger samples could be studied at low
resolution. For example, a new complete
sample contains 84 active galaxies with
12Mm flux densities greater than 0.3 Jy
(Réf.14). Since many AGNs have very steep
far-infrared spectra, even larger samples
will be accessible to ISO at longer
wavelengths.
ISO spectroscopy will give far better
measures of the density, temperature, and
abundances of gas in active nuclei than
are currently available, and decisively
test photoionization models for the line
emission. . For example,the combination of
[OHI]5007A^ with the far-infrared [OIII]
lines gives a superb measure of the gas
density, and could easily reveal if there
are significant quantities
of intermediate—âénsity gas (105-107) in many
Seyfert nuclei. The presence of such
"intermtdiate-density" gas has long been
suspected, but the available optical line
ratios are not sensitive to this density
regime.
ISO spectroscopy is also needed to
distinguish
between
obscured
LINER,
Seyfert 2, and quasar nuclei. They are
too heavily reddened to be usefully probed
with optical measurements, but many have
been discovered
by IRAS.
In
the
photoionization models, the difference
corresponds
to a change in U from about
10~J-3 to about 10~a-5, which should
produce noticeable changes to many of the
far-infrared lines trengths. ISO spectroscopy will also determine which of these
dusty "active galaxies" is actually
powered by starbursts, rather than a
nonstellar central engine.

The authors wish to thank brs. P.Saracerio,
C.Ceccarelli, D.Lbfenzetti, R.Orfei and
B.Nisini for useful -discussions on~thecapabilities of the Long Wavelength
Spectrometer (LWS) on board of the next
ESA mission ISO. They also acknoledge
Manuela Nepi for editing the manuscript.
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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIO AND FAR-INFRARED EMISSION
FORDISKGALAXIES

H J VoIk
Max-Planck-Institut Cur Kornphy.sik
Saupfcrcheckueg 1, D-G900 Heidelberg

ABSTRACT
A Hioory is proposed for the correlation of the
iionthcrmal radio continuum omission with t l - i - far
infrnrc-d (FIR) emission from disk galaxies. The
spatially integrated emission from each galaxy is
considered. Assuming Chat the source strengths for
relativistic electrons and energetic (ionising)
ôhotons, respectively responsible For the radio
synchrotron and the FlR emission, are both proportional to the supernova rate, it is supposed
that the energy source for the FlR. emission is cssentially instantaneously communicating to the radiating dust grains. The radiating onorgoric electrons , howevert have a much longer life-time. Yet
over the voliitnina surrounding the electron sources
within which those particles, whose energies correspond to the observed synchrotron frequency, lose
their energy clue to combined inverse Compton ami
synchrotron loss, the galaxies act as a calorimeter
fur tiiese particles. The calorimeter function a
fortiori pertains to all highor energy electrons.
Assuming the integral observât ion Lo encompass tin s
volume, the radio luminosity Is calculated appro:-:i mately. Taking the electron spectra to be due to
diffusive shock acceleration at supernova remnant
shocks, the net dependence of the radio emission on
the spatial average of the magnet it: field strength
B is rather weak. Apart from the supernova rale it
dopewls_mainly on the inverse of the ratio
l'Urmj/DB of the average total rndinfivo to the
average synchrotron energy loss per particle. The
quantities Uri(j and U^ denote the average photon and magnetic f iel d energy tiensî t.ies , respectively. Thus a test for the theory is a (plausible)
linear relation between U . and U,, for
*\*ad > HB" **" *5 su£gested to exist with
l+Urncl/Ujj between 3 and A for disk galaxies.
Also"a correlation between the nonthermal radio
emission and the thermal X-ray emission from e l l i p tical galaxies is predicted, its existence would
prove that indeed supernova remnants are the basic
source of cosmic rays for energies < IfJ eV.
Keywords: Galaxies: spiral ; Radio continuum;
Infrared radiation: Cosmic rays ; Supernovae .-mil
supernova remnants : general

1. INTRODUCTION
The spatially integrated nonthermal radio synchrotron emission S(i>) of spiral galaxies at fre-

quency C0J15. - ''-8fill?,shows a t i g h t linear rorn-Utinn with the IRAS far Infrared (FIR) thermal emission in the 'iO-li!0 /tin wavelength region (de .long (J.
ni.. 19S5: HP! ou et ni . . l(>8'i; Uundertich el a!..
1987; Wunderlich and Klein, l'»HH) w i t h a dl npiTM 1 mi
of 0,2 in the In^nrithm (Uunderlich ot ;i1 . . 1'JH/).
In a very recent study of various correlations,
also with optical and III data. Hummel et al. (19BB)
confirm that the radio-KIR correlation is one of
the tightest ones. It has a similar significance
for the corresponding (di stance independent) IumLIIOS i t ies.

Nl1!
ICOO

FIr.. 1 (ill. .huit et ; i l . , IWi): I'lot nf I ho .\f). 3 i-m
! lus d i - n s i t v versus tin' Ml /mi f l u x i l i ' i i s i t v of
!•,nlnxir.s. TIii' c a l c u l a f eil t o t a l rail I n f l u x d i ' t i s l t y
e r r o r s art1 i n d i u a i e d by e r r o r bars. Tin1 l i n i '
represents a veighLed bes'_ fit Lo the- ( I n L n .

Since Lhc FIR emission is often supposed to inninly
represent star IiBhL absorbed and rorndiatecl by
dust from OB stars (e.g. Drapatz, 1979; Cox et ai ..
1986; Persson and llplou. 1987), Lhe q u a l i t a t i v e
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the data was that the nonthennal
radio emission ought to be very closely related to
recent star formation, and in fact that Lhe relat l v i s t i c electrons, reponsible for the synchrotron
emission, should dominantly originate in supernova
rc'itmants ( S N R ' s ) .
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We show here that, for large enough radio frequencies and In a steady state, an approximate model in
which the FIR emission rate and the production rate
of relativistlc electrons are both proportional to
I/CM serves to explain the correlation of luminosities provided the ratio l+Crad/Un, of the spatial averages~of the:radiation energy density-Urad
and the 'magnetic energy density Ug! is about the
same for the galaxies considered. The reason is
that in this case all_other parameters like the average field strength B itself have only a very
weak net influence on the integral radio emission.
Thus B may vary significantly from one galaxy to
the next without quantitatively c-frecting the correlation. For the time being the very well observed
extreme star burst galaxy H82 may be taken as a
calibrator in terms of ^gjj'
Clearly this theory Implies a fixed production rate
of relativlstic electrons per SNR. This is theoretically plausible and appears to be true for the
Galaxy and MS2 (VoIk et al._. 1988b). An expected
observational consequence is a similar correlation
between the diffuse X-ray and the nonthermal radio
emission from elliptical galaxies which have no or
very few young stars.
2. THE MODEL
The model assumes first or all that over the effective IRAS range 40<i<120 /im, centered on
A - 82,5 fim (Persson and Helou, 1987) the FIR luminosity is dominated by "warm" (30-40K) dust heated
by O and B stars, i.e. that it is proportional to
W SN , even though this is probably only approximately true.
Tl.e FIR dust emission was discussed for our Galaxy
by Cox et al. (1986). From Fig. 2 we estimate that
in fact the "warm" dust may contribute only about
65 percent of the IRAS FIR emission. The rest of 35
percent is then expected to come from cold (15-25K)
dust heated by the general interstellar radiation
field. Persson and Helou (1987) tentatively identify this cold dust emission with the "cirrus" (Low
et al.. 1984). The IRAS FIR emission may therefore
systema; ically overestimate the FIR emission of
other galaxies as well, let us assume by the same
35 percent. For some galaxies the cold dust might
be even more important. This can only be verified
by detailed FIR measurements from ISO and sub-ram
observations. Keeping this uncertainty in mind we
proceed to the radio synchrotron emission.

Fig. 2 (Cox et al., 1986): Spectrum of the dust
emission between 4 and 900 put from the inner part
(R<8 kpc) of our galaxy averaged over galactic
longitudes 3-35\and latitudes |b|<l°. The bars are
error estimates of the observed spectrum as
compiled by Pajot et al. (1986) with modifications
as discussed in the text.-The open circles are
preliminary"IRAS results. Shown are the following
components which fit the observed spectrum: (i)
cold dust (15-25K) associated with atomic hydrogen
(dashed curve) and very cold dust ((T)-14K)
(crosses) associated with quiescent molecular — -—
clouds. In both cases, dust grains are heated by
the general ISRF; (ii) warm dust (30-40K) heated by
O and B stars (dotted curve). The-heavy solid llnu
shows the superposition of the computed spectra.
Note that the spectrum in the middle IR (the 11MIR
shoulder") is the result of the sum of two
contributions: The very small grains mixed with the
atomic hydrogen and heated by the general ISRF, and
normal grains heated to 250-450K by M giants with
;
heavy mass loss. The spectra of these two
components are shown as dashed curve an<l dashdotted curves, respectively.
The nonthermal radio emission at "Oi)s - 4.8 GHz
comes from electrons typically in the GeV to tens
of GeV energy range. By analogy with the situation
in the Galaxy, such particles escape from a normal
disk Galaxy through a combination of diffusion and
convection in the turbulent interstellar magnetic
fields in about 10 years, unless they radiate
their energy away before reaching this age. Although sizeable, these escape times are generally
small compared to the galactic evolution times.
—> Second assumption: steady state.
> Third assumption: The radio frequency "of,s In
the correlation with the FIR is for all galaxies in
the sample large compared to IA . In this case an
observation of the spatially integrated radio luminosity registers the entire nonthermal flux for
i/ •> i/ob , the galaxy and part of its environment
acting as a "beam dump" or calorimeter for the
electrons with energy (E/m-c ) > ("(,^/"g) ' •
Integral Radio-Synchrotron /FIR Emission
from spiral Galaxies
SSSN*
' / /
//
//
*

FIR Emission
Radio Synchrotron
Emission V»(nîVni,«
in volunwV, surlace A
Massive stars,
SNR's

Clearly this disregards the energy which might have
gone into driving a galactic wind but asymptotically, for large observation frequencies, this becomes a good assumption. Whether in fact the spatial integration has included a large enough volume
so that f(fos » Cj, remains to be checked observationally for the other galaxies in the sample. Provided this is so, the spatially averaged electron
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momentum
mated as
We write
electron

L f

distribution function can be roughly estifollows:
the diffusive transport equation for the
energy distribution f u n c t i o n f ( E , x) as

+ fi [(Bf)rnd*

CdE/dt)

ad] 'f] - W' *

x)

(1)

where che operator L = S/Bx'ii - S/3x- (g-o/Sx) defines the particle propagation in terms of spatial
d i f f u s i o n with diffusion tensor g, as well as convection with speed u, from a distribution of
sources which inject a phase space density Q pelunit time. Both, the total radiative energy loss
rate (dE/dt) r a d - -(V3)a T c(E/mO 2 • IU B + U rad' as
well as the adiabatlc loss rate (dE/dt) a(t -(E/3)3/3x-u appear in a continuous loss'term on
the l.h.s. The quantityCT T- 6,665-10"" cm2 denotes the Thomson cross section. An integral observation in space, at frequency i/, then approximately
determines the total synchrotron emission

. where A denotes the surface enclosing V. By assumption the particles from the energy range of interest and above have given up their energy in V,
the calorimeter. Thev^ do not- reach beyond-V. and
thus the surface irftegriil in eq. (6)" vanishes." Also
Y encompasses all the sources. Therefore J*yd x-Q is proportional to the number_of. sources_which are___
taken to be SNR*s." We finally assume that
dE-Jyd x-Q/Vgjg is universal for galaxies without an
a ctive nucleus, and equal to the total number.of
nonthermal electrons in the energy interval between
E and E+dE produced by n single SNR.
By the assumption v u » fu, where t/u denotes the
break frequency dug to radiative losses, we have
(dE/dt)ad « (dE/dt)rad for the
particle energies under consideration. This is a
necessary condition for the neglect of adiabntic
losses in eq. (6) although not a sufficient one. As
discussed earlier, energy may be expended in galactic winds. However, at the high particle energies
concerned we neglect this effect. The integration
of eq. (6) then simply gives

1/2

.|"d3x.j(,/)=dE. Fd3X- Udt
f'

J

J

obs

I .

[l+U ./U n ]
L
rad' Bj

• fdE
J

obs
(2)

3

JA

(2)

Li

i
obs

Q(E,x)
(7)

"SN

V

with the use of
Writing

,2
Q(E1X)

(3)

(8)

v
throughout, where the integral over space extends
over the emission region V surrounding the galaxy,
subtracting the background emission. The volume V
will vary depending, for fixed observation frequency i/=i/ •L , on the strength of the magnetic
field and photon energy densities UD and U j . re~
spectively, as well as the particle transport characteristics in the different galaxies of the sample. The quantity j(i/) is, approximately, the volume emissivity at frequency v, and (dE/dt)
denotes the radiative energy loss rate due to synchrotron emission alone, with
(dE/dt)
- (1E/dt)rad. [I+U1^AJ8]-1.
In order not to overfreight the argument with formal algebra, we approximate local quantities,
3/3x-u, UB, Urad, and v (i.e. B) in eqs. (1) and
(2) by their spatial averages over V, which are denoted by a bar. Under these conditions we get

^l-l-^l

• V-f

syn
where
f = i-JdJx f(x,E)

(5)

V
is the average particle distribution in the volume
V. This quantity can be calculated by integrating
eq. (1) over V:

'SN

, with x = 2+s, and q™ to be a factor intrinsic to
a single SNR, we get

-1
q

SN

me

Z

2(1+0 2l/ ,

i/

obs

v

(9)

B'

Since c =0,2 to 0,3 (e.g. VoIk et al.. 1988a), the
radio_emission depends only very weakly on
"obs/^g1 Provi<5e<1 "obs >> "b- Di-sre6ardrng tnis
variation, the only factor that possibly could modify a direct proportionality of SQbs to the FIR
emission, is the proportionality of the nonthermal
radio emission to the ratio of average synchrotron
to average total radiative losses [1+Û d/ÏÏg]" .
Thus, a test of the present model i^s the existence
of_a_correlation between Urad and Bg such that
1+U/Ug = const over the sample of_galaxies considered. Taking, for the Galaxy, S,ad as the sum
of the 3 K background (0,25 eV cm'5), FIR
(UFIR- 0,6 eV cm"3), and optical
(U0 = 0,6 eV cm"3) to be Urad - 1,45 eV cm"3,
and a 5_fiG average field, gives
l+l)rad/UB = 3,4. For H82 (which_lies on the radio-FIR correlation line) with B = 50 /iG and
UFIR= 200 eV cm"3 (Rieke et al.. 1980; Klein et
al-. 1988), we get l+Urad/UB =4,2. Thus a mean
value l+Ur_d/Ug between 3 and 4 is expected for
this correlation.
3. DISCUSSION
The model presented here is approximate in the
sense that it employs spatial averages and therefore it corresponds to a piecewise homogeneous sys-
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tein. More detailed models could be calculated
including simple spatial dependencies of the parameters considered uniform here. In principle this
has heen done-for-the Galaxy by the.Moscow school a
long time ngo ( f o r a review see e.g. Ginzburg and
Ptusk^in, 1976; for more recent calculations in this
direction, see e.g. LerclVë and Schlickeiser~1982).
Such an analysis is under way. However, we do not
expect basic changes of the present picture.
More important is the expected correlation between
the average energy density of the photon field
(consistent with the Thomson limit) and the mean
magnetic field energy density. Clearly the present
model would fail if such a correlation did not exist. Everything else being equal, turbulent dynamo
theories for the origin of galactic magnetic fields
would predict stronger fields for more vigorous
(turbulent) convection. Since the galactic turbulence is largely given by the activity associated
with massive stars, i.e. by the supernova rate i/ SN ,
and because at least the FIR photon energy density
is also monotonically increasing with J^N, a correlation is indeed plausible. Since upcoming infrared
observatories like ISO have a high sensitivity to
register FIR continuum fluxes, we expect this to be
a future possibility to estimate magnetic field
strengths in galaxies which are only weak radio
emitters.
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NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND SPECTROSCOPIC BVIAGING OF NGC253
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ABSTMCT
Our CVF spectroscopy of NGC253 has shown that
shock excited H is extended over at least 40"
(700pc) along tfie major axis. While Brackett y
and the 1.644pm [Fell] line are relatively strong
on the nucleus with the l-OS(l) line of H less
than half the Bry flux, the situation is reversed
in the non-nuclear positions with the H line the
strongest in the spectra. Narrow band H images
of the central regions of NGC253 with a spatial
resolution of 1^ 30pc, are also presented and
discussed. We use the spectra and the images to
discuss in detail the excitation mechanisms for
the line emission in terms of the nuclear
starburst and mass motions along the bar.

major axis, using 7.8 and 19.6 arcsec apertures.
BrY and the [Fell] line are very strong on the
nucleus, and the S(I) line is less than half the
flux of Bry. However 15" out along the major
axis this situation is reversed; the S(I) line is
much stronger than BrY and we were unable to
detect the [Fell] line at all.
[Fell] emission
was detected with a 5" aperture at a position
7"W, 7"S of the nucleus.
We were unable to
detect the S(I) line at 24S24W of the nucleus.
Figure 1 shows K window spectra in a 19.6 arcsec
aperture on the nucleus and 12"S 12"W of the
nucleus.

Keywords: NGC253, Infrared Spectra, Infrared
Imaging, Starbursts.

1.

INTRODDCTION

NGC253 is one of the most extensively observed and
modelled starburst galaxies known due to its
proximity. As such it is a prime target for near
infrared
spectroscopic
studies.
Infrared
observations, which are less affected by the high
obscuration in this edge on system are crucial to
a detailed understanding of the star formation
near the nucleus. As part of our programme of
near infrared spectroscopy of interacting, merging
and starburst galaxies (Réf. 1) we have used the
UKIRT common user CVF, UKT9, to obtain H and K
window spectra of NGC253 in several apertures and
positions along the major axis with a resolution
of "^ 120. We present examples of the spectra, and
summarise the main results.
A preliminary H
image of the nuclear regions of NGC253, taken less
than a month ago using IRCAH and an imaging
Fabry-Perot interferometer is presented, providing
further insight into the source of the H
excitation.
2. SPECTRA
We have detected the v = l-OS(l) line and Q (1-3)
lines of H , Brackett gamma and the 1.644um [Fell]
line in NGC253 at several positions along the

WAVElENOTH (MCROHS)

Figure 1.

K window spectra of NGC253 arbitrarily
scaled for display in the same figure.
(A) is the nuclear spectrum and (B)
was taken 12"S 12"W of the nucleus.
The
positions
of
the molecular
hydrogen and Brackett Y lines are
marked.

The spectra were ratioed with spectra of late
type
standard
stars to
remove atmospheric
features. This also has the effect of removing
to a large extent the stellar CO absorption
feature from the galaxy spectra.
Wavelength
calibration was determined from observations of
BrY in the planetary nebula NGC7027. Line fluxes
were estimated by extrapolating the measured
continuum between 2.1 and 2.2um. Uncertainty in
the continuum level is the major source of
uncertainty in the quoted line fluxes.
For
spectra taken at different positions in the
galaxy the continua were estimated in exactly the
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same way.
In a 19.6 arcsec aperture on the
nucleus the flux in the S(I) line is (2.5 ± 0.3) x
10~
Wm" , and assuming a distance of 3.3 Mpc to
NGC253 the luminosity of the S(I) line emission is
thus I--.,. •»• 7 x 10 Lo.
Table 1 shows the
strength of other lines measured on and off the
nucleus in a 19.6 arcsec aperture relative to the
nuclear S(I) line flux.
While the S(I) flux
decreased by a factor of 2 between the nucleus and
12S_ 12W, the Bry flux decreased by a factor of
more than 10.
TABLE 1

Position

Line

Flux Relative to
Nuclear S(I) Line

BrY

Nucleus

3

[Fell]

Nucleus

2

S(I)

12"West 12"South

0.5

12"West 12"South

0.15

3.

THE EMISSION LINE IMAGE

NGC253 was imaged in the v = 1 - O S(I) line of H
using the UKIRT infrared camera IRCAM (Réf. 2) in
its 1.2 arcsec/pixel mode on 12 November 1988. To
obtain maximum contrast between the line and
continuum emission a warm 250 lon/s Fabry-Perot
étalon
was placed in the
collimated beam
immediately in front of the camera entrance
window. A cold 1% filter, centered at 2.12um, was
used to isolate one order of the PP. Velocity
calibration of the FP was established relative to
Argon lamp lines and confirmed with observations
of the planetary nebula NGC7027. The relative
transmission of the filter as a function of
velocity was determined from observations of a
nearby G star.
Although the FP was scanned
through several velocities to fully sample the
emission line, only the data taken with the FP
tuned for the recession velocity of NGC253 (229
kms , Réf. 3) i.e. the "on line" centre data are
presented here.
The continuum was measured
through the same filter as the line emission with
the FP turned to 750 km/s from V
. Several
independent frames were taken at each% position.
The data were flat fielded using blank sky frames
which were observed alternatively with the source
frames and a fixed grid of about 25 known bad
pixels have been removed by interpolation.
The
independent images were averaged, and after
correction for the relative transmission of the
filter, the continuum image was subtracted to
produce the line emission image shown in Figure 2.
The camera field of view is vignetted by the FP
and so only the un vignetted region of the image
is displayed.
Since only a preliminary data
reduction has been carried out no attempt has
baen mafla to flux calibrate the emission line
image. Emission in the v = 1 - O S(I) line of H
has been detected over about 25 arcsec, so not
all of the emission seen in the spectra has been
detected.
The H
image
shows
interesting
structure on a scale of * 6 arcsec or 120 pc.
This is unlikely to be due to drifts of the
telescope, (e.g. between line and continuum
images) as repeated measurements at the same
velocity showed that pointing errors averaged
about 1 arcsec. However the structure may be at
least partly due to seeing fluctuations and other
systematic effects.
Further image analysis using

15.0

0.0

-15.0

Figure 2. Narrow band S(I) image of NGC253.
East is to the left and North to"the"
top. The scale is in arcseconds and (0,0)
marks the position of the
nucleus
as
determined
from
the
continuum
image.
Contours
are
linearly spaced and the lowest is 20.
all of the available data is necessary to confirm
the small scale structure.
4. DISCUSSION
The K-window spectra of NGC253 shown in Figure 1
differ from those of other nearby star forming
spirals in that the v = 1 - O S(O) and v = 2 - 1
S(I) lines of H2 at 2.223 and 2.248Mm are
undetected. In the spectra presented recently by
Puxley et al (Réf. 4) these lines are comparable
in strength to the S(I) line, indicative of
fluorescent excitation of the molecules. The
spectra of NGC253 contrast sharply with these and
strongly suggest that the molecular hydrogen in
NGC253 is shock excited.
The spectra are
consistent with that in Rieke et al (Réf. 5) who
also argue for shock excitation. Puxley et al.
argue that fluorescently excited H could be a
natural consequence of a starburst and derive Ruv
for a range of models, where Ruv is essentially
the ratio of the number of photons in the Lyman
and Werner bands to the number required to
produce the observed S(I) line strength. If Ruv
^- 1, then fluorescent excitation of H by the UV
radiation from the massive stars produced in a
starburst is possible. Their models give

Ruv •<• 0.45 - 0.89 F (BrY) / F (1-OS(I)K

(D

The nuclear line ratio for N6C253 (Table 1)
indicates that fluorescence is possible at this
position. However there is a sharp decrease in
the strength of BrY relative to S(I) at
increasing radial distances from the nucleus.
The S(I) line at 12" South, 12" West of the
nucleus, shown in Figure 1, could not be produced
by fluorescent excitation.
This, together with
the fact that all of the spectra have shocked
line ratios indicates that in NGC253 the dominant
excitation mechanism for the molecular gas is not
UV radiation from the massive stars produced in
the starburst. In NGC 253 the H emission is
most likely shock excited and thus differs from
that observed in other nearby starburst spirals
(Réf. 4). Several authors (e.g. Refs. 1, 5, 6)
have discussed the possibility that molecular

roc.
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hydrogen emission in starburst galaxies is shock
excited by the outflows associated with star
formation regior.s, similar to the shock excited H-,
emission seen in the Orion nebula. If this were
the case in NGC253 the spatial extent of the H^
emission should be similar to the size of the
star-burst region, which is delineated by the
• •'. . - of the BrY emission. However the spectra
<-!• -w f - --he extent of tfc
H
emission is
cons ide> t 'i'v greater than that
ot
the BrY
emib.-i •.
': -c results indicate that in NCTC253
t'—
M -1
" -Ulan
is probably not
directly
associait..: with the starburst. The H^ emission
must be excited by some other mechanism, such as
mass inflows along the bar, shock focusing in the
ends of the bar or shocks in spiral density waves.
The high spatial resolution oC the Hn images
should enable us to untangle these and other
possibilities. For example the position angle of
the S(I) emission measured from the image is 53° i
3°. This is consistent with the PA of the major
axis of the galaxy (51°, Réf. 3) but not with that
of the bar (64°, Réf. 7). This suggests that the
excitation of the H is not simply related to the
bar.
Although the position angle of the H^
emission follows the major axis of the galaxy, the
decrease in S(I) surface brightness with radius in
the image is however not the same as that of the
continuum. The H emission could be excited by
shocks in spiral Bensity waves and the apparent
extension along the major axis is a line of sight
effect in this edge-on galaxy. A fuller analysis
and reduction of all the S(I) images may yield
further clues to the source of the shocks exciting
the H emission lines.
The Br-Y and IFeII] emission are less spatially
extended than the S(I) emission.
(FeIII is the
most centrally condensed emission line and has
only been detected in spectra out to 9" SW of the
nucleus along the major axis. The spatial extent
of the BrY emission is similar to the map of the
lOum fiux from the central starburst in Rieke and
Low (Réf. 8Ï . Although the spectra show that the
BrY emission is more extended than the map, recent
results
by
Telesco
(private
communication)
indicate that the lOum emission is also somewhat
more extensive. This suggests that both the BrY
and the [Fell] are directly related to the
starburst.
In corresponding apertures our BrY
fluxes are consistent with those of other workers
(e.g. Réf. 9) and can be fit by a variety of
starburst models to within a factor of two (e.g.
Refs. 10, 11).
A more detailed analysis of
starburst models, e.g. using our BrY line fluxes
to constrain the spectral types of stars formed,
has not been attempted since the results are very
sensitive to the assumed extinction which even at
2um can be significant. As recent results (Réf.
12) have shown for M82, conventional methods can
severely underestimate che extinction to these
dusty starbursts even in the IR. However it is
clear from our data that both the distribution of
the BrY emission and the line
fluxes are
consistent with the starburst hypothesis.
For
photo-ionised gas in HII regions we expect the
ratio of [Fell]/BrY line strengths to be •<• 0.06,
thus most of the [Fell] emission must be emitted
by some other source.
Strong [Fell] 1.644Mm
emission has recently been observed from several
galactic supernova remnants such as IC443 (Réf.
13) where the line ratio [Fell]/BrY is •»• 30-70.
this suggests that a consistent picture of the
line emission from NGC253 is one in which
essentially all of the BrY emission originates in
photoionised gas in star formation regions and
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most of thf ITeIl] in- emitted by thi- sufernnvn
remnants that are à insult of the nt-.irl.mi si . if
Wi- estimate a Intal luminnsity for IC44? in the
[Ft1IIl line to bo ^- ?00 - 300 !.o and assume .P
lifetime for the emission nf •>• 10 years, this"
implies a supernova rate ft *• 0.7/yr which is
similar to the predictions of the starburut ..
models.
This simple model shows that it is
reasonable to interpret the [Fell! umissioh seen
in NGC253 as a result of supernova n-mnarits
created by the starburst.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

K and 1! window spectra of the nucleus and oft"
nuclear
tegions
have
been
obtained
with
detections of the v = 1 - OS(I) line, PrY find
[FeIIl.
The
BrY and
IFeIII
emission artapproximately coextensive with the starburst
mapped at lOum and the line fluxes can be
accounted for in terms of simple Dtarburst
models. The H emission is more extended than
the other emission lines and its line ratios are
indicative of shock excitation, not fluorescence
which is seen in other nearby starburst galaxies.
It is likely that the H-1 in NGC253 is excited by
shocks
not
directly" associated
with
the
starburst.
Possible
sources
of excitation
include shocks due to mass motions along the bar,
or shocks in spiral density waves.
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MEASUREMENT SYSTEM OF SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE IN THE NEAR INFRARED
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ABSTRACT
This work describes an automatic
system for the measurement of the absolute spectral irradiance in the 800-2500 nm
region, by direct comparison of radiation
source.
The total estimated uncertainty of
the measurement system has been evaluated
to be less than 1%.
Keywords: Absolute Spectral Irradiance,
Infrared Radiometry, Spectrorradiometer.

tomatic and controlling the measurement
by means of a Personal Computer.
2. MEASUREMENT METHOD PRINCIPLE.
The measurement method used is the
direct comparison of two sources. If two
radiation sources, the standard and the
test one, are placed in the same position
succesivelly, and all the parameters which
affect the response of the system are controlled and invariable; the response of
the system for each emitter will be the
following:

(» = E

Ol S(X)

(D

for the standard lamp, and

R(X) = E(X)Î (X) S(X)

1. INTRODUCTION
To dispose of calibrated sources, in
radiance and spectral irradiance values,
as secondary standards in the optical range, and particularly in the near infrared,
is a need for instrument and measurement
system calibration, in Infrared Spectroscopy and Astrophysics.

for thetest source, with E(X) the spectral
irradiance through the entrance aperture
of the measurement system, R(X) the response of the system, C (X) the spectral transmitance of the system and S(X) the spectral responsivity of the detector.
Then,

For this reason, in the Radiometry
Laboratory of the Institute of Optics an
automatic system for the absolute spectral
irradiance measurement of radiation source in the 800-2500 nm spectral region,
has been built.
This paper describes briefly the components of the measurement system, as well
as evaluation of the different source of
the errors contributing to the uncertainty of spectral irradiance measurements.
The main characteristics of the built
system,besides the accuracy, are the incorporation of low noise and high sensitivity amplifier and the possibility of au-

(2)

R(X)
(3)

and

R(X.)
(4)

S(X) - E

R 5 (X)
The source used as reference is a
standard incandescent quartz halogen tungsten lamp.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
The experimental system (Fig. 1) consists on the following parts:
Comparison system.
-Spectral analyzer system.
"Detection-and data-acquisition system.
3.1 Comparison

system

It consists on a mobile platform which
slides on two rigid rails and can be blocked at two predetermined positions. At these positions two kinematic lamp mounts
allow a precise and reproducible positioning of both sources.
3.2 Spectral analyzer system
The spectral analyzer system consists
of two single monochromators in series in
a 250 mm Czerny-Turner mount. They have a
f/3.5 aperture and a maximun resolution
of 2 A.
The system is equipped with adjustable slits in the range 0.5 mm to 4 mm and
a wavelength microprocessor scanning system. Two pairs of holographies gratings
(one with 600 grooves/mm, blazed at 1 pm
and a dispersion about 2 nra/ram, and another one with 300 grooves/mm, blazed at
2 jim and a dispersion about 4 nm/mm),
allow to cover the designed range from
800-3000 nm.
The system is also provided with a
set of three blocking filters to suppress
difraction higher orders in the following
ranges:
Red
600-1100 nm
IR#1
1100-2000 nm
IRf2
1600-2800 nm.
In order to obtain an uniform and depolarized_radiant flux at the monochromator entrance slit, a halon integrating
sphere 2 inches in diameter and with entran
ce and exit ports 1/2 inch in diameter,
situated 90° apart has been added.
An optical modulator (chopper) is between the integrating sphere exit port and
the monochromator entrance slit.
The system is completed with two mirrors, a plane mirror and a concave one,
which act as optical system to demagnifier
and imager the exit slit of the monochromator (4x10 mm) onto the detector surface
(1x3 mm).
3.3 Detection and data acquisition system
The detection system is a lead sulfide photoconductor detector, thermoelectrically cool at 233 K and with a bias voltage of 80 volts,
A low noise and highly sensitive
lock-in amplifier is used to amplify the
detector signal, which, when amplified and

integrated, is collected by the data acquisition system.
Data,acquisition and processing is
controlled by .- a Personal Computer via an
ISSE interface. The computer also controls
the microprocessor scanning system and the
output voltages of the power supplies to
provide the bias,voltage and the current
for the thermoelectric cooler.
4. ESTIMATION OF THE UHCERTAItITIES
From equation 4 it can be seen, that,
when using the measurement method described,
the uncertainties in the spectral irradiance measurement of a test source, can arrives from:
- Uncertainties associated to the spectral irradiance standard source.
—
- Uncertainties in the transfer process.
In the transfer of spectral irradiance
values from the standard source to the test
one, the possible error sources are:
a) Uncertainty in the wavelength setting.
The wavelength calibration has been
made by using the second order of emission
lines of a CH Kr laser. The total contribution to the uncertainty of the spectral
irradiance measurements is i 0.08%.
b) Detector noise.
This uncertainty is a random error
which is given by the standard deviation
of each measurement.
c) Detector temporal instability.
The detector signal, under constant
irradiance, presents a maximum signal change of 1.2% during three hours of operation.
The average measurement time is 20 minutes,
then the total contribution of this instability to the uncertainty of the spectral
irradiance measurement is Î 0.2 %.
d) Distance source-entrance aperture.
The contribution of this source of
error to the uncertainty of the spectral
irradiance is + 2%.
e) Source positioning.
Source positioning is accomplished
using a Ke-Ne laser. Thus the resulting
uncertainty is less than 0.1 %. Therefore it is negligible.
f) Fluctuations in the lamp flux.
The sources are 1000 U incandescent
quartz halogen lamps. A stabilized current
supply keeps the lamp flux fluctuations
within + 0.06 %.
There is another possible source of
error that has been assumed to be negligible: the possible non linearity of the
lead sulfide detector. This is not a problem when similar sources are conpared.
The total estimated uncertainty in
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the measurement of the spectral irradiance
is + 0.3 % for every source. Then the final
uncertainty is + 0.6%. This is summarized
in table 1.
Table 1.
ESTIMATED UNCERTAINTIES (%)
Sources of error
Wavelength setting.
Detector noise.
Det. Temporal Inst.
Source distance
Lamp flux fluctuation.

800
.08
.10
.20
.20
.06

Total uncertainty.

.32

Wavelength ( nm )
1200
1400
1600

.08
.03
.20
.20
.06

.06
.04
.20
.20
.06

.09
.03
.20
.20
.06

2000
.07
.07
.20
.20
.06

2400
.07
.12
.20
.20
.06

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30
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PERFORMANCE PARAMETER CHARACTERISATION OF VARIOUS TYPES
OFIRSINGLEELEMENTDETECTORS

P Corredera, J Campos, A Pons, A Corrons
Institute de Optica "Daza de Valdés". 28006 MADRID.SPAIN

ASBTRACT
The optimun value of performans parameters of several types of IR semiconductor
detectors has been determined, in order to
select the most suitable detector for spectroradiometry in the spectral region from
1 to 3.5 jim.
The calculated normalized detectivity
and the detector response have been used
as a figure of merit to select the detector.

performed and the resuls obtained In measuring the electrical noise and the response of these detectors agains bias voltage, load resistance and modulation frequency, in order to obtain the optimun
perforraance values for each detectors.
The normalizer detectivity, D* , calculated from those results is also presented and used as a figure of merit to select
the detector to be used.
2. MEASUREMENTS AMD RESULTS

Keywords: IR detectors, Detectivity, Spectroradiometry, IR photoconductors, IR
photodiodes.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this work is to
select thé most suitable detector in order
to be incorporater as detection system in
an IP. spectroradiometer for the spectral
interval from 1 to 3.5 |im. For our purpose,
the term "most suitable" means the detector
that present the highest response and signal to noise ratio, under constant
irradiance.
These characteristics depend on the
bias voltage applied to detector, the temperature, the radiation fied modulation
frequency and, in the case of photoconductor detectors, the load resistant.
Five semiconductors based detectors
type, which are sensitive in the spestral
range of interest, have been study: Photoconductive and thermoelectrical cooled,
SPb, SePb and HgCdTe, and InSb ( liquid
nitrogen cooled ) and InAs ( thermoelectri
caly cooled ) photodiodes.
This paper decribes

the measurements

The measurements performed may be separated into two groups: Electrical measurements and radiometric ones. Electrical
measurements refer to the electrical condition of operation ofdetectors, such as
bias voltage and load resistence. Radiometric measurements refer to the detectors
response to different modulation frequencies
of optical radiation.
2.1 Ele£t_r_i_c_al_ measurements
Thèse are different for photoconductors
and for photodiodes and they will be treated separetely.
2.1.1 Ph_qtoconductors. These detectors are
used in the "usuaT'co'nf iguration, biasing
the detector through a load resistor, RL,
and measuring the voltage change accross
R, produced by the optical radiation.
The detector response has been measured for several values of R maintaining
a constant bias voltage. The result obtain
ed for the lead sulfide detector are shown
in figure 1. It can be seen that there is
a maximun in the detector response to optical radiation. This is produced when R.
equals the detectors dark resistance. Anal
ogous results have been obtained for the
SePb and HgCdTe detectors.
Once the optimun value of R_ has been
determined for every detector, tKe optical
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response and t h e e l e c t r i c a l noise were
measured ugains Lhc bias voltage. Figure 2
-sliowt; the results obtained for the same
lead sultide detector. As it was expected,
the optical signal increases lineal y with
the bias. The noise increases also with
bias, but not linearly. Therefore, the
'signal to noise ratio presents a maximun
value for a given voltage. Again basically the same results arc obtainer Eor , the two ,
cither photoconductor détectons."
2.1.2 Photodiodes. These detectors hâve
also I)OCn used in the usual configuration,
measuring their short circuit current via
a current to voltage converter amplifier.
In this case no bias voltage was app l i e d to detectors, because photodiode
biasing increased the noise and dark current signal, producing a decrease in sens i t i v i t y and detectivity, unsuitable effects
in this work.
2.2 Radiometric measurements
After optimizing electrical conditions
of operation of detectors, their response
and electrical noise were measured for
several modulation frequencies of the optical radiatior.. A black body at 500'K
has been used as the radiation source (this
was selccter because the detectivity of
these detectors is usually given for this
irradiance spectral distribution).
Optical radiatioi from the black body
was modulated by a mechanical chopper,
producing a triangular waveforn of irradiance over the sensitive surface of detectors .
The modulation frequency range studied is between 100 Hz and 4000 Kz, being
the last the upper limit of the chopper.
The results obtained were used to
calculate the normalized detectivity, D*,
according to the following equation:

(D
where It is the rms correction factor,
which in this case is the corresponding to
a triangular wave; Uf is the electrical
bandwidth used in the noise measurement,
10 Hz in our case; A, is the detector sensitive area; S is the detector response to
optical radiation; N is the noise, and S
the irradiance over the detector.
The irradiance is usually derived
from the black body radiance using the
Planck's equation. This has not been done
in this work, because some radiation is
absorbed by the water vapor of the air in
the spectral interval in which detectors
are sensiL-ve. The irradiance has been
measured at the distance of 30 era from
the black body aperture with an Electrical

Iy Calibrated Pyroelcctric Radiometer.
This is the distance at which detectors
have been calibrated in this work.
The results oblained'-.for ._EBe-D* of
photodiodes (InAs and InSb) are shown in
figure 3. Looking at this figure", it can
be thought that InAs b*"is -too ^low. The rea
son is that this detector was cooled only
at 2730K.
The results obtained for the D* of
photoconductors (SPb, SePb and HgCdTe)- are
shown, in figure 4.
From these figures, it can be seen
tant"these photodiodes present a flatter
frequency detectivity than the studied
photoconductors, being the frequency inter
val of high detectivity larger than thatOf photoconductors. However, lead sulfide
and mercury-cadmium tclluride detectors
present "high rvalues-"of - D* . The-f irst one i ~~
for low modulation frequencies and the sec
ond one for higher modulation frequencies^
Due to that, those ar? the candidates to
be selected.
As it was mentioned above, high value
of D* is an important characteristic for a
detector to be used in a spectroradiometer,
but it is important that its response be as
high as possible too.
The response of SPb and HgCdTe detectors against frequency to the 50O0K blac;^
body can be seen in figure 5. Lead sulfide
detector response is orders of magnitude
higher than the HgCdTe one. Therefore, the
SPb detector ir more suitable for tne appii
cation required. In the other hand, lead
sulfidc detector is sensitive from the visible spectral range, which permits to compare the spectroradiometcr to another previously developed in our laboratory for
the visible spectral interval.
Table 1 summarizes the best pcrforraan
ce conditions of operation for the-dctec-tors studied in this work, showing the bias
voltage, ter^erature, peak D* frequency and
D* (50O0K, f* 1).
Finally, a remark about temperature of
operation of detectors. Almost al' detectors have been used at their lowest possible operation temperature. This has been
done because the lower the temperature,
the lower the noise, although lower temperatures decrease detector response speed.
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Table 1
Optiraun performance parameters.

Detector

Temperature

SPb '
SePb
HgCdTe
In As
In Sb

233«K
253' K
:

233' K
273° K

-

77'K

80 V.
60 V.
10V.
No
' - - T-- No

D* ( 5 0 0 , f

Peak D*
frequency

Bias
Voltage

<

300 Hz
600 Kz

> 2000 Hz

".

,.

'- - 1000 Hz
": '- 1000 Hz

,:

9 . 5~0~ E9~ W - 1 CmHzJj
7.50 E 8 .',J" 7CCiHz ?
' -3.20. E9 -;?_rcmaz?
3.90 S6 >ï~,cïïiHz?
2.48 E9 W ciilHz^
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The SWS, one of the two spectrometers of
ISO, is a grating instrument that covers
the wavelengths between 2.5/un and 45fun at a
spectral resolution of 1000. A Fabry-Perot
interferometer can be used behind the
grating section, to achieve a spectral
resolution of 20.000 in the wavelength
range 15-35jim.
The design and development status of the
instrument and its sub-units will be
presented, together with an overview of the
scientific capabilities.

2. Design Concept.
The Short-Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS),
one of the four focal-plane instruments of
the ESA Infrared Space Observatory (ISO)
due for launch in 1993, is a grating
spectrometer that covers the wavelengths
between 2.5 and 45 ^m at a spectral
resolution of 1000. A Fabry-Perot
interferometer can be used behind the
grating section, to achieve a spectral
resolution of 20.000 in the wavelength
range 15-35 Mm.
The grating instrument consists of two
nearly independent sections, each with its
own collimator and grating. The gratings
are used in their first, second and third
orders. The required order separation is
achieved by using three different input
apertures, each with its own filters. Each
section has two different detector arrays.
The arrangement at one of the three
entrance apertures of the instrument is
shown in Fig.l. Two similar reflection
crystals serve as a dichroic beam splitter.
The short
wavelengths pass the first
crystal and are then filtered further and
directed to the short-wavelength section of
the instrument.

The long wavelengths are reflected against
two crystal surfaces and then sent to the
long wavelength section.
to long-wavelength
section

to short-wavelength
section

€

i shutter

Fig.l. One of the three dichroic
spectrometer inputs
The instrument is located in a guadrant of
the focal-plane bay behind the ISO
telescope. The radiation is reflected
radially into the instrument by a central
prism on the telescope's optical axis. The
input unit contains the three entrance
slits with their dichroics and spectral
filters and the shutter system. The crosssections of the optical beams are highly
elliptical: anamorphic optics were used to
widen the beam in the direction of the
dispersion, to allow a high spectral
resolution in an instrument with dimensions
of only 200 x 250 x 300mm.
The lay-out of the long-wavelength section
is given in Fig. 2. The wavelengths are
scanned by rotating a flat mirror close to
the grating. The scanning mirror is mounted
on flexural pivots and driven by a coil
in the field of a fixed magnet. The
scanner design achieves an accuracy of 3
arcsec over a total range of 13 •. The
maximum dissipation in the motor is 1 mW.
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Fig. 2. Lay-out of the long wavelength
section with the Fabry-Perot unit.
Two light-paths are drawn in the long
wavelength section of the instrument, one
to the detector block of the grating
instrument and one through one of the two
Fabry-Perot étalons. The Fabry-Perots are
mounted in a pair of parallel plates. Their
distance and parallelism can be varied by
adjusting
the currents
in three
electromagnetic actuators, using the
system microprocessor.
3. Detectors and Read-Out Circuits
The SWS is expected to have the following
detectors:
12xIn:Sb 2.3 - 4.5/im
12xSi:P 12 - 28 /un
12xSi:Ga 4 . 5 - 1 3 urn
12xGe:Be 28 - 45 /im.
For the Fabry-Perot the foreseen detectors
are:
2xSi:P 15 - 25 /un
2xGe:Be
25 - 35 Mm.
The silicon detectors may be heated to a
few degrees above their 3.5K environment;
the Germanium detectors will be operated
at their optimum temperature; they will be
cooled by a thermal strap to the "1.8" K
cryostat heat sink.
The supplier of the detectors is the
Battelle-Institut in Germany. Except for
the InSb which are produced by CEC (USA) .
The detectors will be connected to
integrating pre-amplifiers employing heated
JFETs {non-destructive read-out) to be
supplied by Infrared Laboratories (USA).
NEPs of 1 x 10 ~17 W.Hz ~V2 or better are
foreseen. These values have been achieved
already for the silicon detectors.
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Figure 3. The ISo-SWS resolving power in
the grating mode.
Presently (January 1989) the development
and construction is well underway. The
structure and optics of the QM focal plane
unit have been completed and are under
test (see figure 4). Fabry-Perot meshes of
the proper dimensions have been manufactured and the long wavelength (25-35 /OT)
set has already proven to give adequate
resolving power and transmission.
The main concern area is the long
wavelength detector (Ge:Be). Sofar too high
dark current has been found to achieve the
specification (ICT17 W.

4. Development status
Fig. 3 gives the expected resolving power
of sus as a function of wavelength in the
grating mode. At the bottom of the figure
the dimensions of the entrance slets are
given for the grating sections and the two
Fabry-Perots. Also is shown the filter and
detector arrangement over the wavelencjth
range.

(B

Figure 4. The Qualification Model after
Anodization in the clean room at
ROG for Alignment testing.

THE (SO SHORT WAVELENGTH SPECTROMETER

Figure 5. Ni Tneshes foirthe 15-25/im range
(left) and the 25-35Am range
(right). The meshes are produced
by electrolytic deposition on a
glass substrate following an
evaporated pattern.
Manufacturer: Heidenhain, FRG.
Results are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Detail of transmission spectrum
of the Fabry-Perot with the 10 /zm
period mesh.
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THE INFRARED SPACE OBSERVATORY (ISO)

M F Kessler
Astrophysics Division,
Space Science Department of ESA.

ABSTRACT
The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), a fully approved
and funded project of ESA, will operate at wavelengths
from 3-200//m. The satellite essentially consists of a large
cryostat containing about 2300 litres of superfluid helium
to maintain the telescope (primary mirror diameter of
GO cm) iiiid the scientific instruments at temperatures
between 2K mid SK. A pointing accuracy of a few arc
seconds is provided by a three-axis-stabilisation system.
ISO's instrument complément consists of four instruments,
namely: an imaging photo-polarimctcr (3-200/jm), a
camera (3-17/râi), a short wavelength spectrometer (345/mi) and a long wavelength spectrometer (45-180/im).
ISO's scheduled lauiirh date is May 1003 and it will be
operational for at least IS months. In keeping with ISO's
role as an observatory, two-thirds of its observing time will
be made available to the general astronomical community.

Keywords: ISO, infrared, space astronomy, spcctroscopy.
photometry, imaging.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Mode;=: ;:strophysic.s benefits greatly from the ability
Ui makt reservations throughout the wiliest possible
range of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, work
at infrared wavelengths is severely hampered or totally
excluded by the terrestrial atmosphere and therefore,
despite its scientific promise, the 3-200 /nn band has
remained comparatively under-explored. The Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO), shown in figure 1, will remedy
this situation. It will provide astronomers with a facility of
unprecedented sensitivity for a detailed exploration of the
universe ranging from objects in the solar system right out
to the most distant cxtragalactic sources. ISO is designed
to be a true observatory with its scientific instrumentation
capable of tackling a wide range of astrophysical problems
and with two-thirds of its observing time available to
the general astronomical community.

Figure 1. Computer graphic of the ISO satellite.
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2.

3.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The rrgion of the spectrum covered by ISO is of great
scientific interest, not only because it is here that cool
objects (1S-300K) radiate the bulk of their energy, but
also because of its rich variety of spectral features.
Measurements at these wavelengths permit determination
of many physical parameters, for example energy balance,
temperatures, abundances, densities and velocities. Giving
tn tile inui'li reduced extinction, infrared observations are
particularly well-suited to probing the properties of objects
obscured at visible wavelengths. ISO will be offering high
sensitivity and sophisticated observing facilities for a
relatively unstudied part of the spectrum. It is expected
that the scientific programme of ISO will touch upon
virtually every field of astronomy, ranging from solar
svstem studies to cosmology.
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Spectroscopy with ISO is expected to be particularly
rewarding as a large number of atomic, ionic, molecular
and solid-state spectral features fall in its wavelength
region. An indication of this richness is given by
figure 2, which only shows the main atomic and ionic
lines. All lands of observations will be made by ISO
but specific examples which immediately come to mind
include simultaneous study of the entir" family of the
"unidentified" or ''PAH" IR features through the same
aperture; mapping in some of the pure-rotational lines of
Hz; searching for the HD line at 112/;m; and study of
external galaxies in the [CII] line at 158 /mi. As shown
by many other papers in this volume, the majority of IR
spectroscopic observations made to date have been from
the ground through the near-IR windows at 1-5//m and
10 fan, although many interesting results have also been
obtained at far-IR wavelengths from aircraft- and balloonborne instruments. The ISO instrument complement will
permit easy and routine access to all these wavelengths
at a variety of spectral resolving powers.

ISO SCIENCE TEAM

The ISO Science Team advises ESA on all scientific aspects
of ISO throughout the lifetime of the project. In addition
to the instrument Principal Investigators (see figure 3)
and the ESA Project Scientist and Piiyload Manager, the
tram contains 5 Mission Scientists. Their rôles are to
provide scientific input to the project and to represent
the interests of the general astronomical community.
The Mission Scientists arc: Thérèse Encrcnan, Paris;
Harm Habing. Leiden; Martin Harwit, Washington; Alan
Moorwood, ESO; and Jean-Loup Puget, Paris.

4.

OBSERVING TIME

The majority of ISO's observing time will be available to
the scientific community via the submission and selection
(by peer review) of proposals. In addition to this Open
Time, there will also be Guaranteed Time for the groups
who provide the instruments, for the Mission Scientists
and for the Observatory Team, who will lie responsible
for all scientific operations. The division of time between
these two categories will vary as the mission progresses.
After launch, it is anticipated that there will be a period
of up to S weeks during which the operational orbit
will be attained, the spacecraft sub-systems switched on
and checked out, and the scientific performance of the
instruments established. Following this, there will ht- a
1-month period, consisting of 50% open finie and 50%
guaranteed time, during which astronomical observations,
designated by the Observing Time Allocation Committee
as being of the highest priority, will be carried out. For
the rest of the mission (at least 15 months), 05% of the
time will be open time.
The first Call /or Observing Proposals will be issued
IS months before launch. It will contain details of
expected instrument performances and will solicit proposals
for observations to be carried out in the period from 3
to 10 months after launch. Due to the large niimber
of observations expected to be proposed for ISO, the
proposal-handling system will be automated as much as is
feasible. Thus, proposals must be submitted electronically.
So that best use can be made of ISO's limited lifetime,
there will be a review of the implementation of the
observing programme about 5 months after launch; if
actual instrument performances differ from those predicted,
the Observing Time Allocation Committee will recommend
suitable adjustments to the programme.
ISO will be operated from Villafranca near Madrid,
currently the home of the IUE Observatory. During
scientific use, the satellite will always be in contact with
the ground segment; however, it is planned to minimise
real time modifications to the observing programme in
order to maximise the overall efficiency of the satellite.
A "quick-look" output, adequate for judging the scientific
quality of the data, will be produced within a few hours
of an observation being completed. A final product with
more detailed data reduction and calibration will be
supplied later. This product: will be the one with which
observers make their astronomical analyses.
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5.

The SWS instrument provides a resolving power of between
1000 and 2000 across the wavelength range from 2.4/an
to 45/im by means of two reflection diffraction gratings
used in 1st, 2nd and 3rd orders. Filters for order-sorting
arc placed at the instrument's various entrance apertures.
Over a part (15-30;im) of the SWS's operating range,
the resolution can be increased to ~2 x 104 by deflecting
the incident radiation through either of two Fabry-Pérot
interferometers.. The entrance aperture on the sky will
be 20" by 30" for wavelengths longer than 27//m, and
14" by 20" for wavelengths shorter than 27/mi.
The ISOCAM instrument consists of two optical channels,
each with a 32 X 32 clement detector array, operating
respectively in the wavelength ranges 2.5-5//m and 5-17/im.
Only one channel is operational at a time. Capabilities _
for imaging spcctroscopy and spectropolarinietry, covering
the full wavelength range of the camera, are provided
by 3 circular variable filters and polarisera mounted on
wheels.
The ISOPHOT instrument consists of four sub-systems,
each of which can be operated in conjunction with a
foc.nl plane chopper having a beam throw of up to 3'.
These subsystems are: a dual grating spcctrophotonietcr
(PHT-S), which simultaneously provides a «-solving power
of ~90 in two wavelength bands 2.5-5/nu and 0-12/im;
a multi-band, multi-aperture photopolarimetcr (PHTP) for the wavelength range from 30/mi to 110//m; a
photopolarimctric camera (PHT-C) for wavelengths from
30/an to 200/mi; and an 8 x 8 army camera (PHT-A) for
the wavelengths from ~12//m to 2B/im. The spcctroscopicfacilities of PHT-S and PHT-P an- described in other
papers in this volume (Refs. 1 and 2).

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

ISO's instrument complement consul s of an imaging photopoliirimctor (ISOPHOT or PHT). :i camera (ISOCAM or
CAM), a short wavelength spectrometer (SWS) and a
long wavelength spectrometer (LWS). Their characteristics
and scientific capabilities s^c summarised in figure 3. All
these instruments offer some spcctroscopic capabilities (see
figure 4). Each instrument is being built by a consortium
of institutes using national funding and will be delivered
to ESA for in-orbit operation. In keeping with the
observatory-nature of ISO, the individual instruments are
being optimised to form a complete, complementary and
versatile common-user package*. The instruments view
adjacent areas on the sky and, therefore, to view the
same target with different instruments, the satellite has
to be repointed. In principle, only one will be operated
at a time; however, when the- camera is not the main
instrument, it will be used in a so-called "parallel" modi;
to gain additional astronomical data. The long-wavelength
channel of the photo-polarimcter will be used whenever
possible during satellite slews to make a serendipitous
survey at 200 /im-nf much of the sky.
The LWS instrument consists of a reflection diffraction
grating used in 1st and 2nd order with an array of 10
discrete detectors to provide a spectral resolving power
of ~200 over the wavelength range from 45/«n to ISQ/im.
Either of two Fabry-Pérot interferometers can be rotated
into the beam to increase the resolving power to ~10'
across the entire wavelength range. The single fixed field
of view on the sky is 1.05'.

Wavelength
(Microns)

Instrument and
Principal
Investigator

Main Function

ISOCAM
(C. Cesarsky,
CEN-Saclay. F)

Camera and
Polarimetry

2.5 - 17

ISOPHOT
(D. Lemke.
MPI fur
Astronomie.
Heidelberg, D)

Imaging Pnotopolarimeter

2.5 - 200

Spectral
Resolution

Spatial
Resolution

Outline
Description

Broad-band,
Narrow-band,
and Circular
Variable
Filters

Pixel
Lo.v.'s of
1.5. 3, 6 and 12
arc seconds

Two channels
each with a
32x32 element
detector array

Broad-band

Variable from
diffraction limited to
wide beam

Four sub-systems:
i) Multi-band,
Multi-aperture
photo-polarimeter
(3-110 urn)
ii) Far-Infrared
Camera (30-200 /im)
Hi) Spectrophotometer
(2.5-12 |im)
Iv) Mapping Array
(18-28 pm)

and
Narrow-band
Filters.
Near IR
Grating
Spectrometer
with R = 90

SWS
(Th. de Graauw.
Lab. for Space
Research,
Groningen, NL

LWS
(P. Clegg.
Queen Mary
College, London. GB)

Shortwavelength
Spectrometer

Longwavelength
Spectrometer

2.5 - 45

45-180

1000 across
wavelength
range and
2 x 10" from
15 - 30 (im

10x20 and
20 x 30 arc
seconds

Two gratings and
two Fabry-Pérot
Interferometers

200 and 10"
across wavelength range

1.65 arc

Grating and two
F -bry-Perot
Interferometers

minutes

Figure 3. Characteristics of ISO's instruments.
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Figure 4. Spectroscopic capabilities of ISO's instruments.

6.

through the optical support structure, where it cools the
telescope and the scientific instruments to temperatures
of 3-4 K. It is then passed along the baffles and radiation
shields before being vented to space. A small auxiliary
tank, containing about GO litres of normal liquid helium,
fulfils all of ISO's cooling needs for the last 72 hours
before launch. Mounted on the outside of the vacuum
vessel is a sunshield, which prevents the sun from shining
directly on the cryostat. The solar cells are carried by
this sunshield.
Suspended in the middle of the main toroidal helium
tank is the telescope, which has a Ritchcy-Chreticn
configuration with an effective aperture of GO cm and
an overall f/ratio of 15. A weight-relieved fuscd-silica
primary mirror and a solid fused-silica secondary mirror
have been selected as the telescope optics. The optical
quality of these mirrors is adequate for diffraction-limited
performance at least down to a wavelength of 5 /mi.
Stringent control of stray light, particularly : from bright
infrared sources outside the telescope's field of view, is
necessary in order to ensure that the system sensitivity is
not degraded. This control is accomplished by imposition
of viewing constraints and by means of the sunshade, the
cassegrain and main baffles, and an additional light-tight
shield around the instruments.
The four scientific instruments are mounted underneath
the primary mirror, each one occupying an 80° segment
of the cylindrical volume available. The 20 arc minute
total unvignctted field of \'iew of the telescope is split
up between the instruments by a pyramidal mirror, with
each receiving, simultaneously, a 3 arc minute nnvigncttcd
field centred on an axis at an angle of 8.5 arc minutes
to the telescope optical axis.

SATELLITE and MISSION DESIGN

The satellite, consisting of a payload module and a
service module, is 5.3 m high, 3.6 m wide (including RF
antennas) and will weigh around 2400 kg at launch. The
payload module is the cylindrical vessel comprising the
upper three-quarters of the satellite as shown in figure 1.
The basic spacecraft functions are provided by the service
module. These include the structure and the load path to
the launcher, the solar array mounted on the sunshield,
and sub-systems for thermal control, data handling,
power conditioning, telemetry and telecommand (using
two antennas), and attitude and orbit control. The
last sub-system provides the three-axis stabilisation to
an accuracy of a few arc seconds and aloo the raster
pointing facilities needed for the mission. It consists of
sim and earth sensors, star trackers, a quadrant star
sensor on the telescope axis, gyros, reaction wheels and
uses a hydrazine reaction control system. The nominal
down-link bit rate is 33 kbps of which about 24 kbps
are dedicated to the scientific instruments.
The payload module (see figure 5) is essentially a large
cryostat. Inside the vacuum vessel is a toroidal tank filled
with 2250 litres of superfluid helium, which will provide
an in-orbit lifetime of at least 18 months. Some of the
infrared detectors are directly coupled to this helium tank
and are at a temperature of around 2 K. Apart from
these, all other units are cooled using the cold boil-off
gas from the liquid helium. This gas is first routed
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Figure 5. Schematic of JSO's payload module.
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ISO will be launched by an Ariane 4 vehicle into a
transfer orbit- The hytlrazinc reaction control system will
then be used to attain the operational orbit, which has
a 24-lionr period, a perigee height of 1000 kin and an
apogee height of 70000 km. The inclination to the equator
will be between 5° and 20° (to be finalised later). ESA
plans to supply only one ground station, thus permitting
ISO to be operated for the scientifically best 14 his of
cadi orbit. However, in order to retrieve additional data,
ESA is seeking an interim tioiial collaboration to"provide
a second ground station.

7.

CURRENT STATUS

Development of the scientific instruments is well advanced
with the first instrument models, the alignment and
mass/thermal dummies, being delivered to ESA in Spring
19S9. The qualification models, which are very similiar
to the eventual flight units, are under construction for
delivery in Spring 1990. On the satellite side, the main
development (phase C/D) started in March 198S with
an industrial consortium led by Aerospatiale (F) and
including about 30 sub-contractors. Definition activities,
involving ESA and the instrument teams, OTC under way
on the ground segment. The next major milestone in
the project is the System Design Review scheduled for
April 1989. The foreseen launch date is May 1993.

8.
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1. SCIENTIFIC GOALS

3. SENSITIVITY

ISOPHOT is optimised to investigate cosmic dust in all
its manifestations: diffuse interplanetary, interstellar and
intergalactic emission, as well as dust associated with specific objects such as comets/comeiary (rails, circumstellar
shells, planetaries, supernovae/supernova remnants, dense
clouds, jets and galaxies. Some examples of particular relevance to the spectroscopic theme of this symposium are
listed below:

As an example the minimum flux density detectable by
ISOPHOT-P at A ~ 11 /nn is calculated. The NEP
of the Si:Ga detector at it's peak response near A15/MB
is 2.10-"WHz'1/1. At A l l tan this value is 0.6 times
larger. With the cold transmission of ~ 0.70.0.98* (broad
band) and ~ 0.50.0.984 (narrow band), and primary mirror area ~ 0.257 mj, the limiting flux density S'jm for the
A 11.3/MJI line filter (A/AA ~ 19) and the A11.5/Mn continuum filter (A/AA ~ 1.6) for a signal-to-noise of 5 in
100 seconds integration time is:

• chemical composition and size distribution of particles
derived from spectrophotometric and broadband measurements respectively.
• in particular, investigation of the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH's) and silicates as components of interstellar matter.
• nature of infrared cirrus clouds.
• search for PAHs in the intergalactic medium.
• determination of infrared emission mechanisms for extragalactic sources by measurement of their spectra and
polarisation up to A200/im.
• search for faint haloes around galaxies, planetaries etc.

A11.3/MJI (narrow band) S'jm = 9m Jy
A11.5/MJI (broad band) S'jm = 0.5 m Jy
The corresponding surface brightness sensitivities in the
largest available aperture are:
A 11.3fan (narrowband) Bj,"" = 1.3mjj/nrcmin~*
A11.5/Mn (broad band) Bj,im = 0.07mJy orcmt'n-2
These instrumental sensitivities will in practice be limited
by the zodiacal light (All/MBJ 14 MJy »r~* at pole). This
effect deteriorates the above B1J"* values by factors of 1.5
and 8 respectively.

2. ADVANTAGES OF ISO
4. FILTERS IN ISOPHOT-P
Compared to contemporary telecopes on the ground, on
aircraft and balloons, the cooled ISO telescope offers several advantages which are summarised as follows:
• all wavelengths (A 2.5 — 200/im) accessible, no absorption
or emission of a residual atmosphere.
• very high sensitivity, in particular for faint extended
sources.
• large apertures available (5 — 180 arc tec) without the
penalty of increased 'sky noise1.
• photo-polarimetry possible at all wavelengths.
• choice between chopped and unchopped beams.
• ISO is a true observatory, in which ISOPHOT will be
complimentary to the instruments of higher spectral resolution.

à

3.29
3.6

A,
Al
(("») (/"»)
3.21 3.37 20
4.1
3.1
3.4

4.85
7.3
7.7
10
11.3
11.5

4.1
5.6
7.3
9
11.0
B

5.6
9.0
8.1
11
11.6
15

3.3
2.15
10
5
19
1.6

12.8
IS
20
25
60
100

11.6
14
15
18.8
40
80

14.0
18
25
31.3
80
120

5.3
4
2
2
1.5
2.5

A,
(fim)

T
(%)

Scientific
Function

>75
>70

PAH
eosmological gap;
common to ISOCAM
continuum to #2, #4
(6.2, 7.7, 8.6/im) PAH complex
PAH
silicate feature

>70
>75
>70
>70
>50
>TO

PAH

IRAS 12pm band;
continuum to #7;
common Io ISOCAM
continuum to #7, #9
>70
general purpose
>70
>5Q dose to standard Q band
IRAS 25pm band
>50
> 4 7 IRAS 60pm band
> 46 IRAS 100/ltn band

Table 1: Filters of ISOPHOT-P
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The emission spectrum of the reflection nebula has been
derived from Sellgren el. al. (1985; réf. 2). The widths
and heights of the bars indicate the wavelength coverage
and flux densities as would be seen through the ISOPHOTP filters.

30

4

/\lc

PAHs

PHT-P FILTERS

In addition to PHT-P, the FIR camera PHT-C will allow
a detailed determination of the spectral signature of all
classes of sources in nine bands in the range A 35 — 200 fan.
One example is the clarification of the role of dust heated
by active nuclei in radio-quiet quasars.
6. CAN SPECTRAL FEATURES
IN CIRRUS BE DETECTED?

3

10

3D

100

Wavelength ( p m )
Figure 1: Schematics of filters and some dust features in
the ISOPHOT-P range.
The optical specification of filters for ISOPHOT-P is summarised by table 1, and the scientific concept is shown
schematically in figure 1, in which positions and widths
of narrow and broad-band filters are shown in relation
to some well-known spectral features. The shaded broadband filters correspond to the pass-bands of IRAS.

The surface brightness of Cirrus clouds at high galactic latitude seen through the IRAS \\1fim passband
measured by Boulanger & Pcrault (1988; Réf. 3) is ~
SmJyaTcmin'1 (estimated extinction A, ~ 0.07mag).
Thus ISOPHOT may be the only instrument capable of
detecting spectral features in Cirrus clouds, even in the
faintest known examples. The fundamental reason for the
extreme surface brightness sensitivity of the instrument
is that large apertures (up to 7.07arcmi.i2) can be usad
without increased sky background in;ice.
7. INSTRUMENTATION

5. WHY THESE FILTERS?
The large number of filters available in PHT-P allow a full
coverage of the range A3 — 110]tm with standard broad
band filters. In addition some narrow band filters were selected to optimally reproduce spectra with the well known
unidentified emission lines commonly attributed to PAHs
(Ref.l) and Silicate features of objects (HII regions, planetaries, reflection nebulae, galaxies) measured with ground
and airborne telescopes. In most cases the filter concept
allows a good estimation of line strengths and ratios, as
exemplified by the example of NGC 2023 (below). According to PAH models line ratios allow the derivation of
the Hydrogen content of the small particles.

3 4 S S 7 3 ! 18 11 IZ 13 11 15 1» 17 13 1Î I'.

FILTER
WHEEL a

Figure 3: The ISOPHOT experiment.
Figure 3 reveals the four subsystems of ISOPHOT, which
are selectable by setting wheel I to a certain position. The
sub-systems are:
• PHT-P (A 3 - 1OO pm) Multiband Multiipcrture PhotoPolarimeter.

A (,an)

Figure 2: Spectrum of the Reflection Nebula NGC 2023
(above) and the simulated observation with the PHT-P
filter eel (below).

• PHT-C (A 30 - 200 pm) FIR Photo-Polarimetric Camera.
• PHT-A (A8 - 28/wn)

8 x 8 Pixels Camera.

• PHT-S (A 2.5 - 12 fini) Grating Spectrophotometer.
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To select channels within a sub-system wheels II and HI
also have to be set. Of the four sub-instruments, PHT-P
and PHT-S are suitable for spectrophotometry of dust:
7.1 PHT-P
The 14 apertures in this sensitive photopolarimeter provide
a choice in angular resolution ranging from the diffraction
Emit to 3 arc minutes for each of the 14 spectral passbands.
The range A 3 — 110 /im is covered by 3 different detectors
(Si:Ga, Si:P, Ge:Ga). Transmission of the ISOPHOT, including the filters, is typically > 50%. AU beams can be
used with or without the focal plane chopper. The provision of three polarisera (0°, 120°, 240°) will allow polarimetric measurements.
7.2 PHT-S
This two-channel grating spectrophotometer allows measurements in the A 2.5 — 5.0 pm and A 6.0 — 12.0 /im bands
with a resolution of A/AA < 90. The aperture is fixed to
25 arc sec. The spectra are recorded by two 64 pixel linear
SiiGa arrays. For details see the paper by M. Wells et.al.
at this conference (Réf. 4).
7.3 Calibration
The cold transmission performance of all filters will be verified at liquid Helium temperatures before launch. Redundant black-body sources (T < 30OJiT) on board will enable frequent relative calibrations of detectors throughout
the mission. Absolute calibration will be by celestial standards.
8. STATUS OF ISOPHOT
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The Alignment-Mass-Thermal model (figure 4) will be delivered to ESA in early 1989. The Qualification Model is
under development for delivery in March 1990, and the
Flight Model is due in February 1991. ISOPHOT is one of
four experiments atoard ISO, which is due to be launched
in spring 1993. 60% of all observing time will be allocated to the general astronomical community. Some essential dust-related observations will be proposed by the
ISOPHOT team for inclusion in the ISO central program,
to be published well before launch.
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Figure 4: The focal plane unit of the ISOPHOT Alignment-Mass-Thermal model being assembled at CARL
ZEISS.
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AN ADVANCED COOLED GRATING SPECTROMETER FOR UKIRT - CGS4
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On UKIRT a 90 arcsecond "long slit" is available that
can be rotated on the sky using an all reflecting image
rotator.
:
~L £

ABSTRACT
To take maximum advantage of the solid state imaging
detectors now becoming available for the infrared, an
advanced grating spectrometer for use at 1 - 5 jun has
been designed to fully utilize all foreseeable arrays.
This
spectrometer can use low dispersion first order gratings in a
back-to-back configuration with a high dispersion Echelle,
giving wavelength resolutions from "-1000 to 24000.
This
instrument, CGS4, is now being built as part of the
common-user instrumentation programme for UKIRT.

Back-to-back gratings allow the choice of a low
dispersion first order grating or a high dispersion
échelle ruling.
A CVF is used to order-sort the Echelle.
Polarizers and low dispersion GRISMs can be Inseited
in a collimated beam in front of the slit assembly.
The diamond turned aspheric optics give good infrared
performance over 1-5 ^m across a 3 mm x 10 mm focal
plane array. A full description of the optical design can be
found in Réf. 2. The point spread functions of the f/1,35
camera are summarised in Figures 2a and b.
The
performance of the preliminary f/2.7 camera is shown in
Figure 2c.

Field position
(arcsec)
-«.-10
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Royal Observatory, Edinburgh is now building a new
Cooled Grating Spectrometer (CGS4) for UKIRT.
The
primary goal is to produce a spectrometer that can take
maximum advantage of the two dimensional infrared arrays,
the first generation ok" which are now being successfully used
in infrared cameras such as IRCAM. (Réf. 1).

X (micron)
Dispersion Imm)

2.013
O

1.918

2.11B
-2.3

«.10
2.

THE CGS4 DESIGN

The CGS4 design is shown in Figure 1.
features to this design:

There are several

The entire optical assembly is cooled ~70K.
-

-

All the optics are diamond turned and extensive use is
made of aluminium aspheric mirrors to reduce the
number of surfaces and avoid differential contraction
effects.
A f/1.35, ISO mm focal length camera is used to give
maximum throughput and there is an option to use a
300 mm focal length camera for higher dispersion.

on axis
UKIRT. CGSl and
grating 9'

FIGURE 2a. Spot diagrams of the îiff mm focal length
camera (Camera 1) with the 75 1 mm'1 grating at 2 pm.
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r.K.I.R.T. Cooled Grating Spectrometer 4

Royal Observai ov\ , K d i
FIGUBE 1.

The CGS4 optical configuration.
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FIGURE 2c. The 80% encircled energy spot sizes similarly
plotted as Figure 2b for the Long camera and Echelle
(2.60<X<2.62(un)
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FIGURE 2b. The 80% encircled energy spot sizes in the
focal plane plotted as a function of dispersion at the centre
and edges of the long silt for Camera 1 and the Echelle.

The wavelength resolutions (ViX) for various detector and
grating combinations available with CGS4 are given in
Table 1.
The square brackets show the K window wavelength
coverage [/un] for the given pixel size and array dimension
(i.e. the coverage of [62] x 76/un pixels is [.412] jun for
the 75 1 mm"1 grating).
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TABLE 1
Resolutions WJX and wavelength coverage as a function of grating and detector size.

Pixel Size (pi)
[Array size]
(pixels)

Grating

Camera 1

Camera 2

(lines mm-')

150 mm EFL

300 mm EFL

l/im-5/im

1st Order IfLm

300

75

31.6 lines mm-', 9B-63.5' Echelle

1328

7895 (38 kms-')

76
[62]

331
'[.412]

[ .103]

50
[128]

498
[.565]

[ .143]

35
[256]

712
[.791]

2846
[ .198]

1992

15790 (19 kms"')

12000 (25 kms-')

24000 (12.5 kms-')

17143 (18 kms-')

TABLE 2

Predicted Sensitivies and Pixel FOV for CGS4

M
1.1 micron

2.2 microns

3.8 mîc

SOjun HgCdTe
Id«Background

3.Sm

18.9

pixel FOV

17.4

76(im InSb
Id«Background

11.4

2.1"

pixel FOV

9.5

3.1"

19

20.5

8m

5 microns

13.0

1»

11.1
1.5"

All sensitivities are 3 a 30 minutes and are expressed in magnitudes.
System throughput of 0.08 has been assumed.
Resolution MOOO
Spectra are fully sampled and background subtracted.
Seeing is assumed to be smaller than entrance slit.
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4.

CGS4 on UKIRT

Predicted sensitivities and pixel FOVs for UKIRT and on an
8 m telescope are given in Table 2.
CGS4 has been
designed to use current and future infrared arrays so
sensitivities are given for both an HgCdTe and an InSb
array.
All sensitivities are 3cr30 minute values expressed in
magnitudes.
Allowance has been made for fully sampling
the spectra, background subtraction and flat fielding. The
resolution assumed is ViX = 1000.
The assumption has
been made that the 30 min integration time is broken down
into four 7} minute on-chip integrations (two detector
positions to achieve full sampling plus two sky exposures).
Note that it is these long on-chip integrations which yield
the high sensitivities compared to existing non-integrating
systems.
The spectrometer has been designed to be fed by one of
the" four ^ instrument ports - of the Instrument Support Unit
(ISU-2) on._the UKIRT mirror cell.
Both IRCAM and
CGS4 will therefore be available to the- observer, each
instrument being selected .via the rotatable ISU-2 dichroic.
The Infrared Array Control System (IRACS), originally
designed for IRCAM, has been upgraded to support up to
256 x 256 arrays in CGS4 so both IRCAM and CGS4
arrays can be run simultaneously on the telescope. In this
configuration IRCAM can be used to find and acquire faint
infrared sources for the spectrometer.
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THE JAMES CLERK MAXWELL TELESCOPE
W van der Veen
Royal Observatory
Blackford Hill
Edinburgh. EH9 3HJ, Scotland

ABSTRACT
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) came into operation in September 1987. Since then the accuracy of the telescope
surface (now < 38jim mis) and the absolute pointing accuracy
(now 2.5" rms) have been greatly improved. After the first generation of receivers new more sensitive receivers will soon be available at frequencies up 450-1,000 GHz.
Keywords: JCMT, Instrumentation, Submillimetre astronomy

1. INTRODUCTION
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) is one of the largest
telescopes in the world capable of operating in the millimetre and
snbmillimctre regions. "With an antenna diameter of 15 m it is the
same size as the Swedish ESO Submillimetre Telescope (SEST)
(15 m) and larger than the Caltech Submillimetre Observatory
(CSO) (10 m). Situated close to the summit of Mauna Kea its
location is one of the best of the established major observatory
sites.
The telescope, managed by the Royal Observatory Edinburgh
(ROE), is funded jointly by the SERC (United Kingdom), NRC
(Canada) and NWO (the Netherlands), and is operated from a
site provided by the University of Hawaii. Local technical and
astronomical support is provided by the Joint Astronomy Centre
(JAC) in HiIo, Hawaii.
2. SITE AND TELESCOPE
2.1 Site
The telescope is situated close to the summit of Mauna Kea, a
volcanic mountain (altitude 4200 m) oil the island of Hawaii. The
site was carefully chosen to give a reasonable amount of nights
with good transmission at high (>350 GHz) frequencies.

The atmospheric transmi sion between 1 and 3 mm is about a
factor of two better than at sea level; between 0.3 and 1 mm the
atmospheric transmission is about 0.5, where the transmission
from sea level is practically zero.
The price to pay for this is that the environment on Mauna
Kea can be harsh. Winds can reach speeds of 150 km/h. Significant snowfall can occur, but the biggest problem is ice which can
form layers as thick as 30 centimetres.
Transport to the summit of Mauna Kea goes via the midlevel facility at Hale Pohaku (3000 m), where visitors have to
acclimatise for 24 hours.

The telescope is of an altitude-azimuth design, housed in a carousel corotating with the antenna. During normal observations a
membrane transparent to millimetre and Submillimetre waves is
in place, protecting the telescope from exposure to the sun, wind
and dust.
The antenna surface of the telescope is produced by 276 lightweight aluminium panels on a mild steel space frame designed
to deform uniformly as the elevation angle changes, in order to
maintain a paraboloidal shape. Each panel has a curvature correct to 15 /im. The position of each panel is adjusted by 3 motors.
Using holographic techniques the surface has now reached an accuracy of better than 38 fim rms, which means that the telescope
can be used at wavelengths as short as 300 /im.
3. INSTRUMENTATION
3.1 Current receivers
Instruments that are currently available at the JCMT are shown
in Table 1. Heterodyne line receivers are available in the 250,
350 and 450 GHz atmospheric windows.
The 250 GHz receiver (Rx A) was made at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL) and MRAO (Cambridge), both in
the United Kingdom. It is a dual polarization device (i.e. it
consists of two mixers), and can operate in one or two wavelength
bands, tlie lower of which contains the CO (J=2-l) line. At
235 GHz the lower and upper bands overlap.
The 350 GHz receiver (Rx B) was made at the Radiosterrenwacht Dwingeloo in the Netherlands. It has only one mixer
and hence is receptive to only one polarization. This frequency
band contains for example the CO ( J=3-2) line.
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The 450/500 GHz receiver (Rx C) was made at MRAO (Cambridge, UK) and at Queen Maty College (London, UK). It uses
InSb "hot electron" detectors as mixers. Because of the finite
time constant of this mixing, the intermediate frequency (IF)
bandwidth is a little less than I MHz. To obtain a spectrum
of a source it is therefore necessary to "sweep" the local oscillator frequency across the line. The receiver will only cover the
"CO (J=4-3) and the 3P1-3P2 CI line at 461 and 492 GHz respectively. Later a next generation receiver will cover the whole
450-500 GHz band.
-:.•_•_--•'_€".".'-..
A 600-800 GHz receiver from the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics will be available from March till September
1989. There are plans to have this receiver at the telescope for
an extended amount of time. This receiver is not a common user
receiver; during observations people from the Max Planck Institute will be present. For more information about this receiver
contact the JCMT section at ROE (section 5.1). Several backends for line observations are available at the telescope and listed
in Table 1.
A continuum bolometer receiver (UKT 14) is available for the
frequency range between 115 to SOO GHz, and was constructed at
the Royal Observatory Edinburgh (UK). Its main characteristics
are shown in Table 1.
3.2 3CMT instrumentation in the future
Both the telescope and site are excellently suited to do observations at the higher(> 350 GHz) frequencies. Therefore future development will concentrate on the 350 GHz and 450 GHz bands.
Instruments that will become available between 1990 and 1994
are
• SIS Common User systems to replace Schottky systems in
the 345 GHz (810 nm) and 460 GHz (650 /in») windows.

Table 1.
Receivers and backends currently available at the JCMT:
Line Receivers
Range
R-inge
Tw beam
it
(GHz)
(mm)
(K)
22
A (lower) 216-235 1.27-1.38 800
A (upper) 235-280 1.07-1.27 1,300
21
320-370 0.81-0.94 2,500
16 _
B
461±1
0.65
770
12
C
492±1
0.61
770
-11
600-800 0.37-0.50 4,000 9-7
G
Receiver

Continuum Receivers
I Receiver Range Range NEFD beam I
" I
(GHz) (mm) Jy/\/57
2.0
150
I UKT 14
28 I
0.2
870
0.35
10
6
I
Backonds
Backend
! AOSD
AOSC
Kent Corr.

DAS

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Resolution
(kHz)

500
500

1,000

320
160
80
40
2,COO

877 now
439, 877
219, 439
110, 219
100-1.000

330

• SIS Common User system for the 600-800 GHz (315-500 /<mj
windows.
• SIS Common User planar array to cover the 345 GHz (870 nm)
window.
• Quartz wave plate polarimeter for use with continuum receiver UKT 14.
• 5ubmillimetre Common Use; Bolometer Aitay (SCUBA)
to cover the 150-850 GHz (350-2000 /im) windows. Total
number of elements: ~90 at 450 /im and ~40 at 850 (im.
• Backends with increased bandwidth for extragalactic work
and for use with arrays.

4. PROPOSALS FOR TELESCOPE TIME
Applications for astronomical observations with the JCMT should
be submitted to the Panel for the Allocation of Telescope Time
(PATT). The applications are considered by an international
panel of astronomers and judged for their scientific merit. Currently the demand exceeds the available time by a factor of/our!
The closing dates for receipt of applications are:
30 April (for following September - February)
31 October (for following March - August)
Applications forms can be requested from and should be returned to:
The Executive Secretary, PATT
SERC
Polaris House
Nortli Star Avenue
Swindon SN2 IET, UK
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5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
5.1 The JCMT section at ROE
TLs JCIvIT is managed by the JCMT SP. lion at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh, which supervises the receiver research, development and construction programme'.' For further information
about:
• Software for data reduction
• Travel to Hawaii
• Availability and performance of receivers
• Applications for telescope time
contact one of the members of the JCMT section:
Jocelyn Burnell
Bill Dent
Alex MacLachlan
Jacques Vallée
WiI van der Veen
Postal address:
Royal Observatory
Blackford Hill
Edinburgh EHS 3HJ
Scotland, TJK

e-mail address
SJB@UK.AC.ROE.STAR
WFRD@UK.AC.ROE.STAR
AML@UK.AC.ROE.STAR
JPV@UK.AC.ROE.STAR
WECJ@UK.AC.ROE.STAR

• JCMT general
1. Introductory Information for Visitors to Joint Astronomy Center, available from Royal Observatory Edin- burgh
2. PATT newsletter, issued by SERC
3. An introduction to the JCMT: a guide for the prospective user; available from the Royal Observatory Edinburgh
• Introduction to millimetre and submillimetre astronomy for
non-specialists
1. Th. de Graauw, coordinator, Workshop on The scientific Importance of Submillimetre Observations, ESA
Conference and Workshop Proceedings No. 22,1985
2. P. Shaver and K. Kjiir, editors, ESO-IRAM-Onsala
Workshop on (Sub)mitlimetre Astronomy, ESO conference and Workshop Proceedings No. 22,1985
3. R.D. Wolstencroft and W.B. Burton, editors, Stirling
Summer School on Millimetre and Submiltimetre Astronomy, Reidel Publ., Dordrecht
• Antenna theory

Telephone: (44) 031 667 3321
Telex: 72383 ROEDIN G
FAX: (44) 031 667 9422

5.2 Further reading
PROTOSTARis the newsletterot the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope. It appears every 6 months (March and September) and
contains all kinds of information about the current and coming
Semester. If you want to receive PROTOSTAR in the future,
please contact the JCMT section at ROE.
Next to this the following literature is recommended.

1. J.D. Kraus; Radio Astronomy, First Edition: McGrawHill, 1966; Second Edition: Cygnus-Quasar Books (Powell, Ohio), 1986
2. K Rohlfs; Tools of Radio Astronomy, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin Heidelberg, 1986
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ISOPHOT-S, A LOW RESOLUTION 2.5-12 /im SPECTROMETER FOR ISO
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respectively. The aperture is 24 arcsec square, the detectors have
a NEP of « 5x 10'17W Hr1^aI 15 urn, which together with
the transmission of the ISOPHOT-S optics and the 0.6 m ISO
telescope aperture gives a 1Oo 100 sec detection sensitivity at 12

i his paper gives details of the design, spectral coverage, and
sensitivity of ISOPHOT-S, one of the four sub-experiments of
ISOPHOT.
Keywords/Moti-Cles ISO, spectrometer, near-infrared
INTRODUCTION
ISOPHOT-S is a low resolution near-infrared spectrometer
which has been designed to take fun advantage of the ISO
telescope with its low infrared background, wide field of view,
and the complete absence of atmospheric attenuation. It consists
of two grating spectrometers which cover the wavelength ranges
2.5-5 um and 6-12 urn at resolutions of 0.04 um and 0.09 urn

um of 400 mJy for a point source, or a surface brightness of 0.8
mJy arcsec'2 for an extended source.
Figure 1 shows the wavelength coverage of ISOPHOT-S
and absorption features associated with dust in this wavelength
region.

NH,ice
PAH'i
Water ice—,
CO ice

1

*

*

[ISOPHOT-SlI
1
I
2.0 3.0

Silicates

Atmapheric windows

-ISOPHOT-S2-

I
I
I
I
I
I
T
I
I
4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0
Wavelength (Jim).

fig.l. Diagram showing wavelength coverage of ISOPHOT-S,
atmospheric windows and some dust related absorption features.
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Figure 2

OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL DESIGN

The constraints taken into account in the design of
ISOPHOT-S are: that the field of view and wavelength range
be as large as possible, that it fulfills mass and space
requirements from the ISOPHOT experiment (< SOO g and
193 x 75 x 46 mm), that there are no moving parts, and that it
is optically stable on cooling to 4 K and under qualification
vibration levels. The layout is shown in Kg. 2.
Tnef/15 beam from the telescope is focussed within
ISOPHOT and refocussed at the 24 arcsec square aperture
(A). After transmission by a bandpass input filter and
reflection by plane minor M2 the light is colliiiiated by a
spherical minor (IC, focal length 225 mm).. The dichrcic
miiror (DO transmits 6-1? um and reflects 2.5-5 um. The
two gratings (Gl, SO groove/mm, and G2,120 groove/mm)
disperse the Hght, which is then imaged by two spherical
mirrors (C1/C2, focal lengths 72mm) onto the Si:Ga detector
arrays (Dl and D2). The spectrometer has a cover to prevent
stray light both entering and leaving ISOPHOT-S.
Not shown are order-sorting filters which are mounted
directly in front of the detector arrays. These allow the
spectrometers to cover an octave of wavelength without 2nd
order confusion and reduce scattered light.
The mirrors are gold-coated, diamond-aimed surfaces
on aluminium alloy substrates with integral mounts. The
gratings are gold-coated masters also on aluminium alloy

The detectors have been developed for this instrument
by Battelle, Frankfurt under contract from MPIA Heidelberg.
The detector arrays each have 64 elements of Sr.Ga with a
pixel size of 310 x 370 |im. The breadboard arrays have a
measuredNEPof SxlO-^WHr^atthepeakof
responsivity curve.
Scientific Capabilities
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity vs. wavelength for
unpolarised sources taking into account the spectral response
of Si:Ga, the efficiency of the gratings, and the reflectivity of
the mirrors and transmission of the filters.
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ISOPHOT-S, A LOW RESOLUTION 2.5-12 pm SPECTROMETER FOR ISO

One of the major uses of ISOPHOT-S win
undoubtedly be as a "dust spectrometer,' since in one
exposure it produces a spectrum which covers both the

'-.

"unidentified* features associated with very small grains, and
the 9.7 um'sUicate" feature associated with classical dust
grains. As an example, we consider a measurement of the
2.5-12 um spectra of the celebrated'IRAS'galaxies Arp220
and NGC6240 at distances of 110 Mpc and 150 Mpc
respectively. Uw sensitivities shown in Fig.3 imply that it
would be possible to detect the 10 um continuum spectra of
these galaxies to Sain 25 sec of observation time, and in 400
sec integration the minima of the deep 9.7 um features in these
two galaxies would be detected at a significance of 3o. At this
sensitivity one could also detect the 'unidentified' features at
7.7,8.6 and 11.3 um which are present in the spectra of these
galaxies (Smith, Aitken & Roche 1989). These ««111««»« are
based on the fluxes measured in a 5.6 arcsec aperture. Since
these sources are surely extended, the signals measured in the
24 arcsec aperture wfll almost certainly be larger. This
example graphically illustrates the observational capabilities of
ISOFHOT-S with the ISO telescope for 'dusf specnu&copy
of faint objects.
Reference
Smith, C. H., Aitken. D. K. & Roche, P. P., 1989, preprint
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

M Harwit
National Air & space Museum
Washington, D.C., USA

ABSTRACT

The papers presented at this symposium
provoke thoughts on the best way to
utilize the Infrared Space Observatory,
ISO, currently planned for launch in
1993. The great capabilities of this
telescope will demand acclimatization to
new ways of operation, since we will have
ready access to novel observing modes.
The instrumental advances are so
significant that our entire approach to
observations may bear re-examination. The
heavy costs of the mission will exert
extraordinary pressure to exploit the
anticipated la month ISO mission life to
its - 'lest. That will require an effort
of in. • -e preparations well ahead of
launch These are enumerated here with an
urgent plea for action.

1. Infrared Astronomical speetroscopy in
the Years Ahead
Like medicine, astronomy is an
observational science. An infant observational science notes whatever the eye or
any other available instrumentation permits us to record. Infrared astronomy has
progressed through its most primitive
stages of evolution in the past few
decades. During much of this time, all of
us who are instrumentalists know that we
usually observed simply that which our
instruments were disposed to detect. We
seldom had the luxury of choosing to
observe that which really interested us
most. Hot that times have changed that
much: Even at this meeting, Jean-Pierre
Maillard told us he had obtained his
beautiful CO spectra of young embedded
stellar objects, because he was unable to
detect methane—but his instrument was
willing to do CO.
This uneasy partnership between man
and machine is about to change drastically, for better or worse in favor of
man. With the Infrared Space observatory,

ISO, we will have a wide range of wavelengths, from 3 to 200 microns, over which
we will be able to work without telluric
interference. At each wavelength we will
have the luxuries of photometry in broad
and narrow bands, spectroscopy at low and
high (R > 10,000) resolution, as well as
polarimetry and spectropolarimetry in
linear polariztion. The high, available
sensitivities will permit detection of
faint and distant sources, and will allow
us, for the first time, to follow relatively rapid variations on bright sources.
Only our imaging capability will still be
limited, primarily by diffraction, in
most of the wavelength range covered. But
the jump forward will be enormous and we
will be able to change our working style
drastically if only we do our preparatory
homework conscientiously and progress from
a largely instrumentalIy restricted to a
programmatically guided activity.
Much of what has been said at this
conference over the past three days, as
well as a few things that have remained
unmentioned, can guide us along paths that
should make ISO a full success. But these
paths may not look attractive to the
average infrared astronomer. For that
reason, and because of the importance and
cost of missions like ISO, I want to focus
on those tasks that face us in the next
four years — tasks that we cannot
responsibly ignore if we consider the
people whose taxes pay for science, often
at a sacrifice of other more personal
priorities.
What do these requirements involve?
Let me go back to the viewpoint from which
I started and the comparisons to medicine.
As in observational medicine a
programmatically directed astronomical
course demands a pathologist's approach.
We must disregard for a while those easily
observed abundant cases which are
generally far too complex to analyze.
Instead, as we can learn from advances in
medicine, we must seek out the rare,
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simple, instructive cases: Until
recently, medical knowledge of the
functioning of the brain was largely based
on observations of survivors of brain
injuries. By correlating impaired
functions with specific lesions in the
brain, neurologists were able to identify
those portions of the brain with which we
distinguish the sound of running water
from the noise of an auto engine; they
also were able to locate the parts of the
brain needed respectively for logical
thought, for compassion towards others,for
short or long term memory, for clear
interpretation of the spoken word, etc.
In astronomy we have a similar problem. Most sources we observe, though
bright enough to be readily detected, are
subject to far too many competing processes to be easily analyzed. He need to
find purer, most probably pathological
cases. That will often involve distant,
isolated stars or nebulae where only one
or two dominant processes are at work and
where analysis on relatively simpler
cases, sometimes extreme cases can begin.
The rarity of such sources will no longer
be an insurmountable hurdle with ISO,
since the promised high sensitivities will
allow observations at far greater
distances than currently possible.
A measure of those distances was given
by Gordon Stacey in his report on 63
micron [OI] and 158 micron [CII] observations in external galaxies. So strong
are these spectral lines, and so sensitive
the ISO long wavelength spectrometer that
both lines should be observable in every
external galaxy detected by IBAS save for
those redshifted beyond the spectrometer
cutoff at 180 microns.
The diagnostic approach to pathological cases was exemplified, for us by T. de
Jong's paper in which he reported studying
roughly 300 asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars. Be divided these into half a dozen
classes, largely according to the C/O
ratios they exhibit, and investigated the
spectra of grains formed in their respective atmospheres. Similarly, Marie
Jourdain de Muizon, Pierre Cox and J.
Lequeux studied nearly 300 HII regions,
reflection nebulea, embedded young stellar
objects, planetary nebulae and protoplanetary nebulae to investigate their respective spectra primarily for evidence concerning the origins and nature of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (FAHs).
Significantly, both of these studies
were based on a huge bank of data compiled
with the low resolution spectrometer (UlS)
on the Infrared Astronomical Satellite,
UtAS. Much in the same vein the ,discovery
of the 60 micron ice band in IRAS 09371
+1212 reported by Omont et al. was based
on the unique color signature of this
source in the extensive IRAS data base.
With ISO such studies will similarly be
possible on large samples of sources, but
with the additional benefits of higher
spectral resolution, broader wavelength

coverage and the possibilities of
spectropolarimetric analyses.
The question we now need to ask is
whether the wealth of data we will be in a
position to compile with ISO will also be
as meaningful as we have the right to
expect. In contrast to IRAS, ISO will not
be used as a survey instrument. Its many
different modes of operation will need to
be wisely channeled if we are to answer
questions on chemical composition, physical processes and evolutionary sequences
in observed phenomena. For ISO observations to be intelligently planned and
adequately interpreted, we will need to
amass in the next three or four years, a
set of theoretical tools as well as a
library of laboratory data. This will
only be possible if we can persuade
theorists, experimentalist and funding
agencies to support that drive. I cannot
overemphasize how important all that will
be. We have only four years before ISO
flies. Let us not throw them awayl
In these concluding remarks I will
outline the kinds of theoretical results
we will need in order to guide our planning for ISO, the types of laboratory data
we will require to focus observations on
critical features capable of providing
insight into astrophysical processes, and
the list of calibrations we will have to
compile in order to properly interpret
ISO measurements as they are carried out.
I will then go on to sketch a few specific
diagnostic observations which papers
presented at this symposium have brought
to mind. And, finally, I will mention
several ISO observational modes which we
should bear in mind as we consider plans
for the mission. These have not been
widely utilized in the past, but should
prove immensely rewarding. They are
spectropolarimetry, short term variability
observations, parallel mode data gathering, and serendipity mode scans during
slews.
2. The Urgent Need for Basic Atomic.
Molecular and Chemical Data
At this meeting we encountered a
common problem in infrared astronomical
spectroscopy. We saw beautiful data by
Brand et al (1988) on the vib-rotational
spectrum of H2 in the Orion molecular
cloud OMC-I. The highly excited rotational states of the ground vibrational
state exhibited in this study in which the
v=o, J=19->17 transition was observed,
cannot be explained by any of the
currently available shock models. The
presence of molecules in the vibrational
state v=4 also is difficult to explain.
Comparable problems arise in studies Gary
Melnick reported of highly excited OH
transitions that have been seen in Orion
gases believed to have been shocked.
Fart of our uncertainties arises from
a lack of basic data some of which can be
calculated while others must be obtained
in the laboratory.
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We need reliable values for:
o

collisional excitation cross
sections connecting all vibrotational levels and parity
states in commonly found
molecules, radicals and their
ions.

o

Spontaneous radiative (Einstein
A) coefficients for all
transitions.

o

Accurate energy level diagrams,
particularly for fine-structure
states in common atoms, molecules, radicals and their ions.
Many of these are poorly known.

o

Molecular radiative dissociation
cross sections.

o

Gas-phase chemical reaction
rates.

Without such data we can neither
interpret nor plan diagnostic measurements
to clarify physical conditions —
temperature, pressure, strength of the
ambient radiation field, and so on, in
observed regions. Nor can we plan
critical measurements that would decide
between different plausible chemical
reaction schemes leading to a final
molecular product, unless we have data to
help us predict readily observed intermediate products in alternative schemes.
In addition to such basic information
which sometimes can be computed, though
often ascertained with accuracy only by
experiment, there are other requirements
for data on macromolecules or bulk crystaline, glassy or amorphous substance so
complex that only laboratory investigations can yield reliable parameters.
Among these are the PAHs mentioned by
numerous authors at this symposium,
vitrinite mentioned by Papoular et alr or
such exotica considered possibly to exist
in space as the highly stable molecule
C6Q which condenses in vaporized carbon
and is called buckminsterfullerene, after
the spherical structures the architect
Buckminster Fuller used to build (cf Curl
and Smalley, 1988). Such macromolecules
will normally be ionized by the general
galactic radiation field, making
laboratory studies all the more difficult.
At any rate, for such complex
substances in bulk form or small grains,
or in the form of single macromolecules
and their ions, we need:
o Laboratory Spectra,
o Formation rates,
o Data on physical stability against
phase transformations or dissociation,
o Chemical characteristics, and

o Physical properties such as
paramagnetism or polarizability.
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3. Required Theoretical Models
Michael Burton, Bruce Draine, Reinhard
Genzel, David Hollenbach and A. Sternberg,
each in his own way, worried about theoretical modelling of excitation in molecular hydrogen clouds. The complexities
of high velocity J shocks or lower
velocity C and C* shock, the role of
magnetic fields, and the distinctions
between shock-excited and ultravioletradiation-excited H2 still are too
complex to be untangled.
o
He need better shock and dissociation
region models before ISO is launched so we
will b3 able to plan diagnostic studies to
distinguish between these two excitation
modes. Observational studies such as
those reported, at this symposium alone,
respectively by Michael Barlow, James
Graham, Robert D. Joseph, Jaqueline
Fischer and Howard A. Smith, A.F.M.
Norwood, and several others, attest to the
importance of such investigation to our
basic understanding of, not only shocked
molecular clouds, but also supernova
remnants, planetary nebulae, active
galaxies and mergin galaxies.
o
We need more model spectra of
planetary. Galactic and extragalactic
sources under various temperature,
pressure and chemical conditions, as
discussed by Thérèse Encrenaz, Roger
Knacke, Gary Melnick and many others at
this conference. Without such synthetic
spectra identification of important trace
constituents often is totally impossible
in the inevitable presence of some noise.
4. The Importance of Prelaunch Calibration
Once a payload is launched most of its
components are beyond manipulable reach.
Because ISO's performance is going to
depend significantly on the equilibrium
temperature reached by different parts of
the payload, and because those final
equilibrium values are quite uncertain,
and perhaps variable during flight as well
as unmatchable before launch, instruments
will require repeated calibration throughout much of the mission. We will need a
set of calibration sources in the sky with
respect to which ISO's instrumental
performance can be gauged and periodically
revalidated. For the spectrometers, that
will require selection of a number of key
sources distributed across the sky, some
bright, others faint, to check for
wavelength, sensitivity, nonlinearities
when viewing bright sources, and so on.
Such calibrations are currently most
readily carried out with the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory, KAO.
The camera, photometer, polarimeters
and spectrophotometers can similarly be
calibrated with respect to sources
observed with the KAO, but, because the
KAO will not be able to reach the fainter
sources accessible to ISO, nonlinearities
in response will be rather difficult to
directly establish. Auxiliary methods
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will be needed to augment the airborne
program of establishing calibration
sources.

b) Short-term Variability

Calibration has sometimes been
relegated to a minor role in planning.
But that neglect can have long lasting
consequences. With the magnitude of our
investment in ISO we need to begin calibration procedures now, to successfully
compile a list of well researched primary
standards before launch.

Short-term variability has by now been
observed in most spectral regions. The
radio pulsars, X-ray bursters, gamma-ray
bursts, all are examples of rapid variations. In the infrared, atmospheric
variability as well as detector noise have
usually prevented detection of rapid
variations, since they dictate long
observing runs to build up adequate
signal-to-noise ratios. Short duration
infrared variability observations are
virtually unknown; the few cases actually
observed have involved rare optical pulsars. Rapid variability may, however, be
expected in obscured flare stars or, on
somewhat longer time scales , in active
galactic nuclei and perhaps a variety of
other sources. The speed with which ISO
will be able to carry out observations
should soon reveal how many. such sources
exist.
:;-

5. Unaccustomed Observing Modes

c) Serendipity Mode Observations

ISO will make routinely possible a
number of observing modes most observers
will not have previously used. Four of
these deserve special mention, but there
are others which should be exploited from
time to time as appropriate. Familiarity
with such modes will be a prerequisite to
fully successful exploitation of the
mission's promise.

During long slews, the 200 micron
photometer will be turned on, and the sky
surveyed in what will look like a randomly
criss-crossing set of scans. This will
produce considerable sky coverage in the
course of 18 months and will provide a
useful supplement to 12, 25, 60 and 100
micron IRAS data. Lists of sources
observed in this way may suggest the need,
during the mission, to repeat observations
at 200 microns on sources that appear
anomalous. How best to keep track of the
serendipity mode survey for quick reaction
to such anomalies, still needs considerable thought.

In preparing a catalogue of primary
calibration objects against which a longer
list of more numerous, secondary astronomical calibration sources can be set up
during flight, care will be required to
observe these primary standards as nearly
as possible through similar filters, with
identical spectral resolving power and
with the same field of view that ISO will
have during flight.

a) Spectropolarimetrv
David Aitken emphasized in his talk
that spectropolarimetry can disentangle
reflection nebulosity from absorption and
emission in a given region, and outlined
many other applications including the
tracing of magnetic fields. Spectropolarimetric studies also can help us
disentangle synchrotron- from grainemission in extragalactic sources. More
routinely, however, spectropolarimetry
should be central to infrared extinction
determination. As Bruce Draine pointed
out in his talk, infrared extinction is
most easily determined by observing
spectral emission lines originating from
one and the same excited level in the
extinguished source, say the 2-1 S(I),
Q(3) and O(5) lines of H2, respectively
at 2.12, 2.42 and 3.24 microns, all of
which originate on the v=l, J=3 level.
The transition probabilities for those
lines are well known, so that their
observed relative intensities can permit
us to estimate the extinction to a source.
However, if the medium through which
the radiation passes is polarized, the
computed extinction values will be
misleading and will differ along the
direction of polarization. Spectropolarimetry, therefore, is a better way to
gather extinction data and to reconstruct
the actual spectral luminosity of an
obscured source.

d) Parallel Mode Observations
Whenever another instrument is in the
primary observing mode, the camera will be
switched on as well and will be simultaneously observing a field, a few arc minutes
away. Such fields will often appear blank
or may contain a source interesting in its
own right on which data then accumulates
at little additional cost. If the camera
is looking at what at first sight might
appear to be a blank field, it is quite
likely that a very distant young galaxy
might actually be in the field of view.
Beatrice Tinsley, long ago (1973)
suggested that such galaxies would now
appear red shifted into the near
infrared. If
we take a Hubble constant
H-75 l:km
sec"1 Mpc
a luminosity
L
I>10 L0 and a red shift z=8 with
ISO's clear aperture of roughly A = 2500
ear, then the incident flux, F, on the
camera should be:
AF = ALH z {16n(l+z)
- 4 X 10-19W

'"2J 2) "'

which could be detected in long
observations and followed by filter
photometry of the source in its own right.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

e) auxiliary Kinds of Observations

Any number of auxiliary observing
nodes can come to mind. Here I will
mention onlylone:
=
Gary Melnick pointed out that. 100
micron water vapor emission in Orion would
produce
observable line fluxes of order
10~15 W cm"2, such bright, localized,
narrow line sources will produce an added
Bose-Einstein fluctuation in the arriving
radiation,- which will appear as excess
noise on the detectors. The fluctuation
in the arriving photons is

'<(ta) V"2 =e"kn>"2

:

+
K< n > e [ 2 A a ( At ) ( A v ) K"2
where <n> is the mean number of photons
arriving in time interval at, Av is the
spectral band width, A the telescope
aperature, 6 the system quantum
efficiency, K the wavelength and a the
solid angle of the source or the
diffraction limited field of view,
whichever is larger. For N = 100 un,
e - 0.1, A» = vAv/c - 3xio8 Hz for
a velocity width to = 30 km sec'1,
and a source smaller than the diffraction
cone, the expected Bose-Einstein noise
will be - 10 -" Watt Hz -"*.
Consistent extra noise, measured with good
signal-to-noise ratio in a series of brief
time exposures with the low resolution
spectrometer on such a source, could call
attention to extreme line narrowness,
suggest further, higher resolution
spectrometric observations, and possibly
offer evidence of even narrower line
widths than ISO's high-resolution
Fabry-Perot mode would resolve.
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processes of relevance to planetary
studies, or with two useful sources of
information to which Jean-Loup Puget
called our attention. First are the
microchemical analyses on minute
inclusions in carbonaceous chondrites —
meteorites having dark, organic components; those inclusions may represent
interstellar grains that penetrated the
solar system and were encapsulated in the
chondrite as it formed. Second are massspectrographic studies of cometary matter,
using fly-by space probes, which may
provide insight into materials representative of the mantles coating interstellar grains. -Jean-Loup mentioned that
we might learn a great deal from such
studies on likely interstellar materials.
Fred: HoyIe went a stop further arid
warned us not to exclude the possibility
that certain cosmic processes may be
biologically controlled.- --Just because
~
astronomy has been traditionally classed
as a physical science, in Fred's view did
not mean that the universe was-obliged to
restrict its processes to the purely
physical domain, indeed, if we look-at
the ecological changes that man has
produced on Earth in the last century
alone, the power of biological intervention becomes quite apparent. One must
also remember that terrestrial bacteria
tend to multiply and politerate on a time
scale of 20 minutes — 103 sec. The
universe is 4 X 1017 sec old, time
enough for more than 1014 generations.
Even under the most adverse conditions
such time scales could be on the side of
microorganisms and permit them
considerable influence even on galactic
scales.

6. Lessons at this Symposium That Were
Worth Remembering
This collection of thoughts on the
future of infrared astronomy offered by
ISO, would be incomplete if we were to
forget two insights offered by symposium
participants.
Lesson 1: This lesson is due to
Martin Kessler, who never even had to say
a word: It is contained in his cover
drawing for this volume and demonstrates,
without doubt, that interstellar spectra
_can be fitted by just about anything. We
should be very careful before accepting
any particular attribution to one substance or another in infrared astronomical
spectroscopy.
Lesson 2 ; Host of us have by now
become accustomed to looking beyond the
confines of the infrared spectral range,
to correlate our data with results from
radio, optical, UV, x-ray and gamma-ray
astronomy. Many of us are rather less
familiar with cosmic ray data, geophysical
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This index contains the object names as used by the individual authors. It is arranged alphabetically according to the first
letter occurring in each object name; numerical characters come before alphabetical and Greek letters are treated as if they
were spelt out in full in English. No cross referencing, other than that in the papers themselves, has been attempted.
+20/+5O Radio Arc

120,121,124.129

0005-239
0122-380
0237-233
0329-383
0329-385
0424-131
0743-673
0859-140
1011+250
1101-264
1222+228
1246-057
1309-056
1331+170
1346-036
1416+067
1448-232
1751+339
1821+107
2326-477

486,487
486,487
486,487
487
486,
486,487
486,487
486,487
486,487
487
486,487
486,487
486.487
485,486,487
486,487
486,487
486,487
531
486,487
486.487

3A0557-38
3C273

432
451

AB Aur
AEAqr
AFGL 437
AFGL 490
AFOL 618 (CRL 618)
AFGL 961
AFGL 989
AFGL 213
AFGL 2233
AFGL 2591
AFGL 2688 (Egg Nebula, CRL 2688)
AFGL 3068
a Boo

344
323
153
162,293-295.297
353,360
163
163
104,162
394
80,95.104,293-297
125,129353,364,365
80
150
150
150
47«
368
434,435,440,442,444,449,451,452,468,
473,477,478,478,497,573,519.526

a CMa
aHya
a Lyr
AQ Scr

Arp220
-

B35
BD 06 1154
BD +30 3639 (IRAS 19327+3024)
BD 46 3471
BD 65 1637
Bowell 19821
Bradlield 1987s
BS3176
BS4883
BS5194
BS5384
BS6084

Carina
CD -42degll721 (IRAS 16555-4237,
G 343.490)
Cederblad40 (IRAS 05044-0325)
CED 016 ORAS 03260+3111.
RAFGL 5096)
CED 081 (IRAS 06303+1021,
HDE 25943 1)
CCnA(NGC 5128)
Cep A
Omis 1983 Xn
Qiamaeleon
CICyg
Circulas
CPD -56deg 8032
Crab Nebula
-FK6
-FKlO
-M2
Crab pulsar

124,129,465
344
85.151,222,311,359,360
344
344
19,67,70
20,21,49,51
511
511
511
511
511
94,124,129
178,182
150.153,178,182
178,180,182
178,182
124,130,447,462,463
129
19,67,70
86
324325339340,341
436,452331
150.151.153.154
169-173,193.194
169-172
169,171
169,171,172
389.490

CRL 618 (AFGL 618)
CRL 2688 (Egg Nebula, AFOL 2688)
CygnusLoop
-MHFl

353,360
125,129,353,364,365
169-171.173,174
174

DQ Her
DR2I
DR22 (IRAS 2037644109,
RAFGL 2625)
Dumbed Nebula

317,318
120,121,124,129,299,301

Earth
Egg Nebula (AFGL 2688, CRL 2688)
Elias 1
Elias 13,18
Elias 16
Elias 17
Elias 29
Encke
T) Carina
EXHya

31,41,44,45,46
125,129,364,365
87,222
163,
104,163
112
104
32
80
323

FHSer
FUOrionis

318,319,320
297

G329.353 (IRAS 15567-5236)
G333.6-0.2(IRAS 16183-4958)
G337.1-0.2
Galactic Centre,

359,360
93,118,124,129,150.299-301.458.459
459
81,82,83,93,95,97,104-106,120-122,
141,162,165,269,271,277,278,415-418,
421-424,425-428
461
68,104,427
104
37,38,67-70.73,74.49-51,166.190.
417,426,427
415,416,417,421,422,423,424,425,427
277

Galactic disk
GC-WSl
GC-RS3
GC-IRS7
GC-IRS16
GC - neutral ring
GCS-3

Galaxy (Milky Way)
GK Per
GQ Mus
GZ Peg

Halley
HbS
Hb 12
HD 29647
HD 44179
HD 97048
HD 150193
HD 163296
HD 213985
HD 250550
HDE 259431 (CED 081.
IRAS 06303+1021)
HDE 3.10036
He 2-10
He 2-77 ORAS 12063-6259)
He 2-113 (IRAS 14562-5406)
He 2-131
HH43
HL Tau
HR 0098
HR 0818
HR 0841
HR1136
HR 1543
HR1707
HR 2326
HR 2508
HR 3304
HR 4049 (IRAS 10158-2844)
HR 8232

178,179,182
141

68.74

76.81,83,93-95,117,105.153.299,406,
442,452,460,461,464,467432,533,534
322
318,319,321
356,357
15.17-21,23,29-33,37-39,49-52,
67,70,71,73-75,80,83,166
371,372
310,360
111,112
49,86,152,153,183,222,311
C6.87.344
344
344

391
344

178,182
324
436

150,154,178,182
150
371,372
257
240
63
63
63
63
63
498
63
356.357
498.499
87.150-153.359,360,391
63
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HR 8414
HRDd
Hubble 12

63
319
141,274

IZwI
IC 342
1C418
IC443 IC 694
IC 2621
IC 3568
IC4329A
IC 4634
IC 4642
IC 4997
IC Sl 17
nZw40
HAS 03035+5819 (RAFOL 437)
RAS03260+3111
(RAFGL 5096. CED 016)
KAS 05044-0325 (CED 040)
IKAS 05380-0728 (Reipurth 50)
KAS 06303+1021
(HDE 259431. CED 081)
IRAS 06572-0742 (Parsamyan 18)
IRAS 07134+1005 ( S AO 96709)
RAS 08485-4419 IRAS 08513-4201
KAS 09014-4736,
IRAS 09371+1212
KAS 10158-2844 (HR 4049)
IRAS 10197-5750 (Robots 22)
RAS 12063-0259
(He2-77.G298.187, FK 298-0.1)
RAS 12389-6147
KAS 14562-5406 (He 2-113)
RAS 15567-5236(0329353)
RAS 16183-4958 (G333.6-0.2)
RAS 16313-4840
RAS 16362-4845
(RCW 108,0336.514)
RAS 16396-4429
RAS 16555-4237
(CD -42degll721, G343.490)
RAS 17047-5650
RAS 17103-37PÎ. (NOC 6302)
RAS 17199-3446
RAS 17439-2845 (S 20. FK 0-0.1)
RAS 18162-1612
RAS 18184-1302
(RAPGL 2132, MWC 922}
RAS 18416-0420
(RAFOL 2243, G2S.289)
RAS 19097+0847 (G43.182)
RAS 19213+1723(052.096)
RAS 19327+3024 (BD +30 3639 )
RAS 19442+2427 (RAFOL 2454, S 87)
IRAS 20024+3330 (G70.7+1.2)
RAS 20293+3952
RAS 20319+3958
IRAS 20376+4109
(RAFGL 2625. DR22)
IRAS 21282+5050

434
1 17,1 18.124.130.462,463,465.466,467
80,153310.311,312,313
171,173,245,254,257,443
439,443,463.473
371,372

312
449
371372
371,372
310
153
450,473,519
178,180-182
178,180,182
150,153,178,182
287,288,290
178,182
153,178,180,182,274
363,364,365366
150
150,151,153
150
213,219,351,352353,379-380,578
87,150-153,359.360,391
150.152,153
150,154,178,182
150,178,182
150
359,360
93,118.124.129,150.299-301,458.459
150
150.153,178,182
150,151-153,178,182
178,182
150
149,150,153,154309,359360,371372
178,182
178,180,182
178,182
150,153.178.182
178-181,182
178,179,182
178,179.182
85,151.222,311.359360
178.182
178,182
178,179,182
178.182

IRAS 22272+5435 (SAO 34504)
RAS 22308+5819 (S138)
RAS 23030+5958 (S 156)
RAS 23304+6147
OtC+10216
IVCep

178.179,182
150,154,178.180-182,184-187
190,222,311,359,360
363364365
178-182
359360
363364365.366
15393-399
319

J 900
Jupiler

153
34.7-14,41-44.46.198

K3-50
Koboutekl973Xn

17.74

L134N
L1172
L1455FR.
L155I-KS5
L1641
LkHo 198
LkHa 208
LkHa 233

125,129
200
242
235.236,242
287,289
344
344
344

129

LkHa 234
LMC
LMC-30Doradus
LWSer
----Ml-Il
Ml-92
M2-9
M4-18
M8-IR
M17
M17SW
M31
M33
M42
M51 (NGC5194)
M82(NGC3034)
.
.
-

_'

M83(NGC5236)
MlOl
Machholz 1988J
Mallei 2
Magellanic Clouds
Man
Mkn3
MonR2
-IRSl
-IRS2
Moon
MSH 15-52
Ji Cep
MUSer
Murchison
MWC 922 (RAS 18184-1302)
MWC 1080
N44A (LMC)
N66
NSK(SMC)
N88A (SMC)
Neptune
NGC 253
NGC 300
NGC 310
NGC 520
NGC 660
NGC 891
NGC 1068
NGC 1097
NGC 1275
NGC 1365
NGC 1569
NGC 1614
NGC 1808
NGC 1977
NGC 2023

.
NGC 2024
NGC 2146
NGC 2440
NGC 2623
NGC 2782
NGC 2798
NGC 2903
NGC3034(M82)
.
.
NGC 3079
NGC 3109
NGC 3227
NOC 3242
NGC 3256
NGC 3351
NGC 3504
NGC 3627
NGC 3628
NGC 3690
NGC 3918
NGC 4102

344
94,95,123.458,459,507
123.124.130.404,405,458,459,465,466
319,320
153
351-353
~ 353

—: :

152
293-295,297
116-119.121,123-127,129,141
144.199.274
119,121
406,531 .
406
465,466
"!
124,130,406/163.465,511412,513,514
73,75,76,117,118.121.124,130,183,189,
207,211,222,439.440,442.443,447,448.
450.455.457-462,463,465,466,467,468,
473,474321-523431,532433437
124,130,406;462,463,464,467,473,474,
514419
406,450
32
124,130,463,473
93,94,404,405.447,448,452
3-6,12-14,41,44-46,55-59,61-66
451
105
94,162
84,111,162,163,295

-i

19
171
80,83,85,95
318.319
73.75
150.153.178.182
344
448,
404,405

95

448
3,7-9,12-14,37,41-44,46
130,436,439,440,441,442,443,447,
450.462,473,474,477,478.479.
509419431435-537
406
124
473
124,130,463,473
1 17,124,130,387-390,463,464
105,124.130,432,433.434,435,439.452,
462,463409,517,519425426431
473
519
406,435,451,509,520
531
440,442,473.477,478,479
434,435,436407-508,518420,531
124,129
69,70.124,126,127,129,141,153,183,191,
194,274,560
124,129,163,194,465
124,130,463,464,466,467
360
442
497,498,499
442,477,478,479
473
73,75,76,117,118,121,124,130,183,189,
207,21 1.222,439,440,442,443,447,448,
450,455,457-462,463,465,466.467,468,
473,474,521-523431,532,533,537
124.130,463,473,519
130,463
435,442,497,498,499
360
436.440,441,442
511414
520
511413
124.130,463,467
124.130,439,443,462,463,465,473,474
309,312,313,314
449418,520
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NOC 4151
NGC 4418
NGC 4536
NGC 4565
NGC 4736
NGC4945
NGC 5055
NGC5128(CenA)
NGC 5194 (MSl)
NGC 5195
NGC 5218
NGC
_ 5236 (M83)

NGC 5253
NGC 5506
NGC 5907
NGC 6221
NGC 6240
_
NGC 6302 (KAS 17103-3702)
MGC 6509
NGC 6572
NGC 6692
NGC 6720
" NOC 6741
1
NGC 6853
NGC 6946
NGC 7009
NGC 7023
NGC 7027

NGC 7293
NGC 7469
NGC 7479
NGC 7538
NGC 7552
NGC 7582
NGC 7714
NGC 7762
NGC 7793
Nova Aquila 1982
Nova Her 1987
Nova LMC 1988 No. 1
Nova Oph 1988
Nova Sgr 1987
Nova VuI 1987
NQ VuI (Nova VuI 1976)
OH 264+0.6
OH3Z8-0.3
OH 127.8-0.0
OH 231.8+4.2
OH 0739-14 (OH 231.8+4)
OMC-I
OMC-2
oSco
Oort Cloud
Ophiucus
Orgueil carbonaceous chondriie
Orion

Orion A
Orion Bar
Orion BN-KL
Orion Ionisation From
Orion Molecular Cloud
Orion IRcI
Orion Kc2
Rc34.6.7,8
Rc4
Kc9
OS And
Parsamyan 18 (IRAS 06572-0742)
PKS 0237-233
PKS 0743-673
PKS 1448-232
PUVuI
PWVuI

433.439,443,449,497,498,499
451,452
518,520
124,130.463.465,477,478,479
117.124.130.462,463,464,511,555
435,436.508-509
511,514
124,130.447
124,130,406,463.465,511,512,513,514
473,514
. - '
531
124.130,406,462,463,464,467,473,474,
514.519,520,531
436,449,450,519
432,434,435.449
124,130,463
531
124,130.155,156,434,435,440,441,
442,443,573.462.463,467,468,477,
478,475,497,517,519
149,150,153,154,309,359360,371,372
531
152,153,310
170
141
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